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CHAPT·ER IX.
1852 to 1860.
\
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PROVINCIAL LEGISLATURES.

WHEN Sir G. Grey left New Zealand the government
devolved upon Colonel Wynyard (58th Regt.) , the senior
military officer, under the title of "the officer administering
the government." It was deem~d advisable th~t th&
Provincial Legislatures should meet before the summoning'
of the General Assembly. Mr . .weld and others thought
that a contrary course should have been adopted, and. that
the powers of the Provincial Councils should have been
defined by the General Legislature before the local parliaments were permitted to plume themselves upon their new
·honours. Sir G. Grey, however, had called the Provincial
Councils into existence, and on Colonel Wynyard fell the
task of dealing with the larger body. The electors in the
provinces chose their leading men as Superintendents. Mr.
J. E. Fitzgerald was selected at Canterbury, Mr. E. W.
Stafford at Nelson, Colonel Wynyard at Auckland, Dr.
Featherston at Wellington, Mr. Brown at Taranaki, and
Ca.ptain Cargill at Otago.
Mr. Swain80n declared (1859) that the Provincial Legislatures ought to have been confined to municiJlal matters,
and made more dependent on the General Legislature.
Vol. II.
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They plunged into what he ca.lled cc 80 miSchievous multiplicity and diversity of legislation." In three years they
passed more than two hundred Ordinances. Mr. Swainson
was the chief adviser of Wynyard, who recommended the
General Assembly to enlarge and solidify the powers of the
general government.
The General Assembly was convened for despatch of
business at Auckla.nd on the Queen's Birthday, 24th Mal,
1854. Mr. Swainson was Speaker of the Legislative Council
Mr. Charles Clifford was made Speaker .of the elected
House. Mr. J. E. Fitzgerald and Mr. David Monro moved
and seconded the address in reply to the Governor's long
and comprehensive speech, which pointed out the dangers
which might spring from the Provincial Legislatures, the
possible incoherence if not antagonism in their legislation,
and the duty of the General Assembly to determine whether
New Zealand should "become one great nation or a
collection of insignificant, divided, and powerless petty
states."
Mr. Weld and his friends complained that Swa.inson did
nothing to remedy the dreaded evils. They professed the
same apprehensions. But the· Assembly burned to exercise
their new power. Their appetite grew by what it fed on.
There were also men among them spurred by 80 noble
ambition. The Constitution made no provision for the
creation of 80 responsible ministry. There were to be
representative members in the Legislature. But such
members .existed, and were active in New South Wales in
1848, and 80S yet responsible government had not. been
established in Australia. It was to come, but it was to be
provided for by special enactment. The one master-mind
produced in Australia and exercised in public affairs had
already shown how constitutional government could be
secured. William C. Wentworth, by persistent labour of
years-notably the Report on General Grievances in 1851,
and petitions to the Queen and to both Houses of Parliament in the same year-by drafting in 1852 the requisite'
Imperial enactments; and after Sir John Pakington's
concessory despatch of Dec., 1852 (80S to Crown lands and
minerals, &c.), by drafting anew in 1858 the various needed
measures, had laid Australasia. under deep obligation.

GmBON WAKEFIELD IN THE HOUSE.

Other colonies reaped the harvest of his toil; and though
the Constitution Act of New Zealand, which Sir John
Pakington passed in 1852, did not and could not, without
dictation as to local a.1fa.irs, provide for responsible government in New Zealand, nothing could have been easier than
for the New Zealand Parliament of May, 1854, to prepare,
under the light already shed upon the subject, a wellconsidered measure, the passage of which might have
been unchecked. But the New Zealand House was eager
to obtain something by the quickest, not by the best,
means.
There had been, of course, no provision in the Constitution Act for responsible ministers, for the vacation of seats
on acceptance of paid office, or for remodelling or reconstituting the Executive Council. The Royal LeUers Patent
which made that Council consist of certain functionaries
had not been modified. But Gibbon Wakefield sat amongst
the representatives. He stirred their willing minds to
demand responsible government, and on his motion it was
resolved that ministerial responsibility should be established
without delay.l A suggestion that a select committee
should be appointed to report upon the subject, found but
one supporter. Twenty-five members resisted Mr. O'Brien
and Mr. Forsaith, who desired that the Queen should be
asked to sanction the lawful introduction of responsible
government. The senior military officer stood in the novel
position of having to solve political problems, and run the
risk of contravening extant laws and instructions. He laid
the address before his Executive Councillors, with an
opinion from his Attorney-General that he might go 80 far
as to add, under existing instructions, two or three members
of the Assembly to the Executive Council, and that body
unanimously advised him to do so. Mr. Swainson showed, by
refm·ence to the Constitution Act and to the Royal Instructions, that the Governor was not enabled to establish
.. ministerial responsibility in the conduct of legislative and
I A member who asked whether "members appointed to the government" were to seek re-election, was told by Gibbon Wakefield that "there
was no existing law providing for the resignation" of sea.ts on acceJ?tanco
of office. It was equally true that there was no existing law to justlfy the
acceptance of office.
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ex~utive. .prQceedmgs· by the .GOvemor."

CoIOnsl WyIiyard
placed in the Executive Council Mr. J .. K. Fitzgerald, the
member for Lyttelton; }I:r;.:V. A. Weld, member' "for
Wairau; and Mr ... H. Sewell, member for ,Christchnreh.
Yr·.. Sinclair, Colonial Secretary, and Mr. Shepberd,
Treasurer, were:willing to resign on receiving fit retiring
allowa,nc8!3. _Swainson, the Attomey·General, was. willing
to retire. with or without compensation if the representative
of the .crown should think It a.dvantageous for the public
interests. The Legislative Council deemed it essential
that a responsible member of the govemment should be:
eh08en from that body, and Wynyard appointed Mr. F •. D.
Bell, who took his seat on 80th June. When Mr. Bell was
called away by urgent affa.irs, Mr. F. H. Bartley, ala.wyer~
was appointed to the Legislative and Executive Councils.,
All the newly-appointed councillors undertook without
salary to represent the government in the Legislature, to'
perform such departmental work as became a concomitant
of their legislative duties, and to hold office only so long as
they might retain the confidence of the Assembly. Both
Houses applauded these arrangements, which were reported
to the Secretary of State for approval.
, Such hurried changes produced friction in machinery not
framed to meet them. The new men found or suspected a.
want of co-operation on the part of the old, and the
representatives began to show uneasiness. Gibbon Wakefield intrigued. Mr. Fitzgerald and his friends 80ught to
smooth all obstacles by obtaining more power. They
thought a military Govel"Dor would yield to the arguments
of civilians. To enable them to conduct the public business
they recommendedtha.t the existing office-holders should
rellign, and that the government should be U reconstituted
on the ordinary responsible basis." Wynyard laid the
document before the Executive Council, and said he was
willing to accept the Secretary's resignation (on suitable
provisions for his retirement) and to appoint a member of
Assembly in his stead. 'fhe Secretary had been locally
appointed, but the Attorney-General and the Treasurer
held Crown appointments, and Wynyard, as temporary
administrator, was not prepared to a.ccept their resignations unless authorized to do 80 by the Secretary of State.

,.

WYNYARD'S, "GRAVE RESPONSIBILITY."

/;

They, offering to resign if called upon, declined to ~se
as councillors that such a step should be aken. Mr.
Fitzgerald, with his colleagues, quitted the E:leeutive
Council 2nd Aug., Wynyard having on the 1st'declined to
coerce his legitimate advisers without "bemg favoured
with the views of the Crown." "I am now called upon
(he said) to form an entire new form of government
without even a reference to my Sovereign, thus throwing
on me druing my temporary administration a grave
responsibility I am not prepared or disposed to bear." H
the Home Government should approve the' proposition, not
much time would be lost in obtaining its sanction; if it
should not approve, it was the more necessary for him to
await instructions. The suggestion by the retiring councillors that the Assembly might refuse supplies WynYlLrd
spoke of in a subsequent message to the two legislative
bodies (5th Aug.), but he did not allow it to warp him
from what he thought his duty. He urged that the
establishment of responsible government should be provided for by la.w. He was ready to consider my such
measure favourably. He also urged that some' usefnl
practical measures should be passed. Mr. Sewell'read to
the House of Representa.tives' a narrative of the transactions which, substantially con1irn1ing that of Wynya.rd,
caused him to remark to the Duke of Newcastle that it
proved "how necessary it was to make the stand I did;"·
The Legislative Council (10th Aug.) concurred with what
11894.-It is proper to mention that after 'the pUblication cif this
Hiatory the author received from one of the actors in the above lIC8Iles an
elaborate defene& of the poaition taJr.en by Mr. Fitzgerald and his sup·
porters. The writer, disputing certain 'conclusions, nevertheless said,
" You have no doubt done the best you could with the materials at your
band."
He thought Dr. ThomsonYs book (one of the authoritiea) ne_ril, oneBided. Dr. T., a military man, "took his colonel's part." He bItterly
impugned Wynyard's and Swainaon's conduct a8 full of duplicitY', and ...
cuttingly condemned Gibbon Wakefield.
The character of the writer stands so high that it is right to record hiB
opiaion.
, Both sides of the shield must be examined. They dift'er much, but there
appears nothing which would warrant any iml,utation against SwainBon.
As SwainBOn died after the first edition of this work W&B published, it
would have been painful to be 'forced by facta to condemil him in the
second; and it iB grateful to find no occaai.on te do 10.
'
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WYNYARD'S CONSISTENCY.

7

promised Wynyard, and it would be perilous to the colony
if the Queen's representative should act without advice
from the Attorney-General. Wynyard rejoiced at being
able to assure them. that "throughout the emergency he
had enjoyed the unqualified concurrence and support of his
constitutional advisers." He begged them (15th Aug.) to
consider his former message "with a view of turning the
remainder of the already protracted yet fruitless session to
some good account for the people of New Zealand." On
the 15th the majority in the House, who adopted the style
"We, the Commons of New Zealand," said, in a long
contentious address, that, dismissing a.11 that was past,
they asked for u the immediate establishment of the
Executive Government on the basis of complete ministerial
,
responsibility."
Wynyard would not abandon his position, but would
earnestly request the Home government to aid in establishing ministerial responsibility. He would, after a brief
prorogation, assist in maturing a Bill (to be reserved for
the Queen's pleasure) to bring about the required object.
He transmitted on the 17th Aug. three messages-one
enclosing retums of electoral rolls, another replying to the
address of the 16th (No. 32), and a third (No. 33) proroguing the Assembly till the 31st Aug. The bearer stood
a.t the door while the second (No. 32) message was read to
the House; and the majority determined to prevent the
prorogation message from being received. The reading of
the prorogation message was averted until, by irregularly
suspending the standing orders, the majority might pass
resolutions to stop supplies, and to denounce Gibbon
Wakefield. The Speaker (who pronounced at first that the
Standing Orders as to dealing with Governor's messages
could not be suspended), after heated altercation amongst
members, said: "I am in the hands of the House; whatdebate on Colonel Wynyard'a meuage of 5th Aug., G. Wakefield a.ccuaed
Fitzgerald of "detraction" of Wynyam'a personal honour. "He uaed his
name; he a.ccuaed him of falsehood. "
Mr. Fitzgerald: "No, no, no; it is you whom I a.ccuaed."
Mr. Sew8ll: "It is you." Wakefield (10th Aug.) aneered at ~·the
absurd exr,reaaion, • we, the Commons,' " and Fitzgerald retorted, "it is
your own.' Wakefield" dill not recollect having ever uaed it. In New
Zealand there are no Lords and, therefore, no Commons."

HEW ZEALAND.

ever'! might do, the power of overruling that decision: is in
the House." A. division having Bhown the want of a
quornm, the Rpeaker discoveJ,"ed that in absence Qf· a;
quorum Standing .orderB could not be BUBpended. Mr.
Fitzgerald reminded him of hiB recent decision that the
House could overrule him, and the entrance 'of~me
members, and detention of otherB, procured, a. quotum.
Objecting members were forcibly arreBted, and when' they
attempted to escape by a gaJlery, Mr. Sewell thougb.t it
not unbecoming for an outgoing Executive Couneillpr to
I!!Cramble over a railing and lock the door. Mr. Weld, WaB'
silent. After a time, Mr. Mackay, a member from Nelson,
~btained entrance into the Chamber, and threw a copy
-of the Governor's proclamation on the table. He was
assaulted by Sewell and others for keeping hiB hat on, in
which on the aBBumJ,>tion that the House was prorogued he
thought himself JUBtified. There waS a proBpect of a rescue
by strangers in the gallery. Mr: Fitzgerald moved that
Mr. Mackay" be expelled for insulting the' House while in
sesBion." Mr. Sewell would "vote for the higheBt possible
penalty." Eventually (on Mr. Merriman's motion) Mr.'
Mackay was "adjudged" (without being heard) "guilty of
a groBB and premeditated co~tempt." Though the prorogation was procla.imed in the "Government Gazette," a copy
~f which was in the Chamber, the memberB, defunct IioB a.
House,' 'affected to' go into committee to consider Bis
Excellency'B message (No. 82). They declared inter alia,
that the prorogation was "a violation of the rightB of the
people of New Zealand;" tha.t the Speaker Bhould warn all
receivers of revenue againBt expenditure unsanetioned by
the General Assembly or Provincial Councils;, that His
Excellency be prayed "to remove Mr. E. Gibbon Wakefield
from his Oonncils," and "to remove the present Executive
gfficers" being members of the Executive; Co~eil, from
their officeB;" and that the Speaker, with MeBsrs. 'Featheriton, Fitzgerald, Brown, Picard, Cutten, King, and Sewell
"be a' committee during the expected recess", to carry on a
campaign, the objects of which were left to be inferred from
the brave wordB of the captains.,
'
", ,
: Mr. Sewell then moved "that His Excellency'B mes,.sa
(No~ 88)'be no,w read;" and the Speaker read the,ll1Ui1W16

GIBBON WAKEFIELD' AND SWAlNSON.

II

conveying a copy of the procl8ilna.tion in the "Gazette"
'
proroguing the General Assem~ly until the 31st Aug.
. Colonel Wynyard magnanimously abstained from expOsing the actors in a scene which made the New Zealand
representatives a by-word for a. time in Australia..
TWo days after the struggle in the 'House, Gibbon
Wakefield found his position untenable.. An adviser without responsibility, conscious that the affronted Assembly
would not subject itself to his guidance, he saw that the
Acting-Governor shrank from committing himself to it.
He sought Swainson on the 19th August, arid reasoned for
two hours. He recorded the interview. He described
Swa.iIison's "masterly comma.nd of the conversation by
mea.ns of the highest diplomatic' ability." Swainson
a.pproved of Fabian tactics until events might show in wha.t
way the Acting-Governor ought to act. Meanwhile, though
to this he did not pledge himself, Colonel Wynyard might
govern under the old forms until the' Home government
should instruct him. Throughout the long interview each
felt that much in his thoughts must remain unspoken.
Each watched the other. But Swainson'li goal was duty,
Dot ambition, and the light he walked by was not deceitful.
It seemed to Wakefield that Swainson' had "two distinct
policies" in his thoughts. Mr. Weld said afterwards that
he had but the one policy of "not committing himself."
Wakefield reth'ed from his anomalous' pOsition. The doors
of the Assembly were closed, but the keys, of the Treasury
had not been taken from the government. The existing
law gave power to apply the revenue to the public service.
Thus master o( the situation, the government ascerta.ined
that the Assembly, if convened for business on the day to
which it had been prorogued, would devote itself to' practical
legislation and grant supplies.
A final attempt was made to introduce the responsible
element when the Houses reassembled on the 31st Aug.
Mr. T. S. Forsaith, of Auckland, Mr. E. J. Wakefield ()f
Canterbury, Mr. Tra.vers of Nelson, and Mr. Macandrew of
Otago, were appointed Executive Councillors on the 31st
Aug. on the understanding that they would resign if they
should "fa.il to carry with them the support and confidence
6f the Houses of Assembly"-a ,new:, Governor should
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arrive-or the Constitution be changed. They were also to
identify themselves with a policy to be sent by Wynyard to
the Houses. He proposed to introduce a bill to establish
ministeriaJ responsibility, and to reserve it for the Queen's
decision; to deal in like manner with bills empowering the
General Assembly to transfer to the Provincial Legislatures
its own powers with regard to waste lands; and to bestow
an elective character on the Legisla.tive Council. Other
measures were announced, and it .was stated that until the
fate of the Land Bill should be decided, Wynyard would
use his authority in setting apart not less. than one-third of
the waste lands in each province to encourage bona fide
occupation, allowing rebate of passage money to settlers,
and giving time for payment, but holding back titles to
land "for a reasonable time." The Council decorously
thanked Wynyard for his speech. The" Commons of
New Zealand" no longer threatened to stop supplies
if their desil:e for responsible government should not
be gratified, but carried an amendment on the address
which compelled Mr. Forsaith and his friends to retire two
days after accepting office. The address, passed bY'22 votes
against 11, condemned" a mixed executive" as utterly bad.
Some members wished to return to their homes, and all
were willing to vote supplies, trusting that.Wynyard and the
Home government would enfranchise them speedily. They
adopted (2nd Sept.) an address to the Queen, praying that
the neoosB&rY law for establishing responsible government.
might be assented to. A fortnight afterwards thirteen Bills
had been passed, and the Assembly was prorogued until the
5th July, 1855. A Waste Lands Act confirmed existing
regulations, and enabled Superintendents and Provincial
Councils to recommend to the Governor any regula.tions for
sale, letting, disposal, and occupation of Crown lands,
proclamation by the Governor being sufficient to give them
effect. A provincial Wa.ste Lands Act declared it expedient
that in each province there should be local control over
waste lands, and provided that, subject to the Constitution
Act, it should be la.wful for the General Assembly toempower Superintendents ~d Provincial Councils to make
la.ws to regula.te the lands.. The administration of revenue
from la.uds was relegated to the Superintendents and Pro-

MR. WELD ON amBON WAKEFIELD.

U

vincial Councils. The Aot was not to be operative until the
royal assent should be notified. By a despatch (15th April,
1855) that assent was conveyed.
A sense of duty to his Queen had preserved Wynyard
from disgrace as it has preserved many English soldiers,
who make no such pretensions as were made by the civilians
gathered at Auckland in 1854. Swa.inson was wise enough
to avoid error, and firm as a rock to duty, though ready to
sacrifice his personal claims. Until he displayed his short~
comings in the New' Zealand Parliament it might have been
expected that the Governor could find wisdom in Gibbon
Wakefield, but no one proposed that Wakefield should be
minister himself; and an ambiguous position commands
little regard. Mr. Weld, in an address to the electors of the
Wa.ira.u (Nov., 1854), bitterly complained that Gibbon
Wakefield had insidiously at first, and afterwards openly,
devoted his" great fund of information and his activity and
energy" to thwarting the " responsible-government party."
Mr. Carleton denounced Wakefield in the House with
unmeasured scorn, and Wakefield's reply was feeble.
A constitutional question between the two Houses wa.s
mooted, but not discussed. The Appropriation Bill reached
the Council on the 15th Sept. The Assembly was to
be prorogued on the 16th. There was in the Constitution
Act no restriotion upon the Council as to the right to amend
Money Bills, but it was understood that the Assembly would
dispute it. The Council, to avert oonflict, though they
amended the Bill in a manner accepted by the Lower House,
requested Wynyard to obtain an authoritative decision from
England as to their constitutional powers. He applied for
it, but the Duke of Newcastle did not answer his despatches.
Overta.sked by duty and the anxieties of the Crimean war,
he had handed over the Colonial Office to Sir George Grey, 4
who had in former years been Under-Secretary there. The
new Secretary a.nswered in one letter (8th Dec.) six of
Wynya.rd's despatches, whioh contained the careful opinion
of Swa.inson on the changes which Wynyard was asked to
make. Appealed to by a senior military officer accidenta.lly
confronted by constitutional problems, Sir George Grey
• .The prevalence of the name "Grey" in colonial affairs was confusing
even to colonUts. and to the Maoris must have been perplexing.
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of NSlmaatle. the Duke of Argyll, Mr. Gladstone, and'
Sir Willia.m Molesworth)-Sir G. Grey penned a despatch.:
~hich was the first step to the·aba.ndonment by the Crown
of the duties solemnly underta.ken· in the treaty ofWaitangi:
and renewed in the Constitution Act of 1852. He paid noheed to Swainson's opinion. He took "the earliest oppor-'
tunity" to state .that Her Majesty's Government had "no.
objection whatever to offer to the ,·establishment of the
s~tem known as responsible government in New Zea.la.nd.'·
No legislation would be required. The Imperial Govern-:
ment had no" desire to propose terms or lay down restric-'
t~ons .•. 'e~ceJ>t that of which the necessity appeared to>
be fully recognised by the Gener8.l Assembly, namely, the
making provision for certain officers who have accepted
offices on the equitable understanding of their permanence.'''On this understanding there would be "no occasion for
further reference to the Home government," before ca.rrying_
into effect the proposed changes and " satisfying the wishes,
of the community." Rightly, indeed, did he desire to observe
good faith in smaller things, but the weightier matters ofthe la.w,-judgment, mercy, a.nd. faith,-he discarded. He:
said not a word about the Maoris and their Queen, and his~
despatch waa.gloated over by those who had hardly dared
to hope that: the rapacity of the New Zealand CompQ,llY's
settlers would be pandered to by command of the Imperial.
Government,8 while Mr. Gladstone was a member of the.
Ca.binet.
Sir G. Grey furnished no a.dvice to the soldier-governor
~ to the introduction of responsible goyernment. " It rested
on no written law," he said, " but on usage in Engla.nd." He
did not apply to New Zealand the English "usage" that a.:
member ~ceptinR office vacated his seat in the elected
House. Unless there were" local laws" (in New Zealand)'
• Though Mr. Gladatone became technically an &ccomplice in Sir G.
Grey's despatch, in 1854, it must not be forgotten that while he followed'.
his great Dl&8ter, Peel, he wrote to the Governor of New Zealand (1846):.
" I conceive it to be an undoubted maxim that the Crown shoulf! stand in
a.ll matters between the colonists and the natives . . . the most:
natural and obvious mode of providing for our relations with the native'
tribes would be to reserve to the Crown a very large share of a.uthority,·
real &8 well as nominal, active and not merell dormant in that department
of the functions of thC!! Cl>lonial Government' (P. P. 1846, voL xxix;).'
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"which would be repUgnant to the new system, legislation
seems uncalled for except for the very simple purpose' of
securing their pensions to retiring officers." Nevertheless,
he was glad that the "ordinary and most satisfactory
course of referring the question of responsible government
to Her Majesty for complet& adjustment had been adopted."
He sa.id that to make the Legislative Council elective was
beyond the power of the General Assembly. A new
governor would shortly proceed to New Zeala.nd armed with
the wisdom of the Colonial Office; and meantiIIie Wynyard
was to "act on the present instructions." On the constitutional right of the Legisla.tive Council to alter Money Bills,
Sir G. Grey gave an opinion in 1855. Although the Constitution Act was silent on the point, he thought the English analogy ought to preva.il, the reason being that the
Upper House was not elected by the people. Thus the
loose phrases of a casual Secretary of State were put forward
as substitutes for constitutional enactments.
Before he was relieved, Wynyard displayed prudence of
which his successor was found incapable. Rapacity of some
settlers at Taranaki induced certain Maoris to resolve to sell
no land to Europeans.
When Governor Fitzroy disa.llowed Spain's award in
1844, he vainly endeavo¥ed to purchase from a chief
named Katatore two blocks, viz., the Mangoraka. and Wa.iongona, and afterwards offered to some of the settlers (who
had been improperly located by the Company on native
lands) allotments in other parts of the colony. The settlers,
unwilling to believe that they would in the end fail to embroil their country and wres~ the coveted lands from the
Maori owners, were loth to depart. Like their unprincipled
representatives in London, they hoped that the eye of the
law would not scrutinize their position. The treaty 6f
Waitangi was by them no more regarded than by Mr. Somes.
The Taranaki creed was as bold and false as his. The
pretences of some were accepted as truth by others. In what
purports to be a history it has been recorded that "there
are strong grounds for believing that the company's claims
ought never to have been brought into Mr. Spain's court."7
• "The History of Taranaki." B. Wella.
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The company's local agent, Wicksteed, was in such
pecuniary straits in .1844 that he accepted terms which he
represented to his principal as unjustifiable.
The block allotted by Fitzroy was occupied. Settlers were
removed from a.ll native .lands except such as might· be
parted with fairly by their owners. Fitzroy arranged that
the native reserves within the European block should' be
placed at the Company's disposal; the Crown right of preemption was waived in favour of the Company over a circumja.cent tract of about 60,000 acres; and the Crown was
pledged to advance funds from time to time (on security) to
enable the company to buy lands therein. Wicksteed had
no money, and Fitzroy accepted for the government certain
boats and stores for which he paid £882. The needy company only paid their own labourers by means of the government dole. Some of the settlers remained on sufferance at
the Puketapu block, but eventually retired, or were driven
to the Fitzroy block.
To this state of affairs succeeded Governor Grey's endeavour to supersede Fitzroy's decision, under Mr. Gladstone's
instruction, that it was" hardly probable" that that decision
was "wise and just." How D. McLean prevaricated with
Te Rangitake in striving to please Governor Grey, who, in
order to please others, prevaricated with justice and violated
the pledges of Fitzroy,. and of the Queen, has been told
already. A letter from McLean in Oct., 1849, summed up
his doings thus :-The existing conveyances were: No. I,
Nov., 1844, of the Fitzroy block; No.2, May, 1848, of a
block (about 4000 acres bought for less than £200) at
Tataraimaka; No.8, Aug., 1847, of the Omata block, 'of
12,000 acres: No.4, Oct., 1847, of residents' rights in the
Grey block, of 9770 acres; No.5, April, 1848, of rights of
certain absentee Ngatia.was at Wellington and Cook's Strait
in the Fitzroy and Grey blocks respectively; No.6, by certain Puketapu natives, conveying lands occupied by a settler
near the Hua; No.7, Nov., 1848, of 1500 acres by Puketapu
natives.
All these deeds left untouched the coveted lands at the
Waita.ra, the abode of Te Rangitake. The gradual extension
of rights of Europeans sharpened their appetites, and led to
what McLean called an anti-land-selling league. Archdeacon
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Hadfield,however, wrote (Oct., 1860) cc There is no suoh
league, and there never has been any such league." Kafia.;.
tore led the ma.jority~ who oppoaed sales.' Rawiri headed
the malcontent niinority. Maori '-common, rights forbacle a
we while any disaentient remained; but evil seemed good
to some eyes. Yielding to the popular ethics, one Cooper"
Land Commissioner, in 1854, accepted an offer made by
Rawiri to sell land. The probable result was not more
doubtful than the intention to bring it about. Rawiri went
with an armed' foroe to mark the boundaries.. Katatore
wamed him to stay his hand. To signify his determination
he sent Rawiri a gun to defend himself with, saying he
would fight to the death rather than part with his rights.
Rawiri persisted. Katatore fired one shot in the air and
another into the ground, as a finalsignaJ that he would fight.
If Rawiri's men had then sat down there would have been
peace, but they rushed to battle. Katatore shot Paora and
Rawiri as they advanced. Six fell, and more were wounded.
The settlers, considering that the wounded Rawiri was
serving their cause when he fell, removed him to the,
hospital, but he died after three days. The Maoris prepared,
for further strife a.mongst themselves, and the settlers
invited the Acting-Governor, Wynyard, to "execute the
law against tlie murderers."8 Donald McLean, Native
Secretary, reported (27th Jan., 1855) that" Kata.tore ha.dlong ago stated, his intention of retaining this land, and
had threatened to oppose anyone who should offer to sell it.
Rawiri, however, on account of some quarrel with Katatore,
proposed selling the land, and was directed by Mr. Cooper
to cut the boundary." Major Nugent dissuaded the
Government from interfering on behalf of Rawiri.
The narratives of the combatants agreed as to the facts,
and Wynyard declined to proceed against Katatore in the
manner required. Arama Karaka took up Rawiri's quarrel,.
and there was further homicide. The immediate provoca'"
tion was an act of adultery. The aggrieved husband, Ihaia,
a friend of Rawiri, directed a young man to shoot the'
offender, and was obeyed. There was more fighting and
loss of life. Strife threatened to become chronic; and, to
,_ " ." The History of Tanmaki." B. Welle.
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protect the settlers, Wynyard sent troops and guns toTaranaki. - Iham's pah was captured, and the destruction
of his friends was only averted by the arrival of Arama
Karaka., and by friendly settlers who supplied ammunition.
Thus early did the settlers make common cause with Ihais.
and his friends, through whose agency they were to bring
about the great war of 1860, and the greater war, its.
resultant, in 1868.9
Wynyard visited Taranaki, and strove to make peace. Hereported that there were several causes of quarrel: Rawiri's.
death at the hand of Katatore, the enemy of land-selling;
the seduction of Ihaia's wife; the killing of the seducer~
and insults offered by Ihaia to the bodies of men slain in
fight. Ihaia had disinterred and fired shots at the dead.
Arama Karaka told Wynyard that hQ would fight, and that80S the quarrels ha.d nothing to do with Europeans, they
should be directed not to interfere. Wynyard wrote that
the feud " must be watched with care, as the connection of
the contending tribes extends far north and south, and
may, if neglected, sooner or later lead to a state of things
such as Sir G. Grey prognostica.ted when applying for ~
pensioners to be 'located' at Taranaki." He wrote,
however, to Te Rangitake, urging him to prevent molestation of the English. The chief responded: "Yes, our
father, we will guard against all evil to the Pakeha . . _
I will go into the midst of them, and the evil shall fall on
me." But Te Rangitake was to discover that amongst
those whom he was prepared to protect there were intriguers
against himself.
When Major Nugent (58th Regt.) arrived at Taranaki in
August, 1855, the presence of his military force caused
suggestions that Te Rangitake should be driven from the
Waitara. A Wesleyan missionary, Mr. Turton, sympathized
with Rawiri's friends. In July, 1855, Mr. Turton wrote to
the Maoris at Waikato, urging them" to arise and come"
to aid Rawiri's friends. Te Rangitake, as a member of the
• A petition from the Provincial Council at Taranaki (hostile to Katatore
and Te Rangitake) admitted in May, 1858, that "the maBII of the aettlers
were known to sympathize with (Ibaia and others), and many of them were
8up})lying the besieged with the munitions of war." N. Z. P. P., 1860,
E. No. 2. P. 29.
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the legislature." Under these circumstances Wynyard
a.pplied to the military authorities, "in order that the
charges already incurred might be as soon as possible transferred from the estimates of the colony."
Bishop Selwyn's presence was occasioned by Wynyard's
request that influence might be exerted to stay bloodshed.
Prompt as of old, the Bishop, with Archdeacon Abraham,
and a Maori clergyman, Rota Waitoa, travelled overland on
foot. The Archdeacon described their reception. " Te
Rangitake's fine handsome face, and iron-grey hair, and his
giant form of six feet three inches, with breadth in proportion, certainly gave one the idea of a warrior chiefta.in. "10
At daylight he paid salutations at the Bishop's tent, and
breakfasted with him. The Bishop proceeded afterwards to
Ka.tatore's pah, where about a hundred men sat down to
hear the visitor. Katatore, a small "cunning-looking" man,
told his story. When he described the shooting of Rawiri,
the Bishop interjected, "So, then, you killed an unarmed
manu in cold blood for the matter of land?"-"Yes."
"Then you repeated the act of Cain towards Abel, and, in
the sight of God and man, are a murderer." Katatore
started up in wrath, but the Bishop repeated his words, and
Katatore, muttering ominously, left the assemblage, which
a.ppeared more attentive to the Bishop tha.n to him. This
was on the 15th Aug. Rangitak~" did not wish to take part
in the quarrel between Katatore and Arama. Ka.raka," but
the latter had lately encroached and aroused suspicions 80S
to his intention to "sell land to the Pakeha." On the Slat,
at a meeting where Major Nugent was present, an oration
by the Bishop concluding with a quotation from a Maori
poet seemed to win the Maori hearts, which had been
already pacified by a letter from Wynyard to Te Rangitake,
promising that the government would not interfere in
inter-tribal quarrels.
The Taranaki settlers were furious against the Bishop. A
newspaper (22nd Aug.) railed at him in these terms:
Journal of a Walk with the Bishop of New Zealand from Auckland to
1855.
•
.
This description of Rawiri's death somewhat diifel'B from the official
account. The Bishop l'robably I:8fused to allow tha.t Katatore's previous
warning to Rawiri dimmished the crime.
:0

Ta~ki;August,
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"Bishop Selwyn is again lending his blighting influence to
New Zealand-has again taken the murderer by the hand,
as he did the perpeirators of the W&irau massacre-a
murderer who is without the excuse of those at Wairau,
'Viz., that of being first fired upon.
It is reserved
for the Bishop to use his undoubted influence to shield
notorious criminals from justice, when those criminals
appeal to his sympathies through the medium of a dark
skin."
The Bishop did not answer these attacks directly; but
in a pastoralle~ter to the members of his church at Taranaki, he wrote that he had not spoken of the murder of
Rawiri except
"to condemn it in the strongest language, even in the presence of the
murderer. . . • It is strange indced that your advisers in the local
newspapers, who dwell so muCh upon the sixth comma.ndment, should
forget altogether that the same law has said, • Thou shalt not covet.'
Ther may disguise it to their own consciences, but it is my duty,as a
min18ter of the law and of the gospel, to lift up my voice against the publi.
cation of opinions which would lead on to the sin of murder ILl! the direct
consequence of the sin of covetousne88. I offer to my countrymen my best
assistance and influence with the native people in all their just and lawful
desires, but I have no fellowship with covetousne88, which Ahab found to
be the first step to blood.guiltiness. . . . I cannot remain silent while
opinions are being expressed, which if you prove to'be the stronger would
destroy the New Zealanders, or if you be found the weaker, would destroy
yourselves. "

The Maoris at Taranaki had sold 30,000 acres at tenpence
an acre. "Nothing is more easy than to extinguish the
native title; nothing will be more difficult than to extinguish
a native war." Te Rangitake, he was confident, had no illwill to the English, and ought not to be "forced into a
position of hostility by their- suspicions and their threats."
He would urge the Maoris to sell land amicably, but he
would resist by all lawful means every attempt to carry out
any other interpretation of the treaty of WaitlIDgi than that
in which it was explained to the natives by Governor Hobson, and understood and accepted by them." The Bishop's
words were good; but so long as he might assert the claims
of justice, so long would he have enemies among men quartered upon Taranaki by the frauds of the New Zealand
Company and the folly of Lord J. Russell, in defiance of the
sagacity and resolution of Gipps, and the honesty of Hobson.

COWNEL BROWNE AT TARANAKI.
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A new Governor, Colonel Thomas Gore Browne, assumed
office in Sept., 1855, and visited Taranaki forthwith. He
had previously written that the colony would suft'er if Major
Nugent should be withdrawn with departing troops. That
officer knew the Maori language, and to him was due the
satisfa.ctory condition of Taranaki. Colonel Browne promptly
pledged himself to act honourably towards the Maoris. He
wrote (20th E?ept., 1855) to Lord J. Russell: "Different
despatches will have satisfied your Lordship that I have
given the strongest assurances of protection in all their
rights to the Maoris, and that I have declared my determination neither to interfere in native questions, nor to
permit the purchase of lands until the owners are united in
desiring to sell them, and have agreed upon the terms."
He held a levee at Taranaki (Oct., 1855), but neither Katatore nor Te Ra.ngitake attended it. The native feud still
raged. The Governor directed that militia should be embodied, but at the earnest request of local civilians did not
reduce the military garrison. He wrote that the strife
between the followers of Katatore and his opponents had
been injudiciously aggravated by a Wesleyan missionary, a
friend of Rawiri. He also" disapproved of the conduct of
Cooper, the sub-commissioner, in commencing a survey of
land before he was assured that all who had even a disputed
title desired it should be sold." It would have been well if
he had continued in such a frame of mind. A careful letter
from the Rev. J. F. Riemenschneider (Wesleyan missionary)
ought to have warned him of the thorns on which he stood.
It proved that even in 1855 the Ngatiruanui and Taranaki
tribes foresaw the course of events; and it is melancholy to
think tha.t their suspicions were confirmed by the conduct
of Colonel Browne. Mr. Riemenschneider apprised him
that the Taranaki natives as well as Te Rangitake's own
tribe, the Ngatiawa, looked upon that chief as "the real
and true chief of Waitara... Neither the efforts of Mr.
Riemenschneider, nor the joint labours of Major Nugent
and Donald McLean, could allay the feud between Kata.tore
and Arama Karaka.. Waka. Nene, the Nga.puhl chief,
advised in vain. He suggested that Katatore should cede
la.nd to the relatives of Rawiri as reparation for his lOBS.
Te Puni, from Wellington, who was also on the spot,. failed
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similarly, a.lthough, as a. Ngatiawa chief, he might have
been ·exPected to exert 8Omeinfiuence. The Wariganui
chief, Hori Kingi te Anaua, ever friendly to the settlers,
wrote that his people would take no part in any quarrel at
Taranaki. No dissuasions prevailed. Colonel Browne
wrote (Nov., 1855): "The native feud appears to me to be
much in the same condition as before."
Mr. Turton, the Wesleyan missionary (Browne wrote),
had, by letters in newspapers and privately, not only
" revived the old suspicion that the Europeans would not
rest till they had slain and taken possession of that which
the Maoris liken.to Naboth's vineyard,"-but, emulous of
an affray like that at the Waira.u, had endeavoured to
c. bring Rawiri's widow to swear to the murder (of her
husband) before the resident magistrate. This was prevented by Major Nugent, who inquired whether the
magistrate intended issuing a warrant for the murderer,
and, if so, whether he had the means of enforcing it,
adding that his own instructions forbade him acting in any
manner not necessary for the maintenance of peace and
tranquillity within the European part of the province."
Thus was Colonel Browne warned of the condition of the
district; and it might have been hoped that a surrender to
those whose evil designs he understood in 1855 would be
the one course which could not be expected from him.
Yet it was the course into which in less than four years he
was seduced, when he had by his side as Native Minister
the man whom in 1855 he found clerk to the Provincial Council and Provincial Attorney at Taranaki-Mr.
Christopher William Richmond. Eventually, in 1856,
after loss of life, a truce was made by Maori persuasion.
The warfare had incommoded, but did not include, the
settlers. For months the Bell block and the Puketapu
district were disturbed by bands of Maoris going gaily to
shoot their enemies mornmg after morning. Bands of the
Ngatiruanui, aided by Katatore and patronized by Te
Rangitake, annoyed Arama Karaka, Ihaia, and their
friends; and though no settlers were injured, skirmishes
took pla.ce near their homesteads. It was a relief to
all when the land had rest in 1856. The military officer
in'charg9, the Govemor~ and Colonel Wynyard reported

GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN 1855.
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that the peace was definitive, and the Colonial Office con:'
gratulated Colonel Browne on the prudent measures adopted
and on their satisfactory result.1s
Ii is time to recur to the general condition of the colony.
An earthquake early in 1855 added terrors to the difficulties of colonization. Felt even at Auckland and Otago, it
was, like its predecessor of 1848, most severe on each side
of Cook's Strait. White Island had a bad pre-eminence;
a fresh cone rose from Tongariro; and some settlers
doubted whether colonization was desirable at the risks
surrounding it in New Zealand. But crowds cannot yield
to impulses which require months to ripen them into
action. The sale of landed property, the gathering of
household chattels, the disruption of existing ties, are
always painful; and to find purchasers would have been
almost impossible if the necessity to sell were felt to arise
from the dangers of residence.
,
While administering the government, Wynyard summoned the General Assembly in Aug., 1855, but only the
members from Auckland and Taranaki attended in strength.
Two from Nelson, two from Wellington, and Mr. Sewell
from Canterbury, represented their constituents, and heard
Wynyard declare that the home government offered no
objection to the responsible government so hotly pursued
in 1854. Pensions were to be provided for the Colonial
Secretary, the Attorney-General, and the Treasurer, but
Downing-street dispensed with legislation in introducing
responsible government, and in anticipation of passing
estimates and a Pension Bill, Wynyard declared his
int~tion to dissolve the elected House, so that from their
successors a responsible ministry might be created. The
members declined to advise on the disturbed state of
Taranaki, pleading that constitutional control had not yet
been conceded to them. They selected Mr. Sewell as their
leader, under whose guidance they declined to pass a
Pensions Bill, on the ground that it was improper to pay a
price before receiving what they wanted to buy. They
pas88d only three Bills besides the Appropriation Bill, and
the new Governor, a soldier in Afghanistan in 1~42, arrived
II

p. p. vola. xlvi. and x~vii.

lIP. 431 and 316.
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in time to' assent to Bills, and to dissolve the House .(l5th
Sept.) announcing that he intended to govern through
.responsible advisers, and would maintain inviolate the
right of the Maoris to their land. He reported that a
.dissolution was recommended by his advisers as .. almost
imperative in consequence of the number of seats vacated
-fifteen." It was inconvenient for colonists to sail from
.southern homes to Auckland, and legislation was only
possible by friendly compromise, for of the remaining
members it was only necessary for a few to quit the
Chamber in order to destroy a quorum.IS The Governor
.conferred with Maori chiefs,' and Wa.ka. Nene told him that
they wished New Zealand to remain under English laws.
4. These were my words to the first Governor, and they
.continue unchanged up to the present time. "14 Colonel
Browne reported that the Maoris did not view the General
Assembly very favourably, partly because they did not
understand its powers, and partly because they believed it
to be less scrupulous than the Queen's representative in
.obtaining land. He required more soldiers. Wynyard agreed
with him. At least 1600 were wanted, and a man-of-war
must be on the coast. After reporting thus, the Governor
made a tour, and found signs of prosperity from the Bay
-of Islands to Otago. The general revenue was elastic; that
derived from land sales was steady.
On the 15th of April the G-overnor convened the General
Assembly at Auckland. Swainson was absent, and
Whitaker was Speaker of the Council. Gibbon Wakefield,
being ill, was absent. The same Speaker of the House was
chosen (Clifford). The Governor asked Mr. Sewell to form
.a ministry. Mr. Fitzgerald and Mr. Weld were not
:. The Speaker (Clifford) had chanJled his opinion as to his duty in the
reported absence of a quorum. On the 17th Aug., 1854, he had permitted
unruly debates, and nominal transaction of bUSin688. On 21st Aug., 1855,
"on the division lists being handed to the Speaker, it was found that there
was not a quorum in the House. Mr. Speaker accordin,ly quitted the
-chair, and the House stood prorogued."-" N.Z. Hansard.'
. .
.. One address said: . • • " The first Governor was Captain Hobson.
He died, and his grave is with us. That is satisfactory. The second was
Governor Fitzroy . • • he is gone, and our hearts long after him.
That is unsatisfactory • . • ~t is our dissatisfactiOn at this system
of recalling Governors. • • • Are you to be permanent Governor till
the day of your death 1" P. P., 1860, vol. xlvi.
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at.Auckland. Mr. Sewell associated with hintself Mes81's.
F. Whitaker, F. D. Bell, and H. J. Tancred. They were
to assume office on the passing of a Bill pensioning
Sinclair, Swainson, and Shepherd. On imperial subjects,
including relations with the Maori race, the Governor
was to hear his advisers, reserving power to act on
his own opinion pending a reference to England. On
all matters under control of the Assembly he would
be guided by advice, whether agreeing with it or not.
These terms, with certain interpretations, were agreed to.
Mr. Sewell explained the position to the House, approving
the reservation of Maori questions, because they involved
peace or war. The Pensions Bill was vigorously debated,
but was assented to on the 7th May, and on the same day
Mr. Sewell became Colonial Secretary; Mr. F. Whitaker,
Attorney-General; and Mr. F. D. Bell, Treasurer.
On the threshold of office the new minister 'met a difficulty
which distracted the colony for a generation. He was called
a Centralist, or an advocate of united government. He was
opposed by Provincialists, or champions of provincial
rights, amongst whom Dr. Featherston, the Provincial
Superintendent of Wellington, was conspicuous. After an
adverse vote, carried by Dr. Campbell, of Auckland, early in
May, Mr. Sewell tendered his resignation; and Dr. Campbell and Dr. Featherston, successively applied to by the
Governor, declined to take office. Mr. Sewell was then.
enoounterea by Mr. Fox, who carried resolutions (14th May),
long celebrated as "the compact of 1856."
Each province was to retain not less than two-thirds of its
net Customs revenues, and while so retaining them should
hand to the Central Treasury only half-a-crown for each
acre of land sold within it. The control of the General
Assembly over provincial legislation was neither to be
"extended nor limited." Mr. Sewell resigned on the 15th,
recommending that Mr. Stafford should be consulted by the
Governor. Stafford, who had voted with Sewell against
Fox, failed to form a ministry, and Fox assumed chief
responsibility (20th May, 1856) as Attorney-General. He
intended after a short session .to prorogue, in order to
mature measures for the session of 1857. . His associates
were MesBrs. Hall, Brown, and Daldy in the RQuse, .and Mr.
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or public buildings; a.nd no la.nd acquired from the Maoris
&fter the passing of the Act could be offered for sa.le till the
Governor had proclaimed that the native title was extin·
guished. A Native Reserves Bill vexed the Governor and
his advisers. As introduced, it preserved his position of
freedom. Acla.use (18th), added subsequently, provided that
every act done under it should be" only with the advice
and consent of the Executive Council." Either the astuteness of the Attorney-General a.nd Mr. Richmond thus early
developed itself in weaving nets to entrap the Governor
and make him a co-agent in defrauding the Maoris, or the
possession of power 'had warped the minds of the ministry,
and they ca.st behind them their pledge that on native
questions the Governor should be free from their control.
Reluctantly the Governor consented to the addition of the
clause. When it reached the Legislative Council it was
seen to be in danger. Major Richmond, who had been
Superintendent of New Munster, was in the Council, and
with three others protested against the passing of the Bill.
They forwarded their protest to the Governor with an
address, declaring that they viewed with apprehension the
future relations with the Maoris, "seeing that the first act
of legislation presented to us upon native affairs is, in our
opinion, a direct violation of the arra.ngement made with
your Excellency and your responsible advisers upon your
granting responsible government; in contravention of the
Royal Instructions; a.nd a.n infringement of the Constitution
Act." They pointed out that the obnoxious clause had
only been carried in the Council by the Speaker's casting
vote. They might have added that the Attorney-General
had affronted them.by asserting that the subject" was not
a. native question." The. ministry, through the Colonial
Secretary (Mr. C. W. Richmond) adhered to their position.
They averred, illogically, "that they had no desire to
trespass on the rule" respecting native a.1fa.irs. The House
of Representatives was unanimous, a.nd it was improper for
a minority in the Council to arrest the measure. The
ministrY "strongly advised" the Governor to "assent
the Bill, a.nd not to reserve it for the signification of Her
Ma,jesty's plea.sure."
In a weak moment the GQvernor offered to assent to the
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Bill, on the understanding that the protest, 'address, a.nd
the minute of his advisers should be forwarded to England .
with the Bill. The offer was "respectfully a.ccepted" by
his advisers. Mr. Labouchere, the Secretary of State,
vied with the Governor in ineptitude. He saw tha.t the
clause was certainly opposed to the principle on which it
had been agreed that native affa.irs should be ma.naged;
but in the hope that the Governor would be able to make
opposite principles ha.rmonize, the assent given by the
Governor would not be over-ruled. The danger invited by
such a ruling was swift to come. The body which makes
one unlawful stride to power will make another, not the
less surely because in the first instance it protested that it
"had no desire to trespass" on the rule of right. Mr.
Swainson, in a work published in 1859, uttered forebodings
80S to the injustice of leaving the Governor responsible for
native affa.irs without providing him with means. Another
New Zealand legisla.tor (Mr. Cracroft Wilson) once bluntly
declared that it was a mad thing to confer such a government on a country, where all the landed gentry were
savages, and most of them cannibals. A friend of Stafford's
government boasted that the Native Reserves Act was an
important step to "extrica.te ~he Maoris from tribal barbarism." It was, in fact, an impeachment of their gua.ra.nteed rights, and well known so to be by its framers. A
Land Claims Settlement Act was passed after a report upon
it by a select committee. Without comment upon its
principles, Colonel Browne sent the Act and the report to
England, and the Secretary of State was as succinct in
announcing the Queen's approval. Land Claims Commissioners were to be empowered to deal with all cla.ims
arising before or after the establishment of British
sovereignty in the colony, under the limitation that any
claim not notified to the Government before the passing of
the Act should not be entertained. Claims already made
were to lapse if not brought under the Act within two
years. The undecided residues of old land claims (anterior
to 1840), of pre-emption waiver claims, ten shillings an
acre proclamation claims, and penny an acre claims, were
to be fina.lly settled by a Commission, which was to have
the power of a Court of Record, and to sit in public.

NATIVE OFFENDERS BILL.

The remaining Acts of the session need not be expatiated
upon. Nevertheless, as indications of the points which the
first responsible ministry thought it necessary to deal with,
the subjects deserve brief mention. Much time was con·
surned in discussing the livery to be worn by the doorkeepers in the Chamber. Privilege of Parliament; increase
of the Governor's salary; winding up of the New Zealand
Bank of Issue; adoption of certain English statutes relating
to evidence and to the law of debtor and creditor; Savings'
Bank and Trust Acts; extension of powers of Provincial
Councils, so that they might deal with cases not exceeding
£20, and with penalties of £100 or six months'imprisonment; Marriage; Customs laws; Supreme Court procedure;
division into counties; Friendly Societies; local postage;
giving Scotch law practitioners power to practise in New
Zealand courts; giving validity to certain provincial laws,
land orders a.nd scrip, were the staple of the session'slabours. The last Act defined the extent to which old land
orders were to be available. An order of the defunct New
Zealand Company for fifty acres at New Plymouth, gave.
priority to the holder of lands declared open for purchase,
to extent of one acre of town, twelve and a-half of suburban,
and fifty acres of rural land, at the holder's option. There
were undisposed of, in Auckland, 219,000 acres; Wellington,
3,000,000 acres; Taranaki (New Plymouth), 25,000 acres;
Nelson, 14,000,000 acres; Canterbury, "9,000,000 acres;
Otago, 15,000,000 acres.
.
.
The second reading of a Native Offenders Bill, introduced
by Mr. Stafford in July, was carried by 13 votes against 7,
after vigorous denunciation by Mr. Daldy and Mr. FOXr
Mr. Fox said that it blew "Magna Charta to the winds, put
the Bill of Rights in the fire, and tore to fragments the
British constitution." It was referred, on the motion of
Mr. Sewell, to a select committee, which reported that the
unusual powers embodied in the Bill were not demanded by
past events, but that in a modified form it might be expedient;
to enable the Governor, with advice of his Council, to test
the proposed plan of proscribing districts in which native·
offenders might be harboured. Donald McLean and many
Maori chiefs gave evidence before the committee. When
Sewell moved. the committal of the Bill, Fox carried an
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amendment for an address to the Governor, and the Bill
was eventually dropped. Soon afterwards, resolutions were
passed which recommended that the ministry should devise
tlChemes for governing the Maoris, and that all departments
should be under control of responsible ministers, subject to
the rule that the Governor need not act on advice tendered
upon Maori affairs. It would seem that the Governor had
qualms with regard to native a.ffa.i.rs when sanctioning the
18th clause of the Native Reserves Bill. Within a week he
issued circulars (S1st July, 1856) to Colonel Wynyard,
Major Richmond, Major Nugent (58th Reg.); Mr. Busby,
the first British Resident; Baron de Thierry; to Mr. F. E.
Maning ;16 to other old settlers; to the Bishop of New
Zealand; to missionaries, many of whom had been on the
spot more than twenty years; and to Mr. D. McLean. 1.
Could the management of native affairs be entrusted to
responsible adviserslia.ble to be changed on politiea.l grounds;
the Governor reserving a veto, and a recommendation in
reference to expenditure? 2." Would any ill-effect result
from the participated responsibility involved in such a
change in the system of administering native affairs ?" S.
Ought the entire management to be vested in the Queen's
representative? Colonel Wynyard, Major Richmond, MaJor
Nugent, Busby, Clarke (la.te Chief Protector), Baron de
Thierry, and others, were emphatic in urging that the
Governor should'retain control. The Bishop of New Zealand; missionaries, whether of the Church of England or
Wesleyan; the Roman Catholic Bishop of Auckland;-gave
the same advice. The Pakeha Maori, Mr. Maning, was
distinct and positive in like manner; so was Donald McLean.
Even Mr. Turton, the friend of Ihaia, wa.s opposed to the
project of weakening the Governor's hands. There were
two notes of approval, qualified by requirements that the
natives must first be officially informed of their constitutional rights and become electors, and that the colonial
exchequer should defray military expenditure if the troops
should be employed against the Maoris. There was virtual
una.nimity against change.
But Stafford and his colleagues were not idle. The wily
Whitaker and Richmond worked by sap rather than by
II

The author of "01d New Zea.la.nd," by a Pakeha Maori.
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assault. The House resolved (11th Aug.) that, not seeking
at present to disturb the existing" relations" 80S to management of native affairs (pending reference to England). "it
would greatly conduce to peace and good government" if
all departments were p1a.ced under control of the Governor's
advisers, subject to the arrangement that the Governor, on
receiving advice, might adhere to his own opinion till that
of the Secretary of State might be received. When the
session closed, it was agreed that the Chief Commissioner
for land purchases, Mr. McLean, should become Native
Secretary, should submit the business of the department to
one of the ministers; should be removable only with the
Governor's sanction, and should have access to the.
Governor, with whom was to rest the final decision. It was
not likely that Maoris, who were alert with regard to the
House of Commons' report in 1844, would remain ignorant
of these arrangements.
The Governor relied much upon McLean, who was
confident 'that the ministry would make provision for
" carrying out measures for the amelioration of the native
race." But the ministry thwarted rather than assisted.
The Civil List guaranteed an annual provision of £7000 for
native education. Fox, during his short term of office,
wished to remove £5900 of this charge from the Civil List,
but the Governor would not consent. Of the Customs
revenue of £112,000 not less than £51,000 were estimated
in 1856 by Fox as contributed by the Maoris, and the sale
of lands by the government yielded nearly £50,000 more.
Without sanction from England, the Governor declined to
rob the Maoris of the provision for education. Other sums
were voted, but ungraciously. Messages from the Governor
elicited no satisfactory reply from the representatives at 80
later date. They averred that they desired to respond with
proper liberality; but recollecting that the Civil List
provision for the Maoris "had been without the sanction of
the House, and contrary to its wishes appropriated to
objects over which it had no control," and, larding their
refusal with several sorts of reasons, they declared that the
House would "fail in its duty to the country were it in the
present state of the finances to place a further sum for
native services upon the estima.tes for the year." If they
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reasoned thus when panting for an Imperial guarantee for
their loan-when Mr. Hewell was about to proceed to
England to urge their claims-it was manifest that under
favouring circumstances they would be transformed from
beggars to dictators. They knew not at the time the views
of the Home Government on control of native a.1Jairs.
Governor Browne found the Maoris acquainted with
passing events. In November he visited the Rev. R.
Maunsell's school, seven miles from the mouth of the.
Waikato river. It was supported by a grant from the
Civil List, and ninetl-seven scholars of various ages were,
in the Governor's opmion, well taught. Several chiefs said
that the government ought not to withdraw a.id from the
school. They expressed unalterable attachment to the
Queen, and to Browne as her representative; but" declared
in the most emphatic terms that they would never recognize·
the Assembly in any way, spea.king of it in contemptuous
terms, and calling it the English committee."
A report drawn up by Dr. A. S. Thomson (58th Regt.)
was transmitted by the Governor to the Secretary of State.
Dr. Thomson averred that in mapping out the electoral
districts the Maoris had been ignored; that, unrepresented .
themselves, they were taxed by a government responsible
to the settlers; that Browne's reservation of native control
would prove a fiction-for power ·would follow the purse,
and injustice would be done. Either there should be Maori
members in the General Assembly, or the Governor ought
to have £25,000 at his disposal for Maori purposes. Dr.
Thomson's ability was acknowledged. He was a true
prophet as to Governor Browne's position. He concluded
his paper by saying that the amalgamation of the European
and Maori races made it daily more probable that Gibbon's
hope might be realized, and tha.t, as a Hume had sprung
from the northern savages of Caledonia, so a Maori might
be the ancestor of a historian in the south. It was not
surprising that suspicious Maori minds deemed self-defence
necessary. Immediately after Grey's departure and the
development of the pretensions of the General Assembly, or
"Pakeha Committee," which contained so many of the
former enemies of their race, steps were taken to give consistency to Maori aspirations. A memorandum drawn up
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at Browne's request by his advisers narrates that: U The
first proposal for a separate native state under the Waikato·
chief'Te Whero Whero seems to have been made as far
back as in 1854." The objects of the Maori king party
were various. Some of its supporters were loya.l to the
Queen, and desired to assist the government in ameliorating
the condition of the Maoris. Some were provoked by "a·
degraded portion of the newspaper press which teemed with
menaces of the time when the whole Maori race would be
reduced to a servile condition." Some were prompted by
doubts as to the good faith of Europeans. Even the
Sta.1Iord government "at one time entertained a hope that
the good elements in the Maori king movement might gain
the ascendency, and become the means of raising the
population in the social scale." Who could blame a Maori
patriot for the hope with which a grasping ministry professed to sympathize? The selection of Te Whero Wheroas king was a guarantee that the movement was not
directly hostile, for the old man had been the constant
friend of the English. His paramount position could be
admitted without murmur, for the Waikato, though for-·
merly defeated by the firearms of the Ngapuhi, were perhaps.
the most powerful of all the tribes in the land. The
opponents of further land sales fell naturally under the
protection of the Maori king. In one sense it might be·
said that the idea of a Maori kingdom preceded the English
settlement. It was a project mooted in the days of Samuel
Marsden to save the Maori race from degradation.
Early in 1856 the Governor appointed a board to inquire
into the land question, but neither he nor his advisers
ascribed any importance to the king movement, or to the
opposition to land sales. He desired to know whether a
Maori selling land "could not be made to a degree answerable for subsequent claims?" Of Major Nugent, who sat at
the board, Colonel Browne reported that "it is not easy to
overrate his ability and knowledge of native a.1Ia.irs."
Evidence was taken from McLean, Bishop Selwyn~ Mr.
Whiteley, a Wesleyan missionary, and many others.
Tamati Ngapora, the future counsellor of the Maori king,
was examined. The report of the Board was that " generally there is no such thing as an individual cla.im, clear
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his decision upon the murderer's case. There were
rumours of 80 proposal to seize upon Auckland, or to
retaJia.te by killing some European. A clergyman remonstrated· against the sending (to a magistrate) of a violent
Maori letter. Moderate counsels prevailed, and it was
determined to await decision upon Marsden's case. Colonel
Browne saw a letter from one chief to another, containing
the words: "I and my people were within a little of
standing up and ca.lling upon the whole island to join me
in contending with the English for the independence of
this island, which has been trampled on; also on account
of this murder. • . . Had this murderer been acquitted,
I should have given my voice for downright open war. As
it is, the judge and the jury of twelve have consented that
the man sha.ll die, and that is satisfactory." Chiefs with
their followers arrived in Auckland and demanded justice.
Colonel Wynyard attended a conference. To the Maori
mind even the trial of the murderer was a mockery,
inasmuch as he had never denied his deed. On the 12th
Feb. the man was executed.17
The Governor was so impressed by the situation that he
assumed the responsibility of detaining the 58th Regt.,
then under orders to leave New Zealand. Colonel
Wynyard and the Executive Council concurred in the
retention of the troops. Yet Browne, though he cooperated with his advisers, distrusted their motives. He
wrote (14th Feb.): "Political dissensions have been for
some time and still are the bane of this colony" . . .
"elements of discord between the races are in existence,
and imprudent legislation or interference with the rights
of the Maoris would fan them into 80 flame not easily
extinguished. . . '. I shall view with apprehension,
and object to, any attempt to alter the provisions of the
78rd clause of the Constitution Act, or to bring the powers
thereby entrusted to the Governor in any way under the
control of the Assembly."
'7 In July, 1856, a member of the House wa.s severely censured for

aaying that the man's "life had been sacrificed to popular fear of the
natives." Mr. Carleton reminded the House that the judge had charged
the
dismiss from their minds all fear." The offending member,
on a su
uent day, said in the House that; " he did not much regret the
result, as t e man wa.s a worthless individual. It
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But while he reasoned thus, his ministry thirsted to
enlarge their powers. In Ma.rch, 1856, he devoted a
despatch Jo the subject. It came to his knowledge that
difierent opinions were entertained about the 7Srd clause.
If his views were correct, the chief Land Commissioner
must take orders from the Governor alone. "If the power
of interference is confided to gentlemen liable to the
pressure of public opinion, and whose tenure of office is
dependent on the confidence of a public assembly, it will
be impossible to foresee the result.~' He urgently referred
the Secreta.ry of State tEl Chief Justice Ma.rtin, who was
returning to England, and was intimately acquainted with
the subject. Mr. Labouchere only dallied with the case.
The Palmerston Government comprised great names,
although Gladstone, Graham, and Sydney Herbert had
withdrawn because of the Crimean Inquiry Committee.
Lord J. Russell, after showing his incompetence at Vienna,
had slunk from the ministry; but Sir G. C. Lewis, Sir
Cha.rles Wood, Mr. Labouchere, Mr. Lowe, Sir Richa.rd
Bethell, Mr. Horsman, and others remained.
The
Crimean· war was at an end. The Treaty of Paris was
concluded before the Governor's despatch reached England.
But other matters occupied the ministry. Baron Rothschild and his fellow-Syrians were to be admitted into
Pa.rliament, and a new Abjuration Bill was in the
Commons; Lord Granville was to be an ornamental
appendage at· the coronation of the Emperor of Russia;
public atteniion was more intent on the Rugely poisoning
case and the Robson and Redpath frauds than on the
fortunes of a distant colony or the fate of the Maori race;
and if there was any superfluity of care for distant events
it was to be expended in punishing the Chinese for seizing
a piratical lorcha manned by Chinese, but claiming to
sail under English colours. Governor Browne was informed
(10th Dec., 1856) that "Her Majesty's Government consider
that, notwithstanding all the respect due to the principle of
responsible government, the management of native affairs
should remain for the present mainly in the hands of a
Governor responsible for it to the Crown." "Until further
instructions" he was to pursue his previous course. These
hints that the scope ~d duration of his control might be.
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tampered with were calculated to stir the plotters in the
ministry to further encroachments. So little did Mr.
Labouchere comprehend the situation that he did not lay
the despatches on the table of the House. From April,
1854, till July, 1860, they slumbered in recesses, from
which they were to be produced only when the nation was
startled by a new crisis. Sir G. Grey had in 1858 been
deemed competent, and a listless public assumed that all
must go well under Colonel Browne. For Mr.' Labouchere,
warned as he was by the Governor, there was no excuse.
Meanwhile the Governor, with the help of McLean,
wound up some disputes (clinging to land purchases thought
to have been finally made by Sir G. Grey), and struggled for
a time to resist his advisers' promptings. What both he
and they ought to have foreseen took place. The District
Commissioner apprised him (Nov. 1856) that there was to
be an assembly of Maori chiefs at Taupo. The main object
was to check the decline of the Maoris, and the principal
weapon was said to be an arrest of land sales. While the
Commission~r wrote, the Maoris worked. Te Heu Heu had
ca.lled the meeting at Taupo. A missionary there, Mr.
Grace, was reported by McLean to be aiding and abetting
the Maori schemes, and the Governor was moved to procure
Mr. Grace's removal by the Church Missionary Society.
Browne reported that Te Heu Heu's assembly sepa.rated
without effecting much beyond "a declaration by certain
tribes that they would not permit land to be BOld to the
Europeans." But the Maori king movement may be said
to have taken shape at Taupo. It was not then linked '
with opposition to land-selling at Taranaki, nor did Te
Rangitake ally himself with the king movement. But the
object of both was the same. The" mana" of the Maori
chiefs was to be guarded. The collective title of the tribe
was to be respected. No sales of land by individual
members of a tribe could be valid without sanction of tribal
authority. That some " malia" existed and was recognized
among the Maoris was well known, for McLean declared
before the House of Representatives, with regard to the
Taranaki territory, that "on each occasion on which the
Ngatiawa sold land there they sent a portion of the payment
to Waikato as an acknowledgment of conquest, or of the
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right of "mana" possessed by the W aikalo chiefs as their
conquerors."18 The Ministry were too eager for their own
a.ggrandisement to care for any of these things. But the
Governor was ill at ease. It appeared that the more
reflective Maoris were unsettled in their minds, and that
the impulsive could less and less be restrained. The
labours of the English Committee and the Ministry were
bearing fruit. Colonel Browne wroie (18th Feb., 1857) that
it was diffienlt, if not impossible, to satisfy "views opposed
to each other, as those who want land and are in no way
responsible for the manner in which it is obtained, and
those who, like Mr. Mantel, consider the colonial government bound to care for the interests of the natives."
Early in 1857 the future king-maker, Wiremu Tamihana
Te Waharoa, Tisited Auckland to lay grievances before the
Governor. He it was who, as Tarapipipi, in 1844, exacted
restitution of properly taken from settlers by Maoris
retuming to their homes from Bemuera. His resolute
character might have warned the Governor's advisers
against repelling a chief so influential and so friendly at a
time when the Maori mind was excited by suspicion. Yet
l1r. Oorst declared that Te Wa.haroa was denied access to
the Governor, and that McLean, the Native Secretary,
refused him the common favour of a. loan to enable him to
erect a mill. A friend to whom he complained said that the
chief must help himself. He went home, resolved to ask
no more fa,'onrs, and sent a circular (Feb., 1857) "to all
Waikato," declaring that his tribe, Ngatihaua, agreed that
PotAtiii (Te Whero Whero) should be king of New Zealand.
uBe speedy. You will write to the remote tribes that they
mayhear." Potatau was loth to consent, and, when consenting, claimed only the title "matua," or father. When it was
known that the Maoris were to assemble at Rangiriri in
May, 1857, the Governor's advisers were alarmed. Colonel'
nrowne, Mr. C. W. Richmond, and Mr. McLean started for
Uangiriri. The meeting had been postponed. They
journeyed to Otawhao in the Upper Waikato territory. Mr.
Fenton, who had drawn up a report upon the situation,
joined them. They met Te Heu Heu, the Taupo chief, who
•• Aa baa been 18M. Te Rangltake. the principal chief. or Ariki, of the.
Ngatla,,-., had never bef.n con/Juere/t.
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bitterly told them that the lowest Englishman was
hospitably entertained by Maoris, but that a chief of high
rank visiting Auckland was rudely neglected by the Pakehas.
Moreover, the debased English who lived in Maori districts
committed· wrongs for which there was no redress. The
Maoris would have a king and assemblies of their own.
They would not interfere with English settlements, but for
the English in native districts they would make laws. The
Governor rode on to Rangiaohia., a district smiling with
Maori cultivations. There he received loyal salutes and
addresses, but found the new movement stirring the Maori
mind. He returned to Rangiriri. Potatau met him at
Pa.etai. Chiefs made speeches. They wished to have
runangas (Maori assemblies), a resident magistrate, and
law administered locally. Browne assented, and was cheered.
Potatau approved. He oracularly said he was a dying man,
but would be guided by the Governor, and would bequeath
his people to his care. "Enough," he said; "give the
runanga, give the law, and the magistrate. It is ended."19
Mr. Richmond distrusted the chief s " apparent acquiescence ...
He considered him "a profound diplomatist."110
Browne returned to Auckland, fondly hoping that the king
movement was annihilated. He mentioned in a despatch
(18th June, 1859) that the war-canoe in which he ascended
belonged to Potatau, and" was steered by his son." After the
Governor's departure the real Maori meeting began. The
Ngatihaua planted a new flag; white, with a red border and
two red crosses as symbols of Christianity, and the words,
"Potatau, king of New Zealand." Ceremonials occupied a few
days. The Union Jack was hoisted near the new flag. Takirau
tied the flags together, saying: "Our king will be friendly
with the Queen," and asking for the blessing of God on New
ZeaJand. Wiremu Nero., an old warrior, deprecated the
new flag. "He was content with that of England. It is
seen all over the world, and it belongs to me. I get some
of its honour. What honour can I get from your flag ? It
is like a fountain without water." The king-maker was
sorry his "father had spoken so strongly." He wanted
order and laws, which a king could give better than a
•• Evidence of Heta Ta.ra.whiti, N. Z. P. P., 1860. F. No.3, p. 52.
~ Richmond's evidence, ibid. p. 53.
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governor. But if the flag was not liked let &wi pull it
down. Without a word Rewi threw the flag at the foot of
the Union Jack and sat down. The act of casting down the
Maori flag was construed as intended to show the utter
subjugation which Wiremu Nera seemed to couto Rewi,
the Ngatimaniapoto chief who thus acted, was to become a
moving spirit in the wars which were to a.1Bict his country,
.and the appeal to him iIpplied that his opinion was greatly
regarded. He was then about fifty-four years old. Like
the king-maker, he had not the statuesque and striking
-countenance so common amongst Maoris. Wiry in frame,
he was more powerful than its proportions betokened. But
his eyes, reflective and sagacious in repose, literally flashed
when he spoke with fervour. and seemed to defy by rapidity
-of movement the attempt to fasten upon his gaze. What
he resolved upon it was believed he would grimly do.
Tarahawhaiki angrily rehoisted the flag, saying he loved
New Zealand. Te Oriori declared that his word was ever
to keep the land, but he desired to reverence both the
Maori king and Queen Victoria.. Tarapuhi deprecated the
making of a king. Untrodden paths were tangled. Such
would be the new way. Let all adhere to the way of the
first Governor, who gave friendship, love, and kindness, and
had been imitated by his successors. Te Wheoro (to be
known in after years as the ally of the English) followed in
the same strain,' as did Wiremu Nera. Wa.a.ta Kukutai
said: "Let the flag stand, but wash out the writing on it."
He would remain the Queen's subject. Again Taranawhaiki
rose; a ferment was beginning when Hoera called out:
" Let us pray." Silence ensued; he read prayers, and the
meeting was closed. On the following day Potatau appeared
with his friends and spoke enigmatically, recommending
religion, love, and unity, and concluding with a song.
Hoani Papita cried: "Fresh water is lost when it mingles
with the salt." He would set up the king. He sang a song,
whose burden was that the land should be retained. Two
thousand Maori voices joined in chorus. Te Heu Heu spoke of
Maori wrongs until other chiefs restrained him. The kingmaker said the work would not end soon. Heta Tarawhiti
entreated his countrymen to cling to the good law and
learning of England. Heini Pqtini asked Potatau to
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declare his thoughts about the flags. Paora placed the new
flag near the king's, and marked a ring round each which
Rewi deepened. Kukena, uncle of Potatau, amid deep silence, lowered the king's flag and tied it half-mast high
to the English flagstaff. More speeches and songs followed.
In the evening Mr. Fenton. addressed the chiefs in their own'
tongue, and utged them to act in concert with the government. On the following day the king-maker's friends
despatched the flag to summon more chiefs, to induce
Potatau to become king, or to appoint some other chief.
Again a runanga. was held, at Ihumatao on the Manukau,
a few miles from Auckland. Bishop Selwyn and Mr.
Buddle, a Wesleyan missionary, were there, and warned
the chiefs of the danger of their project. At Ihumatao the
speeches were like those at Rangiriri. Friendly chiefs
visited the Governor at Auckland, jealous of the Pakeha
Assembly, and desiring one of their own.
From Rangiaohia, Hoani Papita and other chiefs wrote
on 10th June: "We are here gathered togetherto appoint a
king to check the evils amongst us." They quoted St. Paul
to. show that the king was the minister of God for good,
and would execute wrath upon evil-doers. They had heard
that the Europeans were opposed to their projects, but
could not understand the justice of such opposition. "It
will be better for the Pakeha to be friendly to the
Maori, and let the love of God govern both; that is,
the law of love." They had heard that Mr. C. O. Davis
was accused of inciting them to elect a king. Tha.t was
untrue. They had long ago thought of doing so. ". It was
commenced by Te Heu Heu, who proposed it to Potatau,
afterwards by Hoani, and after that by Wiremu Tamihana.
Te Waharoa. If you disapprove of this act of God, take
back your' Gospel also. Let it not rest upon us, and let
our island be a heap of dirt." The Governor told the Secretary of State (12th June, 1857) that he apprehended "no
sort of danger from the present movement," which was
"arrested" (he trusted), but was "too deeply rooted to be
eradicated by argument or persuasion." He considered the
"time critical, and that much good or evil must result from
the manner in which we now act or neglect to act." A
eode of laws adapted .to Maori needs should at once be pre-
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work by officers of ihe government.98 The Governor and
the ministry lauded Fenton's zeal and ability, and thereby
increased the chagrin of McLean, who, as Native Secretary,
was (under the relations established between the Governorand his advisers) a permanent officer under the control or
the Governor, and nominally if not practically exempt from
that of Mr. C. W. Richmond, who, as Treasurer, was alsoresponsible adviser on native affairs. IM McLean, as Secretary, received correspondence, and forwarded it with
remarks to Richmond, who transmitted it with minutes to
the Governor, whose decision it was McLean's duty to carry
out. Occasionally Mr. Richmond requested to see drafts or
letters written in obedience to the Governor's directions,
and he held that it was" the business of the Native Minister to originate advice." On the 6th May, 1857, the
ministry recommended Fenton's appointment; on the 9th·
the Governor sanctioned it, and on the 11th Fenton was·
informed that on the recommendation of the Colonial
'freasurer he had been appointed resident magistrate for
the Waikato and Waipa districts. Detailed instructionswere given to him. His appointment was in compliancewith "the earnest request of the natives." The ministry
considered that "such a people, impossible to govern by
any external force, promise to become readily amenable tolaws enacted with their own consent." They proposed to
enlarge the number of native assessors who had been instituted by Sir G. Grey. Fenton was directed by the Governor to prepare a draft code of concise laws to be "forwarded
to ministers for their consideration and amendment."
It was strange that neither the Governor nor the Native·
Minister suggested that Fenton should communicate in
any manner with the proposed king, and that Fenton did
not visit him. Mr. Richmond was asked in 1860 whether
the government subsequently attempied "to remedy the
oversight," and -he said, "I think not." He pleaded that
the ministry had "no medium of communication except the
Native Secretary's office," but his plea was inconsistent
til Acting.Governor Shortland (30th Oct., 1843) told Lord Stanley tha.t
he agreed with Protector Clarke that the time had arrived for the "estab·
lishment of Na.tive Courts."
•• Evidence of Mr. Richmond, N. Z. P. P., 1860. F. No 3, p. 52.
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=: :~ daborate minute of the ministry on Fenton's
'-.ci ~ appointment, and with a minute of his own
_'.IT, ~ J¥ U1e Governor), directing Fenton (17th June,
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POTATAU ACCEPTS KINGSHIP.

no sign of friendship with the chief, or of desire to consult
him. There is reason to fear that Donald McLean, jealous of intrusion by Fenton in the domain of Maori affairs,
encouraged Potatau's people to thwart the intruder.
Potatau was prompt. He issued (14th July, 1857) his answerto the proposal of the king-maker: "Friends,-Salutations to you. Your word has reached me, and I have
considered it. Formerly I did not approve of it. Now I
will abide by it. . • • But guide the plough aright~
Let the line be straight." An enigmatic song preceded his
signature. The ink was bardly dry which recorded Fenton's
disparagement of Potatau, when the Maori letter accepting
the kingship was placed in Fenton's hands at Whatawhata.He had not thought the chief would" speak out so plainly:r
"Government cannot longer pretend ignorance of thismovement. At the same time it would be highly in~
judicious for the-government to take any step which would
appear to offer hostility to Potatau." Fenton thought he
should be quietly spoken to, and told that the annual
payments made to him would be withdrawn if he persevered
in incommoding the magistrates. But the die was cast
when the Governor, the ministry, and Mr. Fenton passed
by the old man to whom the Governor had promised that
he would grant the runanga, the law, and the magistrate.
On 14th Aug., Fenton saw a document signed by fifty of
the king-maker's tribe, agreeing to recognize the king.
Soon afterwards he saw an enigmatic Maori letter written
by Mr. C. O. Davis. Mr. Davis had resided in New Zealand
long before Captain Hobson hoisted the English flag there.
He was afterwards clerk and interpreter, but resigned his
office early in 1857, because he "considered it an intolera.ble burden to continue in it any longer."2O He then
handed a paper to the Native Minister on the critical condition of Maori affairs, and the confusion created by absence
of system in dealing with them. There should be three
distinct departments for the conduct of native business:--One to deal with the natives, under a Native Secretary;
another to despatch all legal business connected with the
'natives, under a Native Counsel; a third to deal with land
,. Evidence of C. O. Davis.
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could not be enforced without troops, and the web in which
the Governor was to be enmeshed was to be woven slowly.
In sending a magistrate to Waikato all parties agreed, and
there were profuse expressions of desire to aid the Governor
loyally. In spite of obstacles, Mr. Fenton, with the assistance of Kukutai and others, strengthened the attachment
of many to the Queen, but it was plain that a majority in
Upper Wa.ika.to held aloof. In the end of August Fenton
returned to Auckland. A Select Committee reported (1860)
that, excepting the omission to visit Potatau, Fenton'li
journey was successful, and that he was well qualified for
his task. To whom the .blame for that unfortunate omissibn was due-" whether to Mr. Fenton; the Native
Minister (C. W. Richmond); or the Native Department
(D. McLean);" the Committee could not say. McLean at
an early date complained that Fenton's proceedings caused
ill-feeling among the Maoris, and that efforts to introduce
grass-seeds bred suspicions that it was intended to "subdivide their tribal lands." He alleged that by cultivating
the acquaintance of the younger chiefs, Fenton irritated the
elder and more important. If McLean strove to allay rather
than aggravate the irritation, he failed. He saw Potatau,
who said that he would leave Mangere and reside at
Waikato, which till then he had declined to do; that he was
no longer consulted as in former days (by Sir G. Grey),
and changes were made without his concurrence.
As a proof of the 'confusion denounced by Davis, it may
be mentioned that while Richmond, the Native Minister,
stated that ministers were " powerless in the matter" of the
omission to conciliate Potatau, because they had "no
medium of communication except McLean's office," McLean
himself stated that he had" no opportunity" to remedy it,
because Fenton" received his instructions from Richmond."
Fenton stated that he had no instructions to visit Potatau,
and though it occurred to him that it might be beneficial,
he was restrained by a fear that his "visit might be
construed into an unauthorized interference."28 He was
recalled to Auckland to prepare a book of "Laws for the
use of the natives," and was informed that in future he
• N. Z. P. P., 1860. F. No.3 contains the evidence of Messrs. Rich·
mond, McLean, and Fenton.
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was to send to the Native Secretary a copy of every
communication he might make respeCting native a.1fairs.
The Governor was confused by the contention for power
between Richmond and McLean. He had directed in
August that all magisterial business should be divided into
"two classes--Europea.n and native." On the first,
magistrates were to address the Treasurer; on the second,
Mr. McLean. .. When the correspondence is of a mixed
nature they will address both departments simultaneously."
Mr. Richmond shrank from a system which kept native
affairs from his cognizance, and the Governor shrank from
changes unsanctioned by the Secretary of State. The
arrangement of 1856 provided that in all native affairs the
Native Secretary's advice should reach the Governor
through the hands of a responsible minister, and Colonel
Browne would not depart from it. His advisers refused to
aid him in measures of defence. "I told them (he wrote
8th Aug., 1857) that if they would undertake to provide, or
cause the province of Auckland to provide proper acoom·
modation for (H.M. troops) I would not remove them. My
advisers, however, distinctly declined to do so."
Having composed part of his treatise, Fenton (Nov.
1857) asked the Treasurer's permission to return to
Waikato, and was told to write through McLean's office on
the subject; and was subsequently ordered by the Governor
to remain in Auckland till otherwise instructed. The
attitude of the Maoris was beginning to alarm Colonel
Browne. By McLean's advice he saw Tamati Ngapora,
and was assured that the Maoris did not desire to throw off
their allegiance to the Queen. Tamati Ngapora was a
Maori clergyman, highly esteemed by both races. He
complained that good laws were not enforced, and that the
English insisted on selling ardent spirits and firearms to
his countrymen, who were being debauched by contact with
the viler sort of white men. He stated that only the
earnest solicitation of the tribe had prevailed upon Potatau
to accept the offer of kingship. It was after Potatau had
told McLean that in former times Sir G. Grey took no
important step affecting Maori interests without consulting
the chiefs, that Colonel Browne insisted on withdrawing
Fenton from Richmond's control. Potatau spoke truly. It

CONFUSION IN DEPARTMENTS.

was ever Sir G. Grey's practice to consult Potatau, Wah
Nene, and others, and assure himself of their concurrence
before promUlgating decisions affecting the Maoris. When
McLean reported Potatau's words, some of Colonel Browne's
advisers recommended that the old chief should be seized;
but Waka Nene persuaded the Governor to leave him alone.
Neglect was, he said, the best weapon the Governor could
use. Takerei told Fenton that McLean had made Potatau
jealous by saying that Fenton was separating Waikato
from him. Potatau himself was Takerei's informant.
Placed under McLean's control, Fenton returned to
Waikato (after some months) with instructions to confine
himself to magisterial duties and the compilation of a.
census. He was no longer to convene meetings, and was
to desist from urging the Maoris to convert· fern-grounds
into pasture.99 McLean had no sympathy with any efforts
.. The Governor's des~tches do not show that he appreciated the
blunder committed in failmg to secure Potatau's co-operation with Fenton's
mission. On the 13th June, 1859, he wrote that "Potatau gave me
assurance (in 1857) that he had no desire to be a king . • . that he
would always be faithful to Her Majesty, and I have every reason to
believe that he has adhered to his promise. At the time alluded to I
appointed Mr. Fenton, that officer being enthusiastic in his desire to
introduce law amon~st the natives. It soon appeared, however, that the
tribes were divided mto two parties . . . (one) Potatau . . . and
all the old and important chiefs; . . . the other consisting of young
men who called themselves the Queen's party. . . • I will not assert
that Mr. Fenton's indiscretion was the cause of this formation of two
clistinct parties, because it is possible that this movement was beyond his
control, but he unwisely allied himself to the latter party. Potatau
complained that his position as the great chief of Waikato had been recognized by all Governors, but that now young men were encouraged to
clisregard his authority, and that some slights had been put upon him. I
soon found that if he had chosen to assume the position his followers desire
to thrust upon him, all the chiefs of importance in the south would join
him (an opinion in which I am fully coiifirmed by my recent tour), and I
had strong reason to believe that many of the leading men on the other
side only waited to see if he really would establish a national party when
they would also join him. As soon as this came to my knowledge, I
declared that I would recognize no parties at all; that Her Majesty was
the only Sovereign of New Zealand, but that I fully acknowledged Potatau
(as all my predecessors had done) as the great chief of Waikato. This
tranquillized affil.irs, but I was accused of putting an extinguisher upon
the Queen's party, who were alone thought deserving of consideration."
As Mangere, where Potatau lived, was close to Auckland, and the
Governor could send for or see him at any moment, the Governor's
explanation'leaves his own and his advisers' conduct almost unintelligible,
except on the assumption that the omission to consult the chief was
intended as a slight. Colonel Browne added that he afterwards sent for
Vol.D.
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active efforts to govern and civilize the Maoris had at this
time been persevered in.
A Committee appointed in 1860 to inquire as to the
abortive effort to introduce civil institutions in Waikato,
reported that they could see no sufficient reason for the
withdrawal of Mr. Fenton, and that it had disheartened
. the friendly Maoris. How the king-maker Waharoa.
answered an invitation to appear before the Committee will
be seen hereafter.
No sooner had the blundering of the ministry alienated
the influential chiefs and brought Fenton's mission to an
untimely end than the Maori king was duly installed at
Ngaruawahia. The fact was thus recorded by Mr. Gorst:
"As the European magistrate left the Waikato, Potatau
went into it, and was duly installed king in April, 1858."
Colonel Browne hoped that by neglect the movement would
die, as Waka. Nene advised him to ~ermit it to die: but
under advice of Mr. C. W. Richmond and his colleagues,
the Governor was himself about to fan the embers of
.. It was contended by Richmond and hie friends that they loyally
abstained from pressing their views upon Colonel Browne. Mr. Richmond
admits that the Governor felt the indignity of the British position, and
"frequently discoursed with the Attorney-General (Whitaker) and myself
on the po8IIibility of a change. . . . It may be thought as I spea.k
of these conversa.tions that we were the advisers of the Governor in
native affairs. This was not so. . . . The only person who had the
Governor's confidence was McLean . . . and for my part I can
truly say that I never po8II8888d hie confidence in the slightest degree. He
ta.lked to Whitaker and myself on this particular matter more as lawyers.
I mention the matter to show what Governor Browne's real aim wasnamely, to put down the fighting which he felt was a disgrace, as he would
so say, to 'our fta.g;' and that throughout the initiative was taken by the
Governor" (MS. by Mr. Richmond written in 1878). The foregoing extract
is made from a paper furnished to the author by Sir Frederick Weld,
who (after the outbreak of the war in 1860) became a colleague of
Mr. Richmond. Mr. Richmond underrated the influence of mind upon
mind. The more the Governor respected Mr. Richmond, the more would
his judgment be unconsciously warped. The MS. above quoted adds that
before Colonel Browne went to Taranaki he " brought before the Executive
Council the often-mentioned subject of proclaiming British law in
Taranaki _ . . and we thought it not a bad opportunity to declare that
no more fighting would be allowed in the neighbourhood of our settlement.
This was a reversal to some extent of Governor Wynyard's policy of
absolute non-intervention." Mr. Richmond's explanation removes from
the Governor and hie advisers, in 1859, none of the blame cast upon them
in the text; nor is it compatible with the elaborate advice tendered by
Mr. Richmond in Sept., 1858, on native affairs.
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c1istrost into &.me at Taranaki. and furnish the natil-as
with what had been so long dreaded by prudent Europeans
-s common wrong. Minor causes paTed the way for the
fi.nal act in the tragedy. The withdrawal of Fenton gaTe
offence to those who had co-operated with him in Waikato.
Waata Knkutai averred that it grieTed them, and turned
many from the Queen. Rub Tanrua corroborated his.
evidence. The brave and pious ReT. Heta Tarawhiti
thought that if Fenton's work had not been checked his
proceedings would in the end haTe won the approval of
Potatau, and that when he was withdrawn the friendly
natives deemed that the Governor's promise had been
broken. Reihana Porutu agreed in the main with Knkutai.
Hone Wetere, a Ngatimaniapoto chief, declared that his
tribe only joined the king-party "because Mr. Fenton had
given up going to Waikato." Mohi te Rongomau was of
the same opinion with regard to his tribe, the Ngatihonrua.
The people were pleased with Fenton's administration of
law. Now" I only am left within my boundaries."
Takerei te Rau, who averred that he had specially
l'equested that Fenton should be appointed magistrate
because he knew the Maori language well, declared that
that there was no fault in Fenton, and that his detention
by the Governor in Auckland was injurious. Three other
chiefs supported Takerei's views. He added a commentary
which has at all times been true in New Zealand:
" There are reepoctable Pakehu whose thoughts are IlOOd according to
their vie'WII, AIul there are low Pakehu bent upon evif. There are &!so
Maori chiefl whOl8 thoughts are bent towardl good, &Jld there are common
perlOns who are arrogant in their behaviour Iilte the low Pakehu. There
are aleo conceitetl Pakeh&l, who, without provocation, apeak con·
temptuously to the Maoris; and there are conceited Maoris who apeak
contemptuouely to reapectable Pakehu without provocation. The low
Pakehu mean murder. It will be well for you to look into this matter,
for with you the law is 0111, with us it is a. cllild; &Jld the thoughts of the
Maoril have not heen appll8fl to the Iystem of the law. Those low Pakehu,
therefore, COIUItantir err. It will be for you, the great run&nga, to see to
this. II • • • A 11IIgie individuaiahouid not presume to selllaD.d, whether
in the welt or in the _t, in the north or in the lOuth. It should not be
yielded to the control of one man. If the grlll\t ruuanga. of all the tribes
consented, then onI" would it he right; hut fot· OI1e man to sell his land
would not be right. '
II He wu ..Mreuing the WI,ikatll Gllllllllittee in 1860. The a.bove
extracts are from the evillelJce taken. N.~. 1'. 1'. }<'. No.3, 1860.
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It is fair to mention that Tamati Ngapora stated that
Fenton's mission created divisions, and that Potatau ought
to have been consulted before the magistrate was sent to
Waikato. He admitted that Kukutai, Takerei, Te Kereihi,
Te Oriori, Te Wheoro, and a few others supported Fenton,
but Kereihi (after Fenton's withdrawal) subsequently clung
to Potatau. Potatau's friends were numerous. Ngapora
named Te Heu Heu, Rewi, Te Wetini, and others. Sir W.
Martin could not see that Fenton's withdrawal was necessary, though he admitted the influence and sagacity of
Tamati Ngapora. Not in those days subjected to the
:plalign control of his advisers, Colonel Browne wrote of
the retiring Chief Justice (17th Sept., 1857): "The
unblemished conduct of Chief Justice Martin, his learning,
piety, and .absolute independence of local politics, have
given him great influence over both Europeans and natives,
and he enjoys the universal respect and esteem of all classes
and both races. The utmost that can be desired is that
his successor may be his equal." Enough of the evidence
has been recorded. The Waikato Select Committee of 1860,
presided over by one of the Cabinet in which Richmond was
Native Minister, reported that" with the light oftwo years'
experience since that time before them they could not
perceive sufficient reasons for suspending the work on which
Fenton was engaged"-and their verdict must be confirmed
by any impartial inquirer. Though withdrawn from
Waikato, Mr. Fenton was retained in the service as assistant law officer. For the want of co-operation between him
and McLean, the Select Committee relieved Fenton from
blame. The discord between McLean and the ministry
seemed to the committee fatal to any plans for the good of
the natives. McLean himself, when he thought it consistent with his sense of importance, advised the Governor
to send another magistrate to Waikato, but it was then too
late to undo the mischief reprobated by the Waikato
committee.
,
It was strange that when rumours of disaffection were
flitting through the air, like bats in the darkness, the
Governor and his advisers relaxed the restrictions upon the
acquisition of firearms by the natives. Within six months
the Maoris were said to have obtained quantities of fire-
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arms. Even when Waata Kukutai implored the Governor
by letter to prohibit their sale (Oct., 1858), neither Mr.
Richmond nor the Governor took warning. The wisdom of
Sir G. Grey had no imitator. In 1858, the General
Assembly found that a blunder had been committed, and
recommended that there should be no further relaxation.
Internal strife was promoted by the arming of a warlike
race. Te Hapuku was taunted with selling land. " As he
had sold the forest, he must cook his food with his ancestors'
bones." He resented the a.ft'ront; and, when at war, said
in vindication-" A blow is soon forgotten, but an insulting
speech lives for ever." The incensed chief was besieged,
and when it was thought that a crisis was approaching,
the Governor sent nearly 800 soldiers to Port Napier to
avert it. McLean entreated both sides to accept a peace.
Te Hapuku was allowed to march off with the honours of
war to his domain in the interior, and his pa.h was
destroyed by fire. At Port Napier as at Taranaki the
contending Maories. were peaceful towards the English.
At the latter place the hollow truce was broken. Katatore,
after the truce of 1856, changed his tactics, and advocated
sales of land. The provincial authorities, nothing loth,
received his advances gladly. lhaia burned with jealousy.
As Katatore and three friends were riding from Taranaki
(Jan. 1858) they were waylaid and shot on a main road in
sight of Europeans. The Assistant Native Secretary
reported that Ihaia admitted that he laid the plot; that
the attack was made on the first occasion on which Katatore
was seen unarmed; that after he was shot in many pla.ces
three guns were broken in beating him, and that he was
finally mangled with tomahawks. Tiraurau was reported
as having been "specially prominent for his ferocity."
lhaia's ally Arama Karaka. had died in 1857, and lhaia's
resources were few. Friends of Katatore at once killed two
of Ihaia's tribe, and sacked the Ikamoana pah. Ihaia.
escaped, and his deserted property and live stock were
destroyed. Te Rangitake with Kaiatore's friends besieged
lhaia in the Karaka pah at Waitara. Many settlers
sympathized with Ihaia; and besought the Governor on his
behalf. The government offered to remove the besieged to
the ·Chatham. Islands; but, relying on the settlers and the
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ministry, Thais. declined the proffered asylum. He asked
for help from the Maoris at Waikato and the Upper
Wanganui. A shameful document is extant in English
blue-books. E. L. Humphries, Speaker of the Taranaki
Provincial Council, on behalf of that body, pleaded in
May, 1858, for Ihaia 80S having by his "friendly, honest
character gained a foremost place in the esteem of
" " If at any time he has evinced
the settlers..
hostility to the government, he has always been actuated
by a sincere desire to serve what he thought the cause
of the settlers." He had committed a crime, but considering the circumstances, "and that it only took place
after the government had for years abandoned all control
over the natives, they cannot but express their opinion that
the crime is in some measure shared by the more civilized
race which compelled a rude people to return to their barbarous customs." The aid of the government was entreated
to coerce the natives to sell their lands. 89 The terrors of
the situation must have been great, or the greed for land
immeasurable, when such words were penned by the Provincial Council of Taranaki.
Governor Browne had proclaimed in February that within
a certain pale, at Taranaki, all persons unlawfully assembled
with arms would be treated as in arms against the Queen~
Troops were ready; militia were called out on the spot, and
Mr. Humphries and his colleagues grumbled at the government for not coercing Te Rangitake. But a neutral policy
was still maintained. Failing to storm, Te Rangitake prepared to burn the Karaka stockade; and Thaia and his
people offered to surrender to the British if the latter would
save the women and children. But the perpetrator of
murder on the Queen's territory could hardly be protected
by the Queen's law. Ihaia drew off his people at night.
making known his retreat by a loud farewell, while his
a.llies from Wanganui and Mokau silently took up a
.., The reply of the Governor to this part of the petition Wlloll that "in
reference to a proposal to coerce a minority of native proprietors who
might be disinclined to sell," he had already expressed his opinion" that
BUcn .. course would be both unjust and impolitic; and Her Majesty's
Government had conveyed to him in a despatch received by him the other
day, their unqualified approval of his views." Fox quoted the Governor'&
despatch in the N.Z. House, 16th Aug., 1860. N.Z. Hansard, p. 333.
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position in the abandoned pah in order to shoot the unsuspecting Te Rangitake and his friends on their entrance.
The stratagem was discovered, terms of peace were agreed
upon, Ihaia retired to the Mimi rh·er, and there was again
such peace as could be maintained in a land where time,
which runs not against the Crown in England, was equally
powerless against Maori revenge. Mr. Parris, Commissioner
for the district, reported that, at the instigation of the Bev.
Mr. Whiteley, he persuaded Te Rangitake and Ihaia to conBent that the latter should leave the pah, and the former
should then destroy it. With characteristic treachery
Ihaia laid his plot to destroy Te Rangitake, and it was by
the "opportune arrival" of Mr. Parris himself that the
ambuscade was discovered and thwarted. Ihaia lived to
take part in actions against his countrymen, and died in
1878. In a narrative written by one of those who sympathized with his strife against Katatore, it is stated that
.. one who knew him well declared that he was neither true
to his race, his tribe, or to the British." as AB Colonel
Browne wrote frequently about Ihaia and the settlers who
~onnived with him, it may be well to show the workings of
the Governor's mind before he became mere clay in the
hands of the ministry.
(22nd Jan., 1858.) "I have expressed strong disapprobation of the conduct of the gentleman who communicated
with Ihaia after the murder, though in so doing I have
little doubt he was actuated by the best motives. I regret
our inability to vindicate the law by seizing Thaia and his
.accomplices in his own district, but have desired that no
~ommunication should be held with them, and that they
should be informed that if found within the English settlement the law will be allowed to take its usual course." .
(6th April, 1858.) (While Ihaia, with from one to two
hundred followers, was besieged by Te Rangitake with about
~), "as the settlers' sympathies are generally with the
besieged, there is constant danger of collision between them
and Te Rangitake. • . . Ihaia in his letter offers to
surrender himself unconditionally to me, and submit to be
tried by English law, the full consequences of which he
• History of .. Taranaki." B. Wella. ISi8.
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seems not to have been aware of. . . . Should!haia be
willing to go to the Chatham Islands, but persuasion
prove ineffectual upon Te Rangitake, the civil authorities
have been directed to appeal to the officer commanding,
(whose instructions) are briefly to effect the removal of
Ihaia and his party (for whom a vessel has been chartered),
peaceably if possible, if not by force. . . . I have
directed a gentleman in the Native Land Department to
inform Te Rangitake that I adhere to my determination not
to interfere with either party, but that I will not permit any
more bloodshed." (17th May, 1858.)-" My anticipations
have been fully realized (as regarded Te Rangitake), the
.chief who threatened to fire on the tl'OOPS or anyone else
who attempted to interfere on behalf of Ihaia. Te Rangitake
submitted at once to my decision in reference to the removal
of Ihaia, but the latter having received reinforcement and
promise of further aid, declined to accept the interference
which he so earnestly solicited in his letter. . . . I
should also add that the settlers openly avow their desire
to possess the land which was the original cause, and
is now the chief subject of dispute between the contending
chiefs."
.
Just at that period (18th May), Mr. Richmond, the Native
Minister, explained in Parliament" the views of the administration as to the government of the natives." Without a measure "to promote the acquisition by natives of
individual titles, and to accelerate the extinction of the
native title, we think that any native policy must be
incomplete. . . . The Constitution Act reposes in the
General Assembly an immense trust-a power which has
been regarded with great jealousy by some friends of the
natives. But I, sir, hold that the native needs no protector
in this House." In sending this speech to the Secretary of
State, the Governor wrote (7th June, 1858) that, with two
exceptions, he a.greed with it. "I entirely demur to the
opinIon that the natives need no protection. I know of no
more practical proof of the incorrectness of this statement
than the pressure which is daily brought to bear on the
Executive Government by the inhabitants of New Plymouth
{Taranaki): that it has been hitherto resisted redounds to
the credit of the Executive, who know that I have both the
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'1"~ aDd the .-ill to support them; but if that power were
~ DO ministry could hold oftiee in opposition ~
~ ~ <'f thE- settlers, whether they were or were not m

- ~ with justioe to the native ~" On the 9th
• ""is. the GOl'"emor transmitted a memorial from the
)t~ of ~~.. Plymouth, and sai~ with regard to a
hat Ihai& &nd his congeners, in whom the settlers
~ interest," had been refused the aaristanee of the
t1nt:ttw W'Il''&I'I'teft ttl the complaint, and I therefore state diIItiDctly

""',ri......

to a.cquire laud at NeW' Pl\"lDOUth _ _ _ to
.HoairaWc- ...hj<'Ct I will, boW'eYer, never perimt laud to be takea
'" ...."'*'fIl .)( thoee to whom it belOD2S. nor will I interfere to
<'({"il .. hI.. ,hviaion of common laud -among the respecti~
r" , I .... ,1,"'11·....\ hy the nlemorialiatt. . • . This decision is DOt
,.
" , ' I '·'f"',h.on,,\' than of juatice. for the whole of the Kaori race! ,. h" "I~"I .\1' thll minority to preyent the sale of laud held in
,,11 I I •
lit. I h ... "Im.\ill jolAlousy. • • • Te Rangitake has no eort of
",.'"
,II II lilt' .\f dIll Colonial Government. We believe him to be an
'~" .< . ,"~,,,,.'I,,r. hilt I ~illllot per,mit the pnrehaee of laud oYer which
" "Itt',1. '" \I h.nll IU8 consent.
tn"'I4.

~

I flli (),'L, tHflH. fOl'warding a !Demorandum signed by
Id' lam.",.'. htl contended agamst the" expediency or
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Iht\ HliUlagement of native affairs

to the control

f:~\~"'bihltl minister which is inferred throughout
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•. •hill date it seems that Colonel Browne resisted
,\l\t>i.\Ils of his advisers, and they were constrained
1 ; 1\\1 il they could seduce him into strife, from which,
; ,,1 Iltmlmitted to it, the gallantry of a soldier would
" him from shrinking. His good genius prevailed
'. tlarrington sent to England, through him (Nov.,
, Itltter urging II that the treaty of Waitangi, being
i
r ralllable to us, should be broken." The Governor
"I ~i trouble the Secretary of State with a.ny remarks
II ;h a document."
In March, 1859, Carrington
\m portllned Colonel Browne. He learned" with deep
\ II ~hat special instructions from Her Majesty preclude
, cullency from coercing a minority of the natives into
heir lands," -and that His Excellency, considering
"proceeding impolitic and unjust, would never
. it." Carrington urged that it was cruel to prevent
y from "selling their ~quita.ble portion of wasta.
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land, subject to the approval of the Chief Land Purchase
Commissioner." The Governor replied that Her Majesty'sgovernment had conveyed to him an "unquaJified approval
of his views." He was therefore" unable to adopt" Carrington's. Thus he wrote on the 25th March. But already
on the 8th he had been drawn into the unjust course he
denounced, and Whitaker, the Attorney-General, laughed
in his sleeve when he saw a soldier committed to a quarrel,
which a morbid sense of honour might constrain him to
pursue after it was found to be unju8t.
The Governor's contention against his ministry, as shown
by the foregoing .citations from his despatches in June and
October, 1858, calls .for some description of the measures
devised for control of Maori a.ffairs. In the meshes of law
both the rights of the natives and the conscience of the
Governor might be inextricably confused. Bills to regulate
the local a.ffairs of native districts, and provide for administration of justice therein, were introduced. Mr. C. W.
Richmond made an elaborate speech on the 18th May, 1858,
on the native question. It was separately printed, circulated with his compliments, and forwarded by Colonel
Browne to the Secretary of State. There were three courses
open to the Government: (1) To recognise native customs;
(2) To enforce British law; (8) To insinuate, or induce the
acceptance of ~ritish law. 'Fhe :first was not worthy of
adoption. Of the second Mr. Richmond said: ee All rational
settlers are agreed that here in New Zealand it is neither
humane nor possible. The third, which was' Sir G. Grey's
view,' the Ministry would follow, avoiding his shortcomings. The labour was gigantic, but the British Governwere bound in honour and conscience to perform it. The
Maoris, moreover, were a reasoning and reasonable people
.
by nature venerators of law . • . the
structure of their society aristocratic, verging upon democra.tic. • • . They are not a people who brook despotic
rule. They have alwa.ys been accustomed to debate their
a.1fa.irs in popular assemblies. These a.re striking coincidences • • . striking resem'blances to the Teutonic
peoples." At Whaingaroa a law was declared to be "settled
by the assessors of the Queen and the Governor." In
Waika.ta. alone six court-houses had been erected by the
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Maoris for the European magistrate.

The natives were
.. annous and prepared for some better system, such as we
are proposing." One grave question remained. " Without
a measure to promote the acquisition of individual titles,
and accelerate the extinction of the native title, any native
policy must be incomplete." Mr. Richmond acknowledged
the deep obligation of the government to the missionary
body. " We have found amongst them our best counsellors
and safest agents. We believe that the natives cannot be
efficiently governed without their co-operation. We, at all
events, have not attempted and shall not attempt to
dispense with that co-operation." Alas! for the shortsightedness of man. Mr. Richmond was honoured by
many friends. His judgment was deemed sound; and yet
within two short years he was found vigorously hostile to
the ablest and most distinguished of the body whom he had
lauded as the best of counsellors; while the retired Chief
Justice, Sir W. Martin, combined with Bishop Selwyn to
seek justice for the Maoris aggrieved by Richmond's
devices.
Under the Native Districts Regulation Bill, the Governorin-Council-not the Governor-was empowered to proclaim
districts and make regulations. Amongst the enumerated
powers were" the suppression of injurious native customs,"
and "ascertaining, prescribing, and providing for the
observance and enforcement of the rights, duties, and
liabilities amongst themselves of tribes, communities, or
individuals of the native race in relation to the use, occupation, and receipt of the profits of land and hereditaments."
As far as possible, general assent of natives was to be
obtained as the Governor might think fit; but the word of
promise thus offered was counteracted by a provision that
"the issue of any Order-in-Council shall be conclusive
proof of such general assent to any regulation thereby
made." If the Governor could be induced to sanction a
wrong, Richmond and Whitaker deprived him of power to
retract. The subjugation of the Governor to his advisers
was the battle-ground taken up in the Legislative Council
against the Bill. Ever, where Mr. Richmond's name was
prominent as adverse to Maori rights and disloyal to the
word of the Queen, the reader may remember that the
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crafty Attorney-General was an unseen but potent accom~
plice. But vainly did Major Kenny, the Chief Justice, Mr.
Swainson, and Colonel Wynyard oppose the Bill. The
Attorney-General declared that if their" scheme of native
policy were rejected it would be the duty of himself and his
colleagues to at once tender their resignations." Chief
Justice Arney nevertheless demanded information. The
government must condescend to give particulars. He would
not degrade himself to "a position something between a
registration officer and a printer's devil." Mr. Swainsoll
supported the Chief Justice. Whitaker placed upon the
table what he described as "a vast mass of information,"
and the Bill was eventually passed.
A Bay of Islands Settlements Act was reserved for the
Queen's pleasure, but powers were thrown upon the
Governor and not upon his Council. The populous north,
where the Ngapuhi dwelt, was more charily handled by
his advisers than more distant places. But they carried
through the House of Representatives an insidious measure
to deprive the Maoris of the electoral franchise. They
wished to annul all titles to land except grants from the
Queen. As a step in that direction they provided that in
future no man should vote except in right of property held
by title derived from the Crown. But though the Representatives passed the clause, the Council demurred.
Swainson, the ~ate Attorney-General, declared that "it
would be better for the Governor of New Zealand to cut off
his right hand than to give such a measure the sanction of
his name." Colonel Browne reported that the obnoxious
clauses were rejected, and the natives were left to "enjoy
the electoral privileges conferred on them by the Imperial
Parliament." With his despatch narrating the failure of
the attempt to disfranchise the Maoris the Governor
forwarded lengthy minutes drawn up by Mr. Richmond
and Mr. McLean. Richmond's paper (29th Sept., 1858)
contained seyenty-one paragraphs. It was a code for the
control of the Governor as well 3.S of the natives. Colonel
Browne sent his own comments with Mr. Richmond's
paper. The latter described the measures of the session
of 1858, as "the first attempt of the colonists of New
Zealand, in virtue of the powers of representative govern~
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ment now conceded to them, to grapple with the difficulties
of the native question." The presence of increased military
force would .. greatly forward any efi'orts for the permanent
amelioration of the condition" of the Maoris. He defended
the" Native Territorial Rights Bill," which the Governor
11ad reserved for Her Majesty's pleasure. Donald McLean's
protest against the Bill was recorded, and as it animadverted on a Draft Bill not passed, Mr. Richmond said that
the Native Secretary was" quite unjustified in referring to
it." The pith of the matter may be gathered from one
-sentence, and the Governor's comment on it. Mr. Richmond sneered at the "right of the natives" to what was
... really a gratuitous concession by the government." The
Legislature, he . said, would .. not trust Governor or
ministers, both together, with any such extravagant discretion as an unlimited. power of granting away the colonial
territory in fee-simple." The Governor replied: .. If the
land of the Maoris can be shown to be 'colonial territory,'
this remark might be admissible; but if the interpretation
put upon the treaty of Waitangi by Her Majesty's Government be worth anything, the fallacy of the Treasurer's
remarks is self-evident."
McLean contended, .. in contradistinction to the views
.of his Excellency's responsible advisers," that the Governor
should retain control of native afi'airs. The natives under-stood the principle which the Governor's-power involved.
It was of "paramount importance" to maintain it. "It
must be admitted," he said, "that the most harmonious
relations now subsist between the two races • . •
:serious inconvenience would ensue from conceding to the
representatives of the settlers the entire control of native
afi'airs, nor is it believed that the continuance of the present
friendly relations is at all contingent upon such a concession." Colonel Browne advocated the maintenance of the
Governor's powers; and enclosed remarks by Sir W. Martin
on the whole question. The New Zealanders bJl.d constantly
resisted, even to blood, any encroachment on their territo1·ia.l rights; and Martin declared that they were not " less
disposed to resist now."
The passage of the Territorial Rights Bill through the
Legislative Council had been peculiar. The Governor
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wrote that he had in March, 1857, shown his ministry a.
draft despatch recommending certain altera.tions in the
Constitution Act. They wished him to withhold his despatch,
and promised to introduce measures in the local legislature
to effect the Governor's object-CO to secure to individual
natives by a Crown title lands belonging to themselves."
He acceded to their wish, but was surprised to find in
their Bill restrictions to which he could not consent. He
told them so. They persuaded him to let them inform the
Legislative Council that he approved their other measures,
and conceal his disapproval of the Territorial Rights Bill.
The other Bills, thus vouched, were passed after severe
debate; the ministry threatening to resign if they were
defeated. They withdrew this threatM as to the Tenitorial
Rights Bill, but concealed the Governor's disapproval of it.
The Bill was passed with amendments, and the Governor,
in recommending a further amendment, added that it was
"proper to state that he entertained objections to some of
the provisions of the Bill which would prevent him from
recommending it for Her Majesty's gracious allowance;
obJections of which the Governor's advisers were made
aware before the introduction of the Bill." There were
murmurs at the past deception, but the Bill passed through
its last local ordeal. Mr. C. W. Richmond pleaded that it
would have been unconstitutional to refer to the Governor's
opinions earlier than he did: but as he had"dwelt upon the
GovemQr's approval of the other Bills. the excuse convinced
110 one. Colonel Browne kept faith by recommending that
the Queen's assent should not be accorded; and he warned
the Secretary of State that if the Crown had insisted on a
proprietary right to all unoccupied land when the Queen's
authority was proclaimed, "it could only have been estab·
lished by a war of extermination; and even now, if such a
claim were openly preferred, there is scarcely a chief from
the North Cape to Queen Charlotte's Sound who would not
rise in arms against us, and feel it it duty to do so." The
despatch which explained how the ministry tricked the
Assembly with the Governor's name was shown by him to
.. Whitaker tolll the Council that enough Bills on native subjects had
been supported to release ministers .. from allY necessity of resigning office
should this particular one be rejected."
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Lord Carnarvon's despatch disallowing the Native Territorial Rights Bill reached the Governor in July, 1859.
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by the Crown, but removable by the Governor on address
oCboth Houses.1J1 Mr. Richmond, as scribe for his colleagues,
declared such a Council inadmissible. The Governor asked
for a permanent Council on native affairs composed of
seven members, appointed by the Crown. Five should be
nominated by the Governor; two might be nominated by
the ministers. So oscilla.ting were his ideas that though
the text of his despatch contained this proposal, he
appended a note declaring the expediency of it to be "somewhat doubtful." He urged that if such men as Bishop
Selwyn and Dr. Martin could be induced' to occupy unpaid
seats in such a Council, "calumny would fall harmless and
unheeded, while the presence of men so well known and so
thoroughly trusted by the Maoris would secure to it an
influence which no other European body could possibly
a.cquire. "88 Even the insidious articles in the colonial press
" headed 'extinction of the native race, ' coupled with
a.ttacks on Sir G. Grey and the Native Department," would
be futile against such men. Collision was inevitable
unless remedial measures could be devised, and he begged
.that, as recommended by Martin and Swainson, the
Parliament would intervene. If Imperial legislation should
be refused, a Draft Bill might be prepared in England, and
he might transmit it to the Assembly by message. To
support himself Colonel Browne sent (with Mr. Richmond's
objections) written opinions from the Bishop, Dr. Martin,
from the Assistant Native Secretary (in the absence of Mr.
McLean, whose concurrence was known), from Mr. Swainson,
from Archdeacon Kipling, from the Secretary of the Church
Missionary Society, and from the Chairman of the
Wesleyan Mission. As opposed to them he subsequently
transmitted a document signed by nine persons, nearly all
of whom were members of the Provincial Council of
Auckland or of the General Assembly. They" feared that
deep dissatisfaction would be engendered" among thi
.. The Governor remarked. "This would lead to an annual debate,
though nothing would come of it. "
• On the 2nd June. 1859, the Governor wrote that Martin held the
" enviable distinction of bcing universaJJ.y respected by all parties o.nd both
racetl. • • • It would be difficult to add to tlie esteem which has
accompanied him in his retirement from public life."
.2

llaoris Il8CI\ulle the Native Territorial Rights Bill had not
been assented to (a statement which the Governor co.tlRadicted). They declared that the land law had "notorioasly failed." Colonel Browne retorted by pointing out
&hat 82,000,000 acres had been acquired under it in the
lfiddle Island at an almost nominal price, and about
T.OOO,OOO or 8,000,000 of acres in the Northern Island.
'rh~v BOOuted the idea of a conflict with the Maoris, affirmt-.
to be " absolutely secure provided the natives be
u'Mtec.1 with justice, and deprived of none of their natural
l'1~h ts." They were refuted by the Governor and by the
\~t4liallt Native Secretary, Mr. T. H. Smith.
The
\i,.\t'flllll' repe8ted (Nov" 1~59) that the only remedy for
\1.\It'tillg tlvils W8S the adoptIon of the' plan he had urged,
\ 14" 'htl a.ppointmollt by the Crown of 8 Native C~uncil
\l\Jml'l'illi,,~ Muoh vonel'ated names 8S those of Bishop
~l\"" and 1>1', M"l'tin,
It\;~ htl 111,,1 "h'tl ",ly boon "educed into 8 career at Taranaki
\\ hldl \\\luIII t",,'(1 tllnrl'o(l theil' counsels. There, where the
t~..I\,.h" lUl4hl ,I with llI()1'O thn.n common appetite for Maori
•. , ....,,~ \\ 1"'1,,1 f(llItlll 1".<1 r(lnt the Maori mind, and where
\~\\'II 1.1t,. ,,"I'(ltll'(II' 11".11. hnd been commended by the Pro\ Ill. h~1 \\11111(,11 fill' "" friendly, honest character, which
;.1 111 ,.,1 hilll .. r,"'(lllIlIlIt ,,1"(18 in the esteem of the settlers"
\ ".",1 II\~" ""IIWIIII 1".1 olltored upon a path strewn with
I :1"111.'
",Imultl. Ilu wont thither in March, 1859, and
\1 I. \\\.1,,\'1"1'11 h,\' 1',.IIIII".lmd Maori.
The settlers thanked
II"" 11'1 hi .. 1\ "\I'I'f INM(lcI Imxiety to promote the further
I.\," 11,11'11 ,Ir h~11f1 fWIIl tho natives." He told them he
1\.",1,1 .~IIIIII Uml, l'fl'IIIfI(lt M(I r"I' as he could do so" without
"""I.\,'1""IIII~1 ~h" IIIIIItmlity which he had determined to
.•.... \\' III 1\11 ImUvlI fllllm'olH," He" found the settlers
, 'I,,,",h I~I"hlIlN t,llI~t, fn\'(I\II' flhould be shown to Thais."
'" .I\'I'It·~I I'll hiM .. 111'111 t1utlll'mination to remain entirely
• .\1 1.11 "I I,hltl IIl1fll~III1\.1I1II· lIILtive feuds, and to purchase
... 1.,,1,1 \\ lI,hl"l~ 1,1111 IIflllHflilt (II' nIl who had a. cla.im on it,"
'1,,,,11,111,""111 hll MWII~,"t lUI nmlllity to Iha.ia., declining '0 to
I,~\\"hl'I' 11111011\11' III hlH f,wtlllr," On the 8th March the
....'
I
hllll' '1'11 Ih~lI~ital(e was amongst them.
\ 1111, l,hl'flllHh thl' mouth of the Native Secrelill,1 ~hn~ 1111 \\'(1 II hi punish allY violence com-
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mitted by Maori or Pakeha within the European boundaries.
Donald McLean and C. W. Richmond were present. A
Maori named Teira (Taylor) offered to sell some land on the
ilOuth bank of the Waitara; and, prompted by those who
wished to entrap the Governor, "pressed for an immediate
:answer." The Governor replied that if a satisfactory title
~ould be given he would" accept the offer. . . . Te
Rangitake then rose, and, while admitting no claim to it,
-said he would never permit that land to be BOld; then
waving his hand to his people, he and they left the meeting
with some want of courtesy to myself." Malign influences
were already working upon the man who had avowed his
determination to "maintain inviolate the right of the
Maoris to their land," had warned the Secretary of State
against yielding power over native affairs to " gentlemen
liable to the pressure of public opinion," and had in
October, 1858, repudiated the views of Mr. Richmond on
Maori affairs. He wrote in March: "Any recognition of
'Such a power as that assumed by Te Rangitake would be
unjust to both races, because it would be the means of
keeping millions of acres waste and out of cultivation. 1
have, however, little fear that he will venture to resort to
violence to maintain his assumed right, and 1 have made
.every preparation to enforce obedience should he presume
to do so." Such was the language in which Governor
Browne reported an act which was a renunciation of the
treaty of Waitangi, and a declaration of war. In a later
despatch (Dec., 1860) he more graphically described the
scene. "Te Rangitake, before addressing the Governor,
tiaid to his people, 'I will only say a few words, and then
we will depart,' to which they assented. He then said,
.. Listen, Governor! Notwithstanding Teira's offer 1 will not
permit the sale of Waitara to the Pakeha. Waitara is in
my hands; 1 will not give it up: Ekore, Ekore, Ekore! (I
will not, 1 will not, 1 will not.) 1 have spoken!' And
turning to his tribe, added 'Arise, let us go;' whereupon he
and his followers abruptly withdrew." Colonel Browne's
.conduct after this occurrence was incongruous with his
previous assurances to the Home government and his contentions with his ministry. All were acquainted with Te
Rangitake's claims. The government possessed a letter
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written by him to Captain Fitzroy in June, 1844, decIa.ring:
"This is the determination of our people, Waita.ra shaJl not
be given up. • . ." Nay, more, lest it should be thought
that so old a letter might have escaped recollection or have
been unknown to Browne, there was a letter written by Te
Rangitake to Browne himself (11th Feb., 1859) a few days
before the scene with Teira. In that document he defined
the bounda.ries within which he objected to alienation of
land. "These lands will not be given by us into your
hands, lest we become like the birds of the sea which a.re
resting on a rock. When the tide flows, that rock is covered
by the sea. The birds flyaway because there is no
resting-place for them . . . . My word is not a new word;
it is an old word. Governor Hobson heard it; Governor
Fitzroy, and Governor Grey; and when yo:u came, 0
Governor Browne, my word was still the same. You, 0
Mr. McLean, are aware of that word of mine at the time of
your first arrival here, when you saw me. The same was
the word to you. I will not give you the land."
Mr. Richmond, and even McLean, afterwards asserted
that when Teira threw a mat at the Governor's feet in
token of pa.rting with his land, Te Rangitake was bound,
by Maori usage, to pick it up if he objected to the sale.
Such a plea needs no confutation. His protest could not
have been more forcible than it was. It was made to the
Governor, not to his clansman, and his words were clear.1ID
That Colonel Browne understood Te Rangitake's dissent
was proved by his depatch (29th Ma.rch) , narrating the
occurrence, and saying that he had "made every preparation to enforce obedience." These preparations the ministry
abetted. The Governor's admirers denied that he yielded
to pressure. They said he was inflexible. But a man may
be determined without a.rrogating a faculty of solving
questions of Maori ownership, and it was adroitly urged
upon him that the Queen's supremacy was involved. After
arriving at such a conclusion the duty of the soldier was
clear to his mind, and he pounced upon his qua.rry. Mr.
• Renata Tamakihikurangi for the N gatikahungunu tribe, declared :"This is the Maori's most empha.tic mode of denial; to sa.y his sa.y, get up
and go, that it may be known that he will never consent." (Published
letter, 1861.)
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Richmond averred in 1878, that he "attended the meeting
merely as a spectator, and that, in his belief, only two
Europeans in New Plymouth" knew of Teira's intention to
offer the block. By his own admission, therefore, there
was knowledge, if not complicity. He added, "The
Governor turned to McLean and asked if he would accept
the block. McLean said, 'Yes, your Excellency, I think
BO.' The Governor then spoke to me, asking, 'What do
you say, Richmond?' I replied, 'Certainly, sir, if there is a
good title.' Then Teira was allowed to advance, and laid a
mat at the Governor's feet." In the same paper Mr. Richmond scouted the idea that it was reserved for Sir G. Grey's
agents to discover in 1868 that Rangitake's friends were
resident on the block when . Colonel Browne accepted it .
.. Everybody knew there were pabs. . . Bell and I wrote an
expla.nation showing that Te Rangitake's small pah was put
up by the consent of the selling party." Only mental ha.llucination can accept Mr. Richmond's explanation as relieving
him from moral, even if unintentional, responsibility for the
seizure of the block. He was appealed to by the Governor
before the latter allowed Teira to make formal tender of the
land. He was, with Whitaker,to consulted as a lawyer on
the matter; and he knew that there were pahs on the land.
Nevertheless, no steps were taken to adhere to what the
Native Minister in 1868 (Mr. F. D. Bell) declared was the
" almost invariable practice," i.e., to "name the reserves in
any deeds of sale." It is fair to print Mr. Richmond's
explanation, but it in no way exculpates him. Donald
McLean was an acoomplice. In 1844 he reported the good
effect of Fitzroy's reversal of Spain's award. He had seen
Te Rangitake's letter to Fitzroy, declaring, in 1844, that
Waitara should not be sold. He knew the tenacity of
Te Rangitake to the land, and the causes of that tenacity.
He could not have been ignorant that as the Ariki of the
tribe Te Rangitake had power to forbid the sale.41 He had
in 1858 aided Colonel Browne in resisting the encroach40 MS. drawn up by Mr. Richmond in 1878.
"He talked to Whitaker
a.nd myself on this ~rticu1ar more &8 lawyers." The absurd deed of sale
which .. the lawyers relied upon is in a Blue Book, No. 1341 of 1861. It
had nineteen signatures, six of which were those of women.
4. Vide Mr. Ma.ning's opinion, ante p. 17, and pp. 263·385, Vol. I.
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ment of the ministry upon the functions of the Governor
with regard to MaOri affairs; but he had found the masters
of the purse too strong for him. His previous experience
and principles were abandoned in 1859. He afterwards. on
plea of indisposition, left negotiation to Mr. Parris; but
there were some who hinted that he wished to avoid complicity in a matter which. in his heart, he knew to be
wrong.
.
In.: addition to general reasons which prompted ~Te
Rangitake to cling to his land, other causes excited him.
and prompted Teira. There was a deathbed injunction to
Te Rangitake from his father. Dr. Featherston alluded
to·it in debate in August, 1860.
Blind to the gravity of the situation. Colonel Browne
said in his first despatch on the subject: "I venture to
think that my visit to Taranaki has been useful. . ". .
If the land now under negotiation can be obtained legitimately, and without breach of Maori ideas of right. I have
little doubt that other tracts of land will be offered for sale,
and I shall thus be able to satisfy the demands of all
moderate men among the settlers." He forgot that he had
recently told the Taranaki Provincial Council that he could
not favour their "proposal to coerce a minority of native
proprietors who might be disinclined to sell their land." the
acquisition of which had been the absorbing subject at
Taranaki. A resident, who published a narrative in 1861,
declared: "The most frequent topic of discussion with both
natives and Europeans was about the land; and the boasting
assertion was continually made by the latter: " The
Waitara wiU be our, before long." This being the fact. the
government could not but foresee the consequence of their
conduct. From Auckland a Secretary wrote to Te Rangitake
(2nd April. 1859); that Teira's land would be bought by the
Governor. "The Governor's rule is for each man to have
the word about his own land: that of a man who has no
claim will not be listened to. This is merely written to let
you know the word of the Governor in answer to Te Teira's
and Te Retimana's letter." Te Rangitake wrote to the
Governor (25th April, 1859):
"Friend, salutations to you. Your letter has reached me about Te
Terra's and Te Retim&Da.'s thoughts. I will not agree to our bedroom
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being sold (I mean Waitara here), for this bed belongs to the whole of us;
and do not you be in haste to give the money. Hll4Lrken to my word. If
you give the money secretly you will get no land for it. You may insist,
but I will never agree. Do not suppose that this is folly on my part; no,
it is true. . . . 1 have no new proposal to make either as regards
selling or anything else. All 1 have to say to you, 0 Governor, is that
none of this land will be given to you- never, never, not till 1 die. 1 have
been told that 1 am to he imprisoned. . . . 1 am very sad because of
this word. Why is it? You should remember. that the Pu.kehas and the
Mo.oris are living quietly upon their pieces of land, and therefore do not
.disturb them. . • ."

There was much dispute about the term" mana," which
was variously interpreted as seignorial, manorial, or feudal.
Some Europeans flippantly declared that it wa~ borrowed
from the English idea of sovereignty. That BOme control
resided in the principal chief was well known. Mr. Spain,
in 1844, found Rauparaha's dissent omnipotent as to a
purchase contemplated at Ohau near Otaki, and abandoned it in consequence.42 But Colonel Browne's good
genius was silenced, and he was enmeshed in the sinister
designs of others. Looming large over all scattered doubts
he and his advisers had the opinion of the Board of Inquiry
of .1856; and the man must have been mad, or full of
.dangerous designs, who, in defiance of that opinion, could
urge the Governor to set aside the claims of Te Rangitake
to a voice in the disposal of tribal lands. They examined
many witnesses-they were experts themselves-and they
said :-" Each native has 80 right in common with the
whole tribe over the disposal of the land of the tribe, and
has an individual right to such portions as he or his.
parents may have regularly used for cultivations, for
dwellings, for gathering edible berries, for snaring birds or
rats, or as pig runs. This individual right does not amount
to:a right of disposal to Europeans as a general rule. . . -.
Generally, there is no such -thing as an individual claim
clear and independent of the tribal right. The chiefs
·exercise an influence in the disposal of the land, but have
only.. an individual claim, like the rest of the people, to
particular portions."
I No one could deny the claims of Te Rangitake. Mr.
Spain called him in 1844 " the principal young chief of the
·place, at Waiwetu;" and on the return of the Ngatiawa to
U

Vide p. 365, Vol. I., and Mr. Maning's opinion at p. 17 BUpra 11.
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their ancestral homes and consecrated grounds he was the
leader acknowledged alike by. Pakeha and Maori. When a
protest from Bishop Selwyn reached the Governor, in April,
1860, there was still room for honourable escape from the
false position into which he had been hurried. But he
enslaved himself to advisers who longed to raise a feud
between Pakeha and Maori, and one of whom (Mr. C. W.
Richmond) as regarded the title to the lands, thus echoed
in the General Assembly in Aug., 1860, the clamour of
the Taranaki settlers :-" Sir, I know nothing about 'mana,'
and I don't care to know anything. . . . I say I know
nothing of Maori 'mana,' and in the present case I care
nothing about it.4B. . Te Rangitake's title (if he had the
best of the wotld) is merged in his rebellion. . . . We did
not mean to buy unless with the consent of all. But
suppose that through their own contumacy, or say even
through our own neglect, some are left out, what does
common sense tell us is substantial justice? I say substantial justice is partition; and if they can't agree among
themselves their boundaries ought to be settled for them
by a higher power." On a later day his brother and supporter (Mr. J. C. Richmond) declared that he sympathized
with the Taranaki Provincial Council's petition, and that
"it was well perhaps to have the war come whilst the
settlers' eyes were open."
It was not known at the time, but was ascertained afterwards, that the Governor, having assumed the position of
land-purchaser, personally pushed the matter forward.
Parris having reported that the purchase could not be
safely completed in the face of opposing claims, Colonel
Browne wrote (27th Aug., 1859): "Instructions should be
sent to Taranaki to close the purchase of .Teira's land.
which was commenced when I was there, without delay if
' •• See p. 93 in this volume .
.. The text which :Mr. J. C. Richmond justified was thus embodied in
the Tara.naki Provincial Council Petition of 1858:-"The system heretofore adopted by Government of requiring the assent of every claimant to
any piece of land before a purchase is made, has been found to operate
most injuriously in this province on account of the conflicting interests of
the claimants. . • • Such of the natives as are williug to dispose of
their proportion of any common land to the Government should be permitted to do so, whether such natives form a majority, or only a large
minority, of the claimants. • • .n

MR.

c.

W. RICHMOND IMPATIENT.

possible. There is little chance of Mr. McLean reaching
Taranaki for some time." Mr. Richmond's claws were
shown at the same date. He wrote to ParriS: "The
Governor is very anxious about the completion of the
purchase from Teira. I am sure you will press the matter
as fast 80S appears prudent. It will satisfy His Excellency
if, without writing officially, you will let me hear privately
how the matter stands. I have been in hopes that Mr.
McLean's visit would effect something, but he delays so
long. . . . The Governor feels pledged to effect the
purchase." Against such influences what could Parris do?
He had vainly warned the Government privately and publicly. Against such a plotter how could Governor Browne
be armed? Only on the ground that he had become
docile to his tempters can his conduct be accounted for.
Parris himself was well aware that undue influence was
brought to bear against Te Rangitake by the local
friends of Ihaia. A letter from Parris to Bishop Selwyn
(26th Aug., 1858) was produced in after years in the
General Assembly, containing these words: "Lest I should
be charged with partiality to natives of that denomination,
because I refuse to support or countenance dishonourable
and treacherous treatment of Te Rangitake and his people,
to exterminate them from the Waitara in accordance with
Mr. Turton's peremptory plan for the acquirement of that
delightful and much-coveted district."
Mr. Turton's sympathizers found in 1859 the machinery
with which to work their will, and Parris, pushed on by
desire to please the Governor, the Native Minister, the·
Attorney-General, the Taranaki Provincial Council and
settlers, pursued the course which a year before he had
called "dishonourable and treacherous." Free from
pressure, he might have made known the facts which Sir
G. Grey discovered in 1868, and which established Te
Rangitake's occupying, as well as tribal and chieftain's,
rights. He could easily have ascertained, as a court of
justice afterwards ascertained, that the pretensions of
Taira. were worthless. In after years a decision on the
case of the Rangitikei-Manawatu block proved conclusively
that according to well-known Maori usage-and the treaty
of Waitangi guaranteed to the chiefs and tribes all such
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the burial·place, but outside in the cultivations, with the burial of an ass.
. • • I thought yon might have influence with the Governor and Mr.
McLean to cause Parris' proceedings to be stopped with reference to the
Waitara."

But Mt. Richmond was as obdurate as Parris. The
latter told Te Rangita.ke (25th Nov., 1859) that he intended
to pay Teira a portion pf the purchase-money. He invited
Te Rangitake to meet Teira to discuss the matter. With
some thirty armed followers the chief attended (29th Nov.)
Parris said the discussion was conducted in an orderly
manner, before 0. large number of Europeans. As Richmond
and his friends a.ffected to justify their conduct by alleging
the absence of proof of title by Te Rangita.ke at this
meeting, Parris' report of it, with the commentary of Mr.
Forsaith, long and well acquainted with Maori language
and custom, deserve to be recorded.
"Te Rangitake," Mr. Parris wrote, "avowed his determination tooppoee the aa.1e, without advancing any reason for 80 doing. Upon which
tl'ut a aeries of questionB to him, which I called upon the Rev. Mr.
Whitele;y to witneB8.
"'Q. Does the land belong to Teira and party?-..{. Yes, the land is
theirs, but I will not let them aell it.'o
to Te Rangitake's friends averred that he did not say "the land is
'ratou,' theirs, but 'matou,' ours." It is proper to mention the assertion,
together with the fo.ct that Mr. Whitefey certified to the accuro.cy of
Parris' version. It is not necessary to believe that either version was
wilfully erroneous. It is morally certain, however, that Parris and
Whiteley were wrong, because, within a week of the occurrence, Te
~take wrote thus to Archdeacon Hadfield: The Pakehaa say "(Mr.
Parris, Mr. Whiteley! and the Governor) that to Te Teira only belongs
this piece of land. No; it belongs to 1U all (kahore, no matou katoa.). It
belongs to the orphan. It belongs to the widow." As the chief was,
IIiCCOrding to Pa.rr18, very resolute at the interview, it is unlikel,. that he
kept back any part of the contention which he almost immediatelYlut in
writing, and which was in keeping with all his language before an after
1859. Bishop Selwyn (in 1849) extolled the "delicate use of the exclusive
and inclusive pronoun" so powerful in Maori speech. If they misreported
Te Rangitake wilfully, Parris and his coadjutor were open to the charge of
putting the pronouns to a very different use. It will be seen, however,
that Mr. Whiteler was content with a very rough translation of a proclamation of martl&llaw.
Referring to the case (in the New Zea.1and Parliament) in 1881, Mr.
Swanson, an old colonist, said-"It was nothing but an attempt to rob Te
Rangitake of his land, one of the most unjust things ever done, and it was
proved to be unjust, and the land had to be given back to him. Why, the
very Gautte. were falsified. The Maori was on one side and the English
on the other, and there were falaehoods on the face of it. The English
said, 'The land is Teira's, but I will not allow it to be Bold.' What was
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U 'Q. Why will you oppose their selling what is their own ?-A. Becauae
I do not wish that the land should be disturbed; arid though they have
floated it, I will not let it go to sea.
U 'Q. Show me the correctness or justice of your opposition.·-A. It is
enough. Parris, their bellies are full with the sight of the money you
have promised them; but don't ~ive it to them. If you do, I won't let
you have the land, but will take It and cultivate it myself.'
U Teira stops in town since he received the instalment, considering it
not safe to stop at Waitara.""

In August, 1860, Mr. Forsaith said in the House at
Auckland: "I stake my reputation for some little acquaintance with the native language and mode of expression upon
the assertion that the question and answer are perfectly
compatible with the existence of a claim on the part of Te
Rangitake. . . I must now refer to Te Rangitake's own
account of the transaction.
dated 5th Dec., 1859.
I quote the following extracts: "Friend, listen to me, this
is my saying, that you may explain to me the policy of the
new Governor. I heard from Mr. Parris on the occasion of
my going to town to prevent the money of the Governor
being given for Waitara. (£100). I said to him (Parris),
"Friend, keep your money." He answered me, "I will not."
I replied, "There will be no land upon which your money
.can alight.'" The word in the original is very significantI taunga.'
I don't recollect ever seeing it used in this sense
before. It means the fluttering of a. bird over the spot on
which it is about to perch. 'Upon which he (Mr. Parris)
answered, "This is wrong. When the Governor comes it
on the Maori side! 'The la.nd was Teir8o's, but it is no more his property
than the property of the rest of us, and I will not allow it to be sold'which made 8011 the diiferenc&. . • . I speak warmly, for I know 8Omething of this ma.tter."-N.Z. Hamard, 1881, vol. 40, p. 359•
.. [1894.-It is difficult to inlagine that Parris was 80 ignorant as to
believe th80t Teira had any right of sale of the Wa.itara. block.
His a.ccomplice, Teira (a.ccording to the NevJ Zealand Herald, 20th Sept.,
1882), seems to have confessed, if he did not repent. Th80t paper, m a.
notice of Teir8o's death, st80ted :_U One of our reporters, who 80ttended
the Wa.itara meeting in 1879, interviewed Teira, and found l1im quite frank
and disposed to talk. He a.cknowleged that he had done wrong in insisting on the sale of Wa.it8ora. in spite of To Ra.ngitake."
One cannot but pity Colonel Browne for having been duped.
The imposture ma.y appen.r to some persons 80 manifest 80S to require no
further exposure, but the conspirators were 80 many, their devices and
excuses so unscrupulous, and their opportunities of poisoning the sources
of information so widely 80vailed of, that it is proper to make a. full and
impregnable statement.]
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will be very wrong.'" It is difficult to say whether there is
not an implied threat here: the original might perhaps
without violence be rendered thus: 'This is very wrong,
and so you will find it when the Governor comes.' 'I
replied, "Be it so. It is for you to bring me the wrong, i.e.,
you must be the aggressor. Enough for me, I keep the
la.nd." I also sa.id to him, "Land that is obdurate (pakeke),
i.e., disputed land, the Governor is not desirous of having."
He replied, "That was formerly, but now the Governor has
a new method." My belief is, the Governor is seeking to
qua.rrel, as he is putting death before me. Therefore I ask
you to enlighten me, as you have perhaps heard of the
Governor's new method or policy: . . . Listen, the
land will not be given up by me. If the Governor, without
cause attacks me, and I am killed, then there will be no
help for it, because it is an old saying, "the man first, the
land afterwards," i.e., first kill, and then take possession.
Therefore I make known my words to you, that you may
quietly understand my offence, and also the offence of all
the Europea.ns, of Mr. Parris, of Mr. Whiteley, of the
Governor. They say this piece of land belongs only to
Taira. But it is not so; it belongs to us all-to the
orphans and widows this piece of land belongs.'''
Volumes have beeu written, weeks hav-e been spent in
discussing the origin of the Taranaki war; but, after all,
it is best understood by study of this letter from the
Maori chief. He might not be able to name the chief
conspirator, but he knew that guilt was being brought to
his door.
As to the "mana" of a chief, Mr. Forsaith declared that
lfr. C. W. Richmond, "in pooh-poohing it, was arraying
himself not only against a principle which, however
ill-defined and uncertain, does nevertheless obtain, but also
against the policy of former governments, which in many
instances have recognized and acted on the admission of
this principle."
The Governor (25th Jan., 1860) reminding the Secretary
of State that his Taranaki measures had been approved in
England, described Mr. Parris' conduct, and stated that he
ba.d directed the land to be surveyed in the usual manner.
"Rumours have reached me that the survey will be
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PLOT COMPLETE.

1J1

which, in point of fact, amounts to a declaration of war on
the 25th Jan."48
The plot which was "to bruig guilt to the door" of Te
Ra.ngitake was complete in every particular when the
Governor wrote to the Duke of Newcastle. Transmitting a
copy of the proclamation he said :-" I trouble your Grace
with the present despatch only as a matter of information,
and trust it may not be necessary to refer to it again."
His next despatch (27th 'Feb.) announced that" contrary to
his expectations, the chief Te Rangitake had resisted the
8urv~y of the land." No violence had been offered. Women
had defeated the survey party. 49 The Governor was
mustering forces, and going in person to the scene of
action. After the stoppage of the survey, Colonel Murray
wrote to Te Rangitake, saying that he must occupy the
disputed land with soldiers unless resistance was abandoned;
but that he was most anxious that there should be peace,
and 'that the chief should cease to rebel. The answer was
decided :". . . You 8&y that we have been guilty of rebellion against the
Queen, but we cOIl8ider that we have not, becallSe the Governor has 8&id
he will not entertain offers of land whioh are disputed. The Governor has.
also 8&id that it is not right for one man to sell land to Europeans, but
that all the people should consent. You are now disregarding the good
law of the Uovernor, and adopting a bad law. This i8 my word to you. I

---------- -

-----------------~

•• Mr. Stafford, from whose office the original proclamation emanated,
defended the translation on the ground that honourable members might
remember how hard it W&8 to re-translate paS8&ges at school, and he read
certificates from Mr. Whiteley and Mr. Turton to the effect that Parrisshowed the translation to them before it W&8 sent to the press, and they
approved of it. If their object was to create war they mIght reasonably
approve. 'rhis notable document was forwarded by Mr. Stafford to the
officer in command at Taranaki, with the name of the Queen (taken in vain)
at its foot. Colonel Browne himaelf expreuly requested Colonel Gold..
commanding the troops in the colony, to give the necessa.ry instnlctionB to'
his BUbordinate at Taranaki. Mr. Carleton, referring to the letters (produced hy Stafford) defending the translation, declared tha~ "the overwhelming weight of opinion amongst the best Maori scholars W&8 against
them."
• The "Southern Cros8" newspaper reported that the 8urveyor with histheodolite W&8 embraced by one of the old creatures, the chain was removed
by another, amI the 8urveying party-ignominiollSly overcome-a.bandoned
its taBk. A Maori clergyman (Rev. Riwai te Ahau) 8&id, "It was the
wife of Patukako.riki, and their own two dau~hters and BOme other women
of thllir haPlls, who drew off the Governor III 8urveyors from their own
piecea of lan(!. "
Vol.R

U
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have no desire for evil, but, on the contrary, have great love for the
Europeans and Maoris. Listen; my love is this. ,You and Parris put a.
stop to your proceedings, that your love for the Europeans and Maoris
may be true. I have heard that you are coming to Waitara with soldiers;
a.nd therefore I know that you are an~ with me. Is this your love for
me, to bring soldiers to Waitara! Th181S not love; it is anger. I do not
wish for anger; all that I want is the land. All the Governors and the
Europeans have heard my word, which is, that I will hold the land. That
is all. Write to me. Peace be with you."

Before leaving Auckland the Governor (by letters to
Potatau and to other chiefs) upbraided Te Rangitake.
On the 1st March he reached Taranaki and sent for ithe
chief, offering him a written promise of safety. Mr.
Whiteley and Messrs. Parris and Rogan carried the offer,
and Te Rangitake promised to answer on the following day.
The Governor's pledge was to be "good from this day (1st
March) until the night of the Srd March, 1860." On the
2nd Te Rangitake wrote :-" Friend Governor, I received
your message requesting me to go to town to see you. • . .
Listen, in days gone by things were different than from what
they are now. I could then have gone to town to see you;
but now I am afraid of your force, bec~use you have brought
"soldiers with you to the town, and therefore I think yon
.are angry with me." He was anxious for peace, and asked
if the Governor would come to the Kaipakopako, "where
we can see each other." His caution was not unnatural.
One Governor had seized Rauparaha by stealth, and
Browne himself had granted an amnesty to the murderer of
Katatore. The Governor (2nd March) told the Duke of
Newcastle that Te Rangitake's letter was only a mockery.
He "still had hopes of being able to avoid bloodshed."
On the Srd March he directed Colonel Gold (65th Regt.) to
take possession of the land, and proposed that a block-house
should be built in a commanding position. Collision was
to be avoided, if possible, because Maoris attached importance to the first blood shed; and many tribes might
join the chief in dema.nding "utu" if he could show that
he had not been the aggressor. Settlers at Tataraimaka.
were summoned to Taranaki, and block-houses were built.
Mr. Richmond was informed by Mr. 'furton (Te Rangi~
take's old opponent) that help was looked for from Waikato,
but that if blood were shed the Taranaki natives would
fight for Rangitake at once. That chief in one night built a
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pah and stopped an escort. On the 6th March the Governor
told him to destroy the pah. Firing would commence in
twenty minutes unless the order were obeyed. The pah
was evacuated and was immediately burnt by the troops.
Browne reported that it contained traverses, and was
"extraordinarily well designed." On the 18th an~ 14th
March the boundaries of the Waitara land were surveyed
under military protection. On the night of the 15th
Rangitake built a pOoh upon it, and on the following day,
pulled up the surveyors' pegs and made fires along the line.
Colonel Gold, with 'howitzers, proceeded to attack the pOoh
on the 17th-summoning its garrison thus, in a note borne
by Mr. Parris:-" Misguided people, your pah is invested.
Surrender at once, or I will commence to fire on you.
Though your offence is great, the Governor will be merciful
to you if you surrender. If I fire upon you your fate is
sealed." The Maoris refused to read or to receive the summons. Fire was opened, and continued throughout the day
with guns and rockets. The Maoris returned it with
musketry, and three Europeans were wounded. The troops
r~ained at night in their entrenchments, and the Maori
firing was continued for some hours. In the morning guns
were advanced under cover of skirmishers, and when a
sufficient breach was thought to have been made; the troops
pushed forward and found the pah empty. The usual
ditch behind the palisade was found, with covered trenches
well traversed, and the Governor reported with dismay
that a forlification put up in one night and garrisoned by
only seventy Maoris "occupied the troops two days to
capture and destroy. A storm of shot and shell did
scarcely any execution, and finally it was evacuated with
trifling loss."
The work of the Governor's tempters had been well done',
The British Government had been made an accomplice in
the designs of the Taranaki settlers. The quarrel had been
baptized in blood. And now the soldiers, the Governor,
and the civilians, began to reflect upon the situation. 50
.. The student meets many difficulties in tracing the f&ete. For
instance, in an elaborate paper drawn up by Mr. Richmond (28th Dec.,
1860) (N.Z. P. P., 1861, E. No.2), it is said to be "established tha~
neither Te Rangitake nor any of his people have had cultivations on the
02
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COLONEL BROWNE CRIES FOR HELP.
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for help, and told the Secretary of State that a much
larger number of troops than had been asked for was
"necessary to maintain possession of the colony at all."
He must have troops, "a steam gun-boat, and a steamer
of war." The skill of the Maoris in field fortification was
" surprising and most admirable." He anticipated approval,
and on the 27th June the Duke of Newcastle conveyed it
to him. Troops would be sent if further advices should
show the need of them, and thanks were given to the militia
and volunteers.
Colonel Browne's despatches ought to have enabled the
Duke to see the truth. But he was blind. He wrote
about "the insurrection" of the Maoris, but said nothing
of the breach of faith by the .local government, which, in
the name of the Queen, was traitorous to the treaty she
had made. He seemed to have no qualms about the cause
of quan·el. He could not promise to increase the military
. force permanently, but authorized the Governor to retain
the 65th Regt. "until the insurrection is put down." He
had not courage to undo a wrong. Meanwhile the strife
went on. The Maoris were in the neighbourhood of
Taranaki, but when Colonel Gold marched out to meet
them they retired. They constructed two pahs at Omata,
not far from an English block-house. On the 27th March
it was reported that three settlers and two boys had been
savagely murdered by the Taranaki and Ngatiruanui
natives at the south side of Taranaki. Te Rangitake, at
the north, announced that he made no war on unarmed
people. When it was reported that the settlers had been
killed, volunteers, soldiers, and sailors sallied forth to
avenge them. The Governor himself addressed the militia
and volunteers when they started by way of the beach,
while the troops proceeded by the road. Colonel Gold was
incommoded " by the disposition of the rebels to get round
our left, and so cut us off from the main road," and
abandoned his intention to assist the volunteers, who, by
the sound of firing, seem to be" hotly engaged." Being
"ordered to return by dark," he did so, having throughout
the day kept up " a frequent fire of rockets on the pa.h and
any groups of rebels we observed." The volunteers were
aided for a time by a few of the 65th, killing several
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Maoris, but suffering loss themselves. The senior captain,
Brown, reported "his surprise and regret" at the retirement of the 65th. His own position became "untenable,"
and he went with his dead and wounded to a post held by
Captain Stapp, who learnt from the new-comers that the
regular troops had been withdrawn. The natives were
gathering round, and a council of war was held as to the
position which could most easily be held. The senior gave
way to two brother militia captains (Stapp and H. A.
Atkinson), and attempts were made to throw up "breastworks of sheaves of oats and fencing,"61 close to the
homestead of a settler. Eight men of the 65th, who had
remained, did" gallant service." The superiority of arms
of precision was of great use, but it might have fared ill
with Captain Brown and his men if Captain Cracroft, of
H.M.S. "Niger," with blue-jackets and marines, had not
effected a diversion. He had landed his force at two
o'clock, and from the Omata block-house saw the fray.
When Colonel Gold withdrew his men, Captain Cracroft, as
daylight was departing, discharged rockets at the Maori
pah from a distance of 700 yards, and his men rushed
forward, despising the fire, which tpe waning light rendered
inaccurate; and, in a few minutes, by scrambling over one
another's backs, the" Niger's" men had bounded into the
pah amongst the astonished natives who were left in it,
" destroyed everything living in the trenches," and captured
the Maori flags. Captain Cracroft was unaware of the
beleaguered condition of the volunteers whose assailants
. he disconcerted. At eight o'clock he had returned to
Taranaki with captured flags, and was soon on board his
ship, which, in the exposed anchorage, could not be left
without her crew. There was fear in Taranaki for the
benighted volunteers, and before midnight a band went in
quest of them. They were met on the road. After the
~pture of their pah the disconcerted Maoris withdrew.
'I'he militia captain considered that the diversion "enabled
"' In "Reminiscences of the 'Var of New Zealanrl," T. " •. Gudgeon
(of the Colonial Forces, New Zealaud), London, ISi9, it is stated tbat
.. the matel"ial used for the parapet was straw aud turnips." It may be
presumed that the offiCf'r, who reported bis proceedings forthwith, may be'
trusted as to this matter of fact.
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us to retreat after da.rk unmolested." After the setting of
the moon he started, and at half-past twelve o'clock, carrying "their dead and all the wounded but two (left a.t the
Ornata stockade)," the volunteers reached their friends.
LeF$s than twenty Europeans had been wounded. One had
been killed. More than thirty Maoris were said to have
been killed.
The first-fruits of the crop which the Governor's advisers
had sown were not gratifying to the community, whose
leaders had recommended rapine. Nevertheless, they considered every slain settler a murdered man, and extolled
the gallantry of those who slaughtered the natives.1lIl The
Maoris, on the other hand, were equally ruthless. An
exception deserves notice. A settler, who was a Baptist
minister, declined to serve in the militia. This the Maoris
knew, and when their bands arrived to fight the troops they
ma.de him and the Rev. Mr. Brown put on a white scarf to
signify that no Maori would molest them. Thus distinguished, they were shaken hands with by each Maori.
and a notice, signed by Te Rangitake and other chiefs, was
posted up, declaring that the Baptist minister, Mr. Brown,
and other enumerated persons, were to be respected, and
that their property was to be strictly preserved. They and
their children were safe while war raged around them.
It Pertinacious misstatements were made to the effect that the Maoris
"began the war." Fortunately there is decisive evidence on the point.
Lieut.-Col. R. C&rey, who w&s on the spot in 1860, published an &CCount
of the war (R. Bentley: London, 1863). He wrote (p. 24), "After the
capture &nd destruction of Te R&ngitake's pa.h on the 18th M&rch, some
}t~uropeans had been &ttacked and killed by the natives on the Oma.to.
block. These • . . results were described &s b&rbarous murders, &
term hardly &pplicable . • . when we reflect th&t &guerill& w&rf&re
W&8 the only one in which the Maori could hope to g&in any advantage,
and that the acts occurred after martial law baa been proclaimed by us ;
after we h&d &ttacked & native pah, and blood h&d been shed on both
sides, and after these very Europeans had been warned by thc natives th&t
war having now begun, it was no longer safe for them to w&nder o.bout the
district . . . the natives left it to UII to commence the first act of
bloodshed by our &ttack on the p&h on the 18th. The fact th&t the deaths
above &lluded to took pl&e~ht or ten d&ys after our a.ttack on this pah,
W&8 ca.refully kept in the
ground by the loca.l papers, which tried to
make it appear, and for & long time succeeded in domg so, th&t the Maori
had commenced the war by the murder of un&rmed, unw&rned, and
inoffensive settlers. Whereas, w&r having been begun by us, the
natives n&tll1'&lly enough considered' this retaliation a. legitima.te mode of
fighting."
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Bilt not the less did the Maoris sack the abandoned homesteads of other settlers. Captain Cracroft retaliated. He
steamed BOuthwards on the coast, and destroyed native
settlements at Warea and elsewhere. Armed parties sallied
from Taranaki to gather what they could from the deserted
farms, and to harass the natives, who, in their turn,
pillaged and burnt. The Governor reported that Captain
Cracroft had battered Warea "with good effect," but
earnestly asked for more forces. Having thus managed
military matters, he was going to Auckland to meet the
General Assembly, whose sanction for certain expenses was
desirable. There he organized militia and volunteers, and
built defensive block-houses, but did not convene the
Assembly. He sent friendly missives to the Maori king
and others, and wrote an account of a Maori meeting
(7th April, 1860) at Ngaruawahia, which Mr. Smith, of the
Native Department, and some missionaries attended, and
by which the importance of the king movement was
impressed on the Governor's mind in a new manner.
Deputations from distant tribes were "received in some
state,"-" allegiance was tendered,"-" lands were presented to the league of which the king was the nominal
head,"-" the king's council openly assume the right to
decide on the justice of my proceedings, and consider
whether 01' not they will aid a chief in rebellion against Her
Majesty's government ;"-" under these circumstances"
(the Governor said), "the dispute at Taranaki sinks into
insignificance." But his advisers still swayed him, for he
added: "I cannot but think the occurrences at Taranaki
~ortunate, because, to use the expression adopted at the
Maori king meeting, 'it has led to the discovery of the pah
before the builders have had time to complete it." His
last words were a prayer for " three regiments and a company of artillery without delay." The" fortunate occurrences at Taranaki," where "the issue had been carefully
chosen" byhis ministry, demanded more men from England.
Such was the position into which malign influences had led
a man whom all his friends agreed in honouring as a frank,
kind-hearted Englishman.
Mr. Smith (at Ngaruawahia) heard Potatau's explanation
of the state of affairs at Taranaki. Mr. Richmond relied
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much on the sale by Potatau to Governor Hobson of the
claims of the Waikato tribe to the territory at Waitara, and
alleged that the sale barred all Te Rangitake's claims.
Potatau explained the matter differently. Payment having
been made by Colonel Wakefield for land, he, as chief of
the Waikato conquerors, was entitled to some of it, and as
the receivers gave him none, he applied to the Government.
But this did not affect the position of Te Rangitake. On
the contrary, that chief never having been conquered
(being, indeed, at the south when the capture of Pukerangiora took place), came back with common consent to
Waitara in 1848, the Waikato tribes having abandoned
their claims in favour of the returning Ngatiawa at
Potatau's request. Potatau had invited him to return to
the land of his ancestors in consequence of the Governor's
words to Potatau. There was, therefore, a "mana"li8
:attaching to Te Rangitake as well as to potatau. It was
only his own reputed share of the Waikato claim that Te
Whero Whero (i.e., Potatau) could sell, and Te Rangitake's
right was yet alive. Mr. Smith quoted the deed signed by
Te Whero Whero in 1842 as conclusive, but obtained no
.admission to that effect from the chiefs. They must hear
the other side, they said. If Te Rangitake had no claim to
the land, "he was wrong, and they would advise him to
give up his opposition, but not otherwise."
The killing of the settlers by the Taranaki and Ngatiruanui after the English had commenced warfare, was not,
in their eyes, murder, though a crime in the light of
Christianity. Such acts were incident to Maori wars, and
were in a great measure chargeable on those who caused
the war. "Under any circumstances they regarded the
proceedings of the Governor as hasty."
. Interviews between Mr. Smith and the chiefs continued
for days. He saw a sketch of the Waitara block, showing
that Te Rangitake had (in addition to his chieftainship
rights) special hereditary claims within it, and was told
. that application had been made by him for the aid of the
Ngatimaniapoto. "Friends, blood ha.s been shed-that of
the land, and that of the men. . Friends, when you see
II See F. E. Maning's explanation of mana, Vol. r., pp. 21, 22, IUpl'a,
.cap. I, and note at p. 17 as to Rangitake's rights as Ariki.
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this, think of us. Friends, if you see it well to do so, come
to us; or if you see it well, turn you to Auckland." A
deputation from the Ngatiruanui and Ngatiawa arrived and
formally tendered allegia.nce to Potatau. Mr. BuddIe, a.
Wesleyan missionary, sent abstracts of speeches ma.d.e by
lea.d.ing chiefs (11th April) on the arrival of the deputation.
Mr. BuddIe pointed out that the speech of the orator
Karak&. Tomo Te Whakapo, of RangIaohia, contained the
Wa.ika.to decision. Enigmatically he counselled peace.
Their mottoes were, "Te whakapono, te aroha, te ture,religion, love, law." Other chiefs used violent language..
Te Pa.etai from Kihikihi enumerated the sins of the Pakeha.
against Rangiha.ea.ta, against Roni Heke, and against
Rangitake. "Murder was talked of, but it was not murder,.
it was only a thing joined or added (he apiti). Tell me.
was it murder?-No; he apiti"-(loudly replied the Ngatimaniapoto). "According to the law of Christianity it was.
murder, but according to the Governor's it was "he uru
whakaa.ra" (i.e., a part of the battle begun by the
Governor). There was comfort in the fact that a great
Ngatiawa chief, Wi Tako Ngatata, who had gone to-'
Waikato to meet the king party, visited Taranaki on his.
return homewards and wrote thence to dissuade the
Waikato tribes from joining "the sin of Te Rangitake."
The value of this letter was diminished when Dr. Featherston told the House at Auckland that he, with the Speaker
and others, visited Wi Tako on his return to the Hutt,
and asked,.
.. ,\ hat was the meaning of his l!8.ying that 'the wrong was Te·
Rangitake's!' 'I will tell you,' l'eplie(l Wi Tako. 'Te Rangitake wrote
to the Wnikatos telling them that he had retreated to the mountains, but
shortly afterwards he l'eturned to the disputed land, and thus the fightinli
began. This is what I meant by l!8.ying the wrong is Rangitake'a.
, What! did you not mean to admit that he had no title to the land-no
right to forbid the I!8.le!' The words were scarcely out of my mouth
before \Vi Tako, Te Puni, and other chiefs present cried out, • Kahore,
kahore, kahore' (No, 'no, no). 'The Governor is in the wrong. Te
RanjPtake has land in the block; his wife has land, hiB BOn alsO. Te
Puni and others (name(l) also own portions of the land BOld by Teira..' Wi
Tako and Te Puni then explained that the land was divide(l into small
allotments; that these allotments were marked out by atones; that many
of them hall names; and said that if we would accompany them toWaitara. they would point out the allotment of each individual. Wi Tako
added that Teira had no more right to sell the 600 acres than a man owning an acre in Wellington would have a right to sell the whole town."
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Upon Wi Tako's letter, nevertheless, the ministry based
of argument in favour of their policy. As Wi
Tako was a member of Te Rangitake's tribe, his explana...
tion to Dr. Featherston would have sufficed for reasonable
persons.
• The Maori king at the end of the gathering of the chiefs
at Ngaruawahia enjoined peace, and desired that the
Ngatima.nia.poto should take no guns with them in escorting
the Ngatiruanui home to Tara.na.ki. The chief Rewi thus
described (in the author's presence) what he and Potatau
did. They were at Ngaruawahia.
m~)Unta.ins

"The people clamoured for war. I aaid, 'No; do not go to the fight.'
I wished the matter to be referred to the misaiona.ries in order that they
~L lay it before the Government. Wetini aaid, 'No; let us go to the
Ii ting; let us WRilte no time in investigations.' Pumkum went to
. . ihi (Rewi's settlement), and, at the runanga there, the people fil'llt
resolved to go and fight. Epiha was the fil'llt to urge it, and Rewiti,
supported him. Whell Pota.tau heard of the runanga., he asked me to
fonow the war-party to dissuade them. I overtook them at Mokau and
asked them to return. Epiha refused, and sa.id I might return by myself.
I then wrote to PaITis and" asked him to meet me. He did 80, and \\'&1\ in
danger of being killed. Then there was fighting at Taranaki, ill which the
Pakehu were wOl'llted_ Then it was that I consented to the wa.r, and
W&l'lled the people that if I joined the fighting it would not speedily come
to an end."

Mr. Parris' escape was remarkable. Receiving Rewi's
message (11th May), he started northwards, and at
Pukekohe met the war-party, consisting of about fifty
Ngatiruanui and Taranaki men, and about 150 Waikato.
There was disagreement between Rewi's Waikato friends
and the Ngatiruanui and Taranaki natives (who were being
escorted home) as to the treatment to be accorded to Parris.
The Ngatiruanui and Taranaki men started by themselves
in anger. Epiha went to Parris and upbraided him for
a.pproaching the war-party without sending a messenger or
letter beforehand. "If we had met you on the march you
would have been shot dead without our being able to save
you." After long and eager converse, Epiha went in
advance to Urenui to endeavour to counteract the ambush
which the Nft&tiruanui and Taranaki were bent on forming.
At Urenui many Maoris were assembled, and amongst them
Parris thought tha.t by the starlight he sa.w some of his
enemies. He was hustled. The authority of Epiha and
another chief caused the crowd to fall back. An armed
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bud of Waikato took charge of Parris.

There was an

$.l~ and a rear-guard. A Waikato warrior on
~ side grasped his hand. At Wawu he was ealled upon
tll ,i..in. in an extempore pra.yer for the King, for the Queen,
IAIl\l 6:~ his own safety. All danger having been paBBed, he
WlIIi ~wed to proceed alone.
He poured forth thanks tQ
h~~. Epiha answered: "Do not attribute your
~li~r.mee to me, but to God. I shall yet meet you as an

tltww,," in the daylight. You have seen tha.t I would not

,...'t\~nt to your being murdered."
\.',\'~.rnor Browne asked for the opinions of his ministry
,'\t\ th. situation into which he had been seduced.
Mr.
l'-".'hm\'lld drew up a memorandum (27th April), narrating
,ho.> l~t. *lld defending the contempt shown for Rangitake's
\.'t~\UIt, .. The tlU8stion of title is one on which persons not
~~~. in thtl intricacies of native usage cannot expect to
t\,,'\\\ t\l, \l\\ll\ll\\ndent judgment." McLean, Parris, and
\\ Mhll",· \\'\\1'\\ adverse to the claim of Rangitake. But the
,,,'\>,~"""~\\\" of the king movement, though absurd, "were
"", "'~ ,h"~·t'l'OllS." 'J.1l1e na.tives despised the warlike
t"\~,,\,"tot "r thtl gnglish, "and it must be confessed that the
\\\\\I\>l'fwt HI\lItI~IIS of military operations in New Zealand
h"" ~'\'\I" Hllme oountenance to the natives' fixed opinion of
'h~,\ \lwn Hllperiority."
Everywhere in the Northern
h'""ll, \.\tltlpt to the north of Auckland, "the determina.inn III Hlmke off the British dominion has been steadily
~I~illlll~ J,tl·o\md." A war of merciless character was proll\~bltl.
With daring in'everence for facts, Mr. Richmond
ill~ill: II 'fhe colonists as a body are in no degree responsible,
IUI'tilltly Ol' through their representatives, for the existing
iI~"'te of affairs.
They have never had the direction of
m\Uve policy, nor have they dictated, or even suggested,
the aots of the Imperial government'in its relations with
the natives; but they approve of the sta.nd made by his
}1lxcellency in the Taranaki case, and are naturally willing,
as their present attitude proves, to risk life itself in the
maintenance of the Queen's authority over the islands of
New Zealand." But the colony had not resources for the
tltruggle. England must provide them. Of this memorundum, the Governor on the day of its date sent twentyfive printed copies to the Secretary of State. His sub-
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jeetion to his tempters was then complete. He wrote (27th
April): "I must, therefore, consider that the question at
issue is one which affects Her Majesty's sovereignty, and
nothing ~lse."
About the same time the Provincial Council at Napier
(Hawke's Bay) congratulated the Governor on his policy at
Taranaki, "at present under martial law owing to the
meddling of disaffected aborigines." This was too much
for Bishop Selwyn'S patience. He sent a deliberate protest
(28th April, 1860) on behalf of his Maori flock to the·
government. Martial law was, he said, proclaimed before
a single native had taken up arms, though there had been
"unarmed obstruction of the work of the surveyors." He
claimed on behalf of the Maoris an investigation of all land
titles before a regular tribunal, with the usual safeguards
against partiality or error, viz., evidence on oath, arguments
of counsel, and right of appeal; abstinence from employing
military force till all civil measures might be found
ineffective; and, as the "colony was avowedly formed not
for the acquisition of territory for the English race, but for
the protection of the New Zealanders," he demanded that
"this primary object shall not be sacrificed to the aggrandisement of the English provinces." The ministry spent
some weeks in preparing a memorandum to be sent toEngland with the Bishop's protest, and thus postponed its
arrival in England. They complained that it was ".an
indirect attack," and their reply occupied nearly ten times
as much space as the protest. They averred that Te
Rangitake's advocates "strangely jumbled" the MaoriM
"mana" with English feudal law. "As to the proclamation of martial law, that was a measure of precaution
rather intended to restrain, if necessary, the European
population than directed a.gainst the natives." It was
"blind unreason to expect that Te Rangitake could or ought
to be dealt with in all respects as a peaceable citizen."
They denied that the primary object in founding the colony
was the protection of the Maoris. " If his Lordship" (the
Bishop) "desired to arouse and stimulate the hatred of
race, he could not do so more effectually than by such
~" See p. 74 in this volume for the boM avowal of Mr. C. W. Richmond
that he knew nothing and cared to know nothing about "mana."
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Assertions..
Once let it be understood that the.
interest of the settlers is to he subordinated to that of the
natives and a war of races is inevitable." Te Rangitake's
.
claim was " simply the right of the strong arm.
The matter was to all intents and purposes rea judicata.
But had this been otherwise a trial with the usual safeguards against partiality or error, viz., evidence on oath and
arguments of counsel, would under the circumstances have
been something more ludicrous than has yet been seen in
.our public dealing with the Maoris, which is saying a great
deal." The ministry declared that the decisive action of
the Governor, with which they concurred (though they
denied being the cause of it), .was dictated by regard for the
welfare of New Zealand, for the dignity of the Crown, and
for those just principles which had previously regulated the
.conduct of the British Government in the colony."
From every province addresses were sent to the Governor.
The Canterbury Provincial Council proffered assistance and
B.n asylum for refugees from Taranaki. The Taranaki
province prayed, "That your Excellency will not make
peace with Te Rangitake upon any terms in the least compromising the Queen's supremacy, and that as regards the
Taranaki and Ngatiruanui natives that no peace will be
made with them until they have been severely punished for
the barbarous murders committed by them upon unoffending and helpless settlers, and that compensation will be
exacted from them for the ruinous losses sustained by the
:Bettlers in the ma.rauding expedition of these natives."
Thus wrote Mr. Cutfield, the superintendent, and twentytwo others. It is the curse of a wrongful act that it entails
.Buffering upon the innocent. Homes were devastated;
farms, flocks, and herds were abandoned to Maori ravagers.
Taranaki W&s crowded with flying settlers, whose wives and
families were deported to safer harbours. But no dismay
was in the hearts of those who remained. They would
brave a.ll da.ngers of war, "would rather abandon the
11 arths for which they have lately fought, to commence
&gaiu the arduous lahom's of founding a new home, than
\he ri k of being again subjected to the domination of a
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a tliffel'ent nature reached the Governor in
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April, 1860. Archdeacon' Hadfield sent a petition from
Maoris at Otaki, asking the Queen to remove Colonel
Browne on account of his unwarrantable proceedings at
Waitara. He detamed the petition for a month, because it
was" an evident translation from English." Nepia Taratoa,
Kingi Te Aboaho, and 495 others subscribed it. In May,
the Governor transmitted the petition to the Secretary of
State, with letters imputing the petition to the advice of
Archdeacon Hadfield. It was admitted, however, that the
chiefs held a· meeting at which the Archdeacon was not
present; and that some violent speeches had been made
against the Governor's conduct. From his correspondents
the Go\1ernor learned that most of the signatures were
written without consulting the persons represented. The
petition was worded as inoffensively as such·a petition could
be. It deplored the loss of Governor Grey who only
punished Maoris when they were wrong, asserted that
Te Rangitake was a loyal subject, that the Queen (they
knew) did not want to take away their lands unjustly as was
being done by the Governor, and prayed for a Governor
"competent properly to carry out the Queen's measures."
When in August, 1860, Archdeacon Hadfield saw in
sessional papers the imputation that he had originated the
petition, h~ sent (through the Governor) a letter to the
Secretary of State denying that he had directly or indirectly
originated or suggested it, and adding that he believed it to
be genuine and spontaneous. As to tlie Governor's statement that the language proved the petition to be translated from the English, "in the opinion of some of the
best Maori scholars in the country" the fact was otherwise.
The Archdeacon warned the English Government against .
confounding dissatisfaction at the Governor's proceedings
with disaffection to the Crown. "I would further observe,
that whereas the natives of this country are a high-minded
people, and at present have no legal tJ..ibunal to appeal to
for the protection of their territorial rights, there will be.
great danger, if they are debarred from using the right
open to all British subjects of petitioning the Crown in a.
constitutional manner for the redress of their wrongs, that
they will be driven to seek redress by force of a.rms." As
Mr. Richmond' on more than one occasion rejoiced in the
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a.nd his advisers, which, if they had been wise, might yet
have saved life and honour. Colonel Browne in his
appeal dwelt on the marvellous manner in which seventy
Maoris in a pah built in one night kept Colonel Gold nearly
two days from effecting an entrance, protecting themselves
in excavations from "a heavy and constant fire from two
twenty-four pounders and two rocket-tubes," and finally
"evacuating it with a loss of only four wounded." With
this specimen of the task undertaken, he forwarded to Sir
W. Denison a memorandum written by Mr. C. W. Richmond, showing the premeditation with which the ministry
plunged into the affray, and hoped to involve their countrymen in it. " An occasion has now arisen on which it has
become necessary to support the Governor's authority by a
military force. The issue has been carefully chosen-the
particular question being as favourable a one of its class as
could have been selected." Unconsciously the writer
framed an indictment against himself-for in three years
the government abandoned as unjust the so-called favourable claim at Waitara. The military force "should be
forthwith augmented to the greatest extent practicable."
Sir W. Denison promptly sent succour. Commodore
Loring despatched H.M.S. "Cordelia" and the "Iris."
The "Pelorus" left Melbourne; and nearly a thousand
soldiers and sailors were sent to New Zealand within ten
days of the demand for reinforcements. On the 16th May,
Sir W. Denison sent to Colonel Browne a confiden.tial
commentary upon Mr. Richmond's memorandum. "I do
not think," he said, "that you have derived much information from this document. The views and opinions of your
responsible advisers are to all appearance confined to these:
:first, that they ought to have something to say in the
discussion of questions having reference to the natives (of
whom I observe by the way they are in no way the representatives); and second, that as they are unable to defend
themselves, England should step in to help them." But
the manifesto opened up the wider question of the whole
policy of the government towards the Maoris. Sir W.
Denison accepted the election of Potatau as evidence of
their willing assent to the establishment of some system of
government amongst themselves. Mr. Richmond ha.d
VoLU.
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.passed lightly over "the causes which have induced a
people, consisting of clans or septs analogous to those
which used to occupy the Highlands of Scotland, to forget
their old feuds, and unite together for a common object."
Their position as subjects of the Queen imposed limitations
without corresponding benefits. Their lands were obtained
from them at nominal rates, and retailed before their eyes
at an enormous advance in price. Mr. Richmond's
" Policy and that of his colleagues wOllld lead to steps, which, if they
were backed ull in England, would in 0. short time annihilate the Maori
l'IloCe, and penmt the occupation by the white man of the rich land, yet in
native hands, upon which for years past greedy and longing e~es have been
cast. My view, however, of the Maori is very different-lie 18 the subject
of the Queen, and as mch is entitled to have his rights respected and his
feelings considered; he has shown an aptitude fol' civilization which
ought to be encouraged; his efforts to raise hinlBelf in the social scale
should be assisted. If this ~1icy were carried out steadily and con·
sistently, all causes of disaffection would BOOn be done away: there would
be an end to these petty Wo.rfa.res, which, while they cause a large expenditure of money, result in nothing but an aggravation of the feeling of
hostility between the races. The 'government, it is true, woulll be abused
by certain classes of 'the white population. The laUlI speculators might
grumble, bllt I feel convinced tliat the Pl'OBperity of the colony and the
happiness of the people would be promoted by such a change of system."

He reminded Colonel Browne, that in 1857 he had in New
Zealand personally suggested the necessity of such legisla-tion. Late occurrences had strengthened his opinions.
He urged his friend to recognize the Maori craving for
legitimate authority. He would not quarrel with the
name-chief or king; if the Maoris in search of order
would bend to any paramount authority and submit their .
schemes to the Governor, let him utilize those schemes.
The first effect would no doubt be to diminish land purchases. "The Maoris will decline to sell: and were I in
your place, I shoUld be in no hurry to buy:' Eventually
the appetite for gain would lead to further sales. He gave
his opinions merely for what they were worth, and apologized for obtruding them, differing as they did from those
of :Mr. Richmond and his friends. The ordinary course
doubtless would be to treat the Maori as a rebel, to overwhelm him with troops, regardless of expense, and sweep
from the earth a "race which occupies land of which the
white man professes to be in want, though he has millions
of acres of which he can or does make no use." Thus the
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Imperial government would buy, at cost of blood and
treasure, land which it would hand over to the colonists to
be sold for their benefit. Costly, immoral, and impolitic
would be such a policy, and he commended the alternative
to Governor Browne's consideration; sending at the same
time a copy of his despatch to the, Secretary of State, and
trusting that he would not be deemed to have meddled
presumptuously with a matter which did not concern him.
It would have been well if Lord Derby had held the seals
of the Colonial Office when Sir W. Denison's despatch
arrived there in Aug., 1860. It was perhaps fortunate that
the Duke of Newcastle was absent in America, and that
Sir G. Cornewall Lewis presided temporarily in Downingstreet. But though wiser than the Duke, he did not pieroe
80 far into the matter as to prize at its worth Sir W.
,Denison's advice. Bishop Selwyn, writing to his friend,
Sir John Patteson, explained that he and Sir W. Martin
had been compelled to make a' stand against the violent
change initiated by Governor Browne under his new
prompters. "Up to the time when the soldiers were sent
to Taranaki I was in the most friendly com,munication with
the Governor and his ministers. Sir W. Martin was his
constant adviser in all matters relating to the social improvement of the natives, and had just compil~d a small
code of rules for the use of native magistrates at his
request. We had not even the opportunity 'of offering
advice, for we heaJ.·d nothingM of the" matter till the order
was given for the troops to embark." , The new keepers of
the Governor's conscience, like Lady Macbeth, feared his
natUre. Like Macbeth's it was" too full of the milk of
human kindness" to be trusted if wise cautions of Martin
and Selwyn should reach him. Unless, he could be
entrapped into a struggle, from which it could be impressed
upon him that without success in war he could not extricate
himself with honour, there was danger lest the new policy
might, by a few words of truth and soberness, be exploded.
If Martin or Selwyn should hear of the plot those words
would be spoken. The Governor preserved the requisite
secrecy. " The affair" (the Bishop wrote) "was announced
.. This contemporary .hint speaks volumes as to the cunning with which
Stafford and his colleagues worked upon the Govenlor's mind. See p. 103.
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by the government, and looked upon by the natives as the
beginning of a new policy for the whole of New Zealand. It
became necessary for us to enter the strife, and I hope it
was done temperately and respectfully."
Colonel Gold u.sed reinforcements at Taranaki in carrying
on the melancholy strife. Being instructed not to attack Te
Rangitake (for Colonel Browne's advisers must have secretly
dreaded that the English government would detect the
injustice committed at Waitara), he marched (20th April)
to Tatara.imaka. :---destroyed houses and machinery of a
water-mill, and scattered to the winds quantities of wheat
and grain at a Maori settlement; shelled a pah at Warea,
destroyed it and the property it contained; and regretted,
on the 4th May, that he could do no more in the south,
though he felt "assured that the destruction of the mill
and crops, corn, houses, canoes, and ploughs at the
different stations we went to will severely cripple the
resources of the Taranaki natives this winter." He was
prepared to attack Te Rangitake when permitted. But
Colonel Browne feared that such an attack would stir the
Maoris to union. " For this reason," he told the Secretary
of State, "I have requested Colonel Gold to refrain from
attacking Te Rangitake again unless that chief commences
hostilities." To such a pass had ill advice reduced him that
the object for which he proclaimed martial law was already
abandoned, and the efforts of the troops were directed
against the Taranaki natives, to whom Colonel Gold was
ordered to "show no forbearance." Throughout June the
state of the roads prevented Colonel Gold from operating
against the natives to the south of Taranaki.
Hearing that the king natives were to assemble a.t Ngaruawahia in May, Browne invited all the most important chiefs
well-disposed to the government to meet him at Auckland on
the 2nd July. Donald McLean went to the meeting at
Ngaruawahia with Wiremu Nera. It was composed principally of Waikato, Taupo, and Manukau natives-about
8000 in number. The main object was to confirm Potatau
as king and to erect his flag. War ,dances were" indulged
in with savage delight" as the lower Waikato and Manukau
natives landed from their flotilla of canoes. Orators expressed "discontent with the Governor for not consulting

.
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Potatau and the Waikato Maori assessors before he declared
war; and said the land sold at Waitara would be held by the
king natives, conjointly with Te Rangitake, if the sale had
taken place since the flag was sent there, or if he could
establish a title; but if not, and his title proved defective,
it should be handed over to the Governor." The majority
of the meeting staunchly supported the king movement.
Some were moderate adherents. Some opposed it as likely
to lead to a war of races. Wiremu Nero. was one of the last
class. To show that he required no support, Mr. McLean,
who was more than a week at the meeting, requested
Wiremu Nero. to leave before McLean spoke. McLean's
speech, unfinished at night, was to be resumed in the
morning, but the Maoris were slow to assemble, and as
McLean heard that the flagstaff was to be reared that
day-a ceremony he desired not to see-he bade farewell
to Potatau. The flagstaff was erected (29th May), and
named after Potatau's ancestor, Te Paue. Potatau on that
day spoke publicly for the first time, and spoke in friendly
terms of the English. McLean could not gather that there
was any intention to molest Europeans, and his report
showed that his mind was tossed by doubts as to the king
movement. It had an early origin in men's minds, he
said. The founder of the New Zealand mission, Marsden,
had first sugg~sted it, and the Ngapuhi (Wah Nene's)
tribe were then favourable to it. It failed through intertribal jealousies, but had frequently been revolved in
Maori minds. Designing Europeans had constantly urged
it. Land was a powerful lever in supporting the movement. "It is not to be wondered at that an imaginative
and poetic race like the New Zealanders, whose memories
live so much in the past, should have a strong attachment to the land of their forefathers. • • . Almost
every mountain, hillock, forest, river, or stream has
its particular history of wars, defeats, conquests, or secret
repositories of their dead . . . and while the Europeans are too apt to believe that the land is a mere article
of commercial exchange, of little consideration beyond its
monetary value, the natives, on the other hand, from
motives not easily understood or appreciated, deem the
alienation of certain spots, which they regard with .romantic
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question (of Rangitake's rights) wa.s absolutely decided by
the Governor's acceptance of Teira's offer in the face of Te
Rangitake's known opposition." Mr. Richmond admitted
that it was true that the colonial public was not previously
informed that the soldiers would be employed to support
the survey of the Waitara block. "The question was one
of Imperial policy, the public agitation of which in the
colony would have been likely to produce more harm than
good." The possibility that a knowledge of the new policy
might have brought warnings from Sir W. Martin or Bishop
Selwyn home to the conscience of the Governor, would not
have seemed good in the eyes of Mr. Richmond. In his
despatch the Governor ga.ve a pitiable proof of his subjection to the plotters around him:-" I certainly did not
contemplate war, and it was not Her Majesty's troops but
Te Rangitake who commenced it." A statement of the
whole case was" in com'se of preparation."
At this juncture Mr. Weld threw his weight into the
ministerial scale. In an address to the electors of the
Wairau (1st May, 1860) he showed the baneful influence of
Mr. C. W. Richmond upon his mind. "The question ll7 at
Taranaki is not in any way of ownel'ship or title to la.nd: it
is this-Can a chief. who assumes tribal authority forbid
the exercise of rights of ownership by a native owner of
land ?" He had been told that his "accession to the
ministry would add to his strength," and intended to join
it. Thus pledged at the outset, Mr. Weld unfortunately
saw everything with Mr. Richmond's eyes, and a judgment
which might have been useful to the General Assembly
was comparatively lost to it. In July, 1860, he became an
executive councillor, and in Nov., 1860, succeeded Mr.
Richmond as Native Minister. Mr. Richmond is entitled
to the benefit of the fact that his views received sympathy
from Mr. Weld. Yet it may be hoped that the latter
would not have originally adopted the position which a.
coalition with the former induced him to assume. His
., In after years Mr. Weld admitted that" this sentence was not very
clear," but affirmed that neither by himself, nor MeBBrs. Dillon Bell and
Stafford, who Bawit, was it deemed a denial "of tribal rights, where tribal
rights existed." The minds of many men in New Zealand, in 1860, were
clouded, when such a sentence could be so written and understood by so
honourable a man ILB Mr. W cld.
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sympathy with the rape of the Wa.itara block is a warning
that where feeling and interest are concerned judgment is
easily clouded. Like Mr. Richmond, he repelled the idea
that Te Rangitake was expelled from his home, but has
written: "It is, I dare say, true that ajtp.r Te Rangitake
left, his settlements were looted by troops, or by Teira's
people, who then considered him at war and acted accordingly." Nothing more is wanted to condemn Mr. Weld's
contention than his own words, by which the robber of a
bird's nest might prove that he did not rob it because the
bird flew awa.y at his approach.
Two supplementary fact"! may be added to this chapter
in the second edition of this work. At page 17, vol. I., Mr.
Maning's opinion as to Te Rangitake's right is printed.
When he gave it to the author he declared that it was an
indisputable right of the principal chief to forbid the sale of
tribal land, and, moreover, that he was in 1860 implored in
the names of persons of the highest position not to publish
his opinion. In like manner-Governor Browne's advisers
loving darkness rather than light-influence was brought
to bear to prevent the publication of Sir W. Martin's
"remarks," as will be seen in the next chapter.
In Chapter XIV. it will be seen tha.t the proceedings before
a Compensation Court at Taranaki in 1866 proved the
worthlessness of Teira's pretensions, and the iniquity of the
attack upon Te Rangitake. In 1885, Mr. Fenton (who presided at the Compensation Court in 1866) gave evidence
before a committee in Wellington. It appears in a N.Z.
Parliamentary Paper, I. 2 B., 1885. A few citations from
it throw a. lurid light upon the scenes enacted under Governor Browne's authority in 1860.
" • Q. 770. Sir G. Grey: You aaid that you heard the Waitara. case?
-A. Yes.'
". Q. 771. Did you finish it 1-.4. We finished it, but we did not give any
judgment. There were three of us- Judge Monro, Judge Rogan, and

m~:".'l~.' 772. Did you ascertain whether William King (i.e., Te Rangitake)
hall any right to the land ?-A. Yes; he Wall the principal owner. • . •
There Wall a man . • . who seven or eight generations back had two
daughters whose names I do not remember. . • . They were what we
would call in Jo:n"land co·heiresses. There Wall descent, and descent from
each of these nntll we come to William King (Te RangitBke). . . . So
that according to Maori cU8tom in those do.ys the matla of the land came to
William King.'
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" 'Q. 773. I BIIIIume that you mean that power over the tribe and over
the lli.nd vested in him !-A. He had the pnncipal 'say,' to use 0. somewhat
vul~r tenn.'
" "Q. 774. It had been overlooked in previons investigations !-A. If
ever there was one. The thing is perfectly clear; there is no doubt whatever about it.'
.. 'Q. 775. This has never been put upon record, and I am anxious to
have it put upon record. I will therefore put it in this way, so that thero
may be no rmsapprehension. Was William King (Te Rangitake) the real
owner of the land !-.d. He represented the owners; he was the principal
man. There were other owners, of course, but he was the principal
man. n

Subsequently Mr. Fenton produced a genealogical table
.and added"789. When the Crown Officer appeared in court and objected to
Te Teira's title to the six hundred-acre block I thought it a very singular
proceeding, although I did not say anything. It occurred to me that
poesib1y the Crown Offieer was acting without instructions. I wrote 110
letter to Mr. Domett, who was not in the government, and asked him to
be good enough to see the government and make them acquainted with
what was being done. This, I should say, was a Compensation Court, and
not a Native Land Court. I adjourned the case (not the court) for some
days. It had progressed some lenJtt;h before I found out what was the real
contest. After the expiration of some daYIi a minister came down to
Wait&ra-a minister, I think it was-and the case came on on the day to
which it had been adjourned. When called in court there was no appear. anee. Of course I/resumed from that that it was arranged out of court.
At any rate we ha no further functions."

If any corroboration of the statements in the first edition
.of this History (about the rape of the Waitara) was needed,
.Judge Fenton has furnished it.
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sympathy with the rape of the Waitara block is a warning
that where feeling and interest are concerned judgment is
easily clouded. Like Mr. Richmond, he repelled the idea
that Te Rangitake was expelled from his home, but has
written : "It is, I dare say, true that ajtp.r Te Rangitake
left, his settlements were looted by troops, or by Teira's
people, who then considered him at war and acted accordingly." Nothing more is wanted to condemn Mr. Weld's
contention than his own words, by which the robber of a
bird's nest might prove that he did not rob it because the
bird flew away at his approach.
Two supplementary facts may be added to this chapter
in the second edition of this work. At page 17, vol. 1., Mr.
Maning's opinion as to Te Rangitake's right is printed.
When he gave it to the author he declared that it was an
indisputable right of the principal chief to forbid the sale of
tribal land, and, moreover, that he was in 1860 implored in
the names of persons of the highest position not to publish
his opinion. In like manner-Governor Browne's adviser~
loving darkness rather than light-influence was broug~t
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CHAPTER X.
1860 TO 1861."
COLONIAL OFFICE REQUmES INFORMATION.
FACTS respecting the situation graduallyan'ived in Englamlr
The Duke of Newcastle, until July, 1860, seemed unconscious. Parliament slumbered. Not since April, 1854, had
New Zealand papers been presented. In July, 1860, they
were again laid on the table. The Duke wrote that he
could not "hold out any hope that it would be possible to·
increase permanently the present military force;" sent out
four silver-headed sticks " to be given by the Governor to
chiefs,"l and started on a tour with the Prince of Wales to·
the United States, leaving Sir G. Cornewall Lewis and Mr.
Chichester Fortescue to preside in Downing-street. The·
former saw danger. Mr. Richmond's memorandum shocked
him as it had shocked Sir W. Denison. "A policy which
requires the continual presence of a large force carries, in
most cases, its condemnation on its face."
Mr. Richmond not suggesting that the Home government
should have larger powers for dealing with the native question, said nothing about a colonial sharing in the expenses of
war. Sir G. C. Lewis alluded "to these ciroumstances, not
of course as relieving the Home government from the duty
of supporting the colony against a pressing danger, but
I Colonel Browne gave one forthwith to Hori Killgi Ana.ua. of 'Wanganui
(Despatch, 21st August, 11160).
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because they must materially affect the disposition of the
British government and people to undertake that indefinite
expenditure of blood and treasure to which Mr .. Richmond
invites them." On the 27th August, Mr. Fortescue adverted
to the addresses from provincial bodies, and to Bishop
Selwyn'S protest against the address from Hawke's Bay, and
though not questioning the justice of the proceedings
towards Te Rangitake, asked for information upon the
important question, " of an alleged right, distinct from one
of property, existing in the chief of the tribe to assent to or
forbid the sale of any land belonging to members of the
tribe, in cases where all the owners are willing to sell, and
how far such a right has been or ought to be recognized by
the Crown." The reader has already seen that the right of
Te Rangitake and his followers did not depend only on his
position as Ariki, although that was sufficient to bar the
course of the government. Mr. Fortescue. declared that
the government desired to observe faithfully the letter and
the spirit of the Waitangi treaty, and asked for full in~
formation whether-apart from the treaty there were
reasons in favour of recognizing Te Rangitake's alleged
rights, and whether, as appeared "to be the truth, they
do not justify the claims of Te Rangitake upon the present
occasion. "
In reply to this query, Colonel Browne sent (4th Dec.,
1860) a despatch compiled for him by Mr. F. D. Bell on
seignorial right. With its enclosures it occupied nearly a
hundred pages of a Parliamentary blue-book. It erro~
neously declared that the Governor was adhering to the
policy of Hobson and Fitzroy. Fitzroy had distinctly
recognized those Ngatiawa rights which Browne was
denying to Te Rangitake; and Fitzroy was reviled for so
doing by the applauders of Colonel Browne. Mr. Richmond
supplied a characteristic minute contending as to Maori
land, that "it would be foolish to seek precedents for the
regulation of dealings with Europeans in the usages of a.
period when there were no Europeans in the country."
Had a right of veto been recognized or asserted since the
settlement? "If not, no such right can be supposed to
exist." Yet by the treaty of Waitangi, in 1840, the Queen
" confirmed all rights of chieftainship," and Mr. Spain had

_\_,(0••

I;'"~ "",. tbnt ltallpanilia had power to forbid, and

IMUt' of hwd UtlUol' OtuJri.lI Mr. Biehm.ond
l't'\.'llguitiou of Baugitake's claims would
, ... ," \"""\ .' ",\just to the uative proprietors," and " would
hll "" ht't1l\ au ahwldonmeut of the principles laid down and
",'hl,1 U}lUU hv Imooewve Goveruors for the settlement of
I lit' 11; gl\t.iUow~ claims in Tammaki."
H the Secretary of
~Lu.tt\ hu.d rtlftlrred to Captain ~'itzro~"8 despatches in 1844,
lit' wuuld hUovtl found that an entirely contrary course was
thtlu !:Iodopted; that justice Wl\8 doue and peace was maintl:loiue(l,
A settltlr made !:Ion earuest appeal to the Governor before
the troops were marched iuto the Deld. He asked for a
(ll)mplete puhlic !:loud impartial invest4,"80tion of the title.
•• Over the whole hlock rides the trihal or public interest
• . . were the whole trihe COUBeD.ting, the title would of
(loW'lIe he clear , , . hut Tair!:lo. 110 far from haYing the
whole trihe, has ouly an incousiderable fraction in his
{avow', while against him ill arrayed the great maJority
with the principal chief at their head." We learn from
Mr. SWain60U II that it was "not until nearly a year after
the war collllDeuced that it was puhlicly known that such
an appeal had heeu addressed to the Governor." By such
arts was the ministerial position maintained.
W8ol' meanwhile proceeded at Taranaki. The Governor
wrote that though his injunction aga.inst atta.t-king Te
Ra.ngitake's bush pah had reference to the probable t·1Ject
of combining the Maoris against British authorih·. he was
"well convinced that any attempt to destroy' the pah
(which was almost ina.ccellsible) would prove aborti\"e."
Meanwhile, volunteers from Waika.to joined their countrymen. A pah, Puketakauere, was built within a mile of the
English camp at Waitara. There was a skirmish on the 28rd
June. Colonel Gold having heard from Mr. Whiteley the
missionary (who was a guest at the pah on the previous Sunday), that in his "opinion the natives were not yet prepared
to m.a.ke much resistance, but in two or three days' time their
plans would be complete," authorized Major Nelson with 848
.... ,;\. hili. "
.1 .• ,~,-,;'Ii 11m.

Vol. xxx. p. J02; .upra p. 365. VoL L
New Zealand u.nd the War" (p. 97). hy William Sw&inson, formerly
Attol'lley·Oenel"llol for New Zealand. London: 1862.
" P. P. 1843.
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of all ranks to attack· it on the 27th June. 4 Browne
reported: "After a severe and gallant conflict he waS'
obliged to retire with a loss of 80 killed and 84 wounded.
• • . This reverse is likely to have a prejudicial effect
upon our relations with the Maori race generally, and it is
not easy to foretell the consequences." 'fhe Governor sent
more troops-almost denuding Auckland-and wrote to
England for reinforcements. He warned Colonel Gold
to deal effectively with the enemy, "as the Maoris
invariably construe even escape into victory." Colonel
Gold had 1188 regular troops, and 578 militia and volunteers, but found them insufficient. Every available soldier
throughout Australia was required. Heavy guns were
indispensable-the artillery at hand being ineffective.
.
The Puketakauere pah was on a ridge between two
fern-covered gullies. Major Nelson's forces were in
three divisions, one of which was to cut off the retreat
of the Maoris towards the Waitara river. The artillery
opened fire from the north-west about four hundred yards
from the pah, but no breach was made which justified
an assault. Suddenly, from the fern, unseen Maoris
poured a fire on the main body of the troops. Major
Nelson ordered an advance towards a ditch and bank, from
whence, in extended order, the natives were firing. The
advance was made "in a. most continued and gallant
manner until the men reached a deep ravine with an
entrenchment behind which they found it impossible to
pass, it being defended by two if not more large bodies of
Maoris, who were almost entirely concealed behind it, on
another entrenchment in rear, as well as the very high fern.
Here a desperate and destructive fire was opened upon us
and gallantly returned. Our skirmishers being far fewer in
number and exposed in a much greater degree than the
enemy, I deemed it desirable to direct them to join the main
body, and our ammunition being nearly expended I withdrew
t [1894. One Mr. Whitcombe complained in a N.Z. newspaper, in 1883,
of the original paragraph on this matter in this History. He resented, in
a. long letter, the imputation that Mr. Whiteley acted 1108 a spy; but with
singuJar incoherence quoted the above opinion of Mr. Whiteley 1108 having
been part of a written report sent by a sergeant to Major Nelson at the
"request" of Mr. Whiteley.]
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land, he told the chiefs that the treaty of W~tangi would
be inviolately maintained by himself and all his successors;
but to rouse suspicion amongst the Nga.puhi and others, he
affirmed that the king natives desired to "assume authority," and contemplated" the forcible subjection of those
tribes who refuse to recognize their authority." Much of
his address was kindly.
Having sent reinforcements to Taranaki and received
satisfactory assurances from chiefs at Kohimarama, he
wrote on the 14th July to Colonel Gold: "You will now
have upwards of 2000 men of all ranks and a large force of
artillery under your command, and you will, I trust, be able
to strike a vigorous and effective blow on the rebel forces,
either on the north or south of New Plymouth." Meanwhile MaJ.-Gen. Pratt, Commander of the Forces in Australia., took the field, and Colonel Browne (27th July) told
him that the Maoris "boasted with some truth that since
our first arrival in the colony the British troops have
gained no decided advantage over them, though our arms
have always been immeasurably superior, and our numbers
often in excess oftheirs. . . . Finally, I beg the favour
of your protection and kindness to the friendly natives,
more particularly for the chiefs Mahau, Aperahama, Thaia
(the murderer), and Taira, and their men . . . faithful
a.llies. • . . It is, however, quite true that all Maoris
will communicate intelligence to the enemy; so far from
considering such conduct shameful, they look upon it as
right and chivalrous." . . . Mr. Parris possessed his
confidence, and he begged the general to consult him.
The great meeting at Kohimarama (on the Melanesian
mission grounds) commenced on the 10th July, 1860. Two
hundred and fifty chiefs had been invited. About half
that number attended. The Governor read his address in
English. McLean read a translation in Maori. There was
deep attention. The chiefs were then presented to His
Excellency by McLean; the Governor departed; the chiefs
conferred. The districts most fully represented were the
Bay of Islands, Kaipara, Auckland, the Bay of Plenty,
Wairarapa, and the west coast from Wellington to
Wanganui. There were some members of the Ngatiawa
tribe, but the Thames,Waikato, Taupo, Upper Wanganui,
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days, the chiefs, on reassembling, prayed that the native
conference might be held periodica.lly. Some said that if
it had been thought of sooner, there would have been no
Maori king,-no Taranaki war. Again they discussed
the latter question, and finally decided that Hohepa
Tamaihengia should visit Te Rangitake and explain the
feelings of the conference. On the 10th August resolutions
were carried disapproving the Maori king movement,
justifying the Governor, condemning Te Rangitake and his
a.llies, praising the idea of holding the conference, and
complimenting McLean. Three chiefs recorded their protest against the condemnation of Te Rallgitake. The
Governor· closed the conference (11th Aug.) and promised
to convene another in the following year. Mr. Smith,
Assistant Native Secretary, reported that the conference had
been beneficial, and might be made effective, under judicious
management, for removing difficulties. He invited attention to the conspicuous abilities of Tamihana Te Rauparaha
and another Otaki chieftain, as well as to the important
declarations of Wake Nene and Wiremu Nera, that they
were ready to prove by deeds their loyalty to the Queen.
To complete the papers to be presented to the General
Assembly, the Governor (20th July) had asked McLean
whether the sellers of the Waitara block were justified in
selling to the government, and whether Rangitake had a
right to interfere. McLean answered the first question
affirmatively, and the second in the negative. When this
statement was made public, Archdeacon Hadfield wrote that
McLean had himself informed the archdeacon that he
(McLean) had not investigated Te Rangitake's title, and
that a chief, Matene Te Whiwhi, averred that McLean
expressed his regret that the Governor had been so hasty
as to eject Te Rangitake by force without further investigation. McLean's defence was equivocal. He had initiated
the investigation, though it was completed by an officer of
the department under McLean's instructions. He had told
the Bishop of Wellington that he was" impressed with the
belief that Te Rangitake's claim was unfounded." "It is
quite possible that I may have said that I had not personally
instituted an inquiry on the spot immediately previous to
the breaking out of hostilities." "I may have said that the
Vol. II.
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cession by Te Teira would not be sufficient alone, unless he
were joined, as he has been, by other influential claimants."
It was a chief who complained of the hastiness of 'the
government, and McLean had only admitted that such was
the general opinion among the natives. His state of health
had "made it impossible" for McLean to make personal
inqUiry as to Teira's title.
On the 80th July, the Governor opened the General
Assembly at Auckland. His speech arraigned Te Rangitake
for forbidding a sale of land "to which he neither asserted
nor possessed any title;" a daring untruth which his
advisers musHlave propounded with misgiving, and which
must have been heard with astonishment. From the conference at Kohimarama the Governor expected good results.
The Houses echoed the speech, and the Taranaki war
formed the subject of protracted debates. On the 80th
Aug., by eleven votes against three, the Governor's proceedings were approved by the Council; but one of the
dissentients was Mr. Swainson. Mr. Whitaker said bluntly
"the Governor was responsible for the war, and the
ministers were responsible for the advice they had given."
There was no doubt that Te Rangitake's "offence was
treason." "It was not the Governor who made war-it
was Te Rangitake." Mr. Swainson said: "Seeing that it
was the ministers who advised that the survey should be
proceeded with, and that the land should be occupied by a
military force, I hold that the ministers are responsible,
both morally and constitutionally responsible for the war."
On the 16th August, the representatives resolved, after
various proposed amendments, and nights' and days' debates: "That in the opinion of this House, the interference
of Te Rangitake at Waitara, and his resort to force to
prevent the survey of land there, rendered the measures
adopted by His Excellency the Governor indispensable for
the due maintenance of Her Majesty's sovereignty, and that
the welfare of both races of Her Majesty's subjects peremptorily requires a vigorous prosecution of the war to a. successful termination." Little did Colonel Browne and his
advisers expect that in three short years the government
would be forced to confess that Bishop Selwyn, Sir W.
Martin, and the Archdeacon were wise, and that the claim
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of Te Rangitake was righteous. Mr. Richmond (8rd Aug.)
while introducing a "Native Offenders Bill," treated of the
Taranaki war. He would, in future, move for a Committee
to report upon the expediency of a change in the existing
mode of extinguishing the native title, and would afterwards
make proposals for the civil government of the natives.
An eloquent appeal of Dr. Featherston on behalf of the
Maori people, unrepresented in the House, provoked
applause; yet Dr. Featherston, believing the wa.r to be
unjust and unholy, saw that retreat was dangerous, while·
success was shocking. Mr. Carleton demanded inquiry
into the causes of the war. He laughed at Richmond's
idea that the District Commissioner was himself a court
capable of determining the Waitara dispute :--,-" a court
that was at once judge, jury, and plaintiff." • . . " A
District Commissioner (to borrow Mr. Richmond's words)
to have power to declare a native claim' a bag of wind!'"
In moving (7th Aug., 1860) for a Committee of Inquiry, he
declared that "the government case had completely broken
down." Te Rangitake's eloquent and forcible letter completely cut away the plea that he had no right to the
. Waitara land. The government professed a willingness for
inquiry, but thwarted it. Amendments were moved, and
fina.lly inquiry was forbidden. Amongst Mr. Carleton's
supporters were Mr. Fitzherbert, Mr. Forsaith, Dr.
Featherston, Mr. Bell, and Mr. Fox. The amendment
(carried by Mr. Sewell) was that Archdeacon Hadfield and
Donald McLean should be examined at the ba.r of the
House. Their opinions differed as to Te Rangitake's rights.
The Governor triumphantly reported that the justice of his
measures was asserted in the division of 16th Aug. by 19
votes against 4; but it was impossible to gather from his
despatch tha.t in preliminary debates .the majority was
narrower, and that some members confessed their reluctance
to sanction an unjust war which, when entered upon, they
felt it dangerous to the reputation of the government to
abandon. Of the discussions, at the close of which the
New Zealand members virtually followed the Governor in
submitting to the ministry, it is just to furnish a short
narrative.
Mr. Forsaith sadly admitted that no retreat could be
12
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the money had been paid. In this case it had been thoughtprudent to make it out sooner . • • because in the state
of disorder it was,quite possible that some of the claimants
might be killed." "Then," said Mr. Fox, "the government
made this purchase in expectation of a war." " No,"
replied Mr. Richmond; "it had been completed since the
beginning of the war." Mr. Fox retorted that the House
now knew that the purchase of the land fought for was
"entirely incomplete." The interruptions made the case
worse. With an incomplete purchase, hurriedly effected,
and without any foresight of the consequences, the colony
had been plunged into war. Mr. Fox felt bound as a
member of the House, as a man, and as a citizen to vote for
an inquiry. Dr. Monro taunted Mr. Fox for- his new-born
zeal for the treaty of Waitangi. Did he, when a servant of
the New Zealand Company, abandon his employers because
they had termed the treaty a "praiseworthy device to amuse
naked savages ?" Dr. Monro wished to see "the subjugation
of the rebels accomplished in the first instance." They
could think afterwards of other matters. 7
Mr. Sewell (who had ceased to be a minister in 1859)
thought a general inquiry useless, but as Archdeacon Hadfield's name had been made use of, considered that he and
Mr. McLean might be examined. Mr. J. C. Richmond
violently assailed Te Rangitake. In coupling the name of
Parris with that of Ihaia, Te Rangitake proved that, as he
recklessly murdered chara.cter,S he would "not scruple at
anything to attain his ends." As to Fox's attack on the
petition of the Taranaki Council, though Mr. J. C. Richmond
had no hand in framing it, he was "willing to adopt its
• The "petition has no humbug about
opinions."
'1894. In the first edition quotations from speeches in the House
were made from newspaper extracts (the "New Zea.1a.nder") sent with
official despatches. In 1886 the Parliamentary Debates of 1860 and other
years were officially published in New Zealand. That publication is
generally quoted in this edition.
S Mr. Forsaith, in reply to this a.cculllLtion, Baid: "Was the allegation
contained in Te Rangitake's letter, that Mr. Parris had been the means,
either by in1luence or by m_ge, either directly or indirectly, of fetching
Katatore, or of inducing him to go somewhere, by which means he met
with his death-wBoB this substantially true or false?"
Mr. Dillon Bell: "I believe subst&ntially it is true."
Mr. Forsaith: .. Exactly so."
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it; it plainly states all the wishes of the petitioners." Mr •
Daldy, a member of Fox's 'brief administration in 1856,
advocated inquiry. Mr. C. W. Richmond declared that the
ministry assumed a neutral position as to the motion for
inquiry, but asked the House to consider the position of the
Governor in guiding "the great machine of representative
government." The line taken by some members raised in
his "mind some serious reflections as to the fitness of
parliamentary government for a country in the position of
New Zealand." Mr. Dillon Bell deprecated reflections upon
the Governor and animadverted on the deceitfulness of the
ministry in concealing from Parliament the Governor's disapproval of the Territorial Rights Bill. Mr. Brandon
supported the' motion for inquiry; and Colonel Haultain
regretted the attack which had been made by Mr. J. C.
Richmond on the Commander of the Forces, who had "no
doubt received special instructions." Mr. Sewell moved
that Archdeacon Hadfield and Mr. Donald McLean be heard
at the bar of the House. Mr. Forsaith traversed the allegation that the government had been forced into the war.
They had taken a position that forced it. He thought a
committee of inquiry should be chosen by ballot. It was
pitiable to watch the impotent attempts of the Native
Minister to extricate himself from the dilemma he was
placed in by Mr. Fox as to the purchase-deed. li.s to Te
Rangitake, he reminded the House that it was "a well-known
fact that Te Rangitake, and that section of the Ngatiawa
whom he represented, were never dispossessed by the
Waikato," and substantiated his assertion by an incident
known to all. Mr. T. King (one of the Provincial Council
at Taranaki which petitioned the Assembly to permit Maoris
to sell, whether they formed "a majority ·or only a large
minority of claimants," and asked the Government to compel
"an equitable division of the Maori common land") supported the government. Mr. Fitzgerald's amendment was
lost by 15 votes against 18. Mr. Carleton's motion was
lost by 14 votes against 19. Mr. Sewell's amendment was
carried by 18 votes against twelve. The Archdeacon,
examined by Mr. Fitzherbert, was cross-examined by Mr.
C. W. Richmond and others. McLean, examined by
Messrs. C. W. and J. C. Richmond, was cross-examined by
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Fox. Their opinions have been sufficiently set forth in
these pages. Afterwards Mr. Sta.1ford carried (16th Aug.),
by 19 votes against 4, the resolution already quc;>ted, which
supported "the measures adopted by His Excellency at
Taranaki. "
Mr. Dillon Bell's speech showed how grinding was the
pressure of events upon men's minds. He voted for Mr.
Sta.1ford's motion, but "thought it extremely probable we
should find some of those now in arms against us could
show a good title to some of Teira's block." He had
thought so before, and the evidence confirmed him. Yet
Mr. Bell would decline to hear the claims of Maoris unless
"they choose to come in as peaceful citizens." Had he
been entitled to advise the Governor in March, 1859, he
would have warned him that he was "getting int.o an
almost insuperable difficulty" at Waitara ; but he was
indignant with Te Rangitake for "rejecting with contumacious insolence" the Governor's offer of a sa.fe conduct.
Though the resolution ought to have stated that the steps
taken were justifiable, not "indispensable," Mr. Bell would
"ote for it.
Dr. Featherston inveighed, not against the Governor, but
against the ministry who had brought "undue pressure
upon the Governor in order to force him to acquire possession of Waitara, no matter by what means, or at what
sa.crifices." If with 8000 soldiers the position of Taranaki
was barely tenable, how many would be required if the
tribes in general should rise against injustice? If the Lord
Stanley of 1848 had ruled in Downing Street, a prediction
by Dr. Featherston might have been fulfilled.
" When the directors of the New Zealand Company suggested to Lord
Htanley that the Treaty of Waitangi was a pr&isewortny device for
amusing and pacifying savages, his LOrdship replied that he 'would not·
admit that any party or any government acting in the name of Her
Majesty can contract a legal, moral, or honorary obligation to despoil
others of their lawful or equitable rights.' Sir, I venture to predict that
when Her Majesty's Government learn the facta of the present caaewhen they learn that the war originated in a grudge entertained by Teira
against his chief-that because a native girl jilted Teira's brother and
married Te Rangitake's BOn, Teira swore he would have his revenge; that
knowin~ that Te Rangitake had given a solemn pledge to his father not to
sell W&ltara, but to keep it for an inheritance for the Ngatiawa, Teira resolved to satisfy his revenge by selling Waitara to the ~vernment, when
they know that of the six hundred acree offered by Telra and purchased'
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'\11' . W. 'Ri(ihmood denied that be bad broo~bt pressure
tf . }lPRr nptm t~ CW'Ol"ernor. He tbougbt onl\" "two or
f1', 1"1'1' l~"riJpAA:tlf.; in Taranaki knew" beforeband" that Teira
.,.tl'tlflNl t.o offM' th~ Waitara. block to tbe Got'emor, and his
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('l"l'l'?I(>'nN' u.s aeeidental.:'. Forget~ing or. ~n~
hi,. fll-~1- \l()toe to Yr. P~, or draWIng a distinction
~('t''t\'(\MI hi'l'l'l W otbers, Yr. Richmond declared: "After
rhf' offM' \\111:1; ",_de and accepted, I never corresponded with
tl h\ \.i"'" ,',·\U()utb settlers upon tbe sobject.
. • .
~ 'o',,'tA ~.'J>N!o .. ~",\.rnor recede from the engagement he had
'1Tl!l'ik' I) H~1'I .:\('t\llency thooght not, and we agreed with
'hiff! '~\\~, , Ut)\V tteclare, in view of all the calamities we
I.' ". ~'~'t\W'o~...h\~h that I sboold, onder the like circomstances,
'~,-. "
1"lee
" agaIn. .
"
.'1W, ojlW> ~\\\~
, \4';- '~" t\ Hil'hmond abetted the previoos speaker by
,It.-...~",\.~'\\~
the "cboice of Taranaki as the place where
~~y ~~~\\~ ~ht\llltl be tried, was politic."
\k t.\~" htllUltt that the Native Minister would be able to
~~\\\ .h4\. ,- h~ and some of bis constitoents were not the
:.ttl,\."~Wti ut the wll,r." 10 "It was tbe general desire of the
~VMU\mlble member and his constitoents to obtain land at
~~\'<\m,ki, tl) which be bad pointed as tbe key of this war."
Mr. Weld, wbo bad become a member of the government
\" J Illy l'ecul'red to tbe argument tbat a Yaori ought not
to be allowed to prefer "a claim with arms in bis bands."
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• Yi/U '''pra, p. 76 cap. ix•
•• The .IUficulty of IUl&lyzing contemporary statements about New
Zealand affaifll ill mown in the fact that though lIr. Fox 80 rigorously
iuculpated the miniltry in 1860. he U8ed very crurerent Iangnage in 1876.
Addre88ing the Royal Colonial In.Btitute (23rd :Mall in London. he ll&id:
"1 am bold to affirm that the colonieta were not m any cue responIIible
10l' the wan (in New Zealand)." -" Proceedinga, Royal Colonial In.Btitnte,
1875-6."
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Mr. Fitzherbert defended Te Rangitake, and averred
that the marked contrast between the conduct of the
government at Taranaki and elsewhere showed "sinister
influence exerted when it was hoped to be likely to favour
the constituents and immediate dependents of the Native
Minister." Subsequent speakers declined to relieve the
ministry of the burden which was sought to be placed upon
the Governor. Mr. Carter said: "The ministry enterecl
on this war on their own responsibility, and unprepared
for it."
.
.
By the passing of Stafford's resolution war to the knife
was declared; and it has been necessary to describe the
proceedings which sanctioned it. Colonel Browne accounted
for the small number of members who votea by saying that
perhaps some opposition leaders did not wish "to commit
themselves too definitely against the war;" that some
government supporters "did not take the trouble to
JJ.ttend;" and some members" recognized the justice of the
war, but objected to a portion of the words of the resolution." Thus it came to pass that less than a majority of
the House committed it to war; and that the votes of
representatives from the Middle Island overbore those of
members from the north. Unconscious of the joint tenure
.of Maori land, or in mere obedience to the ministry, Colonel
Browne reiterated that Te Rangitake had no claim on the
Waitara block-" that the title of the vendors had been
.carefully investigated and proved good,"-and that" other
.claimants cited by Archdeacon Hadfield had been stimulated to put forward groundless claims by the agitation
.carried on by Europeans." His advisers were at his sidell
II As Colonel Browne's friends denied that he was so weak as to be
influenced by others to abandon his previous determination about coercing
Maoris to sell land, it may be well to show that he was thought at the time
-to be 80 influenced. In 1858, in opposing Mr. Richmond's views on the
Native Territorial Rights Bill, Colonel Browne cited the late Chief Justice
Martin as one "whose experience and intimate acquaintance with the
Maoris cause him to be recognized as an undisputed authority in every·
thing relating to them" (P. P. 1860, vol. xlvii. p. 18). In Sept., 1859.
before he was completely enmeshed, Colonel Browne wrote: "The Euro·
peans covet these lands, and are aetermined to enter in and possess themRetlu Ii poI/lint, Ii non qlWcanque modo" (ibid. p. 78). In the same paper he
,sighed for a council of advice (on Maori mattersl containing Bishop Selwyn
.and Mr. Martin. In Dec., 1860, he aspersed Hadfield. ana disputed with
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permanent institutions. The questions of "tribal title,
. ultimate individualization of native title, and the constitu~
tion of tribunals to determine Maori disputes amongst themselves about territorial rights," were, as Mr. Richmond
informed the House, to be referred to the conference of
1861. But other members were less sanguine than he in
expecting that by such means the king movement could be
extinguished. He had (early in August) introduced a,
Native Offenders Bill, giving enormous powers to the
Governor in proclaiming districts within which it should be
unlawful to hold communication with the Maoris. The
debates on the appointment of a committee postponed a
decision on the Bill, and there was excitement out of
doors.
Bishop Selwyn, Hadfield, Maunsell, and others protested
against the power of outlawing districts. It seemed to
them that the Bill enabled the Governor to determine
what was law, to declare anyone an offender, to ban any
combination of natives, and to construe into an unlawful
purpose any proceeding of the natives not specially
described in the Bill. They asked that no British subject
should be subject to penalty or disability "without being
brought to answer by due process of law." Stafford angrily
accused the Bishop of lending his name to inflame passions
and retard peace, and carried the second reading on the
11th Sept. by 19 votes against 17; but on the motion for
the committal of the, Bill on the 25th Sep.t., the ayes were
18 and the noes were 18; and though the vOice of the Speaker
kept the Bill alive, Mr. Stafford acknowledged his inability
to pass the measure, and it was withdrawn.
A Bill to create a Council to assist in managing native
affairs was reserved by the Governor for the Royal pleasure.
The council walil to be appointed by the Crown. But its
functions were to advise on all matters on which the
government might consult it, to assist in drafting laws,
and to "act in special cases in an administrative capacity
at the instance of the Governor-in-Council." Mr. Fox
moved resolutions expressing regret that the Imperial
government had brought in a Bill removing native affairs
from control of the New Zealand Legislature, and a Joint
Committee of both Houses recommended that there should
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"there has been little or no difference of opinion between
myself and Mr. Richmond; but the responsibility has
rested on me, while, with the exception of £7000 a year
(the appropriation of which I cannot alter without the
consent of my advisers), the power of the purse, which is
all but absolute, has been altogether in the hands of
ministers. This has been an unequal and unsatisfactory
division." His conversion to Mr. Richmond's ideas, which
he had once so sternly condemned, prevented him from
seeing whither he was led.
The ministry was in danger dUl'ing the session on the
burning question -of provincial finances. In committee, on
resolutions moved by Richmond on native policy, the
disposal of proceeds of land sales was involved. Forthwith
a more vigorous sense possessed the members than when
justice to Maoris was in question. Mr. Fox protested
against" any tampering with the compact of 1856." The
ministerial phalanx lost a few members. The division was
17 against 17. The chairman voted against the govern~
ment, "stating as his reason that agreements made with
the provinces ought to be adhered to."
It was during the session of 1860 that the House appointed a Committee to inquire into the circumstances
under which Fenton's mission in 1857 was undertaken" to
introduce institutions of civil government" in the Waikato
district. So far as their labours elicited facts occurring in
1857 and 1858, and distributed doubtful blame between the
Native Secretary, Mr. C. W. Richmond, and others, it has
been convenient to state the results in preceding pages.
But they sat often and long. They gave an Arawa chief,
Wiremu Maihe Rangikaheke (a clever debater, of eager
manner, with a Caucasian cast of countenance), a message
inviting the attendance of Te Waharoa the king-maker.
McLean (who in 1857 rebuffed Waharoa at Auckland) disapproved of the invitation, and induced Rangikaheke to
disregard the Committee. Before doing so he told Sewell,
the chairman of the Committee, that he did not approve of
summoning Waharoll.; but, on being examined, he declared
that when he intercepted Rangikaheke he was not aware
that the chief was the bearer of a letter from the Committee. He professed to be anxious for Te Waharoa's
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presence, and undertook to procure it, if possible, by other
messengers. He failed. But the king-maker wrote (24th
Jan., 1861) in reply to the chairman's invitation:"Salutations to you, the chainnan of the Governor's runanga. I have
received your letter which was written in October, inviting me to
Auckland. Here is a waiata (song) : 'Continue to strive in vain;
Br. you I will not be rent in sunder:
Like the tree of the forest
I will maintain a bold front.
'Twas I that loosed you from this belt,
And now--behold the boundary which divides us:
I am the centre of Raukawa. '
Friend, what is the use of our talkini after the evil has taken place!
Had you, indeed, written when the eVlI was small, it woultl have been
well, and I would have gone; but now that the evil has grown to the
height, what is the g~? Behold the kin~ of a fire. When it is
sm&ll it can be put out; but when it has spread It cannot be extinguished.
So, when the tide is low the creek can be crossed, but not when the tide
has swollen to the full. • • • Hearken; if any chief t{0eB before the
Governor, and supports the 'mana' of the Maori, and our rIght to hold our
land,-such are my thoughts. These are the causes of the setting up of
the king. If you see a chief whose words seem hard when he visits the
Governor, or is present at Pakeha or Maori inquiries-he is my friend. Or
if you see a chief who declares that his own 'mana' is over his own piece
of land, know that such is my -thought. I have heard that Rangikaheke
and Waata Kukutai have been before the Pakeha runang&, and told their
opinions. Lo! that is it; hearken to them. It was one of those thoughts
that set up the Maori king. I cannot, however, tell you all the causes.
They are many. Let the portion I communicate be small. One thing I
will tell you: the Governor's words are as wool, but within, at his heart,
he is a ravening walf.-From your slave, W. T. TE WAHA.ROA."

Knowing well how the Governor's mild professions were
outraged by the forcible seizure of tribal lands, and perhaps
- (in the undoubting conviction of a mind to which tribal
tenure had been familiar from youth) incapable of believing
that anyone could be ignorant that the rape of the Waitara.
was wrong, Waharoa used strong language. It alarmed the
Governor's advisers. They began to find that words in the
House could not can-yon the war. By appealing to excited
passions, and perverting the case so as to make -it seem
that the honour of the Queen was pledged to do dishonourable deeds, they had secured majorities, in which members
from the undistracted Middle Island were prominent. But
majorities without means were worthless. British blood
and British treasUl'e were demanded. General Pratt (Aug.,
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1860) reported that the military position was difficult. The
Maoris crept up in small parties, inflicted damage, and
escaped with impunity. "With the assistance of my
advisers," the Governor wrote, "I have been able to
comply with all General Pratt's demands, and to assure
him that this government will spare nothing to enable him
to carryon the war vigorously, and bring it to a successfu~
conclusion." At the same time he wrote: "I sent Mr.
McLean to aid in reassuring the friendly natives, who
appear to have lost confidence in us." General Pratt was
urged to remove the women and children from the settlements; and, when relieved from impediments, to inflict
severe punishment on the enemy, who always "construed
escape into victory," and who generally escaped. Friendly
natives, including Ihaia, were to be paid.
Thus instructed, the General returned to Taranaki, where
Major Nelson had obtained sixty-eight pounders, with which
he could, from the Waitara camp, breach the Puketakauere
pah, and avenge his repulse. In a few days General Pratt
reported that the Maoris at the south suddenly retired from
their entrenchments, and abandoned the Puketakauere pah.
Neither McLean nor the friendly natives could explain these
movements. The General, anxious to fight, could find no
enemy. Yet the settlers were cooped in a narrow space at
Taranaki; and McLean reported that only two persons, the
Rev. Mr. Brown and a Maori disciple, could go as far south
as Omata without being shot. In September the General
advanced upon empty pahs, but when approaching the
forest the troops were fired upon from an ambuscade.
Colonel Browne lamented (18th Sept.) that no serious
impression had been made, and urged the General to harass
the enemy by guerilla attacks in their planting season, then
beginning. The difficulty would be great; but unless the
war could be put an end to at once it might be continued
indefinitely.
It was much easier to give such advice than to act upon
it. Gliding through the forest which enclosed the open
country near the sea, the Maori had the advantage of the
encumbered soldier. Silence was golden in such a case,
and the mute Maori heard with pleasure the rattle of the
Pakeha accoutrements, or the angry exclamation of the
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Maunsell was in the neighbourhood, and McLean went to
the meeting. After the Archdeacon had spoken, McLean
was able to allay the excitement. Ihaka was conspicuous
for his friendliness. He was the chief of the dead man's
tribe. But another meeting was held a few days later.
A war-party of 100 Maoris went thither. Ihaka with two
followers met them, in a peculiar attitude, interpreted to
mean-" Here we are, what do y.0U want with us? We are
prepared." A war dance ensued; fierce speeches were
made; the production of the supposed murderer was
demanded, then an examination, and, in case of proven
guilt, the sun·ender of the culprit to the Maoris. Ihaka
and Mohi replied that the previous inquiry was sufficient.
Mohi, at the end of his oration, broke a stick, throwing one
piece on the ground, in token that the matter had been
concluded. "Let there be no evil" (he said) was old
Potatau's advice. Tamati Ngapora pacified the war-party,
~d invited them to a feast, which ended the proceedings. ~
A few days afterwards two Europeans assaulted Ihaka,
as he was labouring for peace, and the chief assured the
Govemor that if his blood had been shed his followers
could not have been restrained. The Governor conferred
with Ngapora and Takerei, who had become an adviser of
the Maori king. The former alleged that a Maori, who had
fought at Taranaki, had been sought for by the police at
Auckland. His arl·est would have been a sufficient cause of
war. (Parenthetically, the Governor told the Secretary of
State, "the man was not arrested because I feared
reprisals on O'I1r out settlers, and a magistrate who declared
his intention to arrest him was fortunately unable to put it
into force.") After fow·· hours, the conference broke up
with little result.
Two days later (alst Oct.) came tidings that the kingmaker was on his way to the scene of the supposed murder
with 400 men. Alarm ran like wildfire through Auckland.
Europeans at Otahuhu, nine miles from Auckland,
implored protection. Browne instructed Colonel Kenny to
call out the militia, and do what he could. At midnight,
Ihaka visited Browne to say that the king-makel· had
informed him and Tamati Ngapora that no aggression of
which they might disapprove should be committed. Browne
vol.n.
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countermanded the order for sending soldiers to Otahuhu.
But all was not over. The Maori-king natives mustered
at Ngaruawahia. Rewi, the Ngatimaniapoto chief, was,
fortunately, absent at Taranaki. From Ngaruawahia more
than 300 warriors went down the Waikato river in their
war-canoes, under the young king Matutaera and Te
Waharoa, the king-maker. At Paetai they had a wardance. A letter from Thaka, to say that the death of
Eriata had been duly considered, did not restrain the
young men of the party. They disregarded Matutaera,
who returned homewards. The king-maker remained with
them to prevent mischief, but could not induce them to
abandon their journey. At Tuakau, about thirty-five miles
from Auckland, Bishop Selwyn and Archdeacon Maunsell
met them. Though his advice was reviled by Richmond
and his colleagues, the Bishop was ever daring to do good
and to make peace. Long conference took place. Some
• wild spirits brooked no delay, and with two canoes pursued
their journey. The Archdeacon spoke to the king-maker,
who sent a letter after them in haste: "Come back, and
come back in peace." Whakapaukai obeyed the missive,
and Mr. Gorst remarked that the Europeans owed their
salvation on this occasion to Te Waharoa, the Waikato
rebel. It was known afterwards that, by journeying on
foot, the Bishop had carried a message to friendly chiefs,
who undertook to bar the war-party from passing through
their territory. When the Bishop died, the settler (at
whose house the Bishop arrived soon after sunrise, dripping
from the fording of a creek) told the story. . Pirimona was
the na.me of the gallant Maori who shared the Bishop's
troubles. The Bishop himself recorded the fact that the
brother of the Maori supposed to ha.ve been murdered,
when convinced that the supposition was untrue, mounted
guard at the house of a settler to defend him from
attack. lll
In reporting the alarms caused by the death of Eriata,
the Governor called attention to the fact that peace and life .
depended on the exertions of a few chiefs, of whom only one
received a stipend of £50 a year. "This brings promiIt

"Life of Bishop Selwyn," by Rev. H. W. Tucker.

VoL ii, p. 169.

(London, 1877.)
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nently to light what I have so often stated, that it is only
by means of employing the chiefs, giving them Crown
grants, and attaching them to the government, that we can
hope to keep the country tranquil. The means placed at
Sir G. Grey's disposal enabled him to do this without
difficulty, and I perceive that he is following the same plan
at the Cape of Good Hope." The Duke of Newcastle (Jan.,
1861) entirely concurred with the Governor that "the
government of the natives should be carried on through
the chiefs, and that it would be a wise policy to secure to
the British government their services by grants of land or
money, or of such other advantages as are calculated to
retain their attachment." The contradictions in human
nature were never more exemplified than by such an interchange of sentiment between a Governor fresh from the
pillage of Rangitake an$! a Secretary of State who sanctioned
the pillage, and thus caused that" indefinite expenditure of
blood and treasure" which Sir G. Cornwall Lewis sagaciously
foresaw. Sir W. Martin prepared a pamphlet on the
Taranaki question. Maori land tenure, the facts connected
with the Waitara block, the proceedings of the government
and the probable consequences, were handled with judicial
gravity. The injustice of the Native Offenders Bill was
touched upon, and the writer declared tha.t justice only was
needed in dealing with the Maoris. 18 Those who are curious
as to details may read the pamphlet in the New Zealand
blue-books of 1861. The Governor's advisers determined to
reply to it. "Notes by the Governor on Sir William
Martin's pamphlet" were officially promulgated. The
public knew· that Richmond and his colleagues prepared
" Nets were spread widely to creOote offences under the Richmond-cumWittaker NOotive Offenders Bill. Any district might be procla.imed under
it. Any visitor, Oony purcha.ser or seller within it, Oony holder of "a.ny
oommunica.tion or correspondence whatever, directly or indirectly,"with a.
Maori in it, &c., &c., or a.ny person Ooiding or Oobetting a.ny person in such
offences, woos to be deemed guilty. Tribes might be proc1a.imed lmder the
mea.sure. A first offence entailed a. fine of £100 Oot the discretion of two
justices. A second offence entailed hard 1a.bour with imprisonment; a.
third constituted felony, a.nd drew down pcnal servitude for not less tha.n
three years. No investigOotion a.s to the ca.uses of procla.ma.tion woos
provided for. Letters from Sir W. MOortin, written to procure pea.ce,
might hOove subjected him to the discipline of a. gOool under the control of
the Attorney-GenerOoL
J2
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Sir W. Martin rent this sophistry to shreds by declaring
that military force was not placed in the hands of a
Governor to enable him to seize by force that to which as
a land-buyer he had not acquired a title. "It is not lawful
for the Executive Government to use force in a purely civil
question without the authority of a competent judicial
tribunal. In this case no such authority has been obtained ;
no such tribunal has been resorted to. If there was no
existing tribunal, the duty of the government was to
establish one. . • • To acquire the Waitara land
immediately was not a necessity. To do justice to the
Queen's subjects was a necessity,"
The" Notes" and" Revised Copy" lamented that it was
"one of the most serious embarrassments against which
the government have to contend, that pUblications such as
those which the Bishop of New Zealand, the Bishop of
Wellington, Archdeacon Hadfield, and now Sir W. MaJ.,tin
have put forth, lead the natives to believe that the
Governor has initiated a new course of policy whicA will
end in wresting their lands from them, and subverting the
rights they possess undel' the treaty of Waitan¢." Mr.
Richmond's" Revised Notes"IS added that such publications
were embarrassing, "even when circulated by persons
whom it may not be worth while to notice. Sanctioned
by the high authority of Sir W. Martin they really become
a public dangel'." It was the shame of exposure which
confounded Richmond. (When one of the Governor's
despatches declared, 29th March, 1859) - Should the
purchase be completed, "it will probably lead to the
acquisition of all the land south of the Waitara river, which
is essentially necessary for the consolidation of the province
as well as for the settlers"-Mr, Richmond might well
fear that unless Sir W, Martin could be silenced, the
wrong-doing of the ministry would be made clear: and he.
fought wildly, He had written with regard to the pahs on
the block at Waitara that Te Rangitake had been joined by
natives who had "encroached with their cultivations upon
. the proper owners." (At a later date he wrote: "EveryIS "Revised Copy.
Notes on Sir William Ma.rtin's pamphlet, entitled
'The Ta.ranaki Question.' Published for the New Zea.la.nd Govenlment."
Auckla.nd: Jan., 1861.
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body knew there were pahs. . . . Bell and I wrote an
explanation showing that Te Rangitake's small pah was
put up by the consent of the selling party.") The case put
by Sir William Martin compelled him to urge in the
"Revised Notes:" "As regards the cultivations of Te
Rangitake himself, neither he nor any of his people had
cultivations on the block. No pah was burnt by the
soldiers." Yet, in 186S, an English officer, Lieutenant
Bates (65th Regt.), found a wi~ness of the burning of the
pah in the person of Mr. Carrington, who was for twentytwo years surveyor at Taranaki; and an officer (Bulkeley)
and a private (Houltham), both of the 65th Regiment,
testified in writing that they were present at the
destruction of the pahs in March, 1860. It would be
tedious to trace the tortuousness of Mr. Richmond. How
he dreaded Martin's practised lance was shown when the
"Revised Notes" were published. The Governor promulgated a notice which, while" recognizing the right of free
discussion," declared that there were occasions when its
exercise was dangerous, and he felt it his duty to state that
.. such an occasion now exists in this colony." A copy of
the notice was sent to Sir W. Martin. His "Remarks" on
the "Notes" and on Mr. Richmond's "Memorandum" were
privately printed; but, in deference to the Governor, Sir
W. Martin wrote that he "abstained for the present from
giving publicity within the colony to the following pages."
In the" Remarks" he refuted the assertion that Te Rangitake had broken faith with the government by settling on
the south bank of the Waitara. How little the statement,
if true, would have assisted the contention of the government, Sir W. Martin proved by pointing out that Teira,
who was among those who re-migrated in 1848 under Te
Rangitake, was recognized by the government as having
purchaseable claims where rights were denied to his leader.
With scathing truth Sir W. Martin pointed out that
Governor Browne himself in 1855 described Fitzroy's recognition at Taranaki of all absentee Ngatiawas, as a "just
decision. "
Richmond denied that in law or in fact the law had
anything to do with Maori territorial rights. They stood
on treaty of which the Crown was "the sole interpreter,"
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and the Governor was" justified in enforcing his jurisdiction in the only practical mode, viz., by military occupation."
Sir W. Martin cuttinglyanswered: "I have argued that
the people of Waitara, being subjects of the Crown, have
not been dealt with as subjects of the Crown. Mr. Richmond answers by saying they. are not subjects of the
Crown; they have had all they are entitled to." Martin
quoted the Waitangi treaty which guaranteed to them "all
the rights and privileges of British subjects," and said
those rights "must mean at any rate the opposite of
despotism." Mr. Richmond had overlooked the fact that
if the treaty were, as his argument implied"a treaty in the ordinary sense, then the right of interpreting and
enforcing it must belong not to one party but to both equally; that the
natives are at liberty to resort to force in support of their view as much as·
the Governor in support of his; and that they cannot be charged with rebellion if they do so. However little the theoretical value of Mr. Rich-·
mond's doctrine may be, it is a significant and remarkable fact that such a
doctrine has been put forth. It is remarkable as bearing on the position
which I have maintained, that the natives at the Waitara., being British
subjects, have not been treated as British subjects." What was it that
Mr. Richmond" called by the name of the Crown" in the Waitara. landpurchase! "The Governor judging in this particular case is simply and
in fact Mr. Parris. . . . The majesty of the Royal word and the
largeness of the national undertaking issue in the decision of an Assistant
~La.nd-Purchase Commissioner."

It must be conceded that in their own generation the
government were wise in endeavouring by an ad misericordiam appeal to silence the reasoning against which they
were unable to contend.
The Duke of Newcastle did not rebuke the wisdom by
which he refused to be guided. In March, 1861, he told
the Governor: "It is an advantage to me to be in possession
of the views of so eminent a person as Sir W. Martin,
accompanied by your own comments and criticisms, and
those of your ministers where you or they feel compelled to
differ with him." But the advantage on which he congraiulated himself bore no fruit. Sir W. Martin could
prove that all Governors had solemnly pledged themselves
to obey the treaty of Waitangi; that Fitzroy had in the
Queen's name recognized in all their integrity the rights of
Te Rangitake at Waitara; that as a chief, as a member of
the tribe, and as an occupier, those rights were irrefragably
concentrated in him; but the proofs were lost on th&
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Secretary of State. He approved of the "proclamation
issued (by the Governor) for the purpose of inducing loyal
subjects to refrain from publishing opinions which may
·tend to impugn the justice and legality of the course pursued by Her Majesty's Government during the present
juncture of affairs in New Zealand." Yet a lurking homage
was paid to Sir W. Martin. With regard to the letter in
which Sir W. Martin consented to withhold his" Remarks"
from publicity in the colony, the Duke wrote (27th May,
1861):" Although I should much regret that a.uythin~ should be published by
high an a.uthority as Sir W. Martin, which mIght tend Btill further to
disturb the mindB of the New Zea.la.nders, I feel sa.tiBfied that he has only
been intluenced in the matter by a. Bincere desire to take that course which
would prove for the ultimate benefit of the colony."
10

When Colonel Browne notified to England Martin's
consent to withhold the publication of his" Remarks," he
deplored the effect of such arguments as Martin's. Disaffection was spreading; there was a "sad prospect before us
of that struggle of races which it has been the constant
and earnest aim of every government in New Zealand to
avert. (He did not wish to accuse Sir W. Martin.) I and ..
my advisers have ever endeavoured to do justice to his
motives." He referred to the protests of 'Selwyn and
Martin against Earl Grey's iniquitous Instructions (of
1846) as a similar error; although in 1859 he had extolled
Sir W. Martin as holding "the enviable distinction of being
universally respected by all parties and both raoos," and
being the man whose cha.ra.cter and wisdom would silence
calumny if his advice were accepted on Maori affairs. Nor
did the Governor's mental contortions end here. He informed the Duke of Newcastle (Jan., 1861), that Mr. C. O.
Davis, the Interpreter, who resigned office when he found
it untenable under the growing interference of the Governor's advisers, had published" at Maori expense" portions
of Sir W. Martin's pamphlet; "that those most competent to form an opinion consider the pUblication likely to
do an incalculable amount of mischief; (and) under these
circumstances I have issued the public notification (restraining the exercise of 'the right of free discussion ')." Soon
afterwards (March, 1861) he wrote: "I have always
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wished to communicate ·with Waharoa. (the king-maker),
but owing to the conduct of Mr. C. O. Davis, as described
by himself to Mr. Clarke, I have never been able to do 80."
Yet Waharoa, seeking in 1857 to lay the Maori grievances
before the Governor, was not allowed to see him; and not
till then did tha.t chief call upon the Maoris to elect their
king; and even in 1860 McLean, then high in the Governor's confidence, intrigued to prevent Waharoa from
appearing before the Select Committee on Waikato affairs.
Colonel Browne'l;! first martial success comforted him
soon after he had piteously implored for help from England.
In October, 1860, General Pratt marched beyond Tataraimaka; and, after sap, and steady firing with howitzers and
mortars, took three pahs near the Kaihihi river, with
casualties of only five wounded, amongst whom was Captain
Pasley, R.E., serving on the staff and acting as engineer in
the trenches.16 The losses of the enemy were unknown.
The advance of a large body of Waikatos to aid Te Rangitake was reported. On the 1st Nov., two Waikato chiefs
wrote boastfully to Mr. Parris: "Friend, I have heard
your word. Come to fight me-that is very good. Come
inland that we may meet. Fish fight at sea. Come
inland, and let us stand on our feet. Make haste, make
haste; do not prolong it. That is all I have to say to you
-make haste.-From Wetini Taiporutu. From POl"okoru.
From the chiefs of Ngatihaua and Waikato." On the 5th,
the General was apprized that a body of Waikatos were to
be at Mahoetahi (eight miles from Taranaki on the Devon
Road to Waitara) early on the 6th. Communication by
signals from Waitara to Taranaki enabled him to arrange
that troops should start from both places so as to al'rive
:simultaneously at Mahoetahi. He led 683 troops from
Taranaki at· 4 a.m., and at 8 a.m. found the Waikatos in
possession of the pah, then in a dilapidated state. From
their post, and from fern and swamp, the Waikatos fired.
Guns were brought into position, bayonets were fixed,
.and the pah was stormed-" the enemy still retaining for a .
I. Captain (afterwards General Charles) Pasley had held a civil appointment in Victoria, but, when danger invited, placed himself a.t the disposal
()f the commander of the forces. [1894. The author's gallant friend has
passed a.way: a 1088 to the diu fliventilnu.]
.
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short time hold of a portion of the pah, and keeping up a
most galling :fire from the fern and swamp." Colonel
Mould arrived with a column of 300 men from Waitara, in
the rear of the Maoris at this juncture and threw rounds
of spherical case from a howitzer, to dislodge the Maoris
from the swamp, to which, when almost surrounded, they
resorted. "The enemy finding himself thus hemmed in,
and under a most murderous cross-fire, after an action that
lasted two hours, turned and fled with much loss." Shot
and shell burst over and amongst the fugitives. The
retreat was rapid and the rout complete. The General
thought the Maori loss from 80 to 100. "I never saw," he
wrote, " a more powerful or gigantic set of men than these
tribes, whilst their power of concealment was most
marvellous; indeed, when close upon them, we only knew
of their whereabouts by the smoke from their guns." Of
the English, four were killed, and fifteen wounded. The
General reported that twenty-seven Maoris were found
dead. The boastful Wetini was among the slain, and the
General thought Porokoru was killed also, but he lived to
fight afterwards at Waikato. Wetini was honourably
buried at Taranaki. The number of the Waikatos engaged
was unknown. Very few of them were unwounded. Wetini's
brother carried off a bayonet sticking in his body, and
preserved it as a trophy. For two miles the road was
stained with blood, and dead bodies were found by the
pursuers. The General loudly commended the troops, and
the Governor declared that such a timely success was
matter for sincere congratulation. A Taranaki newspaper
was jubilant. The day was a red-letter day in the annals.
of the province. "A shell had a most beautiful effect.
The natives rose out of the swamp like birds, and were
shot down and bayoneted, as they would not surrender."
Great was the grief of the Waikato and the Ngatihaua.
The king-maker had vainly endeavoured to dissuade his
kinsman, Wetini, from the expedition. When a letter from
Te Rangitake asked him what was the use of sending him "Or
disembodied flag," and why no men went to support him,
the da,shing Wetini could abstain no longer, but rushed to
the fray. The king-maker prophetically said to him at
last, almost in anger, "Then go and stop there." For
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months the" tangi," or wailing for the dead, was repeated
a.t Tamahere by the Ngatihaua. Rewi, the Ngatimaniapoto,
was accused of failure to support the popular chief. He
declared that Wetini would not listen to advice; that he
had sent messenger after messenger to keep Wetini back
from the snare; that his last messenger was killed in the
trap at Mahoetahi, and that no more could have been done.
But the Ngatihaua refused to be comforted. They urged
the king-maker to vengeance.
Reprisals at Auckland were apprehended, and additional
troops were collected there; but it was to Waitara that the
Maori war-parties were sent. Colonel Browne was not
ignorant of the feeling which was spreading among the
tribes. Two months after the battle of Mahoetahi he found
that sympathy with the Waitara chief was extending in
the province of Wellington. In an intercepted letter was
found a boast that of the Ngatiruanui, Taranaki, Ngatiawa,
and Waikato only 68 had fallen (of whom 86 died at
Mahoetahi), while 1500 Pakehas had been killed,-showing
that bulletins of all countries are untrustworthy. At
Hawke's Bay there was in Nov., 1860, a great runanga or
assembly of the Ngatikahungunu; and a chief, Renata,
made an oration of which the Governor sent a translation
to England. The burden of the' complaint was that the
Governor plunged into war, and would not let the law
decide whether Te Rangitake or Teira was wrong. "I
indeed," said Renata, "will not be as the lick-platter
assembly of the Governor; my words are proper and plain,
forasmuch as that runanga has done wrong." He declared
that the murder of Katatore was of the darkest kind, and
that the Governor, the friend of Ihaia, had become his
accomplice. He denounced the statement that Ihaia was a
chief of importance. He was of low rank. Te Rangitake
alone was the great man at Waitara, and known by all
tribes. Governor Browne contemned Renata's speech as
"evidently the result of European advice." Renata, in a
published letter (Feb., 1861), justified his position, and
replied to arguments of .the Superintendent of Hawke's
Bay.
In the end of Dec., General Pratt marched to attack the
Waikato posted near Kairau at Matarikoriko. He ha.d

ahoat 1000 DIED, tll'o ~ hmri:t7a's, <me HrpnnncJer.
and hro mortan.. .!t haIf-put six in the morning he . . .
to male an eotreDrhed. camp about 900 yards from the
pah. I'mnoJesteiI till BiDe o·~ at that hour the 1roops
'ftft fired upon from • Iioe of llaori ri&-p&. numiDg
aIoog • deep raTiDe between the pall and the camp, and
extending Ol"B 600 yucls. From mle-pit.s and high fern
heavy firing cootinoed tiII six in the evening. and was
returned bytbe troops. Xo firing fuok p1Me on the foIbring clay lSOth
and ...ben the Geoeml was about to
resume operations on the 31st the lIaoris had el'aCuat.ed
the pah. A lIaori letter was found there in which a
Waikato chief urged the combatants, Be1rl and others, to
spue the women and ebildren. The English casoaJ.ties
were three men killed and twent\"-two wounded. AB 1lS1I8l,
the loss of the lla.oris was 1IDkBown.. The General considered it must hal"e been great to induce the abandonment
of so strong a position situate in a dense forest. Pleased
with this success 0\""& "the \""&unting Wa.ikatos." as he
eaJ.led them in his despatch, General Pratt pushed forward
redoubts in the face of harmless fire from rifle-pits. A
letter from one of his allies had been found (in the captured
pall) warning the Waikato of the intended atta.ck, and the
C'T8Ileral thought of trying the writer by martial law, but
the Governor dissuaded him. He could not afford to make
enemies, and it was well known that an eccentric phase in
Maori warfare caused men to warn or menace an enemy in
such a manner. Some Taranaki. militia and volunteers
failed to attend parade when called on to accompany the
troops, and the General wrote, that to command success
he must have 5000 men, exclusive of garrisons, and be
empowered to invade the Wa.ikato country before moving
southwards to Taranaki. He had little confidence in the
militia, and wished the senior officer of the regular troops
to take command in all cases of mixed service. Meantime
the gallantry of his foes excited the General's admiration.
They made vain diversions at the south of Taranaki. At
the north, pushing forward in front of Huirangi, which had
been Te Rangitake's headquarters in November, the English
(28rd Jan.) found their Redoubt No. S daringly assaulted.
At half-past three a.m. a storming party crept up through
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the fern, and in the darkness made a lodgment in the ditch
of the redoubt. They had a support in rear, and skirmishers were around. Colonel Leslie (40th Regt.) wrote:
"The plan ap~ to be to keep down the fire of our men on theparapets by their support and skirmishers, while the stol'ming party
scaled the left face of the redoubt. The force under my command wasunder arms previous to the attack, and quickly replied to the fire of the
enemy, who in the most determined and desperate manner rushed up thesides of the parapet, and in some instances seized hold of the men'sbayonets, while others crept round to the rear of the redoubt, and
fired through the gabions which had been placed to fill up the entrauce&
to the works, and one of the Royal Engineers was in this manner killed
while coming out of his tent. A perfect storm of bullets was poured on us·
from all sides for a considerable time, and I called for assistance from
Colonel Wyatt (65th Regt.), commanding No.1 Redoubt (at Kaimu), for
the purpose of dislodging the enemy from our ditch, as I had no hand~
grenades."

Two companies of the 65th and one of the 12th arrived.
Charged by the new arrivals, the Maoris retired under
heavy fire from the parapets and from the guns of the
Royal and Naval Artillery. Thirty-four were found dead,
and six wounded were left behind. Of the English, twelve
,vere wounded and four killed. The bodies of the chiefswere taken to Taranaki for interment. Many were so
mangled by the grenades that they could not be identified.
General Pratt wrote: "I trust that the severe losses this
manly and high-spirited people are continually receiving
will teach them how unavailing are their efforts against
Her Majesty's supremacy, and will lead soon to a termina.
tion of this unhappy internecine war."
The wild spirits of youthful Ngatihaua, Ngatiraukawa,
and other tribes inspired respect, but their elders desired an
honourable peace. Tamati Ngapora and Patara discussed
its terms with the Assistant Native Secretary on the day on
which the English bayonets were grasped by the Maori
storming party. Soon afterwa.rds (2nd Feb., 1861) Tamati
Ngapora and Aihipene, with other chiefs of the north,
conferred at Government House with the Governor,
the Attorney-General (Whitaker), the Native Secretary
(McLean), the Assistant Native Secretary (Smith), and the
Land Claims Commissioner, Mr. Dillon Bell. The burly
and good-humoured Aihipene presented the terms proposed.
If they were accepted, the chief, Mokena, would be sent at
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others were accused. Taraia (a Thames chief) asked who
were the Governor's friends whom he desired to consult?
Tamati Ngapora represented Waikato, Patuone the
Ngapuhi, Ngatitoa was represented by Hohepa Tamaihengia,
the Thames people by himself. Why not make terms
at once? The chiefs approved, and Aihipene said if the
Governor agreed that there should be peace, the word
would go forth, and the troubles would not spread.
The Governor said that the paper which had just been read
would give no security for peace. War must be continued
till more reasonable proposals reached him. He was
answered by Ihaka (Waikato), that points of difference
could not be arranged while blood was flowing.
Colonel Browne told the Duke of Newcastle that it was
with great regret he was obliged to refuse such an appeal
as that made by the Waikato chief, Tamati Ngapora, "whose
desire for peace was undoubted." . He visited the Bay of
Islands and Mongonui, accompanied by Patuone, Ihaka,
and Taraia. The Ngapuhi and Rarawa tribes received him
loyally. On his return to Auckland he received a letter,
from the resident magistrate at the Bay of Plenty, narrating an interview at Tauranga with the king-maker, who
urged that Maoris sold their land blindfold for nominal
sums. It was then cut up and sold for full value. " Have
we not a better right to this advanced price than the
Pakeha?" A Pakeha had told him that the Queen would
claim all the waste lands as demesne lands of the Crown,
and confine the Maoris to their cultivations.
•• This statement was confirmed by a Roman Catholic priest. I reasoned
with myself: • This land was given to my ancestors by Providence. We
have retained it from generation to generation. Surely, because it ia unoccupied now, it is no reason why it should always remain so. I hope the
day will yet come when our descendants will not have more than they
really require. If I have been correctly informed, even a few years ago
there were in England large tracts of unoccur,ied lands. No other nation
on that account attempted to seize them. V; hy then should they attempt
to claim our unoccupied lands!'"

Thence arose opposition to land-sales. The Pakehas would
not assist in creating a native council and native magistrates to settle Maori disputes. He visited Auckland, but
was not allowed to see the Governor on the subject. "I
determined to take at my own risk what my Pakeha friends
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denied me!" (Mr. Fenton afterwards did mischief: he
widened the breach by setting up assessors without reference
to the wishes of the tribes. But the king-maker did not
approve of the Waikato war-party.) "I did all in my
power to dissuade Wetini from going to Taranaki. Our
contention was great. He cursed me, went to Taranaki,
and has fallen." The magistrate could obtain no hint from
the king-maker as to his future movements. "All his
conversation related to the past." With this narrative the
Governor sent to England the king-maker'sletter (declining
to attend a Committee as a witness) which has already been
quoted.
.
At .Taranaki it was reported that Captain W. King had
fallen a victim in February. The rebels, it was said, had
murdered him. The volunteers who sallied forth were too
late to save him. General Pratt pushed the war into the
forest in February, only to find that the enemy had retired
to another line of defence. From rifle-pits and fern, when
least expected, the advancing troops were fired at. After
one of these skirmishes, in which two English were killed
and ten wounded, General Pratt found the Maori position
formidable, and that mortars were indispensable. On the
6th March the Governor transmitted to England a statement
by McLean, that " the great mass of the native population
of the Northern Island. may be considered to be in a state
of disaffection." They were unabashed by reverses, and
the threats, curses, and opprobrious epithets used by
Europeans, confirmed (McLean aaid) the worst suspicions
of the natives.
The evil genius of the time had ceased to hold office as
Native Minister.17 Mr. Richmond had given place (Nov.,
1860) to Mr. Weld, who concurred with McLean's remarksthe ominous conclusion of which (5th Feb., 1861) was" that
the English settlements in New Zealand are at present in a
more dangerous and precarious state than they have been
at any period since the foundation of the colony." To such
a pass had Colonel Browne, under advice, reduced the
colony in the short spa.ce of one year. When this statement
reached the Duke of Newcastle (13th May, 1861), he briefly
17

He still held office as Trellsurer, antI as Commissioner of Customs.
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acknowledged it, and a.ppointed Sir George Grey to relieve.
Governor Browne. Meantime, loyalty among the Maoris
was encouraged. Old Wah Nene wrote to the Queen that
his love continued firm, and Colonel Browne transmitted
the letter with a hope that an answer and a present might
be sent to the" excellent chief." On the 26th June, Her- •
Majesty" most graciously" acknowledged the letter, and
sent a silver cup to be presented to Waka Nene "as a
mark of her friendship," and in recognition of his valuable
services.
But after the futile conference between the chiefs and the
Governor warfare continued at Taranaki. Ever pl~nning
ambuscades in the abundant fern, and ever forced to retire,
the Maoris refused to aft'ord the General the comfort of a.
general action in which rifles, howitzers. and shells were
opposed to muskets and fowling-pieces. The Maori
forces were entrenched at Te Arei close to the historic
Pukerangiora. From block-house to block-house the
General advanced from Kairau to Huirangi, and thence
towards Te Arei. With help of friendly natives he con-·
structed 1200 yards of sap and three redoubts in a fortnight~
At night on more than one occasion, in spite of sentinels,
the Maoris removed the sap-roller, until an explosion blew
one of them to atoms. 'fhe General was astounded at.
hearing that the money he paid to friendly natives for
cutting materials for his gabions and sap-rollers was shared
by them with the enemy, who assisted in the work partly
to obtain money, but partly because in this way, and by
carrying oft' the sap-rollers at night, the wily Rewi scrutinized European devices. As the sap was pushed through
the forest it was found that, to countervail inferiority of
weapons, the Maoris skilfully availed themselves of eTery
vantage-gt.·ound. Their rifle-pits curved, in front of Te Arei,
from the Waitara river to a.tbick forest on the right of the.
advancing troops. "They had also dug trenches around
their pah, and the whole ridge of hills in front of the
advancing force had tiers of pits, one over the other, from
which the enemy fired as from so many little batteries. It
was most annoying to the British to be able to see nothing
of the rebels but their smoke and fire, and yet to be
Vol.D.
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NEGOTIATIONS AT TE ARE!.

by the Governor at Auckla.n.d. Mr. Hay said they were
inadmissible. "Then," said the king-maker, "let the
troops remain, while you and I go to Auckla.n.d; I by land,
you by sea. Meet me at Tuakau." He was told that he had
better go in the ship himself. "Shall I go a.n.d be treated
like Rauparaha?" he replied. The General vainly offered a .
"guarantee for his personal safety." Mr. Hay went to the
General at No. 7 redoubt. On his return the chief said:
"You are harsh and difficult to deal with. Hear my third
offer. Let us remain here in peace. Entreat the Governor
to come down here." Other chiefs supported him, and
Rangitake was said to acquiesce in the first of the proposals.
The Genera.! would only consent that the MaOlis should
retire, and that the English should occupy Pukerangiora,
while the king-maker went in a war-steamer to Auckland
with Mr. Hay. Again two shots were fired at the Maoris,
and again, it was said, they were fired by mistake. The
king-maker said he was tired of writing to Mr. Hay. "I
will write to the Governor and to my Bishop, that they
may be awa.re of my arrival here, and how much I tried to
treat with the Genera!." Another day's truce was granted.
Mr. Hay urged the General's terms. The king-maker
wrote letters to the Governor, to Sir W. Martin, and to the
Bishop, requesting the General to forward them, and desiring that there might be peace until the Governor should
reply. The General promised to forward the letters, and
said that meantime active operations would be recommenced.
The Governor was inclined to go to Taranaki, but after
consulting his Council decided otherwise. Mr. Richmond
was still treasurer, and the ministry feared that Colonel
Browne's nature was too full of the milk of human kindness
for their purposes. They sent McLean. They still averred
that if Te Rangitake would prove his individual claim to
ny portion of the Waitara block it would be returned to
Om. But as they resisted Bishop Selwyn's importunity
t the case should be submitted to a law-court, their
ment was idle. They feared that no judicial tribunal
, refuse to recognize those tribal rights which they
."Oed to destroy.
.
Iportant change in the over-lordship of the Wa.itara
1 meantime been effected. In general tribal meetI
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ings; as amongst ancient Teutons, resolutions of great
moment were passed in emergencies. In conference between
the Ngatiawa and Waikato, Te Waharoa had said the cause
.of quarrel was Rangitake's. The chief of Waitara said,
"No, it is yours." "Look at a man," said the king-maker;
"his head is head; his hands, hands; and his legs, legs.
You are the head; Waikato is only the legs." "No, you
are the head."
" No; you." " Very well, " retorted Te
Rangitake, "I am the head; Waitara is mine; the quarrel
is mine. There! I give Waitara to you." He disclaimed
further voice in the disposal of the land. The Ngatiawa
fighting general Hapurona, Epiha and Rewi as leaders of
the Waikato and Ngatimaniapoto allies, publicly.assented,
and the king-maker, accepting the gift, declared his award.
"Waikato! back to Waikato. Ngatiawa! away to Mataitawa. Ngatiruanui! return to your homes. Let the soldiers
return to Taranaki. As for the Waitara, leave it for the
law to protect." Thus empowered by the Maoris, the kingmaker proposed his terms to Mr. Hay, and requested that
there might be no more fighting. The General meanwhile
knew nothing of the tribal resolution. On the Friday the
Maori white flag still flew under the king-maker's order.
The English recommenced to dig in the sap, and were
tmmolested. The Maori pah was fired at, and the kingmaker then .said to the fighting chiefs: "Now do as you
list." The war-flag was hoisted, and for three days firing
was kept up; the king-maker himself abstaining from
fighting. The Maoris alleged that only one of them was
wounded during this period; but the English believed that
their mortars did much execution in the rifle-pits. The
English lost a lieutenant of artillery. He was in the act of
laying a cohorn mortar at the head of the flap when, from
a precipice, a Maori marksman fired, and a bull~t glancing
from McNaughten's hand, entered his heart. On Monday
McLean arrived, and wrote that he had been sent by the
Governor, and would see Te Waharoa as soon as a flag of
truce was hoisted. The firing was continued nevertheless,
two soldiers -being killed and fOUl' wotmded. On Tuesday
Maori flags of truce were hoisted, and the king-maker
appointed Te Waionaha as the place of meeting, whither
McLetm went, accompanied by English and Maori friends.

W AHAROA A..'ID D. McLEAN.

A hundred of the enemy welcomed him. The proposals
made to General Pratt were renewed. McLean (ignorant
as the General of the tribal meeting) spoke at great length.
He offered safe-conduct to Te Waharoa if he would, with
others, return to Auckland to draw up a (ull statement of
all differences. The king-maker said the proposal was fair,
but that his followers could not forget that Pomare and
Rauparaha had been foully seized. But they would not
object to meet near Auckland. Epiha, the Waikato chief,
asked for information as to reference to the Secretary of
State, and McLean expatiated on European modes of
arbitration. The conference was resultless. M'Lean wished
lor further interviews. The king-maker" neither objected
nor assented. He would sit still for a month or two to
afford the Governor an opportunity of making peace. If it
was not used, he would be prepared for further action."
What the king-maker's thoughts were can only be guessed.
He asked M'Lean to be friendly to the Ngatiawa, and at his
request the Maori chief who had accompanied McLean from
Auckland visited the Maori encampment, where discussion
continued in the night. At half-past six on Wednesday
morning, with all the Waikato warriors, the king-maker left
Waitara, firing shots, as was the custom, as a tribute to the
dead; and McLean regretted that he had "no further
interview with this intelligent chief." On Thursday the
21st he met 300 Ngatiawa, and conversed with Te Rangitake and Hapurona. It was agreed that hostilities should
cease; that McLean should ask the Governor to visit
Taranaki; that the Maods should keep the white flag
flying on their fortifications, and have access to their
cultivations, peach-groves, and graves. Te Rangitake hoped
that the Governor would not be hard upon the Taranaki
and Xgatiruanui tribes. McLean (aided by General Pratt)
thought peace could now be hoooura ly
The Governor, havinrr arrived upon the
General's camp, accompanied by the ttonH. . . . . .,.~
Mr. Weld the Native 11inister,
Ngapora, and others. For three .ilA:,.....--WII
On the 30th March several
pah, three miles from the Engli
out these days Te Rangitake's
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vegetables and fruit to the English soldiers. On the 2nd
April the chief sent word that he was content with the
terms suggested. If the Governor would first visit him, he
would then visit the General's headquarters. The Governor
declined to pay the first visit. He went to the camp of the
65th Regt., within a mile ofRangitake's temporaryencampment, and was visited by Hapurona and others. On the
8rd he prpposed written terms. By the first he virtually
a.bandoned the whole contention under which he had waged .
war with Sir W. Martin in words, and with the Maoris in
arms. He a.dmitted that further examination of the title at
Waitara was necessary. 1. The investigation of the title
to and the survey of the land at Waitara to be continued
and completed without interruption. 2. Every man to be
permitted to state his claims without interference, and my
decision, 01' the decision of such persons as I shall appoint,
to be conclusive. S. All the land in possession of her
Majesty's forces, belonging to those who have borne anns
against Her Majesty to be disposed of by me as I think fit.
4. All arms beloQging to the Government to be returned.
5. All plunder taken from settlers to be restored. 6. The
Ngatiawawho ha.ve borne arms against the Governmentmtlst
submit to the Queen, and not resort to force for the redress
of grievances, real or imaginary. The Governor announced
that he would divide the land, which he meant to dispose
of amongst its former owners, reserving sites of block-houses
and redoubts, and the right of making roads. He had not
used force, he said, to acquire land, but vindicate the law.
Mr. Weld, in a pamphlet published in 1869, urged that Te
Rangitake was thus put in a position to reQeive back" any
portion of the Wa.ita,ra block to which he could prove a
claim;" but it will be observed that from first to last the
government refused to recognize any rights of chieftainship
in Rangitake, and that the claim Mr. Weld was willing to
recognize was the individual usufrllctuary right. Of the
well-known tribal rights, and of the veto of the Ariki
declared by Mr. Mamng to be paramount, the government
took no heed. Hapurona visited the English camp, but
Te Rangitake sent word that he had had" ominous dreams,"
and stayed away. Hapurona required time to consider the
terms. After a few days, during which Rangitake W""~ ,
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the Governor, but did not visit him, Hapurona acceded to
the terms; and Browne, on the 7th April, gave Rangitake
a short time to consider, adding, "If not settled in these
days I have nothing more to say to you." Rangitake
retired from the scene with Rewi, the Ngatimaniapoto
chief, and wrote to the Governor on the 8th April, telling
him not to be grieved at his going to Waikato. He was
going to hear the words of the tribes who had suffered for
him. "Yes, I have consented to the peace. I sent my
daughter to see you, but she did not see you. lII That
settles the arrangement of the cessation of firing between
the soldiers and the Maoris. Let the arrangement of what
has to be said regarding Waitara be done there. No more.
At Mangere we shall see each other."
To such a lame conclusion had the war been brought.
The Governor told the Secretary of State that " although
no investigation has taken place it is certain that little or
none of the land occupied by the troops which I propose to
dispose of belongs to Te Rangitake." When he returned
to Auckland he heard thai the claims of the Waitara chief
had been surrendered to the king-maker. He also found
the authority of Sir W. Martin quoted to the effect that the
quarrel" had been a land quarre!." To disprove such an
assertion, he ordered that Mr. Bell (if he would accept the
office) with three chiefs, one selected by Ngatiawa chiefs,
should divide the land held by the troops, and that grants
should be issued to each separate Maori owner "before
any purchase is made on behalf of Her Majesty." By this
means, he said, he hoped" to break up the influence of the
land-league which was the real strength of the insurrection."
He reported the terms of submission at Waitara to the
S cret \,J·Y f Stat on tho 7th April. On the 18th he
dm(~lI" L G
olcliel·~ .. htl i(l 8 all garri!:lons" in order
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.. , to make a successful attack upon the Waikato tribes and
their allies in their own country. . • ." On the 1st
May he wrote, with strange forgetfulness of his contemplated "attack:" "Should we be unhappily forced to
resume active operations the consequences will fall heavily
and deservedly on the tribes who have rebelled against
Her Majesty with the avowed object of declaring themselves
independent of a rule which has never been exerted except
for their good." (On the 12th April) he had required
entire submission of the Taranaki and Ngatiruanui, restoration of plunder, or compensation, free passage, and protection for all persons. The murderers would be prosecuted
when captured. Mr. McLean reported (1st May) that the
Taranaki natives, by a deputy, had agreed to the terms,
but the Ngatiruanui had kept aloof and must be further
-chastised.
Early in May Sir W.Martin made an 'attempt to prevent
the ills he foreboded if the government should act violently
,again~t the king movement, which in its inception they
had favoured when they sent Mr. Fenton to Waikato, and
-corresponded with Tamati Ngapora. He sent a minute to
the Assistant Native Secretary. A display of, or resort to,
force would rouse determined resistance. He argued that
the so-called king movement was one which the" government should rather welcome as a god-send than a.ttempt to
-crush as an enemy." Through it institutions adapted to
Maori needs might be established. The king-maker had
lately exemplified what the movement meant. He stuck in
the ground two sticks. " One," he said, "is the Maori
king; the other the Governor." He placed a third stick
resting on them horizontally. "This," he said, "is the
law of God and the Queen." Then he traced on the ground
a circle enclosing the two sticks. "That circle is the
'Queen, the fence to protect all."
Sir W. Martin agreed with the Select Committee that to
meet the movement with force was unwise, and that the
government ought to guide it. The Assistant Native
Secretary was not wise enough to support Sir W. Martin,
,and the Governor and his ministers were now too deep in
blood to retire. One hundred and seventy chiefs of Na.niA.
sent a petition to the Queen to deny that the Maori
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fighting against her authority. "Mother, do not listen to
the false reports which perhaps are sent to you. They are
false. Know then, that the quarrel relates to the land
only. We think it desirable that you should appoint a
judge for this quarrel, that it may be put an end to." Mr.
Weld ~ disparaged the petition, and the Governor forwarded it without comment. The Duke of Newcastle
directed that the chiefs should be informed that the
memorial had been laid before the Queen. On the 4th
March the Governor notified that he did not wish to deprive
Maoris of their lands, and that he would maintain the
treaty of Waitangi. On the 1st May, 1861, he told the
Secretary of State that he was anxious to disabuse the
natives of the erroneous idea suggested by Sir W. Martin
and others" that the present is a land quarreI." In Sept.,
1859, he had urged that if such a man as Sir W. Martin
were on a council of advice in Maori affairs things would go
well. Yet he had qualms of conscience. On the 5th May
he asked the advice of the Judges of the Supreme Court as
to the establishment of a court to dispose of questions
relating to land over which Maori title was unextinguished.
Could the Supreme Court undertake the duty? If not,
how could an efficient court be constituted? The Judges
replied that the Supreme Court was not well adapted
generaUy for such a purpose, though sufficient to deal with
incidental cases. A court might be constituted by formation of a land jury, selected by lot or otherwise from
members of various tribes in previously-defined districts,
nominated by such tribes to act in such capacity, to be
presided over by a European (not being an agent for the
Crown for the purchase of land) com'ersant with the Maori
language, and assisted if· necessary by a native assessor
with Ul rely ministerial duties. Every word of the
ree mruend'
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prevented inquiry (by such a court as that suggested) at
the Waitara.
On the 10th January the War Department informed the
Colonial Office that General Cameron had been appointed
to command in New Zealand. In a military despatch
(Srd May, 1861) the Governor wrote that he had conversed
with Tamati Nga.pora, and found him altogether peaceable.
Nevertheless he must extract terms from the Waikato tribes.
He would allow them reasonable time to deliberate, and
.. if the answers are not satisfactory I shall Bend them
specific terms, and if they are not accepted shall leave the
General to adopt such measures as he may think proper."
As a pupil of Whitaker a.nd Richmond, the Governor had
made much progress since the days when he wrote that the
Europeans coveted to seize, rightly or wrongly, the heritage
of the Maoris, and when he contradicted the assertion of
Richmond that the Maoris needed no protection against
the designs of colonial ministries and parliaments. He
. sent a long despatch (7th May, 1861), which was not
presented to the Assembly with others of the period, and
which bore internal evidence that it was prompted if not
written under control. It was grounded upon correspon-'
dence between Bishop Selwyn and Mr. Stafford. When,
with regard to the Native Offenders Bill, the Bishop an.d
clergy protested against subjecting Maoris to penalties or
disabilities, .. without being brought to answer by due process of law," Mr. Stafford replied that the Government
recognized .. to the fullest extent all lawful rights of the
chief and tribe which have been recognized by former
Governments or have ever been understood to exist." The
Bishop at once entreated that the Ngatiawa tribal rights at
the Waitara might be made the" subject of a judicial inquiry." Stafford equivocated. Rebellion must be punished.
'fe Rangitake and those .. confederated with him to resist
the extension of European settlement in Taranaki, cannot
be permitted to dispossess the government by force of arms
of land to which the native settlers have apparently shown
a complete title." Stafford perhaps thought such a reply
capable of deceiving a Secretary of State, but could not
ha.ve believed that 'feirs. had shown a title to the homesteads and cultivated grounds of his tribe-fellows. In 1861
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the Bishop resumed the discussion. Peace having been
attained, a judicial inquiry might be held. Mr. Stafford
(Srd May) replied that the government hoped to establish a
~ative Land Title Tribunal, but that with respect to the
Waitara the Governor had '.' already made a.rra.ngements
. • • and there was every reason to believe that they
will be successful if only they are not interfered with." He
Ilenied the right of the clergy or Bishop to "interfere
between Her Majesty's government and her native sub·
jects." The Bishop replied (5th May) that he and his
brethren claimed the privilege, allowed by law to every
man, of "laying petitions before the Crown and Legisla·
ture." When others express opinions and support a "policy
which we believe to be unjust, we should be guilty of betray·
ing the native race, who resigned their independence upon
our advice, if we did not claim for them all the rights and
privileges of British subjects, as guaranteed to them by the
treaty of Waitangi." The Bishop regretted that as the
government deemed it .. unwise and dangerous to delay the
settlement" of the Waitara question until a Title Tribunal
could be created, the government had not foreseen such
difficulties before war was declared at Taranaki "upon an
unproved assumption." Mr. Stafford did not believe that
war was thus made. "I advised the Governor on the
matter in question, and . . . I will continue to give
that advice which it is my duty to afford." He idly
asserted that the Governor and his advisers intended to
uphold the treaty of Waitangi. When the Governor sent
the correspondence to England he was so fatuous as to urge
that the Bishop seemed to "ignore the guarantees in the
treaty of Waitangi, which have been frequently repeated
publicly and privately, and more particularly in my speech
to the natives assembled at the last conference." His
advisers had degraded him to their own level. They
violated the treaty in act, while paying lip·homage to it
with their mouths. Which of them prompted the subtle
equivocations of the Governor's despatch of 7th May cannot
be told. They seem like echoes of Whitaker, but may have
been the result of consultations. The Governor was matl ..
to say that it would be
"unj1l8t as well as extremely unwise either to defer the final aettlr
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of any proprietary clailD8 which may exist upon the block sold by Teira.
and his friends, or to submit them after what has O(l(:urred to any
investigation except that of the officers of the Crown, and it would be acting
still more unjustly to Teira. and all the natives who have remained loyal to
the Queen during the insurrection, if I allowed the questions again raised
by the Bishop as to their right to sell their own land," and as to the
authority and jurisdiction of the Crown, to be now made the subject of an
~z poItfacto inquiry."

,Te Rangitake 01' any other Maori might put forward proprietary claims to special portions of the block; but any
right to veto; any Maori tribal right (though guaranteed by
treaty) it was "impossible" to entertain. Though the
Governor thus lent himself to Mr. Richmond's eagerness to
"accelerate the extinction of the native title,"lllI he declared
that there was no reason to apprehend injustice. He was
carefully considering the constitution of a Commission "to
divide the land occupied by the troops among the former
owners, in accordance with the terms of peace." These
lands adjoined the Waitara block, and "no question of
ownership raised in one case" would fail to "come out in
the other." He was satisfied there would be no "serious
difficulty in ascertaining the rightful owners. " He was
consulting the Judges as to forming an impartial tribunal
for native titles generally;
.
"But I cannot permit the special question, out of which an insurrection
has unhappily occurred, to be raised once more at the Waitara. The
Bishop desires that these very questions shall still be submitted to a
judicial inquiry; which really means that Te Rangitake, who has not
accepted tile ter1D8 of peace, shall be permitted to set them aside and
place once more before the Ngatiawa tribes, under European advice, the
temptation to renew vague and unsubstantial claims which have already
caused the sacrifice of so many lives. • . . I C&II. hardly conceive an
act of greater cruelty and weaknesa than that of throwing away all that
has been gained by substituting for the peaceful determination of those
~~prietary rights a •judicial inquiry' into pretensions which were
disposed of by Governor Fi~roy in 1844, have been resisted since by
every Government, and have at length been abandoned by the insurgents
themselves. "

On this statement it will suffice to remark that the natives
were satisfied with Fitzroy's award, that the Taranaki
settlers had always conspired against it with more or less

2.

Till one sees such words recorded it is difficult to believe either that
the Governor could have remained in such utter ignorance of tribal rights,
or that the ministry who were conscious of them could instigate the
writing of such a desP'!'tch.
. .. Speech of Mr. Richmond, 18th May, 1858.
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success, that neither Te Rangitake nor his friends had abandoned their claims under it, and that it was not until Colonel
Browne conspired with the Taranaki settlers and his advisers
to defeat Fitzroy's award that resistance occurred, when
troops were sent to dispossess Te Rangitake. The" guarantees in the treaty of Waitangi," which the Governor told th&
Secretary of State (25th May, 1861) he had" frequently repeated publicly and privately," were, as regarded Waitara,
'deliberately violated. A board, appointed by himself, had
unanimously informed him that there was no such thing as
individual right to land, independent of the tribal right.
All tribal rights were guaranteed by the treaty. All that was
asked by Te Rangitake's friends was that the tribal and
other claims at the Waitara should be remitted to " at
judicial inquiry." Yet, driven by his wily and perverse
advisers, Governor Browne declared that he could not permit
the special questions at the Waitara to be so remitted.
There were no individual rights/all and the Governor would
recognize none but individual rights, and he would suh~
mit no question about the Waitara block to investigation by
anyone but an "officer of the Crown." His advisers were
wise in not producing such a despatch when it was written.
They did, however, produce the pre-arranged restrictions,
which precluded Judge Johnston from making ~he inquiry
at the Waitara a reality.
Judge Johnston was asked to become a Commissioner to
determine differences among native claimants, on the under~
standing that" any question as to the title of the Ngatiawa.
tribe collectively would not be within his jurisdiction."
Judge Johnston's acceptance of the task of determinillg
Maori titles "excluding all claims founded upon any general
tribal right," afforded a clue to his opinion as to the significance of thu debarring an inquirer fl:om cousiderinl't the
essence oC the 8U1lj ot of inquiry. "If the necessity of the
appointm
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The reader, who remembers Mr. -Richmond's "Memora.ndum," which wa.s sent to Sir W. Denison, will not doubt
that Judge Johnston's functions were circumscribed because
the ministry knew their position to be untenable. In 1860
Mr. Richmond said: "The issue has been carefully chosen
-the particular question being as favourable a one of its
class as could have been selected." In 1861 it was found
necessary, in order to screen "the particular question" from
the eye of the law, to exclude from an inquiry as to Maori
ownership those tribal rights on which all Maori ownership
depended.
The time was approaching when the Governor, so unworthily imposed upon, was to show that though deluded
he was not intentionally dishonest. The path into which
he was beguiled he would frankly follow. He had been told
that Te Rangitake had no tribal rights and only wished to
destroy the Queen's supremacy, and that even if the chief
had any rights the Governor's duty was to despise them
and make war for the "mana" of the Queen, and he had
done so. He determined to prosecute it. On the day (25th
May, 1861) on which he complained to the Secretary of
State that Bishop Selwyn appeared "to ignore the guarantees in the treaty of Waitangi, frequently repeated publicly
and privately" by the Governor, Colonel Browne committed
his views to paper. He would first establish the Queen's
supremacy. Afterwards he would find out the Maori views
at a native conference, and be guided by them as far as
possible. Civilization was unattainable until their "communal title" could be destroyed. He would give salaries to
native chiefs, who should be organs of communica.tion with
the government; divide native territory into districts, with
a European officer in each; establish schools; pass an Act
enabling the Crown to issue grants in commutation of
native tenure; and "make bush roads through the heart of
the native districts." He would establish a tribunal, to
decide land disputes, as suggested by the Judges. In addi·
tion to the terms offered at Taranaki, conditions were held
out to the Waikato. A ma.nifesto to the Waikato tribes was
issued. It charged the Maoris with violating the treaty of
Waitangi by setting up a king; required unconditional submission, restitution of all plunder, and compensation for ,all
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WELLINGTON REPRESENTATIVES WAIT ON GOVERNOR.

for many years."1l6 But all colonists were not blind followers
of the ministry, and some did not desire war without more
men from England. A deputation of representatives of the·
province of Wellington in the Assembly (Mr. Fox, Dr.
Featherston, Mr. Fitzherbert, and three others) waited
upon. the Governor to warn him that distrust was spreading,
that the Maoris were becoming convinced that he was
determined to attack them separately in detail, and that
many who had held aloof from the Taranaki dispute as 0.
personal matter between Te Rangitake and the Governor,
would now, if war were undertaken (as they heard was·
probable) against the Waikatos, fe~l compelled to make
common cause with their countrymen; and that the forces
in New Zealand were inadequate to protect the colonists
against a general insurrection. Governor Browne thought
it likely that the invasion of the Waikato country would
cause a general rising, but he would carry out his reso-·
lution, and "insist upon the terms he had proposed to the
Waikatos." Settlers must suffer, but must, as at Taranaki,
build and defend block-houses. War was not made with
rose-wlLter. Auckland from its position was most exposed,
but Colonel Browne did not believe that for some time there
"had been imminent danger even there." Having pleaded
in vain for Wellington, Wanganui, and Wairarapa, the
members foreboded from the Governor's demeanour the·
destruction of the fruits of 20 years of colonization. They
presented a report of their interview on the 20th June. It
does not appear that the ministry objected 1;0 this procedure.
'fhe paper appears as "laid on the table by Mr. Fox, and
ordered to be printed." The recognized leader of the
Opposition gave notice of a motion of want of confidence,
{md the Governor understood that if there should be a
change of ministry, the new men would not hold themselves
bound by the manifesto to the Waikato tribes. He therenpon communicated with the House (25th June) "independently of his advisers." He reminded it of its resolutions of
the 19th inst.: "1. That the establishment within these
islands of a sovereign authority, independent of the British
crown, is incompatible with the security of the colonists •
.. N.Z. "Hansard," 1861, p. 67.
Vol. II.

I.
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the civilization of the natives, and the welfare of both
races. 2. That if, unhappily, negotiations should fail, this
House, relying on the best practicable provision being made
for the protection of life and property, is of opinion that it
is the duty of the colony to second the measures taken by
the Imperial government for the assertion of Her Majesty's
sovereignty, and securing a lasting peace." Colonel Browne
wanted a clear definition of the colonial assistance thus
offered. His advisers enabled him to tell the Secretary of
State that they agreed with the course he took. Some
members objected that the Governor could not constitutionally address the House except under advice; but an
address was adopted, pledging the House to "assent to
organization and ma.intenance of militia. to defend the
severa.l settlements, and to approve of the acceptance by the
Colonial government of advances from the commissariat
chest for defraying the requisite expenditure on the conditions prescribed by the Secretary of State (Jan., 1861),
viz.-'that all such advances will be repaid from colonial
funds, so far as the Imperial government shall require
repayment.' " These conditions had been imposed in consequence of the loose manner in which Colonel Browne had
left the question of repayments for future "adjustment
between the mother country and the colony," when he
was inveigled into the Taranaki war. The Assistant
Commissary-General had pointed out that advances for
militia purposes, such as the Governor required, were at
variance with War Office Regulations; and after correspondence the Governor obtained the money, but postponed
the question of repayment. Now, when a larger war was
being prepared, in need of funds, but undismayed by
danger, and ravenous for Maori lands, the pledge (qualified
ill their address "to the extent of the limited resources of
the colony") required by the Secretary of State was given
by the representatives, who, in their turn, reminded the
Governor that it would be more costly to provide a militia
than to obtain more soldiers. At the time when this matter
was considered in the House, General Cameron was representing that the militia. force was inadequately available.
It could only be called out for service within limited districts.
He knew of no other country with such narrow limitations

GOVERNOR ASKS FOR ROYAL THREAT OF CONFISCATION.

as a circle of 15 miles radius. He had wished to inspect
the force. Obtaining no satisfaction, after repeated requests,
and finding that the policy of the ministry was to make a
quarrel and leave the soldiery to fight it out, he Ul'ged, on
the 1st July, that he must fully inform the authorities in
England. "It was his duty to direct their attention to the
fact that at this critical juncture, when every settlement in
this island is threatened with attack, the militia has not
been called out at any of them except at Taranaki, where,
according to Major Herbert's report, not more than 100
militiamen can be considered fit for duty." He had com·
menced preparations for attacking the Waikato when
instructed to do so. Such an expedition should not be
undertaken with much less than 8000 men, and he wished
to know whether, in case of hostilities, garrison duties could
be performed by militia, as barely 2500 troops were avail.
able for field service. Mr. Stafford furnished in reply a
vague memorandum of a kind with which he had for many
weeks set aside the Governor's importunity.!16 It was
lengthy, and evaded a reply to the General's requests.
The Governor, in the midst of these troubles, wrote (July,
1861) that Maoris believed that the Queen was not unfriendly
to them. The pernicious suggestion that there. was any
variance between his and the Queen's intentions did (in his
opinion) infinite mischief. Even Sir W. Madin had said
that" a temporary estrangement from the Colonial govern·
ment would be followed by a strong and abiding attachment
to the government of England." To crush these hopes,
Browne requested that a Royal Proclamation of the Queen's
will might be sent by the earliest opportunity to undeceive
the Maoris. With strange obliquity, while averring that
the Taranaki quarrel did not relate to land, he suggested
that it should be announced, in Her Majesty's name, that
confiscation of land should be held in terrorem against all
who might take up arms against the Queen. The situation
was deemed so critical that both Houses, sat in secret committee, and resolved (5th July) that more troops were
necessary-that there was no doubt that a large majority
of the natives in the North Island were adherents of the
". Governor Browne. "From the 22nd March, I have consta.ntly urged
the subject verba.lly" (July, 1861). P. P. 1862; vol xxxvii. p. 66.
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native king, and that authentic information proved that in
the event of offensive operations against the Waikatos, they
would act on the defensive, while attacks would be made in
force elsewhere by their. allies. Troops must be obtained.
Effectually to put down the rebellion would be the course
most humane, most beneficial, to the Maoris, and the
cheapest for the Imperial Government.!17 (On the 5th July,
also, the House of Representatives carried, by a maJority of
one, a vote of want of confidence in the ministry.) On the
following day the Governor procured the concurrence of his
Executive Council with the views of the committee, General
Cameron limiting his assent to the propounded military
necessity. The Governor wrote a long despatch (6th July),
requiring force enough to " subdue the Maoris-once and
for all."2B With it he transmitted the reply of the kingmaker, Te Waharoa, to the Governor's manifesto to
Waikato.
The Maori runanga replied briefly. The chiefs (7th
June) deprecated strife. Let the Governor
"Be slow to wrath, swift to hear. • . . We are not going to rise up
to fight. • . • Let our warfare be of the lips alone. H such be the
course it will be a long path; our days will be many while engaged in such
warfare. Let it not be converted into a battle fought with hands. That is a
had road-a. short one ;-our days will not be many while engaged with the
edge of the sword, . . . Let us not be committed to the- short path;
let us take a circuitouB one; though circuitous its windings are upon firm
land. There were proverbs-Not by the straight path, or meagre fare for
the traveller. Let us take the winding course, or abundance, the portion
of the stayer at home. It is for you to interpret these proverbs. There
are more to come."

The king-maker wrote separately. Commencing with dark
hints and rhythmic strains, he said:"My song refers to those who are double-hearted, whose lips are given
to this side and their heart to the other side." Why was there invidious
(liBtinction between the races! "I thou~ht that the currentB of every
l'iver flowed into the mouth of 'Te Parata (the unfathomable profound of
.. These secret resolutions were printed by order of the House of Commons. P. P. 1862; voL xxxvii. p. 76.
.. In acknowledging (to the new Governor, Sir G. Grey) a deBpatch from
Colonel Browne, enclosing an opinion from Sir W. Martlll at this periodthe Duke of N eWCHoBtle deprecated "allowing a sanguinary war to spring
up," and hoped "with Sir W. Martin, that just and effective government
hy giving the natives what they are blin(Uy feeling after, would eventua.lly
throw the king movement into the shade" (22nd Sept., 1861).
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ocean), where no distinction is 'made, nor is it said 'You are salt water,
and that is fresh water-remain you away-from a preference for the salt
water only.' In like manner, &II the currents from the various islands flow
into the mouth of Te Parata, so also all the kingdoms of the different
nations rest upon God, &II the waters rest upon tlie mouth of Te Parata.
When this work is arrived at we are rebuked. Now, when I worship God
I am not rebuked. This great name of God which is spoken of to me, why
is this freo to me, while of the name of king I am told, 'It is sacred, mention it not'? Let the Pakeha look to Deutet:Onomy, chap. xvii. verse 15.
'V&II not the Queen En~lish, Nicholu RUBBian, Buonaparte French, Pomare
Tahitian, each from hIB own people?" With unhappy logic he asked:
"How W&ll it that the Americans were permitted to separate themselves?
Why are they not brought under the protecting shadow of the Queen ?for that people are of the same race &II the English. Whereu I, of this
island, am of a different race, not nearly connected. •My only bond with
you is in Christ'" (Ephes. ii. 13). If all countries were lmited the standing aloof by the Maori might be blameable; but they were not. "Friends,
do not be offended. Let me make known my thoughts on the great matter
which h&ll furnished a cause of dispute."
The treaty of Waitangi did. not
justify the anger of the Pakeha. One chief could deal with his own, but
not with the things of another chief. The great boon of Christianity was
accepted gladly by Maoris. "I say, 0 friends, that the things of God are
for us all. GOd did not make night and day for you only. No; summer
and winter are for all; the rain and the wind, food and life, are for us
all Were these things indeed made for you only! I had supposed they
were for all. If BOme were dogs and others were men it might be ri~t to
be angry with the do~s, and wrong to be angry with the men. My fnends,
do you grudge us a kmg, &II if it were a name greater than that of God? If
it were BO that God forhade \lB, then we would give it up; but He forbids
not, and while only our fellow-men are angry we will not relinquish it."
He denounced the hute with which Colonel Browne plunged into war at
Taranaki. He gave no warning. He had not said to the Maoris,
"Friends, I intend to fight at Taranaki..
." The wrong-doer, who
became unjustl~ angry, was the Pakeha. Te Rangitake, who W&ll wronged,
had done no evil. Why W&ll not the C&IIe submitted to judgment? Why
W80B the evidence of one man taken, when the Governor might have callell
the neiRhbours together to learn the tmth? "Friends, wherein is our
friend tlie Govemor right, whom you believe in! Te Rangitake, the man of
calm thought, is misjudged by you; and the Governor who hasted to anger
is supported and praised. Hence are my thoughts perplexed, for James
said, •Be slow to wrath, swift to hear.' As it is, the precept in Proverbs,
chap. xvi. verse 32, hu not been carried out." Had Te Waharoa been
angry there would have been BOme excuse, but the wise Pakeha should not
become paBBionate like a child. Te Rangitake having been invited by Te
Whero Whero to return to Waitara, it W&ll just that the Waikato should
sympathize with the assaulted chiet when he called to Waikato for help.
. . • As to the charge of murdering; look at the death of Katatore.
"He W&ll waylaid and (lied by !haia. That W&ll a foul murder. You
looked on and made friends with Ihaia.. That which we regard &II a murder
you set at nought; and you call that a murder which we deny to be one."
The Governor Dad not warned his own unanned people to remove out of
the way when he declared war. He should have done BO. "Had he even
said to the Ngatiruanui,-Friends, do not kill the settlers, it would to BOme
extent have been a little clearer. Enough on the subject of the murders."
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Restitution of property was demanded by the Governor. But Rangitake'8
"pah was burnt with fire; the place of worship was burnt; anlf a box
containing Testaments,-a.ll was consumed; goods, clothes-all were con·
sumell. The cattle were eaten by the soldiers; and the horses 100 in
llumber, were sold by auction by the soldiers. It was this that disquieted
the heart of Te Rangitake-his church being burnt with fire. H&d the
(.ffivernor given word not to born his c~urch, and to leave his goods and
animals alone, he would have thought also to spare the property of the
Pakeha. 'I'his was the cause. . . . The Governorfirst commenced the
road, and Te Rangitake merely followed upon it." • . • From your
loving friend Wi Tarnihana Te Waharoa.

With the decision, of the runanga the king-maker sent a
letter explaining that he had set up Potatau, in 1857, to put
Itn end to land feuds, "to put down troubles, to hold the
land of the slave, and to judge the offences of the chiefs. I
do not desire to cast the Queen from this island, but from
my own land. I am the person to overlook it. Enough."
He called to mind that he was converted to Christianity at
the Rotorua war in 1836, and had ever afterwards laboured
with the missionaries for peace, and to stay the river of
blood which war made to flow in the land.
The Governor was unconvinced. He told the Secretary
of State that he must have more troops to subdue the
Maoris at once, or the Northern part of the colony must be
abandoned to "Maori law, of which the aptest symbolisthe
tomahawk."
The Governor's language perhaps caused the downfall of
the Stafford ministry. On the same day (3rd July) that
the House agreod to the repayment of Imperial advances for
militia purposes, Mr. Fox moved a direct vote of want of
confidence in the ministry. After more than one adjournment the motion was carried by 24 votes against 23. It
was remarked that Otago and WelJington furnished
strength to the majority. It was not, however, by reason
of their policy on native affairs alone that the ministry
had fallen. On provincial questions there had always
been discontent. The new ministry contained many
well-known names. Mr. Fox as Attorney-General; Dr.
Featherston, Colonial Secretary; Mr. Reader Wood,
Treasurer, and Mr. Mantell, Native Minister, became the
Governor's advisers. The part taken by Fox and Featherston in discussing the Taranaki war, obtained for the new
ministers the name of the "peace-at-any-price" ministry.
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They took office on the 12th July, and- Dr. Featherston quitted
them on the 2nd August. Their predecessors were resolved
that the treatment of Ma.ori interests should undergo no
change. It was moved by Mr. Dillon Bell that the
Governor's "memorandum on native affairs be translated
into Maori, and sent to the principal chiefs in the island."
The Fox ministry would have contended in vain a.gainst the
motion, and it was adopted. Thus the men who had
opposed injustice at Taranaki were chained to the car of
the new war which the Governor had determined upon at
Waikato. The Governor, with pardonable exultation, told
the Secretary of State tha.t his views in reference to war
. . . "and to the future management of the native
race," had "been accepted and approved by all parties in
the House." Mr. Richmond meanwhile was not content
with the negative triumph deducible from the Governor's
proceedings. He aimed at actual control. On the 1st Aug.
he moved a direct vote of want of confidence. On a division
he obtained 25 votes against 26, two additional voters
having arrived (one being from Taranaki-Mr. H. A. Atkinson). But the new ministry had also acquired two votes,
one from Wanganui and one from Lyttelton. Mr. Fox,
as Colonial Secretary, strengthened his ministry on the
2nd Aug. by the accession of Mr. Sewell (AttomeyGeneral) and Mr. Crosbie Ward. Although Sewell had
been Richmond's colleague with Stafford, Richmond was
still unsatisfied. On the 8th Aug. he furnished what the
Governor called (9th Aug.) a "valuable memorandum"
on the king movement. It denied that any terms could
be found for peaceful dealings with the Maori king's
followers. But resolute as he was to support a warlike _
course he was equally determined to deny that he was
responsible for the Waitara quarrel. Dr. Featherston
moved - (14th June) for certain correspondence between
Bishop Selwyn and Mr. Parris.1ID In debate he alluded to
the sinister influence exercised by Mr. Richmond over the
government in relation to the Waitara. A petition from
Mr. Abraham, a barrister, confirmed his suspicions. After
detailing' the facts, Dr. Fea.therston said,-seeing "that
21

Vide 81lpra, Chap. IX., p. iii.
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Mr. Parris wrote to the Bishop in 1858 that a combination
to exterminate Te Rangitake off the lands at Waitara
-existed; that at the same time the Colonial Treasurer
(C. W. Richmond) bound himself with the purchaser of
land for the New Zealand Company to get possession of the
land at Taranaki; and that three or four months after this
negotiation with the Colonial Treasurer at Taranaki, negotiations for the purchase of Teira's block commenced-I
.can come to no other conclusion than that the present
ministry is in some way responsible for the conspiracy
which Mr. Parris charged against the settlers; that they
are not only responsible, but that they are themselves in
the conspiracy; and that there was an undue pressure, both
by the settlers of Taranaki and the Colonial Treasurer."
Mr. Parris' letter about Mr. Turton's" peremptory plan for
:acquiring the Waitara district," confirmed Dr. Featherston's
suspicions. Mr. Weld obtained a committee to report on
the charges thus made in debate. In the inquiry Mr.
Richmond denied that he had brought undue pressure to
bear on the Governor, or had specially advised the purchase
.of the Waitara block. Dr. Featherston cited as his justifi.cation, Major Nugent's despatch in 1855 (with Te Rangitake's complaint against Mr. Turton); Governor Browne's
statement in 1855, that the feud had been aggravated by
the injudicious zeal of Mr. Turton, who had "revived the
-old suspicion that the Europeans would not rest till they
had slain and taken possession;" with various other facts.
Mr. Richmond cross-examined witnesses, and Mr. Parris
vainly strove to explain away his written allusion to Mr.
Turton's" peremptory plan." Mr. Turton wrote to exculpate himself, and denied that the Waitara block was
"coveted" by the settlers, because" no man could covet
his own property," and they had properly bought from the
New Zealand Company. To prove his consistency he
quoted from his diary in 1855 a statement that "the full
justice of the case would require that Rangitake's people
should be at once removed away beyond the original surveyor'sline at Titirangi." Mr. Parris was called upon in 1860
by the Governor to state whether he had told the Bishop, in
1888, "that he was sorely beset to enter into a conspiracy to
deprive Rangitake of his much-coveted land at Waitara"-
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Dr. Featherston having stated at a public meeting at Wellington that he had seen a letter from Mr. Parris to the Bishop
to that effect. Parris had no copy of his letter, and the
Bishop declined to produce it without the writer's permission. It was elicited that the letter was written at the
request of about twenty natives who desired to have a
minister established amopg them. The charge against Mr.
Turton was incidental, but couched in plain words-that he
desired "to exterminate the natives from the Waitara in
accordance with his peremptory plan for the acquirement
of that delightful and much-coveted district." The letter
was produced with Parris's consent, together with correspondence between Richmond and Parris in 1859 and
1860 about the Waitara block. In 1859 Mr. Richmond
wrote: "I concur with you in thinking that there is no
occasion, under the Native Reserves Act, to obtain the
.consent of every native who signs a deed whereby a reserve
is made. . . . The Governor is very anxious about the
.completion of the purchase from Teira. I am sure you
will press the matter as fast as appears prudent. . • .
The Governor feels he is pledged to effect the purchase."
The committee examined Mr. Richmond, Mr. Parris, Mr.
Carrington, Dr. Featherston, Mr. McLean, and Mr. Weld
{their chairman).
Mr. Richmond denied "having brought undue pressure"
to bear on the Governor. The Governor wrote a letter to
relieve him from the charge. Mr. Richmond cited a ministerial memorandum signed by himself (May, 1860), asserting that the proceedings at Taranaki "were not at any
stage urged upon the Governor, or so much as suggested to
him by his responsible ministers." He denounced the
revelation of "secret thoughts and feelings expressed by
Mr. Parris in confidence under the seal of privacy to his
spiritual teacher," and averred that "the true meaning of
Mr. Parris's passionate and involved expressions had been
utterly perverted." In examination Mr. Parris said he was
blamed by the settlers at Taranaki for having warned Te
Rangitake of the ambush prepared for him at the pah eva.cuated by Ihaia, and admitted that his letter to the Bishop
was not private, though he did not suppose the Bishop had
a right to show it to anyone. The Chairman of Committees
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",sked for leave to acquaint the Bishop with the charge
made by Mr. Richmond of improperly disclosing the contents
of Parris's letter, but did not obtain it. Parris, in reply to
Dr. Featherston, said that in discussions with Te Rangitake
the latter generally used the expression: "I will not consent
to divide the land, because my father's dying words and
instructions were to hold it." Parris quoted these words
in a letter to Mr. Richmond on the 16th Feb., 1860. This
date is significant, when it is remembered that Parris was
replying to Mr. Richmond's official letter ordering him
(25th Jan.) to survey the disputed block, and if resistance
should be offered, to call in the aid of the military; that on
the 17th March fire was opened upon Te Rangitake's pah,
and that Richmond, in a memorandum addressed to Colonel
Browne on the 20th March, used the ominous words:
.. The occasion has been carefully chosen-the particular
(lltestion being as favourable a one of its class as could have
heen selected."
.
It may seem strange that this pregnant sentence escaped
notice if already published in New Zealand. In March.
1861. it was printed by order of the House of Commons;
having been sent by Colone~ Browne to Sir W. Denison
when applying for troops with which to crush Te Rangitake,
",nd having been transmitted to England by Sir W. Denison.
Mr: Weld proposed: "That there is no ground whatever for
any imputation that undue pressure has been brought to
bear in the Executive by Mr. C. W. Richmond on the
Waitara question. and that this committee considers his
vindication complete." An amendment to insert the words
"without imputing blame to Dr. Featherston" after the
word "committee" was carried by six votes to four, and
was protested against by the minority as beyond the scope
of the committee. The report of the committee was
adopted by the House.
While the Governor prepared for war. the Maoris were
not idle. The king-maker visited the eastern tribes to
learn their powers and encourage their devotion. The Rev.
Mr. Wilson was sent to persuade him to meet the Governor.
",nd it seemed that he was about to do so, when Porokoru
(supposed to have been killed at Mahoetahi) declared. with
others. that, if the project were carried out, the king-
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might hourly be expected. Yet one more hope remained
for peace. The Governor had written (Feb., 1861) that he
had found the Ngapuhi "less well affected than when he
last visited them." His despatch was received on the 20th
May, and on the 25th the Duke of Newcastle relieved
Colonel Browne from his office. With studied courtesy and
that the GovomGu
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Governor was adopted by the House of Representatives on
the 27th Aug., and was feelingly acknowledged. Future
employment was open to him, and he obtained it at
Tasmania. Men breathed more freely in New Zealand.
All had dreaded the war into which Colonel Browne was
anXIOUS to plunge at Waikato, with the force at his
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The Secret
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force at hand. His and General Cameron's applications
for men were afterwards answered by the Duke of Newcastle
in a despatch to Sir G. Grey, declaring that "the Imperial
GovernmeRt had done enough by sending out 6000 men,
and that the colony can and ought to do the rest."
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GOVERNOR BROWNB gnll'efully l\lWptoo th~ ll&>pateh If!C&lljng
him. He promisetl his suC\~ lo~-al assistance, and
declared that the appoin.mt)nt of
GOOJ1..~ Grey, "who

w

has so much personal intluenee with the lIaoris, and is so
deservedly belovoo by them, dOrds the best hope of a
peaceful solution of the present dimcult~"." He communicated the tidings by letier to Waka ~tme. He received
complimentary adlb~. Amongst lIaori addresses was
one frow 'l'awati ~gapora, who declared that his heart was
" relieved becaut;t) the thl'6atS against Wa.ikato had not been
fulfilled."
Sir G. Gl"ey arrh'ed in Auckland (26th Sept., 1861), and
Colonel Browne conferred with him before l~aving on the
lllid Oct. On the Srd, Grey assumed office. • His chief
lulvisel' was l!'ox, his bitter opponent during his previous
term of office in New Zealand. His consultations with his
ministry were long. His relations with the men who
formed it were changed since he had wielded power in
a Crown colony. The Constitution Act of 1852 had in a
wangled manner been brought into operation, and, contrary
to British usage, official placemen assumed office without
resorting to their constituents for approval. Sir G. Grey
had kept the office of Land Purchase Commissioner distinct
~..~- that of Native Secretary. Governor Browne by a
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different course, had bred suspicions in the Maori mind,
and the ministry informed Sir G. Grey that the change had
caused troubles.' The government was looked upon as a
gigantic laild-broker. The cost of the Taranaki war was
thus furnished to Sir G. Grey:-The British extraordinary
expenditure had been £500,000; colonial expenditure on
military objects, £193,000; cost of removing and aiding
women and children, £29,000; losses of settlers, £150,000;
total, £872,000. Colonel Browne had sent troops to the
front to enter upon a war at Waikato, and a member of the
House had estimated that on the- outbreak of war the
probable cost of removing and maintain~ng for one year
exiles from threatened positions of the Auckland, Wellington, and Hawke's Bay provinces, together with the destruction of property there, would be £1,312,000. General
Cameron reported the expense of maintaining the 6000
troops in New Zealand to be £437,715 for the year 1861; the
increase on account of war being £337,715. To enter on a
Waikato war would raise the military expenditure to nearly
a million sterling in the year. The ordinary I'evenue of
the colony was only £282,000 a year. The colonial war
liability already amounted to £350,000, and was increasing
at the rate of £80,000 per annum. Sir G. Grey urged
that war should be avoided if possible, because it would
entail miseries not only on Europeans, but on Maoris. He
endeavoured to devise a policy with his ministers. On the
2nd Nov. he described the peculiar condition of the Waikato
district. Throughout the Taranaki war, while the Waikato
warriors were in the field afar, all Europeans, civil, military,
or private persons in the Waikato district were unmolested.
A Mr. Armitage resided in it, leasing land from a chief
(contrary to the colonial law), warning pedestrians not to
cross it, exacting a fine of one shilling for trespass, and
notifying that he would personally levy it from Maori and
European alike. Maori chiefs in other places administered
for themselves a rough imitation of English law, levying
distress in the immediate vicinity of the so-called Maori
king. The king-maker had founded a school, and was
seen engaged with his son in ploughing the school land,
from the produce of which the children were to be supported. Mr. Gorst, Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge, who
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had been previously in the district, had been recently
deputed to inspect certain schools there. Sir G. Grey
thought it wiser to endeavour to establish law and order
by peaceful means than to carry slaughter into such a
district.
Mr. Gorst in his book, " The Maori King," drew the sad
conclusion that the quarrel with the Maoris might. by
prudence, have been avoided. He knew the king-maker.
heard him state his intentions before his peace-making
journey to Taranaki, and observed that they were punctually fulfilled in spite of misrepresentations by Europeans.
On one subject Sir G. Grey took the responsibility of
"delaying the execution" of the Duke of Newcastle's
commands-viz., to tell the Otaki natives that their
professions of loyalty to the Queen would have" made a
more favourable impression (in England) if they had not
been accompanied by the disloyal ceremony of hoisting the
so-called Maori king's flag, in which the greater part of the
natives of Otaki appear to have taken part." Sir G. Grey
thought it needful to make "a fair inquiry as to whether
the natives of Otaki," who signed the petition to the
Queen, "had been in any way concerned in hoisting the
Maori king's flag." He thought them loyally disposed.
"If I were," he said, "to communicate the answer I am
directed to give them I should rouse a feeling of hopeless
desperation in the minds of large numbers of natives who
are still well-disposed." 1
On the 2nd Nov. Sir George Grey gave an outline of his
policy. He desired not to renew military operations, but
to introduce institutions euited to the circumstances of the
Maoris. To secure as many friends as possible, and thus
reduce the number of probable enemies in case of war, was
another object. Already he had drawn up a scheme with
• which, in the main, his responsible advisers concurred.
The northern island was to be divided in districts and
subdivided into hundreds. Native magistrates and policeofficers were to be paid. The runanga (a·ssembly) of each
district was to be composed of the Civil Commissioner and
twelve persons. The runangas of the hundreds were to
I

Despatch; 10th Oct., 1861.
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select representatives for the district runanga, and, the
Governor would generaJly appoint them, giving preference
to those acquainted with the English language. The
district runangas were to be charged with legislative
functions for suppression of nuisances and preventing
drunkenness. Hospitals, gaols, and schools were to be
under them; and they were to provide for the adjustment
of land disputes, tribal or individual. When boundaries
were settled, native owners might dispose of land, not
exceeding one farm in each case, to a European purchaser
approved by the government, on the recommendation of
the runanga. The ministry commented on each proposaJ,
but in the main concurred. Fines and fees, and a house
or land-tax, were to provide ways and means.
In Nov. the Governor went to the Bay of Islands to
proffer his new institutions to the Ngapuhi, to whose chief,
Waka. Nene, he had already presented a silver cup fOl'warded by the Queen in compliance with Colonel Browne's
application for some mark of favour. The General, the
Commodore, and Mr. Fox accompanied him. The reception of the Governor and of his new policy was enthusiastic.
With the Ngapuhi tribe, swayed by Waka Nene, it was not
difficult to maintain kindly relations. To them Sir G.
Grey was still a friend. It was otherwise at Waikato •. Te
Whero Whero had passed away; and the advisers of
Tawhiao were poisoned against Europeans. The greed of
the Tar.a.naki settlers, culminating in the rape of the
Waitara, had roused suspicions which the Governor's
reputation could not lull. From Waikato no sign of
friendship was shown. The chieftains held aloof, and
watched. Propositions were made for a deputation to the
Governor, in compliance with an invitation from Tamati
Ngapora, but the joint efforts of Bishop Selwyn and
Tamati Ngapora were frustrated. The king-maker wrote a
letter in Nov. In a. Maori vessel, forbidden by the runanga
to carry spirits, had been found three kegs of spirits, put
on board by a Frenf?hman. The runanga seized the
spirits, and the king-maker reported and justified the fact.
The spirits were retained untouched. Sir G. Grey sent
Mr. Gorst to explain that such misdeeds would be prevented under his new institutions. A meeting was to
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few serious questions were likely to arise between the
Maoris and the legislature. It was also advisable to show
confidence in the General Assembly. The responsibility
thrown upon it would be a protection against rash dealings,
which might involve it in war. Aid would not be expected
from England to enforce injustice.
To commend his proposals to the Imperial government,
he argued that if his native institutions should succeed,
they would entail a special cost of about £50,000 a year,
and would abolish an expenditure of £629,000, of which
£129,000 fell upon the colony. His ministers undertook
to recommend the plan to the General Assembly, and to
stake their own position upon it. They drew up a paper to
be circulated among Maoris. It embodied the Governor's
proposals, and pointed out the blessings of schools and of
resident physicians.
The strange medley of affairs arising from the manners
of the Maoris, in spite of the confusion into which they had
been plunged by the Waitara war, was exemplified in
December, 1861. Mr. Crawford, a Wellington functionary,
wished to examine the geological formation of the Wanganui
district. He went thither, and with three Europeans
ascended the river in a canoe. Six Maoris formed the
crew. Their chief was Topia. Turoa., who will be heard
of hereafter. Mr. Crawford passed Pipiriki,. but nearTangara.ka.u was told that he could not be allowed to
proceed. The land there had been handed to the Maori
king, and as the English were at war with him, his
permission would be necessary. The result was the return
of the parly to Wanga.nui, under the care of the king's
friend Turoa.B Sir G. Grey commended (8th Dec.) to the
Secretary ·of State a mission to Waika.to, which Mr. Gorst
was about to undertake, and the Duke of Newcastle, in
reply, saw "no difficulty, if the. Maoris desire it, in re-·
quiring the assent of one of their chiefs, whether Matuta.era
(Tawhiao) or any other person, to the laws passed by the
mnanga. Such an assent is no more inconsistent with the
sovereignty of Her Majesty than the assent of the superintendent of a province to la.ws passed by the Provincial
• Crawford's "Recollections," &c.
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ment stopped the work during the Taranaki war, in order
to avoid giving offence to the Waikato tribes. Sir G. Grey
announced his intention to resume it, and the soldiers, then
idly quartered about Auckland, were employed in the work.
Mr. Gorst averred that this determination increased the
respect which the Maoris entertained for the Governor, but
convinced them that, like his predecessor, though with more
wisdom, he contemplated war.
Mr. Fox had been with the Governor at Taupiri, and
proceeded thence, with Mr. Gorst, in a canoe up the Waikato
river towards Ngaruawahia. The Governor empowered him
to offer to settle the Waitara dispute by means of a mixed
commission, of one European and two Maoris chosen by the
Governor, and the same number of like persons chosen by
Te Rangitake and his friends. Before Mr. Fox reached
Ngaruawahia, the chiefs had left it. Mr. Gorst thought that
they did so because tidings of the military road to Waikato
convinced them that negotiation was useless. Not seeing
the king-maker at Ngaruawahia, Fox rode to Hangatiki,
where the king was supposed to be visiting the chiefs of
Ngatimaniapoto, of whom the redoubtable Rewi waslea.der.
He was honourably received on Saturday, and Rewi
appointed Monday for conference. The royal guard-house
was close to Mr. Fox's lodging, and its commander (who had
visited Europe in an Austrian frigate, the "Novara") spoke
English, French, German, and Italian by turns to the
visitors, and spoke Maori to his soldiers. On Sunday he
carried prayer-books in a bag, and distributed them to the
men. Te Rangitake was a guest of Rewi. On Monday the
great meeting house was crowded with listeners. Rewi, Te
Rangitake, Reihana, and other Ngatimaniapoto chiefs were
present. None of the king-maker's people, the Ngatihaua,
were there. Tawhiao did not attend. Mr. Fox explained
the new institutions, and proposed the settlement of the
Waitara dispute by arbitration. Aporo asked whether
Governor Browne had not been wrong, and Te Rangitake
right, at Taranaki. Mr. Fox soliloquized in English:
"Why, that is exactly what! always said in the Assembly."
A Maori understood and translated the remark to the
assembly. The orator asked: ., How then can a trial take
place unless the guilty Colonel Browne be present 'I"
»:2
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}'inallv. it \\"8S said that the matters were too important to
b6 ..ashly decided. Waikato would take time to consider.
}'ox did not see the king, but he informed the king-maker
hy letter of the proposed arbitration. The answer (21st
Jan.) followed him to Auckland. It expressed regret that
the writer had not seen Mr. Fox, but thought a meeting
would haye been of little use. Governor Grey's persistence
in stationing soldiers at Te Ia excited suspicion, and the
king-maker would not, under such circumstances, consent to
an investigation at Waitara. Before returning to Auckland, Fox went to Rewi's settlement at Kibikibi, where
many chiefs had assembled to visit the king.
That
personage quitted Kihikihi as Mr. Fox entered it. By this
time word had been brought that the soldiers were already
at work on the military road at Maungatawhiri. Tribes
were gathering at Rangiriri, eager to attack the troops.
The king had sent a message ordering them to be patient,
and when he arrived at Rangiriri himself moderate counsels
prevailed. As the road was on the Queen's land, it was
held that Maoris Could not justly interfere with it. H it
should be extended to Maori territory, then there would be
the requisite "tll.-k~," or ground for war, and all Waikato
would rise. They made comparisons between the Governor
and his predecessor. The latter blundered blindly, and all
could see his purpose. Governor Grey made silent preparations, and only struck when he was ready. His
llrOmptitude was conspicuous. Two days after leaving
Kohanga he wrote to General Cameron about the road to
Waika.to, and (in a week) more than 2000 soldiers were at
work, with an advanced post at Pokeno, not far from the
Waika.to rh-er_ At Kihikihi, Rewi, meanwhile, was arguing
with Mr. Fox in what Mr. Gorst ca.lled a clever and unsparing manner. At an entertainment, Te Ra.pgita.ke and Mr.
Fox ate from the same basket, and discussed the Waita.ra.
dispute-the chief declaring that the troops' ought to be
removed from the pla.ce, so that the question might be left
to the law. After dinner Te Heu Heu inveighed against
the Pakehas in an oration which offended all who were
inclined to accept the new institutions.
Sir G. Grey knew the expediency of seeming to be bent
on justice. Old disputes about Crown grants to natives
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furnished an occasion to him. Law officers had contended
that after the coming into operation of the New Constitution (1852) there was a legal obstruction to fulfilment of
promises to the natives. Sir G. Grey had urged, in 1851,
that power should be vested in the Governor to grant lands
to Maoris. It had not been so vested. He now urged
that, if needful, the Constitution should be' amended. He
sent voluminous papers on the subject, amongst which was
this characteristic minute by himself: "My advice to
ministers would be to have all these Crown woants issued
without delay. I do not doubt that they would be valid,
but if any doubts were hereafter raised as to their validity,
then I would have an Act passed confirming and making
good these grants. I think it of the utmost importance
that they should be issued at once." He urged repeatedly
that Parliament should be asked to apply an immediate
remedy for so dangerous an evil; and his ministers who
saw his despatches did not dissent, though they preferred
local legislation. Tlie Duke of Newcastle replied that he
learned with extreme regret "that for no better reason than
& supposed legal difficulty, which, if it exist at all, ought
in common fairness to have been removed long ago, ala.rge
number of natives have failed to obtain the fulfilment of
explicit promises by which they had been induced to
surrender their lands to the colonial government." He
would not shrink from asking Parliament for redress, but
80S it appeared that the colonial government were willing,
on the Governor's advice, to grant it, he thought it better
to rely upon their dealings than to submit to Parliament a
measure indicating a suspicion that the colonial authorities were indisposed "to deal honestly with their Maori
creditors. "
Mr. Gorst, in February, was busy as a magistrate at
Otawhao, in the Upper Waikato district; and at Taupiri
the new institutions were accepted to the extent of electing
the village runangas, though the district runanga was not
called into existence. At Te Kohekohe another runanga
was formed, and Wiremu Te Wheoro was made head
magistrate. Intelligent, loyal, and respected even by the
king's adherents, he was unable to overcome the reluctance
of his tribe to oppose the national party. A hot-headed
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Ngatimaniapoto chief, Patene, marched to Otawhao to expel
Mr. Gorst from the mission station. The king's runanga
had passed a resolution to forbid Queen's magistrates in
the king's territory, but they had not appointed Patene to
enforce it. He arrived with thirty armed men. The
children of the mission school perched themselves upon 8r
fence to watch. Europeans, including ladies, stood by.
Patene read an address signed by more than 2000 partisans
of the king, and ordered Mr. Gorst to leave. Mr. Gorst
refused. Mr. Morgan, the missionary, was not told to go.
Finding Mr. Gorst obstinate, and not knowing how far the
king would abet his proceedings, Patane drew off his army.
The king's council not only did not abet him, but wrote to
Rewi enjoining him to keep better order and prevent
violence. They passed a law, however, forbidding any
resort to Mr. Gorst's court, and it was so loyally obeyed
that, during six months, only one native suitor appeared
there, and he was· fined for doing so. Patene, indignant
because the king's advisers had not abetted him in the
expulsion of Mr. Gorst, declared that he would not permit
others to maltreat him. Submission to the king was
undeviating. The village runangas made laws for themselves, and their administration depended much on the
character of the principal chief and the respect shown to.
him. The king-maker was a conspicuous example. Mr.
Gorst never heard a complaint of injustice from any
European residing amongst the Ngatihaua. But the
counsel of the wise was not accepted everywhere. When
the king's runanga, at the king-maker's suggestion, passed
an ordinance displeasing to Rewi, he would not obey it, and
the king's council sorrowfully admitted that it could not
enforce its decrees. It was suspicion of Europeans that
furnished the bond of union, and but for the inj ustice at
Waitara, the king movement would perhaps have died of
inanition. For his king, as the Maori champion against
the Pakeha, Rewi was ever ready to run risk. The kingmaker, who sought to provide a paternal government and·
shrank from war, lost influence as Rewi gained it, when the
hot spirits of the tribes thirsted for action. Fines, fees,
and donations scantily supplied the king's exchequer. A
strange instance of the medley of affairs was shown in carry-
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ing the mails. The king would not allow the Queen's
subjects to carry it through his territory; but two of his
followers bore it, and were paid by the colonial government.
The king, in church, said" Amen" to the prayer for the
Queen, and when, during the Taranaki war, it was proposed
to pray for the king instead of the Queen (the Wa.ika.to
being in the field), it was resolved not to alter the Prayerbook, in spite of murmurers who objected to a prayer that
she might vanquish her enemies.
On both sides there were provokers of violence. Sir G.
Grey more than once reported that the Maoris bitterly
l'esented the insults cast upon them. "In the attacks
thus made in some newspapers upon the natives, and upon
a.ll acts of fairness performed towards them, consists at
present the greatest difficulty in this country." The Duke
of Newcastle could only suggest counter-statements by the
Governor, and "reminding the editors of the dangerous
consequences of their language." Part of Sir G. Grey's
policy was the acquisition of friends amongst the tribes.
On the 25th Jan., 1862, Mr. T. H. Smith, Commissioner
for the Rotorua district, reported the acceptance by the
Ara.wa tribes of the new institutions. In after years their
fidelity attested the value of their adhesion. The resident
magistrate at Taupo adopted the new system in March.
For a time it seemed that its acceptance was about to
destroy confidence in the king movement. Mr. Armstrong,
the resident magistrate at Lower Waikato, reported the
palpable decay of the king's influence, and the probability
of a complete organization of the district.
At Hawke's Bay and at Wellington the Governor in person
received loyal assurances from the Maoris. He had no
sooner reported these and other satisfactory indications,
with the progress made by the troops under General
Cameron in forming the military road to the Waikato river,
than he was warned of a new difficulty. The Duke of
Newcastle was dissatisfied. Why was not the colony
taxed to meet its requirements? He was willing to sanction the surrender of native affairs to the General Assembly.
All militia and volunteer expenses must, however, be locally
borne. The contribution of £5 per man for cost of troops
must be continued. A large Imperial force was not to be
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maintained in the colony. The Duke would, with limitations, sanction Sir G. Grey's new scheme for governing
New Zealand. The colonial government must furnish not
less than £26,000. The Imperial government would not
'Supply more than the amou:nt due from the colonists 80S
military contribution-ealculated at the rate of £5 80 head
for every soldier employed. The arrangement was to expire
in 1864, and was to be subject to any general measure
which the home government might adopt with regard to
maintaining Imperial troops in the colonies. Sir G. Grey
replied that the General Assembly was about to meet in
July (1862), when the Duke's objections would be brought
before it, and suggested that affairs might be favourably
influenced if his proposals should be approved at an early
date, it being unlikely that the Maoris would abandon their
.confederacy while 80 possibility existed that the proposals
might at any moment be countermanded from England.
Meantime, the language used in the newspapers was
injurious. The Governor told General Cameron that it had
great effect in strengthening suspicions that the Pakehas
were bent on the extermination of the Maoris.
Sir G. Grey himself made peace, in June, between two
tribes (friendly to the government) which were fighting
about 80 piece of land at the north of Auckland. The foes
were entrenched about 200 yards apart. He persuaded
them to strike their colours simultaneously. Each leader
was to choose two persons, Maori or European. The four
.chosen were to name a fifth, Maori or European. If they
.could not agree to do so, the Governor was to name him.
The decision of a majority of the five was to be final. Each
pah was to be allowed to fall to ruin, so that neither side
might boast of destroying the pah of the other. The
arbitration was to be held at Auckland. Sir G. Grey was
within the entrenchments of Tirirau, one of the disputants,
when his "flag was ha.uled down," and his "assembled
.chiefs and followers went down upon their knees, and, in
the form prescribed in the native Church of England
Prayer-book, went through a service of thanksgiving for
the mercy of God in protecting them from the perils of
war, and in restoring the blessings of peace to them-their
whole demeanour evincing the most devout thankfulness."
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A dispute about digging for gold was auspiciously put an
end to in the BlLme month. Numbers of EuroPElQJls were
erowding to search for gold on lands the property of MlLOris
At Coromandel, and threatening to seize the land by force.
The Maori king was ca.!led upon to ta.ke charge of it.
Collisions were expected. The Governor, after writing a
letter blaming TawhilLO, travelled rapidly to the scene, and
persUILded the chiefs to receive an annual payment for the
right to search within defined boundaries. The war-pa.rty
{)f the MlLOri king retired from Hauraki whither it had
marched.
Before the General Assembly met, the military road was
-completed to Pokeno, and cordia.! thanks were given to the
General and the soldiers for their skill and alacrity.
To the Assembly, which he convened at Wellington in
.July, 1862, the Governor commended the consideration of
the new institutions for MlLOri government, and the better
organization of militia and volunteer forces. He said: "I
have hitherto had no occasion, and hope that I shall have
none hereafter, to employ the military forces in any active
field operations." The first cloud which threatened his
rela.tions to the Genera.! now darkened the horizon. General
·Cameron had reported that the annual training of the
militia was neglected. The discontinuance had occurred
under Governor Browne, in 1861, and was attributed by
Fox and his colleagues to the impossibility of enforcing the
training without driving away the population to the goldfields in Australia, and those recently diseovered in the
Middle Island. They hoped to legislate on the subject.
Appreciating their difficulties, and shrinking from the risk
of a war of races, the Governor wrote that he was endeavouring to persuade the loca.l government to create a permanent
.armed police force of Europeans and MlLOris, who would
ultimately take a principa.! part of the colonial military
duty; a plan of which the Secretary of State approved.
Mr. Fox brought before the House a resalution disclaiming exclusive responsibility for controlling MlLOri affairs, and
liability for the principal cost of suppressing insurrections;
recognizing the duty of cheerful co-operation, to the extent
.of the colonia.! ability, with the Imperial government; but
.declaring that " (reserving to the Governor both the initia-
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tion and decision of questions where Imperial interests are
concerned), the ordinary conduct of native affairs should be
placed under the administration of responsible ministers."
The "previous question" was moved and the House was
evenly divided. Twenty-two supported, and the same number opposed, Mr. Fox. The dissatisfied ministry resigned.
Mr. Stafford and Mr. Fitzgerald severally declined to take
office, and on the 5th August Mr. Domett formed a ministry~
with Messrs. T. B. Gillies, Mantell (postmaster-General),.
and Dillon Bell (Minister for Native Affairs and Treasurer),
as colleagues in the House of Representatives; Mr. H. J.
Tancred and Mr. T. Russell being members of the Executive
Council without office. The Domett ministry was considered
favourable to the doctrine that the Imperial government,.
and not the colony, should be responsible for native affairs.
But at this juncture the Governor received the sanction or
the home government to the placing of native affa.irs underthe control of the Assembly. The House considered the
subject, and (19th Aug.) agreed to the following resolutions
(proposed by Mr. Domett) by a majority of nine: "That.
in the opinion of this House the relations between his
Excellency the Governor and his responsible advisers should
rest upon the following basis: 1. That ministers should, in
conformity with the Royal Instructions, advise the Governor·
in native affairs (as well as in colonial affairs) whenever his
Excellency desires to obtain such advice, and should also·
tender advice on all occasions of importance, when they
deem it their duty in the interests of the colony to do so.·
2. That ministers should, at his Excellency's request, undertake the administration of native affairs, reserving to his.
Excellency the decision in all matters of native policy. 8.
That as the decision in all matters of native policy is with
his Excellency, the advice of ministers shall not be held tobind the colony to any liability, past or future, in connection
with native affairs, beyond the amount authorized, or to be
authorized, by the House of Representatives." (Similar
resolutions were subsequently moved in the Legislative;
Council, but after debate, were withdrawn.) It may beo
mentioned that Dr. Featherston, Mr. Fitzgerald, Mr. Fitz-·
herbert, and Mr. Fox voted against the resolutions.
Sir G. Grey reported that he had consented to act in the.
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spirit of these resolutions until further instructions might
reach him. He did so, because he was satisfied that,
whatever the theoretical relations might be, practically,
while he was in New Zealand, the result would be
the same. He hoped that when existing difficulties
were brought to a close the Assembly would assume
responsibility for native affairs, at the desire of the Secretary of State. The House having thus crystallized its
intentions, the ministry was remodelled. Mr. Sewell beca.me
Attorney-General. Mr. Crosbie Ward went to the Post
Office. Mr. Bell vacated the Treasury for the returning Mr.
Reader Wood. The chief result was that Mr. Domett
succeeded Mr. Fox, and Mr. F. Dillon Bell was Secretary
for Native Affairs. Mr. Fox's colleagues were in office
without Mr. Fox. When Fox retired, Sir G. Grey recorded
his sense of the cordial and generous support afforded by
his old accuser, and on the remodelling of the ministry told
the Secretary of State that the "policy of the government
in all its main features closely resembled that of the
previous government.8 A measure was passed to raise a
loan to meet past liabilities and future exigencies in native
affairs, and while the House was in session instructions
from the Imperial Treasury commanded the Depy. Commissary-General to make no more payments by loan or
otherwise for any colonial need whatever. The working
pay of military parties on the road to Waikato was stopped.
Taranaki militia pay and rations, as previously provided by
the Imperial exchequer, were thenceforth to cease. Immediate re-imbursement of past payments was temporarily
waived by the Treasury, and the waiver was to constitute
"the aid to be afforded from Imperial resources." Sir G.
Grey deplored the unexpected suddenness of the decision,
which was the more unfortunate as the Assembly had just
I Mr. Domett had been clesirous to include Mr. Fox in the ministry.
Fox's friencls thought that, if inclucled, Fox should be at the head of it.
Fox told the House that his "mission was ended." The "unhappy events
of the Taranaki war had forced him into the jlOIIition of leader of a party
in this House whose business it was to stand between the natives and the
great injustice which was being perpetrated upon them. . . . We
a.verted the great crime of the extermination of the native race. • • •
No government and no Governor will dare to repeat in this colony the
episode of Waitara." N.Z. "Hansard," 20th Aug., 1862.
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",-"ed a sum io defray all advances from the military chest
Ilreriously made for militia and similar charges.
Before the close of the session the Legislative Council
t\d.dressed the Queen on the subject of native affairs. On
Ute plea that the colonists had not exercised real control,
they urged that the expense of war ought to fall on the
home government. The government of the Maoris could
not justly be handed over to the colonists at such a crisis.
After establishment of peace they would be willing to undertake their fair share of it. The representatives sent similar
remonstrances. They declared &lso tha.t the step taken by
Sir G. Grey of demitting Maori control to the Assembly was
taken without their concurrence, and tha.t the condition of
the colony forbade them to close with the Duke of Newcastle's offer to approve of such a policy. They thought
themselves justified in asserting that the " settlers had not
been the authors" of the war,' and they criticized the
conduct of it "by inefficient and incompetent commanders,'
whom there was no local authority to remove. They prayed
for aid, and would, as far as their" means would a.llow,"
bear burdens. They would reliAve the English government of the anxiety of Maori ma.na.gement, "if the power
is given and the help continued to us that will make our
efforts hopeful." They "respectfully declined" the Duke's
proposal, not as shrinking unworthily from proper burdens,
" but because we seem to discover in the despatches a.n
intention to withdraw from engagements to which the
BritiBh nation is honourably bound, and to transfer to the
colon, liabilities and burdens which belong properly to the
Empll'e." It was fit that such equivoca.ting words should
be addressed to the minister who had tarnished the English
ll&IDe in 1860 by sanctioning the rape of the Waitara. It
would have been galling for another to defend the position.
He approved of Sir G; Grey's conduct, and added :-" I
congra.tula.te myself on the circumstance that the govern·
ment of New Zealand is in the hands of an officer whose
• This WAIl on the 13th Sept. Two days previously the Hon. Colonel
A. H. RUll8ell B&id in the Council: "We fuid tne Governor accompanied to
Tamnaki by a responsible minister, and consulting him before he ~
Teira's offer of hiB land, and upon his return to Auckland throwing hlDlself altogether upon the ministers, and deciding by their advice the
question of peace or war." N.Z." HaD8&l·ll," 1862 (p. 7(6).
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personal character will secure him a due influence in the
a1fa.irs of the colony, independently of the terms in which
the General Assembly may recognize his authority." He
referred to the constant jealousy and encroachment by the
colonial government upon the Governor's powers relating
to the native race, and, as far as he could without condemn·
ing his own conduct in 1860, he strove to throw the onus or
ca.using the war upon the local ministry .
.. I need hardly inform the fra.mers of these memoria.ls that the slow
progress of land sBJ.es held under the auspices of the Native Department,
and therefore under the control of the Imperial Government, was an object
of complaint to the settlers, and that these complaints were particularly
ur~ent in New Plymouth, and refelTed especially to the lanll in the
neighbourhood of the Waitara. The decision to complete, by force if
necessa.ry, the purchase of that land was adopted at the advice not of the
Native Department but of the Executive Cotmcil, and the proclamation of
martial law was transmitted to the officer in command tmder the siW"lature
of the chief responsible minister. It was under this preuure, Wlth this
advice and through this agency, that Governor Browne took the steps
that led to the war-steps which, although I thought it my duty to sanction
them, were in a direction opposite to that which a purely Imperial policy
would have dictated. It is in this state of facts tnat the two legislative
bodies of New Zealand, without alleging that Colonel Browne's acts were
unwise, or that they were dictated by any Imperial policy or instructions,
without denying that they arose, on t,he contrary, from a desire to promote
colonial interests in a way which the colonists themselves demanded, anrl
by J.>roceedings which the responsible ministers formally advised, do not
he&1tate to repudiate all responsibility in the matter, and to charge the
Home Government with the authorship of their sufferings."

In rightly accusing the colonists, the Duke was also
convicting himself. His despatch was long; and in conclusion, the Governor was instructed that the consent of
the colonists was not needed to make effectual the resignation
by the home government of control. It was complete by
the act of the home government. If the Governor should
l;esume or retain control of the Native department, it would
not be in obedience to instructions, but "at request of his
responsible ministers or under some pressing necessity
occasioned by their action or inaction, for the consequences
of which, therefore, the home government would not be
responsible." Of course, the Governor would exercise a
negative power if Imperial rights should be invaded, or the
faith of the Crown under the Waitangi treaty were
jeopardized, or injustice were attempted. He might have to
appeal from his advisers to the Assembly, or from the
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Assembly to the constituencies, and he would, as to employment of the Queen's forces, be responsible, with the officer
in command. The maintenance of those troops in New
Zealand entitled the home government to a potential voice
in requiring justice and liberality to the Maoris. The
control of the army would ensure attention to the words of
a Governor who had been selected as the fittest adviser
and administra.tor for the colony.
In the scheme proposed by the Governor soon after his
arrival, military men were specially asked for as Civil
Commissioners. Strong reasons were given, and some
others ought to have been patent to a functionary who had
been warned by Governor Browne of the manner in which
some colonists lusted for the lands of the Maoris. But the
Duke allowed the request to slumber for more than three
months in Downing-street, before he replied: "I doubt
whether, under present military regulations, an officer can
be detached from his regiment to serve as Commissioner in
a native district; but in case this should prove practicable,
Her Majesty's government can only assent on the understanding that the whole pay of the officer shall be defrayed
by the colony." Sir G. Grey urged that serious consequences might arise from inability to do what h~ wished,
and that the desired arrangement had been allowed ever
since he had been in the service of the Crown. "I assure
your Grace," he added, "that a most serious crisis is
impending here, and that I require all the aid and support,
physical and moral, that can be given me." Thus adjured,
the Duke consulted the War Office, and, fifteen months
after Grey had made his request, the Commander-in-Chief
forwarded to General Cameron a discretionary power to
allow the employment of officers.
The Duke is entitled to credit for promptitude on one
point. The New Zealand ministry desired to carry roads
through lands over which the native title was not extinguished. In Nov., 1862, the Attorney-General, Sewell,
gave an opinion that the Crown in spite of the Waitangi
Treaty could, in conformity with "the essential conditions
of sovereignty," seize upon Maori lands required for roads.
He saw technical objections to grasping them under local
enactment, because the powers of the General Assembly
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did not enure until Maori la.nds had been ceded to the
Crown. He could find no express authority for his advice,
but referred generally to Books I. II. and III. of Vattel.
Mr. F. D. Fenton, assistant law officer, knew something of
Maori laws, a.nd Maori temperaments. Without delay
(28th NOV.)15 he interposed. He could "not avoid the
conclusion that (Sewell's) opinion was erroneous in la.w."
He explained his reasons, a.nd suggested that the matter,
serious as it might prove, should be reconsidered. Mr.
Sewell retired (1st Jan., 1868) without giving a further
opinion. Mr. Whitaker took office as Attorney-General
without ministerial responsibility. His opinion agreed
with Sewell's. He who BlLW no objection to the pillage of
the principal chief, a.nd the denial of tribal rights, at
Waitara, was not the man to shrink from robbing unnamed
Maoris, whose lands were wa.nted for a road from Taranaki
to Tataraimaka.. "It may be objected," he said (21st
Feb.), "that this would be contrary to the treaty of
Waita.ngi. To this I answer that a positive enactment of
the legislature would preva.il over the terms of the treaty if
there were a.ny conflict,"-a.nd he urged that a right to
make roads, as essential to sovereignty, must be implied to
have been ceded to the Queen. That a man, called a lawyer,
could think that the terms of a treaty could be honestly
cancelled by one of the contracting parties without consultation of the other can hardly be imagined. On the contrary
assumption, the student may learn the nature of the
measures which Mr. Whitaker was ready to apply to the
Maoris. Sir G. Grey, like Mr. Fenton, saw imminent
dangers. He told the Duke of Newcastle (Dec., 1862)
when tra.nsmitting Sewell's opinion, that the natives would
probably "resist by force of arms." In forwarding
Whitaker's he drew attention to the subject as "most
important" (24th Feb.). The Duke of Newcastle's susceptibility as to the honour of the Crown was not so weak
as to be overborne by the robber-logic of Mr. Whitaker,
or by the abstruse generalities of Sewell. He had in
March8 dealt with the la.tter. He would "hesitate to
admit as a matter of strict la.w that Her Majesty had the
• P. P. 1863; vol. xxxviii. p. 109.

• P. P. 1863; vol. xxxviii. p. 145.
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furnished reports, had reduced expenditure, and could only
regret that it was thought necessary to censure himself and
his government 80 severely and so frequently. Events, he
hoped, would modify the opinions in England. For himself he was sure that to make roads and encourage peace
was wiser than to force one race to take up arms against
the other.
He still hoped Her MaJesty's government
would see reason to approve of what he had done.
The Assembly had empowered the Governor to deal with
the native reserves, and issue grants. The Civil List grant
for native purposes had been rai~d from .£7000 to .£26,000.
The grant of .£5 for each soldier in the colony had been
secured by law; and the yearly grant of £7000 for native
schools was retained. A Loan Act for half a million
sterling had been passed. A special colonial defence force
had been authorized by enactment. The Militia Act of
1858 had been amended, and a penalty of.£5 for failure of
attendance had been enacted. An amended Native Districts
Regulation Act enabled the Governor to cause seizure of
spirits removed to certain districts, and thus one complaint
made by the king-maker was met. The Native Circuit
Courts Act of 1858 was amended. A Native Lands Act
(1862) had been passed, not in the form desired by the
Governor, but accepted by him as the soundest which the
Assembly would pass. He had desired to introduce, gradually, direct dealings in land between European and Maori,
to an extent not exceeding one farm for one European,
such transactions being dependent on personal occupation
by the European under penalties enforced by the government. The native runanga was to concur in the sale to
make it valid.
One Native Lands Bill brought in by Mr. Fox was
discharged by 18 votes a.gainst 10, after the Domett ministry was formed. A second, brought in by the Domett
ministry, was read a second time (by 27 votes against 10)
on the 27th Aug., after warm discussion. Unfortunately,
the Fox ministry shrank from Sir G. Grey's scheme as too
stringent upon the settlers. The Domett ministry shared
the objections of their predecessors, and the Bill was introduced in a form which recognized the l'ight of a Maori to
deal with his land after the native ownership had been
N
voLn.
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aseertained by courts to be established for the purpose.
The resolutions of the H01l88 (19th Aug.) as to the relations between the Governor and his advisers having left
the decision in matters of native policy to the Governor,
the ministry thought it unfair to proceed with the Bill
without his approval. On the 24th Aug. they said they
would withdraw it if he could not approve it, but were
willing to introduce modifications at his request. He
replied (25th Aug.) that, understanding from them that the
principle of the measure was that natives should be allowed
to have as good a title to their lands as ~uropeans, and to
obtain the value by sale or letting, he agreed to it.
Again, in Sept., he was urged to allow it to be said in the
Council that the measure was acceptable to him, in order
to ensure its passing. He answered :-" I have always
thought and still think, that the plan I proposed for the
recognition of the title of the natives to their lands, and for
the gradual occupation of the country, by European proprietors agreeable to the natives of the district, was best
adapted to the circumstances of the country and most likely
to produce permanently beneficial results. At the same
time, as there appears no hope of my succeeding in convincing a majority of the Assembly that my views are the
soundest and best, I think the recognition of the title of the
natives to their lands a matter of such importance, that I
will, 80S I have before stated, accept the Bill in the form in
which it passed the House of Representatives for transmission to the Imperial government; and I think, upon the
whole, it can be so worked as to produce beneficial resultR
at this crisis."
Mr. Sewell, Attorney-General (both in the Fox ministry
and that of Mr. Domett), objected strongly to portions of
the Domett Bill, and remonstrated against them while it
was before the Legisla.tive Council of which he was a member,
though he voted for the second reading, on the ground that
some kind of legislation was indispensable.' The reply of
• 'Mr. Sewell's BagacioUB speech on the Bill in the COlmcil (N.Z. HanB&rd, 1862, pp. 686-691) is too lengthy for introduction in these ~, but
will well repay pel"Wl&L .. I feel indigna.nt and ashamed (he Bald) when I
hear, or hear of, gentlemen of high honour denouncing the Treaty of
Waitangi as a aha.m and a delusion-a qel"ice to amuse BaWgeB, to he set
at nought by us at pleasure. In one sense, indeed, it may be treated ae a.
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his colleagues may be seen, by the curious, in blue-books.
The Native Minister (Mr. F. D. Bell) drew up a commentary
on the Bill and its progress, in which he took credit for the
moderation of the Governor's advisers, who could command
a majority of three to one in favour of their original
measure. Thus the Governor, while rebuked by the Secretary of State for not doing more, was congratulated by his
advisers upon being allowed to do so much. It was,
however, a great advance towards justice to provide a court
to "ascertain and declare who, according to native custom,
are the proprietors of any native lands, and the estate or
interest held by them therein."
By slow degrees the prayers of Sir W. Martin, Bishop
Selwyn, and Te Waharoa, had prevailed in a measure. But
the nature of the court was peculiar. "It shall be lawful
for the Governor from time to time by commission or
order-in-council to constitute a court or courts for the
purpose of a.scertaining, &c." Under such a provision, a
wise Governor bent upon doing good might do it. But an
unwise one could do evil. No enduring court was created.
An upright judge in one case might never be re-employed.
A pliant tool might calculate upon being re-hired. The
courts were to be occasional, and the judiciary the mere
creature of the Executive at pleasure.
The lands south of Taranaki were still void of the settlers
driven from them by the Ngatiruanui and Taranaki tribes
during the war of 1860, and were ostensibly held by the
natives in right of reconquest, which was considered in
itself a sufficient reason for giving vitality to the Native
Lands Act only by authority of the Governor. Whether
the Bill would have been beneficial if war had not been
. renewed in 1868, it is impossible to say. In fact its
provisions were not largely used.
sham and a delusion-namely, so far as we are at liberty to hold the
nativeB bound by it. They may not have underBtood, probably did not
clearly underBtand, the nature of that engagement; but the Treaty was of
our making. V"erba jurtim accipiuntuT contra projerentem. We, at least,
are estopped from repudiating its undertakings."
In the House, in discussing the Bill, Dr. Featherston said that it "not
merely abrogated but abnegated tho fundafnental principle of tho Treaty
of Waitangi. He had never hesitated in declarmg that the late war
a.t Ta.ranaki originated in the late Governor's practical denial of that
treaty." .
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The nominee Legislative Council feared that the Governor
or his advisers BOught to impair their independence b;y
creation of new members. The Attorney-General in Jul~·
declared that the ministry were "not prepared to bring in
a Bill limiting the number of members." Mr. Menzies
sagaciously declared that BOme limit was necessary co to
prevent the possibility of BOme future, perhaps unscrupulous,
ministry flooding the Council with improper members,
therebl damaging its character and destroying its usefulneRB." Chief Justice Arney warmly supported Mr. Menzies'
motion, which was carried on a division (21st July). On
the 21st Aug. an address to the Queen was adopted. It
pointed out that in the Constitution Act of 1852 it had
been provided that the number should be not less than
ten, and that Royal Instructions had limited it (first to
fifteen and subsequently) to twenty members. The members prayed that the number might BO be limited as not to
exceed three-fourths of that of the other House. The
Councillors had reason for their fears. Mr. Fox had presented, and Sir G. Grey had transmitted, a memorandum
urging that power ought to be given to add to the number
of the Council before the next session. In his opinion the
Governor ought to have power to increase the Council from
time to time by an additional number of ten members.
The Duke's reply was inconsequential (26th March, 1862) :
"Having fully· considered the recommendation and the
grounds upon which it is made, I think it best, while withdrawing the limitation of the number of the Council, to
refrain from imposing any restriction when none has been
imposed by the Legislature. I shall therefore ad vise Her
Majesty simply to repeal by an additional Instruction the
limit which is now placed on the extension of the Legislative
Council, and that Instruction will be transmitted to you as
Boon as the necessary forms wilf admit of its completion."
Professing reluctance to impose restrictions the Duke was
willing by the removal of a restriction upon the Governor
to subject a whole branch of the Legislature to the caprice
of the local Executive.
Other difficulties existed at the time. The General reported
"18M.-If M.r. M.enzies had been a prophet he could hardly ha,"e used
more fitting terms to warn the Council of things to come in 1892.
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secretly to England what he ought, if he touched it at all,
to have brought before the New Zealand government. The
Maoris after the wrong done at Waitara, were slow to trust
the local government. The Assembly, while resolving that
the Governor must be responsible for native affairs, would
not legislate in the manner which seemed to him fittest to
inspire the natives with confidence about their lands.
Emboldened by supposed success in arms, the Maori race
had learned rashness; while greed and obstinacy prevented
many colonists from becoming just or wise. Confessedly
critical, the position presented hideous possibilities. While
admiring the noble qualities of the Maoris, Sir G. Grey
knew the atrocious savagery of their modes of warfare, to
which they might recur in sudden raids on the settlers if a
national rising should be provoked. Torture, mutilation,
and cannibalism, were the ancient demons of war. Women
.and children were victims. It is just to those who supported Mr. Fitzgerald to record the noble attempt he made
to procure for the Maori race some representation in the
Legislature. His eloquence was the theme of universa.l
praise. He carried a resolution recognizing the right of all
Her Majesty's subjects, of whatever race, to a full and
-equal enjoyment of civil and political privileges. He moved
·that such recognition "necessitated the personal aid of one
or more native chiefs in the administration of the government of the colony,-the presence of members of the Maori
nobility in the Legislative Council,-and a fair representation in this House of a race which constitutes one-third
of the popUlation of the colony." There were seventeen
Ayes and twenty Noes. Supporting Mr. Fitzgerald were
. Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Dillon Bell, Mr. Brandon, Mr. Carter,
Mr. Fitzherbert, Mr. Fox, Mr. Gillies, Mr. G. Graham,
Mr. Mantell, Mr. Moorhouse, Mr. Renall, Mr. C. J. Taylor,
Mr. Waring Taylor, Mr. Watt, Mr. John Williamson, and
Mr. Wood. There were two Richmonds (not Mr. C. W.
Richmond), and Mr. Weld, among the victorious twenty,
who thus rendered impossible what seemed to them a wild
.experiment, but. was in a few years to be accepted as a
necessity. It is more grateful to record the names of Mr.
Fitzgerald's supporters than those which were enrolled
against him.
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Suspicions at Waibto were meanwhile strengthened. It

was foreseen that a road to Waikato would enable the
English to throw troops into the district and endanger
Ngaruawahia. Rewi and the war faction began to predominate. The king-maker vainly urged the runanga to
accept the proposal of the government to investigate fairly
the Waitara dispute. Rewi commanded a majority. When.
the military road to Te Ia on the Waikato was completed,
and the Queen's Redoubt at the terminus made capable
of holding 1000 men, Sir G. Grey caused a branch road to
be made to the bank of the Maungatawhiri, and timber was
conveyed thither to form a la.nding-stage. Dreading the
.construction of a bridge, the Maoris were scarcely appeased
by being told that the Governor did not mean to build
a bridge till the next year, when he hoped their opposition
would be withdrawn. Another proposed road excited them
more violently. Wiremu Nera and his people had agreed
to make a road from Raglan: .on the west coast, near
Wha.ingaroa harbour, to Watawata on the Waipa river, not
many miles above its junction with the Waikato at Ngaruawahia. Troops landed at Raglan could by such a road take
the Maori capital in rear while it was assailed in front by
forces arriving by the military road to Te la, and by steamers
on the Waikato river. Maori claims to land were put forward to deter Wiremu Nera from his project. War meetings were held, and when. a day was fixed for cutting down
trees upon the line an armed band went from Rewi's settlement at Kihikihi to stop the work by force. They received.
a stem message from the king-maker. Wiremu Nera had
been his father's comrade, and whoever assailed him must
fight the Ngatihaua and their chief. The road questionmust be settled by Wiremu Nera's tribe and his own. The
interlopers retired. The king-maker appealed to Wiremu
Nera to desist from a scheme which would place Waikato at
the Governor's mercy. The king's sister, Te Paea, who was
said to have more of Te Whero Whero's disposition than
had descended to her royal brother, with her own hands
pulled up the stakes with which the road had been marked
out. Thus adjured and confronted, Wiremu Nera agreed to
begin his road-making at Raglan, on Queen's territory. His
men were satisfied with payment, and the uproar ceased.

BISHOP SELWYN HOOTED AT TARANAKI.

Ie.

Mr. Gorst meantime was troubled at Te Awamutu.
Bishop Selwyn and the Church Missionary Society had 200
acres of land at Otawhao, close to the spot. They gave
it up to the government. There were 800 other acres
which the Maoris had granted for an industrial school and
hospital during Sir G. Grey's former government. They
were less trustful now, and said that the grant had lapsed
by ten years' neglect to use it. The war-party failed ro
induce Tawhiao to take violent measures. It was decided
not to drive Mr. Gorst away; but to prevent the erection
of school buildings by forbidding sales of timber. When in
spite of the prohibition two trees were sold, Rewi's friends
wished to take them back, but the majority declined to
commit an act which might be called theft. More timber
was obtained, and the school prospered. The government
provided a teacher of reading, writing, and arithmetic.
The trades of the carpenter, blacksmith, wheelwright, shoemaker, tailor, and printer were taught. Agriculture and
pastoral pursuits were· not neglected. Te Oriori patronized
the school. The king-maker, and even Rewi, visited the
institution so strangely established in the heart of the
kinS's territory.
On the 2nd Sept., Waharoa issued a curt summons
"from the whole runanga," to the tribes, to assemble at
Peria on the 21st Oct. An account by a Maori declared
that" the cause of the runanga was to la.y down laws for
the good of this island." Mr. Gorst thought it was called
to discuss the Waitara question. Rewi stated that he and
Te Rangitake consented that there should be "a careful
investigation" of the Waitara dispute, but that at Peria.
the Maoris decided otherwise. The meeting was full of
dramatic incident. Bishop Selwyn attended. 9 The pre• In 1861 the Bishop was hooted by some settlers at Taranaki. As the
tlrowd followed him he turned round to speak. They began to turn away.
He called out: "It is more English-like to look me in the fa.ce and tell me
your grievances." Colloquy ensued, in which the Bishop's biographer declares that he W&B good-humoured a.nd triumpha.nt. Amongst the hooters
were three l'rovincial Councillors. He went amongst the N~tirua.nui,
a.nd was told by 80 Ma.ori that he ought not to travel tlirough thelr country.
He would be looked upon BoB a spy. He a.nBwered: "180m like wheat.
The PakehBoB at Tara.naki were the upper-stone grinding me there, a.nd now
you grind me here." He paused till a deputation invited him to proceed,
and he marvelled at the kindne88 he experienced in the district 80 recently
ra.vaged in war.
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thrice repeated: "Do you consent that the king shall
stand?" "I consent to there being one law, whether by
the Queen, the Governor, or Matuta.era (Tawhiao); whether
carried out by a Pakeha or Maori runanga. I consent to
there being one law for us all. This is what I consent to."
This reply was deemed unsa.tisfactory. The old man pointed
out that the Bishop called their king only Matuta.era, and
gave as his own verdict: "Let there be one law, but let the
authority be divided into two."
The king-maker a.cknowledged 110 change of opinion, caused
by the deceitfulness of the ministers, the occupation of
Te la, and the Governor's letter to Matuta.era (on the
oocasion of the march towards Coromandel) threatening
that the king would be punished by-and-by•. The Bishop
repudiated all intention of deceit. Voters came forward for
the Bishop. Kihirini, an old chief of Middle Waikato, SILt
by the Bishop, and sa.id he would have voted for him but
for the occupation of Te 1110. .The Ngatikahungunu tribe
began to speak, and their chief, 110 friend of the Bishop,
Advised him that as he had opened the subject the Maoris
would get on better by themselves. The Bishop left with
the conviction-That the king's friends were more friendly
than before; that their tenacity for their king was unabated;
that the east coast tribes were most vigorous in opposition
to the Pakeha; that all acknowledged the necessity of one
law; that the difficulty was to reconcile unity of law with
.duality of "mana;" that it would not be impossible to
bring about a compromise, on the basis approved by the
Secretary of State, that Matutaera and his Council might
make laws to be presented to the Governor for confirmation, like the laws of the New Zealand provinces; that
there was absolutely no trace of hostility of race, and no
unanimity even on the subject of division of races. But
though the Bishop obtained no vote of approval, he had
won friends, and persuaded the king-maker to make 110 final
.effort for peace. After the Peria meeting, the king-maker
went to Kihikihi and formally asked Rewi and Te Rangitake
to agree to the investigation of the Waitara title as proposed
by the Governor. Rangitake refused, and the NgatimaniILpoto supported him. The king-maker asked that Tataraimaka should be restored to its European owners. The
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In Nov. General Cameron repnamtecJ to Sir G. Gmythe
of his foree. It 11'88 diminishing in nomber by
feuon of diaft8 of invalids. He had only 2681 e«eetive
men to ga&TCl Auckland and the long line of eommonieatim
rih the adv~ posts. There were more iban 700
tIOldierH at Taranaki, 852 at Wanganoi, 274 at \\"'eIlingtion,
271 at Napier, 91 at Otago. The representation W88 forwarded to England by Sir G. Grey (27th Xov.), simultaneously with a despatch in reply to the Secretary of
Hiate'. censure, founded upon General Cameron's complaints that the militia were not duly trained. The Duke
of Newcastle had said: "With such a fact before me I have
.. right to assume that there are more soldiers in the colony
than are required." Grey deprecated so severe a reprimand, published before he had seen Cameron's complaint.
By such a course a man's "character might be irretrievably
ruined, even before he has been accused." In Feb., 1868,
the Duke replied that he blamed not Grey but his advisers,.
and considered that he was thereby strengthening Grey in
dealing with his ministers and the legislature.
.
In Dec., a chief traversed the country from Wanganui
to Waikato and Auckland. Everywhere he canvassed
the concUtion of the country with the chiefs, and everywhere
he found a dispoHition to maintain the" mana" of the king.
His diary was Bent to the Secretary of State. On the 1st.
.Tan., 1868, Hir U. Urey started for the Waikato. He met
Te Wheoro at Drury, and with a crew of 20 Maoris, some
of whom were chief. and the king's friends, was wafted up
the Waikato and landed at Paetai before midnight, being
. with hearty welcome. At seven o'clock in the
~

SIR G. GREY AT NGARUAWAHIA.

~

morning 200 natives were assembled. Among them were
partisans of the king; but all took off their hats, sa.luted
him 80S their father, and declared that if he had never left
the country ~e king would not have been heard of. They
prepared horses to escort him to Taupiri. Having arrived
there early in the day, he pushed on to Ngarnawahia.
unattended. The king was at Hangatiki. Te Waharoa
was at Peria. Te Pa.ea., the king's sister, and 80 few chiefs
were at Ngarua.wahia. As the Governor walked about,
gazing on the tomb of Te Whero Whero, and the :O.agsta.ff
of the king, he was recognized and surrounded by the
Maoris. They did not say-Come, let us kill him. They
called him their father and protector, and many wept tears
of joy-with the Maori facility which the custom of "tangi"
created. He thanked them and returned to Taupiri.
Messengers informed the king, Te Waharoa, and others, of
the presence of the Governor. The king was unable to
travel, but the king-maker rapidly reached Nga.rua.wahia.
Other chiefs attended; but Rewi and his partisans were
conspicuously absent. The chiefs were told that they could
see the Governor, if they wished, at Taupiri. They proceeded thither, and seated on the ground awaited his
appearance. The king-maker rushed forward, seized his
hand, welcomed him to Wa.ika.to, and amid uncovered heads
escorted· him to the seat prepared for him. "Welcome our
old friend! Welcome the Governor! Welcome our father,
the friend of Potatau! Welcome parent of the people!"
Such were the cries with which a race denounced as unmitigated savages 'greeted a Governor who had put himself in
their power. Taati, of Rangiaohia, and the king-maker
made orations. "The latter said that the king movement
had been in the minds of the Maoris long before form and
shape were given to it. Under it good laws, approved by
the Governor, might be passed. He spoke of Governor
Browne as-"ko te mea hohoro ki te riri"-one who was
hasty to be angry. He asked, as Tipene had asked at
'raupiri in Dec., whether Grey was still opposed to the
king. Grey replied that he continually studied how to pull
him down. "I shall not fight against him with the sword,
but I shall dig round him till he falls of his own accord."
It was an unhappy speech, and was never forgotten. It
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KOHE-KOHE POLICE BARRACKS.

timber carried on rafts from Maungatawhiri for construction
of police-barracks at Kohe-kohe where Te Wheoro adhered
to the Queen. The king's runanga debated a whole night, and
instructed Te Wheoro that Waikato would take back the
timber to the Queen's land. An armed band arrived to
carry the threat into execution. Te Wheoro was staunch,
although Tamati Ngapora and others urged him to give way.
Argument lasted for two days. Then the orators left the
army to work. The Kohe-kohe Maoris watched the timber.
After waiting all day for an opportunity, the army proceeded
to throw the timber into the river. Twelve Maori women
and eight men dragged it back as quickly as it was thrown
in. The sharp edges drew blood from the excited strugglers,
but no blows were struck. The weary army abandoned its
unwarlike work. Only six pieces of wood had floated away,
and they were afterwards recovered. The Governor, at
Taranaki, advised the stoppage of the pensions of Tamati
Ngapora and others, increased the salaries of his allies and
gave £5 a year to each of the gallant Maori women, and a
watch to each of the eight men. To Tamati Ngapora he
offered an inquiry, but Ngapora was not one of those who
could be bought. The war-party of Ngw.'uawahia sent more
men under Wi Kumete to remove the timber by force. Mr.
Gorst met them at Rangiriri. Wi Kumete showed him
some spirits which he had captured from a canoe importing
them in defianC"e of the Maori law. Undeterred by Gorst's
remonstrances, Wi Kumete went to Te Kohe-kohe, threw the
timber into the river, bound it in rafts, and sent a message
to the officer in command at the Queen's Redoubt. If provided with safe-conduct the Maoris would land the timber
at Te Ia; if not, they would let the rafts drift on the river.
Kumete received permission to land the timber unmolested;
kept spectators off with ropes and stakes, and a guard of his
own soldiers; landed the timber; returned triumphantly to
Kohe-kohe, and suggested that Mr. Gorst and all his surroundings at Te Awamutu should be removed in like manner.
The Maoris had put up a post at Maungatawhiri on the
Queen's land, with a notice: "This is the Pakeha boundary.
The water belongs to the Maoris." Mr. Gorst had pulled
up the post, but Kumete re-erected it, and declared that
Mr. Gorst's conduct demanded his expulsion. Mr. Fitz-
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PRINTING OFFICE SEIZED BY ORDER OF REWL

00'i

Gorst driven away. While the Maori mind was seething
with apprehensions about the Waikato River, Rewi sent
eighty armed Ngatimaniapoto under Aporo, the orator who
had confronted Fox, to destroy the Pakeha newspaper. He
himself held aloof, about 800 yards from the schoolbuildings. Mr. Gorst was absent when the band arrived.
Within the enclosure they had prayers, were stirred by a
speech from Aporo, and then broke open the building in
spite of the resistance of Pineaha, the Maori teacher.
Everything belonging to the printing-office was seized, and
pla.ced on two drays brought for the purpose. Taati and
Te Oriori, hearing of the outrage, hurried to the spot from
Rangiaohia., and asked if Te Whero Whero's words, "Be
kind to the Pakeha," were forgotten. Matutaera's were
the same. Hone Ropeha replied that he would trample. on
the king's words. Taati called for writing materials and
took down the words. At dusk Taati returned to Rangiaohia., telling the schoolboys to inform him if further
violence should be offered. The invaders camped in the
printing-house and on the road, and set a guard. Mr.
Gorst returned at eight o'clock in the evening. The late
Fellow of St. John's was in a situation which might curdle
the blood of BOrne men. His wife was at this remote
dwelling, already in the power of a man whom Mr. C. W.
Richmond had called "an essential savage, varnished over
with the thinnest coating of Scripture phrases"-for Te
Rangitake, whose pah had been ravaged by the government,
was on the spot with Rewi. But Mr. Gorst was undaunted.
In the morning, chiefs arrived from Rangiaohia, and all day
discussion lasted. Rewi was blamed for his conduct. Mr.
Gorst was sent for, and Aporo told him to leave Awamutu.
He declined. Rewi was unyielding, and all that the
Rangiaohia friends could procure was a respite for Mr.
Gorst until orders from Sir G. Grey might arrive. Taati
and Te Oriori entered the house to ensure the safety of
Mr. Gorst and his family, while Rewi's guards surrounded
it. Then, through the intervention of a missionary, it was
agreed that Mr. Gorst should ask the Governor's permission to leave Te Awamutu, Rewi surlily saying that if the
Governor allowed Mr. Gorst to remain he should die. Mr.
Gorst agreed in writing to ask for leave to go, and Rewi wrote
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join in the deed?" he said. "All Waikato." "Who are
all Waikato?" Herewini pointed down the river, waved
his wand round the horizon, and said, "From Tongariro to
the sea all have agreed." Mr. Gorst denied that Matuta.era
or Waharoa had consented. On the 15th, Matutaera wrote
his decision as follows: "I said to Rewi,-O Rewi! leave
these days to me; bring back all the property; let none belost. I do not say that Mr. Gorst shall stay. He must go."
On the 17th, the printing-press was returned, and Mr_
Gorst was at Auckland a few days afterwards, some of thescholars following him. The king-maker wrote a sorrowful
letter, regretting Mr. Gorst's expulsion without cause. The
king's sister, Te Paea., undertook to guard the premises.
against intrusion, and Rewi promised to respect her pledge.
Rewi was now in the ascendant; and the king-maker vainly
deplored the rage for war which coursed through the violent
Ngatimaniapoto. An armed band of 200 of them marched
to the 'raranaki district on the 18th April. A letter from
Patara (editor of the "Hokioi") to Tamati Ngapora (27th
April), lamented the expUlsion of Mr. Gorst and the
contempt of the Ngatimaniapoto for the king's authority.
Rewi even demanded that Te la should be given over to
him to work his will upon, but this the runanga successfully
opposed. Strife was at the doors of all dwellers in the
northern island.
Until the day on which Governor Browne's seizure of the
Waitara was approved by the Duke of Newcastle the Maori
race venerated the justice of the Queen. Sir G. Grey could
not restore their confidence. He went to Taranaki on the
4th March. He had waited witil his military road to
Waikato was completed, because Auckland without that
road was deemed indefensible. He prOfessed to love peace
while preparing for war. He resumed without opposition
the Omata (l~th March) and Tataraimaka (4th April)
blocks at Taranaki. He instituted inquiries about Waitara
which should have preceded the occupation of Tataraimaka.
Lieut. Bates (65th), Interpreter to the Forces, reported
(10th April), with the assent of Mr. Carrington, who had
been surveyor in the province for twenty-two years, that
far from being under the control of Teira in 1859, the block
had contained two pahs inhabited by two hundred residents,
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GOV. PROPOSES TO RENOUNCE W AITARA BLOCK SEIZURK

conceive," they added, cc that if these facts had come out
clearly at the time of the sale, the practice universa.l1.y
followed, as far as ministers are aware, in Bill purchases of
la.nd in New Zealand from the foundation of the colony,
viz. that of reserving the pahs of resident natives, together
with their cultivations and burial-pla.ces, would not have
been adhered to in this particular instance."
A heavier indictment could hardly have been framed
against the government of 1860. The fa.cts called new in
1868 had been put forward from the first. Bishop Selwyn's
and Martin's demand for inquiry, if not spurned by
Stafford, Richmond, a.nd Bell, would have proved the truth.
Sir G. Grey (22nd April) thanked his ministers for their
acquiescence as to the reserves. He recommended that
the purchase should be abandoned, and a notice issued in
ihe following terms: cc The Governor directs it to be
notified, that from the facts now come to light, and not·
before known to him, he does not think that the purchase
of the block of land at Wa.itara is either a desirable one, or
such as the government should make; that his Excellency
therefore abandons the intention of making this purchase,
and forfeits the deposit of £100 which the Government
ha.s made on this land." He told his ministers .. that
the country was in such a state that he felt by no means
confident that this act would quiet the minds of many of
the Maoris. On the contrary, he thinks it may now be impossible to avoid some collision with them; but he believes
it would at once win many over to the side of the Government; that it is a proper act, and that, if a contest must
come, the closest scrutiny either in Engla.nd or in the
colony would result in an admission that every possible
precaution had been taken to prevent the horrors of war."
Unhappily, the restitution of the Wa.itara had been deferred
until he had given offence at Tatara.imaka. Nevertheless,
if his ministers had been prompt, the restitution might
have averted war. But they consumed more than a week
in drawing up objections to the Governor's proposal. The
facts appeared indisputable, having been volunta.rily communicated to the Native Minister by Taira hmlself.
c'Ministers conclude with his Excellency that the (Stafford)
government was not aware of them." They would not,
02
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with the facts before them, recommend a. simila.r purchase;
but the rod of the Assembly was over them. They consented to renounce the pabs and reserves around them, but
shrank from abandoning the remainder of the land.
"Nevertheless, considering the great complexity of the whole
case, the difficulty of the Governor's position, the critical
state of the colony, and the aggravation of all these evils
which might be produced by the opposition of the ministry
to any course which the Governor might feel compelled to
adopt," they would leave the decision with his Excellency,
and assist him in carrying it out. On the 80th April they
handed their ta.tdy reply to the Governor. He answered
on the 2nd May. The ministry had said that the Native
Minister was of opinion that the proprietary right of the
sellers to the greater part of the block would be found valid.
Sir G. Grey, anxious (he said) to make no mistake, asked
at once for the evidence taken by Mr. Parris. The Native
Minister replied that there was none except in the published letters and reports. " I ask in vain for evidence,"
said the Governor, "and none can be produced." On the
4th May, he again urged the abandonment of the block.
Precious time was lost in conferences. Mr. Bell went to
comiult with Teira and some of Te Rangita.ke's friends on
the 4th May; and while doing so heard, from the Governor,
of murders committed on that day by Maoris at Oakura,
south of Taranaki, where the Gov:ernor had already taken
possession of the Tatara.imaka block. At a la.ter date
(April, 1864) there was found in a captured pah 18 a letter
from Te Rangitake to other chiefs, saying (1st Feb.): "If
what the Governor says about Waitara is satisfactory there
will be no difficulty about Tataraima.ka. The sufficiency of
what the Governor sa.ys must be this,-the giving back of
Waitara. into our hands, and then it will be right about
Ta.taraimaka.." How far the writer could have influenced
his countrymen may be a matter of conjecture. It is not
certain that, if the ministry had joined in restoring the
Waitara, the reclamation of Tataraimaka could have
occurred without provoking war. It is certain that their
obstructions tended to create it. One miIiistry directly
II ..
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brought about the war of 1860. Another indirectly ensured
tha.t of 1863. Sir G. Grey cannot be a.ltogether absolved,
for though the ministry impeded the abandonment of the
Waitara block, it ca.n scarcely be contended that it was out
of his power to delay the resumption of the la.nd at
Tataraima,ka. To follow the negotiations is a melancholy
task, like that of tracing the body of a wounded friend by
his blood.
The Governor's despatches tell his own remorse.
Reporting the murders he said (5th May) : •• I fear that I C&IIDot now prevent war by acting in the manner I
believe justice required in regard to the land at the Waita.ra.. I take
great blame to myself for having spent so long a time in trying to get my
responsible advisers to agree in some general plan of. proceeding. it I
think, seeing th'l urgency of the case, I ought, IM'rhape, to have acted at
()nce without, or even against, their advice; but I hoped from day to day
to receive their decision; and I was 'anxious, in a question which con·
earned the future of both races, to carry as much support with me as
possible; indeed, I could not derive its full advantage from what I
proposed to do unleBB I did so. "

On the evening of the 5th May, the ministers earnestly
consulted with him. Then, too late, they agreed to withdraw the troops from Waitara; to hold a meeting of the
Ngatiawa at the place, and proclaim the abandonment of
the block, and an amnesty for all offences connected with
it. On the 6th, Sir G. Grey had a.n interview with native
chiefs (amongst whom was Horiana the daughter of Te
Ra.ngita.ke), and paved the way for their reconcilia.tion
with the fliends of Ihaia. On the 7th, Lieut. Bates met
-other chiefs, including Teira. For seven hours he prolonged the conference, and reported it to the Governor.
On the 8th, the Governor declared his "decided opinion
that the government should forthwith announce in terms
which the natives cannot misunderstand-that from facts
H Mr. Fox disingenuously concealed the delays caused by the ministry.
Fresh from his post as minister he said (" The War in New Zealand,"
1866): "By one of those unfortunate errors which are apt to befall those
who are too much given to diplomacy, Sir G. Grey, for some unexplained
reason" (having decided to give up WaitBora a.nd retake Tata.ra.u:na.ka),
"reversed the proC8BB; without even giving 0. hint of his intention to
surrender Waitara., he sent soldiers to occupy Tatara.ima.ka.." Yet Mr.
Fox had before him (when he wrote these words containing something
more than "an unfortunate error") the Parlia.mentary Papers, English
and Colonial, quoted in the text, o.nd cite,l in 1864 by )11-. Uorst in his
book •• The lIa.ori King."
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recently come to their knowledge, they will not proceed
further in the purchase of the land at the Waitara-that
the government does not claim that block of land, or assert
any right of property in it." Teira ought to be libera.lly
treated. " The Governor would earnestly press that no time
should be lost in taking positive steps in these matters."
The ministry had lea.rned the va.lue of promptitude.
They replied on the 8th:"It is evident from the despatch of the Duke of Newcastle, received
yesterday, that the Imperial government still maintain the opinion that
the W aitara. was • a settlers' war.' It is in vain for ministers any- longer
(in the midst of difficulties which require instant action) to contend
a.gainst this view; it only remains for them to avoid the possibility of any
war being renewed on any grounds that would admit of that a.ssumption
as to its chara.c!ter and origin, which would be the case were war to be
renewed at Waitara.. Independently of this consideration, the imminent
danger of a general insurrection, tf any fighting whatever takes place at
the Waitara.; the exposed poIIition of the other settlements • . . make
it absolutely neceasa.ry to withdraw from any risk of a collision at the
Waitara. This can only be doue • • • by the adoption of. the
Governor's proposal in his minute of to-day, and ministers therefore
concur in that proposal"

He hardly gives at a.ll who gives too late, Had the ministry
on the 22nd April agreed to the issue of the notice put
before them by the Governor, all might have been well. It
was improbable that, in fa.ce of 80 dramatic and unforced
an act, the Maoris would have directed an outbreak without
previous discussions. In their cry of distress, the ministers
revea.led the motives of their fina.l concession. The need
of military aid, and the imminent danger at other settlements, extorted from them what no appeal to their sense of
justice could procure. Their consent was hardly in his
hands, when on the same day Sir G. Grey met a number
of chiefs, of whom Iha.ia was one. They had agreed to
a re-union of the tribe at Waitara. The Governor announced the abandonment of all claim to the block. He
renounced the purchase, as he believed Governor· Browne
would have renounced it, had he known that to complete it
more than 200 residents would have to be evicted. Nevertheless, in order to keep faith with Teira, the money
promised would be paid, though not for the land. The
land would revert to whatever its former ownership had
been. The chiefs declared his words to be good. One
wanted to know whether judgment in favour of Te Rangi-

.
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take was implied. The Governor said he gave judgment
for neither party. The invariable rule was not to tum off
any residents in buying land. "Let all who lived there
come back in peace if they choose." The chiefs said: "We
are now saved," and despatched a messenger, with the
Governor's words, to Mataitawa, where Maoris interested
in the Tatara.ima.ka. block were assembled. There were
discussions between the Governor and' his ministers, and
nocturnal meetings with them and the General, before the
troops were withdrawn on the 13th May. On the 11th
May, by proclamation, the claim of the government to the
Waitara block was renounced, with the advice and consent
of the Executive Council. Mr .. Dillon Bell, whose pen was
employed by Governor Browne to justify the rape of the
Waitara in 1860, as a minister confessed its injustice in
1863.
The resumption of Tataraima.ka. remains to be told. On
the 12th March, forces under Colonel Wa.rre (57th Regt.)
occupied, without opposition, the Omata block, amidst
indications of goodwill on the part of the Maoris.
On the 4th April, the Tataraimaka block was similarly
occupied, and when Sir G. Grey left it, on the 6th April,
natives formerly hostile were arranging for sales of potatoes
to the troops. Then followed messages to and fro among
the Maoris as thickly as they were flying between the
('70vernor and his ministers at the same time about the
Waitara. Meanwhile it became known that Rewi had told
the Taranaki men to fight. 15 Mr. Gorst heard that Rewi
alone was responsible for the. order. Howsoever the order
had been given or supported, it was plain that war W3.S at the
door. The tardy renunciation of the block at Waitara had
made nugatory, for the existing emergency, an act which
was laudable as ~ tribute to justice. No Englishman except
the much-reviled Fitzroy seemed to touch the Waitara
(Iuestion without crime or blunder. Donald McLean would
not risk his position in a contest with C. W. Richmond,
whom, after abandoning Sir W. Martin's counsels, Colonel
Browne delighted to honour. Parris bowed down before
.. Rewi sa.id in the author's hearing, ma.ny years afterwards, that he
wrote-" Fight these people, but in fighting them fight in a civilized
manner, and do not torture them."
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the same idol. Private letters from an active and powerful
superior were irresistible. Pa.rris exhausted his virtue in
protesting aga.inst "the peremptory plan" of Mr. Turton
to rob Te Ra.ngitake, and became a. ready tool in carrying
out the peremptory and "carefully chosen" plan of Mr.
Richmond. Sir G. Grey instead of obtaining the consent
of his ministers to the restoration of the Wa.ita.ra block, and,
at the least, making its restitution contemporaneous with
the resumption of Tatara.ima.ka., occupied the latter before
investigating the facts connected with the former. His
ministers were "amazed," on the 11th April, at the facts
made known to them; and yet not until the 30th April did
they consent, with reservations, tha.t justice might be done
if the Governor should choose to do it. To the Governor's
llroposed proclamation (22nd April) they would by no
means consent. The Oakura murders and a despatch from
England converted them; and they did on the 8th May
what they had refused to do in season. Mr. Fox's insinuation that the delay in the abandonment of the Wa.itara
arose from" one of those unfortunate errors which are apt
to befall those who a.re too much given to diplomacy"and Mr. Fox's silence about the protracted contention between the Governor and his unwilling ministers-proved
the conta~iousness of error in the matter and deceived some
persons. l
The consequences of the blunders of 1863 require to be
told.
.
It has been seen that Mr. Gorst was deemed to be in
(tanger at the hands of Rewi in April, and that the
(ffiyernor and his advisers had before them the erection of
the Maori bounda.ry-post at Maungatawhiri, the casting of
timber into the river at Kohe-kohe, the expulsion of Mr.
Horst, the resumption of Tata.raimaka., a.nd the abandonInent of Waita.ra. On the 4th May, a milita.ry prisoner was
being escorted to Taranaki. Lieut. Trajett and AssistantSurgeon Hope, of the 57th, going to town on private
business, travelled with them, making the party eight in
I. In the "Life of Bishop Selwyn" (London: 1879), the author says
that Sir G. Gre1., .. when he hearcl of the murder, saiel: • Now I must
,ive up the WaItara.' " The accepted untruth has made it necessary to
l'II(l()m thR dAta minutely.
.
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number. At Oakura, between the Tatara.imaka and Omata
blocks, they were fired on from an ambush, and at the first
volley all but one or twa were dead or mortally wounded.
Then their heads were brutally cut with tomahawks.
When resuming the Tataraimaka block the Governor had
been informed that it would cost nearly £20,000 a year to
hold it against hostile Maoris. As there were only twenty
.owners of the 4000 acres composing it, he persuaded his
ministry to purchase their rights. Mr. Brown, the Superintendent of the province, undertook (21st April) to propose,
but not to support, the necessary Bill. The Provincial
.council rejected it. Mr. Brown argued that no coercion
·ought to be attempted" till it. was shown that the owners
·either refuse to sell by arbitration, or ask a price for their
land greater than it would be worth if it could be occupied
in security." In other words, the wrongs done by Governor
Browne, and imputed by Mr. Fox to the instigation of Mr.
C. W. Richmond and some. Taranaki settlers, were to be
maintained, and the sufferings they entailed were to be
redressed by the general government; and the Provincial
Council was to· afford no aid. A petition to the Queen
from the inhabitants of Taranaki declaring the compensation voted for them inadequate, was drawn up in
March. Sir G. Grey transmitted it to England (16th Ma.y),
with a minute by his ministers which showed that out of
£200,000 voted for the general good at Taranaki, £120,000
were apportioned for compensation, £80,000 were retained
for purposes of reinstatement of the province, and the
province was enabled by local enactment, assented to by
the Governor, to raise £50,000 by loan to meet claims for
losses which the apportioned sum of £120,000 might be
insufficient to meet. In a minute by the Governor at
Taranaki (March, 186S), consenting to the arrangement of
the loan, he said:
" The great difficulty in my way is that the language of some few of the
.settlers has been such, in their efforts to force on a war, and in my opinion
still continues to 00 such, toot I fear it may be thought if the govenlment adopts the course I recommend toot it will be believed by the
persons I have alluded to that we have conceded this point of compell8R.1;ion in consequence of the system of intimidation pursued towards myself
..and the government, and that this fancied succe88 may lead to increased
.efforts to force me into a war with the natives. Still I would do what is
right and meet finnly the evil I anticipate."
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When consenting to Grey's policy about Waitara, the
ministry referred to a despatch from the Duke of Newcastle
as the turning-point which made it hopeless for them to
contend any longer against the view that the Taranaki war
was a "settlers' war." In the turmoil of events they
found time, while at Taranaki, to dea.l with the subject of
colonial responsibility, discussed by the Duke of Newcastle.
"The Imperial government a.cknowledged no indefinite
obligation" to pacify the country, as seemed to be loca.lly
demanded. A diminution of the Imperia.l forces was to be
expected, and the pla.cing of the management of native
affairs under the control of the General Assembly was
sanctioned. The Treasurer, Mr. Reader Wood, was with a.
colleague a.t Auckland, and shrunk from pa.ying over the
large unpa.id portion of the £120,000. In view of the
additiona.l forces asked for, and the proba.bility of war,
they thought they would not please the Assembly, nor
comply with the Loan Act, "nor with financial prudence,
if they were to a.ssent to the distribution of a.ny portion of
the fund a.t the present time, by wa.y of compensa.tion to
the Taranaki settlers." Though Mr. Domett and Mr. Bell
(at Taranaki) agreed with the Governor, they would not
take the responsibility of over-ruling their colleagues, and
the sum in question, £90,000, was not paid. It was
agreed in June to pay interest upon it to the distressed
Taranaki settlers until the Assembly could consider the
subject. The Taranaki Provincial Council had in the
meantime passed their own Loan Act for the sum of
£50,000.
The Duke of Newcastle in a separate despatch expressed
confidence in Sir G. Grey, and explained that he had not
meant in any manner to impair his power of usefulness.
It was with the colonia.l government and legislature that
he found fault. On the 14th May, with a.lmost a certainty
of war before them, the ministry drew up a paper referring
to the resolutions of the representatives in Aug., 1862, on
administration of native affairs. They' declared that
personal communication between the natives and the
Governor was most important, that to it the natives looked
for guidance, and that while Sir G. Grey was in the
country the system must continue. Responsibility must.

GOV. URGES MINISTRY TO RESPONSIBILITY AND ACTION.'

thus be divided, the Governor being answerable to the
Crown and the ministers to the Assembly. The position
was admittedly anomalous, and practicable only where
confidence was mutual. Sir G. Grey (16th May) compli~
mented his ministers, but reminded them that when, to
meet the supposed wish of the Assembly, he had handed
over responsibility for native affairs, the Assembly re~
pUdiated the arrangement. Nevertheless the Native Depart~
ment had remained under the control of the ~isters;
and " he had consequently never been a.ble to act in native
ma.tters with tha.t vigour and promptitude which he
believed essential to successful administration." If such
bad been the case under Mr. Bell, what might have been
tbe result with a Native Minister less able and less
acquainted with native affairs? Feeling strongly
.. the great evils resulting to both races from the present system, in
which all power rests really in the hands of his ministers, whilst
~sibility rests upon himself, and that there ca.n consequently be no
rapidity of decision or vigour of action in na.tive affairs in this most
important crisis of the liistory of the colony, the Governor begs ministers
to accede tq, the advice of Her Majesty's Government by acting on the
plinciple that the administration of native affairs should remain 8.S it now
is with them, and that the Governor will be generally bound to give effect
to the policy which they recommend for his adoption and for which they
will be responsible." • (The plan would) .. simply give ministers, who have
now all the real power, the means of using that power vigorously and
promptly, whilst their rapidity of decision and action must necessarily be
quickened by the sense of the great responsibility that will rest upon

tnem."

He would assist them to the best of his power. The
ministers admitted the Governor's accuracy, and, learning
that in his opinion the system worked badly, were rea.dy to
concur, until the next session, with any agreement whatever
to meet the crisis. But they considered themselves precluded by the reBt>lutions from accepting the position in
which the Duke of Newcastle wished to place them. If in
time of peace the Assembly refused to take the direction of
affairs it could not be supposed they would do so when war
was imminent. Sir G. Grey (20th May) did not think the
resolutions precluded-the ministry from assuming responsibility. The Assembly would treat with generosity all
who assumed responsibility at such a crisis .
.. Ministers must allow some latitude of expression to the Governor at
the present moment when life, property, wives, children-all that men
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hold dear-are in imminent peril over a large extent of country." Be had
hoped that the ministers would have suggested some plan. As they threw
the task upon him, and not a moment was to be lost, he would urge that
to the administration of nn.tive affairs should be added the " control of
militia and volunteers, of the local forces of every kind, of the funds voted
for public purposes, of the post office; in fact of nearly every Government
establishment in the country. At the present instant, which he believes
to be one of as great public peril as he has ever known, the Governol'
thinks that whoever is to govern the country should be armed with every
power which the State confers on those wno rule it." (In such a crisis
those powers should be increased. Men must rise equal to emergencies.)
.. The ministry can in a momlmt assume these powers; they virtually
have them uow. They are the constitutional depositories of them, and
the Colonial Secretary (Mr. Domett) is the person uJlC?n whom properly the
chief direction and responsibility should rest. If mInisters will not assume
what t he Governor believes to be their duty, and exercise these powers,
&I1d take that responsibility which goes hand in hand with power, then
the Governor thinks they should lUlder present circwnstances relinquish
them to him until the Assembly meets. The Governor thinks that
ministers will excuse him for pressin~ this advice upon them; but his
doing so at this critical time is a necessIty of the position of responsibilitv
in which the General Assembly and ministers nave, against his wili,
placed him."

The ministers then at Taranaki postponed till a more
convenient season their reply to this appeal. •They had
to consult· their colleagues in Auckland. It was impossible, Domett wrote, "to convey to his Excellency at that
moment any expression of the opinion of n;rlnisters as a
body." But while avoiding what he called "the theoretical question of responsibility," he submitted to his
colleagues a long minute (23rd May) recommending that
militia should be called into active service in the northern
island. The Taranaki militia (500) cost £36,500 a. year ;
and while the Otago goldfields attracted labourers, the
militia pay (2s. 6d. per day with rations), could not be
reduced, but perhaps would require augmentation: but the
House of Representatives "had not voted one penny to
meet the expenses attending a state of war." Active
operations by the military were required to convince the
Maoris that it was to their interest to be at peace, but many
more troops than were in the colony would be required to
secure" chance of success." It would be a bad example to
abandon the Tataraimaka block, but if preservation of other
settlements required the sacrifice, a ba.d example could not
be helped. Thus did Mr~ Domett argue. Mr. Bell thought
the force in the country insufficient for off~l1sive operations,
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and the calling out of the militia useless. The Governor
replied on the following day. Ministers appeared to think that
the necessity to call out the militia and volunteers depended
on whether aggressive movements were to be made or a
defensive position maintained. He could not concur in his
opinion as regarded Auckland. An aggressive movement
would probably create a general rising, and certain
settlements ought to be made secure before making any
aggressive movement. He submitted that it was needful,
not to determine what should be done for the defence of
the colony in the event of a general lising, but forthwith
to take such active measures as might probably prevent
such rising, and place the colony in a thorough state of
preparation, thus encouraging friends, disheartening
enemies, and placing Europeans in security. He was
bound to express this opinion, for he had Rsked for large
reinforcements, and would find it difficult to justify his
having done so unless the colony by corresponding efforts
showed its sense of the impending danger.
At a later date, in Auckland, after numerous conferences,
the ministry addressed themselves to the question of the
rejection by the Duke of Newcastle of the resolutions of the
Assembly. In ordinary times there would be but one
course open, viz., to convene the Assembly. But imminent
war precluded debates. Ministers could not attend to
departmental duties and prepare measures in such a crisis.
Waiving a permanent settlement, min~sters would temporarily accept the following position. The Governor had
recently told the Executive Council-that the Taranaki
question could not be settled while Waikato was the centre
of disaffection, and Auckland was in danger of invasion;
that, by concert with the General, the Governor's attempt
to arrange affairs at Taranaki was tentative; and that, in
case of interference by the Waikatos at Taranaki, Auckland
was not to be jeopardized, but the forces were to return
thither, and, after the Waikato tribes had been brought to
terms, affairs at Taranaki were to be put in order. The
Governor's plan was to make the southern bend of the
Waikato river a line of defence, with military posts on the
north bank and armed steamers on the water; to guard the
Una between the bend of the river and the Ha.uraki Gulf.
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with fortified posts, and the Gulf by a steamer; afterwards
to throw forward military posts and occupy Pa.etai and
Ngaruawahia, where another steamer was to be stationed.
Hostile natives within the line of defence were to be
banished, lands of hostile Waikatos were to be confiscated;
portions being given to military settlers, and the remainder
sold to defray expenses. Militia. and volunteers were everywhere to be called out, and confiscation was to follow
hostility at other settlements.
The ministry (24th June, 1863) concurred in these plans,
and were willing to accept responsibility for their adoption,
on the understanding that they would be carried out as a
whole, the colonial funds bearing all the expense of militia
and volunteers. They thought notice should at once be
given, that lands of natives taking arms against the
Queen would be forfeited, and they anticipated. the approval of the Assembly. Sir G. Grey pointed out that
the ministers had left untouched the general question
of responsibility, and the relations of the Governor to his
advisers. He forbore to press it at such a time, thanked
them for their hearty co-operation, and hoped that the
General Assembly would be called together as early as
the public good permitted, in order that he might be
legally invested with powers which he was temporarily
forced to assume under heavy responsibility. These documents were laid before the Assembly (19th Oct.), and, if
translated for the Maoris, must have shown them that,
while professing peaceful desires, the Governor and his
advisers were intent upon war.
With concurrence of his advisers, the Governor had
applied in May for reinforcements. Though a battalion of
the 18th Regt. was expected, SOOO more soldiers were
needed, and, in accordance with opinions of officers who had
served in India, two regiments of Sikhs and one European
regiment were asked for from India.. The ministry would
propose that the colony should bear the cost of the whole of
the pay of the Sikhs. Meantime, the Maoris were not idle.
The tardiness of Domett and Bell weakened among them the
effect of the renunciation of the Waitara purchase. A chief
declared: "When Governor Grey heard his men were killed
at Oakure., his heart misgave him, and he said, 'Now I
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must give up Waitaora/ "17 Grey meanwhile laboured to
prevent friendly tribes from falling from allegiance; and
Rewi and his friends stirred them to contrary conduct.
In Waikato there was confusion. No property was seized,
but all Europeans were compelled to leave. The Maori
newspaper, the" Hokioi," had been discontinued. There
were many rumours as to the intentions of the tribes. The
Ngatihaua advocated peace. Renata, at Hawke's Bay,
said: "We can see cleady the error of our native tribes in
slaying the Pakehas at Tataraimaka; but, at the same
time, we cannot lose sight of the error of the Governor in
not making known his deci~on about Waitara at the proper
time. Waitara was the source of evil. The root and
source should have been made clear before following up the
branches (Tataraimaka). ,. The tribes on the Thames and at
Rotorua condemned the murders and sympathized with the
Governor. The Ngapuhi, under Waka Nene, were staunch
as ever to their Queen. The Civil Commissioner. Mr.
Clarke, reported that during forty years' residence in New
Zealand he had never known such a burst of loyalty as was
manifested by the Ngapuhi after the murders.
At four o'clock on the morning of the 4th of June, the
Governor left Taranaki in H.M.S. "Eclipse." At nine
o'clock on the niglit of the Srd, General Cameron had
maorched by land to a concerted attack on the rebels at the
Katikara river. The" Eclipse," on her voyage, took paort
in the action. Protected by the fire from the "Eclipse,"
and of Armstrong guns served by the Royal Artillery, men
of the 57th, 65th, and 70th Regiments (the land force being
771 in number) crossed the river gallantly in spite of fire
from rifle-pits and redoubt. The General witnessed the
desperate resistance of the enemy, and the rush of the
soldiers as they entered the work and shot or bayoneted all
the Maoris left within. Twenty-eight were found dead in
the redoubt. The English loss was three killed and eight
wounded. The flight was precipitate, and the "Eclipse"
threw shells on the fugitives as they ran. The General
praised all the officers and civilians engaged.
It was essential to ascertain how the Oakura massacre
17 Such a conclusion was natural in the mind of anyone ignorant of tho
correspondence between the Governor IIDd his ministers.
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- -::.r-llaori king. Yr. Rogan, an officer o(
....,..--::aeot. essayed the dangerous task o(

~.!iter

repeated stoppages, he reached
-....ere. though he did not see the king, he
~~ CClOIlS of others. The king-maker boldly
.• -::iI= ~ murders were wrong.
Rewi
., ..:: __ ?-"It murder, but the re-establishment of
- - . _ --..:. ..r 15'U rumoured that there was vehement
.
.: _-..-e rllem. It was said that Rewi wished to
- ~ - ;....-;!!!IS!leU' Auckland-nay Auckland itself~
~:r ~ General Cameron were at Taranaki.
';"-:1l'ft'!'f!1i that his advice was, that Sir G.
,.
.... 2!l fairly if he respected the boundary at
- - , . - ~ that if he crossed it he "shoold be met
_:"""" ' •. ,.;.,.~ dedares that the king-maker went
. "":' " .-:::iit Wa.ata Knkutai, the Queen's magis........... :w time had arrived for all who loved peace
.. .. ,~ it. "The members of the govern-; ":_. ~ .\uckland, did not like Te Waharoa.
"_~ ~n\l\V him personally, and it was the
,-. :,; .•• !litu insincere. No encouragement was
~,,""''''''''' '.: :tvM lHlt to him, nor were any negotiations
:iv ~ ltlft to struggle unaided against the
•
",,-,\U whil.,h thtl aots of government had let
...;., ~ ,,~'" ~htl Vtll'tUct of an intelligent eye,witness,
.,"".,.:\ 1!;I.\~ll~t by Rewi from Te Awamutu, and
. \ .tt:'l~t towards the Maoris. But rumours
.' ' .. ·_.. wJ ~Ha(,k UllOll Auckland were revived. The
, • \",,~,UOl' and his advisers were not calcolated
•• :~tU.
With them, indeed, was the choice of
, " .... l'h~ Maol'l king was unpledged to violence,
. '~"''t ltV\llU~l too astute to commit himself to war
"'~'l"'!&' MOl'tlOVtlr, it was always the desire of a
" ,'\ .,,1\1 thtl l'tlilpoDHibility of a quarrel until his
, . ~I;~\I ~ u~ hhniltM ill the wrong by some act which
\ II "16 tj\·ki\ or just cause of war.
l I
Vtlllt til Auckla.nd a.nd talked to the
I. "II ~ lttl M"Vl'i k'ing. The Governor told him
I 1\101111 t '"' hOIlI' in Auckland he shoold be put
• "\\ 1, thtl l'illgltlader of the attack on the
huh,., tu AUll\,Iu.nd on private business, was

,
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arrested and committed on a charge of felony. Mr. Gorst,
his former victim, tells the tale with shame. There was
never, he says, any animus .fu1·andi, yet the Auckland jury
found the undefended prisoner guilty, and he was sentenced
to two years' imprisonment for theft. Mr. Gorst says: "It
was expected, and I am sorry to say hoped by many that
either the dismissal of Nero. or the seizure of Aporo would
so enrage the Waikatos that they would attack us; but
they remained steady to their oriWnal resolution that the
Pakeha should begin the war." He who was called savage
did not a.llow himself to be provoked by the lawlessness of
him who was called civilized. But, prophetic in apprehension, the Maoris removed to a more distant resting-place
the bones of their ancestors, buried at Onehunga.
On the 16th June Archdeacon Maunsell, while transmitting Maori letters written in alarm, told the Governor that
he had received indisputable information that at that date
the Maori king and Te Waharoa were desirous of pea.ce.
On the 9th July the Governor called on all Maoris living in
the Manukau district and thence to the Waikato frontier to
swear allegiance to the Queen and to surrender their arms.
Those obeying would be protected, those refusing were
warned to retire beyond Maungatawhiri under pain of
ejection if they did not comply with the Governor's orders.
He justified this step by saying it was impossible to leave a
disaffected population in rear of the General's forces. Mr.
Gorst, Major Speedy, Mr. Armitage, and Mr. Halse were
among the persons directed to seize firearms and to
administer the oath of allegiance in all Maori villages from
Auckland to the Queen's Redoubt on the borders of the
Waikato territory, where the Maori boundary existed. 011
the way to Mangere Mr. Halse met Tamati Ngapora. The
Governor's hostile notice was read to the chief. He gravely
asked that it might be read a second time. After a short
silence he said to the missionary, his host: "Is the day of
harvest close a.t hand?" Yes. "Why were not the wrongs
of Waikato first discussed?" Mr. Halse said he could not
discuss that question. Ngapora said: "If I ha.ve any
influence there will be no fighting. I have dear friends
amongst the Pakeha and amongst the Maoris. Why are
they to be slain? I will not cease to urge that there be
Vo1.IL
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SEW ZE.lI.&YD•

.- - .._ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ime&tigation.... He ere uBi the llanubu walen to his
abode a& lIaugere. In the morning llr. HaIse foIIowecl him
and read the Governor's DOtiee to the Yaori& assembled.
One by ODe they intimaiec1 tbat they chose eDIe rather t;ban

HUbIDiMion to the Governor's demands. l(gapora recIiDed
upon the groDDd. When the views of oU1ers had been
Blade known he . t up and &aid: .. Last; night I made
Imown the notice without aUempDng to infiuence the
decision of the people. You have now heard their words.
I have nothing to add to what I &aid last; night. We are
one tribe, and cannot be separated." He reclined again,
and there was geueral silence. Almost; without exception
the Maoris abandoned their homes. Tbey took some
thought for plaees held in veneration. When Mr. Halse,
after distributing notices on his way, reached Pnkahl, the
chief Mohi had just gone with Bishop Selwyn to point out
a burial-ground, and entrust it, with the native church, to
the Bishop's care. When Mohi returned, Mr. Halse
announced the object of his visit. "He asked for a copy
(,f the notice. I gave him one, and he read it aloud to the
people present. Repeating the decision of his people to go
to the Waikato he went into his house, where Bishop
Selwyn was seated."
Another chief, Ibaka, was ill, and the exiles paused at
Kirikiri. Mr. Gorst considered that the decree of banishtDent was harshly enforced, and that much property was
Heized by the colonial forces and by the settlers. Bishop
Helwyn, as usual, was active in doing good and restraining
.,vil. At Kirikiri Mr. Gorst, in company with Bell, saw
Mohi and the ailing Ihaka.. Mohi declared that he had
n,lways opposed Rewi's warlike projects, but that as the
Governor had passed the Rubicon, he must join his people
Il,nd live or die with them. That night peremptory instructions arrived from Auckland, under which Ihaka. and the
infirm, with women and children, were seized. In some
manner, never explained, Mohi escaped with the ablebodied.
Tamati Ngapora's departure was dramatic. He was
conducting the service at Mangere in his Maori church
when word was brought that left no doubt as to the
Governor's intentions. Gravely and silently he put down
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his book, and gaining the outer air swiftly shook the dust
of Mangere from his feet, and with his people flitted to
Waika.to. He was too wary to remain within reach of the
captor of Rauparaha. His Maori book was found in the
church where he left it, and a thoughtful Pakebe. secured
it with the hope that it might in happier days revert to its
owner. The hope was gratified after many years.
Mr. Armitage, who went to Tuakau to serve the notices,
was an old resident at Waikato. One chief professed
willingness to take the oath of allegiance, but another
by threats prevented Armitage from administering it.
Armitage wrote: "I ha.ve sent notices to several king
natives at the Onewhero and Takihakahi to leave that part
of the river. I have done so for my own personal safety in
passing to and fro between the Ia and Cameron."
On the 15th July another notification, under the
Governor's hand, appeared at Auckland, after the General
had. commenced the war. It imputed a desire for war to
the Maoris. Military posts would be established a.t
Waikato.
"I now call on all well-disposed natives to aid the Lieut.-General to
establish and maintain these posts and to preserve peace and order.
Those who remain peaceablr at their own villages in Waikato, or move into
such districts &8 may be pomted out by the govermnent, will be protected
in their persons, property, and land. Those who wage war against Her
Majesty, or remain in arms, threatening the lives of her peaceable lIubjects,
must take the consequences of their acts, and they must understand that
they will forfeit the right to the pos8e&8ion of their lands guaranteed to
them by the treaty of Waitangi. which lands will be occupied by a population capable of protecting for the future the quiet and unoft'ending from
the violence with which they are now 80 constantly threatened."

Dated the 11th Ju1y, and carried in Maori language to
various places, the notification emanated from the Colonial
Secretary's Office on the 15th. The Governor's averments
could not disguise the fact that he, a.nd not the Maoris,
ha.d committed acts of violence. The threat of confiscation
of land supplied the reason. The king-maker wrote to ask
the Governor why he had not followed the Moori example.
All the Europeans in Waikato had been sent away in safety
with all their property. "Why has .the property of the
·Maoris been plundered ?-and why have Ihaka and the
women and children been taken prisoners?" Before· his
letter was received blood had been shed.
p2
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After the known decisions of Tawhiao's council about the
Wa.ika.to district, the crossing of the Maungatawhili and the
notification of the Governor were accepted as a declaration
of war. On the 12th July, General Cameron crossed the
Maungat&whiri with S80 men, encamped at Koheroa, and
commenced building a redoubt to command the river and
secure his communications. The cutter of H.M.S ... Harrier"
and other boats had been carried overland to assist in
descending the Maungatawhiri from the termination of the
new road. About SO Maori canoes were destroyed on the
assumption that war had begun. The Bishop and Archdeacon Maunsell obtained permission to minister the offices
of religion to the army. They hoped to mitigate the horrors
of war, and to extend their ministrations to the Maoris.
Mr. Meredith and his BOn, settlers near Drury, were found
dead, and no one doubted that the Maoris had killed them
on the 15th July. Gloom, if not panic, overshadowed
Auckland and the rural settlers. On the 16th, Colonel
Murray proceeded at daylight to arrest Maoris. He
captured thirteen men, seven women, and eight children
near Drury, but the main body of the villagers escaped.
On the 17th the officer in command at Koheroa observed
the Maoris collecting on hills in front. Five hundred of
the 12th, 14th, and 70th Regiments proceeded in skirmishing order to the attack. Firing on both sides ensued, and
from recently-constructed rifle-pits the natives were driven
in spite of gr~at obstinacy, until they escaped across the
Maramarua river by swimming or in canoes. General
Cameron, who was in front, thought the Maoris engaged to
be SOO. More than twenty were found dead. About twelve
of the 14th Regiment were wounded, half of them dangerously. On the same day Captain Ring, marching with a
convoy from the Queen's Redoubt at Maungatawhiri to
Drury, was fired upon. Four soldiers were killed and
ten wounded before the remnant of the party could find
shelter at the house of one Mr. Martyn, till reinforcements
arrived. Some of the Maoris fell. There was more
skirmishing on the 22nd. Captain Ring reported: .. I lost
onE! man killed, whose rifle and bayonet were taken possession of by the natives, though not without serious loss to
them. . • • I remained in the entrenched position till
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close on sunset, keeping a steady fire on the enemy, who
were endeavouring to obtain the body and ammunition of
the private who was killed." Reinforcements arrived, the
Maoris drew off, and the body of their comrade was
recovered by the English.
Wisely had the Maori king's friends decided that no
stea.mer should ply on the waters of the Waikato. With
eq ual wisdom had Governor Grey determined otherwise.
Captain J. C. Mayne, ofR.M.S. "Eclipse," took the" Avon"
steamer in tow at Onehunga, on the 16th July, and, on
the 27th, anchored her at the Bluff, near the junction of the
Waikato and Maungatawhiri. Everything had thus been
done which the Waikato tribes had opposed. Maoris had
been driven from their homes. The Waikato frontier had
been crossed: A war steamer had been placed on the river.
Not to fight would have been an abject acceptance of
slavery, if not of reputation as cowards. The genius of the
Maori race was abhorrent of both conditions. Better death
with honour than peace with shame. It was believed that
among those who fell at Koheroa were many who were
loyal to the Queen until her forces paBSed the Maungatawhiri. They then said: "Injustice is being done, and we
must cast in our lot with our countrymen."
And now the long-suffering of the king-maker was
exha.usted. He announced his intentions to his old friend,
Archdeacon Brown, on the 25th July:
.. Salutations. Friends, hearken. The reasons were many that induced
me to consent to view the work between the Waikato and the Governor.
This is a word of mine to let you know my views. I shall spare neither
unarmed people nor property. Do not suppose that the Waikatos are
wrong and the Governor right. No; I conSlder that he is wrong. The
faults that I have seen are -1st, I said to him, Leave these years to me,
do not go to Tataraimaka; leave me to talk to the Nga.tiruanui; do not
persist, that tribe is still hostile. It was Governor Browne who taught
them. That hot·tempered Governor said that all the land over which he
had trod should be his, i.e., Waitara. The Taranakis then said with regard
to Tataraimaka, Very good; and we also will hold the land over
which our feet have trod. Governor Gre" however, did not agree to
my proposal. 2nd. The Governor persistmg in Mr. Gorst staying as a
magistrate in the midst of the Maoris. I said to Mr. Gorst, 'Go back, the
Maoris do not want you.' But the Governor still persisted in sending Mr.
Gorst. Now, it appears it was for the purpose of provoking a war that he
persisted. 3rd. The taking up of the post at Maungatawhiri. 4th. The
unwarrantable conduct of the soldiers in driving the Maoris oft'their own
land at Pokeno. 5th. The 'ma-te' (defeat or) death of the Waikatos you
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be forfeited by the act of a few, or even of many. But
plunder was required. There were gathered in the Middle
Island thousands of gold-miners, a restless and unsettled
of them, the :minif?tf?Y~f? thought, "were
life, and
inhucement of
f?dtle in the
*' Thus an
men might
The Maori
of a. northern
and the
~~~
ff,~f?I;ened intenselh
spot. The
animal of the forest and the European trained hound might
quarrel over. the ·same bone. Vce victis! Scrambling for
the "damned earth, the common whore of mankind, that
puts odds among the rout of nations," the Pakeha already
outnumbered the Maori, and the end was certain. Forty
thousand men, presumably fit to fight, had poured into
England and Atc;"trfYlifY' two years.
[m army might
The Maori
11eld.
to put 1000 men
the Waikato
ministry proposocl
'f?tralia and
fit to occupcl
7)OkifYfrf?fY'GefY lands. After
upon Waikatn,
similar plan would be adopted at Taranaki. Their advice
was dated Slst July, and on the Srd August the Governor
promulgated regulations under which land in the Waikato
district would be granted to volunteer militia settlers. In
graduated scale lands were granted according to rank; a
50 acres of
,md
allotment of
100 town and
settlement wan
EBcUdmnnts. There WE3rf?
for continlICmf?
three years, after
militia aOV'V'H~"
enffucted from the
hf?parate reguiatir1I8
and naval
settlers gener£"Uy
Agents were
be sent to Australia to enrol volunteers
under agreement.
Meanwhile some colonists were not content to rely wholly
on the government. On the pUblication of the Duke of
Newcastle's despatch, so much discussed by the Governor
and his advisers, a public meeting was held at Christchurch
the northern
to consider tho
advocated
meeting of
Mr.
the difficulth

speaking after a maD who had " ea.med bv common consent
the title of the orator of New ZeaJa.nd,"
an ametidID8Dt. He denounced Governor Fitzroy. He had no praistfor Sir G. Grey ex.cept for the U esta,blisbment of nativt"
a8l88IJOrB."
r nder Colonel Wynya.rd he deela.ted tba.t thE.. dewada.tjon of the Government went still lower. •• Colonel
Urownc wall the ":first Go\-ernor who ever took the stand
which KhouJd have been taken from the ~ning." Loud
",hf,erK W{~ted this melancholy blunder. .. Led by a man
hko Uf!twr&l Cameron," the troops, volunteers, and militia
wl)I,111
lleVer be foiled." He advoeak:ld eon:fi.sea.tion of
"~tI,I", }Jill amendments were approved.
'
WhillJ the government were preparing to oonfisea.te the
\'I.tlll I)r the lllwrls, the latter appealed to the tn"bes with an
'I",r.\IIUt war-lIOng, the same with which the Waikato ehieff.
\",,1 lII'gUll the 'fa.rana.ki nath'es to action : -

moved

II

.. Red plume, red plume,
Plume of the ka.b! .
Bebeane it at Kawbia..
Cartridge, one, three, four, 0 :M.a.tama.ta.!
Lay hold. and bring the BtroDg
Eight-atra.nded cord
That camlOt be mdaateued..
Grup firm your weapons !
Strike! Fire!"

'1""U1Hmitting it to England (31st Aug.) the Governor said
that it had been widely circulated amon~

~htll'u was proof
~hlt tribes.

At Waikana.e and at Otaki, Dr. Featherston, Superinten,hmt of the province of Wellington, met the Maoris at their
"I:iIJuest. He had opposed in the Assembly the rape of tht'
W,,!tara, and could be heard as a well-wisher to the natives.
.1Itt diHsuaded them from making common cause with Rewi.
whom he accused of instigating the Tatarairnaka murders.
'llbey admitted having received a letter from the Maori
king urging them to take up arms. They condemned the
'lla.taraimaka murders" but would not repudiate their king.
If the militia were kept away from their districts there
would be no disturbance. But they looked with suspicion
on the Governor's movements as a. prelude to confiscation of
la.nds. Let troops be kept away. They thanked Dr.
Featherston for his visit, and HOme of them supplied him
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with reports of their speeches. Heremia said: "If the
Governor attacks our king, we shall be evil; don't say this
is a murder."
The Duke of Newcastle's response to the application for
troops was anxiously looked for. Meanwhile local forces
were organized. In October, Auckland was deemed safe.
Trees near the great military road were cut down. The
-available local forces exceeded 8000. At Wellington and
Wairarapa there were 777 militia and 419 volunteers. At
Hawke's Bay, under Major WhitmOl'e, there were 600
militia, 71 rifle volunteers, 79 cavalry. At Taranaki the
whole male population was armed: 605 militia, 214 volunteers. At Wanganui, of a total force of 552,821 were rifle
volunteers. The total in the northern island consisted of
'9629 armed militia and volunteors, including 875 men of
the Colonial Defence Force. The flotilla consisted of the
.I' Avon" on the Waikato, the "Pioneer" in Manukau, and
the "Sandfly" on the Thames. Two smaller steamers were
being built in Sydney. Mr. T. Russell, the Minister for
.Colonil!ol Defence, was warmly commended by the Governor.
Desultory warfare continued in August and SeptembeJ:.
·General Cameron reported (15th Aug.) that the Maoris
were collecting at Mere-mere on the right bank of the
Waikato river. Farm-houses were attacked between Auckland and Maungatawhiri, where the Hunua forest afforded
shelter for the prowling Maoris. Waata Kukutai and
Wiremu te Wheoro were commended by the General as
valuable allies.
On the 25th Aug., twenty-five men of the 40th Regiment
were engaged in cutting down trees on the Great South
Road. Their arms were piled by the road-side under
.charge of a sentry. Suddenly Maoris dashed to the arms,
seized them, and commenced firing at the soldiers. A
.convoy was approaching under Captain Cook (40th Reg.),
.and its advance-guard engaged the marauders. As the
main body arrived and other help was sent from posts along
the road, the Maoris, after more than an hour's skirmishing,
were lost in the woods. Two soldiers had been shot before
relief arrived; only one was wounded afterwards. The
.enemy secured the arms they had seized, but left one of
.their number dead. On the 7th Sept., the volunteers
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desecrated a native burial-ground at Papakura. Bodies
which had been buried long before the war were
exhumed for contumeN" and graves were rifled in search
of green-stone relics.
On the 7th Sept., the Maoris
surprised a pah at Cameron Town, and captured stores
awaiting transport to Te 180. Captain Swift, with 50
men, started in pursuit, and General Cameron sent 15c}
under Colonel Murray to support him. After marching
some miles Captain Swift's party heard Maoris talking in
the bush, and prepared an ambuscade for them by extending
on both sides of the track. As the Maoris did not move,
bayonets were fixed, and the soldiers advanced. At a turn
in the track they were met by a volley, in which Captain
Swift fell. Lieut. Butler asked the wounded officer if he
should charge. He said, yes; and in the charge Lieut.
Butler fell, wounded. Colour-Sergt. McKenna took charge.
and firing was kept up for an hour. Three English werekilled and five wounded before the sergeant made good his
retreat into the bush, where the men lay concealed during
the night. In the morning as they made their way back
they met Colonel Murray and his men. Captain Swift
had died in the evening. Sergt. McKenna's coolness
and courage were duly commended by the General. Mr.
Armitage, the resident magistrate, who had assisted in
expelling Maoris from their homes in July, was killed (4th
Sept.) with four others, while transporting supplies. On
the 14th, the Pukekohe stockade was attacked. Aid was
sent from other posts, and the Maoris were driven off; but.
two English were killed and five sQverely wounded. In all
these cases the numbers of the Maoris were unknown. At
Pukekohe they left six dead on the field. The Maori leaders
were adapting their warfare to the qualities of their
countrymen, and the nature of their weapons. To dart
like a bat from the darkness on the unprepared, and disappear as suddenly, suited them better than to gather
hundreds to defend a fortified position. Fighting was not
" "The act is a disgrace to our ca.use. • • . if it be not publicly
censured by the a.uthorities the government of New Zea.la.nd will beirretrieva.bly disgrace<1. If the na.tives ha.d thus desecra.ted one of ourburia.l-grounds I The bodies were not even the bodies of enemies." (Contemporary MS. by Swa.inaon, the first Attorney-General).
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confined to the Auckland district. At Taranaki there were
skirmishes. . On the 2nd Oct. the Maoris attacked the
Poutoko Redoubt, a few miles south of Taranaki. Colonel
Warre reported that they were driven back gaJlantly by the
soldiers and volunteers, 300 in number. Nine English were
wounded. One action took place of which the importancewas hardly known at the time. Major Lyon commanded at
the Ga.lloway Redoubt at the Wairoa River, which runs into
the Tamaki Strait, about 20 miles from Auckland, and was
therefore in the General's rear. The Maoris opened fire
upon the stockade (15th Sept.) with- slight effect. An
a.ttack upon a Maori settlement was made on the 17th.
Across the stream at early dawn a detachment of the 18th
Regt. poured concentrated fire upon the whar~s. They did
not know that within them was a band of Maoris, who had
come to join the fighting; and who, under the volleyspoured upon the huts, fell like sheep. The troops, unable to
cross the stream, withdrew, unconscious of the effect of
their fire. Maiior Lyon, who made a circuit by a bridge~
found the settlement deserted. .. The whares," he said,
.. were riddled with shot, blood in profusion both inside and
out. They were unmistakably taken by surprise." In
after years, a Maori, who was present, told how extensive
was the slaughter thus made by the 18th, who exercised
themselves in firing at the huts without knowing how they
were occupied. As the wounded and dead were carried
away before Major Lyon reached the spot, Otau, he also wasignorant of the severity of the blow inflicted.
Mr. Fox in his" War in New Zealand," censured the
Governor and the General for not promptly following up
the Koheroa success, but the censure of a civilian is or
little value in such a matter. Troops were enrolled in
Australia. Mr. Gorst went to Sydney with Mr. Dillon Bell,
the Native Minister, to assist in raising the Waikato regiments; and troops were expected from India. It was not
until October that the Governor's measures received approval
either from the Secretary of State or from the New Zealand
Assembly. The request for t~ops was complied with.
Sikhs were not sent, but two European regiments wereordered from India. The Duke of Newcastle was loth to
acknowledge that he had sanctioned an injustice at Waitara
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and in the course of the session there was a passage of arms
between them and the Governor. The Assembly met on
the 19th October, 1868. The Governor told them that from
England and from the Australian colonies pl'ompt aid had
been.promised and given. The admirable manner in which
the colonial forces had behaved was commended, and the
Assembly was asked to accept the responsibility for native
affairs placed upon it by Her Majesty's decision. The
Representatives ambiguously received this request "with
an anxious desire to settle the question on a satisfactory
basis."
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in 1860, and elaborately contended that no wrong was intended or done to Te Ra.ngitake. Yet he admitted that the
new facts brought to light by Grey were strange, and
thought (as Dillon Bell had said) that if Colonel Browne
.and his ministers had known those facts they would not
have made the purchase, which in the Duke's opinion would
then have been unjustifiable. He did not blame Sir G. Grey
for the delay in abandoning the purchase, though it would
have been better if its abandonment had been simultaneous
with the reoccupation of Tataraimaka. He thought the
Governor right in not shrinking from the abandonment of
the block after the massacre at Tataraimaka.. He accepted
the present revelations as confirming the doubts he expressed in Nov., 1860, as to the propriety of forcibly setting
.aside Te Rangitake's claims. He did not recall the flLct
that in spite of his doubts he told Colonel Browne, in the .
same despatch, that the chiefs disloyal conduct had left no
.alternative but an appeal to arms. On the whole, he
seemed more ready to upbraid Governor Grey for doing right
than Governor Browne for doing wrong. Sir G. Grey communicated the despatch to his advisers, who (it was alleged
by inadvertence) printed it, without consulting him, and
gave copies to members of the Assembly then in session
(Oct.,1863). He sent to the Duke a memorandum, citing
numerous Maori letters. "I regret," he added, "that
several misunderstandings connected with the whole of this
.subject have arisen from the difficulty of the natives making
themselves thoroughly understood by foreign authorities,
from the figurative nature of their language, from the few
persons who understand it well, and from the consequent
misinterpretations, omissions, or misprints, which from
time to time take place in even the most important documents. I am well aware how great a difficulty and disadvantage your Grace must labour under from this cause
.alone."90 It was not likely that the enemies of Te Rangitake
would be slow to avail themselves of the Duke's despatch,
21 As an instance he quoted 0. document, printed for the General
Assembly and sent to England, in which the no.tives were made to speak
.of their desire " to retain ~ion of the laID handed down to them from
their a.ncestors and father.' On referring to the Maori original Sir George
,nrey founa that the word" Imid," not" law" ho.ll heen used.
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and in the course of the session there was a passage of arms
between them and the Governor. The Assembly met on
the 19th October, 1863. The Governor told them that from
England and from the Australian colonies pl'ompt aid had
been promised and given. The admirable manner in which
the colonial forces ha.d behaved was commended, and the
Assembly was asked to a.ccept the responsibility for na.tive
affairs placed upon it by Her Majesty's decision. The
Bepresentatives ambiguously received this request "with
a.n anxious desire to settle the question on a satisfactory
basis."
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CHAPTER XII.
1868-1864.
STATE OF THE MAORIS.

THE early history of New Zealand is a story of the relations
between the Maoris and the English. They form the current
which carried with it the hopes and the fears of the visitors,
the suspicions and resentment of the tribes. A faithful
narrative, in order to depict the fortunes of the colony, must
busy itself mainly with the administration of native affairs.
On the eve of the struggle-provoked so often and 80 long
by the cupidity of a section of the settlers, and courted by
the wilder and more savage among the Maoris-it is good
to ascertain the relative forces which could be brought into
the field. Though the Maoris were outnumbered by the
invaders of their soil they claim first notice. In 1858 they
were estimated at 56,049, of whom 81,667 were males, and
the remainder females. In the North Island there were
nearly 80,000 males and nearly 28,000 females. The total
Maori popUlation in the Middle Island was 2288, in
Stewart's Island and Ruapuke 200, at the Chatham
Islands 510. In 1864 the number was known to be much
diminished. Dr. Thomson, the historian of 1859, after
"aroful inquiry on the spot, added his mournful testimony
to the rapid decrease of the Maoris. Inattention to the
sick; infanticide;. sterility; new habits; new diseases;
intermarriage with relations-were the causes he assigned.
All but the first and second had fallen upon the race after
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their intercourse with,the Europeans. Four thousand were
victims of measles in the North Island in 1854. The musket
was supposed to have destroyed 20,000 lives in triQal wars.
After contact with Europeans a practice of steeping decaying
grain, and making it apparently fit for food, was believed
by many persons to have been fatal to thousands. Dr.
Thomson attributed the decay of the race principally to
marriage of blood-connections. Yet after colonizing the
islands with the freight of a few canoes the Maoris had
multiplied largely, and it was only after intrusion of
foreigners that they declined to less than 60,000. The
high authority, Mr. F. E. Maning, assigned a more potent
cause for a decrease so sudden as to outrun any rate attainable by reason of intermarriage of blood-connections. He
observed that a second plague followed the use of the
musket, and swept away more victims than the first. The
ancient weapons were powerless against the inmates of
pahs built on precipitous hill-tops; and in selecting safe
situations, the Maoris chose healthy ones. Day and night
free air coursed over habitations placed beyond reach of
exhalations from marshes. Troops of dwellers therein
descended to their cultivation fields, with club or spear in
one hand, and an agricultural implement in the other.
The women followed. In the evening the women led the
way home, and the men kept that which was the post of
danger in case of attack.
When the crops were growing the tribe or hapu would
often wander to some fortified elevation near a river or sea,
and obtain variety of food by fishing. Their growing crops
wer.e deemed safe even from enemies. When the musket
became the principal weapon a change came over the
scene. To avoid the toil and loss of time incurred in the
long procession from hill-top to field, and the carrying of
fuel, provisions and water, the Maol'is, relying on their
Hew weapon, tran fprred their ) des from the airy
Illilt their oven-like
eminence to the fieh!
houses in mere
in snmmer-time.
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no advice. They could not see the devouring enemy, and
would not believe Europeans who warned them.
"Twen1ly :rears ago, a hapu, in number just forty persons, removed
their' ka.inga. (village or head-quarters) from a dry healthy position to the
edge of a ' raupo' (bulrush) swamp. I happened to be at the place a short
time after the removal, and with me there was a medical gentleman who
Was travelling through the country. In creeping into one of the houses,
the chiefs, through the low door, I was obliged to put both my hands to the
ground; they both sank into the swampy soil, making holes which immediately filled with water. The chief and his family were lying on the
ground on rushes, and a fire was burning, which made the little den, not
in the highest
more than five feet high, feel like an oven. I called
the attention 0 my friend to the state of this place, called a ' house.' He
merely said' Men caunot live here.' Eight years from that day the whole
hapu were extinct, but, as I remember, two persons were shot for bewitch·
ing them and causing their deaths."}

flace

The drinking of ardent spirits, the bane of European
countries, claimed its victims. The king-maker and his
friends endeavoured to bar the poison from their territories,
but the dissolute and debauched evaded the prohibition.
Europeans did not always assist Waharoa's efforts. Bishop
Selwyn confessed the shame with which he sometimes saw
the demoralizing effect of remitting the chivalrous chief to
scenes and company likely to lead to his ruin. It was not
possible that an imaginative and thoughtful race should
see these things without despair. It was natural that a
daring race should say-" Rather let us die in battle tha.n
pine away as slaves." Proud also and boastful (some
speakers in the Assembly said they were undefeated-if not
successful in the Taranaki war), .they might in some cases
be fooled by the idea that they could drive the Pakeha into
the sea, in spite of having only fowling-pieces or muskets
and scant .ammunition with which to oppose the " mortal
engines" of the day. The superstition which doomed
sorcerers to destruction because the dwellers in a. marsh
had died, was prompted to some deed of daring before
.swarms of immigrants might make all daring vain. But
the visitors were already swarming.
The early massacre at Wairau and the failure of the
company's schemes had arrested immigration; but it had
been resumed. It is difficult even for misgovernment to
arrest the matelial advancement of a young community.
I "

Old New Zealand."
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The resolution of the individual Englishman, who, though
he grumbles with or without cause, yet works to make
himself a home, had conquered natural obstacles; and
settlement, agricultural and pastoral, had been pushed by
slow degrees farther and farther from the several provincial
capitals. Taranaki was an exception. In a memorial
(April, 1863) the settlers bitterly complained that after
1844 no more than 70,000 acres had been secured by
purchase. Even from these they had been driven; and
the settlement was, in the Assembly and elsewhere, spoken
of as for the time destroyed. But at the Middle Island the
tide of immigration had been such that in 1863 more
foreigners stood on Maori land than there had ever been
Maoris. On the 31st Dec., 1860, the whites were estimated at 83,919 in the islands; in Dec., 1861, at 99,021 ;
in Dec., 1862, at 125,812; in Dec., 1863, at 164,048. And
still the yellow slave of commerce drew shoals of goldsookers to Otago.
In June, 1861, after various minor discoveries, the first
redundant goldfield had been found by one Gabriel Read
at Tuapeka. The first escort from "Gabriel's Gully," as
the thronging miners christened the place, took away 5056
ounces of gold. Crowds rushed to the spot. The Australian
colonies caught the infection; the restless element at the
populous goldfields in Victoria cast itself loose from a soil
for which it had no attachment, and exhausted all available
means of fleeing to Otago. For a short time it seemed that
the adventurers had been drawn thither by a will-o' -thewisp. They were too numerous for the known gold-bearing
situations. The weather was colder than any they had
encountered in Australia. A panic disturbed them, and
they began to fly. The Superintendent of the province
issued a proclamation (Sept., 1861), warning intending
miners not to make matters worse by rash immigration.
In midwinter (July) there had been a retre t so r id tbfLt
only 7000 persons were supposed to be left t
. AR .
More than 16,000 returned to Australia.
that month two men produced, in Dun diu gold, and offered to divulge the p
this treasure on condition tha':
guarantee them a reward of £2
Vol-no
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16,000 ounces should be brought down by the escort. The
bargain was made; and the Dunstan gold-fields on the
Clutha river were no sooner made known than the vagrant
erowd returned. Before the end of the year 70,000 ounces
.of gold were obtained from the neighbourhood of the Clutha
river. More fields were found at the valley of the Cardrona,
and in the gorges of the Arrow river. At the Shotover
river some miners were found at work by a Maori, Haeroa,
.and a half-caste, natives of the North Island. On the west
bank of the river was a point which the miners wished to
-examine. They shrunk from the· foaming torrent between.
The Maoris plunged in and reached the coveted shore. A
-dog which attempted to follow them was swept to' a rocky
point below. One of them went to assist the dog, and
-observed gold in the crevices of the rocks. Before nightfall
the two swimmers had scraped together 800 ounces of gold.
The small province of Southland, under influences which
had magnified Otago, increased its population from 1876 in
1861 to 8085 in 1864. In the Middle Island, which thus
.opened its maw to receive thE! coming thousands, there was
no risk of Maori attacks. Never in that island, except at
the Wairau in 1848, had there been collision between the
two races; and the Maori leaders there were Rauparaha
and Rangihaeata, who were dwellers in the North Island.
The fertile plains of which the New Zealand Company had
endeavoured to rob them with the policeman's staff were
now the rich possession of a new province-Madboroughcarved in 1859. out of the original province of Nelson. The
population of Marlborough had risen from 2299 in 1861 to
1>519 in 1864. At Nelson, after the loss of Marlborough,
the Europeans had increased from 9952 in 1861 to 11,910
in 1864. In Canterbury progress had been stea«;ly. The
population had risen from 8967 in 1858 to 82,276 in 1864.
At Wellington in the same period it had adva.nced from
11,758 to 14,987. Hawke's Bay in the same time ha.d grown
from 1514 to 8770. About 4000 Europeans were cooped up
in Taranaki. Auckland, the capital, had steadily adva.nced.
Everywhere, except at Taranaki, enclosures and agriculture had ra.pidly increased. The total of acres enclosed was
409,768 in 1861, and in 1864 it was 1,072,888. Including
sown grasses the acres under crop had been 226,219 in
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1861; they were 382,655 in 1864. But all this progress
availed the war-party nothing, so long as the Maori sat in
his king's gate. Yet the decay of the Maoris might have
satisfied their enemies. They were supposed to be less
than 50,000, while the Europeans were more than three
times as many. But nearly all the Maoris were in the
North Island, in which they formed nearly two-fifths of the
whole population. Many tribes were friendly, but it was not
known how many would join the standard of the Maori king.
That there would be (as in fact there were) large numbers
of the natives fighting on the side of the English was
hoped, but could not be predicted. The causes which had
so rapidly created a numerical preponderance of Europeans
ill the islands involved financial considerations. Armies
must be paid for, and wages had risen. Any highly-paid
occupation absorbs labour to itself, and employers in
danger of being deserted have to compete in price with
temptations offered elsewhere. This maxim, true everywhere, is strained to the extremest verge when the glittering bait of gold for mere grubbing is the distracting
magnet. The greed ' of the gambler is associated with
honourable toil, and the measure of wages is unsettled by
the quality of hope.
The man who of all men in New Zealand had the most
subtle brain for comprehending problems in political
economy at this time passed away. Mover of so many
puppets in his prime, he had become, like Swift, capable
only of wondering at his former achievements. Gibbon
Wakefield, long absent from the arena of activity, died at
Wellington in 1862.
The ministry, in a document laid before Sir G. Grey at
Taranaki (May, 1863), urged that the pay of the militia
there (2s. 6d. a day with rations) was not too high, because
"the ordinary wages of labour of the simplest kind, such as
workin,::: on roads, was 8 . a tIay at that time at elson and
C(~llt6rh"n·. "
l' Ileh I 1 1 circumstances the cost of an
111 t
" lllight ill turb eyen a bold
to regil I
l"l.d be 11 raised
[ion. Before
drew up a
." 1863).

~yyte

to be made~
to pass through
Waikato from
Taupo. About
Y'zxz,dways were
war was to
last. zz No opportunity of renewing it with any .chance of
success must be left." Twenty thousand men would be
required. Half of them would be wanted" from Waikato
Mouth and Raglan to Tauranga and Thames." The rest
were to be located in bands of 1000 or 2000 at Taranaki
and elsewhere. Two thousand were to go to Wanganui.
zu{zd with Enfield
to work on thz'z
cost the
£1,500,000
nine months
011 the roads.
less if paid as
scheme, with mn'"Zz'''
"zU¥Z,ZZ££,mH'OLU'O, would Cuyt
JW,ooo,Ooo. The
fo be raised by
taxation. It ill¥&f3t.
borrowed. Confiscated lands would be sufficient security.
That there was a treaty of Waitangi in existence was a
parchment bug-hear. The recollection of it had faded. It
was not wanted to interfere, like Banquo's ghost, with the
feast. There were, in the Waikato and Thames district,
2,292,000 acres; at Taranaki, 500,000 acres, = 2,792,000
them be seizW, LuL thZj natives, if any
after the war,
acres of their
would suffice
Lile hundred
would have 500,000
There would
J,4sfh,OOO r.cres to be
would realiz+*i
than .£2,000,000. Increasing revenue would yield profits
in the long run, even without reckoning the prosperity
attendant on' expenditure of so many millions sterling.
They hoped for a guarantee from the Imperial Government
for at least £3,800,000 out of the £4,000,000. "It may
be objected that these plans are based solely on the idea of
it is true thSl.t
power is thu
the conceptiolCL
ministry could
sway on a baSliSl
power. " ThlC
£Ire are wanted,
"before the
Slued-corn." My
Sligned the paprr
bis colleagues.
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House. It tended to intensify the hostility of the Maoris.
It may have been one of the early causes of a general
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feeling amongst the regular forces, that the war was sought,
not as a necessary act, but as a means of spoliation, and a
stimulant of the expenditure which enriches traders.
Debt never had horrors for the colonists. Under Mr.
Stafford, in 1856 and 1860, the Assembly had raised
£650,000; under Mr. Domett, in 1862, .£500,000 more.
The Provincial Governments had raised for various .purposes £2,454,239. Mr. Domett and his colleagues hoped,
in 1863, to drown the new debt by spoliation, for they
valued the land of which they intended to rob the Maoris
at little less than the propoHed loan.
'l'he General Assembly met on the 19th October. The
Vice-Regal speech breathed slaughter, and upbraided the
Maoris as having" deliberately resolved upon war." It
profusely thanked the Imperial Government and the Australian colonies for military aid so promptly rendered; and
asked the Assembly to "accept the responsibility which
Her Majesty's decision has placed upon the colony," viz.,
that, "except in certain contingencies," the direction of
native policy, and the mana:gement of native affairs, should '
be placed under control of the General Assembly.
Though new members had been added to the Council, no
member represented the government there. Mr. Swainson
(22nd Oct.) moved "That the Council do not proceed to
.any business of serious importance until there be a repl'esentative of the government in the Council," and the
Council adopted his suggestion.
On the 26th, a member informed the Council that,
pending changes in the ministry, no such representative
had been appointed, but "as soon as such changes had
been completed and the Cabinet formed, no time would be
lost" in appointing one.
On the 28th Oct., Mr. Domett told the House that in
con equeuce of difficulties" in connection with the arrange1t1 n h for fin .
hfting person to represent the "overntI)(' (
"e miuistl' . had resigned. E very1
Ct\U e~ ,
n at "ork. The
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tlIlin choosing a
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On the 30th Oct., Mr. Fox announced that he had formed
a ministry of which Whitaker was to be Attorney-General
and leader; Fox, Colonial Secretary and Native Minister;
Reader Wood, Treasurer; T. B. Gillies, Postmaster-General;
Mr. Thomas Russell (Whitaker's partner as a practising
lawyer) remaining Minister of Colonial Defence, which.
position he had held in the Domett miJlistry. It was not
difficult to foresee that Whitaker, who disregarded the treaty
ofWaitangi, who had been co-worker with C. W. Richmond
in the Stafford ministry, would, with his partner, Russell,
be potent in wronging the Maoris. The ministry was
accepted as a war-ministry. Fox, without opposition in
the House, and Whitaker, by fifteen votes against one in
the Council, carried an address accepting with the "deepest
gratitude" what had been done by the Imperial Govern-ment for" the suppression of rebellion," and-" relying on
the cordial co-operation of the Imperial Government for the
future, this House cheerfully accepts the responsibility thus
placed upon the colonists. • . ." Mr. Fox took charge·
of and passed a Colonial Defence Bill which Mr. Domett
had introduced.
The Defence Bill of the former year had elicited an
opinion from the law officers (Sir W, Atherton and SirRoundell Palmer) in England as to the powers of the Legis-lative Council. They were "of opinion, that if in a Bill
introduced into the ~ouse of Representatives and passed
through that House, a certain tax or duty has been imposed
upon a Crown grant, or an instrument in the nature of a
Crown grant, it is competent to the Legislative Council,
without any breach of the privileges of the House of Representatives, to make the efficacy for any given purpose of
another class of instruments, intended to affect native lands
under the provision of the same Bill, dependent upon their
assuming the form of Crown grants, or of those instruments in the nature of Crown grants, on which the tax 01'
duty has been so imposed by the House of Representatives."
They said it was never supposed in England that the
privilege of the Commons as to originating taxation was
attended with such a consequence as that the Commons
could, by imposing a tax or duty on an instrument, exclude
the other House from the power of originating 01' amending
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Bills relating to such instruments. But the suppositions
known to jurists are not those of clutchers at unconstitutional control; and elsewhere as well as in New Zealand,
members of parliament have contended, not for what custom
or law could justify, but for all that could by argument or
intimidation be extorted.
An Act was passed to enable Provincial Legislatures to
pass laws authorizing the compulsory taking of land for
works of a public nature. This was a repetition of the
scheme arrested in 1862 by the warning of Mr. Fenton.
and the exceptional prudence of the Duke of Newcastle.
Mr. Whitaker called no special attention to it. It was to
remove doubts which had been suggested. Mr. Cardwell
(Secretary of State) saw the contemplated injustice, and
declined to advise allowance of the Bill unless native lands
were excepted from its operation. 9
A Bill was passed by the Representatives to raise
£3,000,000 sterling by loan for the vigorous prosecution of
the war.
On the 5th November Mr. Fox carried the second reading
of a Suppression of Rebellion Bill by the large majority of
26 against 10.
Mr. Fitzgerald, Dr. Featherston, Mr.
Mantell (who designated the Bill as "atrocious"), and Mr.
(afterwards Sir Harry) Atkinson were in the minority.
which included Mr. Julius Vogel, who having kept a small
shop at a rural township in Australia, had migrated to
Otago. Having talent for intrigue, and sufficient literary
ability for the local press, he obtained a position in the Provincial Government, and was elected to the Assembly for
the district of Dunedin and suburbs north. Mr. Weld was
not present at the commencement of the session, but took
an early opportunity to protest against the Suppression of
Rebellion Bill as "quite unnecessary and unconstitutional."
It was a singular sp ctacl. The admirer of Mr. C. W.
1 rape of the Waitara, was
Richmond, tb supporttl!' 0
111' lit
1 . s of Fox, hy whom that
compelltld l
rape ho,n I
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but consistent lustre. In 1860, as in 1868, he was minister,
and urged on each occasion the measures alternately condemned by Fox and Weld.
In the Legislative Council, where Mr. Sewell said it was
., a measure which, if passed, would be an eternal disgrace
to the colony," the Suppression of Rebellion Bill was
-carried by a majority of nine.
The Suppression of Rebellion Bill might have seemed
-sufficient violation of justice for one session. The Governorin-Council, with Whitaker and Fox, might issue orders for
the arrest of all "suspected" persons, and try them by
(lourt-martial. Death or penal servitude gleamed ominously
in the Act. Nothing done under it was to be questionable
in the Supreme Court, and to prevent redress it was to be
sufficient for the Governor to declare that anything done
had been done in accordance with the orders made under
the Act. The bulwark of the Habeas Corpus statute was
. destroyed by a clause declaring that a writ under it should
be satisfactorily met by a return that the body sought was
held under the local Act. Indemnity was given for all
unlawful things already done. The reader who gasps for
freedom is doubtfully consoled only by the clause which
limited the duration of the Act to the end of the next
session of the Assembly. . But something more than the
taking of life was aimed at. The instruction of the Maori
proverb-" First the man, then the land"-was to be
bettered by the ministry. The land for which the settler
lusted, the land to which the MaOlis clung, was to be
acquired, not by irksome bargains, but by confiscation.
For this purpose "The New Zealand Settlements Bill
1868," was introduced. Its preamble declared that, for
prevention of rebellion, and to maintain" law and order
throughout the colony," settlers must be procured" able to
protect themselves and preserve the peace of the country."
The Governor-in-Council might declare any district in
which "any native tribe, or section of a tribe (after 1st
Jan., 1868), or any considerable number thereof, had been
engaged in rebellion," a district within the provisions of
the Act. Within such district the Governor-in-Council
might from time to time seize upon lands for settlement.
Fox hoped to establish from fifteen to twenty thousand
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trained fighting settlers on the lands thus seized. Compensation might be awarded to owners, excepting such as
had levied war after 1st Jan., 1863, or those who had
<lomforted such warring owners, or "counselled, advised,
induced, enticed, persuaded, or conspired with any person"
to levy war, or who had been" concerned in any outrage
against person or property," or who, after proclamation in
the "Gazette," failed to surrender their arms. As suspected owners might be hanged under the Suppression of
Rebellion Act, the compensation could be kept down to
a low rate; but the astute Whitaker devised a mode of
neutralizing the compensation clause. No claim could be
entertained unless preferred in writing to the Colonial
Secretary within six months (if the claimant were i'esiding
in the colqny) after proclamation of his land by the
Governor under the Act. Under restrictions which all
men knew to be prohibitory, a Maori might obtain such
-compensation as the robbers of his country might choose
to award him through new Compensation Courts. The
Governor-in-Council was to appoint the judges, and in
flagrant violation of principles which had become part of
the life of England, it was enacted that he should also
have power at any time to remove any judge. Thus an
upright judge could be got rid of if his decisions should
thwart the wills of Whitaker and Fox.
The New Zealand Settlements Bill was a fit complement
to that for suppression of rebellion. Robbery was to be
sanctioned by law. Mr. Fox moved the second reading of
both bills on the same day (5th Nov.). Mr. Fitzgerald's
eloquent opposition was unavailing. 'fhe Bill "gave
power to violate every engagement made with the Maoris,
and to confiscate their lands upon any imaginary or
conceivable wrong." "It will confirm every charge that
has been made against the settlers of a desire to acquire
land from til
tiv s." In the Honse there was no division
il
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Mr. Swainson voted against the second reading; for which
Dr. Pollen voted after saying that he " had an insurmountable objection" to the confiscating arrangements. It
devolved upon Mr. Whitaker to prepare an official defence
of the prostitution of the power of a government for the
purpose of pillage. In a paper to be submitted to an
English Secretary of State, he said that as, for the most
part, Maoris possessed "little personal property," the
"permanent loss of their landed possessions" was that
which they would feel the most. Of love of country his
black-letter intelligence took no heed.
" It will be observed (he wrote) that the provisions of the Act may be
made to include lllonds belonging to persons who have not justly forfeited
their rights by rebellion. In order to carry out the scheme this is abso·
lutely nece88l\ry. . . . The New Zealand native tenure of land is, for
the most part, in fact, with little or no exception, tribal; and if the
principle were admitted that the loyalty or neutrality of a few individuals.
would preserve the lands of the tribe, the Act would, for the most part, baa dead letter, and that in districts in which it is most required, and in
which its operation would be perfectly just."

He who runs may read in these words a condemnation of
that act by which Colonel Browne, abetted by Whitaker
and others, attempted to set aside in 1860, with So high
ha.nd, that tribal tenure of the existence of which Whitaker
wa.s aware,· and which he put forward as an excuse for
wholesale robbery in 1863.
Sir G. Grey did not reprobate his adviser's immorality.
Professing his trust that he could infuse some spirit of
equity into the administration of the Acts, he recommended
their allowance. If the weak Duke of Newcastle had remained at the helm they might have been simply allowed~
But Sir w. ~Iartin drew up a paper" on the proposal to
take native lands under an Act of the Assembly," and sent
it to Mr. Fox, with a request that it might be transmitted
to the Secre~ary of State. Mr. Fox complied, and sent his.
own comments. He was unshaken in his resolution toabandon the sentiments he had professed in 1860. If the
North Island was to be held by the English, confiscation
must take place. There was nothing unjust or "unusual
in the history of national conflicts" in it, and it was "in
conformity with the customs of the Maoris themselves."
To allow " natives, rebel or others, to retain pos-
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session of immense tracts of land that they neither use nor
allow others to use, and which maintains them in a state of
isolation from the European race and its progressive civilization," was most prejudicial to the natives, and contributed
"to the rapid decay and extinction of the race." Sir G.
Grey avoided comment on Mr. Fox's paper. He equivocally
justified the imasion of the Waikato territory, which Sir
W. Martin's paper seemed to condemn, but hinted that Sir
W. Martin's views" would probably agree with" his own
on the point. In recommending the Acts for allowance by
Her Majesty, he declared his own belief that generosity in
dealing with rebels had been more successful than severity
in the past. It is but just to Mr. Sewell to record that, in
a letter to Lord Lyttelton8 (Dec., 1863), he animadverted
severely upon the Suppression of Rebellion and the Settlements Bills. The first purported to make that law which
is in itself a "violation of all law." The second had aU
the vices of the worst ex PORt fa,clo legislation, and was a
breach of Imperial and moral obligations.
The seizure of the Waitara block by the government in
1860, and its abandonment in 1863, were discussed with
some warmth in the House of Representatives. Mr. Dillon
Bell was one of the ministers who, in 1863, were constrained
to declare publicly the justice of abandoning what had been
lmjustly seized. If the prayers of Bishop Selwyn and Sir
W. Martin for a fitting inquiry in 1860 had been acceded
to, the truth might then. have been ascertained, and the
shame of subsequent wrong-doing and repentance might have
been avoided. Mr. Bell strove to defend himself by urging
that the facts discovered in 1863 were unknown to him when
in 1860 he abetted the seizure of the Waitara block. In
other words, he advised Governor Browne to prosecute an
nnjust war with ut inY6stigatiol1, at a time when Bishop
m :'\ond HiJ'
. rtill were earnestly bos ching the
defend the late
IS
that he was
despatches on
1....1 ,1 Lyttelton.
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The House, on the suggestion of Mr. Gillies, contented
itself with affirming that the war was not about land but
about jurisdiction, and with controverting the accuracy of
the statements which had led Sir G. Grey "to take an
opposite view." Sir G. Grey transmitted copies of the
statements, and requested to be informed which of them
were deemed erroneous.
With diffidence in its own position the House resolved,
(on Mr. Stafford's motion) that it did not in its recent
resolution "desire to express an opinion on the accuracy or
otherwise of the three statements, inasmuch as those
statements d(} not appear to affect the question of the justice
of exerting military force against. Te Rangitake and his
allies; but this House does controvert the statements on
the part of the natives as to the cause of the quarrel.'"
There was little chivalry in thus evading a contest with the
Governor, and challenging the Maoris already overwhelmed
at Rangiriri, and fugitives from Ngaruawahia.
In reporting (5th Jan., 1864) the transactions in Parliament, the Governor added:"When I received the closing resolutions from lJOth Houses, and felt
that thc only answer I could return was, that after the most careful consideration 01 the subject, my conviction was that the natives were in the
main right in their allegations regarding the W aitara purchase, I feared if
this reply was published at the present time, when a rebellion is raging, it
might have produced weighty consequences as regards the native race, and
might have very much embarrassed the colonial ministry who did not at
all agree upon this subject. I therefore thought I should act best by
requesting my ministers to advise me as to the nature of the reply I should
return, and in accordance with their advice, I assented to their simply
making a statement in each House to thc effect that they had advised me
that in their opinion it was not necessary for me to reply to the
resolutions. "
• 1894. In the first edition of this History several pages were devoted
to this Parliament.ary episode. Much interest in the speeches then made
Bas vanished since 1883. As shown at the close of Chapter IX. (supra),
Judge Fenton-who judicially investigated the matter in 1866-testified
in 1885, before a Parliamentary committee, that there could be "no doubt
whatever" as to the claims of Te Rangitake. Not only (as Ariki in Mr.
}lawng's opinion) had Te Rangitake supreme control, but, in Mr. Fenton's
judicial pronouncement, " he was the principal owner" by inheritance. It
was noteworthy that twenty years after the House had equivocated with
Sir G. Grey, as Governor, he, as a. member of the House, placed on record
hefore a committee of the House, the words of a judge who had ascertained the baselessness of the contentions of C. W. Richmond, Stafford,
Dillon Bell, and their adherents.

MR. C. W. RICIDIOND

BECO~IES

A JUDGE.
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It remained for a judicial inquiry in a later year (1866)
to scatter finally to the winds the flimsy pretext that Teira.
could sell to Colonel Browne the "carefully chosen" seedplot of war. By a singular retribution that inquiry was
instituted (while Stafford was Premier) with no intention toanalyze those rights of Te Rangitake, which were found
irrefragable. Pen-erse to the last, the ministry, by
'privately compounding the matter before the Court, evaded
the delivery of a. formal judgment; though happily the
facts became known. It may be admitted that until the
scales of justice were applied, Colonel Browne could not
know how grossly the treaty of Waitangi was violated by
his acts. But that ignorance confers no moral relief; for
the prayer of Te Waharoa, of Bishop Selwyn, of Sir W.
Martin, and Al'chdeacon Hadfield, was that the law might
be resorted to, and their prayer was roughly refused.
Mr. Fitzgerald carried in the Lower House, unopposed,
a Bill to provide for an inquiry by commission as to the
Waitara block. Whitaker opposed it in the Council, and
it died there.
One of Colonel Browne's advisers had, in 1863, quitted
the political arena. Mr. C. W. Richmond had become a
Judge of the Supreme Court. But he could not keep aloof
from the Waitara question. He asked his old colleague,
Stafford, to make known to one or both Houses his willingness to submit to any further investigation. He wrote to
Sir G. Grey: "I have taken this step in consequence of
certain statements in yom' Excellency'S recently-published
despatch announcing your determination to relinquish the
position assumed by -your Excellency's predecessor in reference to the Waitara purchase." As to the new evidence
elicited, and doubts whether Governor Browne -knew the
true facts of the case-whether indeed they had been
concealed or kept back from him-Mr. Richmond said: "I
see no reason to suppose that your Excellency'S suspicions
point particularly to myself • . . n vertheless I fin
that it has appeared to others as well a to myself tl," ""'--your Excellency's surmises may be deem d to point 11
include myself, as I then held the position of u o .
Native Affairs." Therefore he courted inquu·
explanation. He was not accused. By com
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such a manner he seemed to accuse himself. Prim.a est
htec ultio, qllod, se judice, nemo nocens ab8olvitur. The
Governor sent the letter to England, where its receipt was
simply acknowledged. To prove that Governor Browne or
Mr. C. W. Richmond, or both, had been deceived, was of
little use. The wrong done was past recall, and no one
accused them of other than official wrong-doing. The
historian must inculpate them with mingled regret for them
and for their countrymen, and pity for the fellow-creatures
whom they wronged. Resolutions carried in the Legislative
Council (4th Dec., 1863) were similar to the resolution of the
Representatives, with the exception that the Council thought
it "happily unnecessary" further to discuss the Waitara
question. Members may have .seen an incongruity in
inquiring about the justice of the war of 1860, while the war
of 1863, its direct result, was being prosecuted. In the
North Island nearly all males were enrolled. On the 5th
Nov. it was resolved that the provisions of the Militia Act
should be strictly carried out in the Middle Island, till the
whole male population between the ages of sixteen and
fifty-five, not exempted by law, were organized and drilled.
~'he ambiguous manner in which the representatives
had received the invitation to manage native affairs was
l'emoved on the 6th Nov. The change was brought about
by General Cameron's military success. The Governor
having received sanction from England (and in a qualified
sense from the Assembly); and more than 2000 armed men
having been raised in Australia under Colonel Pitt" for the
Waikato regiments, the General advanced towards the
stronghold where the Maoris were assembled at Mtlrl:!-ml:!rl:!.
Skirmishing bodies were abroad, and an officer commanding
the outposts at Mauku (near Manukau and far in the rear
of General Cameron) was compelled by a large body of
natives to retire with loss of an officer and five men killed.
Reinforcements arrived, but the enemy escaped. Rewi had
the reputation of instigating the raids made at this period
in the Hunua forest. On the 29th Oct., General Cameron,
with Commander Wiseman, reconnoitred Mere-mere. Two
• [1894. After publica.tion of this work the author had the gratifica.tion
of learning from Colonel (then General Pitt) that he deemed the narrati--~f the military operations in New Zealand (in these pages) signally r-

MAORIS ABANDON MERE-MERE.

40-pounder Armstrong guns had been previously landed at
Whangamarino to command the landing-place at Meremere. That stronghold was on a low ridge which approached
the Waikato river. Traversed rifle-pits occupied the descent
of the ridge to the river. Swamps almost encircled the
ridge, and the Whangamarino and Maramarua rivers, or
creeks, were available to the east for retreat. The swamps
were more water-laden than usual. The Maori flag floated
in a pah where the ridge was 180 feet high. Every slope
and projection from the ridge to the swamps was traversed
with rifle-pits. Growth of scrub-pine and scrub, from six
to ten feet high, was interspersed with the surrounding
swamps. There was a horse-track leading by a spur of the
ridge towards Rangiriri about twelve miles higher up on
the right bank of the Waikato river, but swamps and
curving hollows with swampy bottoms made all tracks
sinuous. The General and Commodore found no convenient
place for landing troops. The Maoris fired at the steamer,
the "Pioneer." They had dragged a gun from the west
coast to the Waikato. The resistance to be expected from
the nature of the defences led the General to proceed up
the river as far as Rangiriri in search of a point at which
troops might be landed to turn the enemy's position, while
attention was occupied in front by the steamer and gunboats. A point six miles above Mere-mere was selected.
Secretly, at half-past two o'clock on the morning of the
31st, the "Pioneer" and " Avon," with four gunboats,
transported a force nearly 700 strong to the place. No
opposition was made, and the troops took up what the
General called a commanding position about 400 yards
from the bank of 'the river. He intended to move up an
additional force on the following night, and a breastwork
was constructed to defend the camp, which was left under
command of Colonel Mould. What the General supposed
the Maoris were doing while he was sending hundreds of
soldiers to their rear, his despatches do not tell. He does
say that, while he was busy with his preparations, the
officer in command at Whangamarino reported that the
natives were escaping in canoes by the Whangamarino and
Maramarua rivers. He embarked at once in the" Pioneer,"
and found that Mere-mere was abandoned.
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Mr. Fox in his narra.tive bewailed the catastrophe. "Our
troops appear to have been able to do nothing except look
on from a distance. . . . It was a great disappointment
to everybody." Nevertheless, though the Maoris left only
empty rifle-pits behind them, they seemed to admit their
inability to cope with the troops, and Mr. Fox lost no time
in moving (6th Nov.) al·esolution pledging the repreAentatives to accept the control of native affairs.8 It was far
more absolute and binding than the proposition which he
failed to carry in the previous year, and which led to his
retirement. But he c8J.Tied it without a division. Imperial
troops had won regard. The House recognized with the
deepest gratitude the great interest always taken by the
Queen in
"the welfare of a.ll races of her colonial subjects, and the thoroughly
efficient a.iel which Her Majesty's Imperial Government is now affording
for the suppre88ion of the rebellion lUlhappily existin~, anll the establishment of law and order in the colony; and, relymg on the cordial
co-operation of the Imperial Government for the future, this House·
cheerfully accepts the responsibility thus pla.ced upon the colonists, and at
the same time recor(ls its firm determination to me its best endeavours to8CCure a sound and lasting peace, to do justice impartia.lly to both races of
Her Majesty's subjects, amI to promote the civilization and welfare of all
c1a.sses of the inhabitants of these islands."

The Council (9th Nov.) adopted similar resolutions. It
must be confessed that the vain efforts which the House
made soon afterwards to strangle the truth with regard to
the seizure of land at Waitara formed an unhappy commentary on these professions. The address was acknowledged with pleasure by the Secretary of State. The
pledge to accept responsibility was no sooner made than it.
was repented, and by some sought to be evaded. It was
spoken of as a " fatal acquiescence."
• MI'. Fox lluoteu a despatch from the Duke of Newcastle expre88ing to
Sir G. Grey h18 readiness" to Bmlction the important step you have taken
in pla.cing the management of the natives under the control of the
Assembly. I do 80 partly in reliance on your own capacity to perceive,
and your desire to do what is best for those in whose welfare you are so
much interested. But I cIo it also because I cannot (lisguise from myself
that the endeavour to keep the management of the natives Wider the
control of the home government has failed. It can only be mischievous to
retaill a. shadow of responsibility when the beneficial exel'Cise of power has
become impossible." To the Duke, ill(leell, power had "come like a
shadow," amI 80 Ilepl\l'tCll.
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The session did not close without a notable triumph for
the war-party. The Maoris, after evacuating Mere-mere,
occupied Rangiriri, higher up the river than their former
position. The Waikare lake was there separated only by a
narrow belt .from the river, and numerous swamps and
ana-branches fa.cilitated the use of canoes. The Maoris
constructed their main line of entrenchment "across the
isthmus which divided the river from the lake." The line
had a double ditch and high parapet, and was" strengthened
in the centre by a square redoubt of very formidable construction. Behind the left centre of the main line, and at
right angles to it, there was an entrenched line of rifle-pits
parallel to the Waikato river, and obstructing the advance
of troops from that direction."'1 The General reconnoitred
on the 18th, and resolved to land a force above the position
" with a view of turning and gaining possession of a ridge
500 yards behind the main entrenchment, a.Iid thus intercepting the retreat of the enemy." Three hundred of the
40th Regt. were embarked in the" Pioneer" and" Avon."
They were to land at a selected point on a preconcerted
signal. Wind and currents delayed their movements. The
number of the Maoris was thought to be between 400 and
500. The General's force was about 1300. The enemy's
position was shelled till nearly five o'clock. Armstrong
12-pounders on land aided the fire from gunboats. The
General (weary of waitmg for the preconcerted signal of the
landing of the men of the 40th Regt. sent to the rear by
water) ordered an assault, which was gallantly executed.
The entrenchment was scaled, the line of rifle-pits facing
the Waikato was forced, and the Maoris were driven to
their centre redoubt, which they " defended with desperate
resolution," behind a parapet 21 feet high. At this time
the General saw that the 40th had occupied the ridge in
the rear, and were pouring a heavy fire on a body of the
enemy who Hed by the Waikare swamp. Two assaults on
the centre redoubt were made separately by 36 of the Royal
Artillery and by 90 seamen, armed in each case with
revolvers. Both were driven back with loss; and handgrenades were vainly thrown into the work to dislodge the
• General Cameron's despatch; 24th Nov., 1863.
Vol. II.
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besieged. It was then growing dark, and, satisfied with his
position, in which he said .. the troops almost completely
enveloped the enemy," the General resolved to wait till
daylight. The force under the Commodore endeavoured to
prevent an escape to the Waikare lake. Shortly after daylight the Maoris hoisted a flag of surrender. One hundred
and eighty-tluee men and two women became prisoners of
war. The General was unable to ascertain what had been
the original force, or what was the loss of the natives.
"Their wounded must have been removed in the night, as
there were none among the prisoners." Thirty-six dead
Maoris were found and buried, and it was believed that
numbers were drowned or shot at the Waikare swamp. The
General's despatches gave a return of 39 English killed
a.nd 89 wounded. Amongst the dead was Captain Mercer,
who led the Royal Artillery in their desperate assault on the
redoubt. When he fell in a position exposed to the fire of
Maoris and of English, Te Oriori risked his own life8 and was
wounded while carrying his enemy to a place of safety. It
had been supposed that the king and the king-maker were in
the camp; but they were not among the prisoners. A native
a.fterwards said that the king-maker and others escaped
between the Waikare swamp and the river to the south of
the redoubt, in which case they must have passed almost
through the English lines. A letter from the king-maker
(4th Dec.) asserted that 36 escaped by swimming across
the Waikare lake. Many, including women, were drowned.
Mr. Gundry, interpreter, in his report to the Native
Minister, mentioned a fact which found no place in the
General's despatches. Far from thirsting for the blood of
the gallant foes who had rent their ranks so fearfully the
evening before, the soldiers and marines respected the
courage with which, under a storm of shot and shell, that
small band of men had defended their ramparts. The
narrative of the interpreter should make Englishmen proud
of their countrymen. "A MaOli came forward with a white
flag, when the soldiers sprang in amongst them, and com• In after years General Sir Havelock-Allan (who served at Rangiriri)
assured the author that he never witnessed a nobler or more generous act
than that of Te Oriori, whom he admired as a "pt'rfect type of what a
soldier should be."
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menced shaking hands with the Maoris. Soon after, the
General came, and ordered them to give up their arms and
he would treat them well as prisoners because of their
brave conduct. . . ." On the morning of the surrender
the king-maker approached with a flag of truce. The
interpreter found the leader inclined to surrender, but his
companions unwilling. The king-maker sent his green- stone" mere," but the General could not tell whether it
was in token of peace. General Cameron wrote: "I hope
the prisoners will be treated generously, for evel:y one must
admire the gallant manner in which they defended their
position to the last." The captives proposed to make
peace, but the General told them the Governor only could
arrange it. They wrote to the king-maker to urge the
tribes to make peace. One of the chiefs who had escaped
wrote to the Governor soliciting the release of the
prisoners. " Let it suffice for you-the men who are dead.
Return to us those who live." He was told by Mr. Fox
that the Governor could make no terms till their arms were
laid down. The chiefs wrote again to the Governor. He
answered (6th Dec.): "Your letter has reached me. Sons,
my words to you are these. The General must go uninterrupted to Ngaruawahia; the flag of the (~ueen must be
hoisted there. Then I will talk to you."
On the 3rd Dec. Te Wheoro went from the General to
Ngaruawahia. As he approached he was greeted with
firing. He reached the house of Matutaera (Tawhiao), and
the chiefs said, "Come and see your fallen tribe and your
broken canoe." In like figurative words he recommended
peace. The king-maker was sent for from Tamahere.
There was a council. 'l'hey said, "If we give up the guns
we shall perhaps be made prisoners." The Ngatimaniapoto
were about to cut down the flagstaff. "Waikato would
not allow them. The quarrel was great. Both sides fired
without aiming. Then 'l'amati Ngapora, "Uobi te Ahiatengu,
Patara te Tuhi, and the king-maker, gave the flag
to
me, Wiremu te Wheoro, with these words: • W'
give over this flagstaff to you, with those blU'ierlat Ngaruawahia, for you to give over to flthe Governor. Especially let not the
be ill-treated by the soldiers.' "
R2
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It cannot be asserted that this act of submission would,
if wisely received, have terminated wars in New Zealand.
It was not wisely availed of by the Governor and his
advisers. At Rangiriri was found a proclamation by the
Maori king, dated Srd Oct. It called for one-fifth of the
tribes of the island to assemble at Ngaruawahia. It commanded them not to despoil the slain of their clothes; but
"guns, powder, bullets, copper caps, cartouch-boxes,
watches, money, rings, hats,-these take." Such spoil
was to be "brought to one heap," and marked with the
name of the depositor and the king's seal. The arms and
ammunition would be given back to the ca.ptor, the other
property was to be "left alone till the end, when his own
will be restored to each man." How far this summons
had been obeyed no European could tell. The General
had crossed the Waikato frontier more than two months
before it was issued.
To the letter from the captive chiefs the king-maker
replied ambiguously (4th Dec.). He was unable to fulfil
their word, to make peace. "We have not yet taken
breath, both on account of your (ma-te) misfortune, and on
account of the enemy constantly driving us from place to
place. We are quite out of breath. What we have done,
since you left, is to think over your word and continually
retire; as the steamer moves this way we move also." The
General, the Commodore, and 500 men were with the
steamer. The Governor detained the English mail for
twenty-four hours, to announce the occupation of Ngaruawahia. on the 8th Dec., and the establishment of headquarters there. The Maoris had evacuated it, taking with
them the bones of Potatau. In a few days the success of
the Thames expeditionary force, 900 strong, was assured
by establishing military posts from the firth of the Thames'
to the river Waikato. Near Paparata Colonel Carey bui1.t
a redoubt on a hill, which enabled him to establish a.
system of telegraphs. An exploit of Captain Jackson, of
the Forest Rangers, a.t Paparata, attracted attention in
December. Smoke was observed on Sunday morning, and
a stealthy advance was made. The voice of a Maori leading
the devotions was heard, tmd the approach of the Rangers
was unnoticed. At thirty yards' distance a volley was
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poured upon the congregation, and the assailants rushed
up with revolvers.
"The panic was intense. One man stood upright, without making an
effort to escape or defend himself, and was shot down. Another was
wounded in the shoulder by Smith; the native fired at him in return, but
mwed; he then clubbed his double-barrelled ~, and struck at Smith,
who parried the blow and closed with the natlve. Although the Maori
was wounded, he would have proved match enough in this hand·to-hand
struggle but for Ensign Westrupp, who came to the relief of his man, and
shot 'the native in the head; he fell, but again rose to his legs, when
another man blew his brains out. This was the only instance of resistance,
except a few shots which did no hann. Four of the Maoris were left dead
on the field, and several wounded men were carried away, principally by
the women of the party. There was an order given not to fire at any of
the women."

Such was the account in a newspaper, which regretted that
the fugitives were not followed and punished more severely;
but" on the whole (thought) a highly successful affair had
occurred to enliven the monotony of the war, and this time
it is entirely by civilians." It transpired that women had
not been spared, and the commander admitted that one
woman was wounded. The Rev. R. Taylor in his" New
Zealand, Past, Present, and Future," singled out the performance as one which ought to make colonists blush.
The readiness of the Maoris to discuss their plans showed
how utterly their plans had failed. They had intended to
operate, in guerilla bands, upon the rear of the General's
forces. From· the Thames to Manukau, and especially in
the Hunua forest, they had hoped to harass their invaders.
They had not believed that supplies for a large invading
force could be depended upon. The destruction of the
war-party at the Wairoa river, in Sept., had signally foiled
their schemes on the General's left rear, and when the
redoubt was constructed near Paparata, and the road
through the Hunua forest to Maungatawhiri was held by
efficient detachments armed with rifles, the inefficientlyarmed Maoris were powerless for offence. The Parliament
unanimously tha.nbd the Genel' 1, the Commodore, an(l
1[~iOT-Genera)
tI the
•"" of the colonial
forces.
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. A serious question had occasioned much debate in both
Houses. The remoteness of Auckland from populous parts
of the Middle Island obstructed the attendance of members
at the General Assembly, and impeded communication. n
was resolved that the seat of government should be transferred to Cook's Strait', the sel-ection of the site being left
to an impartial tribunal, consisting of Commissioners from
three Australian colonies. The early project of Gibbon
Wakefield's friends was thus revived after many years, for
it could hal·dly be doubted that Wellington would be chosen
as the most suitable position in the Strait.
During the session a subject which had formerly agitated
the colony of Victoria was brought before the Assembly.
As in Victoria, so in New Zealand, the goldfields attracted
crowds of criminals from Tasmania, the last gatheringground for English convicts in the south-eastern group of
Australian colonies. After discussion, disallowance, and
difference, the Victorian Convicts Prevention Act found It
home in the statute-book. In Otago, the vultures which
prey upon their fellow-creatures hovered so thickly that
Major Richardson, the superintendent, emitted a piteous
cry. Criminals of desperate character were setting in like
a tide, which, if not· arrested, would" inevitably make the
province one 'vast penal settlement." In 1861 and 1862 the
Provincial Council passed ordinances to prevent influx of
criminals. They were severally disallowed by the Governor,
the opinion of the judges being taken as to their repugnance
to law and to the Constitution. A similar Bill was pa.ssed
by the House of Representatives in 1868; was carried by It
majority of four on its second reading in the Council, though
opposed by Chief Justice Arney; but was, on the motion or
Mr. Swainson, ordered "to be rea.d a third time this day
six months." The ministry urged that an Imperial Act
should be passed, either to meet the evil, or to empower the
Assembly to do that of which, in the opinion of the judges,
they were then incapable. Mr. Cardwell replied that as the
government
"did not advise the (lisallowance of the Act passed to prevent theentrance into Victoria of persons formerly sentenced to transportation in
the United Kingdom, but whose sentences bad expired, so neither would
they now advise the disallowance of a similar Act if passed by the New
Zealand legislature. Tbey would, howe,·eI', see the passing of such un

WHITAKER ON DISALLOWANCE OF COl'l'7ISCATION BILLS.
Act with regret, anrr they certainly would not advise that Parliament
should be invited to pass a law for the express purpose of enabling a
colonial legislature to enact a provision 80 little in accorda.nce with
Imperial policy, and which, in the opinion of their own judges, is not
called for by any proved necessity.

On the 14th Dec. the session closed. The Governor gave
the Royal assent to the Suppression of Rebellion Act, the
New Zealand Settlements Act, and a Loan Act for three
millions sterling, and dismissed the members, with an
assurance that the unusual powers granted to the Executive
in time of great public danger should be used so as to
encroach as little as possible on the ordinary domain of
law. They had provided in their Loan Act for a reduction
of interest on so much of the loan as the Imperial Government might guarantee, and Mr. Reader Wood, the Treasurer, sailed in January to England. By the Constitution
of New Zealand, as in Australia, power was reserved to the
Crown to disallow a Bill (although assented to by the Governor) within two years after the receipt of the Bill by the
Secretary of State. Mr. Whitaker protested against the
exercise of this power of disallowance with regard to the
Bebellion and SettJement Acts. His main plea was that native
land tenure" was with little or no exception tribal," and
if lands of a tribe could be preserved because loyal occupants were incapable of eviction, the Acts would be for the
most part futile. Already 3000 men had taken military
service with the bope of obtaining land, and it was intended
to enrol 20,000. Difficulty in confiscation would be intolerable. Such was Mr. Whitaker's argument in 186-4:. The
tribal rights he had advised Governor Browne to reject as
baseless at Waitara, could scarcely be denied before the
accomplished Governor Grey. Their existence was therefore
made a plea for a larger measure of confisca.tion than any
but specia.l nactment coulel permit, though it could not
jn ify. 1111'. ' rl'M rnteat d against the Bills as uncon_ _ ..... nal all(l
lIeal.
fr. J. . L. Richardson re'\e fa t
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with subjects after rebellion, generosity would generally
be found most successful; and that, in New Zealand,
generosity had 80 far prospered that former enemies, who
might have inflicted serious injury in 186S, had not only
refrained from joining the rebels, but had volunteered to
aid the English. But it was needful now to inflict punishment by taking land; though, recognizing the wisdom of
generosity, he would not carry the system too faJ:. The
Duke of Newcastle, while acquiescing generally (Nov. 186S)
in the seizure of lands, deprecated such confiscation as
would lead the Maoris to believe that land-grasping was
the motive for war. Her Majesty's government would
view with gravest apprehension a policy which might intensify the spirit of disaffection.
"Observations on the proposal to take native lands under
an Act of the Assembly," drawn up by Sir W. Martin in
Nov., 186S, were sent by Sir G. Grey in Jan., 1864, to the
Secretary of State with the "Memorandum" by Mr. Fox,
already mentioned as contending for confiscation on the
grounds of necessity, of justice, and the interests of the
Maoris, who were possessed of too much land for their own
good. Fox concluded his paper with a declaration that
"Mere technical difficulties (if there be any, such as govern
feudal liability to forfeiture, or the necessity of conferring
political franchise, which is alleged to be a condition
precedent to the right to enforce submission to law), however interesting as abstract questions for discussion, cannot
be entertained by a government on which the responsibility
rests of saving to the British Crown a dependency in
imminent peril, and preventing for the future the renewal
of a similar crisis. ttll To Sir W. Martin's remonstrance
that the government ought to discl'iminate between the
various sections of the Waikato tlibes-the loyal and
disloyal-Mr. Fox did not reply. Sweeping confiscation
was the long-coveted remedy for the woes of all who
deplored the recognition of Maori dghts by the Queen.
They would undo by local. proclamation what she had
sanctioned by treaty. sir W. Martin's paper, written by
II As Mr, Fox (in 1879) published a. letter decla.ring that bis influence
was not exerted to bring about confiscation of Maori lands, it is well that
his advice in 1863 sbould be recortIed ill his OWll words.
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him with a "feeling of sorrow, if not of shame," was
unanswered by the ministry, and unworthily treated by Sir
G. Grey. He, who well knew that the crossing of the
Maungatawhiri was a declaration and an act of war, was
not ashamed to urge that it was an act of self-protection.
He could not answer Sir W. Martin,. and was too prudent
to resort to the hollow immorality of Fox. He insidiously
said (with regard to the invasion of Waikato): "I say this,
not in answer to Sir W. Martin's views, which would
probably agree with my own on this point, but because I
fear that his remarks might, as they stand, be misunderstood by persons at a distance." He did his best to cause
them to be misunderstood, lest the injustice of confiscating
the goods of loyal subjects should be perceived in England,
.and the Waikato campaign should be marred. One thing
he had the grace to avoid. He neither adopted nor commented upon the ethics of Whitaker and Fox. Anise and
cumin his advisers could supply. The weightier matters
·of righteousness and mercy were beyond their ken. The
law they worshipped was not like the ancient Themis,
offspring of heaven and earth. It was altogether of the
earth earthy, and centred in a craving for Maori land.
The law to which Sir William Martin appealed, whose
" seat is in the bosom of God, whose voice the harmony of
the world, to which"l\! all things in heaven and earth do
homage, "the very least as feeling her care, and the
greatest not exempted from her power; both angels and
men and creatures of what condition soever, though each
in different sort and manner, yet all with uniform consent,
admiring her as the mother of their peace and joy"-such
.11. law was unfitted for the designs of the heirs of those
whom Lord Stanley had abashed, when, for the credit of
the English name, he conveyed to New Zealand the comu en. 'New men ruled, however, in New
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The ministry· showed jealousy of the Governor's ability
and knowledge of Maori character. It was revealed in
characteristic and trivial ways, which made the course of
affairtl a maze of pettiness, encumbering hundreds of pages.
in New Zealand blue-books. A few specimens are necessary
to explain the state of affairs. It will be remembered that
the Maoris were told that the Governor could only talk to
them when the Queen's flag had been hoisted at the rebel
capital. When the General reported the occupation of
Ngaruawahia (8th Dec.), his ministers urged Grey to go
thither with them and promulgate terms of peace. Those
terms were discussed at great length. Surrender of arms,
oath of allegiance, confiscation of all the land of rebels,
followed by restitution of limited portions to avert starvation -prosecution of all murderers-were the main points.
The ministry insisted on going with the Governor. He
desired to go alone. They would not yield, and he did not
go with them. Notice (16th Dec.) was sent to the chiefs
that their reluctance to give up arms lest they should be
made prisoners (as reported by Te Wheoro), was needless,
for that none of them should be molested, except actual
murderers. No act of war would be punished. If they
wanted to know more of the Governor's intentions, he would
receive a deputation in Auckland, treat it kindly, and allow
it to return in. peace. They must decide quickly, for the
General would not stay his advance. Fox, in his account
of the war, blamed the Governor for inability to make up his.
mind about going to Ngaruawahia; but a memorandum
furnished by Sir G. Grey to his ministers (18th Dec.), at
their request, explained his conduct differently. For a
Governor, with the General and his ministers, to make
overtures and fail, would injure his position in the eyes of'
Europeans and of Maoris. The natives ought to make
overtures to him. Either the Governor ought to be with
the General, making no overtures to the natives, but on the
spot if they should choose to make them to him ;-or, if his
all approve of the system of taking payment in land from tho natives for
acts of aggression on British snbjects, being of opinion that it woulcl tend
to encourage a frequent repetition of similar offences (against Maoris) and
to render the lower cws of settlers more anli more abusive towa.rds tho
natives." (Despatch to Lord Stanley, No. 53; 15th June, 1843.)

j
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ad'\"isers preferred another course, they might be with the
General ready to receive overtures. On the 19th Dec.,
Whitaker replied; "Most of the cogent reasons given by
his Excellency against his going with some of his ministers
appear to them equally cogent against either party going
without the other." Fox declares that it was unfortunate
that the Governor14 did not go with his ministry, and that
his refusal led to his being charged by the natives with
breach of faith. He even says that the king-maker
positively asserted that if the Governor had gone to
Ngaruawahia peace would have been made. But the' kingmaker's letter quoted by Fox made no such assertion. It
declared, on the contrary, that if the war had been allowed to
stop at Rangiriri-if the proposals of the prisoners had been
accepted by the English-there would have been peace.
As early as in Dec., 1863, there was doubt whether the
Governor would confiscate lands as sweepingly as his
ministers might demand. On the 17th, he showed them a.
draft of a despatch, asking whether it was wished that he
should assent to any advice from his responsible advisers;
or whether the English government proposed to issue any
instructions. Pending the receipt of instructions he would
act on his own judgment. Judging from the tone of the
press, some persons desired-not that land should be confiscated as an example and check upon rebellion-" but that
a magnificent and extensive territory might be thrown open
to any amount of prosperous colonization." Whitaker and
his colleagues demurred to the despatch, and reserved their
rights "as ministers responsible to the General Assembly
and the colony." After exchange of minutes, in the course
of which Mr. Whitaker "feared that the conclusion was
inevitable that the views of the Governor a.nd his ministers
differed essentiRllv nil t tl e p
.
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The ceremony of handing the king's flagstaff to Te
Wheoro bore no fruit. The wrangling of the ministry
neutralized the tender of submission. The advance of the
Queen's troops made peace impossible. It was ascertained
afterwards that the Maoris on no occasion had more than
2000 men in arms throughout the island. More than 600
men were never assembled at one place during the war, and
they could not in the open field oppose larger numbers
aided by superior weapons. Rifle-pits and concealment
were their defences. Retreat from fortress to fortress was
their plan of operation as General Cameron marched
forward. The General, meanwhile, looking round for
strategic advantages, and heedless of old treaties, thought
it advisable to conquer the Tauranga district on the east
coast. The Maoris to the east of the harbour were
comparatively friendly. The ministl1' said they were
hostile on the west. Some had been to the war; some were
preparing to go. The loss of their crops then ready to be
gathered would be a heavy blow. Writing (19th Jan.), the
ministry said it was already publicly known that the
expedition was contemplated, and to delay it would be a
sign of .weakness. The Governor yielded with professed
reluctance, feeling that" under the present form of government" he ought to comply. Again, therefore, an expedition
was undertaken which could only be deemed a proof that
the gov.ernment raised quarrels in order to seize upon land.
It was believed that in 1863 as in 1860 the warlike
youth of Tauranga had swelled the ranks of men in arms
against the Queen. It was also true that the king-maker
had much influence between the east coast and the waters
of the Thames. The Civil Commissioner at Tauranga, Mr.
T. H. Smith, had furnished a return of the warriors supposed to have gone to Waikato to help the king. From the
east side of Tauranga, 30 out of an adult population of 212;
from the west, out of 542 no less than 260 were said to
have gone. Over them the king-maker's influence was
great. Mr. Whitaker drew up- (19th Jan.) instructions for
the Colonel (Carey) in command. One sentence was:
" The crops and cattle and other property of the natives on
the west side should be taken possession of and the crops
gathered in." Mr. Smith waited on Colonel Carey on the
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22nd. Before doing so he had intimated to the Maoris in
exact conformity with words of Fox (the Native Minister),
"that the object of the expedition is to act as a check on
the movements of the Waikato sympathizers, but that p
unless forced upon them, active hostilities are not contemplated, and in any case will be only carried- on against open
rebels." Shocked at the variance between these words and
the instructions to Col. Carey, Mr. Smith by words, and in
writing, entreated him to stay his hand till the government
could be consulted. Ruthlessly to pillage the innocent
would make enemies of peaceful tribes. Col. Carey waited
while Mr. Smith's appeal was sent to Mr. Fox. On the
25th, two letters from Auckland were sent to Mr. Smith.
The Governor wrote privately:
.. Col. Carey !lent me a copy of your letter to him regarding the error I
had fallen into, in issuing such instructions as I did for treating all the
natives on the western siele of the harbour of Taursnga as enemies, !leizing"
their cl"9PS, cattle, &c. I feel very much obliged to you for the fearless
and honourable way in which you did your duty on this occasion, thereby
preventing me from being the cause of bringing much misery upon many
innocent people."

"The other letter, from Fox, was sevenfold more lepgthy,
and upbraided Mr. Smith for circulating the former instructions among the natives. If the government had desired
their circulation Mr. Smith would have been told. " As"
you have acted entirely without instructions, the responsibility must rest solely with yourself." Mr. Smith's humane
conduct appeared inconsistent with his verbal statements
to ministers in Auckland, and he was ordered to explain it.
Sir G. Grey (25th Jan.) thanked Col. Carey for staying his
hand as to ravages, and told him to undertake no aggressive movement. If possible, he was to intercept armed
parties passing by the Tauranga route to join the natives in
arms in the interior. Most civilians are as unfit to control
military events as children are to be trusted with gunpowder; and when thwarted in mischief will, like children,
complain. Mr. Smith furnished a satisfactory explanation,
but Fox and Whitaker roundly rated the just officer forsparing the property of the innocent. At a later date (Srd
Feb.) they complained of the Governor's "correspondence
with their subordinate officer, Mr. Smith."
With regard to the Maori prisoners, Mr. Dillon Bell (lst.
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Dec., 1868) had moved in the House that it was important
that t~e 'policy of the government should be announced.
The m1Ols~ry made. no statement and the motion lapsed,
although, 10 seconding it, Mr. Weld said that though technically the prisoners were rebels, "morally they were not,"
and o~ght to be treated neither with maudlin philanthropy
nor wlth "vengeance or hostility." The ministry soon
showed their qualities. Retained for some weeks on board
of H.M.S. "Cura<;oa," the Rangiriri prisoners were, after
the 24th Dec., confined in the hulk "Marion," moored
under the guns of a man-of-war in the Auckland harbour.
Sir G. Grey (29th Feb., 1864) urged the ministry to release,
on parole, 'fe Oriori, who had on numerous occasions acted
nobly towards the English. Looking to the rank and
generosity of Te Oriori, Sir George thought that his release
would produce an excellent effect. After many days Fox
declared that the ministry objected to Te Oriori's release.
Fox was about to make a journey, and on his return "ministers would be prepared to take the case of all the prisoners
into consideration." It was not until the 7th April that
Fox made any proposition. and then in reply "to his
Excellency's request more than once repeated" the ministerial junto said they considered the trial of the prisoners
ought to take place, if at all, under the Suppression of
Rebellion Act of the recent session. But as that Act had
not received Royal allowance they feared to use it lest, after
trial, disallowance of the Act should bring about serious
e~mplications.
"But as his Excellency has pressed so
strongly (that the course to be adopted should be considered), ministers are prepared to surrender their own
views, and acquiesce in that of his Excellency." Let the
prisoners, therefore, be tried by a military tribunal under
the Act not yet allowed. Sir G. Grey replied that he was
not pressing that "the prisoners should be all brought to
trial, but that some decision should be come to as to their
future disposition." Uncertainty was producing a bad
.effect upon the natives, many of whom thought that the
prisoners were to be put to death. Some might be tried,
.and others released on conditions. Moreover, he wished
the trials to take place before the ordinary tribunals, and
not before courts composed of military officers. Mr.
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Whitaker then (19th April, 1864) took up the argument.
Ministers were of opinion that all the prisoners should be
tried, "and that none should at present be released," and
that the most convenient mode would be under the Suppression of Rebellion Act. Militia officers might be mingled
with military in the composition of the court. Sir G.
Grey pointed out that already the imprisonment had lasted
five·months. Arms had been seized, houses and crops had
been destroyed. The prisoners had lost the means of life.
Their lands were deemed forfeit, and, though it was contemplated io give back small portions, without implements
or stock the restitution would be of little worth.
" In addition to these punishments it is now proposed to bring a.1l these
prisoners, without reference to degrees of guilt, 01' services, or conduct
(prior to the disturbances), to trial before military courts for high treason,
and then the trial being over to determine what their ultimate disposa.l
shall be, keeping them however in sa.fe custody until peace is established.
The GovenlOr much regrets that his ministers should have rejected his
earnest solicitations in favour of the chief, Te Oriori. He believes that
many lives would have been sa.ved by a compliance with his request. . •
The course pursued in this matter has driven many natives to (Iespemtion,
and has filled others, who have as yet; taken no part in the l·ebellion. with
distrust."

No captive chief, generously treated, would break conditions on which he might obtain his libel'ty. On the
whole, believing that what his responsible advisers proposed
surpassed in severity any punishment which Great Britain
had inflicted in like cases, he would not take upon himself
the responsibiJity of giving effect to their advice. He
appealed to them to consider his position. In England the
Crown was not active in giving the absolute orders to suppress riot or rebellion. Some functionary was held responsible. In New Zealand, the Governor was compelled to
issue orders to the military and naval authorities. Ostensibly his, the orders were really those of ministers. Yet he
would be held responsible if any act of his should "appear
~o the government and people of England unnecessarily
severe or unjust, or to have a tendency to prolong, without
sufficient object, a civil war." If he remembered at this
juncture his acceptance of the resolutions of the House in
Aug., 1862, on the ground that practically while he was in
New Zealand the result would be the same, his reflections
must have been bitter. Whitaker replied that the objection
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to release any prisoner on parole was insuperable; that Te
Oriori had claims for consideration, but was infirm of purpose, and could not therefore be trusted; and that ministers
ha.d not such an exalted opinion of the parole of a chief as
the Governor had. The arrest and long imprisonment of
Rauparaha by Sir G. Grey, in 1846, was now thrown in his
teeth by the men who had used his influence in obtaining
troops and his administrative ability in the commencement
of the war, and would make him their slave when they were
presumptuous of success. As for the general quest"J.on of
responsibility, there were differences between the English
and Colonial Government; "but if his Excellency means
that responsibility for the acts of the Government in New
Zealand rests with him, and not with ministers, they feel it
to bEl their duty respectfully to express their dissent from
that view."
The dreary correspondence was protracted for months.
In vain Sir G. Grey furnished a report from the interpreter
serving with the forces (28th April, 1864) showing that
Rewi, though anxious to make peace, was deterred by the
treatment of the prisoners. Friendly chiefs piteously
entreated, but in vain, that the captives might be allowed
to leave the hulk and liye on shore. Sir G. Grey (29th
April) said that he feal'8d the recent slaughter at Orakau,
including women, might with justice be traced to the
unexplained detention of prisoners, especially of Te Oriori.
He dreaded a feO\lrrence of such events. "He has done
his utmost at all times to promote the views of his
ministers, and WiAAt'tt to show that on a point where he
felt so st~~,·, &\ l't\$lltlllsibilityrea.lly rested on him, which
gave him &\ "t,,,u~ t'hUlll on their consideration, which he
hopes th(\y will wt recognize." He might as well have
appealetl t\) tht' tl.ubers of the hulk in which the prisoners
were imU\\\ft)tt. Whitaker, professing a desire to be
compliant, Ngretted the difference which had arisen, bui'
would not oonsent to rel~ase any prisoner. Fox asserted
that they were very comfortable and in excellent health in
the hulk; but the principal medical officer in the colony,
and the sanitary officer for the troops, reported that the
seeds of disease were being sown in the captives by reason
of the unfitness of their prison. A special request was
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made to Mr. Fox in May for straw mattresses, in order that
the prisoners of war might not be compelled to sleep upon
hard boards. (In the same month the surgeon in charge'
reported that Te Oriori and six others should at once be
removed to the shore, where with "exercise and other'
hygienic measures they will be allowed a fair chance of
renovating their shattered constitutions.") It was not until
nearly a month after this request was made to Fox that it
became known to the Governor. Fox, when reminded of
this concealment, insolently wrote (June, 1864) that the
ministry only were responsible, and that it was not
customary to lay before the Governor reports on "other
prisoners in the various gaols of the colony." On the 4th
June, the first winter month, the sanitary officer of the
troops reported that "none of the prisoners had anything to
lie upon save the deck of the ship." Such being the
conduct of his ministers it was well that Sir G. Grey had
consulted the Secretary of State. On the 6th April he had
narrated the facts. On the 7th May he had asked that, if
necessary, he might receive commands on the subject. He
wrote to the Duke of Newcastle, but that nobleman did not
receive his letter. Early in 1864 the Duke's health failed,
and he was succeeded in April by Mr. Cardwell. It would
have been well for humanity, and might have restored the
feeble statesman, if he had retired earlier, and left to the
firmer grasp of Mr. Cardwell the reins which 1:1e had held to
so little purpose. As it was, he died in a few months.
The evil effects of his sanction of the Waitara rapine could
neither die nor be forgotten.
To Sir G. Grey's first recapitulation of his difficulties
Mr. Cardwell replied (June, 1864) that he was led to
conjecture that if the ministry had concurred in a definite
and generous course, evils and loss of life might have been
avoided.
"On this I think it nece8ll&l'Y to observe, that while I fully recognize the
general ril(bt and duty of the colonial government to deal with matters of
native policy, properly 80 called, I consider that while active operations
are being carned oh under the conduct of Her Majesty's officers, and in
the main by Her Majesty's military and naval forces, it is for the Governor
personally, &8 representative of the Imperial government, to decide upon
the fate of persol18 who are taken prisoners in the course of these military
operatiol18. And although, before adorting any such decision, I should
wiBh you to obtain the ad,ice, ami, i possible, the concurrence of the
Vol.D.
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ministen, I do not oonaider that concurrence indi8penBable. But, 8ubject
aiwaYI to the positive law of the colony, I hold you entitled to determine,
and I look to you for determining, whether 8uch prisoners or anv of them
ahall be relea8ed on parole or otherwise, or whether they shaft be kept
under such control &8 may legally be applied to them &8 prisoners of war,
or whether they ahall be handed over to the civil authorities to be dealt
with &8 criminala. I shall therefore be fully J.lrepared to support you, in
caae you should have thought it neceaaary, With or without the consent of
your ministers, 80 to deal with theae prisoners &8, in your opinion, the
public intereata may have required."

At a later date (26th July), adverting to Sir G. Grey's
statement that the Governor would be held responsible in
England if needless severity were used, Mr. Cardwell said:
"You appear to me rightly to interpret your position in the
observations you have addressed to your ministers." On
the 26th May he had written:
.. I entirely anticipate that your ministers will be animated by a just
sense of the exertions IIoIId B&Crificea which have already been made by the
mother country,lIoIId that on colonial grounds they will be &8 anxioul &8
you CIIoD be yourself to terminate the present hostilities. But it is my duty
to 8&y to you plainly that, if unfortunately their opinion shoUld ~be
different from your own &8 to the terms of peace, Her Majesty's government expect ~ou to act upon your own judgment, and to state to your
ministers explicitly that lioii army of 10,000 English troops haa been plaoed
at your d.ispC)aaJ for objects of great Imperial, IIoIId not for the attainment
of any mere local object; that your responsibility to the Crown is paramount, IIoIId that you will not continue the expenditure of blood and
tr8&BUr8 longer than is absolutely necesaary for the establishment of a just
,&lid enduring peace."

Of these words he now reminded the Governor. As to the
wisdom of releasing Te Oriori, only presence on the spot
could justify an opinion. Mr. Cardwell gave none•
.. What I do feel it my duty to 8&y to you plainly is, that the aid of the
mother country in men IIoIId money is glven to the oolony on the understan~~lthat the military m8&Bures which have unhappily become necesaary
be directed by you in concert with the distinguished General in
command. I lhall be perfectly ready to support you in lIoIIy me&Bures
which, not breaking lIoIIy positive law of the colony, IIoIId after consulting
with the General, you may have thought it nece88&ry to take."

The Whitaker-Fox ministry would not consent to the publication of these despatches in the usual manner. They
doubtless deplored the events which had called to the
Colonial office so clear a judgment as that of Mr. Cardwell.
On general policy he was equally decided, and a remarkable
despatch (26th April, 1864) will demand special consideration.
.
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-At the resumption of warlike operations, the state of the
tribes may be summarily stated. Dr. Featherston, Superintendent at Wellington, visited the west coast, and found
Wi Tako friendly to the colonists, although not angered
against the Maori king. The capture of Rangiriri was
commented on, the chiefs being "highly pleased at the
fraternizing of the soldiers with the natives at Rangiriri,
with the compliment paid them by General Cameron, and
the kind treatment (as they believed) the prisoners were
receiving." Dr. Featherston temporarily adjusted a dispute
about land between the Ngatiapa and the Rangitane and
Ngatiraukawa tribes. At the discussions the natives showed
e, calmness and moderation." For a time, as far north 80S
Wanganui, the west coast was (Feb., 1864) deemed safe.
In March, Colonel Warre, commanding at Taranaki, captured without loss the rebel positions at Kaitake, near
Oakura, and at Au Au. "The beautiful practice of the
Armstrong guns set fire to a whi-re" at the very hour
fixed for an advance, and availing themselves of the
4' fortunate accident," under cover of the smoke, assaulting
parties entered the works, from which the Maoris rapidly
escaped, having wounded only two soldiers. In April,
flying columns having destroyed Maori crops and cultivations, Colonel Warre reported that "every acre of cultivation
was cleared within twenty miles to the south of Taranaki."
In the same month, Captain Lloyd (57th Regt.), with 80
reconnoitring party of 100 men, while destroying a Maori
plantation, was surprised by an ambuscade at Te Ahuahu.
He and six others were killed, and twelve were wounded.
The heads of Captain Lloyd and five others were carried
-away. There was a rumour that this atrocity was provoked
by the taking of the head of a Maori by a European for
scientific purposes; but the occurrence was not proved. At
the end of the month a number of Maoris, after dancing 80
war dance, attacked a redoubt at Sentry Hill. Captain
Shortt (57th Regt.) had ordered his men to sit concealed
till told to fire. When the Maoris approached they were
met by heavy volleys and shells from 80 cohorn. They fied~
leaving more than thirty dead and many wounded. Only
one soldier was wounded. Colonel Warre reported that the
confidence shaken by the death of Captain Lloyd was
82
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Emissaries were sent to distant tribes to pave the way for
The man, Te La, was not alone in his crazy confidence.
There were other mad prophets. One, Hepaniah, officiated
at the attack on the Sentry Hill redoubt. He professed to
be invulnerable. On a moonlight night, with wild gestures,
aml singing a psalm, he walked to the parapet of the
recloubt and sat down. A sergeant and a few men went to
capture him. 'l'he prophet threw a stone at the serjeant, .
hitting him on the throat, and then-ran away. The surpriHed men fired a volley. The prophet sat down and
resumed his psalm. After another volley he retreated.
liaving thus confirmed the faith of his followers, if not his
0\\,,11, he led them to assail Captain Shortt in the redoubt.
III their advance they relied on the incantations of the
prophet. and a man, like the hero of the night adventure,
moved in front of the main body. When grape and

i'.

.1
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musketry poured deadly hail among them, at first they
stood calmly, and their strange leader again sang and
waved his arms. A rifle-bullet dispelled the charm, and
when nearly two score had fallen the Maoris fled. The
brother prophets declared that Hepaniah had offended the
Angel Gabriel, and one of them, Matene, went southwards
to make fresh converts, and attack the settlement of Wanganui. Matene applied to the Wanganui natives for
permission to pass down the river. It was refused. 'fhe
prophet was willing to wait two months, but Hemi Nape,
Mete Kingi, and others, tired of negotiations, challenged
him to battle on the island of Moutoa, in the river
Wanganui. There was alarm in the settlement, where the
real force of the rebels was unknown and where the garrison
contained 800 soldiers. Matene accepted the challenge
sent to him. Neither army was to surprise the other.
The time appointed was daybreak on the 14th May. The
island was about 800 yards long and 20 wide. At daybreak Hemi Napi was posted at the place where the Hau
Haus were to land. Mete Kingi followed with the reserve.
The advance-party was in three bands; ten men were
'commanded by Kereti, nine by Hemi and Riwai, fifteen by
Aperaniko and Haimona. The river was low, and the
friends of the settlers on the left b~k could wade easily to
and from the island. From the rip;ht bank the Hau Hau
fanatics had to move in canoes, from which they were
allowed to land without opposition. They also formed
advance-companies, with a reserve in rear. There were not
150 of them, and many were boys. The Wanganui army
was nearly 800 strong. When the Hau Haus had formed
their battle-array within twenty yards of their enemies
they commenced their incantations, and continued them
.for two hours. Like Hepaniah, they thought themselves
'invulnerable, and believed that their enemies would be
nerveless. A Hau Hau fired a shot. The forces slowly
advanced, and when within ten yards of each other fired
volleys with mutual effect. Kereti's fall dispirited his
friends. When Hemi and Riwai were also killed the army
fled in terror, and some crossed to the river-bank. Haimona,
. reaching the end of the island, shouted, "I will go no
; furiher," rallied a few less superstitious than the rest,
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and must be surrendered to her. We come to surrender
them. But still our hearts are sad. • • ." At this
appeal the man overcame the official in Dr. Featherston.
" To understand and appreciate its pathos (he wrote) every
word must have been heard and the speaker seen." He
promised that if Hori Kingi and other chiefs would write to
the Governor he would support their prayer for a pardon.
The old chiers eyes glistened with delight; he sprang up,
hailed the five canoes in advance to stop, and gave them in
a few figurative words what appeared a mere hint of what
Dr. Featherston had said. " But this was quite sufficient ;,
the gloom which had hung over them instantly disappeared;
a cry of joy burst from the whole of them, and off they
started, plying their paddles with tenfold vigour, and there
was no longer silence, but the usual cries and songs resounded
from every canoe."
In Wanganui there was public grief when Hemi Nape
and a brother chief were buried. The garrison, the
civilia.ns, and many settlers were in the funeral procession,
'and the general sympathy touched the Maoris. Dr.
Featherston reported that "kingism was doomed, and
that there was never so little prospect of the peace of the
west coast being disturbed." Hori Kingi's eloquence was
not spent in vain. Sir G. Grey, with the concurrence of his
ministr.y, handed over all the prisoners to the friendly
natives on parole. The light and darkness of MQ,Ori life
were never more strangely exemplified. At the pah where
Te Raimona. was delivered to Dr. Featherston, Matene's
men had dug too large ovens in which to cook the foes, at
whose intercession the Hau Ha.u prisoners were now to be
released. Dr. Featherston's influence did much to ensure
peace. Wi Tako Ngatata, who had leaned to the Maori
king, would not ally himself to the "mad Hau Hau
prophets." "My kind of kingism," he said, "would never
have ended thus. It was calculated to bring forth good
fruits only. I have nothing to be ashamed of when I meet
the tribes. I was faithful to kingism till it died, and I had
no hand in its death." In a clear voice, on 8rd June.
1868, he took the oath of a.llegiance, and his subsequent
exertions mainly contributed to suppress disaffection in the
southern parts of the isla.nd.

!- t}~ J»'f-'P~ fA f.;ir W m. Ma.rti:n ~ :nm
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had ~ mnC* he lut.il BIiii
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ialk1" ,rk(k. F'/x a.!ld '\\"bi:taker l'lefllaed to rtls:ardIn l~;l. th~

Gol"erIlIDt'llt forees tixd. pOBBeSSion of
in t~ Waitanl distriet. A stroD.gly-fortified
IJ&h, )bD utabi. "'&6 ahand.on~ after trtlling resi.stanee,
.,111 '(if: AIei,. a% Pukeranri(J~ Thieh the General had
.PI"...../8K!.:ed by Ball. in 18tJl. rell into ColoJreI \\'"arm's
hliwl5 in (ktoObel'. ntho'.lt a etruggle. He was piloted by
'rWndh' natil"ES, and the enemy were rew in nnmber.
S4:'iclM &wi, nor Ie Bangitake,
Hapurona were there.
&1ri and the men of S gatimaniaporo had serious work at
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their own homES. Colonel \\'"arre scoured the country,
det:.1:royed rilJages whereyer he could find them, and,
having dri\"en men, women, and children from their homes
to fastnesses or wilds in the interior, placed a strong
garrison at Te Arei.

The attitude of the Xgatikahungunu tribe, whose territory
extended on the east coast (rom Wellington to Napier, was
an object of concern to the Government. There were feuds
between the tribes on the Wairoa river. Major Whitmore,
Civil Commissioner at Napier, urged them to be reconciled,
and accept one law for all. He reported that it was possible
to keel' on good termH with the Ngatikahungunu, but that
men ball gone to the war at Waikato from the Ngatiporou
at the ll11Lst Cape and from the rugged Uriwera territory.
'fhe Bishop of Waiapu (William Williams) reported much
fermont in Feb. at Poverty Bay on the subject of land
confiscations. The natives wanted to see the Governor.
u"".,while, the war at Waikato, and the intended devasta·
• VoL i .• p. 437.
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tion at Tauranga, which was frustrated for a time by the
Civil Commissioner's prudence, occupied attention.
Ha.ving occupied Ngaruawahia without opposition (Dec.,
186S), General Cameron, after a few weeks, advanced along
the Waipa; River to Te Rore. The Maoris were entrenched
at Paterangi, situate in a country where, in what was
called the Great Waikato Plain, low ridges and mounds are
surrounded or intersected by swamps and winding valleys
with swampy hollows. High fern intermingling with flax
and low manukau scrub gave cover to scouting parties. A
few miles to the south-east were Te Awamutu, whence Mr.
Gorst had been expelled, Kihi Kihi (Rewi's settlement), and
Rangiaohia, 8011 situate in a rich part of the Waikato campaign. Thence large quantities" of wheat had been sent to
Auckland in years gone by, ministering to the wants of
colonists, and supplying Maoris with means to procure firearms. The works of the Maoris at Paterangi were unusually
intricate. Line upon line of zigzag rifle-pits intersected
the slopes of fern-covered ridges. The General bombarded
from a distance, but made no impression, and his Maori
allies advised him not to attempt to storm. The Bishop,
writing from the camp at Te Rore (4th Feb.), said that the
Maoris had " so strengthened their position by earthworks
that the General is obliged to proceed cautiously and
systematically. The popular idea of 'rushing' seems to
have been abandoned since Rangiriri." On the 11th Feb.,
about 50 soldiers were fired at on their way to bathe in the
Mangapiko river. Colonel Waddy sent reinforcements,
and the Maoris only escaped destruction in consequence of
the uneven and fern-covered nature of the ground. The
General witnessed the skirmish, and highly praised the
officers engaged. Lieut.-Col. Havelock reported that the
action cost the Maorie 28 men killed, and two wounded
prisoners. Of the English, six were killed, and a few
wounded. As regarded the inclusion of women in the
horrors of war, the General, by the aid of the Forest
Rangers, was about to be associated with a deed which contributed to forfeit for Bishop Selwyn his place in Maori
affections. The Bishop hoped, by accompanying the
troops, to soften the rigours of war, and administer consolation to the wounded without regard to the side on which
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they had fought. But the Waikato tribes would not
believe that man to be their friend who marched with their
enemies.m. He was fired at as he rode from post to post; but,
as of yore at Korararika, he went about the field of battle to
succour the wounded. On one occasion he was with an
officer carrying a wounded enemy to the camp, and meeting
two soldiers received their help. As he carried the relieving
soldier's rifle, he was reproached for haviIig acted in a warlike manner.
Wiremu Nera strove to induce the tribes to make peace.
He found the king-maker at Maungatautari willing to
remain quiet if not attacked. Others were more warlike.
But at Paterangi neither the Ngatimaniapoto, under Rewi,
nor the Ngatiraukawa, nor any others would listen to persuasion. One chief stood up and said, " Welcome, welcome,
son. Peace shall not be made. If we are to die we will die
in Waikato." Unable to influence his brethren, W~emu
Nera returned to the General and provided him with guides.
One service rendered to the General by the friendly Maoris
was in deterring him from assaulting the lines of Paterangi.
Within them the Maoris, provided with potatoes for immediate wants, longed to be attacked. Their chief depot for
food was at Rangiaohia, and thither the General proceeded at midnight (20th Feb.) with about 1100 men, tosurprise the encampment, and annihilate the Maori commissaria..t. Colonel Waddy, with about 600, remained at
., Writing to a brother bishop, Selwyn said, in 1863: "I have now one
simple missiona~ idea before me, that of watching over the remnant that
is left. Our natlVe work is a remnant in two 8eJlBe8,-the remnant of ...
decaying people and the remnant of a decaying faith. The works of
which you hear are not the works of heathens; they are the works of
baptized men whose love has grown cold from caUBeS common to all
churches of neophytes from Laodicea downwards."
[1894.-T.he foregoing note is left &8 originally published in 1883. But
for the fact that a newspaper published an absurd statemeut that the
author had striven" to incruninate the great and good Bishop Selwyn," it
might have been thought impossible to impugn the author's reverent
admiration for the Bishop in all his relations with the Maoris. The author·
has been comfortecl by the personal assurance of Bishop Selwvn's son
(himself a bishop) that he was gratified with the manner in which his
father's career is treated in this work. If the son's testimony should fail
to ward oft' aspersion, it may be added that if any words in this book can
be wrested so as to inculpate the Bishop's conduct towards the Maoris the
author renounces them as forei~ to hisl'urpose and false to his meaning.l
See below (pp. 358, 359, cap. xIii.) the B18hop's own words.
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Te Rore in front of Paterangi. At daybreak the General
pushed on from Te Awamutu to Rangiaohia. "The few
natives who were found in the place," he said, "were
quickly dispersed, and the greater part escaped, but a few
of them, taking shelter in a' whare, made a desperate resistance until the Forest Rangers and a company of the 65th
surrounded the whare, which was set on fire, and the
defenders either killed or taken prisoners." This was the
official report of an occurrence in which women and
children were burned to death. General Cameron knew
not, when he thus wrote, the truth, which was subsequently
ascertained.1I!!
Of what avail was it to preach peace to the Maoris, and
tell them to be merciful, when a British force, commanded
by a General, and accompanied by a Bishop, burnt women
and children in a Maori house? Was it to be wondered at
that a great grief came upon the Bishop when he heard
that a plot was laid by the enemy to take his life? The
successful General returned to Te Awamutu with 21 women
and children who were not burned. He had fluttered the
Maoris effectually. Though their men of war were at
Paterangi and Maungatautari, their principal food stores,
such as they were, had been destroyed at Rangiaohia. The
grief .of the Maoris at Paterangi was intense. They had
expected the General to fight according to Maori principles
with the foe ready to meet him. Their rage at being out..
witted by the flank-movement which left them idle, and
destroyed their supplies, was intensified by reports of the
burning of women and children. Gathering their ammunition together, they evacuated Paterangi, and were seen
moving to Rangiaohia on the morning of the 22nd Feb., at
which time. also Colonel Waddy and his forces found
Paterangi empty. The General marched against a band of
Maoris between Rangiaohia and Te Awamutu in the after.. [1894.-It has been denied ill a newspaper that women were known to
have been in the wha.re. The Maori assertion that women were there is
not deemed sufficient evidence of the fact. The disputer, however,
confeBBed that a forest ranger" put a torch to the roof," that the rema.in,s
of the bodies found in the ashes "were frightfully scorched," that he "saw
them," and that" no one dreamed of making an inspection to ascertain
sexes." He consideratell added-" Of course women and children may
have been killed at Ranguwhia."]
.

,,~,\-
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~"l shought tha.t at least 30 of them
. '" -tt.:\in l~ldy tied through a swamp towards
,.. " ~ ~"'l'l t\ 1\8oh wa.s in course of construction.
"
", ~,,:~t. tU\ll on the 22nd twenty-one English
.",,.~" ",\ " t ~h~ l"t'tums of killed and wounded.
The
'~'.' • ...." t:'· ~, ore A.wamutu was but a short distance
,~~' \~ 'I,... \.ihikihi settlement, and both were near
, ",. " ""U ~\I llt.l rendered famous in New Zealand story.
, '", ,iI' lltlt\IHtl'l wl'itten at this period may be referred to.
~, ", :':"~\'l\ tl) l\llay the Duke of Newcastle's apprehen""'" ,\,,~ tlw Mt\oris should be embittered by confiscation
."- ,,'1,1, 'h~h"l--in a formlj.l minute drawn up for transmis~"'\ h' l,lwuillg Street-that" though the proceedings of
~,\\' "\"\\'!'Umellt were at first naturally looked upon with
;~,\H\" I'H\itlty t\nd distrust by the natives, those feelings
h"w mll~,h sub~ided generally, and in some instances
,"'l\lpll,lttl l·ontidence has been established in the intentions
,I.! ~hl,l Hovernment;" and that "every means have been
~I~b.~\l\ to persuade the Maoris in general, that the property
vI llu\Ot'ellt persons and tribes will be strictly respected,
~lllt that the measure of punishment will be apportioned
tv the degree of guilt."
Sir G. Grey transmitted the minute as an indication that
the ministry recognized the wisdom of the Duke of Newca~tle'B views, and would act justly. Yet, at that date, Sir
G. Grey was vainly imploring for the release of Te Oriori;
a.nd Whitaker had officially urged, with regard to the
Settlements Act of 1863, that, unless innocent native
oooupants could be evicted, the Act would be almost useless.
Mr. Whitaker's minute was scarcely dry when Aihipene,'a
loyal chief, wrote from Waiuku (1st March) to Mr. Fox,
saying, that he heard from trustworthy sources that the
obduracy of Waikato was caused by distrust, and fear that
if the chiefs should submit they would be tried, transported,
and put to death.

" ''''' ..,

" This is the cause of their sa.dness, and in persisting in their evil course
unto death. The heart of our sister Ngawai, when she heard these words,
started with love to her people, and a. desire to hear your words and those
of the Governor, and to go to Wa.ika.to to suppress the evil, and cause the
fighting to cease. . . . It is for you to decide. . . . If you think
well, I and Waa.tu Kukutai would take our sister to ma.ke peace with the
chiefs, a.nd ca.use their king to be suppressed, their fla.g to be given up,
and the instruments of war to be surrendered."
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"Mr. Fox paid no attention to Aihipene's entreaty, but
(9th March) said that, on his return from Kaipara, ministers
would think about the prisoners. He sent a draft proclamation which might be issued after the taking of
Maungatautari. It told the hostile tribes that they had
"been very obstinate, and now their land, the land of
Waikato, is gone." The government would give them "one
more chance." Let every man bring in his weapons, and
sign a declaration of submission. "Then let him go to
whatever place the government shall tell him to go to; let
him live there till it shall be pointed out to him where
shall be his permanent place to t.:eside." But" murderers
shall not be forgiven." This announcement it was proposed
to make to the widowers and orphans of Rangiaohia.
Burial-places and homes, however venerated and beloved,
were to be abandoned to the invader, at whose dictate the
exiles were to be permitted to breathe. Subsequently (6th
May, 1864) Mr. Fox vilipended Aihipene's appeal. The
chief was not" trustworthy or disinterested;" some of his
"immediate relatives" captured at Rangn:iri were on board
the hulk, and his assertion as to the injurious effect of their
confinement was only made to procure their release, and
was "not in the opinion of ministers of the smallest value
whatever." It was time for Mr. Cardwell to come to the
rescue when Whitaker and Fox, dressed in brief authority,
were prepared thus to use Her Majesty's name and wield
Her Majesty's army in enforcing their behests.
Some eyes in England were observing them. The
Aborigines' Protection Society wrote to Sir G. Grey, expressing alarm at the wholesale land-confiscation proposed.
Such a policy would add fuel to the flames, and drive the
Maoris to the madness of despair. The names of Fowell
Buxton, Joseph Pease, Newman Hall, S. Gurney, M.P.,
William Howitt, were attached with those of the Earl of
Chichester, Lord Ebury, Sir Walter Trevelyan, Sir Wilfrid
Lawson. General Perronet Thompson. Mr. F. W. Chesson,
and many more. Sir G. Grey showed his reply to Mr.
Fox. Premising that some confiscation was needed as an
example, he added: "That these measures will be carried out
in a spirit of liberal generosity and of mercy I earnestly hope,
and will do my best to ensure. and in my ~fforts" to this end
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I believe that I shall be supported by a large majority in
this colony." Mr. Fox wrote: "The Colonial Secreta.ry·
entirely concurs in his Excellency's observations, and does
not think it neces88ol'y to offer any on the part of the
ininistry." But the. ministry changed their milids, and
sent a long memorandum (5th May) .to the Earl of
Chichester. Sweeping confiscation was, in their eyes, a.
moral lesson .
.. The deliberate opinion of ministers is, that to terminate the present
insurrection without confiscation of the lands of the rebels, ttlII.king, of
course, ample provision for their future, would be to surrender every
advantage that nas been gained, and practically to announce that British
rule over the Maori must cease, and the Northern Island be abandoned as
/10 safe place of residence for Her Majesty's European subjects. ":11 •
•
•
Ministers believe that nothing has been, or can be, more "pernicious to
the naotive race than .the poe8eBsion of large territories under tribal title,
which they neither use, know how to use, nor can be induced to use."

They denounced the "pernicious system of tribal right, II
the maintenance of which was guaranteed by the treaty of
Waitangi. To flaunt their determination in the eyes of the
public, they published' their memorandum, and asked the
Governor's permission to publish his letter. to Lord
Chichester. Mr. Fox considered that as Lord Chichester's
letter had been published in the" Times" before its receipt,
the Governor was released from ordinary rules, but Sir G.
Grey declined to imitate an informality.
It is necessary to revert to operations in the field, for his
"invaluable services" in which, at "great personal risk
and convenience," the Secretary of State, in acknowledging
military reports, rendered to Bishop Selwyn his " sincerest
thanks." The department which had spurned the Bishop's
counsel at Waitara was proud of his presence at Paterangi.
The General, meanwhile, hearing that the Maoris were
gathering together for a. final struggle at Maungatautari
under the guidance of the king-maker, resolved to reduce
:II When first shown to Sir G. Grey, the memorandum contained &
quotation from a work by the Rev. Mr. Taylor, in which the allthor wu
quoted as blaming Governor Fitzroy for not having claimed land &8 hav!ng
been paid for with blood. Sir G. Grey apprised Mr. Taylor, who dissented from Fox's representation, and after numerous minutes, Fox
withdrew Mr. Taylor's naome from his letter to Lord Chichester; A
kindred attempt by Mr. Fox to quote Bishop Williams as a.nadvocate of
iuch confiscation &8 Fox proposed was recorded in the first edition of this
work (VoL ii., p. 251). It is BUfficient to refer to it here.
:
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their stronghold there-Ti Tiki 0 te Hingarangi. His own
head-quarters were at Pukerimu, where spurs from the
Maungatautari range trend to the left bank of the Waikato
river, above the modern town Cambridge. He could there
obtain supplies by the waters of the river. The Maoris had
miscalculated the facilities with which ample reE!Ources could
provide the military commissariat at points remote from
Auckland. Their own scanty stores had suffered in the
ravages at Rangiaohia. After evacuating Paterangi many
of them were scattered in bands near the Puniu river. Most
of the women and children were removed southwards towards the upper waters of the Waipa. Some ammunition
was secreted in convenient places, but the Maoris did not at
once select a new place of defence. Brig.-Gen. G. J. Carey
was stationed with a large force at Te Awamutu. A band
of Maoris roving over their desolated land were passing
Orakau, about three miles from Kihikihi, when one of them
said: "This is my father's land. Here will I fight." The
chiefs began to discuss the matter, but he was l·esolute, and
prevailed. There was no apparent strength in the position.
It was one of those low rolling mounds which characterized
the country. Northwards the land sloped downwards almost
imperceptibly to a patch of forest'. Westward it was almost
level with Orakau. From the south-west a ridge curved
round by the south to the south-east at a distance varying
from 250 to 850 yards, leaving a hollow between the pah and
the crest of the ridge at the south-east. Eastward there
was a gentle slope, and across a gully at a distance of
several hundred yards the land rose again to the level of
Orakau. Beyond the curving ridge was a swamp, at the
other side of which, at the south-ea~t, rose a steep but not
very high mound which narrowed the swamp in that direction. Southwards the ridge was steep, and about 40 feet
high, where it overlooked the narrow swamp which separated
it from the mound which was higher than the ridge. Almost
at the southern foot of the ridge there was a deep ditch with
a steep bank above it, which had been made in former times
to keep cattle from Maori cultivations. The ground was
covered with fern and occasional 11ax-plants. On the 80th
March, General Carey heard that the enemy were constructing ci1le-pits at Orakau. They had fired upon some colonial
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14 Hel1el1.I OlLlIIeron reported tha.t "they had probably not less than 100
men. killeJ out of a garrison not exceeding 300." Despatch, 7th April,.

'Wl'wants llistinguishedat Ashantee and Afghan, and in high position
\Vu.r Office in London.
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unsuccessful. The Brigadier, knowing that his subordina.tes
were at their a.ppointed posts on the right and in rear of
the enemy, determined to take the place by sap, the
a.rtillery having failed to make an impression on the works.
Care was taken to prevent escape, and it was deemed
certain that the enemy, thus surprised, could have no store
of food. In the afternoon a band of Maoris appeared in the
Maungatautari direction. They had come to relieve, but
could only fire volleys and dance their war-dance to encourage their countrymen. The English lines were too strong
for them, and shells were thrown upon them~ The
Brigadier himself was reinforced by about 400 men in the
course of the day and ensuing night. The sap was carried
on without intermission. Carey reported that futile efforts.
to escape were made in the night by a few Maoris, who,
when fired upon, retreated to their works. In the morning
they fired at the sappers, but the work went on unchecked
by casualties. Thus another day and another night were·
spent.
On the 2nd April, Lieut.-Col. Havelock!16 arrived with
hand-grenades, which were thrown "with great effect"
amongst the besieged. At noon an Armstrong gun was·
carried into the sap. It made a. breach, and silenced some
of the Maori fire. Women and children were in the pah,
and the enemy were called on to surrender with a promise
that their lives should be spared. They answered: "Ka
whawhai tonu-ake, ake, ake."-" We will fight to the
bitter end; for ever and ever." The interpreter urged
them to send out the women and children. They answered:.
" The women will fight too." But they suffered severely in
the rifle-pits, which they had not had ·time to construct
with care. The oblong rifle-pit of the Maori held five or
six men. At two of its angles it communicated with otherpits so that men could pass from pit to pit along the line.
Thus was formed a double line of pits with intervals of solid
earth between each. The hastily-formed Orakau pits did
not in all cases afford such facilities, and the hand-grenades.
thrown into them so rent the bodies of the Maoris that
many were unrecognizable. Weary with incessant work,.
'" Afterwards General Sir Havelock-AlJaD.
VoL n.
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.decimated by the riving grenades; athirst, starved, and girt
by a ring of fire, the garrison would "not yield to kiss the
ground beneath the feet" of Whitaker and Fox. Though'
reluctant to see gallant blood hopelessly shed, the Brigadier
(with whose operations Cameron, though present, did not
interfere), when the sap was completed, ordered an assault.
Of a score of men who entered one breach, half fell beneath
a volley which the Maoris delivered before they rushed
to their inner works. A second aS88.ult at another breach
fared in like manner. The British officers were consulting
as to the next step to. be taken, while the Maoris faced
the fearful truth that their ammunition was almost spent.
Powder they had, but their bullets were few. And Rewi
had a store of them buried in the fern some miles away!
Famished and athirst-a.pparently without a loophole of
escape-no Maori thought of yielding. In their distress
they sang a hymn taught them by the Christians. Perhaps
the Christian God would look down in pity. But still the
Pa.keha pressed on. Then stm:ner, bloodier thoughts suc-ceeded. The superstitious savage confounded the Christian
God with the deeds done by those who profaned His name.
The Maori would disca.rd the creed taught by the robbers
-of his land. They were a nation of 1ia.rs. While the
Bishop and his friends invited the Maori to look to heaven,
the Pa.kehas had stolen the land from under his feet. The
Bishop, calling himself a man of peace, marched with the
soldiers. The Maoris would scorn him and aJl his works.
They would appeal to their own god of fierce man. Tumatauenga, with dreadful aspect; Tu-ka riri, the angry;
Tu-ka nguha, the fiery; Tu-ka taua, the war-lover; Tu
wha.ka.heke, the ·man-destroyer; Tu·mata waita, eyepiercing.;-surely, by one of his attributes, the great Tu
would aid his children, or confound their enemies. They
chanted a karakia., or imprecation of old days, long disused
in Maori land. Their voices were heard by the wondering
English, who were to marvel still more at their daring.
At the rear, where the thunders of the great gun had been
foiled by the flax-bound fern, a double line of the investing
troops had been thrown backll7 under cover to enable the
17

Brigadier-General Carey'. Official Report, 7th April, 1864. P.P.
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gun to Open fire. Through that opening, about four o'clock
in the broad day, chanting their appeal to the god of
battles, and moving steadily as in scorn of their foes, the
Maoris marched towards the narrow neck of swamp between
the ridge and mound. Carey said they rushed. Mr. Fox
writes that an eye-witness told him, "They were in a solid
column, the women, the children, and the great chiefs in
the centre, and they marched out as cool and steady as if
they had been going to church." Rewi ordered that no
shot should be fired. The little ammunition left was
needed for defence in the desperate course through the
swamp to be crossed on the way to the Puniu river. Ere
he left his blood-spattered fortification he must have cast a
lingering look on the home of his ancestry. On his right
to the east stood Maungatauta.ri about fifteen miles away,
like a sentinel guarding the land on one side of the great
Waika.to plain; Pirongia. at similar distance westwards
seemed to hold like function by the Waipa. Close to him,
on his left, was his own settlement Kihikihi, now ravaged
by the Pakeha. Could he but cross the Puniu he might
find shelter in the forests of Rangitoto looming large in the
south. But when a.ll looked to him for guidance, prompt
action was required. Some accounts state that, as if to
deceive the troops and gain time for the fugitives, a. Maori,
while his countrymen departed, sprang with a white flag
on the parapet and was riddled with bullets. One chief,
more successful, diverted the assailants for a few moments.
Wiremu Karamoa walked coolly towards the troops and
surrendered.lIB Suddenly the truth was known. "They
are escaping," was echoed amongst the besiegers. Before
the Maoris reached the ridge in rear, on right and left the
soldiers' converged upon them in the ferny hollow, and
many fell under a cross fire in which some soldiers shot
their comrades, and it was thought that the Maoris were
returning the fire. But Rewi husbanded his ammunition
still. The devoted band gained the ridge, thinned in
number, but moving forward like one man. At the base
of the outer side of the ridge were a few of the 40th Regt.
keeping outer guard. As the Maoris leaped over the old
.. Report of Mr. R. C. Mu.inwaringto Mr. Fox. P.P., 1864.
T2
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ditch which once protected their plantations a bugler
sounded a call. " May I not shoot him?" said one man.
Bewi said "No!" but another Maori as he passed the ditch
shot the bugler dead. The swamp was reached. Many of
the fugitives gained the mound across the neck of swamp,
and there a body of cavalry which had ridden to intercept
them, slew, with the aid of the pursuing infantry, considerable numbers, some of whom were women. Wading and
plunging through the swamp, and using in utmost need
their remnant of ammunition, the main body gained the
Puniu river, and escaped, after a pursuit which. the
Brigadier described as lasting "nearly six miles." He
regretted that "in the pah and in the pursuit some three
or four women were killed unavoidably (their dress and
hair "rendering it impossible to distinguish one from the
other at any distance.") He underrated the number.
Amongst the wpunded were found six, and many more were
killed and wounded.· A report by an interpreter declared"Numbers are wounded, and I regret to say ala.rge quantity
of women." More than a hundred Maoris were found dead,
and at the most distant point of pursuit it was seen that
the wounded were carried by their friends, while fresh
traces of blood in the morning showed that the same
occupation was followed during the night. The English
loss was 16 killed and 52 wounded. It was hoped that the
body of Rewi might be found. The General offered £10
for it. The bodies which were not shattered were recognized by the friendly Maoris who accompanied t1;le
English. The troops buried their enemies, some at the
edge of Orakau, and others on the mound at the southeast where the cavalry had crossed the flyers. The conduct
of the troops was highly extolled by the General, who
returned at once to Pukenmu. Of the Maoris, he said"They had probablf not 1_ than 150 men killed out of a garrison not
exceeding 300. "It 18 impoaaible not to admire the heroic courage and

• An English soldier described to the author how a Maori without
ammunition for some time protected the women and chUdren lIeeing with
him. All his p1ll'lluers approached he turned and knelt down to take
deliberate aim. Time after time, without firing a shot, he thus arreated
the pursuit while the women lied. At last he was himself shot, and it was
found that his gun was not loaded. Some of the women escaped by m _
of the ielf-lIoCrifice 6f this unnamed Maori hero.
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devotion of the na.tives in defending themselves 80 long against overwhelming numbers. Surrounded closely on all sides, cut oft' from their supply of
water, and deprived of a.ll hope of succour, theY' resolutely held their
ground for more than two days, and did not abandon their position untU
the sap had reached the ditch of their 1a.st entrenchment."

It was soon ascertained that Rewi had escorted his
people to Hangatiki, and was building a pah there. No
one was permitted to enter or leave the district without
his permission. Thither Brig.-Gen. Carey sent a Maori
messenger to press the terms of peace offered by the
Governor and General. The messenger was not allowed to
see Rewi, but was told that the terms could not be
accepted, lest faith should be broken as it had been broken
with the prisoners taken at Rangiriri. The offers to spare
life at Orakau had been refused by Rewi for the same
reason. He would not by giving up his arms place himself at the General's mercy, but was willing to live in peace
if unmolested. Sir G. Grey bitterly deplored that the
obstinacy of the ministry in refusing to release any of the
captives gave strength to the life-despising despair of the
Maoris. The grounds of Rewi's distrust reached him a
few days after Whitaker rejected his solicitations for Te
Oriori's release. The fall of Orakau and the scattering of
Rewi's force left the Maoris at Maungatautiri between two
large bodies of English troops. They abandoned their pah.
Ten thousand English troops had struck down the pride
of Waikato. The war was over. A generous policy
towards the fallen might have touched the hearts of a race
()f whose conduct, at Orakau, Mr. Fox himself was constrained to say: "Does ancient or modern history, or our
own rough island story, record anything more heroic?"
As on the west coast, where Major Butler left no Maori
cultivation within 20 miles of Taranaki, so in Waikato and
elsewhere, where war was waged, crops were destroyed,
and property was taken without stint. Devastation was
advocated as the proper method of SUbjugation. Those
who could not be conquered or captured might be starved.
Against the king-maker, Te Waharoa, the ministry had
a. deep grudge, and as he had influence near Tauranga, it
was resolved to prosecute the expedition which, in February,
had been suspended in opposition to the wish of the
ministry. But, though suspended, it had excited the
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Maoris. Major Whitmore reported in April that the.
younger and worse-disposed natives had gone from Hawke's
Bay to Taurailga., emulous of the ghastly distinction won
by their countrymen at Orakau. They resented the
blockade of the coast. Friendly chiefs were anxious toraise forces to assist ihe English, and Major Whitmore
asked if he might raise a native contingent. If they
objected to war against Waikato they would fight elsewhere. Major Whitmore's belief in their pugnacity was·
speedily confirmed. The Maoris (Ngaiterangi and others)
had advanced to their frontiel', and built near the boundary
of the Church Missionary land a pah, at Pukehinahina,
called afterwards the "Gate Pah," because, being on a
ridge, wit.h a narrow swamp at each side, it served as a
passage to Maori land. It was about three miles from the
mission station at Tauranga. There they waited to defend
their territory. Expecting to be attacked, they sent (28th
March) a protocol to the colonel in command, announcing
that unarmed persons, and even a soldier who turned to·
the enemy the butt of his musket or hilt of his sword,.
would be spared. On the 21st April, General Cameron
transferred his head quarters to Tauranga. On the same
day, near Fort Maketu, Major Colville (43rd Regt.) reported
an ambuscade and an ensuing skirmish, in which the.
friendly Arawa aided the troops. H.M.S.S." Falcon" and
" Sandfiy" shelled the Maori positions on the coast, and
the friendly Arawa served gallantly on shore. On the 27th
the General reconnoitred the Gate Pah, and on the 28th he.·
had a force of about 1700 men in front of it. He h'ad one
nO-pounder, two 40-pounders, and two 6-pounder Armstrong guns; two howitzers, two mortars, and six cohom
mortars. It was ascertained that the swamp on the
enemy's right might be passed safely, and while a feigned
attack was made in front, Colonel Greer, with about 700 of
the 68th, took up a position behind the enemy to prevent
escape. About half a mile in their rear Colonel Greer, in
the dark, heard the Maoris talking in their redoubt. Guns
and mortars were put into position in the night. Soon
after daybreak on the 29th fire was opened in front. On a
ridge about 80 feet in height and 250 yards wide, abruptly
falling on each side at first, and then sloping on saildy

PUKEHINAHINA (GATE) PAH.

pumice formation on each flank to a narrow swamp in a
gorge, was an oblong palisaded redoubt, guarded· by an
entrenched line of rifle-pits between the side-faces of the
redoubt and the swamps. Within, the rifle-pits were horizontally covered with sticks, and fern and earth heaped
above. Under the roof was space for loopholes. The
redoubt was about 70 yards wide by a depth of so. About
100 yards in the rear, as if to invite the troops to waste
their fire, was planted the Maori' flagstaff. For about twohours the stratagem was successful, but then a mingled
torrent of shot and shell hurtled amongst the Maori earthholes. .The Maoris made no sign, except when one of them
coolly shovelled up earth to repair a partial breach.
Trained soldiers marvelled at the time, as visitors have
marvelled since, at the daring of those dusky warriors. At
noon it was found that a gun could be moved across the
swamp on the enemy's left to high ground. Thence an
Armstl'ong six-pounder enfiladed the Maoris, and drove
them from the left of their position. The firing won theGeneral's approval; and at four o'clock he ordered an
assault, "a practicable breach" having been made. This,
time, at least, the Maoris were thought to be doomed.
There was daylight to kill them by, and Colonel Greer was
in the rear to intercept flyers. One hundred and fifty seamen and marines, and an equal number of the 4Srd, under
their Colonel (Booth) formed the assaulting party. A
detachment of 170 men was extended as near as possible to
keep down the fire from the rifle-pits, and follow the
column into the work. Three hundred men formed the
reserve, under Captain Hamilton, of H.M.S. "Esk." The
winding ridge (commanded only on one side by the Maoris,
after they had been dliven in from their left) protected the
assailants. When the bombardment ceased, and a rocket
gave signal for the assault, Colonel Greer moved his men
close to the rear of the pa.h. The breach was gained;
Colonel Booth and Commander Hay led the way. As they
dashed into the inner trench hardly an enemy was to beseen. In the earth-covered rifle-pits and passages which
had sheltered the Maoris during that iron hail of ten hours'
duration, they were shrouded from sight. But, they saw
their enemies, and jets of smoke from right and left told a.
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deadly tale as shot after shot brought down the confused
.assailants. The fort, which hardly had room for its
defenders, bore a thickening crowd, who poured into it
merely to be shot. The check sustained was seen from
without. The reserve plunged forward to support their
comrades, but in vain. In that imminent and deadly
breach the officers of both services threw away life like
smoke-wreaths rather than quail. Captain Hamilton "fell
.as he led in the reserve." Colonel Booth and Commander
Hay, R.N., had fallen. Captains Hamilton, Glover, Mure,
Utterton, and two lieutenants, all of the 48rd, were shot
·dead, or wounded in that fray BO that they died. Captain
Glover was seen on the ground. His brother, a lieutenant
in the same regiment, was carrying him to aaflace of safety,
and was shot. Both died of their wounds.
The Maoris
at such close quarters seldom missed, and to miss then
would have left them at the mercy of the bayonet. In a
few minutes scores of the assailants were laid low. Stunned
and panic-struck their comrades broke and fled. As they
went they took no advantage of the ground, but were shot
on the open surface of the ridge. No man could account
for the disaster. Some said that by mistake, in the din and
the rattle of musketry, the word "retreat" was heard and
acted upon. Some said that the main body of the Maoris
had rushed to the rear, had encountered the 68th-recoiled
-and-dashing back to the redoubt to sell dearly the lives
they could not save-were thought by the astonished
soldiers to be a Maori reinforcement, sprung as by magic on
the scene. The Maoris must have known that escape was
hopeless, and it does not appear that they BOught it before
beating back the assault. Panic knows no law but disorder. The General could report but not explain.
"Captain Hamilton was shot dead on the top of the J,>&rapet while in the
act of encouraging his men to advance, and in a few mmutell almost every
officer of the column was either killed or wounded. Up to this moment
the men, so nobly led by their officers, fought g&ll&ntly. and appeared to
have carried the position, when they suddenly gave way and fell back
from the work to the nearest cover. This repulse I am at a 1088 to explain
otherwise than by attributing it to the confusion created among the men
by the intricate nature of the interior of the defences, and the sudden fall
of so many of their officers."
• They were brothers of Captain Glover who distinguished himself in
.Ash&ntee in 1874.
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The Maoris leapt. forward to the work of slaughter. One
-of them exposed himself openly on the parapet and taunted
the flyers as he fired, inviting them to renew the assault.
"Two of the 48rd were brained by tomahawks. The General,
,on reaching the front, determined not to renew the assault
until morning, but threw up a line of entrenchment within
.-a hundred yards of the fatal fortress.
.
Colonel Greer's movements are clearly related by himself.
At daybreak he heard the besieged singing and dancing in
their pah. A little disturbance was created in his ranks by
the success of the Maori device in placing their flagstaff in
rear of their works. The casualty list showed three of his
men wounded by shells. Once or twice during the day he
thought the Maoris were disposed to break away to the
rear, and, when the assault began, he drew so close as to
make escape impossible.
"About five O'clock, p.m., the Maoris ma.de a detennined rush from the
right rear of their pah. I met them with three companies, and after a
skirmish, drove the main body back; about 20 got past my right, but
received a flank fire from Lieutenant Cox's party (68th, 60 men) and Lieutenant Hotham's (30 men) Naval Brigade, and 16 of the Maoris were seen
to fall; a number of men pursued the remainder. By the time I had
·collected the men again and posted them it W&8 very dark. My foroe
available on the right wa.a quite inadequate to cover the ground in such a
manner &8 to prevent the Maoris from eaca.ping during the night; in fact,
I consider that on such a dark wet night &8 that wa.a, nothing but a cloee
· chain of sentries, strongl~ supported round the whole rear and flanks,
could have kept the Maor18 in; and to do tha.t a much stronger force than
I had would have been neceaaa.l'I' During the night the Maoris ma.de
theireaca.pe. I think that, taking advantage of thedarkneaa, they crept awa.y
in small parties, for during the night every post either B&W or heard BOme
· of them eaca.ping, and fired volleys at them. The M.aoris, careful not to
expose theD18elves, never returned a shot during the night, but there were
·occa.aional shots fired from the pah, no doubt to deceive us &8 to their
having left~~: "

How they left no one knew at the camp of the General.
After they had poured volleys upon the flying troops they
made no sign of abandoning their post. Those who knew
·the voice of the chief Rawiri heard him ca.1ling to the
·soldiers to come on. In the pitchy night which ensued,
,either by the right rear or by stealing through the fern on
their right flank, the garrison passed silently away, leaving,
.-as was rarely the case, wounded and dead behind. Wounded
prisoners told that some were carried away even on this
·occasion. The tale was stl'ange; but everything about the
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thrrmgb tM ~1lWUlh 1t'D~ i:::t ~ ~ and returned
with _ ~"~h IA wau-r tl!lo sfu.b. his meml""'s thirst. By
tbe !IIidls I1f ~h .ormded ~~ . . . was found in
thl; ft111ftti1l$( fttIMtJ Hmall 1r8tB-~. pbftd there by the
MamiM hWYtEJ thtJy ~ their fort. In n!COgIlition oftheir ehw_lry tm, ttl. ~gaiterangi prisoners were afterwards
releaM=d by Hit (;. Grey. Colonel Boolh was earried out of
the pab in thtl morning. The General went to him; but
.... " 11ant H()idier felt the repulse 80 deeply that he turned
!s faee, saying: "General, I can't; look a.t you. I
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firied to carry out your orders but we failed," He died in
the evening,
The English dead were buried in the mission burialground at Taumnga on the 2nd May, amid feelings which
have seldom harrowed a British force, for many of the men
burned with shame for the repulse, and were stunned by
grief for their comrades. Within a separate enclosure, about
80 yards by 20, in that cemetery may be seen to this day
an obelisk inscribed on three sides. One inscription tells
that Colonel Booth, Captains Glover, Mure, Hamilton, and
Utterton, and Lieut. Glover and Ensign Langlands fell at
the Gate Pab. Another tells that Serjeant-Major Vance
and a bugler, James Blackwall, with eleven. privates, are
interred there. The third is in memory of two. corporals
aDd four privates, who fell in a subsequent action at Te
Banga. A separate tomb tells that Captain J. F. C.
Hamilton, of H.M.S. "Esk," "fell in the assault on the
Pukehinahina (Gate) Pab." In the same enclosure there
are other graves and memorials of those who at different
times were killed or died in the district. The enclosure,
with the cemetery of which it is a part, is on the site of
what was once a strong pah, on a low promontory, steeply
scarpati by the hands of Maoris. Ditches and high embank. ments intersecting the plateau show that the pah was once
a formidable work.
Wars of old time with spears and clubs, and the sacrifice
of life at the Gate Pah, arouse melancholy reflections in the
traveller who stands on the promontory and looks across
the peaceful waters of the bay to the pyramid of Maungonui,
standing like a lonely gu&l'd athwart the entrance to the
harbour. At Maungonui, within the memory of white
men, one of the savagest Maori slaughters had taken place.
The murderous native wars were practically extinguished
by Christianity, and the land might have had peace but
for the pestilent injustice enacted by Governor Browne and
his advisers. The slaughter at the Gate Pah might not
have taken place if the Whitaker ministry had not wantonly
promoted the Tauranga campaign. If General Cameron
had been content to occupy the front and rear of the Gate
Pah English blood need not have been shed there. The
Maoris must have surrendel'ed, or 'ventured at disadvantage

I' .... N IItt LII;.:lilih lines.
..\.£ ~ the lb.ori am. baAI
· .,,,.. \11111 nl til tiillBuade the Gameral from the assault. Wi
• .t .... ,
tUlll others, fr.itma]y to the English, obtained
.u 1~'~~"'tI\l1 til bur," the lboJri dead. Yr. Smith, the Civil
, ....·."I1....\llnar, wlth 1'8 nanteS, on Sunday (1st Yay)
~4 moe . tht' boilies '\ci:t1:im Ute m.ission boundary near the
•• .ot~ }~~b-Arob&an!lm Bro1l'D reading a portion of the
~ .. ,,~ ",,' ~rviMl. A mNmd 1I'U raised to mark the common
· -.n'. , Exeept.ti Jl1'c,o! of llaori mour the defenee of
-' ~I;~itill3hinil W8;!-. idle_ It eonld not cheek the EngJisb
,,;VllMt<. Wj J'fI:nBmIe' and other friendly chiefs proposed to
•. 'Ir.;ml1nir.w.lJ· ~ih l.he rebels and urge submission. The
h~~!'fI., rlNiluit1.5 Utt.' authori7.e such overtures. H the rebels
.?"..... t"foI: fJ· 'tIlJil~, aDJ. they might communicate with him.
\. !-\~t.AAf jJ''''''5nOO that the General's reasons were satis-
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li.lJf.ri>. did not retreat far. It was rumoured that
lbrtifJing a position in the hills at the head of

'¥tIttl

t~, '\\' ;":J:t.'IJI.

But the spirit of presumption was upon them,

,.. I,i "i:W!f, allies warned the English of their movements•
~~hl ~lsi June, Colonel Greer heard that they were
,': Ullll~ueing to build a pah at Te Rauga, a few miles from
it\! :)l.~ of their recent struggle, and resolving to attack
. it~lll before they could build palisades or construct sheIl,itJi~ing burrows, he marched thither with 600 men,

. hi

..:uriladed them from a spur which commanded their right,
ttn>\'e in their skirmishers, kept up a sharp fire for two
hours; and, when reinforced by a ~un and 220 more men,
sounded the advance upon the poSition, which consisted of
a ditch four or five feet deep. The 4Srd, 68th, and 1st
Waikato Regiments carried the rifle-pits with a dash, the
}laoris firing vigorously, but as usual too high. For a few
minutes they fought desperately, then turned and fled,
leaving 68 dead in the rifle.pits. The pursuit was keen.
The 4Srd avenged their loss at the Gate Pah. One hundred
!~l1d eight 81 Maoris were killed, 27 were wounded, and 10
vere made prisoners. Henal'e Taratoa, the humane hero
)1' the Gate Pah, was a.mongst the killed. On his body was
f und a written order of the day for war. It began with
1/
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prayer and ended with the words, "If thine enemy hunger,
feed him; if he thirst, give him drink." The English loss
was 10 killed and 40 wounded. The dead Maoris werethrown into the rifle-pits dug by themselves the day before.
The bayone~ was the death-dealing weapon in the pits. A
corporal of the 68th transfixed a Maori, who at once seized
the corporal's rifle with one hand, and was endeavouring.
tomahawk in hand, to cut down his enemy with the other.
when a sergeant saved his comrade with a second bayonet.
One Maori was brought in calmly smoking his pipe. On
throwing open his blanket for the surgeon's inspection he
showed four bullet-holes and five bayonet wounds through
his trunk and thighs. Mr. Meade, R.N., saw him recovered
and walking some months afterwards. Rawiri, who had
invited the English to renew the assault at the Gate Pah,
and almost all the notable chiefs, were among the killed.
In his hurlied account, written on the spot, Colonel Greer
sa.id: "I must not conclude without remarking on the
gallant stand made by the Maoris at the rifle-pits. They
stood the charge without :flinching, and did not retire until
forced out at the point of the bayonet."8lI
Success so crushing touched, if it did not soften, the
heart of one at least of the ministry. Mr. Fox wrote in
after years that the annihilation of the tribe was so complete.
that when (in July and Aug.) the survivors submitted, "they
were truly a miserable remnant, on whom it was impossible
to look without feelings of the deepest commiseration and
pity." On the 5th Aug., Sir G. Grey, with General
Cameron and two of his advisers, met all the natives.
They had previously surrendered their arms to Colonel
Greer. They now surrendered their lands. Sir G. Grey
promised to care for them as the Queen's subjects, and to
II Sir G. Grey wrote to the Secre!Mr of State (1st July, 1864): "Colonel
Greer tells me that no thought of YIelding possessed the nativ_that
they fought with desperation, and when at length compelled by the
bayonet to quit the trenches in which they left more than a tenth of their
number dead, it was strange to see them slowly clinlb up, and disdaining
to run, walk away under a fire that mowed them down, some halting and
firin~ as they retired, others with heads bent down stoically and proudly
receIving their inevitable fate. He adds in speaking of Rawiri their
leader, who was amongst the slain-'Poor Rawiri was a brave man, and
behaved like a chivalrous gentleman towards me.' "
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kept on board of the hulk in winter, and his ministers then
proposed to yield to his desire that Maoris generally might
know something of the probable fate of the prisoners.
They suggested that it should be announced that only loss
of personal liberty would be inflicted until peace might be
made, when allotments of land would be given; and that
two, not important chiefs, should be allowed to go on parole
to explain their position to the tribes. The Governor
replied, that as after so long deliberation the ministry had
determined upon such a course, it would be well for them
to carry it out. It would still be competent for the Secretary of State to convey any commands of Her Majesty
varying the amount of punishment.
At that juncture the disasters at the Gate Pah were
announced, and the Governor was about to proceed to
Tauranga (10th May), when the ministry asked him to sign
blank passes for two chiefs to be selected as emissaries, on
parole, to announce to their countrymen the intention of
the government with respect to prisoners. Sir G. Grey
trusted the ministry would· excuse him from signing such
pape;rs for uninftuential chiefs. "It was against the judgment of the Governor that these prisoners and their friends
were left so long without a guarantee of what their punishment was to be. It is equally against his judgment that
at the present moment, after our heavy losses at Tauranga,
such a communication as is proposed, carried by such
messengers, should be conveyed to the natives now in
arms. In assenting to the executive government carrying
out by their own action the course they have determined to
adopt, the Governor thinks he has done all that can be
required of him." Mr. Fox signed passes, and Sir G. Grey
enclosed them to Brig.-Gen. Carey in Waikato; but the
mission was unproductive.
The appointment of the Board of Inquiry upon the hulk
caused much correspondence. The demeanour of the
ministry may be· gathered from one fact. On the ·28rd
June the Governor ascertained that Te Oriori had been put
upon parole. Mr. Fox justified the concealment of the fact
from Grey by arguing that the ministry thought that in
telling the Governor nothing about the chief for whose
release he had vainly pleaded, the "ministers in acting as
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they did thought they were conforming to his Excellency's
views."
Then there sped across the sea a despatch which showed
that English honour was safer in the hands of Mr. Cardwell
than in those of his predecessor. The Settlements Act
which Mr. Whitaker had pronounced essential to the wellbeing of, the colony furnished the text. Mr. Cardwell did
not dispute the right of the colonial government to extort
from insurgents some aid in defraying the expenses of war,
but the expenses had been borne mainly by England,
which had therefore a right to require that the cession or
confiscation of territory should not be carried further than
was consistent with the permanent pacification of the island
and the honour of the English name. As for the Settlements Act itself, the Duke of Newcastle had pointed out in
1868 the difficulties incident to forming military settlements, and the reprehension with which the English
government would view measures tending to intensify
disaffection.
"I need SC&1'cely observe (Mr. Cardwell aa.id) that the Act now forwarded, taken in combination with the scheme proposed by your Government, exhibits a rapid expa.rudon of the principles in which the Duke of
Newca.atle acquiesced with so much reserve. • . • Considering that
the defence of the colony is at present effected by an Imperial force, I
should perhaps have heeD. justified in recommendillg the disa.llowance of
an Act couched in such sweeping terms, capable, therefore, of great abuse,
unleB8 itslractical operation were restrained br. a strong and re80lute
hand; an ca.1cula.ted, if abused, to frustrate Its own objects and to
prolong inBtea.d of terminating the war. But not having received from
you any expreuion of your diBa.pprova.l, and being moat unwilling to
weaken your hands in the moment of your military SUCCeB8, Her Majesty's
Government have decided that this Act shall for the present remain in
operation. They are led to this conclusion not merely by a desire to
BUBta.in the authority of the local government, but a.lBO in no small degree
by observing that no confiBca.tion can take effect without your peraonal
concurrence, and by the reliance which they 80 justly place on your
aa.gacity, firmneB8, and experience, and your long-recognized regard &8 well
for the in~reBts of the colonists &8 for the fair rights and expectation of
the native race."

Mr. Cardwell was wise enough to know that not confiscation but cession of land should be aimed at. It was
desirable that the proposed appropriation of land should
take the form of a cession imposed by the Governor and
General Cameron upon the conquered tribes, and made by
them as a condition on which Her Majesty's clemency
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should be extended. If this should be foUnd impossible~
the Governor might bring the Settlements Act into operation
subject to reservations. The Act must be limited in dm'ation
by an amending :measure. A duration of two years from
the original date of ena.ctmeQt would afford time for inquiry
as to extent, situation, and justice of the forfeiture, and
yet relieve the conquered from protracted suspense, whil&
assuring friendly natives that there was no desire to.
disregard the ordinary principles of law. The aggregate
extent of forfeiture should be' at once made known. A'
commission not removable with the ministry should inquire
what lands might properly be forfeited. The Governor's.
concurrence in the forfeiture was not to be a mere ministeriai act, but to be withheld unless he should be satisfied
that the confiscation was just and moderate.
"In the absence of those l~ safeguards which furnish the ordinary
protection of the vanquished, tlie Imperial and Colonial governments were
bQund to adjust their proceedings to the laws of natural equity, and to the
expectations which the Maoris had been encouraged or allowed to form.'"
10 that it miJtht be plain to them that the Europeans were "just, as well
as severe." "'.to confiscate for European use the most valuable land, and
drive the original owners to forest and morass, would convert the Maoris into
desperate bamlitti, emerging from their fastnesses to destroy the fruits of
industry. "I rely on your wisdom and justice to avert a danger so serious in
its bearing on the interests of the European not less than of the native
race. Turning to that part of the law which authorizes the diapossesaiQn
of persons who have not been involved in the recent rebellion, I have to
obBerve that though Her Majesty's Government admit with regret that the
tribal nature of the native tenure will sometimes render it unavoidable
that innocent persons should be deprived of their lands, they consider that
land should not be appropriated against the will of the owners merely
because it is in the same district with rebel property, and may conveniently
be used for purposes of settlement, but only in oases where loyal and
neutral natives are unfortunate enough to be joint owners with persons
concerned in the rebellion, or because it is absolutely required for defence
or communication, or on BOme similar grouUll of necessity. But every case
of supposed necessity should be examined with the greatest care, and
admitted with the greatest caution and reserve. . • . I trust tbat in
accepting anr cession, or authorizing confirmation of any forfeiture of land,
you will retam in your own haUlls ample power of doing substantial justice
to every class of~laimant for restitution or compensation."

FinaJIy, cessions having been received, the Governor would
do well to accompany his justice and severity by announcing a general amnesty, excepting only the murderers of
unoffending settlers, or other heinous criminals concerned
in outrages to be specified in the pl·oclamation. Subject
to these cautions and conditions Her Majesty's government
u
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Sir G. Grey ga&efuJly aeeepted an oJrer made by the
~ tb ~ the prifIoners to his care (on conditions, one orwhieh was the eo&l of maintenance); and in
eoneed with the General, ordered thai the prisoners should
be tahn charge or by ihe military authorities, undertaking
flI8i the Imperial government should refund all expenses
legitimately incurred by the imprisonment, and assume
fuiure responsibility. lIr. Fox (25th June, 1864) wrote
that "while yielding to pressure ministers felt bound to
state" that the relea8e of the prisoners as a OOdy would be
unwise. The ministry could "only conclude that his
Excellency is determined to carry out his views regardless
of his responsible advisers:' Further \\Tanglings ensued,
but eventually (12th July) Sir G. Grey, having proposed
that the prisoners should be located at Kawau, an island
l-,elonging to himself, Fox wrote: "All that ministers can
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say at present is that they enter very cordially into -the
proposal, and will be prepared to give every assistance in
their power towards carrying it into execution."
To Kawau, about thirty miles from Auckland, the prisonhulk was taken on the 2nd Aug. The Rev. Mr. Ashwell, a
missionary who had been expelled from Waikato by the
Maoris, was placed there. The natives were to be allowed
to cultivtLte land, and their settlement mas to be managed
like a Moravian mission-station. _By order of Mr. T. Russell,
the Defence Minister, the military guard was withdrawn on
the 2nd Aug. A written promise not to go away without
leave was to be obtained from the prisoners. In the hurry
of affairs Mr. White,.who had been interpreter in the hulk,
omitted to obtain the written promise. For some weeks all
went well. Mr. Fox said (6th Sept.): "Ministers are
satisfied with the- arrangement lately made for the custody
of the prisoners by their removal to Kawa.u." He wrote
-thus in a document in which the ministry protested against
Mr. Cardwell's ruling, that the Governor should determine,
subject to positive law, the fate of prisoners of war. Sir
G. Grey transmitted their protest to Mr. Cardwell, with a
despatch (shown to his ministers) in which he declined,
while responsible for what was done, "to act as their
servant to carry out that which I know to be illegal, and
believe rightly or wrongly to be such as will reflect discredit
upon our name." The ministry had not dealt with this
rejoinder when Auckland was electrified by the escape of
the prisoners at night (10th Sept.) to the mainland.
H.M.S. "Falcon" arrived at Kawau the day before they
escaped. Some persons said that the ball-practice in which·
her men were engaged was thought by the Maoris to be the
beginning of the end. There were rumours that if war
should be renewed the prisoners were to be put on board
the hulk and sunk at sea. The sword was over the heads
of all, while none knew who might be selected for trial. In
raids in the Auckland district, settlers had been killed in
the early part of the war, and for their deaths it was known
that vengeanec would be exacted, notwithstanding the fact
that at Rangiaohia Maori women had been burned. In
refusing to let the prisoners know who were to be tried and
who merely detained· till the end of the war, the ministry
u2
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kept thf' AXe At the throats of all. The escape of such men
AdAl~r to all Europeans. They were more than
iOO in numl')(\". They might determine to sell life dearly
l'Rthf'l' thAn ,,\\rrender. Nay, they might slaughter all they
C!Ould find.
Sir <l. Ol..."Y Wl\S infol"med of the escape on the night of
tilt- lUh. On tho 12th, with Mr. White, the Superintendent
.-t
ho
tltt the scene of escape. The "fugitives
"Ad lfmd~ It Wa.ikaul"i, left the boats on the shore, and
mA,'('l~ ~, tim l'n.nges. They had spades, hatchets, and 110
","". ~,\\"'~·lm.l'l'tllled guns. Sil" G. Grey sent Mr. White
"'it'" ,'" n""wi, two other natives, and a European, upon
,~.h. On the 14th they were found. They received
'·''''t01'1\ politely. Mr. White was seated in the centre
~.• ,~~. tmca.11lpment. After brief silence, Tapihana. ba.de
~"" ""lcome, hut declared he would not go back.
Te
Jl'WO the Governor's message.
They had done
"~,,,,~, 'rhe speaker urged them to return.
Other fugi-·
","" "poke. Tapihana, who mingled eager action with
,~,\hI words, admitted that the escape was a wrong; hut
""'" wu.s the cause of it. They thought they were in peril
whtlu the man-of-war sailed round the island and fired.
~"l\h a thing had not happened before. They only wanted
be free. They would molest no one, but would resist
ftwee. Some appeared willing to return, hut loth to do so
in opposition to theil" comrades. Te Oriori, whose infirmity
of purpose the ministry had dreaded, showed no vacillation.
He returned with Mr. White, and the refugees remained on
. the hill Omaha. They received all visitors kindly. They
were supplied by neighbouring natives with food. When
they visited a shop they went in small armed parties.
The ministry blamed the Governor. They were at the
time indignant at his declihing to sanction the confiscation
they had proposed. Fox wrote (30th Sept.):
~nfltitnt.f'd

1\"". . \\\ "'a"

,It,,,,.
,It,,,\,

""",wl

.u

.. A course of action on tho part of his Excellency, which he has been
pleased to tenn • generous' towards the prisoners, haa tenninated in their
escape, and in a very serious complication of the difficulties of the colony.
In the meantime, while 110 much gene1'08ity is shown towards the Maoris
taken in anns, his Excellency's sympathy is withheld from the unfortunate
English colonists who have heeD. driven from their homes aml retlucelt to
l'1lin; and the Colonial Government is unable to provide for their l"einstatement, or to compensate them for their 108888, because his Excellency
declines to confiscate the lands of those who have inflictellllO much misery
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-upon them. His Excellency appeals to the judgment of posterity: htl
cannot mean the posterity of those who are thus left in destitution while
a morbid and unaccountable sympathy is extended towards rebels who
.
,have shown the most marked ingratitude.'

Matiu te Aranui ILlld other chiefs became patrons 'of the
fugitives, ILlld eriigmatically invited neighbouring tribes to
send their thoughts. Old Tirarau, the Ngapuhi chief,
showed the invitation sent to himself, impounded others
forwarded to his care, and handed them to the government.
Sir G. Grey urged him to distrust false reports and confide
in the justice of the English. Seventy-two European
settlers at Mataka,na averred (8th Oct.) that the prisoners
were building a strong pah in their immediate neighbourhood; that armed natives from all quarters were joining
them, and Europeans were excluded from their fortifications. Immediate protection was asked for.
The situation was singular. The colonists had no enemies
at the north of AuckllLlld. There were nearly 20,000 soldiers
ILlld colonial forces under arms. Two hundred escaped
prisoners .settled on the top of a hill surrounded by
colonists ILlld by Maoris friendly to the settlers, and the
Governor and government knew not how to deal with them.
So prompt and expert were they in field fortifications that
great carnage was expected from a declaration of war
against the runaways.
The settlers' petition was sent to the Governor. He
thought he was bound to receive advice. Mr. Fox could see
no "substantial difference between prisoners custody ILlld
prisoners who have been admitted to parole and broke it."
The matter was very complicated, and ministers were" at
a loss what to recommend." As a preliminary step, they
asked if it was "possible to capture the late prisoners by a
military expedition, and, if so, whether Her Majesty's naval
and military force would be available for the purpose."
Sir G. Grey recommended that precautions should be takeil
"in a manner that may draw no more attention to the
Maoris at Omaha than is absolutely necessary." He was
meanwhile ascertaining their intentions. It had been
suggested to him to offer the runaways a safe-COl1duet
to Waikato. Would the ministry consent? They consented. The Governor said it was doubtful whether' the
refugees would accept any terms if they could hope to
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create war in the north, but pointed out that a pardon and
of land at Waikato (their own country), which
ministers might "intend to assign them," would be one
method of arranging with them. "The more thoroughly
just the offers to them are, the better position the government will occupy in these matters." Mr. Fox (12th Oct.)
was nettled at the allusion to justice. "The ministry were
wholly at a loss to understand· it." The Governor had
complicated matters. His ministers would not relieve him
from responsibility, nor" share it with him." They would
advise on any proposal made by him. "But if his Excellency wishes that land should be given to the prisoners in
Waikato, ministers have only to observe that the government does not possess any land in Waikato, nor even if
they did would they consider it just to use part of it for this
purpose while their pledges to military and other settlers
remain unredeemed." Sir G. Grey (12th Oct.) replied that
he thought he had done nothing to complicate matters, but
he would carefully abstain from all action in the matter for
the future. " From his own responsibilities he will neither
shrink nor ask anyone to share them; but his ministers
must bear theirs until they are in due course relieved from
~, office." He would afford them all the aid in his power.
" It is a time when all energies should be united in meeting
a common peril." The plan finally agreed upon would be aided
by Her Majesty's forces. The ministry declared (18th Oct.)
that the Governor had blundered, and then, too late, asked for
advice. Under ordinary circumstances such a course would
lead to resignation of ministers. " In the present case the
resignation of ministers has been placed in his Excellency's
hands on that very ground among others, his Excellency
having expressed his determination to issue a proclamation
against their advice." These bickerings neither allayed the
fears of settlers nor removed the prisoners from their eyrie
at Omaha. On the 12th Oct. they wrote that they would
not go back to Kawau-would do no mischief, but would
resist force. It was rumoured that they had invited friends
to send vessels to carry them away.
Captain Cooper went to the pah with a Maori friend. He
found the runaways determined. They would interfere
with no one unless soldiers were sent against them. In
prom~se
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that case they would plunder and kill. The government
"desired to take all the land from the Ma.oris, and therefore it did not matter if they were all killed." "Your
Excellency will have to feed them on the mountain, or
starve them out of it. They appeared to have 80 strong
feeling against the government." The ministry (15th Oct.)
recommended, through Whitaker, that terms should be
offered. To do so was humiliating, but better than war in
the north of Auckland, " of which no man can see the end
or results." No time was to be lost, and the terms recommended (18th Oct.) were free passage to Waikato or
elsewhere, land for residence to be arranged for, freedom
from molestation so long 80S they might not interfere in the
war-and 80 title to such land at the end of the war if they
desired one. If they would not accede to these terms, force
ought to be used to dislodge them from their menacing
position. Fox, on the same day, asked the Governor "what
he conceives the present status of these natives to be, and
what their status will be should they voluntarily or by
compulsion be again placed in the hands of his Excellency
or of the colonial government?" Till they knew his mind
on these points it would be exceedingly diffioult for ministers
to offer practioal" suggestions for carrying out the advice of
Whitaker. Sir G. Grey begged that the opinion of the
Attorney-General might be taken. Mr. Whitaker declared
that "the natives referred to may be condemned as
rebels in arms against the Queen's government, and that
if again pla.ced in the hands of the Governor or colonial
government they may be tried for their offences." Transmitting this opinion, Fox said the Governor had misunderstood his request. The ministry had no doubt as to the
legal status of the prisoners. Fox wanted to know how the
Governor would deal with them under Mr. Cardwell's
despatch. Would he release them, confine them as prisoners
of war, or hand them over to the civil authorities to be dealt
with as criminals? Sir G. Grey doubted whether, on reconsideration, Mr. Whitaker would adhere to his opinion 80S to
the status of the escaped natives. Many of them had
previously taken "no part in the rebellion, and are now
probably unarmed. No inquu:y ever took place 80S to
whether such persons ever committed any offence or were
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innocent. After several months' confinement they have
run away. It may fairly be questioned whether such men
are rebels in arms against the Queen's government. Others
of the prisoners the Governor has always believed to be
very desperate characters." He did not doubt that on
recapture any of them might be tried for their offences,
whatever they might be, and he would " throw no obstacle
in the way of the coloni~l government bringing them to a
legal trial; indeed he had never done so." Mr. Fox retorted
that he had declined on the 19th April to try them under
the Suppression of Rebellion Act. The Governor replied
that trial under that Act would have been illegal and
contrary to equity. Persons might be brought to trial
under it by court-martial " at the e8J.·liest possible period."
The ministry had not proposed to use it until the prisoners
had been foul' months and a-half in captivity. This the
Governor could not think just or equitable. If prompt trial
had taken place the most guilty would have been punished
as an example, and leniency and generosity to others would
have done good. As prompt trial had not taken place the
ordinary courts of the country could be resorted to. Fox
replied that ministers had already declared it "inexpedient
to try the prisoners by the ordinary com·ts of law." He
scouted the distinction made by the Governor between " a
trial" and 'I a legal trial." To try the prisoners within a few
days of their capture, was clearly impossible. Most of them
were captured at Rangirili on the 21st Nov., and the Suppression of Rebellion Act was not passed till the 8rd Dec. 88
The Governor had" fallen into several errors both of law and
fact." The Governor retorted that when the General commended war-prisoners to generous treatment, and Whitaker
proposed after long delay to try them under an Act which
could only be brought into operation by the Governor's
signature, a case had arisen of direct responsibility to
England and the General Assembly. Therefore he declined
to accept Whitaker's advice, and then it was for the
Attorney-General or his colleagues to resign. "Had this
• Mr. Fox, though a lawyer, seems to have had no qualms as to the
propriety of trying prisoners under til: fJOItjacto laws; of which class of
acts Justice Story declared that their injustice ant! iniquity constitutell
an irresistible argument against the existence of a power to pass them.
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coUrse been taken many difficulties would have been
removed from the Governor's way. But if ministers did
not think it necessary to' take this course, then the
,Governor thinks they became responsible for the course
they followed, and that all responsibility for it passed from
him." Mr. Fox (25th Oct.) retorted that it was unfair to
taunt ministers for not resigning in April. It dii not seem
that if they had done so, instead of talking about it.. any result would have followed. Their resignations haye now been
in his Excellency'S hands twenty.five llayS, and he has neither accepted
'them nor intimated his intention of doing so. They . . . do not
understand that undel' responsible government ministers are bound to
resi~ whenever the Governor refuses to take their advice. . . . When
minlBters arrived at thecOllclusion that he had made up his mind to
abandon the principles he had enunciated in July, 1863, u.nd endeayour to
patch up a peace which would be neither stable nor permanent, they lost
no time in placing their resignatioll8 in his hamls, where they regret to
know they remain still unaccepted."

New contention arose. No proper inquiry had been
made as to the implication of the prisoners in the crime of
murder. Fox denied that he or any other minister knew
that any of the prisoners had committed murder. They
of' instituted the most searching inquiry whether there were
any murderers among the prisoners." Mr. Fox indicted
the Governor for making serious charges, out of flimsy
materials, against his ministers. The Governor said: .. If
-such an inquiry has been made, it can be stated that such
is the case, and that the Governor is in error, and no one
will be more ready or willing than the Governor to admit
that he is in error, and to express his regret that such is
the case." .. Ministers," said Mr. Fox, .. must decline to
,accept as an excuse his Excellency's readiness to be convinced of his error if he has made a mistake.
One
murderer only was discovered, and he was tried and convicted, and there is not in existence a particle of evidence
against any other prisoner which would ensure conviction,
.or committal, or even justify a reasonable suspicion." Such
being the case, the reader may wonder why the prisoners
were harshly treated. But the admission was made to
.embarrass the Governor, not to justify the Maoris. He
replied elaborately, but it is unnecessary to trace the matter
further. It has been followed so far in order to show the
difficulties into which the representative of the Crown was
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forced by the Duke of Newcastle's ignorant or unwise
abandonment of Imperial control. Briefly, it may be said
that the escaped Maoris remained. at Omaha for many
weeks. They were invited to go to Wa.ikato, and some
went. Some remained with friends in the northern tribes.
Fox insisted that the Governor had done harm, and that
the ministry would have managed better. As it wasl no ill
consequences ensued,84 but it was not until April, 1865,
that Sir G. Grey informed the Defence Minister, then at
Taranaki, that the prisoners were cc returning to their
homes." The staunch Waka Nene never wavered in his
10ya.1ty. On the 1st Feb. he wrote to the Queen, sending
her three New Zealand mats and a green-stone mere, the
symbol of chieftainship. Sir G. Grey did not think it
judicious to check the old chiers cc affectionate 10ya.1ty by
refusing to forward his present."
As a graphic description of Maori life and manners, Mr.
Meade's journey to Taupo in company with chiefs, some of
whom, after escaping from Kawau, returned immediatelytook the oath of allegiance, and were a.1lowed by the
Governor to rejoin their families-throws light on the state
of New Zea.1and in 1865. Returning to his family was not;
returning home for a Maori chief. His family was in exile
-his home destroyed. Mr. Meade, R.N., carried letters
from Sir G. Grey to Taupo, where friendly chiefs felt themselves deprived of countenance from the government for
whose sake they had incurred hatred. Sir G. Grey recognized in Mr. Meade the courage and intelligence which
fitted him for the dangerous post of emissary, in
which he was accompanied by Mr. Brenchley, and by an
interpreter, Mr. Mair. The principa.1 chief of the party
was Poihipi Tukeraingi, ever staunch to the Waitangi
treaty, which he had signed on behalf of his father, and
., Captain Cooper, sent by Sir G. Grey to invite the fugitives to return
to Kawau on parole till the end of the war, was 80 indignant at the con(luct of Fox in examining, in Captain Cooper's absence, a Maori clerk who
had ~ne with him as a guide to Omaha, that he wrote a. fiery letter
denying that the Maoris were trea.cherous:-" Indeed, I should consider
myself much safer in the hands of ~he worst King-Maoris, even the -Ngatimannis, than with such men as the Honourable Mr. Fox, who would not
hesitate to stab the character of any person politically opposed to him, as
he knows me to be, a.nd as I believe he oonsiclers every honest man must
he."-N.Z. P. P. 1865; E. No. 15.
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highly- influential at Ta.upo, where Sir G. Grey wished to
cultiva.te friendly feelings. No European had gone thither
during the Waikato and Tanranga wars. At Maketu, the
envoys saw the friendly Arawa ensconced in a pah to protect
them from the Ngatiporou. The retnrned prisoners were
entertained by the "tangi" or wail. They stood silent
among men, women, and children, whose moaning and tears
denoted the grief felt during the captivity. In a quarter
of an hour the ceremony was over, the retnrned exiles
pressed noses with their entertainers, and ordinary life was
resumed. At a runanga (21st Dec.), the loyalty of the
Arawas was fervent. Mr. Meade admired the courtesy of
the speakers, and thought it might profitably be imitated
in colonial parliaments. Bitter opposition to cession of
land was shown. One old man, stretching forth his arms,
cried: "Oh that I could thus embrace the land of my forefathers, and gathering it all within my arms, keep it whole
and safe from the grasping Pakeha!" Even among the
English allies the slackening of their hold on their native
soil created grief. With a cavalcade of 80 persons and a few
followers, Mr. Meade reached Rotorua (26th Dec., 1864), and
learned that a Pai Marire priest had arrived with five
friends at Taupo, and perverted many. The settlement
where the cavalcade was entertained was protected by a
double chain of rifle-pits, roofed almost level with the
ground, each roof being pierced with loopholes. Passing
towards Lake Tarawera the travellers were entertained at
Wairoa by no less a personage than a native magistrate,
the dashing Te Kepa Rangihiwinui,86 whose bearing, and
the comfort and neatness of whose weatherboard house,
they admired. With him and others, Poihipi and Mr.
Mair earnestly consulted. Revelling in the witcheries of
the tepid air and natural warm baths the English travellers
did not attend all the debates. Passing onwards, respected
as friends of the Governor, and occasionally saluted with
politeness by the Maori king's friends, the embassy (6th
Jan.) reached Tapuaeharuru, the inland home of Poihipi.
On the crest of a. cliff a. large pah was being built for
protection against the kingites or the Hau Haus, while on
sa Te Kepa, or Kemp as he was called by the colonists, retains his Maori
name Rangihiwinui in these pages.
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the other hand on the farther shore were settlements and
forts owning 'fe Heu Heu as their lord, and he was hostile
to the sway of the Pakeha as his fathers were. Thence
Mr. Grace, a church missionary, had to wander during the
Wa.ikato war. He was not ill-treated, but when his
congregation held a meeting to decide whe~her he should
be killed. on ac~ount of murders by the English in Wa.ikato,
he thought it prudent to remove temptation from them.
For months they kept sacred his house, his property, his
live stock. Then came Hau Hau emissaries. The tares
they sowed strangled the crop sown by Mr. Grace. Pai
Marire worship was accepted, and Mr. Grace's property
was scattered amongst his late flock, who maintained that
distribution was necessary for safety of the goods, which
would be restored to :Mr. Grace on his return. Grace
himself joined Mr. Meade's party (9th Jan.) bent on reestablishing his mission. He brought intelligence that an
Auckland newspaper had averred that Mr. Meade and Mr.
Yair had been "sent to find out what the kingites a.re
doing," and that a rumour that they were spies was
circulated amongst the Maoris.
At Waihaha Mr. Meade saw a village nominally belonging to a n'iendly tribe, but peopled mainly by refugees
from Waikato, then laid waste by the troops. A white flag
wa.s hoisted to promise friendly reception to the visitors,
and men were drawn up in fighting array. The Maori
followers of Poihipi landed from their canoes with a
yell, and, rushing forward till within 100 yal'ds of their
hosts, halted and formed in double line. The Waikato,
having crouched in attitude of ambush, sprang to their
feet, and in serried rank performed their war-dance,
brandishing weapons and stamping as one man" and
. throwing themselves into every posture indicative of
slaughter of their foes. Poihipi's followers took their time
from him and went through the same wild cereIp.ony.
Musketry salutes were exchanged, and the two parties
joined together, indulging in their national welcome.
When the ceremony was over :Mr. Meade and his companions joined the circle, and were entertained with
shaking of hands. Poihipi made an oration extolling the
treaty of Waitangi and loyalty to the Queen. Mr. Meade
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was struck by the pleasing countenance of a fine young
chief. He was one of those who ran the gauntlet at
Oraka.u through the English lines. Escaping thence he
had joined the Arawas, a.nd fought for the English against
the Ngatiporou. He had now rejoined the Waikato exiles
at Lake Taupo. Mr. Mair animadverted on his inconsistency·in fighting both for and against the government,
and Mr. Meade heard his reply: "Oh! as to that, fighting
is fighting, and we young men don't care much whom it is
against." Among the exiles was a woman, Ahumai, whose
husband was killed at Orakau, and who herself was wounded
there. Kara.moa and Reihana, both captured at Orakau,
and connected with the Maori king's followers, were
detached by Poihipi to ask Te Heu Heu whether the
~nglishmen might pass through the native territory
between Taupo and the military settlements on the Waikato.
Mr. Meade had a letter from S~ G. Grey to Te Heu Heu,
but was to use discretion as to presenting it. Mr. Grace
(9th Jan.) returned from an unsuccessful attempt to reach
his old abode at Pukawa. Lowering looks encountered
him, and a former teacher in his school warned him that
his life was in danger. A message was sent, inviting Mr.
Grace without companions to his old home; and "the
spies, tt as Mr. Meade and his friends were deemed, were
peremptorily forbidden to approach Pukawa, or wander on
the shore of the lake which owned allegiance to the Maori
king. Te Heu Heu was absent, and the travellers awaited
his return, or some tidings from Karamoa and Reihana.
Te Heu Heu returned, but was inimical, and it was felt
that to send Sir G. Grey's letter to him would be useless.
The path of the travellers was thorny. They could not
descend the Waikato valley without Te Heu Heu's help.
They heard that followers of the king had arrived at
Rotorua. to open the way for the Ngatiporou to send
reinforcements from the east to the king. Rumour said
that the kingmaker was coming to Rotorua. with 400
or 500 retainers. Mr. Meade's return to Tauranga in such
a case was impossible, a.nd the brave Poihipi and Rangihiwinui would have been overwhelmed. To try a third
route to Napier was dangerous, for it led through Maori
set.tlements devoted to the king, ·and war-parties were·said

III

-------------------------------------------too be in ]JlO~ there. Te Poihipi Objected to Yr. Jfeade's
risking his ~e on the road to ~apier.

Three Ya.ori ehiefs
for food for the party, and their
failure to return caused apprehension for their 1JIIoWy.
lleanf;ime, the Hau Hau fanatics gathered followers. 1lr.
Meade resolved to find a guide, and (by journeys at night
and concealment by day) to dash through the hostile
territory, and reach the military settlements on the
Waikato river. A Pakeha Maori, connected by marriage
with Bewi, was amongst Te Poihipi's friends at Taupo.
His wife found a Maori guide in the person of Hemipo.
Hemipo's father was an adherent to the Maori king,
though the son was loyal to the Queen. Poihipi vainly
endeavoured to dissuade Meade from taking such a guide
on soch an expedition.
On the 27th Jan., the two horsemen rode from Oroanui,
and to Mr. Yeade's relief he found that Hemipo understood
a few English words. On the same morning, long before
daybreak, one Ihaka, a native assessor, had ridden before
them, with a letter warning the Hau Hans on the way that
they woold not be allowed to pass by Oruanui if they
intended to proselytize Maoris or molest the English. Yr.
,Meade expected to meet the returning Ihaka, whose person
was sacred in the character of herald, and to learn from him
whether it was safe to proceed. The day wore on, but no
herald appeared. Hemipo pointed oot smoke rising from
cooking fires, and said the Maoris around them were
kingites; bot the journey was continued without molestation to Tataroa. There the salutation "Pai Marire" told
Mr. Meade that he was in the hornets' nest. But Maori
courtesy demanded that he shoold halt to receive hospitality.
Ihaka was seen standing with another Maori. Mr. Meade
pointed eut a red flag flying in the village, and suggested
caution, but Hemipo said that as lha.ka was there, there
would be no danger. The travellers rode into the open
space in midst of the Maori dwellings, and came face to
face, not with the usual denizens of Tataroa, but with 150
armed men, whose lowering countenances boded mischief.
Hemipo gaily unsaddled his horse, as if he had w:rived
among friends, but adroitly managed to receive from Mr.
Meade, and secrete under his coat, one of Mr. Meade's

bad gone

tbitherwards
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among the
sword-baYZIF1et,
Mr. Meade;
followed with g0110~
e llnglisliman had his hand on liis revolver in his pocdet,
to make his life dear to the savages, when a powerful
Maori, Aokatea, sprung forward and drove the intruders
back to the crowd. A ceremonial followed, preparatory to
the judicial murder of the traveller. Round the Pai Marne
flagstaff fanatical worship was carried on. Mr. Meade
mysteries he hd
his privilegzz
from white
learned afterwzzodo
was doomed U,,.u,,,""'''''~
il1itiotion. He was, '"''''''''''
Aokatea, who
,vkb:S high-priest,
ceremonies to be duly performed b~fore touching the
victim. Ihaka told afterwards that the Hau Haus anticipated Mr. Meade's journey, which had been thought concealed; that they had even threatened the sacred person of
the Maori herald, who had no opportunity of returning to
warn Mr. Meade of danger. There was comfort in the fact
an oration
Paora Taki,
ought not
because the
not to offend thzz
whose
::,''''',:,,::: teO pass in theil:
PaOl'a Tnh,
hnished just av
of the Pakeha
On the prophnt'v
floated high
war-flag-a red pendant with
cross. Beneath, a
black and blue large flag, with a red border, bore on the
black part near the staff another white cross. Another red
pendant, with a St. Andrew's cross, hung lower still. Mr.
Meade and Hemipo sat apart under guard, and Ihaka was
near them. Te Aokatea went through the process which
fIo yelled, he SpOkf5
to procure
in English,
what was
fIebrew-he mndn
to the staff, to
his genufleoinnv
north, and south,
words. At
seated tribev
the staff, chaIltil1h
gpmng up and
responses to the priest, and pointing their weapons to the
sky. The striking scenery around, the flags waving against
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the dark foliage in the background, the varied dresses and
weapons, the fanaticism gleaming from excited faces, the
chorus of powerful voi~es rising in excellent time in that
far forest, vividly impressed Mr. Mea.de, who noted the
smallest particulars. The prophet's flag having been duly
honoured, a runanga. was held to decide on the fate of the
travellers. Immediate execution of both was urged by some.
Mr. Meade was deemed aspy. Then Hemipo rose to address
his countrymen in a cool and careless way, playing with his
riding-whip as though addressing friends at home, in &
manner which extorted Mr. Meade's admiration. Moralists
1Il.0re punctilious than Escobar would excuse Hemipo's
rhetorical artifices. Mr. Meade, he said, had nothing to do
with army or navy, was only visiting the country for personal pleasure, and wanted to make a quick passage overland so as to l·each his ship at Auckland before she sailed.
His gentlemanly air showed as little insincerity as his
demeanour implied fear. After speaking for Mr. Meade he
refelTed to himself and his father's friendly relations with
some of his auditors. Then Te Aokatea rose and savagely
denounced the Pakeha intruder. No knowledge of Maori
language was needed to enable Mr. Meade to distinguish
friends from foes. As the discussion raged and death
seemed certain, he took comfort from seeing that Hemipo
was as ready to take lives with the revolver as he had been
to cajole as an orator. While Meade was reflecting thus,
and the Maori executioner stood by his side waiting to
smite with the tomahawk, Ahumai, the widow wounded at
Orakau, whom the Englishman h.ad seen at Waihaha a.
fortnight before, rose up from the crowd, slowly walked
across the square, and sat by the captive's feet, as a token
that he was entitled to hospitality. The fanatics relented;
and it was finally agreed to dismiss the prisoners, because
it was unwise to provoke the Arawa (through whose territory
the Hau Haus wished to march) by killing a guest of that
tribe. It was decided that the travellers should return
whence they came. As they saddled their horses a Maori
whispered aside to Hemipo. A reaction was taking place
amongst the Hau Haus. Ml·. Meade had hardly time to
reflect whether Hemipo was called in Qrder that the
Englishman might be shot without risk to the Maori, when
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Hemipo bid him mount, as some rascally kingites wanted
to kill him. To place several miles between the horsemen
and Tataroa was the work of a few minutes, and after
resting their horses in the shelter of the forest, the travellers
reached Oruanui at night, where Hemipo narrated the day's
incidents to eager listeners. Ihaka returned at a later hourp
with a letter asking free passage through the territory, and
stating in a postcript as a reason for granting the request.
the safe return accorded to Mr. Meade. It was granted.
Mr. Meade rode safely to Napier. The Hau Haus made
converts as they passed, and though they did not attack the
villages of tribes friendly to the colonists, their influence
spread 80 fast that the Government, unable to protect its
allies, invited them to retire to Rotorua, which they did
with heavy hearts. Nevertheless, Mr. Meade's journey was
not deemed fruitless. When, on his death, his journal was
published, it was accompanied by a letter from Sir G. Grey,
stating that very great benefits resulted from the expedition
to Lake Taupo, which Mr. Meade and Mr. Brenchley SO
successfully carried out. Poihipi and Hemipo will rea.pp6ar
in a stu-ring event in the story of New Zealand, which
followed on' the fuller development of Hau Hau fanaticism
than that which Mr. Meade saw. Read by the lurid glare
which surrounds the murders of Volkner and Fulloon, the
narrative of Meade is tenibly significant.
Whitaker's demand for confiscation led' to his resignation.
Fox's justification of it has been noticed, and his desire to
promUlgate the opinion of the ministry that nothing could
be more pernicious than to allow the Maoris to retain rights
which the Queen had guaranteed. While General Cameron
was arranging at Ngaruawahia (Jan., 1864) for the advance
of troops up the Waipa river, and planning the Tauranga
campaign, the government called on all who had been in
arms against the Queen to take the oath of a.llegiance and
surrender their weapons. Those who had been with the
enemy, but had not fought, were to do likewise, but in doing
so would not obtain rest. " All the peace that is conceded
to them at the present time is this: That they will be
allowed to remain unmolested, and they will not hereafter
be brought to trial unless they are found. to have taken
part in murders, plunder, or other evil acts. Let this,
Vol.D.
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JlOWt'ver. be borne in wind,-the disposal of their lands
reaf,tI with the Governor."
As part of the colonial warfare

bad been plunder and destruction of Maori homesteads and

eulth'ations. it was hard for Maoris to understand the principles on which it was to be decided whether their own
acts were em.
The campaign in Waikato having been concluded by the
e"cuation of Maungatautari by the Maoris in April, &oDd
~ous chiefs having surrendered their arms, a proelams.tion was drawn up in which the surrender of arms was
(1rdered to he made by the 1st July, after which date it
",",ouId entitle surrenderers to no benefits. Sir G. Grey
~ a draft of the proclamation on the 80th April, but
l'l'.fused to :fix a date after which no surrender should be
hent>.n('.ia.l; and the proclamation was held back after
T(\lumin()tl~ dil'll'ussions. In requesting (11th May) that it
1\l~ht lw> ~ed as revoked, the Governor, speaking of the
lllin~M-i,u thoory that all who had fought against the
fr,,,llll< h~ f\U'ft'ited all their land, said that the question
<'.\l,.~~-llt"l 1ht' future destiny of the Maoris. He might, by
'" fl-" nll\\'i~ words, reduce generations to misery, and cut
"t f\\\\U 1l1t'ir inheritance the offspring of many loyal
!·'~:I")\\Ut'll. Mr. Whitaker replied: "In his zeal for the
\t ... ~-~ lht'l (;o\,ernor appears to forget the European colon'''~.. 'l\h~ Governor s doubts whether the Settlements Act
"ft ...,
i"\\l~ll\t~l to be an Act for general confiscation were
.'"""~:"",.; and there could be "no question that the
'~.llit.ly iK already committed to give further effect to it if
:, ~~." lItJCeKKarY." To the Governor's request that the
.",·.bmation might be regarded as revoked, Mr. Whitaker
.~ ~-!i~l: "It requires no revocation, as it never received his
~ \\"~lltUl()y's signature." While thus disputing, neither the
\l\..\t'l"lWl' 1101' the ministry ventured upon details. The enol'-mW of their demands made the latter anxious to conceal
~ l~ until they could coerce the Governor to accept them.
I I tIlt· end of June the report of the two prisoners who
J Li;'\~ l1 allowed to visit Rewi and the king-maker, led to
10 L Ij£jf that those chiefs desired that the Waikato war
~Hlld 1 rega.rded as a.t an end.
,~--

>filII,

I<lma

my bl'Othe1'8!-welcome to 'Vaikato; to the river only, to
only. 1'bere are no men; tbe only men left are those in
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prison and yourselves. Come; but I do not know whether you ha.ve been
sent by the government. If you have been sent in pea.ce, give me the
letter that we may know that you have been sent. My opinion is that
you have run away. Take away with you the war, and Waikato river;
and Waikato land take with you too. H8.d you brought a letter, we should
have sent a letter; but &8 you are the Governor's letter, you must also be
my letter."

Such was the speech of Bewi. Waharoa and others spoke
in similar strain. Six hundred and forty Maoris agreed.
There seemed some prospect of peace if the government
would be wise. In the end of June also, Mr. Cardwell's
despatch, instructing the Governor that his concurrence
with proposed confiscation was to be no perfunctory matter,
was received. Mr. Fox's opinion of the despatch has been
noted. The ministry thought its pUblication might
strengthen them, and asked that it might be published.
Their supporters, it was hoped, might be indignant. The
Governor did not object, and the despatch was published on
the 80th June.
The location of military settlers was a para.llelline of contention between the ministry and the Governor. In April
they proposed to locate the 2nd Waikato Regiment, under
Colonel Haultain, in the Waikato district, on a line between
Pirongia and Maungatautari. Sir G. Grey asked for precise
information as to the posts to be occupied and the force to
be placed at each. The ministers said they were to be on
the line of the Puniu river, which would include Te Awamutu and Kihikihi. Each detachment should contain about
100 men. The precise points must be chosen by military
authorities, but the land must be eligible for settlement.
The Governor declared that as Commander-in.-Chief he was
entrusted with the power which the ministry wished him to
cede to the General. They explained that they did not wish
to interfere in questions as to the relative functions of the
Governor and the General. Choosing sites for forts was not
their duty. Then it appeared that wider differences were
involved. The Governor disapproved of the ministerial
plan, and circuitously strove to exhibit its effect. Before
~iving orders to locate the 2nd Waika.to Regiment at the
Puniu river, he wished to learn where the other Waikato
Regiments. were to be located, and over what extent of
country they were to be spread. His ministers would not
v2
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him. '" The time ha.d not o.rrived (11th Mo.y) when
It was possible definitely to determine." On the 17th they
submitted to him a. draft Order in Council, which he declined
to sign l>eeause it defined, under the Settlements Act-

"a district not of one tribe, or of a aection of a tribe, but of many
tribes. regarding BOme of whom no evidence had been placed before the
Governor to show him that a considerable number of the members of nch
tribes have been engaged in rebellion. He ought not therefore to say that
he iB satisfied that ther have been engaged in rebellion, and perhape to do
them an irreparable inJury with biB succeaao1'll, who would, from hiB. know1l3dge of the nativeB, &88ume that he well knew what he was doing. . • .
Upon the whole, the Governor would prefer a diBtrict being in the fint
in8tance defined which would embrace a considerable part of the territory
of the Waikato and Ngatimaniapoto tribe., who haye been engaged in the
rebellion."

The ministry (80th Mo.y) "deferred to his Excellency'S
preference," and prepa.red o.n Order in Council defining the
bounda.ries proposed, but urged that the loco.tion of the
military settlers should be disposed of o.s soon as possible,
as expenditure was being incurred which "the colonial
government would not ho.ve the meo.ns of meeting."
A singula.r episode occurred with rego.rd to the Orders.
On the ~8th Mo.y, the Governor, Whito.ker (AttorneyGeneral), and Russell (Minister of Colonial Defence), attended the Executive Council to which they were submitted.
Orders were produced proclo.iming a. district including the
valleys of the Waipa o.nd the Waikato from Papara.ta to
Ha.ngatiki, and o.nother district at Tauranga.. The Governor
signed them. Regulo.tions for the districts were submitted
and discussed, but not approved. The Governor and his
ministers differed o.s to what took place. The Governor
declared tho.t, o.fter he ha.d signed the Orders, regula.tions
were submitted "upon which the whole question depended."
One of them (relating to location of natives who had been
in a.rms) was: "Every ma.n will ho.ve o.llotted to him a
certain quantity of la.nd, which will va.ry in size, according
to circumstances, from 5 to 1000 &eres." The Governor
argued that the natives ought to ho.ve a. distinct offer, which
would preclude all misunderstanding. The ministers declined to make o.ny statement on the subj~ct. From time
to time they would o.dvise. They would not "say whether
they would hereo.fter give, or not, more land to the natives
who might to.ke it under these regulations."

A
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.. I repeatedly prell8ed" (Sir G. Grey Mid) .. the necessity of their at once
telling me their intentions rega~ the confiscation of native landa, and
the necessity also, of letting the natives know their true position in this
respect, and what was to be taken from them. They as repeatedly
declined. I declined to approve the Replations until this was done, or
to sanction the issue of tlie Orders in COuncil proclainling the districts
unl888 accom~ied by a plain declaration to the natives of the proclaimed distncts of wliat was expected from them."

The minute made at the time by the Clerk of the Council
was afterwards produced. It stated:
.. The Prime Minister submitted for approval three Orders in Council
defining and declaring three districts under the New Zealand Settlements
Act 1868, two of them being at Tauranga, and one ;in the Waikato
territory. He also submitted for approval Regulations establishin~ the
districts, but at present to be applied only to the smallest district at
Tauranga. On which a long discussion ensued. The Regulations were
~ot apnroved of, and the Orders in Council were ordered .not to be
l&Sued. r,

The time occupied in the dispute put off any decision until
Mr. Cardwell's despatch of the 26th April, 1864, arrived, and
laid down those principles of justice and moderationwhich Mr. Fox denounced as physically impossible,
palpably absurd, and likely "to upset the plans of the
colonial government." As, however, the Governor's voice
was potential, the ministry, in compliance with his wish,
stated (25th June) their views upon confiscation. They
desired a frontier line from Raglan or Kawhia. to Tauranga.
All land belonging to rebels north of that line, and that
extending to the southern line defined in the Orders (signed
but withdrawn on the 28th May), was to be confiscated;
but it was proposed to give, in convenient localities, from
10 to 2000 acres to each former inhabitant desiring to
retum. This was to be the confiscation in Waikato. It
might be necessary to deal separately with the Ngatimaniapoto, whose land was insufficiently touched by this proposal.
At Taranaki there was to be confiscation on both sides of
the settlement. Sufficient land WJLS to be taken from the
Ngatiawa, Taranaki, and Ngatiruanui tribes to establish
military settlements and "afford a substantial contribution
to the expenses of suppressing the rebellion." On the west
coast, land was to be taken, from the Waitotara river to a
convenient distance, including Waimate. Except in special
cases, where the loyal and rebellious held lands in common,
mnds of the loyal would not be interfered with, and the
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ministry anticipated no difficulty in compensating the loyal.
As to the east coast, " It would be impracticable to take
forcible possession of the land of some of these tribes,
and not desirable to attempt to place settlements on
the land of any of them." If possible, cession of land
should be brought about. Circumstances might modify
these views, or the conduct of the natives might call
for more stringent measures-" ministers must therefore
reserve to themselves the right to alter or modify
their present proposals." By the term "rebel natives"
they meant all persons whose lands might be taken
under the Settlements Act, who might "be found not
entitled to compensation." Sir G. Grey explained that his
original plan (June, 1868) of confiscation was to take land
in Waikato proper, and not to go beyond Ngaruawahia.
The military settlements would thus have had continuous
support from a base at Auckland, and the population would
have spread naturally as from a centre. It was not until
April, 1864, that he had learnt at Pukerimu that the
ministry proposed to abandon this plan and locate the
Waikato militia on a line between Kawhia and Tauranga,
in a manner widely different from that suggested by himself
in 1863, and concurred with by the ministry of the day.
Whitaker wrote along paper to prove that the line suggested
in 1868 "was of a different description." "From the time
his Excellency'S present advisers86 took office, till the present
time, they have never proposed or contemplated any other
line of frontier than the one from Raglan or Kawhia to
Tauranga." Whatever they had contemplated, until
Maungatautari was evacuated they had not proposed such
a line to the Governor. They waited till 10,000 British
troops had struck down opposition before they made their
demand.
But while shrinking from confiscating at large to gratify
Whitaker and Fox, the Governor accepted the specific advice
tendered to him as to forming military settlements in spots
• In- 1879 one of them, Mr. Fox, made a singular statement as to the
position thus described by Whitaker. cc As the war was none of my
making, so the confiscation was not prepared by me. . . . My Maori
friends will see that it was made by Mr. Domett and Sir G. Grey. I had
nothing to do with it" (CCN.Z. Hansard," 22nd July, 1879, VoL 31, p. 127).
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far in advance of the southern limit designed by himself.
The map first shown was so vague that the General asked
for further information as to intended locations. A block
of land about eight miles wide, stretching eastward from
Pirongia to the Wa.ikato river at Pukerimu, was marked
out, but no sites for settlements were shown. The General
was not told how many men were to be settled, or from
which Waika,to regiment they were to be taken.
On the 6th June, the ministry proposed that the 2nd
Regiment should furnish settlements at Kihikihi and
Pirongia; the 1st Regiment should afford men for a settlement at Tauranga, and the 4th Regiment should be located
on the Waikato river, between Pukerimu and Kirikiroa.
At each settlement 300 or 500 men were to be placed.
The levity with which the ministers descanted upon war
and waste was shown at this period. They were of opinion
(27th June) that it was very desirable to send an expedition
as BOOn as practicable against Waharoa's settlements of
Matamata and Peria. They did not intend to occupy,
but they would destroy. "It is of the first importance,"
they added,·" that an effective blow should be struck at
Taranaki and Wanganui as soon as possible."
In May the Secretary of State announced that the Act
for compulsory taking of land for public purposes by Provincial Legislatures could not De recommended for allowance
unless amended so as to exclude native possessions from its
operation. This announcement reached the colony in July,
and with it arrived a separate despatch enclosing observations made in London by Mr. Gorst, who deprecated such
wholesale confiscation as would tend to render the Maoris
desperate. He praised the Ngatihaua and Waikato tribes,
from whom he had received many acts of kindness. He
described their great villages and hamlets as if still
"dotted about the country, surrounded by their patches of cultivated
land. The whole district is occupied and used; it bears marks of having
been enriched and improved by the labour of its inhabitants. Good fences
have been erected; Rangiaohia, for instance, is surrounded by a fence many
miles in circuit; roads are made in various directions; bridges have been
thrown over impa.ssa.ble swamps, and a good many mill-dams have been constructed."

Mr. Gorst wrote in May; but the scene had been desolated
in a manner unknown to him. To destroy cultiva.tion,
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orchards, mills, and homesteads, had been the theory ·and
practice of the war. But though Mr. Gorst made no direct
allusion to the ministry, Fox railed at his interference. He
on the Maori
"rather clevd4444,
use of the
the 8ugge8tizo
"'it"""""",,, to convey
and wa44
absolute
declar44d
could have
supporter
a seat in the
they would havzo
lative Council, to which
Gorst replied, that though
when in Sydney in 1863 he told Mr. Dillon Bell that he
would accept such a seat untrammelled with office, and with
freedom to express his own views, he did not await an
answer from New Zealand, when none arrived by return of
but sailed for England.
Been with what
iIlinutes and "n,,,,",,,·.
WZOBe exchanged Oil
of escaped ",U."ibibllllll.'.
may conceive thzo
which they w~re. •
matters.
task to lDVlIzoliuibl
thzofiugh even a
minutes which
''''''wit,An
Governor and
fin the subject
confiscation. It is a slough of despond. If a traveller
could be imagined in a marsh never deep enough to drown
him, never freshened by rain pr stream, and without a shore,
the task of the historian of New Zealand at this epoch can
be understood. The mud of disagreement is stirred up at
every step, and the wiles of controversy wind like weeds
hini to prevent prGhridzozo.
of confiscatioH hZOZ?i:7GZOGzl hy Whitaker
be recorded.
the latter haa
inj ustice to
enlisted undm'
be abandoned hizo
(lontention.
W. Martin's
1864), he
that it was injurious to
Maoris" to retain p08session of
immense tracts of land, which they neither use nor allow
others to use:" and there was no act of rapine which would
17 Mr. Fox in hiB retort made a miB-statement.
He averred that the
song sent to Taranaki, in 1863, to stir up the natives to commit murders at
OakurB, "and which became the tocsin of the rebellion, WBB composed for
Unhd'k'pily for Mr. Fox Z.hd'nljl(l
Middle Waikaf."
in 1850 by Sir
ljl..lllectioll of allcil..lATs
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not be sanctioned by such an axiom. Accordingly, when
the ministry, flushed with the conquest of Wa.ika.to, submitted their scheme of confiscation in May, 1864, the
district to be proclaimed under the Settlements Act, and
subjected to confiscation, was sweepingly described.
From the Tamaki Portage, near Auckland, across the
frith of Thames, and round cape Colville, thence by a line
including the fringe of the sea. to Tauranga, " thence
through that harbour to Urumingi, thence to Arowhena.,
thence to Hangatiki, thence to the mouth of the Awaroa
river on the Kawhia harbour, thenes along the west coast
to the Manukau harbour, and thence to the Tamaki Portage." Such was the line. Every man within it who had
borne arms against the Queen was to sign a declaration to
submit to her law, and to give up his arms, or to satisfy
Whitaker's subordinates that he had none. The rape of
the Waitara, which Fox opposed, was petty in comparison
to the larger ravishment under the Order in Council prepared by Whitaker for the Governor's signature on the
17th May. It declared that the Governor in Council was
"satisfied that the native tribes, or sections of tribes, or
eonsiderable numbers thereof in the district," had (after 1st
Jan., 1868) been engaged in rebellion. The line exempted
the Ngatiwhatua. and more northern tribes, but subjected
the Waikato, the Ngatimaniapoto, the Ngatiraukawa, the
Ngatimaru, the Ngaiterangi, the Ngatipaoa, the Ngatitai,
the Ngatihaua, and various sub-tribes or hapus, who had
friends and blood-relations south of the line which ran from
Kawhia by Hangatiki to Tauranga. Eight millions of acres
would have been gathered within it. The Governor said he
was not satisfied in the manner l·equired by the Act: he
would not mix innocent tribes with the guilty; he would
not proclaim millions of acres as liable to penalties which
in his opinion ought to fall only on territories of single
tribes, or sections of tribes. Then followed the scene (28th
May) concerning which the testimony of the Clerk of the
Council has been cited. As the ministers (by their admission) declined to define their policy on confiscation, the
Governor directed the clerk to retain the Orders already
signed, and not to allow them to be issued until the
Governor had approved the Regulations.
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Mr. Whitaker, a few months later, wrote:
.. It is po8IIible that his Excellency has not undel'lltood the subject himself, a.nd that the confusion of ideas which pervades his 'Memorandum' is
the ca.ndid reflex of his mind. • • . The conclusiona arrived at by his
ExceUency-as to the proJ)Oll&ls of his ministel'll being contrary to law a.nd
equity, contrary to his iluty to the Imperial Government, a.nd not in
accorda.nce with the responeibilities imposed by the presence a.nd aid of the
British forces, a.nd the expenditure of large sums of British money-are
entirely without foundation . . . a just, 8&tisfactory, a.nd perma.nent
peace has been indefinitely postponed by the vacillation and indecision of
his lodcel1ency."

Had Sir G. Grey vacillated in deference to Mr. Whitaker,
he would perhaps have been credited with courage. It was
certainly galling to intriguers to find their hopes dashed
after the coveted Orders had been signed. To succeed in a
trick, and not to reap its reward, is intolerable. The
Orders thus blighted in the bud were framed to obviate the
Governor's reluctance to confound the guilty with innocent
owners. One confiscated a separate block at Tauranga.
Another comprised an irregular block running along the
va.lleys of the Waipa and Waikato rivers, from Maungatawhiri, and reaching Hangatiki. No estimate was arrived
at as to the quantity of land which would be required for
settlement and sale.
Bearing in mind what had occurred on the subjects of
escaped prisoners, and confiscation of lands, it is startling
to find that, in commenting on Mr. Cardwell's despatches
laying down principles for the Governor's guidance 80S to
confiscation and negotiation for pea.ce88-the ministry (2nd
Aug., 1864) told Sir G. Grey: "Practically no difference of
opinion as yet exists between his Excellency and his advisers,
and they trust it may not arise." As, however, after publication of the despatches, "a feeling had arisen in the
colony" that Mr. Cardwell intended to " subvert the existing
ILlTangement as to the administration of native affairs in
some matters," the ministry protested "without delay
against the introduction of 80 new form of government,"
partly administered by the Governor, and partly by his
advisers.
• 26th May, 1864. Mr. Cardwell: "It is my duty to 8&y to you plainly,
that if, uufortwlately (your ministers') opinione should be different from
your own as to the terms of peace, Her Majesty's Government expect you
to act on your own jud~ent," &c.
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Let the reader reflect upon the difference between the
cession suggested by Mr. Cardwell and the confiscation proposed by Whitaker' and . Fox. All tribal rights WE>re
guaranteed to Maoris by the treaty of Waitangi. One
contracting party has no power to abrogate any provision of
a treaty. Cession as an act of a whole tribe might plausibly
be represented as within the scope of the treaty. Confiscation was an outrage upon treaty and law: for Whitaker
confessed that it would be worthless unless applied so as to
rob the innocent. Admitting that a Maori could be made
a rebel because he resisted attacks made upon him, and that
his rights might be forfeited; yet his share in land was
tribal, and to confiscate his rights left those of others unharmed. The portion of the tribe which remained faithful
to the Queen therefore gathered into themselves both by
treaty and law any lapsed rights of their tribesmen. Te
Wheoro and his friends, who accompanied General Cameron
in the Waikato campaign, might be enriched by the death
or disappearance of their conquered tribesmen, but the
destroyed rights could not attach to the Queen. Nomen
knew this fact better than Whitaker and Fox, and their
persistence in urging confiscation was but a continuance of
the spirit which actuated the New Zealand Company and
Earl Grey in deriding the "so-called treaty" made by the
Queen. Sir G. Grey (26th Aug.) forwarded the ministerial
protest to Mr. Cardwell. He affirmed that the pUblication
of Mr. Cardwell's despatch (26th April) had "produced a
very happy effect upon the native population." To it he
attributed in no small degree the surrender of the Tauranga
tribe. He pointed out that the discussions between himself
and his advisers, as already communicated to Mr. Cardwell,
showed that considerable difference had arisen between
himself and his advisers on questions of Imperial concern.
He urged, on general and local grounds, that it was not
salutary to hand over to a ministry, feebly responsible to
the local legislature, uncontrolled power over the lives,
actions, and honour of British men and officers engaged in
war in a country where the race which elected to the Legislature was more or less excited against the other race
which was altogether unrepresented, and yet included the
largest landed proprietors in the north~rn island. He was
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confident that when Mr. Cardwell had determined on a
policy, just to Great Britain, to Maoris, and to colonists,
he might rely on a maJority in New Zealand in support
of it.
In the end of August General Cameron, being consulted
on the demand of the ministry for a frontier line (partly
pta.intained by the Queen's troops) from Raglan or Kawhia.
to Tauranga, saw great objections to an expedition in
• winter against tribes at Matamata and Peria, and to what
appeared like 80 winter campaign at Taranaki. As the
ministry seemed to cling to their own ideas of strategy, Sir
G. Grey told him (30th Aug.) that-" If he had not determined not to act upon the advice ministers tendered him,that operations should be followed up at Tauranga in the
manner they proposed, the aspect of affairs in New Zealand
would have borne at this time a very disastrous character:'
The thirst of the ministry (27th June) for destruction at
Peria has been mentioned. Mr. Mackay (Civil Commissioner) reported (16th Aug.): "It does not appear to me
that the natives intended to be otherwise than friendly
towards the government unless some military operations
take place at Matamata or Peria, in which case if the
hostile natives were driven down into their country they
would assist them, and retreat to the wooded spurs of the
Aroha l'anges, a position, from its inaccessible and rugged
nature, they could occupy and maintain with 80 very small
force against highly superior numbers." The ministry
sneered at Mr. Mackay as h8.ving been duped; but in Sept.
they overstrained their powers. The Maori prisoners had
been transferred to the island of Kawau in Aug., and Mr.
Fox had recorded his protest against Mr. Cardwell's theory
that, subject to law, the Governor was the arbiter of their
fate. The inability of the ministry to deal justly 80S to
negotiations for peace, or cession of lands, threw responsibility upon the Governor, who (7th Sept.) sent to his
advisers a draft of a proclamation drawn in compliance
with Mr. Cardwell's instructions, in order to give the
natives an opportunity of submission before the resumption
of warlike operations. He offered free and absolute·
• Vide ,upro, pp. 268-9.
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pardon to all who might" come in on or before the 22nd
Oct., take the oath of allegiance, and make cession of such
territory as may in each instance be fixed by the Governor
and Lieutenant-General." The :pardon would not be
extended to persons guilty of certain murders which were
to be specified. The ministry. agreed to the issue of
the proclamation with provisoes. Whitaker required the
Governor's assurance that the cessions would be of the
required extent, and that, if not availed of by the day fixed
in the proclamation, the terms should lapse, and forfeiture
should without further delay supersede the proposed
cession. The Governor would not give the assurance.
The ministry craved territory to defray war expenses, or
for military settlements. He, on the other hand, viewed
the cession as a punishment inflicted to deter others from
rebellion, and proportionate in each case to the guilt of the
tribes involved. He could not seize land more largely
than justice would warrant merely because it might be
wished to plant settlements upon it. Mr. Whitaker
declined (18th Sept.) to acquiesce in the proclamation.
Rebels were from time to time surrendering, and the
government ought not to vacillate. The Governor misunderstood the ministerial view of acquisition of territory.
"Ministers explicitly declared that the contemplated cession
should include the objects (named by him), not that they
were the only ones sought." Their memorandum was
long. The Governor replied to it on the following day.
He had not accepted advice from ministers on several
occasions, because he would not drive a nation to despair.
If the ministry had intended to oppose the spirit of Mr.
Cardwell's despatch, Sir G. Grey thought they ought not
to have published it. For his part he concurred with its
justice. He unhesitatingly appealed
.. to hill country &1ld to posterity to judge between hill views &1ld thOlMt
of hill respoll8ible advisers, &1ld to pronounce whether, when a man ha&
come to a decillion amidst 80 m&1lY &1ld ~t difficulties, hill responsible
advisers ought not to refrain from clouclmg hill judgment, &1ld trying to
force him to a clecillion he does not approve, br using such language ail
their memor&nclum contains. If, upon recouslderation, his responsible
advisers still ref\1se to acquiesce in the proclamation submitted to them, as
the Governor, for the reasons he has stated, considers it to be hill duty,
80rrl as he ill to differ in opinion with them, to adhere to hill intention of
iuumg it; he begs to be informecl what course they intend to pursue. "

'L'he escape of the prisoners from Kawau might delay the
itl&ltt, but he wished for an early reply. On the 20th
Sept.. the mail from England brought information that
lIre Reader Wood's negotiation for the New Zealand loan
had failed to procure more than a small instalment, and
even that at a low minimum. Out of £1,000,000 offered,
only £5000 were tendered for at 1:."90 on the first day. On
the 22nd, the ministry requested to be relieved from office
"if his Excellency adheres to his intention of issuing the
objectionable proclamation." Sir G. Grey, before deciding
to accept their resignaiions, determined to aequaint himself with the financial condition of the colony. They had
averred that their demand for land was not vague; that
it was U not a quantity to be measured by any man's
opinions, but a given rule easily applied, which would
leave nothing to be determined by thoughts and opinions,
and in strict accordance with the instructions from England
and the views of the General Assembly." The Governor
asked what was the given rule so easily applied. They
told him that each military settler was entitled to a certain
number of acres, that a similar rule would apply to each
immigrant from Great Britain, and that there would be no
difficulty in determining the moderate quantity required
for sale. He asked for an approximate estimate. On the
30th Sept. they formolated their demands as to quantity,
but not situation, of land required by confiscation. In
Auckland, military settlers would require 860,000 acres;
emigrants from England, 240,000 acres; for sale woold be
required 400,000. In Taranaki, military settlers woold
need 180,000 acres; emigrants from England, 120,000
acres; for sale would be required 800,000 acres. The total
was less than had been proposed in the Assembly, but
ministers had "made the modification for the purpose of
avoiding any imputation even of prolonging the war for the
acquisition of territory." The sudden readiness to give
information was due to an interview between Mr. Reader
Wood (the Treasurer, who had returned from England) and
Sir G. Grey on the 29th Sept. Mr. Wood, in a letter from
England (written in July), had complained of attacks in the
" Times" newspaper upon the colonial government and the
colonists, "accusIDg them of closing all avenues to peace,
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and of employing the British troops to fight-not in a war
of defence, but in a war of aggrandizement, and for the
purpose of wresting land from the natives by force." Mr.
Wood, arriving from England (in Sept.), and discussing the
subject, was told that the opposition of the ministry to the
proclamation of pardon to the natives was calculated to
close the avenues of peace. Mr. Wood suggested that the
ministry should retire. On the 30th Sept., they tendered
their resignations. They were, therefore, practically out of
office when they consented to inform the Governor, even
approximately, how much land they wished to confiscate.
He thanked them, and asked them to show approximately
the boundaries of the required lands. They were unable to
do so, "even approximately. • • • It was not intended
to take the land required in one block, but in several, of
which some would have been small; and as to others there
is not sufficient information to determine even the precise
localities." Again appealed to, they sent a tracing in which
they designated 340,000 acres surrounding Taranaki, a
rectangular block of 564,000 acres extending from Waimate
to Waitotara, and an irregular block widening from Drury
to the south so as to include the valleys of the Waipa and
Waikato and reaching nearly to Hangatiki. But they furnished this approximate description on the distinct understanding that neither their successors nor the Assembly
were to be prejudiced by their act.
The Governor was unwilling to seek new advisers until
he had obtained accurate information as to the financial
position of the colony. He asked for it on the day on
which his ministers had formally resigned. They replied:
"Ministers do not understand that it is the duty of his
Excellency or themselves to furnish information as to the
financial position of the colony to any person who may
profess a willingness to accept office; indeed they foresee
probable evil consequences as the result of such a
circumstance to men not under responsibility." They
would, however, furnish information. Outstanding debts
amounted to more than £1,400,000, of which half-a-million
was due to the Imperial government, and was to be paid
out of the proceeds of that portion of the loan for three
millions which the Imperial government might guarantee.
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The monthly expenditure exceeded the monthly income.
The government had drawn nearly three-quarters of a
million sterling against debentures for a million and a
quarter, held in London for sale or hypothecation. Nevertheless, the ministry declared (Ord and 6th Oct.) that
they saw "no financial difficulty whatever if the plan of
settlement and confiscation be carried out as authorized by
the General Assembly and sanctioned by the Imperial
government, notwithstanding .the failure of the immediate
negotiation of the loan." They added that in consequence
of that failure they would have advised an immediate
reduction of war expenditure had they remained in office.
Mr. Cardwell's despatch (26th April) on confiscation or
cession, when shown to Mr. Reader Wood in England, had
elicited his written concurrence :"I take this opportunity of stating. formally and officially, that which I
have previously had the honour of stating to Mr. Secretary Cardwell
personally, that there is nothing in the instructions of 26th April to Sir G.
Grey that does not represent the ,ieWB of the colonial government in
pra.c:t!cally carrying into effect the policy of confi8cation authorized by the
Legiala.ture ill the New Zealand Settlements Act. . • . On my own
behalf, therefore, and that of my colleagues. I can give to Mr. Cardwell a
full &B8urance that the local government will certainly co-operate with Sir
G. Grey in carrying out that just and temperate policy towards the native
race embOOied in the New Zealand Settlements Act &B limited in its
operation by his instructions of 26th April"

Mr. Wood was in no doubt as to Mr. Cardwell's meaning,
for he wrote to his colleagues (with regard to the requirement
that " a measure should be at once submitted to limit the
duration of the Act to·a definite period," &c.), that he asked
Mr. Cardwell whether he wished the Parliament to be at
once assembled ad lwc, and Mr. Cardwell replied: "Two
years are given during which the Crown has the power of
disallowing; if within that time I find that the Parliament
will agree to carry out the Act in the manner I have suggested, and to limit its duration to a definite period, the
power of disallowance will not be exercised; if not, it will."
The reader who bears in mind Mr. Fox's denunciation of
Mr. Cardwell's despatch as utterly mischievous, must be
anxious to escape from the crooked windings in which it
has been necessary to follow the course of the Whitaker
ministry. On the 8th Oct., they informed the Governor
.that tll.ey thought that all war expenditure from colonial
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sources should be stopped, and that the General.Assembly
ought to be summoned at a date not later than 15th Nov.
Sir G. Grey, in view of the financial position, thought that
a new ministry could not be formed in time to meet emergencies, and that the pro~ course would be to summon
the Assembly. He acqwesced with their advice. They
had also urged him to bring the Settlements Act into
operation, but he understood Mr. Cardwell's instructions and his conversation with the Treasurer as
implying that the Act ought not to be brought into
operation until there had been a failure to obtain
cessions of land in the manner proposed by the Governor's
procla.mation. He would undertake that the natives
making them should do so as defeated rebels, and would
conclude no arrangements without considering the opinions
of his adYisers. He did not ask the ministry to a.cquiesce
in his proclamation or be responsible, but wished it to be
inserted in the "Gazette" at the time chosen by himself.
On the 24th Oct., he forwarded it in terms similar to those
in the draft rejected in Sept. by his advisers, but extending
the day of grace to the 10th Dec. instead of the 22nd Oct.
At his request they added a list of exemptions from pardon
of all persons (unnamed) engaged in the commission of
murders which were found by juries to have been committed by some person or persons of the native race. The
catalogue included 29 cases. The proclamation, signed on
the 25th, was issued on the 26th Oct. None of the
ministry countersigned it. The General and the Commodore concurred with it, regretting that it had. been so long
delayed. The king-maker wrote to the Governor. He was
almost alone in Waikato. The war preparations had drawn
the tribes to Taranaki. "Extend to me," he said, " the
days from the 10th Dec. even unto the end of Feb. My
great desire is to have to the end of April, but I presume
you would not grant my request, and, therefore, only ask
to the end of Feb." Let the chiefs assemble to consider
the proclamation. For himself, the suspension of hostilities he had agreed to at Nga.ruawahia, still continued.
"I gave my word then. You keep Waikato. I will not
fight there. My word is the same now. The-vords which
I now leave for the assembling together of Wa.ika.to ~;Vol.D.

w
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these and other points the ministry continued to compile
minutes until the day before which the Assembly was to
meet. The Governor's last memorandum urged tha.t he
had endeavoured to act constitutionally, and that he was
"satisfied that larger experience in public affairs of the
kind which have recently been transacted in this colony,
will lead his present advisers ultimately to admit that such
is the case, and to withdraw their present opinions, and to
regret that they have often expressed themselves in language
of such unusual strength."
In forming a new ministry it was requisite to respect Mr.
Cardwell's injunctions, and contemplate a reduction of
the Imperial forces. The small section of the English
public which concerned itself with the wrongs of Maoris
recoiled from the extermination of a gallant race. Naval
and military officers shrank from being made a catspaw to
drag from the fire the prizes coveted by some colonists. 40
The taint of the original injustice at Waitara manifestly
clungto the acts of Whitaker and his colleagues. The army
and navy loyally fought against the Maoris, but they
accorded to them an admiration, if not a sympathy, which
they could not feel for some of their grasping countrymen.
Mr. Cardwell wrote (26th Sept.):
" If the doctl'inp.s now broadly propounded by you r ministers at'e to be
8clmitted, New Zealand must be reganled not only as owning no
ence upon the mother country, 8.nd as hlwing that inherent
independent COlUltriesexercise of conducting their own affairs
their own jn d~ment, but as having this r igh
. with
privilege of enjoying the servi.ces of a Governol', a
furn i hed by tlliB 'olin try. On the other hand, the motll~i PII• ..J
be simply a tributm'y nation, affording at its
carrying into effect the policy of the colouial JIlL<'ll."""".,
auy voice in the direction of that policy. It is
C01lclllsions. It is not necessary to enter into any

•• The military a lways evinced more
of t hose w~ose battles they ~\'e re fight.ing.
n" arratlve of the Late War (l860) ill New
I 63), said , p. I 9:-"Many 1I10re would
but froUl fear of the colonists, who t reated
tho greatest brutality. . . , The l)rison.el~'"
carefullv gua.rded, Dot ao mnch to
un-Engiish aurl Ulunanly o.ttacks
the
,10 so with safety, treated hem with the
,liffcl'tlllt WIIS the lJehaviour of the soldier ,
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. England had furnished an army of the finest troops under
an a.ccomplished general, had consented to guarantee a loan
for the service of the colony, and Mr. Cardwell looked for a.
spirit of rea.son, of good sense, and of cordial co-operation,
which he wa.s· confident would not be a.ppeaJed to in vain.
The Governor's new a.dvisers would be compelled to include
lit. Cardwell 80S a. fa.ctor in the forces controlling ne.w
Zealand 80 long 80S Imperial troops might be retained.
There had been a. public meeting a.t Christchurch (21st
Oct.), at which Mr. Weld ha.d a.dvoca.ted a policy of selfreliance. Let the colony ta.ke all the expense and a.ll the
eontrolof the Ma.ori question and war. Let every soldier
go. Let the General Assembly be convened without delay.
Sir G. Grey found in such a spea.ker the minister he
required. a Ora.l agreement ha.ving been a.rrived at, the
terms were reduced to writing. Mr. Weld pronounced ,. the.
system of double government by Governor and ministers"
to have "resulted in evil to both ra.ces." He recognized the
right of the Home government to ma.intain the existing
system while the colony received a.id from British troops.
He a.ccepted the a.lternative, a.nd would "recommend the
Genera.l Assembly to request the Home government to
withdra.w the whole of its la.nd force from the colony, and to
issue such instructions to the Governor 80S ma.y ena.ble him
to be guided entirely by the recommendations of his constitutional a.dvisers, excepting only upon such ma.tters 80S ma.y
directly concern Imperil;lol interests, and the preroga.tives of
the Crown." Pending the decision of the Imperial government he would a.ak the Assembly to •• undertake a. rea.sona.ble
liability for the services of the troops a.ctively engaged in
the field a.t the special recommenda.tion of his Excellency's
advisers, and for such troops only." A colonial force would
be kept on foot, a military post occupied about the centre
of the coast-line of the Ngatiruanui country, and a road
would be ma.de from Wanganui to the northern part of the
Tarana.ki province. Arrangements ma.de with military

0' The a.nta.goniam which Mr. Weld had displayed againat Sir G.
Grey in 1863 (with regard to the l18izure of the Waita.ra a.nd ita abandon·
ment), did notlrevent the Governor from receiving his former &ll8&ila.ntar.
an adviser; a.n Mr. Weld, alwaYB urbane in demeanour, W&B not charge·
able with peraonal motive&.
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settlers were to be fulfilled by taking sufficient land olit of
the. territory held. by. military occupation. The seat of
government would be at once moved to Wellington. '. If
there should be material difference between the Goverilor
.and his advisers during a recess, Mr. Weld would resign,
and in such case he thought that either the Assembly should
be summoned or other advisers chosen. The boldest plirrt
of :Mr. Weld's scheme W'as not that which seemed so atfust
sight. As General Cameron had smitten down the Maori
'warriordom-as Mr. Weld intended to make use of Maori
auxiliaries-an arm not· largely resorted to in 186S-and
there were tribes ready to fight With or without provocation,
the .dispensing with. the English troops was not so daring a..
measure as it appeared abroad. But in financial affairs the
government was helpless. The Whitaker ministry were
wise in their own generation when they shrank from exposing to a probable minister the condition of the New Zealand
Treasury. Mr. Weld addressed himself to the task, and by
the weight of his reputation made arrangements which tided
.over the difficulty, until it could be met by taxation. He
ever professed friendship for the Maori, although he could
not be brought to recognize the Ngatiawa tribal tenure at
Taranaki; and one of his first acts was to ask the former
magistrate of the Waikato district, Frederick Dart Fenton,
to become Chief Judge of a Native Land Court to be established by law. The Court which the Act of 1862 enabled
the Governor to create from time to time had proved
almost a dead letter. The first necessity was to pass a..
new law without delay. V'nder it the judges, like those in
England, held office" during good behaviour." They were
no longer to be the ephemeral creatures of a Governor or
of his advisers. They were to be assisted by native
assessors (holding office only "during pleasure"), whose
concurrence was necessary in any judgment. The salarie.s
of the judges were fixed by the creating law. Thus was
seen the .first rift in the cloud of oppression with which
Whitaker and Fox had enshrouded the Maoris by their
Confiscation (New Zealand Settlements) and their Oppression (Suppression' of Rebellion) Acts. Between 1860 and
1865 'a.rms had expelled the gown from the solemn atmosphere over which justice is wont to preside in dealing with

LAW TO BE RESPECTED.

hereditary and treaty rights. With a pliable governor
like Colonel Browne, and a lax Secretary of State like the
Duke of Newcastle, the whole of the North Island might
have been pilfered from its owners. Though the great
majority of a tribe might be loyal, a few might be hostile to
the government, and on that plea the whole territory might
be confiscated. Mr. Whitaker had contended that such a
power was the essence of his needs. It was known and admitted by Governor Browne that the great majority of the
tribes were on the side of Te Rangitake. The native rights
which the government literally cast into the fire in 1860
were now to be the subject of inquiry by law. Mr. Weld
was wise enough to know that unless the law so earnestly
sought by Sir William Martin could be applied to unloose
the Gordian knot of Maori tenure, nothing but the sword
would remain.

CHAPTER XIII.
1864-1867.
THE WELD MINISTRY.

lb. WELD'S propositions being recorded, Sir G. Grey wrote:
a ma.jority of the General Assembly concurs in them,
it will be the Governor's duty to aid to the best of his
.ability in carrying them out." Mr. Sewell, Mr. W. Fitzherbert, Mr. J. L. C. Richardson (in the Council), Major
H. A. Atkinson, and (in December) Mr. Mantell, accepted
office on the terms thus arranged. The Houses, summoned
to meet for despatch of business on the 21st Nov. (1864),
had by successive proclamations on the 19th and 22nd been
prorogued to the 2Srd and 24th while the Governor sought
for advisers. On the 24th he thanked the members for
responding at an unusual season to a summons rendered
imperative by public affairs. On his own responsibility he
had offered terms of pardon to natives in arms against the
Queen. He intended to restore order in the Taranaki and
Ngatiruanui districts. In accordance with the recommendation of a Commission, the seat' of government would be
immediately removed to Wellington. The speech dwelt
upon the principles embodied in Mr. Weld's memorandum
.on acceptance of office. After an attempt (defeated by 29
votes against 17, amongst the Representatives), to postpone
the removal of the seat of government "until provision has
been :first made for constituting the province of Auckland a
separate oolony, to be ruled by a Governor appointed by
.c. If

RESOLUTIONS IN ASSEMBLY.

Her Majesty a.nd a Legislature to be chosen by the inhabitants thereof," addresses were carried in both Houses,
cordial in character, but reserving for consideration the
question of self-relia.nce in internal defence and the assumption of responsibility as proposed by Mr. Weld. Mr. Weld
condemned the Suppression of Rebellion Act as vigorously
in office as when he was a private member. "It was un·
necessary and unconstitutional, taken from a bad type of
barbarous ages. All that can be said in favour of this disgrace to our statute-book is that it has been a dead
letter." Mr. Sewell as Attorney·General (in the Legislative
Council) carried resolutions accepting the propositions of
Mr. Weld.
In the other House, Mr. Weld (80th Nov.) moved resolutions condemnatory of joint res~nsibility of the Governor
and his advisers in native a.fi'a.irs: Divided councils, vacillating policy, a.nd needless expense were due to it. Recognizing the right of the Home government to "insist upon
the maintenance of this system of double government so
long as the colony is receiving the aid of British troops,"
the House was invited to accept the alternative, to request
unconditionally the withdrawal of the whole of the land
force, and ask that the Governor should be guided entirely
by his "advisers in native as well as ordinary afi'a.irs,
.excepting upon such matters as may directly concern
Imperial interests and the prerogatives of the Crown."
Some members drea.ded a precipitate withdrawal of the
troops. After adjourned deba.tes, including a great speech
by Mr. Fitzgerald, amended resolutions were carried by the
government without a division. They expressed loyalty to
the Crown, gratitude to the mother country, and thanks to
Her Majesty's forces. They trusted that Mr. Cardwell's
instructions had been issued to meet a temporary emergency, and would lapse. "Without disputing the claim of
the Imperial government to exercise a reasonable control
·over policy upon which the restoration of pea.ce must
necessarily depend whilst the colony is receiving the aid of
British troops," they averred that divided councils had pro.duced great evils and expense:
"That nevertheless the colony is resolved to make every further
polllible e1rort to place itself in a. position of self-defence against internal
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.aggression, with a view to accept the alternative indicated by the Home
government, namely, the withdrawal of Her Majesty's land forces at the
earliest possible period consistent with the maintenance of Imperial
interests and tt:us:~e;!h O~:t'~~0~~!~'~y~", ther~~!cefte~~;~fe t~~v~~~rial
to be guided
constitutional adv]gg,'g
'as in ordinll-ry aff"ilV,
"pon such matters
Imperial inter,:,gf:g
pgggugatives of the Or,
. both HOU888
upon a new
diBputes in after
was to furniBY
men of politic£ilil
Bupported it, how8BBB,
and from danger of internal interference it seemed free.
The electoral roll of the colony at the time was not 30,000;
or less than that of the present constituency of Newcastleon-Tyne, and the fate of the Maori race was to depend
on a mere majority of the number.
Bharacter of thB TBB:B~
The session was short. ThB
(f1'itBherbert) greatly
passage of LUg.::::g8&,gsgg
An Act emiliblud
Governor-in-Com:uil
(1863)
interest on the
l"Bnt. A DebentnY'o
"uthorized the iSE4H{i
debentures
b"::'fik'g;
8 per cent. ".g'",'g,gg
in anticipation of the loan for £3,000,000. A Customs Act,
with the hope of increasing the revenue to the extent or
£190,000, raised the rate of duties. A Public Works Land
Act authorized the taking of native lands as well as those of
Europeans on the giving of compensation. A New Zealand
Settlements Amendment Act, intended to comply with
Cn.rdwell's requiremffntB:
"dopted. Minor
Acts need not
ffnulTHtftated. On thff
with the aSSUf',BEIOl
Gssembly was
the end of
year, it should
ot Wellington.
Fil1herbert's motion
reselved that
ounedient to accent
offer of the Imperial Government to guarantee £1,000,000'
of the loan for £3,000,000. The objections stated were that
priority of charge was required for the guaranteed portion,
and the territorial revenue was to be included in the
security. It was resolved that the accounts should be·
adjusted, and" the true and just balance found due from
" should be
losolutions
implies a
ronfidence
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is DOli engendered. hv :mare words. Confronted by the

financial difficulty, the ministers (3rd Jan.) pathetically
appealed for relaxation of. the rnle as to contribution
towards army expenses. "If from any cause the withdrawal
of Her Majesty's land forces should be cl&layed for Imy
lengthened perA~ and the terms now impoHetI hy the
Imperial go"9AJTlllUR1t should he insisted on, the (lOlony will
be wholly tmahl& to hear the hnrthen, and financial ruin
will be the result:' Beeanse the H01l8e had thol1ght it l"I\!!h
to withdraw the troops snddenlv, }fro W.,ld had ~lightl~·
changed his front, and looked f~r (l"lay. H., fClImu (itlla~'
intolerable. Look where he ';9'ould thare WaH trollhle. But
ihe tender mercies of Britain conld he appMlflCi to. Nttw
Zealand was a ~ >I)n~ col()nv, fonnriflCi hy" tho [mp.,ri&l
~, and
not nnreawmably look to it for httlll
m time of need like the prP.1lAnt." It waM true that
peace existed. hut IDeAf!nrn9 then hP.ing takfln IltItwfltin
Taranaki and W~ni "";Vo,tld in Vi)1 Vf.l t.M ~()Iony in htlavy
eost." Subjeefi to :heir or~nt ap~1 flit miHl!1'i'~lIrtli'U1I,
ihe ministrv would nve ~ P.tYer.t to t.he rf.lHlllutioflll of thtt
H01lBe. and· enter 'IT~n :hp. (J1J~tifm (,f BlWrUut.1I with thtt
Imperial government. ff :he
~"'lfl/lit.UI·f! ot thtt
eo1ony had not been ~Tr)"q:!"lt at,t,IJt t,y UUI lIYiv.illl,l "in lit
the Taranaki 3etden, '.f ~ri·. :-'·)'f.fTf,rtJ, Mr. C. W. Itidllllonll,
and others, it ~l)l1i(J :T.I1~ n;,,':I~ t"lIl11 Il"W.It,tl t.1I tlOIU-

may

' '80''

~ Yr. F~:zh~r'~, ~(.e T"11f.I4IJr1rf', in hill till/t.lleial &tatement 1J~.. i-9a (;fIIt "I;,I,'NtJ tJ'H.t, lit tIm unit
million sierlin!! 'VJi/j ~,. :-; •. ''''''('''f~:r,tN' t,t,ll III,II,,,y Willi!,. lIuly'
reeei'\"e £810,IiJO. H~ ... ~~ ;..,',1; "Jr,(,~.,ir'" I"J/"iv." t.1I 11~"tll·t
more than ~Lr,2fJ. '.~~J !r.I' •. (,~ ,t,rt,lf.i"u,v. i!~IOUO,IIOf)
a1lihorized by ~he uAn .\r~. ). r.t""'fI'"t,jl,,. ",rll' ,lil!t:tI'lIltthe one ever nv:.r~ ~~-,?'''',;''Jl!:,.t. ~(.~ l,t(Jt~r I~'ltfl' mllr" ,tifli,:,Llt
-were the key:; 'lJ :;..~ .... :''''.: .... "0;%".1", I,f ttll,IIIIIM'Y. It IJt
not wonderful :c.:a :':-.e .aT.':'" ',' '.i.l\ :.1H1Ir1M 'Nltrll ;,1.i1111¥l1Il
eagerly as the ~"Tr.a.r; ',' :,~!'m.r,t.'I,,.. '''''11 'lht.UI'K lit that
British Tre:aJ;IlJ'''' ~. ',.1 .:'
r~ I'J ... r", .. ;.~.,tI, 1,llt lIIi~ht lJ.,
diaeusaed.. ~"".'.!". "'.'.. 1 :,·,t I,ff lJ'11 ""''1 '" rl~dlJ/hillgr
and IIlMIIt:jme u~ ""',·.r . . r .. :f.'-':r' "NI,I,I,' hltrtlly 1t.1,H.lUillll tlut

I,.,

!'Olonista.. ~ M'W' ~'." ~...:. fr.~. t (tl:J>'t,,'II~i '/U ,iilllllllitlU,rut
m the padour I)f :.:-.~ 1'AH If.
:'I:W XI':H.i ...wi. 'fltf! IIIConk
waa empowered ·'1tr.r. ;~'I ~J .:r.:rIJ~ 'JA;f*-,IIt."r'~ fI" f!1r,4J,{JIJO,

'J'

--------

!fII6II

~ ... " ,

----

.. , .... , ... *"'CII'pt

the altema.tive iDdic::&ecl k t.he

fan-

:a-

~~"'~t . n ..."" .:~. , .... _.,l:.<lra.-al of Her )b.jeaty·s land
at the
~d>rJi4'flt pt-i .." " .., ....... ~t with the ma.inteDanoe of Imperial
~f"...
n,1 U ... -.t.1~ .,f tM oololly : thereby en&h1iDg t.he I:mperial
,y1 , ' 4'rtllrll'n'
I_'~ ...., J. .-ruct~ to his Ex~ the f~ . .
f!(' " I"'''III j' I },II" t", I .. p •• lerl eIltirelt"
• k. his OODIItWIitionaJ adTiBers iD

,.....t ...

.,A
, "t:j,'"

'h

n. ".,. I ... ' " ''''''''&1} .&ira, exoeptiDg upon wcb ID&ttenI . . _y
h .'0" ....,... I "', ........ In~ aad tOe prerogative8 of t<be Crown. .,

:i ,. . ..,

~hlhJlt.R"IiRIl~

hot.h lIow;es agreed upon a nelf starting
• ,illt." 111<'11 "RM to furnish endless disputes in after years.
'~Ch",\.. t 11\1111<' " «If Jlolitical note ha.d supported it, hOlfe~,
,el r,·."n .1".II/-tc.j· of internal interference it seemed free.
~:',e.
·tll,,,1 ItllI of the colony at the time lfas not 30,000;
1."'" l1'AII ,h'lt of the present constituency of ~elfeastle," '1" ,.... 1\\1<1 the fate of the lfaori rare ...as to depend
,," " "It'I'P IIllljol'ity of the number.
,'"
.
'1'1 .. · ,.. .. <0<01'111 WIlS short, The high chara.eter of the Trea. ", ... ., It"lIc;lltlriwl't) greatly aided the passage of financial
"" ."",,\,11>.. An Act enabled the Governor-in-Council to
, ,~, : .' .II~I IlIttll'est on the loan for £3,000,000 (1863) from 5
c.\ " \\II\, Iltillt.
A Debenture Act authorized the issue of
'. !"I\\ 1\llttll\ dtlhentures (three years) at 8 per cent. interest
,.\ ~ II I il\i Plltioll of the loan for £3,000,000. A Customs Act,
\\ ~_)I I hl:l hope of increasing the revenue to the extent of
\' ,\1\\,\1110, r!tised the rate of duties. A Public Works Land
\"~ II II ~hnriiled the taking of native lands as well as those or
l: m"l'tJl~IIS on the giving of compensation. A ~ew Zealand
S\IHltlllltlllttl Amendment Act, intended to comply with
~h. {!1~rrlwell'B requirements, was adopted. Minor Acts
~\\Il Private Acts need not be enumerated. On the 18th
{\tJll. ~he Atlsembly was prorogued with the assurance
~h~t, lUlfore the end of the financial year, it should be
comulled at Wellington. On Mr. Fitzherbert's motion the
HIli ~e had l'etlelved that it was not expedient to accept the
I I III \I' of the Imperial Government to guarantee £1,000,000'
tt!' t lin loan fol' £3,000,000. The objections stated were that
lll'\lIrity of chal'ge was l'equired for the guaranteed portion,
t~l\(l the tel'ritorial revenue was to be included in the
Htlll Urity. It was resolved that the accounts should be·
adjusted, and" the true and just balance found due from
the colony" should be paid. But resolutions provide no
funds . A loan implies a lender, and confidence of capitalists

,." .
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is 'not engendered by mere words. Confronted by the
financial difficulty, the ministers. (Brd Jan.) pathetically
appealed for relaxation of. the rule as to contribution
towards army expenses. "If from any cause the withdrawal
of Her Majesty's land forces should be delayed for any
lengthened period, and the terms now imposed by the
Imperial government should be insisted on, the colony will
be wholly unable to bear the burthen, and financial ruin
will be the result." Because the House had thought it rash
to withdra~ the troops suddenly, Mr. Weld had slightly
changed his front, and looked for delay. He found delay
intolerable. Look where he would there was trouble. But
the tender mercies of Britain could be appealed to. New
Zealand was a very young colony, founded by" the Imperial
government, and may not unreasonably look to it for help
in time of need like the present." It was true that
peace existed, but measures then being taken between
Taranaki and Wanganui "would involve the colony in heavy
cost." Subject to their present appeal ad misericordiam,
the ministry would give effect to the resolutions of the
House, and enter upon the question of accounts with the
Imperial government. If the war expenditure of the
colony had not been brought about by the original sin of
the Taranaki settlers, of Mr. Stafford, Mr. C. W. Richmond,
and others, it would indeed have been entitled to commiseration. Mr. Fitzherbert, the Treasurer, in his financial statement (Dec., 1864) had shown that of the one
million sterling sold or hypothecated the colony wo~ld only
receive £810,000. He was not sanguine enough to expect
more than £1,620,000 for the remaining £2,000,000
authorized by the Loan Act. Anticipation and discountthe one ever more exorbitant, the other ever more difficult
-were the keys to the windy treasury of the colony. It is
not wonderful that the lands of the Maoris were still eyed
eagerly as the talisman of redemption. The claims of the
British Treasury could not be dismissed, but might be
discussed. Discussion would put off the day of reckoning,
and meantime their countrymen would hardly abandon the
colonists. The new government depended on discussions
in the parlour of the Bank of New Zealand. The bank
was empowered (29th Dec.) to issue debentures for £750,000,
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£50,000 of which were to be ofiered in New ZeaIa.nfi,
£200,000 in Australia, and haJf-a-million in' London. The
interest was to be 8 per cent. The bank was to reooive
7 instead of 5 per cent. on its overdrawn account, and to
have power to hypothecate the debentures in case of failure
of sale, the government bearing the expense of hypotheoa,.
tion. The bank was to have a commission of t per cent.
on negotiation. These terms appear more like the bargain
of a young spendthrift than the state pa.per of a nascent
nation; but, such as they were, they formed the warp of
its life. The inspector of the bank went to Ausvalia., but
capitalists were obdurate. "The chief causes of failure
were," he reported, "the general ignorance which pl'evails
a.s to New Zealand affairs, and the impression that the
colony is involving itself in debts, the redemption of which
will be problematical." One capitalist in Melbourne offered
to take £10,000 of the debentures at 10 per cent. discount,
but to such an indignity the inspector would not submit.
To receive £9000, pay £800 a year for three years, a.nd
then to pay £10,000, was more than needy New Zeala.nd
could undertake. Some trifling sums were obtained at about
par, and a friendly bank in Melbourne lent (for six months)
£40,000 at 10 per cent. Out of the abundance of capital
in London a small portion was attracted by the hope of 8
per cent. Yet less than £200,000 were obtained within a.
month of the submission of the debentures. The cost of
colonial defence was at the time nearly £450,000 a. year.
Military settlers at Waikato and Tauranga cost more than
£156,000 a year; and with Taranaki, White Cliffs, Opotiki,
Waiapu, and contingent hospital expenses, military settlers
required nearly £800,000 a year. Notwithstanding a
favourable turn in the London market New Zealand stock
was practically unsaleable in May, 1865. In March the
ministers entreated assistance. They admitted that good
faith required payment of the debt of the colony to
England. They had transferred £400,000 (4 per cent.
debentures) to the Imperial government, and they left it to
that government to hold them as securities, or to cover
them with a guarantee.· They appealed to Sir G. Grey to
testify that they had never proposed "to recoup war
expenditure by hasty and indiscriminate sale of con:fi.scaW
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Jand," and that they had "co-operated with him in a just
and temperate policy" towards Maoris. They hoped that
the English government would recognize the claims of the
colony, "either by covering the remainder of the three
million loan by the Imperial guarantee, or by making to
the colony an annual grant in aid of extraordinary expenditure for the next four or five years." Sir G. Grey supported
their appeal for the guarantee. Mr. Cardwell, in July,
unequivocally declined. Were he to ask Parliament to
consent he would be reminded that ah·eady the Imperial
Treasury had disbursed two millions for New Zealand, and
that the resources of the colony, as represented by Mr.
Reader Wood in applying for the former guarantee, were
such as to refute the supposition that it could require 8t
vote in aid.
The effect of these negotiations was to harden the resolution of Mr. Weld and his friends to dispense with British
troops and rely upon a small force, aided by the pugnacious
Maoris, ever prone to tribal wars. Mr. Weld, however,
alleged that he desired to avoid, if possible, the" setting of
tribe a.ga.inst tribe," and hoped that the union of the
Pakeha and the Maori in the battle-field would" strengthen
the good feeling between the races, besides being a great
assistance to the colony. "I
At the close of the session the Governor issued a proclamation (17th Dec., 1864) to confiscate Maori lands. He
had opposed the schemes of WhitakeJ" and Fox, but he did
not, when Mr. Weld was in office, insist upon procuring
land by cession rather than by seizure. The land to be
taken wa.s "all the la.nd in Waikato taken by the Queen's
forces," within specified lines from "Pokorokoro in the.
gulf of the Thames," by Maungakawa in the Waikato
district, Pukekura, Orakau, the Puniu liver, the Pirongia.
mountain, Whaingaroa harbour, the coast to the Wa.ika.to
Heads, thence by the river Waikato to the Maungatawhu'i
river, and northwards circuitously to the point of commencement. In a.ddition, cc all lands northward of the
above boundaries, belonging to rebel natives or tribes up to
and as far as the waters of the Manukau and the WaitaI
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ma.t8.," were declared confiscated. It was added:· " The
land of those natives who have adhered to the Queen shall.
be secured to them. • . . To those who have rebelled
but who shall at once submit . . . portions of the·
land taken will be given back for themselves and their
families. The· Governor will make no further attack on
those who remain quiet. Those guilty of further violence
he will punish as he has punished the Waikato tribes.".
Between Wanganui and New Plymouth he would" take
such land belonging to rebels as he may think fit ;" . would.
make roads where he chose; would assure "to those who
have remained and shall continue in peace and friendship
the full benefit and enjoyment of their lands," but would·
except from amnesty those who had. committed murders •.
Mr. Weld's ministry had stretched the Governor's con.,
science from Ngaruawahia to Orakau. The great Waikato
plain, between the waters of the Horotiu and the Waipa,
was accorded to the demands of Weld, though refused to
Whitaker. Kawhia was left, but from the Puniu river to
the waters of Waitemata the natives were exiled; and in·
Taranaki the Pakeha was to declare whether any standing
room should be left for the foot of iL Maori. Mr. Cardwell's wisdom was discarded in the concord of the Governor
with his new advisers. Some qualms were felt about the
proclamation, for before the General went (Jan., 1865) to
Wanganui, a new proclamation disclaiming any" desire to
take lands of the rebel natives as a source of profit" was
I I unanimously approved" in the Executive Council.
It
limited the area to be ·confiscated on the west coast, and
was to be entrusted to the Native Minister, who was to
accompany General Cameron on an expedition to Wan-.
ganui. It was cancelled lest it should "embarrass his
.
.
military operations. "II
It would have been strange if a ministry containing H.
A; Atkinson, popular at Taranaki, had abstained from war.
The session had barely come to an end, when a ministerial
memorandum declared it necessary to act at Taranaki and
Wanganui; to forni military settlements and roads between
the two places; and, as soon "as circumstances may permit, .
I
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GENERAL CAMERON ON SCHEMES OF CONFISCATION, &C.

:

to occupy as a military settlement it block north of the
mouth of the Waitara river."s
The GeneraJ distrusted the moderation of the Governor's
advisers. "If the extensive scheme of oon1iscation, roadmaking, &c., contemplated by ministers (in which I do not
know whether you concur or not) is to be carried out, I
think we ought to apply at once for reinforcements." The
carrion-birds which, under the name of contractors,
batten upon the miseries of war, had not failed to find a
home in New Zealand. It was natural that the regular
army should recoil from a service in which strife had no
sooner died out in one corner than it was revived in
another. When the Waika.to chiefs withdrew from
Taranaki, Governor Browne proposed to make war on
Waikato. When Waikato was desolate, Tauranga was
pounced upon. When Tauranga was at rest, war was to be
transferred to the west coast at Waitotara. The General
went to Wanganui, and wrote (21st Jan.): "The more I
think about it the more I am convinced that we have done
wrong in bringing war into this hitherto quiet settlement."
A maJor in the service had written to him before he left
Auckland: "One thing is very certain, and that is that the
men who sold the (Waitotara) block had no right to do so,
and it is the old Waitara 'dodge for getting up a war, and
the consequent military expenditure at Wanganui." On
the 28th the General (in a private letter subsequently laid
before the Assembly) wrote: "I have made inquiries about
the purchase of the Waitotara block, and have reason to
believe that it wall a more iniquitous job than that of the
Waitara block. I am not surprized that the natives
have opposed our road-making, The government at home
ought to be made acquainted with the true history of the
business."·
.
He found Maoris entrenched at the Weraroa pah, within
20 miles of Wanganui, and wrote (28th Jan.): "I consider
my force insufficient to attack so formidable a work as the
Weraroa pab." Posts, escorts, and protection of· Wanganui
were needed, and" instead of 1100 men, my present available force, I should require 6000." A short distance beyond
. • The gradual encroachment deserves notice. In 1859 the government
l&id they were willing to leave Rangitake unmolested on the north bank.
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Weraroa was the Waitota.ra. river. The General proposed
to cross it, and to establish a post at the Pates. river. In
disgust he exclaimed: "All the well-to-do settlers are, I
believe, aware of the folly of this cruise and deprecate the
war, but the shopkeepers and settlers greedy of land of
course delight in its continuance." He was early compelled to fight. Near Nukumaru, close to the Weraroa.,
the Maoris, under Hone Pihama., attacked his "pickets so
suddenly that they were forced back some distance before
reinforcements could arrive." On the right they penetrated
to within 100 yards of the camp. The English loss was
considerable, but it was thought that the Maoris had·
suffered more, although only 11 killed and 2 wounded were
found. The friendly natives on the river, under Hori
Kingi, Mete Kingi, and others, who had fought at Moutoa.,
were attacked, but beat off their assailants with loss. The
victors had to deplore the death of the chief, John Willia.ms,
the principal actor in capturing the murderers of the Gil·
fillans in 1847. The country was difficult, the enemy
numerous and daring. "I would, therefore, recommend
that your Excellency should apply by the first opportunity
for a reinforcement of at least 2000 men, and for a still
larger reinforcement if, in addition to the occupation of the
country between Wanganui and Patea, the road between
Taranaki and Wanganui is to be opened, and more land is
to be confiscated and occupied north of the Waitara, which
I understand is to be the plan of the colonial government
approved by your Excellency."
The General strengthened his force by withdrawing
troops from Wellington and from Taranaki, and crossed
the Waitotara (5th Feb.). The Maoris retorted by killing
a settler and a militia. soldier who was "out contrary to
orders, plundering a Maori settlement." There was. panic
among the settlers. The General sent 150 men to Wanganui, and asked the Governor to repair thither to consult
with him. Hau Hau fanaticism was not only rife at the
west coast., The prophets, finding the General bent upon
war, made a diversion at the east. Two of them, with Hori
Tupaea of the Ngaiterangi, and Tiu Tamihana of the
Ngatihaua, undertook to stir up the tribes. Colonel Greer,
still commanding at the east, was informed of the invasion,.
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and wrote to the Arawa chiefs. " This is my word to you;
when they go into yoill' country catch them and fetch them
up to me." The invaders were on the Maketu river, expecting others to rally round their flag. The Arawa chiefs
captured the whole party of 50 (8th Feb.), and, after a
'march of 88 miles, delivered them to the government.
Hori Tupa.ea, who had been captured separately when
unarmed, expressed his regret to Colonel Greer, and offered
to take the oath of allegiance. He had been deceived. The
Colonel allowed him to remain on parole in the camD.'
The Governor accepted the penitent's promise to assist ~in
quelling disturbance, to reside where the Governor might
'direct, and to observe the terms accorded to the Tauranga..
natives in the previous year. The blow given to the
fanatics was severe, but the hostile natives were enraged
against the Arawa chiefs, and tribal wars were anticipated.
It was unhappily clear that the Hau Hau tenets had been
accepted in many tribes, and it was impossible to guess
when or where some new atrocity might be perpetrated.
Early in March the Governor was at Wanganui, having
requested his advisers to furnish him with a statement of
their views, as he feared there was an impression abroad
that the war was prosecuted for profit; an imputation
which the ministry denied in a formal document (20th
March). And now another horror cast lurid glare upon the
times. When Captain Lloyd's head was carried away, in
1864, it was at Pipiriki, on the Wanganui river, that it had
been placed on a pole and fanatics danced round it in
furious orgies, rushing up, biting it, and treating it with
brutish indignities. Again, in 1815, the baked head of an
English soldier was taken thither by fanatics led by Patara
and Kereopa. They were to stir up the tribes in the Bay
of Plenty. At the same time the prophet Te Ua did not
counsel assaults upon colonists. His written instructions
were: "While on your journey do not interfere with those
whom you may meet. Do not quarrel with the Pakeha.
• Mr. G. Graham said (11th Aug., 1865), in the New Zealand Parliament':
" 'When Tupaea. was made a prisoner he was sent back to Tauranga, and was
then again taken. This put the natives in despair until they got a letter
from Mr. Fitzgerald, and that helped to raise their hopes a little. He
believed that the arrest of Tupa.ea was the cause of the murder of Mr.
Volkner. "-N.Z. HamaTd.
x
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bEIad." On the way, 000 of the U~ iribe
inoMt,rinRrted. The head was used as a mystic
~",' h.~i.
'r~I'r()r caused by it took possession of eaeh as
, ,,", ~h()"'n to t.he file of Maoris; and eaeh spnmg out of
.~'. '"" ill tlt1'n. Kereopa, the officiating priest, then aid;
~ .'1: ,,1"1' nov.' l)()1UlC8sed of the Deity_
Let the widows of
.~, .. \ wI\(, f~.1l ~t Orakau approaeh and vent their anger on
~~';'. "I"~tl jHlt~ c\n the Pakeha prisoners." The maddest of
•~ .."'1 .,hc" .. "i ),hu.
(\" flw h~ M"'l'ch, the Bev_ Carl S. Vol1mer and the Bey.
) .. <~ ··'.... \(l. \\'\:iI~\ouaries, arrived in the Opotiki harbour. In
~7,~~, '\l~'~'. •. It\dy living at Whakatane wrote to warn
'."~,,,,,.,,,,,, ~~\ llt~y in Auckland, for mischief was on foot.
It
\~,,\ .,':"'4 ~.\\\ lohe bar was crossed and regress was impossible
•" .... '. ~.~"'\ \~\~'t\gers saw by the river-side a band of the Pai
'-I .. 4.,~ \)t\tara and Kereopa, after stirring disciples to
c· "''';''''~ "t 'Xt\UllO, Uriwera, and Whakatane, had arril"ed at
,,'i:'Y"~"~'. The vessel was in their power when she was
""..L.;::'~I,\\,~~', and the missionaries were ordered on shore.
r l.L1,.' \~b~el was rifled. Her contents were placed in a store
"i \\ luch Maoris kept the key. A violent Hau Hau meeting
\\U.::; h~ld at 0. Roman Catholic Chapel. It was strange that,
""::; Q\ Ohina, the Ta.e-ping (Great Peace) rebels professed to
liu~ with direct revelations through their chiefs some
Chl'istian tenets, so the Pai Mame (Good. Tranquillity)
d\3s11eradoes, in throwing off their allegiance and disal"owing
th~ religion of England, assumed a portion of the Roman
O~tholic cult. The Scriptures were to be burnt, but the
Virgin Marl' was ever to be present with the Hau HaUs.
The ChristIan Sabbath was not to be respected 88 in
li1ugland. There was to be no marrying or giving in
marriage, for by promiscuous intercourse, under the rule of
pdeata gifted with supernatural powers, the Pai Marire
would be as the sand of the sea-shore for multitude. The
first profession of these tenets disgusted the manly Wi
Tako. The king-maker was about to condemn them.
The Hau Haus kept up their orgies in the Roman
Catholic Chapel beyond the mid hour of night. The
captive missionaries and sailors heard the horrid din. A
Taranaki native guided them to an enclosure in which to
,~
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rest. The sailors joined heartily in reading the evening
psalm. In the morning the very air seemed full of omen
that some dreadful deed was to be done. Mr. Vollmer paid
kz thB MBorl widow a small
whieh it was his CUfztz'ZYZn
to her. She
wz'Zrning, but in
twrnty armed
performed
des, and told Mr
with them.
to join him,
back, and
next. Two
he was told,
was in agony about his friend. Heremita, who had led
away Mr. Volkner, returned and conversed with the guard.
Mr. Grace heard the words (in Maori) "hung on the willow
tree." They went to his heart. He told the sailors, who
said: "All is over." They were called out and marched
between files of Maoris past the open space near the church.
f'obbed and
with their hando
backs. Graz)zc1
ttbout Mr. Volkwz:zr
was vouchsafefL
mf'derers shrank
they had done,
had taken POSSufduWW
open day. Borum
arrival his
buz:zken open, his bUDdD
Dold, and "'''.1'_''"%%",,,
were held in his church. When they seized their victim,
they dragged him with a rope round his neck, and hanged
him on a willow tree. But the ruffian Kereopa would not
wait for gradual death. The body was lowered, and Kereopa
fired upon it. Again it was raised with violent jerks. The
Maori wife of a European told her husband what she saw.
"'VVJOZLZ Catholic chief
in his
The body
to the
I{ereopa told HiLl
z'Zild see.
: "I have
HOW you cut
erlIDd on all the
did so. KereODt1,
tmd taste
and children',
blood. Kereopa then scooped out and swallowed the eyes.
Patara was absent making converts, and it was not supposed
that he would have joined in the atrocities, for although he
had assisted in plundering Volkner's house, he left a letter
warning Volkner not to return to Opotiki; and after
Volkner's murder he disclaimed participation in it, and
lIereopa. Mr.
lIis companions
who was ill.
house of a M,'
'JO'O,'OO&&'OOOO'
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. or seven natives, four sailors, the sick man, and Mr.
Grace were shut up in one room. Mter an hour and
a half they were unbound.
Previously, a Maori had
.lifted a can to the mouth of each to let them drink
water. Mr. Grace asked why they were unbound. The
answer was: "A time to bind and a time to loose, a
time to kill and a time to make alive." Shut up in the
suffocating atmosphere of a small room, the prisoners
IJassed the day and night. "As I lay awake," Mr. Grace
wrote, "I could distinctly hear the confusion, dancing and
-shouting going on in the Romish chapel, and also in the
church." He commended himself and his companions to
"the watchful care of our Heavenly Father." In the
morning (Srd March) he found a prayer-book. The won.derful Psalms of David touched him, as they have touched
the spirits of myriads of mankind, with a graciousness not
of this world. "Some of the Psalms for the day" (he
.wrote) "appeared written for the occasion." In the comfort of the resurrection and the hope of awaking in the
D,ivine likeness, the soul of the prisoner found strength .
. Patara had been sent for to decide upon Mr. Grace's fate.
Throughout the Srd and 4th of March there was suspense.
On the night of the 4th, Patara returned. Mr. Grace sent
a message to him in the morning. He passed the prison,
.shook hands with Mr. Grace, and spoke a few words. An
. hour afterwards the prisoners were summoned to a meeting
in Mr. Volkner's church. Three hundred natives were
assembled. The Taranaki fanatics seated themselves
\within the communion-rails. Europeans were present.
Patara denounced soldiers, ministers, and Englishmen.
l!'or all Jews, Frenchmen, Scotchmen, Austrians, and Ger.mans, he had love. Natives brought charges against the
murdered Volkner. He had gone to Auckland as a spy, a.
cross had been found in his house, therefore he must have
been a Bomanist and deceiver, and he had returned to
Opotiki after being told to stay away. Mr. Grace defended
his dead friend; and though Patara replied, he said nothing
in justification of the murder. Grace was attacked for
sundry supposed faults. The land question was the subject
of a long harangue, to which he replied that neither
.Yolkner nor. himself had any land. Bansor ~-
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by Mr. Grace, or exchange of prisoners. The Maoris agreed
to take Hori Tupaea. in exchange, and the captain undertook to carry the proposal to Tauranga. Mr. Levy, brother
of the captain, was to remain at Opotiki, and the captain
was to continue to trade. On the 6th, Patara went inland,
ordering that Mr. Grace wa.s to be kindly treated, and permitting him to write to his wife. Mr. Grace assured him
that Hori Tupaea (released by Sir G. Grey) was already at
liberty. On the 13th, Eparaima, a native of Tauranga, who
knew Grace there in 1853, arrived with a message from a '
Pai Marire prophet, desiring Mr. Grace's release. On the
15th, Eparaima started to obtain further help; but it was
ominous that on that day the Pai Marire raised a new pole
for their worship, and a feast was to be held. Captain
Levy's vessel was detained by want of wind. But help was
at hand where least expected. The murder of Mr. Volkner,
far from rousing the natives generally to like atrocity, had
shocked them.
From Whakatane, from chiefs of the Ngatiawa, from
Turanga, from Maketu, from Rotorua, from Huria, letters
denounced the shedding of the innocent blood of the
missionary. The Arawa at Maketu denounced the Ngatiawa
because they had not actively prevented it.
H.M.S. "Eclipse," under Commander Fremantle, reached
Turanga on the 13th. The sailor and Bishop Selwyn found
Bishop W. Williams amidst 300 Maoris, most of them
armed. They had assembled to decide' what they should
do about the Pai Marire, some of whom were within a mile
and a half of Bishop Williams' station. Bishop Selwyn
addressed the assembly with fervour, but they would not
take arms against the murderers. They alleged that their
doing so would endanger Mr. Grace. They wrote to Hori
Tl , , urging him to go forward to assist Mr. Grace.
T}
• 1 op and his fi'iends vainly strove to persuade the
dissociat{, fl t1 liberation of £1'. Grace from a
he rei,
npaea. Eventually ~Ir. Grace
lid was taken on board of the
"lUpaniollship with horrors.
Lha lahoms of Bishops
, tary effect in repelling
{ans.
~ 'ome who had
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previously sympathized were shamed. The Arawa were
eager to prove their loyalty. Bishop Selwyn, fresh from
the scene, thus addressed the third Synod of his Church at
Christchurch in 1865:
"The war, which seemed to have come to an end, was renewed by the
perversity of a few misguided men. Mixed with the new element of the
confiscation of land it acquired a bitterness unknown before. The mis·
sionary clergy were believed to be the agents of the government in a deep.
laid plot for the subjugation of the native people. Our congregations
mel~d away; our advice was disregarded.
Exasperated by continued
defeat, and loss of friends and relations, many became reckless. The feel·
ing grew among them that they would abandon the religion of their enemies
and set up one of their own. An impostor from Taranaki (Te Ua) placed
himself at the head of the movement. Pretended miracles, unknown
tongues, inspiration from heaven, messages of angels, were alleged as usnal
in snpport of the imposture. The delusion spread and reached the east
coast. New tribes were to be startled and overawed. A leader of in·
ferior rank demanded of the people of Opotiki the sacrifice of their own
missionary. No other life was touched of the many white men who fell
into their hands. It WI\S a murder of fanaticism. . . . Our first martyr
died at peace with his enemies, and prayers for his murderers."

Whether Te Ua was fanatical at the first, or merely in
wild despair, like many of his accomplices, he sought to
strike terror, and was prepared, if need be, to die a bloody
death, must be matter for conjecture. The Maori was ever
superstitious. It was on the mysterious influence of "tapu"
that his primitive polity was based. Though that polity
had been well-nigh overthrown by Christianity, it had
reasserted itself with hideous additions when the belief was
accepted that the . missionaries were leagued with the
government to rob and subjugate the Maoris. In 1847,
Sir William Martin had predicted such a result. Mr.
Maning had declared that the rise of strange delusions, and
belief in supernatural powers displayed in the person of
priest or chief, were incidents often repeated in Maori life.
The imputed unholy alliance between the missionaries and
the government had engendered the new Maori chimreJ:a,IJ
Pouring out his SOlTOWH to a friend in
lmd the
Bishop said:
"Oh! how things have changcll! - how mnch of th
has been sobered down by experiencc! -whon iU8tel
helievers welcoming me as tht-ii' f"ther, I find ber
scattered sheep, the remnant of " flock whioh has fori'.
Think of my hanging on to a grapnel oft' M ,'. VoLkner'~ TI
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daring to land as Coley (Bishop Patteson) and I are accustomed to do at
some heathen island visited for the first time. At this place I do not
know how far it is right to go among my people, though in former times
peace or war made no difference in their willingness to receive me. At
present we are the special objects of their suspicion and ill·will. The part
which I took in the Waikato campaign has destroyed my influence with
many. You will ask, Did I not foresee this?-and if so, Why did I go? I
answer that, though 10,000 men were sent from England, no military chap.
lain arrived at headquarters till the advance had reached its furthest point
in Waikato. Then there were many wounded Maoris brought in from time
to time to whom it was my duty to minister. Add to this that two of our
miBSion·stations (those of Mr. Ashwell and Mr. Morgan) had been occupied
by a native clergyman' and catechist, whom no threats could induce to
leave their posts after the English miBBionaries were advised to retire. It
was my duty to see they were not injured when our troops advanced, and
this made it nec_ry for me to be in the front, and thereby to expose
myself to the imputation of having led the troops. This has thrown me
back in native estimation more, I fear, than my remaining years will
enable me to recover. . . . But what are my sorrows compared to those
of the Bishop of Waiapu (W. Williams), who had completed his quarter of
a century at Poverty Bay, and after constant effort and anxiety had just
begun to rest upon a settled system, with a thriving college, seven native
clergymen, a diocesan synod meeting annually, in which the proceedings
were conducted entirely in the native language . . .? In the midst of
these sorrows we have solid comfort in the sight of the stability of our native
clergymen, who have never swerved from their duty. . . . The real
<:ause of war in New Zealand has been the new Constitution, and the
cause of the greater bitterness of the strife has been the new element
of confiscation introduced by the colonists against the will and expreBS
orders of the Home government." (The argument that a Maori would feel
more than anything else the punishment by confiscation might have) "some
force if the Maori had committed some real crime of which he was con·
scious, but when he believes that the Englishman has only been waiting
his time to do what he has now done, and that the land was doomed
as much if the owners were innocent as if they were guilty, then con·
fiscation becomes in their eyes simple spoliation and has none of the effect
of punishment. Certainly nothing could look more like a determination to
provoke a quarrel than the Waitara business. . • . The Hau Hau
superstition is simply an expreBSion of an utter loBS of faith in everything
that is English, clergy and all alike. . . . This is the result of seeking .
first ' the other things' except the 'one.' . . . 0 earth! earth I earth!
such has been our cry. The Queen, law, religion, have been thrust aside
in the one thought of the acquisition of land.'"

It has been seen that the liturgy of the Hau Haus was
partly compounded . of elements supposed to be Roman
Catholic, and that Kereopa and hi. comrades enacted many
Lh U· orgie in a. Roman Catholic chapel at Opotiki before
T'U·llWliiti.
The reader will leal'll i.n what ma.nner the
ott endoo,voure(l to ma.ke Tt\ra.whiti suffer for his brlwe

., P J. 490·49:1.
1 v. E. Coleridge, 26th Dec., ISM' vide" Life of
OJ. supra. 2 2 n.
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they murdered Volkner. They were ruffians and fanatics,
but they could see what, even if he saw it, did not repel the
first Marquis of Ripon from subjugation to a foreign yoke.
They knew that a recognition of foreign supremacy was
treachery not only to the Queen, but to the essence of
English freedom. Obscured, betrayed, at times wounded
almost to death, yet ever again bursting from its bonds,
that English freedom of Church and State which preceded
and survived the House of Normandy, and was in important
particulars maintained by the greatest of English monarchs
(Ed. I.), was repellent at all times of foreign authority.
Therefore, the Hau Haus courted the religion of Rome as an
aid in breaking down loyalty to the Queen. There were
some Roman Catholic Maoris in the district where the Rev.
Hadfield had laboured from 1839 until 1865. When he
was supposed to be in personal danger of attack from the
Hau Haus (after the murder of Volkner), the Roman
Catholic Maoris offered to protect him if he would flee to
them. Their" mana" would be his defence. He answered
that he was ready to lay his bones at Otaki, whether after
violent or natural death, but nothing would induce him to
move from his post; and with the aid of the son of
Rauparaha the efforts of the Hau Haus were foiled at
Otaki.9
The murder of Volkner revealed the savagery of which
the new superstition was capable. If the fanatics could
not meet European arms in the field, they could murder.
By slaying Mr. Volkner in the midst of his flock, which
dared not raise a voice in his favour, they had shown not
onlv that they were without compunction, but that the
moi'e eminent the victim the more grateful was the sacrifice
to the fanaticism under cover of which they had sprung
back at a bound to the sickening orgies which had once
been a religion amongst them.
Where then was the centre of the new faith? Where
best could it be sought and strangled? Its cradle wa'
in the west, where the rape of the Waitara had led til
• Bishop Sel~, hearing of Hadfield's do.uger, wrote (7th June, IS (iii )
"1 &In ready to Join you if you think 1 CII.D be of any assistance, but liltnot like to come without first communicating with you, us I a.m I\<J'
suspected and slandered bya.ll the king natiVl'· "
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desolation of Maori homes, but it found aliment wherever
the policy of the Taranaki settlers was bruited. The gallant
Wi Tako Ngatata went to the east coast to prevent its
spreading. The settlers at Poverty Bay (April) expressed
to him and his companion chiefs their grateful sense of
services conferred during his stay:"Notwithstanding that your own lives have been threatened, you have
done your utmost to strengthen the ha.nds of those who have heeD exerting
themselves to save this district from those troubles which seemed to be
coming like a flood upon it, a.nd under the Divine blessing your efforts have'
been so :fa.r succe8llfUJ., that the influence of the Hs.u Hau party has very
-considerably diminished since the time of your arriwl; a.nd Patara a.nd
Kereopa have both left the district with their followers, having been unable to stand their ground against the opposition which h&a been brought
to bear against them a.nd their pernicious doctrines. May God preserve
your own district from those troubles which you have shown yourselves so
solicitous to avert from this."

Ihaka. Whanga at Nuhaka, and Kopu at Wairoa, local
chieftains on the east coast, boldly met three hundred Hau
Haus, and at great discussions in April stemmed the tide
.of fanaticism. At about the same time (June) Tamihan~
te Rauparaha foiled the Hau Hau emissaries who visited
Otaki to spread their doctrines. At Sir G. Grey's request,
-Captain Luce, of H.M.S. "Esk," visited the chiefs on the
east coast in April and May, encouraging them to remain
faithful to their religion and to law and order. With Mr.
Fulloon as interpreter, he attended meetings which were
apparently successful in instilling confidence; but he
thought the Maoris were everywhere in It state of unhealthy
,excitement. The Bishop of Waiapu had left in displeasure,
and his departure had shamed many Hau Hau converts.
'The ineffable capacity of depravity in man came before
·Captain Luce in a strange shape. A deserter from the 57th
Regiment had joined the Pai Marire.
Patara with armed men held colloquy with Captain
Fremantle (H.M.S. "Esk") on the ~th May. The chief
"appeared quite prepared against a coup-de-main, and,
confident in his strength, held a hunting-whip under his
.arm, but had evidently a pistol in each pocket." He
denied complicity in the murder, and acquiesced in a
proposal that he should return to Opotiki. It was satisfactory to know that at Kawhia Rewi repelled the idea that
he or his tribe had sanctioned the murder.
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Mr. George Graham being about to visit Waika.to, in
May, volnnteered to meet the king-maker and other chiefs,
and p6rsuade them to take the oath of allegiance. Sir G.
Grey empowered him (9th May) to assure them of his.
desire to treat them with generosity, to bring prominently
before them his letter (16th Dec., 1868) promising them
kind trep.tment after the fall of Rangiriri, and to explain
the proclamation of Dec., 1864, proffering pardon while
confiscating land. In May also the Native Land Purchase
Department was abolished, and it was notified that cessions
of land would be negotiated for under the Native Lands
Act of 1862 (to which the Royal assent had been given on
the recommendation of the Duke of Newcastle in 1868), the
operation of that law" rendering the continuance of the
Land Purchase Department unnecessary." A proclamation
(April) denounced murder, cannibalism, and other revolting
acts of the Hau Haus as repugnant to humanity, and called
on all well-disposed natives and Europeans to aid in repressing them.
Mr. Graham saw the king-maker face to face, and weary
of his country's woes the patriot, baffied rather by the crimes.
of others than by his own shortcomings, agreed to take the
oath of allegiance at Tamahure before Brigadier-General
G. J. Carey. The latter rode thither (27th May) from his
camp at Te Awamutu. Mr. Graham preceded the chiefs,
bearing a paper, which Waharoa was willing to sign under
the British flag:-" We consent that the laws of the Queen
be the laws for the king (Maori), to be a protection for us
all, for ever and ever." When Waharoa arrived with his
friends, he dismounted and walked uncovered towards
Carey, who shook hands with him. The covenant was
signed by the chiefs, and by Carey and by Graham. Te
Waharoa said little, but requested that the Governor would
appoint a Commission to inquire into his character, which
. had been maligned. The Governor telegraphed the submission to England, and wrote to Te Waharoa, who answered from Matamata. . . . "All I think of is that
peace is made. There is rest,-a breathing-from the
weariness and fatigue of working this evil work of war.
The weapons of war have been cast away." Important no
doubt was his submission, and the Hau Hau brutalities
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had tended to bring it about: but as Te Waharoa had
failed to restrain Rewi in 1863, so it was certain that he
could do nothing to check those whom Wi Tako had called
madmen when he spurned any connection with their
doctrines.
Sir G. Grey was at Wanganui when Mr. Vollmer's death
was reported. Friendly chiefs there had just guaranteed to
chiefs at Pipiriki full pardon from the government on submission. One of them, Topia Turoa, had come to Wanganui (14th March) to discuss the guarantee. That night
. the murder of Volkner was made known, with the
horrible addition of the orgies round the soldier's head at
Pipiriki, where Topia had been an accomplice in sanctioning the expedition to Opotiki, although from his youth he
had been familiar with Englishmen. The Governor saw
Topia, who said (15th March) he had no desire to be there,
but had come because he was sent for. He would not take
the oath of allegiance. The Governor declared that Topia
was responsible for the murder by having acted as a Hau
Hau priest at Pipiriki, but as he had cQme to Wanganui
under arrangement with Hori Kingi, Mete Kingi, and others
he might depart. If even now he would take the oath of
allegiance the promises made by the chiefs should be respected. "To-day he may return up the river. Tomorrow a large reward will be offered for his seizure;
and, if caught, he shall be tried for murder." Topia
replied: "You say I am implicated in the murders of Mr.
Hewitt and Mr. Volkner. It is correct. tO I am implicated
in them, and also in the work of the Hau Hau." The
Governor asked Mete Kingi if the chiefs knew that Hewitt's
head had been at Pipiriki when they made peace there.
Mete Kingi, Hori Kingi, and others said" no;" and Topia
coolly said: "The head had passed on when HewiH wal'l
killed; it was another head." Hfl ha.d made peac' with
Bori Kingi, b
'lith the El
J ••
" If you choowtl
to arrest
illing to be arrested
without
hI d· to frl t me
into talcing
tJ
'JIl not
take it.
I lit
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offering a reward for me to-morrow." The Governor said:
.. He had better go at once. I will ha.ve no further
intercourse with him." Topia left, lLud the friendly chiefs
endeavoured to procure his submission; but he would do
nothing more till he had consulted his friends. In after
years he was to render signal service to the government.
The ministry advised with the Governor about rumours
that war was being carried on for the profit of the colonists.
Sir G. Grey (7th April) sympathized with his advisers, and
suggested that military aid, accompanied by such remarks
as those of General Cameron, was so undesirable that it
would be better for the' colony to see the military force
reduced and rely on its own resources. On the 8th, the
ministry concurred, declaring that it could not be hoped
that the qualities required for success would be displayed
by any officer, however distinguished, in support of a
course branded by him with such severe l·eprobation. The
Governor on this occasion wrote his despatch suggesting
the withdrawal of troops and an Imperial guarantee for
three millions, or a Parliamentary grant for four or five
years, which, as has been seen, Mr. Cardwell declined to
sanction. On the 4th March, without mentioning thp
General's comments in January upon the Waitotara block,
the Governor had recommended that inquiry should be
instituted with regard to the purchase, as disparaging
rumours had reached him. The ministry were willing that
Sir W. Martin should be appointed a Commissioner for the
purpose, but they wished to know the name of the Governor's
informant. When asked at a later date for his reasons for
believing that the purchase was an iniquitous job, the
General, whose relations with the Governor were then
unfriendly, replied that it was no part of his duty to collect
information on such a subject, and he declined to enter
into any correspondence with the Governor about it; but
he would acquaint Her Majesty's Government with the
information on which he had formed his opinions. When
he furnished his reasons they were resolved into a conversation with a stranger.
Facts about the Waitotara block were laid before, the
New Zealand Assembly. Dr. Featherston and others
repudiated the General's inferences. General Cameron
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should have applied his intelligence to the quarrel between
the Maori and the colonist at an earlier date. If he could
,have averted the crossing of the Maungatawhiri he might
-have .had no need to protest against the dealings with
-Waitotara. There was open rupture between the Governor
-and General about a private letter af the latter (80th March)
concerning the Weraroa pah. To have assailed the natives
in a position so advantageous to them would not have
punished them:"I have no doubt they would have been delighted if we had attacked
their pah, and that they have been as much disappointed at our not
attackin~ them as you and Mr. Mantell (Native Minister) have been.
What is It to Mr. Mantell" or to any other Colonial Minister how many
British officers and soldiers we lose in any operation they recommend, 11&
long as the policy they advocate is carried out. And I confess that this
is a point which it appears to me has never sufficientlv entered into your
calculations. . . . I have a grave respOl18ibility in the matter, and
having already lost a great many yaluable officers and men in attacking
paba I think I may be excused if I am somewhat cautious in undertaking
operations of that description without the most absolute necessity."

Angry correspondence ensued. The Governor informed
the General that Her Majesty's government must determine
whether the General was justified in creating secretly
wrong impressions, "and in now shrinking from giving me
an opportunity of giving explanations regarding my
proceedings (which I have been called on to furnish), by
refusing to acquaint me with the statements you did not
hesitate to make, but dare not produce" (10th June). The
General replied that he cared not what construction hisExcellency might be pleased to put upon his actions. Each
blamed the other for unduly communicating, to third
persons, confidences which should have been kept sacred.
At this time a seriolJs shock was sustained by the colonial
government; for while professing a self-reliant policy, Mr .
.Weld used Imperial troops. The Commissary-General,
Jones, suggested that the presence of the Governor and two
" The General was unhappy in singling out Mr. Mantell for reprobation.
His voice and pen were often used more eloquently than the General's in
demanding justice for the Maoris. The Goyernor was equally unhappy
about the lI&II1e time. It was in April amI :May, 1800, that he was defending
himself against Mr. Fitzgerald's criticisms on the seizure of the Tata.raimakllo
block, the building of a barrack within the territory of Tawhiao, and other
p,reludes to the invasion of Waikato. Mr. Fitz~erald was to become his·
. Native Minister in August, 1800, on Mr. Mantells retirement.
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ministers at Auckland made it convenient to settle a debated
question of advances from the Imperial chest, which Mr.
Jones thought might fairly come to an end in a few weeks,
except in such specia.l cases as might be approved by the
General. The power of the colony to repay the advances
seemed to Mr. Jones" very problematical." The General
concurred with Mr. Jones, and (5th June) forwarded his
letter to the Governor, proposing to cancel all existing
authorities (for issues of pay and rations) on the 1st Aug.
On the 9th June, Sir G. Grey seriously presented the aspect
of affairs to the General's consideration. "If you choose to
·cancel all the existing authorities . . • I cannot
prevent you from taking such a course, and the colonial
officers shall be instructed to afford you any information;
but I think it my duty to state why I think it would be
disadvantageous to the colony as well as to the Imperial
government that you should at the present time follow"
such a course. Negotiations in progress should be speedily
closed; the regiments to be ordered to England, and the
occupation and maintenance of posts should be decided upon;
and the extent to which the commissariat should assist in
that maintenance should be determined. The General (21st
June) intimated that he would refer the commissariat
question to the Secretary for War. As to Weraroa, he had
frequently explained his opinions, and the commanding
Royal Engineer " fully concurred with me, that a siege of
the position is not advisable at this season of the year."
The-·Governor told the Secretary of State that he believed
no other commander in New Zealand had ever gone into
winter quarters, and that it was pernicious to leave rebels
undisturbed for months close to Wanganui.
General Cameron remained at Auckland writing despatches to ~ngland to countervail those of the Governor.
Despatches from Mr. Cardwell and from the War Office
contemplated the sending away of five regiments from New
Zealand at an early date. Mr. Cardwell wrote (26th April,
1865) :-" The Secretary of State for War will send no
reinforcements to General Cameron, but will repeat the
instructions already given for the withdrawal of five
regiments with as little delay as possible, consistently with
the safe execution of my instructions to you. On your part
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you will confine your requirements fQr the assistance of
General Cameron within the limits which I have preticribed. "
The Assembly was to meet in July. The General had
tendered his resignation in February, and in June received
permission to return to England. He ha.d power to delay
his departure, but, looking at the relations between himself
.and the Governor, saw no advantage in remaining. This
was, he said, the fault of the Governor and his advisers.
The native, garrison in Weraroa was weakened, and in
the end of June there were divided counsels at the pah.
Rangihiwinui negotiated for its surrender, and wrote to the
Governor that a dispute between the military and the
militia had impeded him. The military authorities would
settle no terms without consent of the General, who was in
Auckland. Several chiefs carried the letter and gave explanations. The Wanganui Maori contingent was indignant
when restrained from attacking the pah.
At Wellington (12th July), the ministry formally
announced that, on the meeting of the Assembly, they
would resign. They had on the 11th, with equal formality,
declared that they could not recommend an appropriation
of £40 per head for Imperial forces in the colony. They
based their resignation on the General's conduct. He
influenced, if he did not guide, the Imperial government.
He conveyed hostile criticisms and imputations, and refused
to explain. They gratefully acknowledged the ,constitutional support of the Governor; they did not doubt the
approval of the Assembly; but such an irresponsible
authority as that arrogated by the General made their
resignations imperative. The Governor enclosed their
minute to the Secretary of State, and feared that great
political embarrassments would arise.
Within a week Sir G. Grey was in the field before the
Weraroa pah. Already it was suspected, if not known, to
be weakly garrisoned. Hori Kingi, Rangihiwinui, and other
chiefs had nearly procured a. ell) itul i n. Troops wel'e
encamped close to it. .u. 1
W)ttldy was with
,hiefs in the
the Governor. Pehim
'£hey
pah, awaited his al"ri v
willing to put it in th
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the government. They wished for time to remove women
and children. The Governor granted it. He asked ifHori
Kingi would take possession. Hori Kingi had no confidence
in Pai Marire fanatics, and declined. The Governor said
he would do so, and the chief must accompany him. The
rebel chiefs returned to Weraroa to make preparations to
receive the Governor. A white flag was flying. The
Governor, General Wa.ddy, Major Gray, Captain Bulkeley,
Colonel Trevor, and Mr. Parris the interpreter, rode towards
it. They were met by Maoris, one of whom inquired
whether time to remove women and children would be given.
" Yes, that had been arranged." Were they to be punished
for their rebellion? The Governor said all would be'
pardoned except murderers; and those who returned to
their allegiance would be treated in all respects like the
Queen's European subjects. The natives said all was satisfactory. Aperahama came out of the pah and requested
the Governor and Hori Kingi to enter it. Hori Kingi rode
to Sir G. Grey's side, saying: "Oh! Governor, do not let us
go in. Ride up and touch the fence with your hand, and
let that satisfy you." Other natives begged him not to go
in, saying that the people in Weraroa were "fanatics,
given up to old customs." Nevertheless, the Governor,
Hori Kingi, Hori Kel'ei, and Mr. Parris, rode on. At thirty
yards distance from the pah, a Hau Hau priest came out
and told the natives not to allow the cavalcade to approach
nearer. Hori Kingi's eyes detected guns in the pah. Chiefs
stood before the Governor and begged him to desist. After
a time he rode away. Pehimana and Aperahama were
sincere, however. Failing to prevail on the garrison to
'surrender, the former immediately gave himself up. The
.latter surrendered on the following morning. On the 18th,
the garrison made further pretences, 'vainly asking the
Governor to send away the soldiers.
The Hau Haus did not rely only on diplomacy. Topia
Turoa, who bearded Sir G. Grey in March, was on the wartrack. Captain Brassey, commanding at Pipiriki, was
assailed. Friendly natives warned the Governor, and no
time was to be lost. On the 19th July Grey asked General
Waddy if his instructions from the General permitted him
to invest Weraroa. That officer could not do so without

1

CAPTURE OF WERAROA P AH.

orders from General Cameron. The officer asked if he
would establish a post of 400 men near Von Tempsky's
camp, and thus furnish moral support; sending also a
detachment of artillery to keep down the fire of the
besieged while the local forces and natives worked their way
up to the assault. The brave Brigadier consented. The
available force consisted of 473 men, viz., 25 Wanganui
cavah'y, 139 Forest and Bush Rangers, 109 native contingent, and 200 Friendly Maoris. Though perched on a high
point from which precipices or steep banks descended
about 300 feet to the Waitotara river and the Koie where
they joined their streams, Weraroa could be commanded by
still higher ground on the opposite or right bank of the
Koie, where there was cover for riflemen. The pah was
pla.ced rearwards to the Koie and Waitotara. The valleys of
the Waitotara and Koie were exposed to fire from the pah,
and no danger was apprehended in the rear. A pathway
led across the Koie stream, and on the Karaka ridge on the
other side was a redoubt to cover retreat from Weraroa, and
facilitate supplies and reinforcements across the Koie
valley, about 500 yards wide. Hori Kerei, to whose father
the Karaka range had belonged, explained the peculiarities
of the surrounding forest. At 2 a.m. (20th July) the plan
of attack was fixed upon. The Karaka height was to be
occupied by surprise, a circuitous route to it being taken
through dense forest; and thus Weraroa was to be rendered
untenable. Early on the 20th, Colonel Trevor arrived with
100 men of the 14th, and encamped on the left front of the
pah. At ten o'clock Captain Noblett brought 100 of the
18th, and pitched his tents near those of the 14th. At halfpast twelve the colonial and native forces were paraded; and
then, by a road unseen from the pah, moved off for the
Karaka heights. The weather was cold and rainy. Major
Von Tempsky was ill, and Major Rookes took command of
the expedition to Karaka. Rangihiwinui, the eye of the
force, accompanied him. In front of the pab
'.
Grey with a few friendly natives, and the mOl
200 British soldiers, aided by the empty
defenders of the pah believed to be Q
on the 21st the success of th
·unknown in front of Weraroa.
Vol.n.
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announced that Major Rookes and Rangihiwinui had done
their work. Cheers were heard from the height, and 'confusion was in Weraroa. After a march of six hours Major
Rookes had gained his position. At half-past four he
surprised a native village and outpost, capturing fifty
prisoners with their arms, and two kegs of ammunition.
They comprised a reinforcement on the way to join t'he
rebels in Weraroa. They incommoded him, and he was
busy entrenching his position; he could not send them
away without dangerously weakening his force. Colonel
Trevor allowed some of the 14th Regiment to guard the
prisoners in conjunction with 50 Maoris whom Sir G. Grey
told Major Rookes to send as escort. To increase the force
in front of the pah, the Governor begged the Colonel in
command at Patea to send 200 men to be placed under
command of General Waddy. Captain Brassey was in
danger at Pipiriki, and the Maori allies were to help him
after the capture of Weraroa. Sir G. Grey wrote to Major
Rookes :- . . . " We shall make a sham attack on
Weraroa from this side to-morrow morning at daylight, and
. . P.S.-I rely on your
seize a position ourselves.
having picked shots to give them no peace by day, and ambuscades well planted every night, so that nothing can get
in or out in safety."
To Mr. Cardwell the Governor wrote that his strategic
arrangements were defective in one point of view. The
force in front was too small; but "the critical position of
Captain Brassey and his small force at Pipiriki made it
necessary to risk a great deal, and I think that no risk
greater than what ought, under such circumstances, to have
been run was incurred." Major Nixon reported from
Wanganui that 400 Hau Haus were preparing to attack
Captain Brassey. Maori allies wrote to the chiefs before
Weraroa: "Friends, the enemy have closed the way to
Pipiriki by occupying Te Puha. They have drawn near to
the Pakeha; be quick hither." Before Weraroa the
friendly chiefs viewed with alarm the smallness of the force.
Blood was thicker than water, and it was felt, though not
expressed, that on an emergency Colonel Trevor would
convert a moral into a physical force. ' But the number of
the garrison was unknown. Colonel Trevor ordered up .50
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men from Nukumaru, and a like number from Waitotara.
Though the 200 men expected from Wanganui had not
a.rrived, and the 200 men at Patea had only just been asked
for, the siege was to be carried on. Colonel Trevor wa.s ready
to make his sham attack in the morning. Before sunset
marksmen in Major Bookes' force dropped rifle-shots into
the pah. The rebels were in confusion. The Karaka
heights commanded their position. They knew not how
few were those permitted to fight against them; and their
opponents knew not how few formed the garrison. They
fled down cliffs and precipices. The Maori allies with
Major Bookes saw that the pah was evacuated. At daylight
it was entered and handed over to Colonel Trevor by the
few Maoris left within it. The English knight to whom an
Irish garrison surrendered when they saw him bring from
the forest a charred log on wheels, which in the Plantagenet days they mistook for a cannon, had been successfully
imitated by Sir G. Grey. The guns ordered from Waitotara
were countermanded. The officer at Patea was requested
to keep back the 200 troops asked for on the day before.
At half-past two in the morning of the 22nd the Governor
wrote to Captain Brassey:- . . . " We go into the
pah at daylight, and at the same hour a large force starts
to rescue you. A messenger will take this to you who will
manage to get through the enemy. Hold out bravely;
within a few hours after you get this you will have help."
The "Gundagai" steamer and canoes carried the relieving forces. Amongst them were Hori Kingi and Bangihiwinui. After the expedition had started a. letter was
received from Captain Brassey announcing that he had
been attacked on the 19th, but had beaten off the enemy.
Captain Brassey had promised the Maori letter-carrier £15
for taking his letter safely to Major Bookes. As some of the
rebels could read English, the gallant captain added this
postscript: "Humus sine rebus beUi satis."-" My cry, if I
could rna it h r 1. would be-the M! 1\1!!" On the 1st
Aug. r li fraIL ·lJ
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in the warmest language. He was not doomed to win
applause from his own superiors. The War Office, after
long incubation, hatched new Orders framed to prevent
a Governor from interfering, successfully or otherwise, with
.
the conduct of a campaign. III
The ministry, gathering from Mr. Cardwell's despatch of
the 26th April tha.t "the discretionary powers recently
vested in the General had reverted to the Governor," and
being informed that the General's resignation had been
accepted, withdrew their own. The Houses met at Wellington, the new seat of government, on the 26th Jnly, 1865.
Sir G. Grey trusted that the "partial establishment of
peace, and the suppression of insurrection in several
disturbed districts," would "facilitate the admission of
Her Majesty's subjects of the native race to a full and
equal participation in the privileges of self-government."
He would" invite certain chiefs to Wellington;" and" a
Bill will be laid before you enabling me to .appoint from
among them a Commission to report and advise upon the
best means of obtaining a parliamentary representation of
the native race." He informed the Assembly that their
resolutions in favour of a withdrawal of the troops had
been forwarded, and that recent despatches led to a.n
inference that such a policy would be adopted. . Pending
the decision of the Home government, he had determined
to avail himself of the services of the troops in establishing
order between Taranaki and Wanganui. " Contrary to my
anticipation, however, considerable delay took place, which
involved consequences fraught with disaster, and which led
to fresh outbreaks in other parts of the colony. I therefore
ordered the colonial forces to advance against the Weraroa
pah-a movement which has resulted in its capture. The
thanks of the colony are due to Major Rookes commanding,
It Mr. Weld, in July, 1865, wrote a letter to Lord .Alfred
llUrchill,
thanking him for advoca.cy in Parliament of tho policy of the New Z ·..!and
government. It was sent to the "Times." It spoke of the intl'lIt\O/l of
the ministry to resign, beca.use "all is upse t by the politic&l ...,,:!dt'-"-----...,
Lieut.-Gen. Sir D. Cameron. He has been writing secretly to tho
ment, making nccusa.tions against the government a.nd the mild.
will not give the pa.rticula.rs or the grounds of his ... ttacks, so j
months we have been condemned unheard. . . _ The Gr.,- I
heen very badly treated, and it will be of course illlpo&si'Ule fel
remain in office unless General Cameron is a t ollce recalled."
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and to the officers and men of Her Majesty's European
and n~tive colonial forces engaged in this important operation. I also recognize the readiness with which Brigadier. General Waddy, C.B., Colonel Trevor, and the officers and
men under their command, afforded me all the assistance
that was in their power, though precluded by their orders
from taking any active part in ·the operation against the
enemy's stronghold." 18 To Colonel Warre, and to the
devoted courage of the loyal natives, the Governor paid
high tribute. Confident in the capacity of the loyal
residents, he would issue orders for the return of five
regiments to England.
The manner in which the credit of the colony was impaired by provincial loans in the English market, with
some minor matters, was submitted to the serious consideration of the Assembly. Ten new members, nearly a.ll.
from the Middle Island, had been called to the Council.
Cordial replies to the speech were carried in both Houses;
by the Representatives, without a division, on the 1st; in
the Council, by 20 votes against 2, on the Brd Aug. Mr.
Stafford assailed the government for making roads at the
point of the bayonet. Mr. Weld retorted that the House,
in agreeing to the Roads Bill, was pledged to enforce the
making of them even at the bayonet's point. He qualified
the imperiousness of hia tone by urging that the representation of Maoris in Parliament should be accorded.
The General was not tardy in the new campaign allotted
to him. He hastened to England to stir the War Office
against the audacity of a civil officer in taking command in
the field;" a dangerous innovationl which required to be
nipped in the bud.
The judgment of the War Office under Lord de Grey in
such a case could hardly be doubted, even by those who
could not foretell the remarkable treaty of Washington in
1871, by which, under the presidency of the same nobleman, it was determined to scatter international rights and
duties to the winds, and coin new terms under which

I.

On seeing this paragra.ph General Cameron wrote from Auckland: "I
positively deny having given any orders to Brigadier.General Waddy,
Colonel Trevor, or any other officer which prevented them from taking any
active part."
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England should admit having done wrong where no wrong
was done, and pay a penalty so large that its receivers were
unable to apply it in terms of the bond. The decision, or
rather indecison, of the War Office may be told in few
words. Lord de Grey thought that Sir D. Cameron" had
not assumed to himself any latitude inconsistent with the
high position he filled" in corresponding with the War
Office about the affairs of New Zealand. He admitted that
Cameron ought to have furnished the Governor with copies
of despatches "other than those relating to discipline and
military routine;" and he would draw the General's attention to a Horse Guards' circular letter on the subject with
a view to its being conformed to in future. Sir D. Cameron
was, it appeared, "not acquainted with the contents of the
Horse Guards'letter." Lord de Grey did not consider the
fact that the calumniatory letters had been transmitted to
himself justified their being shown to the ministers, or
published by them with their defence, but he himself had
laid some of them before Parliament without giving Sir G.
Grey an opportunity of explanation. Mr. Cardwell (25th
Sept.), in forwarding Lord de Grey's inane despatch.
partially modified its offensiveness by saying that it was to
be regretted that General Cameron had not observed the
regulations. "One of the mischievous consequences of this
departure from the rules of the service on his part probably
has been that you, not unnaturally, have suspected that
reports had boon made unfavourable to yourself and your
ministers to a greater extent than you will find to have
been the case." Mr. Cardwell, assuming that Cameron's
version was correct, pointed out that when the confiscation
measures were objected to by the General, the Governor
ought to have referred the matter to England, with the
General's comments. It was perhaps impossible to do
otherwise than asstime the truth of General Cameron's
statement that the proclamation of 17th Dec., 1864, confiscated so much land as to render necessary an augmentation of troops in New Zealand, and was therefore unwise.
There was much correspondence. The Governor wrote
despatch after despatch, which Mr. Cardwell curtly acknowledged and referred to the War Office. L ~ - • ,..
received an explanation from General Camer

AN ARMY REGULATION.

not think it necessary to send a copy" to Mr. Cardwell.
considering " that the time had arrived for putting an end'
to the painful dispute." In vain did Sir G. Grey appeal
for vindication of his character. Lord de Grey's stolidity
was more impregnable than the Weraroa pah.
When the Marquis of Hartington (who had been UnderSecretary) became Secretary for War (on Lord de Grey's
. translation to the India Board), it was hardly to be expected that he would reverse the injustice of his late
superior. Mr. Cardwell announced that the new Secretary
agreed with the old one.
The skill and gallantry displayed by ihe colonial forces.
and friendly natives at the capture of the Weraroa pa.h
were hailed with satisfaction by Mr. Cardwell. As to his.
personal share the Governor was informed that his assumption of so large a share in the direction of military operations, in presence of the regular forces and of their officers,
had given rise to questions on which he would be subsequentlyaddressed.
. The proverb that" nothing succeeds like success," was·
falsified in his case. What Lord Palmerston would have.
done if he had lived cannot be told. He died in Oct.,
1865. His weaker successor, Earl Russell, either did not
try, or failed, to do justice. Sir G. Grey was neverthanked, although that he had sinned against no defined
rule was established by the fact that new Army Regulations were found necessary to prevent a recurrence of such
a.n event as the capture of Weraroa. It was laid down that.
80 Governor, though Captain-Genera.l and Commander-inChief, "is not therefore entitled to take the immediate;
direction of any military operations." Sir G. Grey told
Mr. Cardwell that he had expected to incur animosity by
proving that success could be obtained in the field without
the sacrifices sometimes made in New Zealand. He would
bear the penalty cheerfully. He knew he had done his.
d,uty, and that knowledge would sustain. him under any
attacks, or under any censures or inconveniences to which
Her Majesty's government might from want of information
subject him.U
14 One paIIIIIIoge in the despatch (11th Dec., 1865) was ill.adapted to win
favoura.bfe coriaideration for the Governor. .. I assert confidently that
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Some changes were made in the ministry during the
session of 1865. Mr. Mantell retired from the office of
Native Minister in July, and early in August Mr. J. E.
Fitzgerald, "the orator of New Zealand," accepted it. He
wa.s notable for his desire to accord representation in Parliament to Maoris, and in a few weeks the Governor formally promulgated his readiness to confer with Maori chiefs
as to the manner in which that representation should be
conferred.
On the 2nd Sept., 1865, two important proclamations
were made. By one, "with the advice and consent of the
Executive Council ofthe colony," the Governor confiscated
large specified blocks of land belonging to the Ngatiawa
and Ngatiruanui tribes. The lust of the Taranaki settlers
was gratified at last. The garden of New Zealand was laid
bare to' their ravages, from the White Clift's to Waitotara.
The Governor-in-Council,
" satisfied that certain native tribes or sections of tribes • • . having
landen properties • • . have been engaged in rebellion . ,. • doth
hereby set apart as eligible sites for settlement for colonization (lands described), and doth declare • • • tha.t no land of any loyal inhabitant
within the said districts, whether held by native custom or Crown grant,
will be taken except so much as may be absolutely neceSB&rY for the
security of the country, compensation being given for all land so taken;
and further, that all rebel inhabitants of the said districts who come in
within a. reasonable time and make submission to the Queen will receive
a sufficient quantity of land within the said district under grant from the
Crown."

The other proclamation was in the name of the Governor,
and did not refer to advice of the ministry. Sir G. Grey
called it a "proclamation of peace." He declared that
"the war which commenced at' Oakura was at an end;"
that sufficient punishment had been inflicted upon the
tribes who had taken arms; their war-parties ha.d "been
beaten, their strongholds captured, and so much of their
lands confiscated as was thought necessary to deter them
from again appealing to arms." None would be prosecuted
for past offences ~xcept those concerned in certain barbarous
Sir Duncan Cameron in making such gross accusations against me
privately to Lord de Grey, one of Her Majesty's principal Secretaries of
State, and his Lordship in privately receiving them, are the wrong-doers,
and not myself in tresting these accusations as publicly made, and in
meeting them as having been 80 made."
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murders which were enumerated as having occurred between
March, 1860, and July, 1865, when Mr. Fulloon was killed
a.t Whakatane. Eight occasions were specified, and some
.of them were not solitary murders. Te Pehi was specially
excepted from pardon because"having ta.ken the oa.th of allegiance . • . hE' vio1a.ted (it) . . •
JlIId trea.cherously atta.cked the Queen's troops at Pip,irikL . • . Out of
the la.nds which have been confisca.ted at the Waikato and at Tara.naki
and Ngatirua.nui, the Governor will at once restore considerable quantities
to those of the natives who wish to settle down upon their lands, to hold
them under Crown grants, and to live under the protection of the 1a.w. For
this purpose Commissioners will be sent forthwith into the Waikato and
the country about Tara.na.ki, and between tha.t p1a.ce and Wanganui, who
will put the na.tives who may desire it upon lands a.t once, and will ma.rk
the boundaries of the blocks which they are to occupy. Those who do not
come in at once to c1a.im the benefit of this arrangement must expect to be
-excluded. The Governor will ta.ke no more lands on a.ccouut of the
present war. As regards the prisoners now in custody, the Governor will
hold 'them until it shall be seen whether those who have been in anns
return to pea.ce. If they do so the prisoners will be set at liberty. . . .
The Governor now ca.lls upon all the chiefs and tribes to assist him in
putting a stop to all acts of violence for the future. . . . The Governor
is about to ca.ll a meeting of all the great chiefs to consult with his
·Government as to the best means whereby the Maori people may be repre·
sented in the General Assembly, so that they ma.y henceforth help to make
the 1a.ws which they are called upon to obey. • • • Her Majesty the
Queen desires that equal laws and equal rights and liberties ma.y be enjoyed
by all her subjects in this is1a.nd, and to that end the Governor, in the
name of the Queen, publishes this proc1a.ma.tion."

It .is necessary to observe the distinct declarations that
the Governor would respect the possessions of the loyal;
would "at once restore" lands to the Maoris; and that
·Commissioners would" be sent forthwith" to put the Maoris
in possession and "to mark the boundaries." It will be
seen hereafter that these promises were left unfulfilled by
ministry after ministry, and that turmoil at the Waimate
Plains caused by glaring violation of these promises extorted
.a Royal Commission in 1880, composed of Fox and Dillon
Bell, who were constrained to admit that not only these
bnt repea.ted promises were broken, and even solemn
wards of I1ttrte in favow' of Maoris were never carried
~iWoIoIIUJ.Y

alluded to in the
consideration in
.. 1865 may be
rmal war was
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deemed at an end. Savage murders by Hau Haus, nevertheless, like missiles hurled in the darkness, smote the colonists and made them shudder. Plotted secretly, they were
executed with hasty and cunning ferocity. On the 22nd
July, the Hau Haus murdered Mr. }'ulloon at Whakatane,
~ogether with the captain and all but two persons on board
the cutter" Kate." Mr. Fulloon, a half-caste Maori interpreter, had been allowed by the Defence Minister to call at
Wnakatane, at his own request, for the purpose of checking
disaffection. In September, Kereti Te Ahura, a Maori
policeman, while engaged in carrying the Governor's peace
proclamation, wa.s mortally wounded near Weraroa. The
Governor offered a reward of £1000 for bringing any of the
murderers to justice.
The fall of the Weraroa pah permitted the withdrawal
from the west coast of 500 men. H.M.S." Brisk" aided
the landing of the forces in the east. The native contingent,
spread in skirmishing order on reaching the shore, drove
the enemy before them, captured a. pah, and occupied
Opotiki. Captain Hope, of the "Brisk," wrote: .. They
were the admiration of all of us. We could see it all from
the ship, and it was beautiful." Special thanks were·
conveyed to Captain Hope by the government. Major
Brassey commanded the land expedition, and when the
Pua pah fell into his hands in September the enthusiasm
of the Hau Hau sympathizers waned sensibly. Some voluntarily surrendered, with their arms, in October. Kereopa
narrowly escaped capture in the same month. The Araws,·
tribe displayed signal energy. In Sept., 1868, they had'
incurred tribal animosity by preventing the Ngatiporou,.
Ngatiawa, and others from passing through their territory
to Waikato. In pursuing the murderers- of Volkner and in
resisting enemies they neglected their cultivations, and
suffered in killed and wounded. They detached an expedition which seized all the canoes at Whakatane, where-·
Fulloon had been murdered. Taking some canoes by the
river, and draggiRg some across a belt of land to a lake in
the enemy's rear, they stopped his supplies. On the 17th
Oct., the Arawas, accompanied by Mr. Mair, by Hemipo
(the guide of Mr. Meade), and by Poihipi Tukeraingi, invested
Teko. On one side was the rapid river, on three others·
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were smooth declivities. Three lines of palisading, with
flanking angles, three rows of rifle-pits and breastworks,
contained a fort 90 yards long and 45 yards wide, within
which each hut was fortified. A covered way communicated
with a landing-place on the river. Three saps were commenced, and under shelter of undulating ground had, in
spite of musketry fire, been carried so far that in two days
the Hau Haus asked for a truce to arrange terms of
capitUlation. Firing was suspended for 24 hours, but the
sap was proceeded with. Hemipo, whose eloquence had
aided Mr. Meade at Tataroa, now applied it to save his
father Ngaperi in Teko, whom he persuaded to come out of
the garrison with more than a score of friends. Mr. Mair
allowed them to join the loyal Maoris. When the sap was
finished close to an angle, and the covered way cut off, the
Hau Haus were summoned to surrender. If the place were
taken by assault they were assured that no quarter would
be given. They laid down their arms. As they marched
out, the victorious Arawas leaped from their trenches with
a yell, and under the guidance of old Poihipi Tukeraingi,
danced with fury the maddening war-dance of triumph,
while the captives stood dejected, and the ground around
them shook with the tramp of their conquerors. Amongst
the captives were nearly 30 suspected murderers, of whom
Mair took possession on behalf of the Government. The
remainder were held by the Arawa as prisoners of war.
Mail' handed his prisoners to Major Brassey, and a courtmartial was held early in November upon them. The
evidence of two half-caste lads was deemed sufficient to
convict many of them of complicity in the murder of
Fulloon; but when the sentences were submitted to the
government, it was fOlmil that the proceedings had been
irregular. The offenders were nevertheless indicted again
' iminal courl r irty-five were conwith others b for
b j
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haTe anesIeIP I. JIaI:i11!S out of the 2S who are beIie_ to
haTe taken a put in the murder of 1&. FuIIooo.Bopata Wahawaha, the Xgabporou ehief, and Vobna
Ioheft, gready aided the goyemment. ~LYh in so ~
they oppoeed men of their tribes.. AIlhough Paaua n!haW
his bro&:her-prophet, Kermpa, for the murder of Y..:~.
aDd declared that his mis&ion 11115 merely religkGS., he
iom1eated Baa Baa doetrioe.. From Opotiki he walt ~
Pcwerty Bay. _here he IB!IIlS to haTe ~ten.cteil Kemcpa
snftiriently to a\"'e European lins. and thence ttaTelW
through the Bougo.""kaata and Xgabporou taTit.nries
tmnanIs the East Cape, making proe;elytes. Bop.a;a Wa.'b&waha, llokeoa Kobere., and 1Ienue Potae resiSIiei 1ibe
infeetion, and applied to Donald ll"Lean for 1i:rea.'rmi; ~
eoable them to defend tbem!ie1ns, and meet the fa.na.tics :ill.
the field. lleLan eom;ented. In lune. 1865, Ropaa,
with inferior forees, eoeountered his misguided ~
men, and lost SOIIle men, in6ieting losses in retom. By s
brilliantly executed &tra1agem of a nature nol DDlm01m in
ancient llaori 1r8lfare, he established his repntalion..
Placing an ambU&eade in a ereek, he made his army feign a
retreat so rapid as to look like flight. At the creek many
of the fliers adroitly stnm.:,othened the amboscade. and
se\"'eral of the pursuers fell, while the startled remainder
fled in confusion. .At lleLean's request, the Weld govem• A. detailed account of the expeditioo may be fomul in "BemnnIII the War in Xe1I" ZeaIaDd.." (T. w. (;udgeoa.) Loadoa: IIr.9. He
eampIaiDs of the mutinoaa spirit aDIOIJ8Bt the lIaDris, but
&am
_
BaagihiwiaDi, hprobably the ~ lIaori ofIicer in XewlercJ,"
arc! IieuteDaDt W~ He teI1a a IIiDIcular tale of WiDiat&. DariDa:
the firing 011 the Paa pah. WDUata. "nddealy rushed to the pah. aad
of the fin: of both frieud and foe, P-l his bud - the
• . ,shouting that the pah WlU his. .. That Bight the _ y palled
_
of their paJi..ding 1UIder petence of 1IIII'n!IIderiD, arc! raabed
oat, firing a TODey to dilK""IICert the baiegen.. In the momiug, when the
"-.tiTe eoatiDgeat _ _ sent fonnnl to attack... the pah WlU fOUDd
aIJaDdoaed to WDUata. arc! his eomradea. .bother iDII&aDce of lIaori
clIaneter is given by lIr. Gudgecm. Amoagst the \\"'8DpIlai men waa a
JIIVIIbe!. Pitau., who, when the e~ioa atuted, pruphesied: "YOD will
iIuCeed in all things, 0 W8DpIlm !--GDly ODe _1riII die, arc! he will be
Pif;aa." In the ~ Pitau risked his life .. if deairoa.
t.ndIa of his predietioa. On leaYiDg ()potiki, a boat was
arc! Pitau ,... droWDed, while an his Countrymen'
miDg. lIr. Gudgeon tIaouaht that Pitau preferred death
.. a prophet, arc! purpc.ely SUlIk in the _
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moot sent a force of Europeans to co-operate, and in ·
August, 1865, severa.l pahs were taken, and many Hau Haus
were slain. Learning from Henare Potae that the foe had
mustered in force at Pukepapa, near Tokomaru, Ropata.
marched rapidly thither with 100 men, and captured the
pah. Some prisoners were spared, but a local historian
thus records the rigour shown to others: .. Among the
prisoners were eleven of the Aowera, Ropata's own tribe,
and he gave them a lesson in paternal rule that other chiefs
might follow with benefit to their tribes." Calling them
out, and saying that they were to die, he added, " , I do not
kill you because you ha.ve fought against me, but because I
told you not to join the Hau Haus, and you disobeyed.' SO'
saying, he shot them one by one with his revolver. This
affair well finished, the two chiefs advanced upon another
Hau Hau position."16 At Pukemaire, in September, the
Hau Haus had fortified themselves on a hill. Two pa.hs
were connected by a covered way. Five hundred occupants
were in them when Captains Biggs and Fraser, with
Ropata, a.pproached the position in cold and stormy
weather. A sap was driven near the works, and a Maori,
Tapeka, threw a strong rope (with a bar attached) over the
palisading. A Hau Hau cut the rope. Another Maori,
Watene, again threw the rope, by means of which Ropata.
hoped to make a breach by pulling down the palisading. A
Hau Hau rushed forward to cut the rope again, but the
prompt Watene shot him, and before the dangerous service
could be performed by another, a considerable width of
palisading was torn down, and the capture of the pah
seemed certain, the outworks at one point being in the:
hands of the assailants. But two Ellropeans were killed
and two wounded, while five of Ropata's men were
wounded, and Fraser (become a Iajol') called off the forces.
• \ " tt
\'I\S bitterly cold .
One man died from
road; and Ropata, who had entered the
fir t \f so numbed as to be unable to
"1111 1."'«111
"lm to shoot an enemy whO'
hat the" rain came down
1
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in torrents." The Maori ardour" was damped," and" our
ammunition ran short, the baggage not having come up as
ordered, and I was obliged to withdraw my force about
3 p.m."17 Toe retirement from Pukemaire wa.s not due to
consideration for the lives of the defenders.' On a previous
occasion (2nd Aug.), Major Fraser, having captured a pah
close to Waiapu by a design propounded by Mokena
Kohere, wrote: "The bayonet and rifle soon did their work,
.and the pah was ours. The enemy asked for no mercy,
.and evidently expected none. The killed in the pah
amounted to 22. We took seven women prisoners." On
this occasion the Hau Hau losses· (in a few days) were
reported as 87 killed, 33 wounded, and 47 prisoners, of
whom 42 were .wounded. Ten Europeans were wounded;
.of the Maori allies, 15 were killed and fourteen wounded.
Besides Mokena Kohere, the chiefs Kopu and Ihaka
Whanga (who had received thanks for resisting the Hau
Hau missionaries) took part in the action. Fraser wrote:
"The chief Mokena has given us every assistance in his
power, and has uniformly shown us great kindness."
Before the assault on Pukemaire could be renewed the
.enemy retreated towards Hungahungataroa, near Kawakawa. Pukemaire was destroyed by the colonial forces.
Biggs, with about 30 volunteers of his own corps and
military settlers, and 100 Maoris under Ropata, followed
the foe through the mountain forest. Fraser, with 60
Europeans, and the same number of Maoris under Mokena,
journeyed by the coast, intending to effect a junction with
Biggs. Before he could reach the rebel haunt he heard
from a Maori woman that Biggs and Ropata had invested
it, and that the Ngatiporou Hau Haus would probably
surrender if their lives were assured. Fraser sent an order
on the subject to Biggs. Meanwhile Ropata, with the other
branch of the forces, led the advance-guard, crossing a.nd
recrossing the stream in a gorge which led to the rebel
stronghold. On nearing it, Ropata's band, composed
chiefly of his own kinsmen, found and shot an ell~lPy .
17 Despatch, "New Zealand Gazette," 1 65.
LiellteualiL Ull.tgCQIl
not record Fra.ser's published rea.sons, but saya that whcn ~IICUt:"" II
.ASsured, "Major Fra.ser 8uddenl~ orderc.l the whule foret: to rt:\ I
Waia.pu, and the cha.uce wa.s lost' (p. 86 ).
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a plantation. Biggs and Ropata then reconnoitred the
position. Perched on a hill with two precipitous sides, the
hunted Hau Haus seemed prepared to sell me dearly.
Firing was commenced in the usual manner. It was
determined that, while the main body occupied attention in
front, Ropata and Biggs with chosen followers should scale
the cliff in the rear. The unencumbered Maoris rapidly
performed their part/a while the Europeans in impeding
costume toiled behind, although Cornet Tuke led them
gallantly. A point was reached from which a plunging fire
was poured upon the besieged as they faced their foes in
the front. A Hau Hau in a tree was fired at by Ropata's
order, and he shouted, "Do not fire, lest you hit me."
Bopata commanded him to come down. He was recognized
as the powerful Pita Tamaturi. Biggs came up as Bopata
seemed about to shoot him, and asked who he was. Bopata
answered, " The ,man who has brought all this trouble on
Ngatiporou, Pita Tamaturi, who brought the Hau Hau
religion amongst us." Biggs shot the man. The place
was no longer tenable, and in compliance with the message
from Fraser, received at this juncture, Biggs offered safety
to " all who were willing to give themselves and their arms
up. After about an hour's ne~otiating the Ngatiporou in
the pah consented to do so." 9 Ropata's influence constrained them. They strove to hoist a white fla.g in token
of submission, while their desperate Taranaki comrades
struggled to prevent them. Bopata called on his misguided Ngatiporou fellow· tribesmen to come out, hapu by
hapu, and they came, surrendering their arms. The
Taranaki fanatics, unable to prevent the surrender, and
apprehending that their own fate would be less tolerable
than that of Ropata's people, scorned to associate longer
with recreants who had broken through their palisading
for purposes of surrender. Defiantly, though few in
number, they burst through their ramparis in another

J, "The Maoris, bootless a.nd trouserless, went up the clift' with tolerable
ease, but thePakehas, encumbered by civilization, laboured behind" (Lieu·
-,t Gud~eon'8 "Reminiscences"). Fraser reported tha.t the clift' WIloS
'lci~ltoU8, a.nd tha.t "great credit wa.s due to Cornet Tuke a.nd the
-llowed hinl."
"'ligg., 11th Oct., 1865. "New Zeala.nd Government

direction, and dashed down the precipitous eli1J, three of
them being shot in the act. Before they fled one old man
among them said: "H we remain here longer our bodies
will soon be the ashes of this pah."lIO Two of Ropata's
men were killed in the siege, and 12 of the enemy. The
captured Ngatiporou whom Ropata spared were 500 in
number, three-fifths of them being women and children.
When Hungahungataroa was taken, Hau Hauism was
practically extinguished among the Ngatiporou. Ropata
had established his reputation amongst his people as a
general, dreadful in war, but not intemperate in peace.
To the submissive he was forbearing, and they could dwell
in safety. Leaving the runagates in scarceness, the colonial
forces were diverted to Poverty Bay, whither Kereopa had
proceeded after the murder of Volkner. Bishop Williams
was told by his Maori friends that they would seek and
expel the murderer or hand him over to the government.
He doubted their power to withstand unaided the prevailing
tendency to the new cult, and in spite of their remonstra.nce&
accompanied them. They found Kereopa at a village where
he had already seduced the inhabitants, and where the
Bishop's friends, before their pastor's eyes, yielded to the
example of their countrymen. After friendly reception of
them Kereopa offered his hand to the Bishop, who refused
to take it. Being asked the reason, the Bishop replied:
"Because I see blood dripping from your fingers." The
murderer shrank back "like a guilty thing:" but the
Bishop could not sway his own people, and returned sorrowfully home. It was reported that Kereopa suggested
the murder of the Bishop, but the tribe would not allow
such a crime to be committed. An old chief, Wi Haronga
(who had been a catechist), with a faithful nd mounted
guard nightly to protect his pastor. WhI:;J the Bishop,
.. Lieutenant Gudgeon (in his" Reminillcellces of tl
land") MyS of this man : "He wu.s right in his judgtc
Ropata fully intended to lIILel'inca them nil; but the
the fact, dashed out of the puh as despera.te men will , ,
the precipitoU8cliff, m08t ofthcm escapcd" (p. 8). '[Ii·
drawn trom Mr. Gudgeon 's book, corrected or a.mplifi ..
reports of the officers concerncll. If this MlIertion of '
Biggs did not intend to ,,-_._- ............. <h.q order to exteu.!
he acknowledged (in h:
Imd reoei\'G(l.
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powerless to prevent the moral contagion, left the district in
displeasure, Haronga guarded his property.
In Nov., 1865, a large number of Hau Haus, or presumed
enemies, were gathered at Waerengaahika, not far from
the abandoned residence of the Bishop. Donald McLean
called upon them to surrender their arms, threatening that
in case of refusal the dreaded Ropata and Biggs and Fraser
would appear upon the scene. The Hau Hau chief
Rararuhi Rukapo scorned the proffered terms. Forces
arrrived, and there was intermittent firing on both sides.
On Sunday morning a number of Hau Haus approached the
trenches with flags of truce. A volley was poured upon
them. Some rushed back to their pah. Some fell to the
ground and feigned death. More than 60 were dead on
the field. After a few days Waerengaahika was taken. In
it were found 68 dead Maoris and more than 70 wounded.21
There had been screaming of women and children while the
firing subdued the pah. One hundred and sixty stand of
arms were captured. Other small parties in the vicinity
were attacked successfully, and many Hau Haus were
killed. Major Fraser made a seizure which was to cost
New Zealand dear. In the allied ranks was Te Kooti
Rikirangi, who always asserted, and of whom it was admitted, that he had fought for the English at Waerengaahika. Fraser suspected that he had held communication
with rebels. In a postscript to his despatch announcing
the fall of Waerengaahika, he laconically said:lIII "I have
made just now a prisoner of a native called Kooti, on
suspicion of being a spy." It was known that the captive
had a relative among the enemy. He was not committed
for trial; but, having been thus arrested without warrant,
was sent to the Chatham Islands by Mr. Stafford's government, without writ or authority of any kind; and the
wrong done to him was to be written a few years later in
~ An eye-witness reported that after a skirmish in 'which some Hau
Haus fel~ three of Major Fraser's men, while reconnoitring, saw the
bodies of Renata Tupara and two others on the ground. Hearing a noise
after they paased the bodies, they looked round and saw him running
away with two guns. He had riske<l his life to secure them, an(l feigned
death 808 the Europeans passed. Although fired at, he escaped into the
pah.
1:1 N.Z. P.P. 1864; A. No.6.
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tetrible cha.ra.eters of blood. No one seriously believed that
he was guilty of .treachery at Wa.erenga.a.hika. Lieut.
Gudgeon, in his "Reminiscences" of the war, says: "There
.does not appear to have been much truth in the cha.rg~ for
.the men whom he 'was accused of communicating with
were a hundred miles off, nevertheless he was shipped away
without trial, and, as many persons assert, without cause
except that he was a troublesome, daring man . . . it
is certain that all the after atrocities committed by.him
were dictated by a. revengeful spirit against those who
caused his deportation." The reported firing upon the.flag
of truce called for inquiry from Mr. Stafford, who had
formed a ministry in Oct., 1865. In IL despatch .from
Waerenga.ahika. (21st Nov.), describing the capture of the
pah, Fraser had said that the rebels approached in a large
body with a flag of truce. "We, however, providentially
did not pay any attention to their flag, as no flag of truce
should be respected ca.rried by such a la.rge body of a.rmed
men, and I ordered them to be fired on before they could
come up with us." Whether the Maoris at the last
moment, seeing the force a.rrayed ILgainst them, desired to
close with D. McLean's proposals, or whether they were
practising the deceit attributed to them by Fraser, there is
not evidence to show. But Fraser and his comrades, when
ca.lled upon (2nd Dec.) to explain why he paid no ILttention
to a flag of truce, asserted that they did pay attention to
the flag, and thILt the order to fire was not given until a
small red cross in the corner showed that it was not a flag
of truce.lIS Biggs wrote that" even supposing it to have
been a flag of truce, which it WILS not, after the treachery
which the Hau Haus had been guilty of in wea.ring our
badges, I consider that, accompanied as it was by such a
large number of a.rmed men, you would have been very
.much to blame had you allowed the fanatics to come any
nearer our position without firing upon them."

_fi

ng rea8Ona, giv~
,. Lieut. Gudgeon, in hill book on t.he war, without
a. third venion a.t varia.nce with Fraser's ea.rlier an 1a.ter Bta.temcnt
Fraser mistook the cha.ra.cter of the 1Ia.gs, aond "ca.lled out to the men n<
to fire upon fta.gs of truce. Luckily Biggs W80B r - • • '''lMll' they weI
fighting Ba.gs, aond before the mistake could 1,
~
ordered the men to fire."
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The government spared no pains in reducing the east
coast to the peace of death. In Jan., 1866, Major Fraser
accompanied the chiefs Kopu, Ihaka Whanga, Karauria,
Ropata, Hotene, and Paura Paura, who led 520 men from
the Upper Wairoa to Waikaremoana. , Biggs advised that
the force should march in two columns. Ropata contended
that in such a rough country the difficulty of making a
simultaneous attack with two forces marching by different
roads made the plan of Biggs unwise. Ropata's counsel
prevailed. The advance-guard encountered an ambuscade.
Ropata scaled a hill and stormed the enemy's rifle-pits on
the right; Ihaka Whanga, though wounded in several
places, cheered his men in the gorge; Kopu attacked riflepits on the enemy's left, and the Hau Haus were driven
headlong, chased by a picked body fewer by far than the
fliers. Fraser drew "particular attention to the bravery
of Ihaka Whanga, and the skill with which Kopu and
Ropata outflanked, routed, and foll9wed up the enemy."
The Hau Haus fled past Onepoto at the Waikaremoana
lake, and that stronghold fell into possession of the conquerors. A council of war was held on the following day,
at which the chiefs decided to shoot four prisoners, three
for" having come from other places to fight the government," a fourth for" having previously fought against it at
rrauranga." Major Fraser reported the fact as if such a
finding and immediate sentence called for no comment.
Lieutenant Gudgeon, in hie" Reminiscences," avers that
one of the prisoners was a chief of high rank; that Fraser
told Ropata "the chief ought to be shot;" that Ropata
said, "Shoot him;" that Fraser did not act upon his own
advice; and that, "some hours after, finding Tamaionarangi still alive, Ropata said: 'You all seem afraid to shoot
this man, but I am not'; so saying • . . he shot him."
, 'hllH was war conducted in the name of the Queen of
,

1~Lnd.!U

" Richmond Ul!cd langnage (24th Aug.) in the Couucil which
d upon IIOme minds :-" The effectiveness of the whole of
~pe ca.m{mign might be gathered from the returns of the
1. He heltl in his hand what he might call a butcher's
:, Ullfavout-ably for the rebels."-(N.Z. Hansard).
s of 0. satiriet are mouthed by some ptlrsons as
z 2
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No time was lost in confiscating nearly half-a-million of
acres at Opotiki. A word must be said as to the conduct of
the government to their Arawa allies. Had Mr. Weld
remained in office their gallantry might perhaps have been
acknowledged. It is painful to find Poihipi Tukeraingi and
others petitioning for justice in 1866 .
•, We paid no heell to the fact that it was the time of putting seell into the
grotmd. We thought not of our wives and children, but only that the
Pakehas were to be our parents. • . . We worked on till- the work
was ended. • . . Now we have given up those wicked men into your
hands j llot one escaped from us; neither did you give us any Pakehas to
&88ist us. The only thillg you did was to supply one· half of the food, I
myself finding the greater portion. Eighty days did we stand up to fight.
We did not make a backward movement. The Native Minister came to
Maketu. He expressed in words his recognition of our services, but it
occurs to our minds that thanks expressed in wonls only will not keep us
alive. That minister then pleaded that t.he government was poor, anll
told us of a sum of £1500. We were much troubled because the amount
was so small, and we wept for our wives and children. . . . Look also
upon the fatigue we endured, and our having plunged into the midst of
death in scorn of consequences. Suppose it had been Europeans instead of
Maoris. Would they have been 8Ilotisfied with this pay-£2 58. per man for
three months! . . . Look upon the money spent by us ill this work as
compared with the army which you landed at opotiki, to capture Kereopa
and Patara, and which dill not accomplish its purpose. Look at the cost of
that army. Was it not £40,OOO! To us simple.minded persons It appears
that the government is not poor, inasmuch as it can afford to throw money
away upon work which fails in its objects."

These allegations could not be contradicted. Returns
showed that in 1864, 1865, and 1866, the Arawa had
received about £3000 in rations, £250 as pensions to
widows of those who had fallen in battle, and £2600 in
money; the last award being £1500, in May, 1866, against
the insufficiency of which they remonstrated. The Native
Minister who recommended it was Colonel A. H. Russell.
Mr. J. C. Richmond informed the committee to whom the
. petition was referred that the services of the tribe had been
"emphatically' acknowledged by the two last ministers,"
. and that though Colonel Russell gave no distinct promise,
he "hinted" in May, 1866, at Maketu, that if the tribe
would subscribe for schools and roads, the government
might supplement their gifts by grants. The committee
recommended the adoption of this suggestion, and their
report was ordered to be printed for the use of members
the House. THe sympathy of Stafford's ministry went D
fa.rther, nor did any member suggest in either House thf
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the Arawa should be fed by further words. .Legislators
were busy at the time with a Customs Bill, Land Bills, a
Superintendents' Deputy Bill; and as confiscation had not
been sweeping enough, amendments were required in the
Native Reserves Act, although the Native Minister was told
in April, 1866, that the session of 1865 had demonstrated
the facility with which the Maori reserves could by p'arliamentary manamvres be translated into losses. The
process must be described.
The manner in which the general government and the
Otago provincial government conspired to defraud the
Maoris of their reserve at Prince's-street in Dunedin; the
aid afforded by Mr. Stafford in procuring the Governor's
signature; and the obstinacy which clung to the profits of
the crime after its nature was exposed, are too significant to
be passed over. The early purchases in the Middle Island '
(1844) from the natives by the government, through the
agency of Captain Symonds;25 Mr. Kemp's deed of purchase
of the Otago block; and Mr. Mantell's subsequent employment as commissioner for acquiring lands in the Middle
Island, must be borne in mind. Between 1848 and 1856
Mr. Mantell acquired about 30,000,000 acres for about
£5000, plus certain promises which were accepted by the
Maoris on the strength of his word and the autho.rity of
the Crown. In Dec., 1852, he urged that a small reserve
should be made for the convenience of natives visiting
Dunedin. Governor Grey (June, 1853) approved, and what
Mr. Mantell called "the only suitable piece of land now
vacant," was formally reserved by the Governor,26 at the
east side of Prince's-street in Dunedin. It contained three
acres. Mr. Mantell was in London in 1856 before it was
known that special danger impended over the reserve,
but not b for bi indignation had be 11 roused by tbe repUdiation of
•
maul' It\' hirnHsli and other represent~chere, the S cl'etary
atives of th
of State, r
Conespondence
;;:l. :Most
ILtive to
-'. a.ndl't·
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ensued. Mr. Labouchere rejected a suggestion to invite
Judge Martin's aid with regard to the questions raised by
Mt. Mantell; who replied that by reference of them to the
Governor, who "not incorrectly defined his position as that
of a cipher, the Imperial Government practically repudiates
the obligations which I had thought it in honour bound to
fulfil. I have now only to hope that the General Assembly
may take a more enlightened and humane view of the subject." On the 18th Aug., 1856, he told Mr. Labouchere:
" As you ha.e refnsed to entertain the claims of the Ngaitahu
natives to those benefits which were promised to them on
the cession of their lands to the Crown, and it is therefore
very doubtful whether those claims will be satisfied, I cannot, while such doubts exists, continue to hold office in the
department." He cast away the offices he held, as he could
~, approve neither of the principles upon which the acquisition
of native lands" was "conducted, nor of the policy of the
local government toward the natives in either island."
The correspondence was referred to Governor Browne; and
McLean, then Native Secretary, furnished a commentary
which can only be accounted for on the plea that his position
rendered necessary a proficiency in those arts of Sir Pertinax
MacSycophant which did not commend themselves to Mr.
Mantell. The Governor had, in the opinion of McLean,
done much at "great personal inconvenience; "-" with the
exception of the education of the young, for which purpose
there are no funds at your Excellency's disposal, I do not
perceive that any neglect has been evinced towards the
natives referred to by Mr. Mantell." After this reference
to Mr. Mantell, whose voice will be heard again with regard
to the native reserve at Dunedin, the proceedings there may
be narrated. After the ominous act of Governor Browne
at Waitara, in 1859, we find two of his advisers, Stafford
and Richmond, at Dunedin, arranging preliminaries with
the Superintendent of Otago, Captain Cargill. The Governor waS with them. The way had been paved for them by
a report from Mr. Cutten, Commissioner of Crown Lands,
who suggested that the previous Governor exceeded his
powers' in making the reserve. A new Superintendent,
Major J. L. C. Richardson, took another ste~
m1.._ ..:I~ ..
coveryof goldfields·gaTe sudden value to corr
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Anthority was obta.ined for the convenient Cutten, to let.·
reserves, and in Feb., 1862, a portion of the coveted plot
w801l1et in sixteen' a.llotments for one year ,for an aggregate
S1llll of £2186 12s. 9d. The deposit money was placed by'
Cutten "under a separate head from other Crown revenue,
to await instructions for its disposal. .. · That such a sum
should go towards fulfilment of pledges made to Maoris was .
repellent to Cutten aud to the Otago Provineia.l Council.
Cutten; Nov., 1862, a.sked for leave to pay on demand of the
Town Board the cost of making 80 footpath (£604 12s 1d.),
on·the east side of the r~serve. Precise 80S to the amount,
he gave no hint that the reserve had been even cla.imed on
beha.lf of the natives. The suspicions of an assistant la.W"
officer in Wellington were aroused, and he wrote (22nd
Dec., 1862}:-" The information given by Mr. Cutten does
not enable me to see either what the reserve he alludes to
actua.lly is, or the ordinance under which the rate is im·
posed. . • . I suspect it is 80 native reserve. Mr.
Cutten should be requested to give further informa.tion, and
meantime to refuse payment of the rate."
Mr. Cutten after some weeks furnished information, and
still cast doubts upon the power of the Governor to grant
to the natives the use of the sma.ll patch of land which
had acquired commercia.l value.
The Superintendent of the Province and Mr. Cutten'
availed themselves of 80 visit by Mr. (afterwards Sir) F.
Dillon Bell to ply him with arguments about the hardship
they endured w.hile Maori rights were respected.
The Prime Minister, Mr. Fox, moved by Bell, directed
that full inquiries should be made by Mr. H. T. Clarke,
resident magistrate at Invercargill.
Mr. Clarke without delay" waited upon his Honour the
Superintendent and Mr. Cutten, but could not obta.in any
positive information on the subject."
To a formal request in writing, he received no reply. He
reported (Oct., 1864) that as the origina.l deedi'1 of Ot~go
.. Kemp's deed-Witnessed by Com. R. A. Olliver, H.M.S. "Fly." "Our
places of residence &nd our cultivations are to be reserved for U8 &nd our
children .fter us, &nd it sh&ll be for the Governor heresfter to set .p&rt
some- portion for U8 when the l.nd is surveyed by the surveyors." (12th
.June, llWoS.:)
.
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specially provided for the making of such reserves for the
Maoris he presumed that it should" set the question at rest."
Fox vacating office (Nov., 1864) was succeeded by Mr.
Weld. The Postmaster-General in the new administration
was Mr. J. L. C. Richardson.
The new Native Minister was' Mr. Mantell, who had, in
1852, induced the Governor to grant the Princes-street site
to the Maoris.
In January, 1865, Mr. Mantell asked for the opinion of
the Attorney-General upon the matter. "After Sir G..
Grey's departure in 1853 (Mr. Mantell wrote) the Provincial authorities seem to have questioned the power of
the Governor to make these reserves, and in 1861, when I
spoke with the Superintendent of Otago, and Commissioner
of Crown Lands on the subject, it was nrged that they were
too valuable for the natives. There is now no reason why
the title to these reserves should not be distinctly recorded.
How can that be done?" Obstruction in the province was
going on, and (29th March, 1865) Mr. Weld requested the
Superintendent of Otago to furnish a statement of the
claims made by the Provincial government.
Action and not evasion had become necessary to deprive
the Maoris of the reserve. The Postmaster-General,
Richardson, who had formerly been Superintendent of the
Province, conferred with the Superintendent of the day,
Mr. J. Hyde Harris.
Richardson wrote him a letter (13th April, 1865) which
was answered by Harris on the same day. Richardson
movingly told Harris that the failure of "a Mr. Clarke" to
extract information from the provincial government in
1864 had led the general government to conclude that the
olaims of the province were unfounded, and that "in the
meantime steps are being taken to vest the property in the
hands of trustees for the natives of the province, and to
apply the rents which have been received.
"It will be evident to your Honour that should any claim
exist on the part of the provincial government not a mail
should be lost in making it known to the Hon. the Colonial
Secretary. "
No time was lost. On the day that Ric
Harris, Harris answered Richardson 'len
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the correspondence to Mr. Weld, to whom Richardson also
forwarded copies of the correspondence, complaining to
Harris that the latter's silence at the ~ime of Mr. Clarke's
visit had justified "the conclusion arrived at by the
government."
Mr. Harris wrote a long reply, which he may have
thought a justification, and which is contained in Mr.
Ma.ckay's Compendium. He brought before Richardson a
new fact, viz.: that £6081 18s. 9d. (accumulated rents),
had been by order of the government, transferred from a
special account to the" General Government a.ccount."
Richardson was soon at Wellington, interchanging memoranda with Mr. Mantell, whose replies will repay perusal..
In June, 1865, the Attorney-General (Sewell) gave his
opinion that the land had been" duly reserved as a Native
Reserve" and that he did not" see any ground upon which
.either the provincial government of Otago, or any muni.cipal body constituted in Dunedin, or any private individual
.could impugn" the appropriation. The province of Otago
was "not in existence at the time the reserve was set apart."
'fhe Attorney-General was then a Cabinet minister, and
in most countries such an opinion from such a man would
have been decisive. But Maori lands have been subject to
influences not common in other countries. There were two
.cogent reasons for struggle. The land, and the thousands
of pounds of accumulated rent.
The Superintendent of Otago begged that the Prime
Minister would "let the question rest" till the provincial
.government of Otago could appeal to the General Assembly.
·The government did not promise to comply with the request,
but in effect nothing was done.
The assembly met on the 26th July, 1865, and Mr.
Mantell, the advocate of justice, left the ministry on the
following day. 28
.. Mr. Mantell told the House (28th July,) that it had been his dut.y IIJ!
Native Minister, to care for" the interests of the native race, and as the
policy of the ministers was such that he could not try to inspire the con·
fidence of the natives in the government he had resigned." In 1888 he
informed a Joint Committee: .. I left that government on account of the·
8udden conversion of a colleague to a different opinion from what he held
with me. a short ~m:,e previouslv, on the question of the Prince's·street
Reserve m Dunedm. N.Z. P.:F; 1888, I. 8., p. 92.
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On the 1st August a select committee was appointed.
Mr. Stafford was a member of it, and it recommended (25th
Aug.) that a Crown grant of the reserve should be "illBUed

in favour of the municipality of Dunedin."
In the House, Mr. Mantell strove to avert the adoption

of such a report by moving (18th Sept.) that as the land
was claimed as a native reserve the claim should be decided
upon by the Supreme Court, and the government should
facilitate the trial.
Mr. Mantell might almost as well have" used CJ,uestion
with the wolf." But sixteen other members voted with him
against twenty-nine. With bitter irony he afterwards wrote·
(1.866) that though he was willing to believe the proceedings perfectedly parliamentary, they warned all who took
an interest in Maori rights that the " time might not be far
distant when by precisely similar and equally parliamentary' .
action there may remain in the whole Middle] sland, and
in any part of the Northern Island in which our perceptions
of justice are not strengthened by our fears, not one acre of'
Maori land or Maori reserve which shall not have been
appropriated to provincial uses." There may ha.ve been
persons for whom such a consummation had attractions.
But there seemed some hesitancy about openly consummating the wrong recommended by the Select Committee.
Mr. Fitzgerald had become Native Minister in the place of'
Mr. Mantell, and his censure may have been feared.
Mr. Weld's ministq came to an end (16th Oct.), and
Stafford became Prime Minister. The session was closed
in October, and the way was open for departmental action
without risk of questions in the House .
. The course adopted was like that of a man who thinks·
that by wearing a mask he qualifies his acts for the better.
A Crown grant clerk at Dunedin, sent (4th Nov.), by'
order, "for his Excellency'S signature two Crown grants to'
the Superintendent of Otago" "as per accompanying
schedule." Though not specified, one of these was the
Maori reserve at Dunedin. Its description in the schedule'
we.& :-" Piece of la.nd situate in Prince's-street, Dunedin."
"Public utility" was assigned as the "N~L----"'"
-... ''''
.•' M.ackay, voL i., p.
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Mr. Stafford (21st Nov.) wrote to Dick, the Superintendent of Otago, that" As it is the invariable rule and requirement of the Act that the specific purpose for which a grant
is asked should be stated, I have to request your Honour to
be good enough to specify more particularly the object of the
trust." "His Honour" complied (28th Dec.) by suggesting
tlie words" As a reserve for wharves and quays."
.At this period of the transaction, events occurred which
the actors have been unable or unwilling to explain, though
an' examination conducted in 1877 before the Native Affairs
Committee shed light upon them.
What is clear is, that the Crown grant was put before
the Governor (Sir G. Grey) for signature on the 11th Jan.,
1866.
His evidence proved that the subject of the grant had
heen previously discussed and that it was deemed wrong to
sign it.
He said (in 1877): "Discussions had taken place between
myself and law officers and I had resolved that I ought not
to sign the grant until the matter had been fnlly discussed.
A number of grants were presented. . • • I believed that
one of them • . • was the grant for this land, but I could
not positively identify it; and as the Colonial Secretary
(Stafford) who presented the gra.nt to me was perfectly
satisfied that it was not the grant for this reserve, I signed
it. Subsequently it turned out that the grant had been
signed. It was done under a mistake. . . • It was
discovered the same day that the grant had been signed
improperly, and the government tried to recover possession
of the grant, but it was found that the grant had been
sent off tha.t day in a vessel going to Otago, and in that
way the land passed. • • • Mr. Stafford found out
that the mistake arose from the negligence of a clerk in
the Crown Lands office. Mr. Domett, then Commissioner
of Crown Lands, whom I sent for, told me how the error
had occurred."
Mr, Stafford testified in 1877, " As far as I can recollect,
I think it probable that neither the Governor nor myself
were aware when that particular grant was signed. • • •
I think it is very probable that this grant may have come
up inadvertently with a number of others, and in the same
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way may have been sent on by me to the Governor for his
signature. I use the word' inadvertently' because I have
some recollection, I will not be quite positive about it, tha.t
I had given a special instruction that that grant should not
be sent on for signature without my attention being called
to the fact. . . . I believe, although I will not be
absolutely positive at this length of time, that I gave such
instructions.80 I have been informed that Sir G. Grey,
who was then Governor, has stated that he put some
questions to me with regard to this grant. I have no
recollection (that he) ever put questions to me about any
grant whatever at any time. But if Sir G. Grey says he is
perfectly certain he did put such questions to me, I am not
at this length of time prepared to say that he did not, hut
I have certainly no recollection of (his) having at any time
questioned me as to a grant, and I think if such an occur.rence had taken place I should have recollected it."
Two things are proved by Stafford's statements, in spite
of the parade of probabilities he put forward to obscure the
facts. He had thought it right to give a special instruction
to prevent a surprise, and the Governor had come to a conclusion, after consultation with advisers, that the grant
ought not to be signed.
Another thing is clear, viz., that when the Governor's
signa.ture had been surreptitiously procured it was the duty
of Mr. Stafford (who had suspected that the grant might
be sent on without his attention being called to the fact) to
take immediate steps to rescind the grant, not at the
expense of the Maoris, but by direct action on the part of
the government. Another thing which is not so clear may
be inferred from the swiftness with which the graut
hurried away when signed. There were rumours ill
ington that this part of the transactioll gave the g
pleasure to the actors in it, and that they gloried in
to The crooked ways of the ministry could noL ue mn.de straight
their explanations. Sir G. Grey, in a despatch ( th Oct.), sent a st. ,
by J. C. Richmond, of 5th Oct., 1867, IIYerring that 'Stafford Wall .,'
that to bring the matter into court, a
ia ne tel one party .
other, and had intended to recolllmend a
. the meantime,
vertently as regards his Excellency Un'
ecretary, II. '
which had been prepared . . . was t
and iSl<tl
~Ma.ckay's Compendiw,n, vol. i., 153.
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obtained the honoured name of the Queen to crown their
proceedings.
Then the mask was dropped. Until Jan., 1866, the
Dunedin plotters had usually spoken of the Maori reserve
as "a reserve in Princes-street," or "on the east side of
Princes-street," or "a piece of land situate in Princesstreet;" but, having obtained the Governor's signature, they
went undisguised.
The Town Clerk (29th Jan., 1866) applied for the backrents, or "certain monies in the hands of the general
government on account of the reserve lately kn01m as the
Maori Reserve,81 Princes-street, South Dunedin."
The application was thought audacious. Under-Secretary Gisborne replied, by direction of Stafford: "There
appears to be no power to transfer rents accruing on
account of this land, previously to the issue of the grant,
either to the grantee or the City Council of Dunedin. A
Bill will be submitted to the General Assembly next session
for determining doubts as to the appropriation of the land
and the funds arising out of it."
Strangers to New Zealand might wonder why Maoris were
not asked what they wished to say upon the subject before
their reserve was shuffied out of their possession. Sir G.
Grey, Fitzgerald, and others, had not then given them seats
in the Legislature, and the conduct of the actors in the
Princes-street drama does not suggest a hope that the
Maoris were called upon to express an opinion. Moreover,
Stafford's ministry was reconstructed, and Mr. J. L. C.
Richardson, so active about the reserve in 1865, became
Stafford's colleague in 1866. According to Mr. Mackay's
compendium-quoting a report of a Select Committee-Mr.
Stafford performed a remarkable feat in the matter of the
reserve iu 1866. He introduced in the Lower House, and
Itl'ried through important stages in one day, a Bill "to
Superintendent of the Province of Otago to be
tain rents received on account of a reserve
-street in the city of Dtmedin."
I

(1 for disrespect to the provincial govemment
r . He auvisecl it, ill 1852, before there was
fore incleed the bounda.ries of the provinces
'emor; (as they w.ere in 1853) ..
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There were, fortunately, two Houses of Legislature; and
the Legislative Council (28th Sept.) ordered the bill to be
" read a second time, this day six months."
.
If there had been a plot to ratify by a law the abstraction
from the Maoris of the land for which both the Governor
and the Prime Minister testified, that" by mistake" a grant
had been procured for the Otago Superintendent, it failed.
The first note of Maori feeling on the subject which Mr.
Mackay's compendium affords, shows that Stafford had
:means of knowing what it was before he carried his bill
through one House in so rapid a manner. But public men
are very busy during a session, and it may be hoped that
as he testified that the "grant may have come up inadvertently" for the Governor's signature, so he put the Bill
inadvertently before the House in September.
Be that as it may, Mr. Mackay's official documents
contain a letter from the chief Taiaroa (5th Aug., 1866) to
the Governor. " • • . I have a word to say to you
about our reserve here in the town. I request you to make
clear to us the case in respect of it. I have heard that it is
being taken away by the Pakehas of the tow.n that land is
in. It is very wrong thus to take our land away without a
cause. Friend, the Governor, with you is the disposal of that
land. Do you, in replying to this letter, make clear to us its
position. If any Pakehas importune for that land, do not
let them have it without paying for it. Friend, give heed."
. • . Stafford waited, apparently, more than two months
before writing to "His Honour the Superintendent, Otago"
(Dick), about taking away the land" without a cause; "
having in the meantime made his abortive attempt to deprive the Maoris of the accumulated l'ent by a special Act.
On the 16th Oct., 1866, Stafford sent Ta.iaroa's letter tu
Dick and said :-" After a careful consideration of all ci"
.cum stances connected with the native claim to this resent:
.and with the Crown grant referred to, the government is of
opinion that the question of the alidity of the gntl t
.should be submitted to a p,.....- - : ··.l;";~l ttibunal." ~Hl'
proposed to test the matter
'''llsion.) "Thl
.expenses attending the pre
. able 01 th'
contingencies of the Na.ti ve
I,.e Pl' ce·t!
.of the reserve, according as
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But trials, especially fair trials, were never palatable .to
those who deemed the Maoris fit objects for pillage. Diek
replied (30th Oct.):-" On behalf of this government (i.e.,
the government of the province Otago) I decline to try the
validity of the Crown grant by the COUlse proposed, on the
ground that the provincial government cannot recognize
any Maori right or title to the reserve in question, which
point, it was understood, had already been definitely decided
by the General Assembly."
To anyone ignorant of the curious way in which people
can persuade themselves that their conduct is right, when
they set aside in their own favour the weightier matters of
the law-judgment and faith-it may appear unaccountable
that such letters could pass at such a time between Stafford
and Dick; but they stand plinted in Mr. Mackay's valuable
"Compendium of Official Documents."
The next important document contained in it is a letter
addressed by no less than sixteen members of Parliament
to Stafford (12th July, 1867). Macandrew was one of
them. They told him that in accordance with his own
"request," made" on the 9th inst.," they applied for the
rents, and that ill their "humble opinion" it "would be
an act of injustice on the part of the general government
any longer to withhold them" from the province of Otago.
Stafford informed them (23rd July) that" the government,
after a careful review of all the circumstances of the case. is
of opinion that the payment requested should be made, and
will consider in what manner this can be legally effected."
On the following day he wrote to Macandrew (who had become Superintendent of Otago and) who was conveniently
in Wellington. Stafford had been advised that the Superintendent of Otago must be " l'ecognized as the recipient of
rents."
.. ut })roce ding<! were thl'eatened with a view to obtain
c1aration
the invalidity and ca.ncellation of the
taffOl'd l'eq uired, before paying money
rtakiug to ret urn it if the proceedfill, or if any other person tha.n
nod entitled to the money. Qn
«eoliueli such a responsibility;
committing the province to the
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chances of such a contingency." He added that after
consultation with other members it was thought auvisable
that Mr. Dillon Bell should reintroduce in 1867 the Bill
thrown out by the Council in 1866, the object of which was
the Otago proViHeti
the Maori rente"
obstacle had
Maori, J. T.
July) prayed
Ooeernor would"
the Ngaitahn
tribes to
'" ","',"','me Court their
; ~md on the 22na
that his petition had been assented to.
Mr. Mantell was courteously informed of the fact (25th
July) by Mr. J. C. Richmond, and was invited to interest
himself as a friend in the matter, as the government
wished "to aflord these natives every facility to test the
validita of their claim, and will auarantee a payment to
lCtdvisers of a sum
oueeeding £200 on
'""'t"",'1'1""1 incurred in
suit includind
hH;urred by you
was not large,
be taken from
"'A""?V"'", teem the patrimoHh
but the
tetter was kindly. ltlr.
agreed to act ill
accordance with it. But when application was made to
the Attorney-General, Prendergast, for a writ of sci1'e
facia8, he replied-co Upon the usual bond being given to
the Registrar of the Supreme Court, let the writ issue."
Mr. Mantell (7th Aug.) promptly requested his gracious
em'ef1.f1}imc1.cn,li. Richmond, "
~",,1,; ,H,tf' the mode in
of the
are to be H.cc:eUt?U
bondsmen
the reE!pOntIE'Plt
the governmm
Rieh,mond's reply
hrompt nor ~L??,1,""U'"
Aug., 1867,
"SIR,-Referring to my letter of the 25th July last, agreeing to
guarantee up to a certain amount the costs of a suit as to the ownership of
the Princes· street Reserves, Dunedin, I regret to be under the necessity
of informing you that the government having at or near the time of my
promise entered into an arrangement altogether inconsistent therewith,
have considered it proper to withdraw the guarantee in question 80 far as
the future is concerned. . •" (They would however pay costs already
incurred):.
".... "J. C. RICHMOND.'
H
W.B. D. ,MANTELl,
J¥¥Emgton."

..
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After brief interlocutions, Mr. Mantell replied formally
on th~ 26th Aug. Meanwhile Mr. Dillon Bell had (80th
July) introduced his Bill to enable Otago to receive the.
Maori rents, and on the 6th Aug. had withdrawn it, on theplea that" the government had taken the matter up ;"88 and.
. on the 7th Aug. Stafford had reintroduced a similar Bill.
On the 10th Sept. it was passed in the Lower House,.
and was sent to the Upper, where, in technical phrase, it
" lapsed."
A Select Committee of the Lower House reported in
18681H- " The loss of the bill appears to be attributable tothe following circumstances :-On the 22nd Aug. a petition
from a native chief, named John Topi Patuki, claiming to
be interested in the reserve, was presented to the Legislative Council. Its prayer, as described' in the journal,
was that the Dunedin Prince's-street Reserve Bill be not
passed, but that' the whole question be dealt with by a,.
judicial tribunal.' (Similar had been Bishop Selwyn's
and Sir W. Martin's prayer in 1860 about the land at·
Waitara.) The Legislative Council resolved (17th Sept.)
to accede to Patuki's prayer, on the ground that the
matter could 'only be equitably and satisfactorily decided
by the Supreme Court.' "
The significance of Mr. Richmond's abandonment of thepromise made by the government to the Maoris is more
easily understood by observing that (after the. promise was
made on the 25th JUly by Richmond, his colleague) Mr.
Stafford, as Premier, introduced his Bill to sanction the
payment of the accrued rents to the province of Otago. It.
was while the Bill was before the Lower House that ·Mr.
Mantell formally replied (26th Aug.) to Richmond's.
announcement that a promise not so old as" one revolving
moon" would be repudiated. Some warmth of expression
was 'perhaps natural.
• • • .. I cannot unde1'8tand the mode in which the government can
reconcile with any reputable idea of honour and good faith the limitation
and withdrawal of the guarantee of 25th July, intimated in your letter of
1
19th Aug. (Mr. Mantell had recommended Mr. Izard, t_
adviser, to tender Patuki's bond for £500 to 8&tiafy the d8"
Attorney-General. )

Y S !er

• Mackay's Compendium, voL t, P. 172.
Vol.IL

NEW
that unfortunate
this gilarantf5f5
,,;hich you appear
a similar put
on. th.e )~~e~~:+H;
th:a t~~~e~~~en;;rHT
f5HT?f5Y?Yn??e of the ways of
towards the
decline
take any further action in
matter on behalf of the government. You will, of course, address any further communication to Mr.
Izard, who, with Mr. Allan, on your letter and guarantee, undertook the
conduct and charges of the case-my correspondence with you Ilnding, I
trust, here.
"To me the case is but too clear. On the one hand the natives require
from you, out of the funds received by you as their self-constituted guardians, sufficient to enable them, as encouraged by the Queen's Representaynurselves, to try in
yf
colony to recover unmY;?,,,
?I????d as theirs; . .
a demand for
l???half of the bodywT
grant, suppm't??cl
?PY5Z:um????? that h:as not t:,t ~??r
hEt prefe!"red ~y si:c:tee??
e)n",,,,',,m,',,,Y.

~~~~~:s t:~w ~"?Pi

~t abs!~~ d~:~~'~::,e'ii,

'.iEHm.,.n"t fwm suitors of its
e??nugh of their own
pay
e·"penses....
made by the Ilmrenem?,eut
there is, I fear, but one opinion open to any man who cares for
tion of the colony and his own honour."

Mr. Richmond retorted that some of the "topics in Mr.
Mantell's letter" were of "a purely personal kind, and call
for no official reply; although the injurious character of
some of your rema.rks and insinuations will require notice
view to bB
shall enable a

"

BBquired the artB
tlwJ Mackay's"
the 25th July
Bq'lfused to enter
ohliyation to refoIld
rents if the Supreme Court should decide that he ought not
to have received them. On the 27th August he proposed to
hand over another piece of land to the Maoris instead of
the Prince's-street Reserve, and Mr. J. C. Richmond was
the go-between he made use of.55
In September the Bill to enable him to receive the
hhnts was
Upper HousBs
Pept. a commil;tf?,5
to the
'Y'B))eu .. u the Bill for
Patuki's "
rents to eiiYsi?))?)??,U
hhould be accedeft
same day
to Macandrew
member of Parliament had suggested"
. .. Mackay's Officia.l Documents, p. 156, vol. i.

'
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versation" with Richmond, that Macandrew would probably
accept the rents, and give (what he had formerly refused) a .
guarantee " to refund the same if the result of proceedings
at law or in equity should be to upset the grant."
On that same day, and apparently in a hurry, Macandrew
informed Richmond "officially"· that he was "prepared to
give the necessary undertaking to refund the accrued
rents," and naturally enough suggested that if he could
thus obtain possession of the funds, there would be "no
object in pressing the bill now before the Legislative
Council." If pressed, it might have been defeated in
accordance with the determination to accede to the prayer
of Patuki; and as its object was to put the money into
Macandrew's hands, he did not require the bill if Richmond
would give him the money without it.
Accordingly (24th Sept., 1867), the accrued rents (£6031
18s. 9d.) were paid to the Superintendent of Otago, he
giving the required guarantee.56
Patuki's petition to the Queen was presented by Mr.
Mantell to the Governor on the 19th Aug., 1867. It was
not until the 5th Oct. that Mr. Richmond furnished a
memorandum to be forwarded with it to the Secretary of
State.
Both Sir G. Grey and Mr. Richmond alluded to the
manner of the grant. Sir G. Grey said: "My responsible
advisers at a meeting of the Executive Council inadvertentlyadvised me to sign a Crown grant dated 11th Jan.,
1866." Mr. Richmond said: "In the meantime, inadvertently as regards his Excellency and the Colonial Secretary
(Stafford), a grant which had been prepared on the authority
of the resolution of the House of Representatives was presented for signature and issued."
Mr. Richmond's memorandum obscured the facts. The
Governor wrote that he had "sincerely desired" that the
case sholl1 11 ve been" compromised in a generous spirit
l'ds tlll'
tives of the fiddle Island, who parted with
III1Hlttee

oIthe Lowet Honse l'eported tha.t they had

tllelDllfll vea tho.t this undertaking would be
I

II.

ti(m fOl' the purpose by the Pro·
. 1. i., p. 172. But the hurry of
lillicult fot· them to act circum-
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large tracts of la.'nd to this government for an almost
nominal consideration." The Secretary of State dismissed
Patuki's petition by saying he was" unable to advise Her
Majesty to take any steps in relation to it."
Sir G. Grey, before quitting his post as Governor, told
Mr. J. C. Richmond that he "thought the expenses of a·
suit for testing the validity of the grant should be borne
out of the accrued rents of the reserve," and Richmond
replied: "That fund is no longer in the Treasury,"87 but
suggested that proceeds might be abstracted from othernative reserve funds, and (26th Oct., 1867) a formal orderwas made in the Executive Council to take £400 from
Ngaitahu Reserve Funds to enable the Ngaitahu tribe t()
contend against the injustice done to them by .c inadvertently" taking their land and" advertently" sequestering
their rents.
Mr. Mantell was persuaded to watch the disbursement of
funds on behalf of the Maoris.
Soon after these arrangements were made in 1867, the
Native Lands Court sat (April, 1868) at Christchurch, and
Mr. Hall (a colleague of Stafford, J. C. Richmond, and J.
L . C. Richardson, in the ministry) made that singular
order of reference which the New Zealand parliament
confirmed by an ex post facto Act, with regard to the
Ngaitahu deed and the extinction of Maori titles.
From Christchurch the judge proceeded to Otago, and
there the question of the Maori reserve at Princes-street
was raised before the court.
An official return88 stated that the application of the
Maoris was" dismissed."
They did not understand the law, but they knew something about equity ' and human Oflture. 'fhey collected
as best they could, funds with which to sustain th .
cause; and the account was called" The Naboth 's Vineyl' .
Account."
After a time, the case went before the Suprell1e Co\'~ -'--- -.
Dunedin, and Judge Ward decided on technical grc
against the Maoris.
II' Memorandum by Mr. Richmond.
155.
• :Mackay'8 Compendium, voL ii., I
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They were not allowed to put the merits of their case
before the court. There were some technical proceedings,
-and the judge decided that the Maori "declaration" was
bad.
There was an appeal to the court at Wellington in
November, 1869. There were long arguments. Much mint
and cummin were expended, but some weightier matters
were not dwelt upon. The case was called The Queen,
Plaintiff in error v. Macandrew, Defendant in error :-but
the solemn act to which the Queen had been a party in
New Zealand-The Treaty of Waitangi-morally con-clusive as to Maori rights, was not allowed to measure
their claims. The judges decided that the declaration was
bad.
The proceedings occupy many pages in Mr. Mackay's
·copious compendium, where those who do not shrink from
the unsavoury task can read them. Mr. C. W. Richmond
(Stafford's colleague when Rangitake was attacked at the
Waitara) was one of the judges of the Court of Appeal.
Mr. Mantell and Mr. Izard, a legal adviser, petitioned
for a hearing before the Privy Council. Taiaroa journeyed
to Wellington to consult about funds; others assisted, and
the "Naboth's Vineyard Account" increased.
The appeal was in progress in 1872, and it may be that
.an exposure, of the facts, in England was not deemed
desirable. It may have been thought that an English
tribunal would closely investigate the Maori case, and deal
with its merits, rather than stifle it in the wrappings of
technicalities. Stafford, Richmond, ' and Richardson were
.at the time out of office. Fox, Vogel, and others took
office in 1869, and with them Donald McLean for the first
time became Native Minister.
fforti expelled the Fox. ministry (Sept. 1872), but was
·If driv 11 from office in the next month. McLea.n
LIl(,l.lJ.Da lative Minister in a Waterhouse ministry,
Vo
'as Treasurer, and, for the first time,
t cutive councillors.
I that the" government were desirous
, stopped," and that the provineial
ared the desire, and "wanted
T.J.·. Izard had "every hope of
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succeeding" in the appeal, but consented to compromise,
,and after sketching terms with Mr. Vogel, consulted Mr.
Mantell. The result was a telegram to England to stop
the appeal on payment by the province of O~ago of £4560
a.nd £500, which would provide, after certain deductions,
£5000 for division among the Maori claimants and leave
the province in possession of the coveted land.
Mr. Izard wrote to Patuki that though he did" not think
the Maoris entitled to anything less, in strict justice, than
the whole of the land,"-the chances of success must be
considered, and he had made the best bargain he could
with Mr. Vogel. Mr. Mantell also wrote to Patuki that the
compromise represented, not the Maori rights, but their
prospect of obtaining them. He believed the rights unquestionable.
"On considerations of public policy in the true interests of the colony, I
should and do desire that the case should go on before the Privy Council
whatever the result; for I am not absolutely without hope • . . that
an authentic exposure of all the facts relating to this case might at last
arouse some English statesman to a sense, that in delegating powers to
colonists, the ImperiaJ Government is bound in honour and duty to insist
upon the honest fulfilment of every engagement made by Her Majesty's
representatives on behalf of Her Majesty, and in Her Majesty's name,
prior to such delegation; and that of this duty the Imperial Government
cannot divest itself before God, though it may succeed in doing so before
ffian-as man goes.
But you will say . . . what is the best in a
· pecuniary point of view. that I can do for myself and my tribe in this
matter? III this view I conscientiously believe that by accepting the
proposed compromise you will obtain the full value of your chances, as far
as I can see them. The law is always uncertain. . ..• The decision of
the Privy Council may be adverse, or may not be final, and the case may
have to be begun again, if you can go on with it; and whence are the funds
to be derived?"

·

Whence indeed, when a powerful syndicate waged war
with combined funds against the Maoris and their friends?
Mr. Mantell wrote also to Taiaroa, who told Mr. Izard
that he could not say the compromise was bad, although it
was known that the land was rightfully the property of the
Maoris. "However I will consent in order to save my
property and that of all my people-lest we lose the case
in England as we have lost it in the Supreme Court of New
Zealand."
· Thus the title to the land passed away-at a time when
its value was estimated at £100,000, and when a member
of the New Zealand Parliament said that the condition
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of the Maori victims of "unfulfilled promises" in the
Middl!3 Island was a disgrace to any government. In the
absence of some apprehension that an English tribunal
might do justice, it may even be doubted whether the
Maoris would have received any compensation at all.
When Taiaroa afterwards moved for a Select Committee on
"Unfulfilled Promises," Mr. Macandrew complained that
the composition of the claim to the reserve for £5000
"seemed only to have had the effect of giving a taste for
blood."
What, then, must have been the appetite of the province
of Otago which had sw~lowed almost all the land of which
the reserve was but a fragment, and had sought that sweet
morsel in the manner by which Sir G. Grey's signature was
obtained for the grant?
Is it to be wondered at, that, hearing the groans of his
people, Taiaroa sometimes used strong language? A
report by Judge Fenton, upon a petition from the Ngaitahu
about the failure of the government to afford the hospitals
and schools promised when they parted with their land.
said that "even failure in this respect cannot be the
subject of pecuriiary compensation. Such compensation
would be as incapable of calculation as the consequential
damages in the Alabama claims." It quoted a legal maxim
to support the rejection of the groans of the Ngaitahu
people. Taiaroa obtained leave to lay a written comment on
the report upon the table. He criticized it as "confused."
"You refer to the Europeans having brought peace.
I reply to that, I
would rather be dead than live to witness the distress and pain which my
people suffer through the deceitful and unfulfilled words of the falsespeaking race-the Europeans. You say qui sentit commodum, sentire debet
et onus; but I have not seen any benefit derived by myself and my people
from the Europeans. . . . The words of the report are merely grumbling words; they have no force. They are deceitful and delusive; (Kahore
e pono) they are not true. Mr. Fenton refers to that vessel the' Alabama.'
Is the same course to be taken with the Middle Island as with that vessel t
\ ..~ II!~t·/lS n Il.lwmt her~ Dill not Englltlld I)ay 011 her account to the
mcnt, because she was built on English soil?"

may blame such langnage, but can they
people the money paid by the
r a1 to the Privy Council
l~pplied {or the arrears of
I
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rent which had accrued before the "inadvertent" grant of
the reserve to the province.
In 1874, Donald McLean and Mr. Vogel gave no answer
to his appeals.
.
In 1875 Mr. Mantell supported him, but McLean was
uncompliant.
In '1876 Taiaroa asked in the House whether McLean
would restore to the Maoris the rents " due before the issue
-of the Crown grant." They exceeded £6000. McLean
postponed his reply in order to consult his colleagues; and,
when again questioned, refused to recommend the restoration "inasmuch as it was understood that the claim was
-settled or compromised by the payment" in 1872.
If that had been the case it would have been easy to say
'so in the first instance: and in that case also it would have
been supererogatory to endeavour to procure Taiaroa's
-signature to a document which had not been shown to his
legal adviser. This was proved in 1877, when the chief renewed his effol'ts, and the matter was examined by a committee.
Donald McLean, so powerful in the House on Maori
,<!uestions, had then retired. The intricate methods resorted to in previous years to deprive the Maoris of their
reserve, and withhold their rents, were discussed before the
-Committee. Taiaroa gave evidence.1I9 Fox and Mac.Q.ndrew warmly opposed the restoration of the arrears of
.

• He also examined witnesses. He asked Stafford, at the committee,
"supposing that there were rents paid and accrued on account of that
land before the day of the iuue of the grant, to whom do you think thOll8
rents should belong? to the Superintendent, in whose favour the grant was
made, or to the natives?"
_ "I should think that would very much depend upon the nature of the
terms that were agreed to as a compromise in regard to the reserve in
-question. "
"In reference to the Crown grant, if you had known at the time that it
was the Princes-street Reserve that was about to be signed, what would
you have done? Would you have stopped the signature of it?"
"I intended to refer the question to Parliament, and to be guided by its
. -opinion, whether the grant should i88ue or not."
"Were you ever aware that that land was origina.lly recommended by
Mr. Mantell to be reserved for the natives, and the recommendation
approved by the Governor?"
"I could not say now. I had heard and read the evidence; • . • but
. I conld not at this moment remember exactly the details of it.'

·
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rent. The Committee nevertheless recommended it. Fox
and Macandrew protested. Sir G. Grey had become Prime
Minister in Oct., 1877. Mr. Sheehan was Native Minister.
Mr. Macandrew was their colleague.
A sum of £5000 was put on the Estimates as "Final
Settlement of Native Claims to the Dunedin Prince's-street
Reserve," and was passed on the 6th Dec. by 28 votes
against 23.
Taiaroa, though present during the evening, did not
vote. The three Maori members for the North Island
voted for the grant. Mr. Macandrew consistently voted
:against it.
Such was the fate of the Maori reserve at Dunedin, 80
small, so coveted, and so "conveyed" under the auspices of
Stafford. Officiating at the" rape of the Waitara," he
pretended that he was warring against the proud. In the
snares laid to defraud the Maoris of their reserve at
Dunedin, he condescended to pilfer from the weak.
Speaking of the proposal of certain theorists " to confis,cate, either openly or under the thin disguise of a predatory
use of the taxing power, every man's freehold, Professor
Goldwin Smith remarks :-" That the State has, by the
most solemn and repeated guarantees, ratified private proprietorship, and undertaken to protect it, matters nothing;
nor even that it has itself recently sold the land to the proprietor, signed the deed of sale, and received the payment.
'That such views can be propounded anywhere but in a
robber's den or a lunatic asylum, still more, that they can
find respectful hearers, is a proof that the economical
world is in a state of curious perturbation."40
What language would the learned professor have used
:about the Maori reserve at Dunedin if the facts had come
within his knowledge? There, not only the ordinary obligation to do right existed. England had only obtained a
footing in New Zeala.nd by a treat in which she guaranteed
"'he
British subjects, and
to the Mao
act} uired a
the Crown of such
nder that treaty
lands as the
the Crown
~d in the
!y. Lon ·
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Middle Island at a nominal cost, guaranteeing at the same
time large reserves to the Maoris by promises admitted tOo
be " unfulfilled. "41
The Prince's-street Reserve, however, was specially
allotted to the Maoris. It cannot be denied that the
elaborate and curious manner in which it was wrested
from them after "solemn and repeated guarantees" and
pledges of protection from the Crown, deserves exposure.
Exposure of wrongs is easy when the facts have been
officially recorded. A chief like Taiaroa, having a. seat in
Parliament, could drag the question of the Dunedin
reserve into light. 49
4' When Taiaroa moved for a Select Committee on the unfulfilled promises.
a member was shocked. The motion "might cover a claim for two millions.
of acres in the Middle Island." In other words the largeness of an obligation is a reason for setting it aside altogether!
4' [1894. The perverseness shown with regard to the Maori reserve did
not cease at the point dealt with in the text. In Sept., 1885, Mr. P.
A. Buckley, then a member of the Stout.Vogel ministry, caiTied in the
Legislative Council a resolution calling upon the" Native Affairs Committee to inquire into the transactions of the Hon. Mr. Taiaroa in connection with the sum of £50()() voted by Parliament in 1877 on account of the
£6031 128. 9d. accrued rents, &c." A member of the other House (Trimble)
had asp~rsed Taiaroa. The Native Minister (Ballance) at once reprobate(l
the aspersions as incredible. The Native Affairs Committee speedily
reported (18th Sept.), and thcir report was printed. (1885. No. 23.
Legislative Council.) They found that after a distribution of a sum at
Kaiapoi the balance of the grant of 1877 was "lodged as a fixed bank
deposit at Dunedin in the joint names of the Resident Magistrate Mr. Watt,
-Roni Patuki, and Taiaroa. Taiaroa refused to sign the receipt required of
him before the payment of the monev because it expressed that the amount
£5000, was to be in final settlement, whereas Taiaroa. claimed £6000 in
round figures." (After long) "resistance the receipt was signed under
threat from the Native Minister, Mr. Bryce, that the money would be
recalled by the government." . . . "Upon this threat Taiaroa and
Patuki released the deposit." . . . "Meantime the government had
claimed the interest (I), and against the earnest pleading of Mr. Watt"
• . • . "had taken possession of it." . . . "Taiaroa has since·
petitioned the House several times for the payment of this accrued
mterest, and it is in connection with this claim that animadversions have
been made upon him." . . . "After a full consideration of all this evidence, the Committee are unable to find any ground for imputin~ to Mr.
Taiaroa, in connection with these transactions, conduct discreditable to·
him as a tnlstee for his people or unworthy of a member of the Council.
They find on the contrary that he appears throughout to have acted
faithfully, and not to have exceeded his duty to his people in his refusal to
compromise their full claim as long as there was any prospect of a favourable result. They are of opinion that the action of the government in
seizing the accruing interest on the deposit account in Dunedin was unjust,
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Some reserves were lost in gloom, but those who should
have been the beneficiaries were no less pillaged and had
,no less cause for grief than the Ngaitahn of Otago. In
1882, in debate on a Native Reserves Bill, Captain Fraser
(N.Z. "Hansard," Vol. 43, p. 637) said in the Upper
House that "four native reserves were totally lost in
Hawke's Bay; nobody knew what had become of them."
And a newspaper remarked, "In spite of trustees, laws,
regulations, red ta.pe.
• they have been blotted from
the map; not a creature, from the Native Minister (Mr.
has the faintest notion of where
Bryce) down
they are."
And yet some people have been willing to swear that
the Maoris are under great obligations for the justice
and kindness with which they have always been treated!
and other people, without further inquiry, have believed
them.
Well might the old chief Parore say in a petition to
the Queen in 1882 :-" These things, and many of the
laws which are being carried into effect, are, according to
Maori ideas, very unjust, creating disorder amongst us,
giving heart pangs and sadness of spirit to your Maori
if not irregular. . ' . . As the inquiry affects the honour of the Council,
the matter is of sufficient importance to require that this report, with the
evidence attached, be printed in the appendix of the Journals."
The evideDce showell that Mr. Bryce appeared before the Committee on
the 11th Sept. When the chairman asked him (the first question) how it
was that the ministry had power over money deposited in the names "of
trustees" - Bryce evaded the question, and informed the chairman that i~
was a breach of privilege to inquire about Trimble's words in the House.
The chairman, who had not referred to Trimble, said "That is not the
wish of this Committee." Bryce repeated his assertion about privilege,
and answered uo question; and thus, under the shield of the absent
Trimble, esca.ped the difficulty of explaining how, according to his sense of
propriety, the ministry, of which he was one, could draw from a bank a
Bum of moncy <lepositerl in the uame of trustees. The House, moreover (on
hi.a report in • hiB l'efuSl~l on tllO ground of prj,ilege), revoked the leave
or his nttemlancll, Ilnd the act condemned by the Native
viously
.,irs C",
"unjust if not irregulnr" WIUl made the prelude to an
Ilp t j.
QlIoli. ab inceptol Fl'Om the time when the
.i
tll\wfull p mcurerl the t+overnor's signature to a.id
t
""hen the HI\U government in 1880 seized
the hlOri r en 'e at Dunedin was a.
ri~ wer defrauded of their rights.
/. laml Legislative Council Paper,
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children, who are ever looking towards you, Most Gracious
Queen; and it is averred by men of wisdom that these
matters, which weigh so heavily upOn us, are in opposition to the great and excellent principles of the Treaty of
Waitangi."
Lord Kimberley, forgetful of, or vilipending the Treaty,
and the oft-repeated and solemn assurances of his predecessors that it should be religiously and scrupulously
respected, arrested the course of their petition, and
told its bearers that" it was not the duty of the Colonial
Office to advise the Queen in reference to local matters like
the present."-18
The reader should be informed of the response to the
petition of Patuki which was sent to England. It was
dated 17th Aug., but Mr.J. C. Richmond averred that it
had "been held back in the hope that an arrangement of
an equitable kind might be effected between the two
claimants-the province and the Ngaitahu tribe." It is
significant, perhaps, that on its receipt Mr. J. C. Richmond
withdrew the promise of the government to supply funds to
Patuki in order to try the validity of the surreptitious deed
of grant of the Dunedin reserve. The Duke of Buckingham
(21st Dec., 1867) informed Governor Bowen that it had
"been laid before the Queen, but I have been unable to
advise Her Majesty to take any steps in relation to it. I
observe, however, that the Bill to which he refers, and
which appears to have been intended to legalize the provisional use by the Otago government of £6000, is alleged
to have been withdrawn." If the Duke had observed the
larger questions at stake he kept silence about them. As
far as he was concerned, the Queen's honour and the
guaranteed rights of Maoris were remitted to the mercy of
Macandrew. How it would be exercised might be inferred
from the fact that on one occaBion Macandrew, being
arrested for private debt while superintendent of h
province, used his power as such superintendent to ............- - -.. Blue Book 1882. C 3382, p. 29J. 'I'he B:wrs iueas nhout t
and good faith of England and England's Queen OIl this occasic
to understand how >it was that he was willing to sever helan,
Ullited Kingdom and to abandon t il Queen's loyal subj cts to 1
those whom Mr. Gladstolle had described IlS !!cl'king to "lnl\r,
rapine to disintegration and dismemlJerlllent of t,he Empire."
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proclamation, and declared his own house a gaol in order to
defeat the law.
In the year following that in which Mr. J. C. Richmond
wrote that the "ministers would not object" to the
Governor's abstraction of Maori money to enable the
surreptitious grant to Macandrew to be tested, a Native.
Lands Court was held in the Middle Island, and a glance
at its proceedings is needful. It sat at Canterbury during
that portion of Mr. Stafford's administration which followed
the junction of Mr. Hall with his old opponent. Mr. Hall
asked Mr. Mantell to attend as a witness. In delivering
judgment on one (the Rapaki) case submitted to them, the.
Court said it"could not fail to be struck with the remarkable reservation (in the
Ngaitahu deed) by the vendors of all their 'pahs, residences, cultivations,
and burial-places, which were to be marked off by surveys, and remain
their own property.' This provision has not, according to the evidence,
been effectually and finally carried out to the present day, nor has any
release been sought for by the Crown. • . . The Court feels very
strongly that it would be greatly to the honour and advantage of the
Crown that the stipulations and reservations of these deeris of purchase
should without further delay be perfectly observed and provided for. "

One claim (Kaitorete) comprised a strip of land (between
Lake Ellesmere and the sea at Banks' Peninsula) of from
12,000 to 15,000 acres, and the power of the government ·
was brought to bear against the claimants, Heremaia
Mautai and his friends. Mr. RoHeston, under the style of
Crown Agent, acted for the government, and had subordinate aid. Mr. Hall was present to assist if higher power
should be needed. Chief Judge Fenton sat with a Maori
assessor, Pukuatua, an Arawa chief. On the 28th April,
1868, Mr. Hall intervened; and after discussion. between
himself and counsel on both sides the case was adjourned,
"in order to see whether any arrangement could be made
in the matter,"" between the government and the natives.
No agreement was arrived at, and to coerce Mr. Cowlishaw
(the Maori counsel) Mr. Hall signed an "order of reference'"
of a sillgular cha.racter under the Native Lands Acts 1865
Hfi7. The
I'd section of the Act of 1865 enacted
1h l' gar f l
agreements past or future made
loris
r8 treating for cession of lands,
y 01. ii. (p. 205).
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the Governor might refer the' agreements to the Court for
determination, but it excluded (until 31st Dec., 1866),
any outstanding. agreement, "unless the Governor shall
otherwise direct." The Act of 1867 prolonged the ex~lusion until 31st Dec., 1868.
Many months would
elapse before that exclusion would cease to operate, and
the Governor was not present to "direct otherwise." But
some New Zealand statesmen little regarded law when
Maori interests were at stake. Mr. Hall, on the night of
the 28th April, signed an order referring for determination
the agreement of 1848, and wrote that he did so "by
·command." Mr. Cowlishaw objected that the government
could not thus interfere when a case seemed unfavourable
to them. Mr. Williams (for the Crown) resented such an
imputation, but confessed that "after hearing Mr. Mantell's
evidence and that of the natives, the Crown were willing to
admit that the reserves intended to be made under the
incomplete Ngaitahu deed had never been carried out.
• • . When it was found that the natives had a claim
to more land than was reserved for them the Crown wished
to refer it to the Court to say what quantity of land should
be reserved in addition, and declare that the Ngaitahu
. deed should be completed by a release from the natives."
The judge overruled Mr. Cowlishaw's objection to. arbitrary
interference with a case in course of trial, but admitted
that the Governor's" powers were of a very wonderful
kind," as the power "to make a case an order of reference
was trifling as compared to that given by other clauses of
the Act." Cowlishaw urged that an ex P08t facto use of
the power could not have been futended by the Legislature,
and proposed to put it in evidence that the Governor had
·tC never authorized Mr. Hall to refer the matter to the
Court." "Hall did not even sign as being connected with
:the government." Williams retorted that if Cowlishaw
.persisted "the Crown would be driven to take an extreme
'Course." Mr. Hall added to his signature-" a member of
the Executive Council of the Colony of New Zealand;"
.and the judge said that the Court was "bound to presume
.that the Order of Reference was duly authorized by thE
:o.overnor; -the Governor's signature wa.s not necessary
.and it was presumed that Mr. Hall acted on his authorit~
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until the contrary was shown."4l'i Under this ruling the
order was admitted, maugre Mr. Cowlishaw's objection,
and the judge said he would" proceed with the case with
increased powers.': After such preliminaries the result
was almost visible. Evidence was, however, taken, but
the Order of Reference was the weapon on which Mr.
Williams relied. To Mr. Cowlishaw's disparagement of
the vague conveyance (in Kemp's deed of 1848) of lands to
William Wakefield-" there was nothing to show what had
been sold, or the terms upon which the land was sold"Mr. Williams retorted that such an argument would concede" to the present claimants.
. a share in the
whole of the Ngaitahu block." Judgment was reserved;
but "the wonderful powers" which the judge had recognized seemed to insure its tenour. When it was delivered
(5th May) the judge, at the entreaty of the Native Assessor,
"hoped that the (triumphant) government would give
fisheries to the natiyes wherever available." Mr. Rolleston
asked ." the Court to mention the extent of the land to be
awarded," but Fenton shrunk from the task. There was
an adjournment, with a view to ascertain what reserves the
government would consent to include in the new deed to be
extorted under order of the Court, and on resumption of
the sitting, Mr. Rolleston consented to inclusion of "eelweirs and fisheries" in the reserve, but stipulated that they
should "not interfere with the general settlement of the
country"-of which the government would remain the
judge. The elaborate judgment demands notice. The
case was declared to be "of vast importance, immediately
concerning the title of the Crown to nearly the whole of
this and other provinces, and raises points of a difficult and
conflicting character. And the Court feels that it is
scarcely a fit tribunal for the determination of such
important legal principles, and such great constitutional
qnestions." The judge could scarcely impugn the good
fa,it
, t) Qu en in entering into the treaty of Waitangi,
from

I~

f*l·h mruk by Taia.l'oa. in Parliament (21st July,
. ,tiou. "'owlishaw rose in his legal apparel
h
t he failed to find the Honourable John
lellll1l1 had got on his horse, and gone to
'"vet"uor, Sir G. Bowen, was far away,

'\"IL'\ '\
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although he remarked, "the conditions laid down by Vattel
and other writers on international law were not fulfilled in
it. As, however, it constituted the foundation on which
the English sovereignty was built up, • • . it must be
accepted as a valid treaty forming part of the law." After
such an exordium it might have been expected that the
judgment would be built upon the acknowledged foundation.
But such a course would have jarred upon ma.ny minds in
New Zealand. The judge thought it "necessary to inquire
what is the interpretation put by the Crown" on the treaty,
and he raked from the charter, sent by Lord John Russell
to Hobson in 1840, a phrase that the Letters Patent should
not affect the Maori rights to lands now actually occupied or
enjoyed by such natives." This" idea," • • . that theGovernor might grant all lands except those "actually
occupied by natives," led to an Instruction (5th Dec., 1840)
to survey "all the lands" in the colony. But while quoting
that phrase the judge did not notice another in the same
Instruction: "It is our further will and pleasure • • •
that you do especially take care to protect (the native
inhabitants) in their persons and in the free enjoyment or
their possessions." This omission was much; but it was
not so glaring as the absence of all allusion to the reiterated
pledges or every Governor of New Zealand to maintain for
the Maoris, in the words of the Treaty, "full, exclusive, and
undisturbed possession of their lands and estates, forests,
and fishel"ies, and other properties which they may collectivelyand individually possess, so long as it is their wish
and desire to retain the same in their possession." It
would have been better for the judge to recall the noble
rebuke administered by Lord Stanley to the New Zealand
Company in 1843, than to construct a sha.dowy idea under
which the Treaty might be eluded. But his mind seems to
have been clouded.
The reader will remember the wiles or Lord Howick in
the Select Committee of the House of COI{lmons in 1844;
how he strove to give effect to them by his Instructions in
1846; how Sir W. Martin and Bishop Selwyn resisted him;
how Governors Fitzroy and Grey were constrained to
reiterate their assurances that the Queen would honourably
maintain the Treaty, and how Earl Grey himself was
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constrained to convey the same assurance in the name of
his Sovereign. It ought to have been impossible to cite.
the nefarious and recalled Instructions of 1846 as cogent,
and yet tlie judge cited them as a distinct indication of the
"view taken by the Imperial government," though he admitted that it was "objected to by the natives, and was·
never carried into practice, and in fact could not have been
in a peaceful manner." Earl Grey would have limited
Maori rights to the land "actually occupied or used by
means of labour expended thereon," and the millions or
acres not so occupied or used which the Crown had purchased from the natives, practically refuted the" idea" to
which Mr. Fenton characteristically referred in 1868. Dismissing the Treaty, he nevertheless found that between
1846 and 1851 a " change took place in the interpretation
put by the English authorities on the territorial rights of
the aborigines:" but he did not state that the pretensions
of Earl Grey were never entitled to be called the views" or
English authorities;" that they differed from Lord Stanley's.
decision; that they were never adopted, but on the contrary
were crushed in Parliament by Mr. Gladstone,46 and others;
and that the Secretary of State in introducing a bill which
abandoned those pretensions promised that the Treaty
should be "scrupulously and largely interpreted," which
assurance he hoped would satisfy Mr. Gladstone that there
was no intention on the part of the Colonial Office to "take
any course upon the question of waste lands in New Zealand
inconsistent with the rights guaranteed to the natives under
the Treaty of Waitangi." Mr. Fenton confessed that in the
Constitution Act of 1852, passed when Lord Derby was
Prime Minister, "the unoccupied territory in the hands of
the aborigines" was" regarded as their distinct and admitted propert ."
Such being t¥8-.....,·t might have b en thought impossible to deny I
l~utai'
? compen ation if
he could pro"
1. For the convenience of tI
~ustOnl to enter
into posse siu
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since the days when Mr. Spain permitted the proceeding
rather than eject the settlers improperly located at Te Axo,
in Wellington. The process was not a just one. It ignored
the rights guaranteed by the Queen. Yet, though not
altogether laudable, it was a clumsy attempt to compensate
men who had been robbed. But Mautai was not supported
by a powerful tribe. The colonists were numerous and
powerful in 1868. They had been few and feeble in 1841.
When Mautai declared thafhe had never consented to the
sale, was no party to the contract, and had received none of
its fruits, he was asked to name his" hapu." When he
declined to say more than that he belonged to "all
Ngaitahu" (Ngaitahu katoa), the fact that" some of his
immediate family" had received money was held sufficient
to disarm his claims.
.. The court cannot recognize individual ownership of native land. . • •
The contrary doctrine was endeavoured to be set up by the government in
the celebrated Waitara case, but allabor~New Zealand proteatedagainst
it. . . • We cannot allow Heremal& to set up a doctrine beca1l8ll it
now suitJ his interest, against which all his countrymen have 80 energetically protested. Qui .entit commodum 8entire debet et OR"', is the
maxim, and the Maori custom is that the individual must (as regards
Dl'tive land) be bound by his tribe in their external relatiollll."

Mr. Fenton wronged Heremaia. He set up no claim to
bar the rights of others. Like Te Rangitake he admitted
them. "The land belongs to Teira and to all of us," had
been Rangitake's contention at Waitara; and it harmonized
with that of Heremaia at Kaitorete. If any Ngaitahu
could prove that he had not been consulted, had had no
o]?portunity of protesting, and had shared in none of the
results of the Ngaitahu purchase, he was fairly entitled to
be heard, and not to be stopped by Mr. Hall's fabricated
Order of Reference, and Mr. Fenton's adapted judgment. It
might have b.een deemed difficult to do away with the
admissions that the Treaty ofWaitangi and the Constitution
Act of 1852 recognized and guaranteed the rights of the
Maoris over all waste lands in New Zealand; but legal
sophistry can weave webs in which elaborate details
supersede principles. Mr. Fenton descanted upon the rise
and fall of the New Zealand Company. Mr. Cowlishaw
had impugned, on various grounds, the validity of the
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Ngaitahu deed of 1848. Mr. Fenton retorted that "the
two laws on which Mr. Cowlishaw relied for avoiding
the deed" were repealed, and "the provision in the Constitution Acts was not retrospective." He was silent as to
the Treaty. He was of opinion that the Ngaitahu deed was
8ufficiently bad in itself to convey no rights to Colonel
Wakefield or his principals, but that "by the common law
of the empire that deed did suffice to extinguish the title of
the tribe Ngaitahu in the lands described," although made
in presence of and attested by a commander in the navy,
who seemed to represent good faith on the part of the
Crown. There was "abundant evidence of the existence of
a parol agreement of the Ngaitahu tribe or a majority of
them to sell to Wakefield." The Crown adopted the
contract; Mr. Mantell " partially reduced it to writing by
making a memorandum of the receipt of £500 in part
payment." . . . Now the maxim is, Omnis ratihabitio
retrotrahitur et mandato priori (equiparatur. Seemingly
unconscious that every word he. uttered was a stab at the
Treaty of Waitangi and the honour of England, the judge
discussed whether "the part performance (of the parol
agreement) had been sufficient to render powerless the
Statute of Frauds," which required all agreements relating
to lands to be in writing. He cited many English decisions,
and beat the New Zealand air, but did not approach the
Kaitorete case. "The Court (he concluded) is of opinion
that though the several payments made by Mr. Mantell
would not of themselves suffice to prevent the operation of
the Statute of Frauds • . . yet those payments, combined
with the receipt and the amended plan, and the subsequent
acts of ownership exercised by the Crown (for a piece of
land has been granted) would form sufficient grounds to
cat1s~ a qourt of Equity to compel a specific performance,
and It WIll be the du
f the Court under the order of
reference to ascertain
tt:rtns
ntract, and to
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for specific performance. He gave judgment (he said) for
the Crown, but it was a violent figure of speech, for the
Crown was dishonoured by disregard of the Treaty, and was
even made a party to a quibble which confiscated the Maori
rights on the plea that the Maoris had forfeited their treaty
rights .by joining in a transaction with the Crown. There
were legal maxims which Mr. Fenton did not cite, but
which were more cogent than that with which he professed
to set aside the Maori claims. Kemp, as Commissioner for
the Crown, made the Ngaitahu purchase. It was at his
8Olicitation that the Maoris signed the Ngaitahu deed.
Valenti noo.fit injuria. Even if the supreme authority of
the Treaty had not protected the Maori rights it could not
be pleaded that the Crown was wronged by the presumed
sale, which was the act of the Crown by its accredited
officers. NullUB commodum capere potest de injuria sua
propria. If the act was wrong, the Crown could take no
advantage of it. These were maxims not only of English,
but of more ancient jurisprudence, and ought to have made
the Kaitorete judgment impossible.
The Court proceeded to Otago, where Taiaroa and others
appeared before it. When the case of the Maori reserve in
Dunedin was put before the Court, Macandrew pleaded to
the jurisdiction; the convenient Cutten produced the Crown
grant, surreptitiously obtained; the application of "Taiaroa.
and others was dismissed, evidence having been given that
the land had been granted to the Supe.rintendent of Otago;"
and the applicants were instructed through an interpreter
that" they would have to go to the Supreme Court." The
fraud practised at Dunedin was nevertheless proved, aliunde,
by a judgment delivered as to a Maori reserve recommended
by Mr. Mantell at Port Chalmers simultaneously with tha.t
at Prince's-street and granted in like manner by the
Governor to the Maoris. Counsel for the province opposed
the Maori claim on the ground of want of power in the
Governor to make the reserve and on many technical points.
Cutten declared that the land was "selected in Great
Britain in 1847." The Court postponed a decision on one
point for further hearing, but delivered an elaborate judgment as to the remainder, to the effect that "no grounds
whatever had been shown to justify the Court in saying
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that the Governor was not justified in doing what he has
·done." A Crown grant was ordered to be issued to Taiaroa,
Patuki, and others.
Mr. Hall's fabricated "Order of Reference," though it
.defeated Heremaia Mautai, was deemed inadequate. His
.action was not condemned, but it was found necessary to
pass an Act 47 "to remove doubts as to the sufficiency of a
signed" as by com·certain order of reference,"
mand and on behalf of the Governor." It was enacted that
it should be deemed as "valid and effectual to all intents
;and purposes as if the same had been made by and given
under the hand of the Governor."
In Dec., 1865, Dr. Featherston unveiled a statue of
-Grief, erected at Wanganui to commemorate the deeds of
those friendly natives who crushed at Moutoa in May, 1864,
the invaders of Wanganui. He had previously joined in
receiving the Wanganui men on their return from the east
·coast, and he extolled the bravery of the dead and of the
living when he unveiled the monument. He strove also to
strove also to induce the chiefs to aid General Chute in a
campaign on the west coast. Some who had been at
Opotiki were discontented at receiving no payment, and
Mete Kingi was dissatisfied at their treatment. Dr.
Featherston addressed the tribes. Haimona, one of the
heroes at Moutoa, sprang to his feet and declared that
they would follow Featherston into the field. "Thus" (a
local print stated) "terminated one of the most important
meetings ever held in the colony." General Chute obtained
.80 Maori contingent of 286 men j but to ensure their
co-operation it was requisite for Featherston to accompany
the forces. He joined them (2nd Jan., 1866), and on the
4th the Oakutuku pah was captured with trifling loss of
besiegers and besieged. The Maori contingent danced a
triumphant war-dance by moonlight. Pu bing across a
tributary of the Whenuakura river (the Dl\f allie under
Major McDonell leading tln'ough d n
.and precipices), General Chute, .vith
approached in rear the fortress l'q........
hill 500 feet high, abruptly
.. 32 Victorio., No.

... , .
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separating the descending spurs. Two hundred Ngatiruanui were supposed to be in the pah. A correspondent
of the Wanganui "Times" wrote: "The General desired
at first to attack at once, but wisely yielded to native
representation of the necessity of deliberation. . . •
Thereby the main defences of Putahi were neutralized.
• • . At 8 a.m. on the 7th the General's forces . . •
in perfect silence and darkness, ascended the, ridges.
• • • The native contingent, under Major McDonell,
and Rangihiwinui, a. really useful lion that day" led the
way" to'the plateau. By a rush from the wooded shelter,
after some firing, Putahi was stormed. A prisoner, after
being allowed to tell that the firing had been destructive to
the rebels, was, in cold blood, "freed from the cares of this
life by one of his own charitable countrymen." 48 Thus
wrote the Wanganui reporter. Colonel Weare (50th Regt.).
who was stationed at Patea, in obedience to the General's
orders. placed two ambuscades. intercepted some flying
rebels, wounded one. and captured another. Colonel
Weare49 was with the ambuscade which effected the
capture. The Major-General loudly praised the Forest
Rangers under Von Tempsky. and the native contingent.
Putahi was burnt. and on the following day the contingent destroyed their countrymen's crops, and returned
laden with potatoes, which they shared with the troops.
On the 9th, General Chute marched across the Whenuskura River to Kakaramia, taking thither Colonel Weare's
prisoner of war. On the 10th, scouting parties went out.
It was ascertained that the enemy had taken shelter at
Otapawa, accessible only by a way shown by the native
contingent. There the Ngatiruanui were at bay. General
Chute left his camp before sunrise (11th Jan.), having
given orders that the Maori prisoner of war should be shot.
These orders were executed by a party of the 50th Regt.,
a.nd the officer in command shed tears of shame as he
obeyed them. Chute marched to Otapawa, where, under
cover of six-pounder guns served by the Royal Artillery, the
.. "A Campaign on the West Coast of New Zealand." W anganui, New
Zealand: 1866.
.. Colonel Weare's despatch (7th Jan., 1866) to the Deputy-Assiatant
Adjutant-General

OTAPAWA STORMED.

gallantry of the 57th and 14th Regiments carried the pah
on the 13th Jan. In storming it, Colonel Hassard, of the
57th, fell, mortally wounded. Twenty-nine Maoris were
found dead; and of the English, eleven were killed and
twenty wounded. The country was scoured; settlements,
crops, and houses were destroyed. On the 15th Jan.,
Chute wrote to Sir G. Grey: "All the principal villages
and positions up to and within reach of this camp
(Ketemari) having been destroyed and the rebels scattered
with heavy loss, I propose, in pursuance of your
Excellency's instructions, to continue my march immediately towards Mataitawa and New Plymouth by the
bush-track behind Mount Egmont." He did not allude to
the killed prisoner. The Wanganui record,1iO describing
the capture of Otapawa, said: "Three shots from the
Armstrong had called forth no reply; . . . many a.
one, even to the General, thought that the pah had been
abandoned • . . it lay as silent as a graveyard, and
as ominous. Colonel Butler, on advancing further, could
see that the silence was not caused through a want of
occupants. The rifle-pits behind the palisading were
thickly lined with black heads, and a bush at right angles
with the pah swarmed with the black vermin." Elsewhere
the same record stated that the garrison at Putahi included
"a fair proportion of ferocious Amazons." But the
Wanganui scribe made no mention of the killing of the
prisoner of war. Before the march was resumed, there was
some difficulty in persuading the Wanganui men to go
farther from their homes; but Dr. Featherston was
eloquent. Hod Kingi te Anana, the principal chief, by an
urgent appeal converted the recalcitrants, and there was a
general chorus: "We will go; we will go." Eighty were
chosen for the work. The native contingent, in advance,
shot a few rebels, but no resistance was encountered.
Food was scarce. Horses were killed and eaten on the
way. On the 25th, the General reached Mataitawa, whither
the native contingent had preceded him. On the 26th,
with 100 of the 43rd Regt. and an Armstrong gun, b" _~n"
in a steamship to the mouths of the Mokau and .1
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rivers, but saw nothing worth destroying, and returned
without landing the troops. On the 27th, he marched into
Taranaki. A triumphal arch was erected to do him honour,
.and the Superintendent of the province, Mr. H. R. Richmond, presented an address, lauding his sagacity and
courage, which had left "no security for rebellion." He
marched southwards past Oakura, and (1st Feb.) destroyed
the Waikoko pah, killing a few Maoris and laying waste an
"unusual extent" of cultivated grounds. On the 2nd, Dr.
Featherston prudently went before the destroyer, who
found on arriving at Te Namu that Featherston had permitted many natives to take the oath of allegiance and
.avert the destruction of their homes. Chute passed on to
Opunake. Te Ua, the early leader of their superstition,
was peacefully residing there. Mr. Parris, by expre8B
.authority from the Defence Minister, had permitted him to
do so. Chute, in spite of Parris, seized ·Te Ua and his
followers. Some were released, but Te Ua was sent to Sir
-G. Grey, who exercised clemency towards him. Men
under Chute's control marauded everywhere, robbing friend
and foe. Parris protested, and the Major-General ordered
him to go away to Taranaki. There he heard that a
peaceful chief, robbed by the army, had joined the rebels.
Numbers of stolen horses were sent to Taranaki to be sold
by auction. Parris wrote to the Native Minister:"The scene which took place at the saleyard was perfectly disgraceful.
Nearly the whole of Captain Corbett's company, who have been serving
under him as bushrangers for the last two months, were present, more or
less under the influence of liquor, fighting a.nd quarrelling about the ownership of particular horses, a.nd abusing their captain a.nd lieutena.nt for
having taken away the best of the horses to themselves instead of shariDg
the proceeds of the whole among the company as agreed upon. The natives
for claiming their horses were blackguarded a.nd threatened with violence
by the mob, on hearing of which I sent for the horses claimed to be pointed
·out to the auctioneer, but not to provoke violence. . . • It is my duty
to inform the government that the friendly natives are beginning to be
very much alarmed at the state of thin~, but I do hope that something
will be done to put a stop to the very unfair interference with their rights."

Matakatea, distrusting the General, retreated to his residence Nukuteapiapi. Soldiers were sent thither. His
property was seized or destroyed, and buildings were
burned. Parris vainly applied to Colonel Warre for a pass
to enable a chief to seek Matakatea, and" recommend him
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to come in and refer his case to the government," but the
.chief and his followers were ordered to go before the troops
in the attack. "TheyGl were thus," Parris complai.l1ed,
" arbitrarily compelled to go in front of the troops without
.0. gun in their hands wherewith to defend themselves, to
the attack of a near relative." These proceedings were
denounced by a Taranaki newspaper, which declared that
it would have been better for Taranaki if the march from
Wanganui had ended in the town, for the General had left
more enemies in the district than he had found. On the
·6th, Chute destroyed Meri Meri, and on the 7th finished
his course at Patea, welcomed by the band of the 18th
Royal Irish with the air-" See the conquering hero
·comes." On the 11th he reached Wellington by ship, and
received congratulations on his " complete and triumphant
success." On the 12th, he described his campaign to the
Governor. He descanted on the difficulties surmounted.
" There were no less than 21 rivers and 90 gullies, the pre~
.cipitous banks of many of which presented formidable obstructions to our advance, and required great labour to
make them passable. . . . ' To accomplish a distance
·of about 54 miles the force was eight days actually on the
move." He l'eported the capture of Te Ua, who was at his
"Excellency's disposal." His own disposal of his prisoner
of war was not mentioned. "I believe that throughout the
country traversed by the field force during the last six
weeks there does not now remain one fortified position or
ordinary village in the occupation of the rebels, who have
suffered most severely in loss of life, habitations, cultivations, horses, cattle, and other property." He enclosed
a diary kept by an officer at Waingongoro, which showed that
all fruit-trees were destroyed. If the Romans in Britain
acted like Chute one sees that the words attributed to
Galgacus may have been simple truth.
Chute effusively praised Dr. Featherston for" sharing all
dangers and privations," and obtaining information which
could not otherwise have been gained. The native contingent was lauded. Hori Kingi te Anaua, Rangihiwinui,
.and Haimona., at all times merited his" warmest approAI
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bation." Majors McDonell and Von Tempsky and Ensign
McDonell were highly commended, and Chute intended to
report to England the "noble and gallant conduct of the
whole of the troops engaged." The Governor told the
Secretary of State (18th Feb.) that Chute had " displayed
every quality of a great general." On the 15th the
Governor eulogized the General at a banquet. The ghost.
of the slain prisoner did not rise to mar the festivities, and
the General "resumed his seat amidst continued cheers,
which lasted several minutes." But though banished from
that scene, the miserable victim must be remembered in
these pages. His death became known in England through
a letter written by his captor, Colonel Weare, to 80 brother,
a clergyman:
"The General received me very coldly for taking this ma.n alive after his.
intimation of 'no prisoners.' However, I told him I could not order my
men to kill a man after he had thrown down his arms and 8urrendered.
• • • The prisoner was taken to Ka.karamea, and kept there till the
11 th, on which morning the General left at 3 a. m. ; and at 8 a. m., under in~
structions from the General, this prisoner was taken down to a gully, tied
hand and foot, and then cnlelly shot to death by some of the 50th. . . •
I have written to the General to know if Captain--IZ had due authority
and orders for this act, as otherwise we consider he has cast a stain on the
name of the regiment. . • . Since the leaving of Sir Duncan, the true
sentiments of the Governor and his government have come out towards the
Maoris in their urging General Chute on to all these atrocities of killing and
no prisoners."

After denouncing wholesale confiscation of land, and
deploring cruelties committed by native allies, Colonel
Weare hoped that "the degrading and brutalizing manner
in which t~is war is now conducted may be known in
England, and the troops no longer be allowed to be demoralized by the colonists for their sole selfi.shness."58
IZ Though the name left blank in tile rublished despatch was well known,
there is no need to publish the name 0 the unwilling executioner.
II 1894.
There was much correspondence concerning Col. Weare's letter.
The first edition of this work contained a summary which it is not neceBll&ry
to repeat. Sir G. Grey vehemently repelled the imputation of having
countenanced "shocking crimes." Colonel Weare asked that his private
letter might be "considered withdrawn," though he himself had "understood that the Major-General did not wish prisoners." Mr. Cardwell (April,
1866) in a confidential despatch ur,,(l Sir G. Grey to secure the observance
"of all the humane usa.ges of war.' The Earl of Carnarvon received Sir G.
Grey's repulsion of charges against himself and his ministry, and hoped
that Sir G. Grey would withdraw his despatch, meanwhile refraining from
"considering what would be the duty of Her Majesty's government should
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Weary of continually urging the removal of troops from
New Zealand,. and of disputes between a Governor and It
General, Earl Carnarvon had (1st Dec., 1866) instructed .
Sir G. Grey that he WitS not at liberty to exercise control
over the movements of Her Majesty's troops. There was
an exception as to one regiment, which might be retained
on certa.in conditions. In Parliament the Earl animadverted (15th July, 1867) on the Governor, who complained
to the Duke of Buckingham that the Earl had misled the
House and the country. The despatch subjecting the
Governor to the General had been printed in England, but
the Governor's answer to it had been withheld from Parliament. 54 In it he had declared that, feeling keenly the
disgrace to which the Secretary of Sta.te had subjected him,
it would be his pride, nevertheless, to serve the Queen "as
carefully in disgrace as in prosperity." At the same time
he argued against the adoption of a rule so injurious to the
service. To call a man Governor-in-Chief and to exempt
from his control the senior officer of troops in a colony
seemed improper in the eyes of the Duke of Cambridge,
who declared in Parliament (15th July, 1867), that" no
more dangerous step could be taken; and for this reason,
that the military authorities must and ought to be subordinate to the civil." But the Colonial Office had arrived at
the conclusion that the Governor was the obstacle to the
withdrawal of troops; it was weary of disputes, and cut the
knot which it could not untie. The cause which had induced the threat to remove the Governor was not set at
rest during his term of office. After he was relieved (Feb.,
1868) he saw the letters written. to the Colonial Office bv
Colonel" Weare's brother, attributing barbarities to the
desire of the colonial government to have no prisoners.
Accusations were contained which had never been made
known to the Governor by the Colonial Office. He promptly
sailed to England to demand the inquiry which he had
you unfortunately come to a different conclusion." Sir George in r. powerful reply, refused to withdraw his despatch, and the Duke of B uckingllll,m.
who succeeded the Earl at the colonial office, did not insist u[lon Loril
Carnarvon's demand. It was not until 1868 that BOrne of thl"
pondence was produced.
.. In return to an Address of the House of Commons, its publi
elicited in 1869.
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vainly asked from the Earl of Carna.rvon in 1867, and
which the Duke of Buckingham declined to grant in 1868.
. He had the sympathy of the colonists. Arrayed against
him were Earl Granville and the traditions of the War
Office. His ministry had joined in his first protest against
the charge of complicity with the killing of the prisoner.
In Aug., 1867, the Legislative Council; in September, the
House of Representatives, earnestly addressed the Queen,
defending Sir George Grey, and praying that the irregular
reception of secret charges might be checked. Their Governor had been maligned. The indictment had revealed the
butchery of a prisoner without trial by order of the General.
The honour of England was stained. The Duke of Cambridge, at all events, would be guided by a sense of right
and a soul of honour. The papers showed that all the facts
had not been laid before him. But Earl Granville, behind
a formal veil of politeness, was as obdurate as his predecessors. He would not re-open a question which, he averred,
had been decided by competent authority. In vain Sir G.
Grey asked the nature of the decision, and the authority by
which it was pronounced. Earl Granville cared little for
the iniquity complained of. It would be forgotten amidst
the pressure of new needs. All eyes in England were intent
on the Irish Church. Not because of the alleged injustice
of its grey existence, but because it was a party questionthe disestablishment of the Church filled the political landscape. The ghost of a Maori could find no room there.
Earl Granville improved on the proverb. If it would be
wise to let a sleeping dog lie, it must be wiser to avoid discussion about a dead Maori, howsoever done to death.
Discussion was objectionable, for a wrong might be winked
at which could not be openly defended. The case must be
strangled. It was unmannerly to bring a slovenly unhandsome corpse betwixt the wind and the Earl's nobility; and
he was a fit functionary to reprove Sir G. Grey for bringing
it there. After supercilious evasions, he declared that he
saw no advantage in prolonging the correspondence. The
most notable feature in the conduct of the Secretaries of
State was that whereas when Sir G. Grey captured Weraroa
new instructions were framed to prevent similar feats,when inquiry was demanded as to the doing to death of a.
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prisoner, it was refused, although it was distinctly laid down
in the Queen's Regulations that, in all cases of court-martial
convictions, sentence of death was to be suspended, until
approved, on Her Majesty's behalf, by the Governor. In
the case reported by Colonel Weare there was not even a..
court-martial.
Lord Carnarvon succeeded in embittering the relations
of the Colonial Office to Sir G. Grey. The Governor left
him, he said (Dec., 1866), "to learn from the newspapers
affairs described by the colonial press as brilliant successes,"
which, if impugned in England as merciless attftcks upon
unoffending persons, the despatches afforded no means of
explaining. Sir G. Grey furnished an explanation. He
was hurt by the imputation; "the mbre so, in my own
case, because I can assure you that your Lordship has
written under an entire mistake, and that I have done
nothing to merit the censure inflicted on me." In July,
1867, the Earl, in the House of Lords, took occasion
to express his "full satisfaction at the explanation," and
apologized, not to the Governor, but to his advisers. "I
admit my error in this instance, and readily express my
regret, because I think now that the words in question were
not unreasonably open to complaint on the part of the
Colonial ministers." In November, 1867, Sir G. Grey,
referring to Lord Carnarvon's speech, wrote (to the Duke
of Buckingham) that if those who were at the head of the
Colonial or War Departments, misled by secret correspondence, required blind acquiescence in breach of law and
regulations, he owed no obedience in such matters, but he
owed a duty to the Queen and empire, and it was right to
withstand those who committed violent acts, or supported
others in them, with a will as strong as their own, not
caring what consequences might fall on himself. The
Colonial Office did not allow this prote t to see tile light
until 1869.
While General Ch ute was marching
main body of the Native contingent W t
ganui district. Some were statiOll{\(
which a garrison (57th
) had h ........-"""'..rw,~
tiations were set on foot.
of terms of peace, and let!
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canoes gaily equipped, responded to the invitation. The
Hau Haus kept faith. After war-dances, speeches, and
feasting, it was resolved that perpetual peace should be
maintained on the Wanganui River, but that the men of
the coast and the men of the mountains should be free to
fight, as they listed, elsewhere. In other districts, many
.chiefs declared allegiance to the Queen. At Lake Taupo,
all war was at an end.
Sir G. Grey (Feb. 1866), in compliance with request of
chiefs, determined to visit the interior. His arrival at
Napier induced the Hau Haus to surrender their flags, and
take the oath of allegiance under the guidance of Te
Hapuku and his brother, who thenceforward discounten.anced Hau Hauism. Wairoa, Turanga, Waiapu, and
Opotiki were tranquil. At Maketu the gallant Arawa waited
to receive the Governor. There also he received a message
from Te Heu Heu, who, with the chief next in rank to himself, was prepared to submit. They were almost the only
.chiefs known to be in arms against the Queen, and in the
.end of March they submitted, and agreed to accompany
the Governor in his progress. At Tauranga there was
trouble. The arrangement made by Sir G. Grey in 1864,
:after the defeat at Te Ranga, was in danger. Unsurrendered rebels protested against it. Those who had agreed
to it seemed discontented. A meeting was held, and the
-Governor's eloquence prevailed. The chiefs thenceforward
assisted in carrying out the arrangements. At Hamilton,
·on the Waikato river, he had an interview with Te Waharoa,
.on the 1st May. Rewi, he learned, was at Hangatiki,
determined to keep aloof. The Governor persuaded Te
Waharoa to visit Wellington to give information on Maori
.affairs. The island was at peace. Hau Hau fanaticism
was not abandoned by all; but one of its founders, Te Ua,
had renounced it as a delusion under which he had fancied
.himself inspired. He himself attended the service of the
Church of England on board of H.M.S. "Eclipse," while
his former proselytes worshipped around the Pai Marire
staff in Maori villages.
Disputes about retention of troops were destined to en. cumber the path of many ministries. The Weld ministry
:survived less than three months after the meeting of the
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General Assembly in July, 1865, at Wellington, which had
become the seat of government. Mr. Stafford was hostile,
but would not risk a division on the Address. To convince
the Maoris of the good intentions of the government, Mr.
Fitzgerald, with the Governor's sanction, published a Maori
newspaper. The peace proclamation of September appeared
in it. Mr. Weld and his colleagues intended to appoint
two or three Maori members of the Legislative Council, but
the project died with the fall of his ministry.
Indemnity bills were passed in 1865 and 1866. Their
nature suggests that their framers knew that lawless acts
had been done. When the bill of 1865, "for indemnifying
persons acting in the suppression of the native insurrection," was sent to England,55 Earl Carnarvon delayed
giving any advice upon it. Another bill was passed in
1866 by the Stafford ministry, which was in power during
General Chute's devastating march. The Duke of Buckingham announced (15th May, 1867), that the bill of 1865
would be allowed, but that of 1866 would be disallowed for
several reasons:
"First, that it was so worded as to indemnify not only civil and
military authorities and persons acting under them, or under the authority
of the government, but all and every other person and persons whosoever
who shall have done or ordered or directed any matter or thing to be done,
&c. Secondly, that owing to the disjunctive form in which the 2nd and 3rd
sections are drawn, the destruction of the property of a person suspected
to be concerned in the insurrection would be covered by the indemnity
given by the Act, e\'en though such destruction may have been wanton
and reckless, and not inflicted or ordered in or about the suppressing or
quelling of the insurrection. Thus, if a private individual acting under no
authority has wantonly or recklessly destroyed or ordered the destruction
of the property of those whom he may have chosen to suspect . . . he
would be protected under the terms of this Act, though such destruction
in no way directly or indirectly tended to quell the insurrection, and
though the person whose property was destroyed should have proved that
he was in no way directly or indirectly concerned in it. In my opinion the
Act should have been limited in its phraseology to an indemnity for acts
ordered or approvecl by 80me l'espol1l'lible military or civil authority; and I
may olJsel've that ill this respect the A L of 1860 is far will r in its terms
than t he Act of 1865."

If the Governor's adviser
done with the view and i"(lr
II> MI'. StoJford drew up a nUll
Briefly, but 8ignili.!.lnl.ly. It ~ 1
threatened agnin.'iL
the Indemnity _o\CI
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rection, or would pass a measure similar to that of 1865,.
the Duke would advise that Her Majesty should not
exercise her power of disallowance. There was little
prospect that the Maoris would seek redress in any colonia.l
court; and the ministry, unable to obtain the indemnit~
they desired, accepted that which the Queen would allow.
There was a war of deepatches meantime about the
retention of troops. Mr. Cardwell announced the resolution of the government as to their withdrawal, and cited
the resolutions of the General Assembly on the assumption
of office by Mr. Weld. The colonial government complained that the inactivity of the General delayed the
departure of the five regiments for whose removal orders
had been received. The General imputed obstruction to
the local government and the Governor. To follow the
dispute through all its ramifications would fill volumes.
The General and the government disagreed as to the posts
where troops ought to be retained, and disagreement
impeded obedience to orders from England. In April,
1865, the Governor a.nd his ministers urged the withdrawal
of a.ll Imperial land forces. In May, the General suggested
withdrawal of regiments in a manner to which the Governor.
with concurrence of his ministers, objected. The House or
Representatives while Mr. Stafford was in office (28th Oct .•
1865), resolved:
.. That this House, without reference to the general policy of retaining
the Imperial troops in the colony, and without admitting any pecuniary
liability to the mother country on that account, desires .to record its
opinion that under the circumstances stated by his Excellency in the
printed papers laid before the House, and especially having reference to
the long inaction of the Imperial troops in the immediate neighbourhood
of the Weraroa pah prior to its capture, his Excellency exercised a sound
discretion in the course he adopted in protesting against the proposed
removal of a certain number of the troops in May last, on the occasion
when they were proposed to be removed by the General"

The history of the time may be read between the lines of
this resolution-moved by Mr. Stafford in the first instance.
but amended by Mr. Sewell (a late colleague of Mr. Weld).
who added the justificatory reference to the inaction before
Wera.roa. Swelling with independence, yet staggering
under financial distress; resenting the imputation that
'" Act No. 39; 10th Oct., 1867.
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they craved military.aid to enable them to confiscate Maori
lands, and yet loth to part with the soldiers; shuddering at
the atrocities of the Hau Haus, and wondering that their
countrymen in England did not make it an Imperial duty tostamp them out-instead of haggling over payment for'
each man, and keeping a debtor and creditor account of a.ll
stores consumed-the colonists of 1865 needed pity, and
would have deserved sympathy if the crime at Waitara, the·
origin of their woes, had not beeu their own act and deed,
set in motion indeed by a ministry, but adopted by the
General Assembly.
A matter which Lord de Grey rated as one of profit and loss
roused indignation. Major Heaphy, of the Auckla.nd militia,
was recommended as worthy of distinction. General Cameron
and Colonel Havelock had in 1864 been loud in his praise;
the former hoping that the Victoria Cross might be awarded
to him. Not content with deciding that the Royal Warrant
limited the distinction to officers of the regular forces,
Lord de Grey, as if studious to oifend, added that the
Queen's troops had no chance of receiving that substantial
reward in land or otherwise which was open to servants of
the colonial government. Mr. Weld retorted that the
devotion of a colonist was as honourable as that of others,
and that when debarred from distinction which only his
Queen could confer his Bense of pain was unnecessarily
embittered when terms were used which indirectly charged
him with sordid motives. At a later date (Jan., 1867) a
Royal Warrant ordained that the Victoria Cross should be
receivable by colonists or others .serving with the regular'
forces, and Major Heaphy received his reward.
The Aborigines' Protection Society urged Mr. Cardwell,.
in May, 1865, to despatch Commissioners" to investigate
all questions connected with native policy." From Hauraki
(the Thames) and from Horotiu (Waikato), Maori letters
had reached the society-urging cessation from war a.nd
abstinence from confiscation. " Hearken! All the Maoris
are agreed on these two points; for the blood of the
Europeans is shed in his money, but as to the blood of the
Maori it is shed on his own land." Mr. Cardwell declined
to intervene, but the letters were published in the colony
with his despatch to the Governor. The petitions had
Vol. tt.
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: been translated by Mr. C. O. Davis. Those who desired
to trample on the Maoris endeavoured to wreak their
vengeance on him. They caused him to be prosecuted in
1865 for publishing a" seditious Maori pamphlet," and for
libelling the loyal Arawa. The trial lasted several days.
Bishop Selwyn was called as a witness to testify to the
probable effect on the Maori mind of the published libel.
Maori witnesses were also examined. Mr. Davis was
acquitted. A simila.r subject cropped up in the English
press at the same time. Mr. Fox, who was writing a book
about the war,57 challenged the Secretary of the Aborigines'
Protection Society to produce an address to the Maoris
,which the society had sent to the colony. Mr. F. W.
Chesson published it with a letter to the "Times," in
: which he said: "A politician like Mr. Fox-who after
vehemently denouncing the Taranaki war in opposition
became the fierce supporter of an equally iniquitous war
when he crept into office, and who, after filling a blue-book
with his miserable wranglings with the Governor and
seeking to initiate a general policy of confiscation which
would have added tenfold to the horrors of the struggle,
, was compelled to give way to a better man-is not exactly
the kind of person who can afford to make charges or to ,
·cast imputations upon even the Aborigines' Protection
Society." The address in question besought the Maoris to
be counselled by Sir W. Martin, Bishop Selwyn, Hadfield,
and others. To this, perhaps, no objection would have
been made if it had not been known that in the teeth of
their denunciations of its injustice Governor Browne, his
advisers, and the Duke of Newcastle, had plunged into the
Waitara war. But there were other passages which various
English newspapers attacked. "The Times" said-" It is
a monstrous piece of extravagance to say not only that
these savages have an indefeasible title to all the soil of
New Zealand, but that they ought to be maintained in' possession of it for ever, to the obstruction of all colonization.
Such a proposition needs no contradiction." The" Wellington Independent" declared (Nov. 1865)-"England benevolently tells us through despatches, by the voice of ParlmI' "
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ment, and in the columns of the 'Times,' that we may
exterminate the natives as soon as we please."
The Maoris were not forgotten in the New Zealand
Assembly. A Native Rights Bill was passed to remove
doubts as to their position as British subjects. The Native
Lands Act of 1862 will be remembered as having been
passed by the Domett ministry in a different form from
that desired by Sir G. Grey. The proceedings of the Land
COUl't, in ascertaining titles, required confirmation by the
Governor; and in 1862 the Duke of Newcastle, professing
confidence in the Governor, sanctioned the Act, which was
only to come into operation in districts proclaimed by him.
By the Native Rights Act of 1865 the ancient custom and
usage of the Maori people with regard to title or interest in
land was preserved, and the Supreme Court was bound to
refer questions of Maori title to be tried in the Native
Lands Court. One great work of the session was the
creation of the court over which Mr. Weld had asked Mr.
Fenton to preside. The Native Lands Act in 1865
amended and consolidated the laws relating to lands where
Maori proprietary rights remained. There were to be a
Chief Judge, other Judges, and Native Assessors. Like the
Act of 1862, it recognized the right of natives to sell direct
to Europeans, and thereby departed from the treaty of
Waitangi. The shattered Maori rights were to be readjusted, not completely but partially. Certain powers of
co-operation with the Native Land Courts were reserved for
the Governor, the juries were to be composed of Maoris or
settlers, and the Supreme Court was bound to receive as
authoritative the decision of the Land Court. The Judges
were to hold office during good behaviour and not at
pleasUl'e of the Governor-in-Council. Mr. Mantell must be
mentioned as having taken an honourable part in the
preparation of this Act, which when he retired was ably
conducted through the House hy Mr. Fitzgerald. To Mr.
Weld also is due the tribute that under his miDi r the
Bill was prepared by Mr. Fenton, whom Mr. Wel<
for the critical post of Chief Judge. In introdu
meaSUl'es relating to Maoris (on 18th Auv-\ t.
were the Native Rights Bill and the Ne Fitzgerald said-" We have heard hr
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the nations of Christendom went out to fight the heathen
with the sword in one hand and the cross in the other j
and may we not gather from that old story a symbol and
illustration of the true mode of governing men in all ages
-the sword to suppress crime, and the cross to point out
an object to enlisi the nobler sympathies of a man's
nature?
.
" And if I shall be told, that in the language I have been
in the habit of using, I have forgotten that the sword is an
element in human government, I reply that if I have
seemed to do so it has been because in our dealings
with the native race, and in the popular opinions expressed
throughout the colony, I have seemed to see only the sword
gleaming in the air, whilst the cross was tmmpled in the
dust."
Mr. Weld himself introduced a Native Commission Bill
to enable the government "to ascertaip. the views of the
natives" (an object which might more easily have been
attained before" the rape of the Waitara"). In moving the
second reading, alluding to the exploits of Mokena Kohere,
Mr. Weld lauded the gallaritry of Mokena Kohere, of the
Arawas, and of the men of Wanganui :-" For bravery and
diplomacy they were' the equals of Europeans." To the
Native Lands Act Mr. Fenton (the Chief Judge), the Pakeha.
Maori (Mr. Maning, who was appointed Judge), and many
others, ascribed an advance towards confidence and contentment on the part of the Maori race as gratifying to
their friends as it was surprising to their enemies. It was·
the fruit of much care. The Native Minister and the
Attorney-General (Sewell) had wisely taken counsel with
Sir William Martin before introducing it. When, at the
close of the session, Mr. A. H. Russell became Native
Minister under Mr. Stafford, Sir W. Martin put forward his
views in a manner which excited the admiration but did
not evoke the help of Mr. Cardwell. War should be terminated on terms of cession, not seizure, of lands. Until
there were Maori representatives no bilI' affecting Maoris
should be brought forward before a draft had been cit·culated in every district which had accepted English rule,
aud time had been given for petitioning. No Act affecting
Maori land tenure should be brought into operation until
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the Royal Assent had been obtained and notified in the',
colony. The Public Works Lands Act and Outlying)
Districts Act should not be brought into operation. The
latter might be tyrannically abused. When a supposed
criminal had not been surrendered, lands could be seized.,
"Could this appear to the natives anything but a device foj',
getting land?" Under the former, land could be taken for
public purposes without compliance with the equitable provisions which in England were a security against wrong.
Mr. Russell" regretted much to find his views opposed to
some of those of so good and able a man 'as Sir W. Martin;"
Sir G. Grey lauded the humanity of public men in dealing
with Maori rights; Mr. Cardwell declined to assume the
responsibility of desiring that all Acts affecting the natives
should be reserved for the Queen's pleasure, and Sir
William Martin's paper was entombed in Blue Books.
While Mr. Cardwell was in Downing-street, there might be
hope of justice. In October, 1865, he had written that native
affairs were "not placed in the hands of the local government in any other sense than that in which the affairs of
the settlers themselves are so placed, and that in cases
touching the honour or interests of the Crown, the adherence to treaties entered into by Her Majesty, and other
matters of an analogous kind, the Royal power of disallowing Acts is no more abandoned in the one case than the
other." But who could guarantee Mr. Cardwell's continuance in office? He had succeeded a Newcastle, and might
give way to a Buckingham or a Granville. The New
Zealand Settlements Act was again dealt with. Amended
in 1864, it still displeased Mr. Cardwell, who, though he
abstained from causing inconvenience by immediate disallowance, and trusted to the Governor's discretion in'
administration, considered the Act of 1864 unsatisfactory,
and held the power of disallowance in case of need. He
desired that the compensation to be given to dispossessed
natives ,should depend on judicial decisions, and be independent of the concurrence of political advisers "reflecting the
popular opinion' of the moment." The renewal of 1865
made the Act perpetual, but fixed the Srd Dec., 1867, as the
time when the power of the Governor to proclaim districts,
and reserve for settlement lands forfeited for insurrection,
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should cease. The Native Lands Act was hailed by Mr.
Cardwell with pleasure. The Outlying Districts Act and
the Amended Settlements Act were not disallowed at once;
but as they were capable of abuse, the power of disallowance
was held available. On the general tendency of the legislation on 'Maori interests, Mr. Cardwell warmly congratulated
the colony•
. Early in the session (9th Aug.), Mr. Graham presented
a petition from Waharoa, praying that a Commissioner
might be appointed to investigate the cause of the war.
Waharoa's words were heard.
"Mr. Fox and his friends have written to Queen Victoria words
damaging to my reputation, hence my desire that the whole matter may
be seen into, so that it may be found who is right, and who it is that is
wrong. Let it be for the la.w to determine. I agree that some Englishman be appointed as arbitrator·-that is to II&Y, if he is an Englishman of
aQOd principles, single-hearted, God-fearing, and fearful of doing wrong.
rconsent to point out an arbitrator." He would name Sir George Arney,
the English Chief Justice. He would a.bide by the arbitration of anyone
chosen by the Queen. He recited his efforts for peace. "Did the law
protect Te Rangitake and Waitara.? Did a law protect us, our lands and
property, at that time? Were the Europeans whom the Governor Bent to
this island-Europeans who drink spirits, curse, speak evilly, who make
light of those in authority,-were these a law? Then did I say-Let me
set up my king, for we do not approve of the law. But now, 0 friends,
the law of the Queen is the law to protect my king and the whole people
also. • • ."

Sixteen members voted against the reception of a. letter
called a petition written by Te Waharoa, in April, before his
submission. In it he denounced the conduct of the war.
e< Look also,-Maoris
have been burnt alive in their
dwelling-houses."58 From a Maori point of view, he argued
that the war in Waikato was unjust. There was personal
respect for him, and something had been gained by the
cessation of violence. Amongst other proofs of confidence,
returns were laid before the Assembly, showing that the
number of grants from the Crown to Maoris was rapidly
increasing. More than a hundred were in course of preparation at Canterbury alone. It was but a beginning;
nevertheless, with kindness on the part of the government,
much might flow from it.
A complicated dispute about land at Manawatu was vainly
thought settled to the satisfaction of the natives. The
.. At Rangiaohia.

See above p. 283.
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Ngatiraukawa and Rangitane tribes on one side, "the
Ngatia.pa on the other, had almost been at war. Dr.
Featherston interposed, and battle was averted in 1865, but
the dispute was to cause future trouble. On the 9th August,
Mr. Fitzgerald presented a petition from natives at Otaki. They hailed a suggestion made to them by him, and asked
that Maoris might sit in the General Assembly. Subsequently the same tribe petitioned that the 'Maoris might
elect representatives to sit on the Commission to be
appointed under the Native Commission Act. 'Mr. G.
Graham vainly strove to confer the elective franchise on
'Maoris. Mr. Fitzgerald had at the time a notice on the
table to provide for special Maori government in the
northern districts, but the House was satisfied with neither
proposal. Mr. Vogel became the mouthpiece of malcontents,
and moved (12th Sept.), that the House had no confidence
in the Native Minister (who was thus attracting the goodwill
of Maoris), but the motion was negatived without a division.
After the retirement of the Weld ministry, in October,
another proposal by 'Mr. Vogel was brought forward. Each
province was to preserve order, subdue its own Maoris, and
" enjoy the proceeds of the confiscated lands" it might take
from the natives. After discussion this premium upon
pillage was withdrawn.
When (2nd Sept.) the proclamation of peace was issued,
Mr. Colenso carried (27th Sept.) a motion condemning
omissions from the list of the unpardoned; but on the
following day the resolution was rescinded on the motion of
Mr. Weld. The Prince's-street reserve at Dunedin was the
occasion of his losing friends. He had advocated justice.
He was warned that he would lose supporters, and he lost
them. When Mr. Fitzgerald tried to introduce a bill to
authorize suitable government in Maori provinces in the
Northern Island, the question was shelved for six months,
and the government was evidently failing in strength. Fox
had resigned his seat in May, declaring that it was useless
to strive to do good while Sir G. Grey was Governor. But
though freed from the opposition of Fox, the ministry was
unsafe. Stafford was on the watch to overthrow it. Mr.
Vogel, in September, on a motion adverse to the financial
policy, had found supporters.in objecting to fresh ta.xation
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until a new Par1ia.ment could be convened. He said in a
pamphlet, that New ZeaJa.nd "traded on its weakness in
a.sking England for help." The" Wellington Independent"
caJled his statement "a slander worthy of its author."
The propositions of the Trea.surer, Mr. Fitzherbert, involved
an expenditure of more than £1,500,000. Increase of
Customs duties and imposition of Stamp duties were asked
for. It was proposed to repeal the Surplus Revenue Act of
1858, under which sums were disbursed to the provinces,
and to give aid, if at a.ll, by annual votes. Each province
enjoyed by law the whole ofits territorial revenue. But to
encroach on provincial privileges was dangerous, and
murmurs loud and deep abounded among members. It
was resolved to fight to the. last against the encroachment.
The strife culminated in October. The Surplus Revenue
Repeal Bill awaited a second reading. The Stamp duties
resolutions had (27th Sept.) been carried by a bare
majority in a House of 42 members. . The government
referred them back (10th Oct.) to the Committee of Ways
and Means, but only succeeded in doing so by the aid of
the Speaker's casting-vote, in a House of 40 members.
Provincial jealousy diminished the scanty adherents of
Mr. Weld still more when (11th Oct.), on a motion by
Mr. Vogel, "that in the distribution of the provincia.l
revenue the Stamp duties be :placed on the same footing as
the Customs duties" (of which three-eighths fell to the
share of the provinces), the Treasurer had only 16 supporters. Though the Speaker, on constitutional grounds,
gave a casting-vote against a resolution which, without a
recommendation from the Crown, appropriated revenue by
anticipation, Mr. Weld accepted the result as a practical
defeat. He had declared that the question was vital, and
the division indicated an absence of "that hearty support
which would alone justify" ministers in adhering to responsibility in a critica.l state of affairs, and which would guarantee
success in their" policy of self-reliance and self-defence."
To the Governor he expressed their "deep sense of the
cordial co-opera.tion always afforded them during their
term of office." In the name of the provinces, which he
was afterwards to be the chief means of destroying, Mr.
Vogel extinguished Mr. Weld. But as yet he was pulling
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-chestnuts out of the fire for others. Stafford carried off the
spoils. Mr. Weld's friends vainly entreated him to remain
in office. Public meetings were held, and there was
general discontent at the prospect of a Stafford administration. Some to whom he applied for assistance declined to
serve with him, and he was fain to patch up a ministry in
which he held three offices, while Messrs. Haultain, A. H.
Russell, and J. Paterson held the remainder. The representatives deemed themselves entrapped into sanctioning
.an administration controlled by Mr. Stafford.
Mr. Weld, though in ill-health, addressed the electors at
·Christchurch. The Town Hall was crowded to excess. It
was resolved that he was the most fit person to represent
Christchurch. He accepted ·the invitation, and wrote a
farewell address to his constituents at Cheviot. But in
.January his medical advisers forbade a continuance in
public life; and hoping that his "errors of judgment or
temper might be forgiven," and fervently thanking his
friends, to whom he confidently left the trust of his political
honour, and the triumph of his principles, he passed from
the parliamentary arena of New Zealand. His policy
·elicited compliments from the London" Times" and from
public men. Mr. Cardwell (Dec., 1865) speciallyimpressed
upon Sir G. Grey that the Home government having
.accepted that policy as embodied in the New Zealand
resolutions of Dec., 1864, intended to adhere to it. When
his despatch was published, the" Canterbury Press" (25th
April) declared that the deserted Mr. Weld was stronger
than his treacherous supporters-" he is driven from office
but carries his policy. Mr. Stafford holds office but abandons his policy; all that he opposed is carried; all that he
proposed is abandoned." Mr. Fitzgerald also disappeared
from New Zealand Cabinets. A letter from him to Sir C.
Adderley69 may properly be cited :.. I venture to think that during the two months I held office the colony
has asserted some of the most important principles which lay down fixed
bases for the guidance of our future policy. A bill for enabling the
Governor to appoint a Commission of Natives and Europeans to inquire
how the natives may best be represented in the General .Assembly shows
how widely the feeling of the colony has changed since 1862, when, amid
genera11a.ughter, I first proposed the adoption of this principle.' A bill of
.. London "Times," 20th Dec., 1865.
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still greater importance has declared that all Maoris are British subjects.
entitled to all the privileges and protection of British law; and as a great
practical result, it enables a Maori to bring an action into the Supreme
Court in respect to native landll. The monstrous doctrine that the Maoris
were compelled to obey the law, and could be tried and executed by our
courts for crime, while at the BBme time we refused them the 808Bistance of
our courts to defend their property, is now, thank God, for ever"' expunl[ed from the jurisprudence of thiS colony. We have, then, constructed
an elaborate machinery' for trying cases of native title to land by a Native
Lands Court, and enabled tlie Supreme Court to use this machinerr by
sending down cases to it for trial. • • • These are measures which I
am very glad to have had BOme share in during the ahort time I have been
in office, and which, if faithfully carried into action, will, I believe, change
the whole features of the Maori question."

Men who carried such measures had a right to exult in
the change. The student of history must remember that
Sir William Martin, who was consulted in their preparation,
pleaded vainly for some such measures in the past. Mr.
Fitzgerald did not retire from the political arena. He
stood for Christchurch, and vigorously assailed Mr.
Stafford's ministry. He spoke of the Waitara war. He
had never differed from Mr. Weld except on that question.
He had "distinctly one view, and I took distinctly the other.
I devoted myself with no ordinary amount of labour to·
master that great question; for I saw that it was the great
question of New Zealand. • • • I read and studied
every paper. • • and I came to the conclusion •
the more honest that it involved a separation from those
whose opinions I valued more than those of any men in the
colony . . • that the Waitara purchase was a bad one;.
Imd secondly, that even if it were a good purchase it was
one for which it was extremely unwise to plunge the colony
into war."61 The meeting resolved unanimously to send
"the first orator of New Zealand" to the Assembly.
Mr. Stafford's course was troublous when he took office~
Rumours were rife that he had obtained a promise of a
dissolution, whether supplies 'Were granted or not. Questions were asked, and Stafford replied that "No proposal
• Mr. Fitzgerald can hardly be blamed for not foreseeing the wrongs..
done by the New Zealand government in 1881·2.
•, Mr. Fitzgerald said: (Had our Native Landa Acts been) "law during
the Waitara purchase-if Te Rangitake could have gone to the Supreme
Court to try his case, there would have been no need of war. We should
have BBved millions of money." (The meeting cheered him.) But thelives !
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was ever made by Mr. Stafford to his Excellency to dissolve
the Parliament before the supplies were asked for." There~
upon a statement from Mr. Pharazyn was produced,
declaring that after he had positively refused to accept
office, Mr. Stafford said, "he wished it to be generally
known that under no circumstances could the House turn
him out, as in the event of a refusal to grant supplies, he
had the power of dissolving without this having been done,
and was determined to use it and appeal to the country.
He did not wish to use this as a threat, and it would be
highly improper to make the statement in the House, but
he wished Mr. Pharazyn to make his determination known,
in order to prevent factious opposition." The statement
was entered in the Journals, and communicated to the
Governor, as materially affecting "the principles upon
which the government of the colony is established." Indig~
nation was fruitless. Unprepared for consequences, the
members who deserted Mr. Weld in haste were compelled to
repent at leisure, and Mr. Stafford was master of the situa~
tion when the Assembly was prorogued on the 30th Oct.
Separation of the islands into two colonies had been
seriously discussed. In the Council it was resolved (in
September while the Weld ministry was in office) without a
division, that the "colony should remain one and unundivided." In the other House Mr. T. Russell (a member
of the Whitaker-Fox ministry in 1863) moved that existing
liabilities should be equitably adjusted, and Cook's Strait be
made a boundary between two separate colonies. Mr.
Weld, Mr. Fitzherbert, and others opposed, and after
repeated adjournments, the motion was rejected by 31 votes
against 17. There was feeling out of doors on the subject.
From Auckland a petition to the Queen, signed by nearly
all the European settlers, had prayed that a separate colony
might be created there. The Weld ministry opposed the
project, and sent a counter petition from awke' Buy.
where the inhabitants unanimously di1fered
h ir
Auckland brethren. The north was ill-pI
results of the session of 1865. The Pl'Ovin
tested against the new E lectoral t,
to the south. Auckland prn. 'e(l Ibe subject to southern legisla .
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were .. practically not liable to military service," not
exposed to danger, and being" ignorant of native affairs,"
might a.ftlict the north with war. Mr. Whitaker, electe(l
Superintendent of the province in 1866, sent a special
petition to the Queen at a later date, but Mr. Stafford was
8.S hostile as his predecessor, and Mr. Cardwell held out no
hope to the 'Provincial Council. Auckland was like a lamb
remitted to question with the wolf. No folly is more
conspicuous than his who thinks that power over other
men's fortunes will willingly be resigned.. Yet men continually hug the belief that they can hoodwink crowds, and
seduce them into acts which would be like loosening the
fangs of a wild beast. The north was powerless. But the
south was only entering upon the heritage which numbers
gave it. It complained that it was dragged behind the car
of Auckland necessities. In an elaborate address to his
Dunedin constituents in 1866, Major Richardson (Mr.
Weld's recent colleague) declared: .. The fact is that the
south has been bound over hand and foot to colonize Auckland." The expectant south had not long to wait.
The Hokitika goldfields had been discovered early in
1865. The sceptre was passing into the hands of the goldseeking adventurers, who had flocked from Australia. to the
Middle Island; and already one of them was scenting his
prey, although Mr. Stafford had not included him amongst
his colleagues in 1865.61 There was a .. Northern Association of New Zealand" committee in London which strove
to strengthen the hands of the Auckland secessionists; but
Mr. Cardwell gave them no heed except by reb~king their
vehemence. Mr. Stafford had not allowed the session to
close without laying down principles to control the Auckland
territory. As adopted finally they asserted that, subject to
81 Mr. Vogel, in Dec., 1865, proposed a characteristic plan for dealing
with" the magnificent land acquired from the na.tives;" viz., to submit to
a lottery a million of acres, valued at £2 an acre. There were to be 6121
lots, va.rying from one of 100,000 acres to 4200 of 50 acres. The profits of
the rafIle were to be expended On immigration, and 18,870 steerage and 170
cabin passengers were expected. •• Winners of land not using their
privileges" within a time to be stated were to forfeit them. Though the
plan reeked of an atmosphere to be found between Shoreditch and White·
chapel, the immigrants were to be moral, the" settlements model," and nO:
difficulties were anticipated with Ma.oris.
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conditions, the confiscated lands of the province should be
transferred to the provincial administration for purposes of
colonization. The government retained control in settling
the loyal natives, and those who might .. desire to accept
the Queen's authority and take grants from the Crown."
The province was to be liable for all sums expended for its
advanta.ge under the New Zealand Settlements Act. After
discharging such liabilities. the province was to pay to the
general government, out of the proceeds of confiscated lands p
2s. 6d. per acre, and was to provide all compensation
awarded to natives (by the Compensation Court) under the
Settlements Act, or required to compensate Auckland
settlers for losses in the war. Further, the province was.
after recouping the sums spent by the government on
military colonization and Waikato immigration, to" engage
to spend" the whole of the receipts "from confiscated lands
in colonizing and otherwise for the ge~eral advantage of the
confiscated districts." Auckland did not accept these terms
without negotiation. In January, Mr. Whitaker extracted
from Stafford a promise to invite the General Assembly to
raise £250,000 as a loan to enable the province to undertake the cost of colonizing the confiscated lands, and the
Provincial Council, on the recommendation of Whitaker
(Feb., 1866), concurred with the proposed terms.
The Upper House had (25th Oct., 1865). in spite of
ministerial opposition, remonstrated against the retention of
Imperial troops at the rate of pay (£40 per man) required.
A colonial force would be more effective, and Great Britain
would be relieved from useless expenditure. Mr. Stafford
was unwilling to attach importance to the remonstrance.
He assumed a \Tirtue in not having, by new creations,
swamped the majority in the Council. A Representative
Bill had been passed, a new Parliament was to be assembled, and he submitted to the Governor that all the
arrangements which he found in operation on accepting
office ought to remain undisturbed. He declared that the
colony was as incapable of raising the force' contemplated
by Mr. Weld as it was of paying the "£40 a head demanded
in respect of the Imperial troops," and his declaration was
transmitted to England to intimate that the colonial contribution would be made a matter of dispute. The work of the
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troops was done. They had conquered the Maoris, and
could be dispensed with. The" Wellington Independent"
(18th Nov., 1865) said :-" Mr. Stafford's policy is to back
up the Governor in keeping the Imperial troops as long as
possible, and ultimately to refuse to pay for their services."
When Mr. Stafford took office the return of one regiment
had been arranged, and four others were sent away at
intervals in 1866. Despatches from England complained
of the delay. Early in 1866 the current of thought in New
Zealand concerned itself chiefly with correspondence about
the withdrawal of troops and financial affairs. War was
virtually at an end, but the resources of the colony were
drained. The withdrawal of the troops would diminish the
private gains which accompany the supply of provisions
and stores. The quarrel between the Governor and the
General still furnished occupation for talkers, and :filled
reams of despatches.. Till the new Parliament assembled
in June, 1866, all minds were intent mainly on these topics.
In January, Mr. Stafford elaborately described the state of
ihe colony. The ordinary revenue from all sources was
.£738,000.68 The estimated expenditure was £1,121,000
for the year. Native wars were responsible for .£3,396,000.
The balance due to the Imperial Government was estimated
at £503,000. The sums due for advances from the commissariat chest were large, and there was a dispute as to
the amount. There were counterclaims for advances from
the Colonial Treasury for Imperial purposes. On the
suggestion of the Treasury, Mr. Cardwell advised that an
officer should be appointed in the colony to examine the
accounts with the Commissary-General, Mr. Jones. To the
assumption that the £500,000 in colonial debentures could
be handed at par to the Imperial Treasury, Mr. Cardwell
would not agree. The debentures were in the ,market "at
a discount of nearly 20 per cent." When Mr. Cardwell
(Nov., 1865) received the peace proclamation of September,
and the financial statement of Mr. Fitzherbert indicating
that the capitation charge of £40 for each soldier would
not be proposed to the Assembly, it was at once ordered
that the troops in the colony should be reduced to three
a Only BUms exceeding £1000 are included in these figures.
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battalions of infantry and one battery of artillery, and
they were only to remain on request of the colonial
ministry and provision for the local capitation charge.
They were not to be employed in protecting land taken from
rebels, nor to be left in distant and isolated posts. The
correspondence respecting the Weraroa pah and General
Cameron exacerbated the instructions on the removal of
'troops; and when in the end of 1866 the EMI of Carnarvon
endeavoured to intimidate the Governor, the confusion
became worse confounded.
Among the matters for which Mr. Weld's government took
credit in the session of 1864 and 1865, was the arrangement
of terms for conveyance of mails by Panama. Jealousy has
sometimes beset the Australian colonies on this subject.
.Instead of determining that mails from Europe shall be
brought by that which is, on the whole, the most regular
&I1d economical conveyance, they have vexed themselves
and authorities in England by struggling to fix the terminus
at their own doors. For New Zealand there was some
excuse, as her easterly position made it probable that
letters carried through America from England would arrive
more speedily than by way of Suez. Mr. Weld incurred
disfavour at Auckland by fixing the port of call at Wellington, but he gained approval at Otago which was brought
closer to the coveted privilege.
Early in 1866 writs for a general election were issued by
the Governor. Notable names reappeared among the threescore-and-ten members, on the 80th June. Sir David
Monro, member for Cheviot, again became Speaker. The
questions of war and finance pervaded the Governor's
speech. Disturbance was almost at an end. Some of the
ringleaders captured had been "temporarily removed, in
1866, to the Chatham Islands," and "hope of return was
held out to them as soon as the suppression of the rebellion
and their own good conduct might seem to justify the
government in restoring them to their homes." 64 The
It Speech of Native Minister (A. H. R1l8IIe11) in Legislative Council, 26th
July, 1866. Colonel R1l8IIell in the same speech declared that he desired
to call to the Legislative Council three "leading chiefs," and to pa88 a
bill "granting to the Maoris six representatives in the other House;" but
in August he ceased to be a member of the Stafford ministry.
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troops were in course of removaJ, and there were districts
for which the Assembly would have to provide a force to
maintain authority. The tariff was to be revised, and
stamp duties-the test which had been fataJ to Mr. Weld
-were to be imposed. New members had been appointed
in the Legislative Council, which was thereby enlarged tothirty-five members. With few amendments in the Council,
and none in the Lower House, the friends of the ministry
carried addresses in reply to the Governor's speech, and
Mr. Stafford was firmly seated if not entirely trusted. His
manreuvres in 1865, and his assumption of virtue in not
having overborne, by new creations, the majority in the
Council, were not forgotten. Colonel Whitmore carried a.
resolution that the number of members in the Council
ought not to exceed thirty-eight, with a proviso that once~
nevertheless, during a session two· additionaJ members
might be appointed to represent a government. Subsequent
vacancies by death or otherwise were not to be fi.lled up,
except to maintain the normal number. A bill was passed
and sent to the other House, where it was strangled in
committee. A ludicrous proposition was made by Mr.
Vogel, viz., that after repeated disagreement about a mea.sure, the Governor might summon to the Council the
representatives, who were to be competent to pass the
disputed measure-but to be otherwise powerless when
seated amongst their victims.
It may be assumed as a fact, recurring with almost the
regularity of physicaJ laws, that inferior minds in one house
will view with disfavour whatever tends to strengthen the
position of the other. As the power of the purse itself
gives predominance, and as it is, in all imitations of the
British Parliament, pla.ced chiefly in the hands of the House
which most largely· represents ignorance, it follows, almost
a.s night the day, that the power will be sought to be abused,
if not converted into tyranny. In quiet times the salutary
influence of a Governor may secure serious consideration in
appointing senators for life. When pressure comes he
cannot, without locking the wheels of the state chariot,
bring influence to bear. It is better without doubt to
lock the wheels than to aJlow the chariot to fall over a.
precipice.
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There was warrant for Colonel Whitmore's caution.
Already Sir John Young (afterwards Lord Lisgar) had, in
1861, consented to overbear the Legislative Council in
Sydney by a wholesale creation of members. Circumsta.nces
over which neither he nor his ministers had control
thwarted his disorderly procedure, but the act attempted in
New South Wales had been bruited in New Zealand, and it
was natural that securities should be demanded against
similar violence. That they could not, even in placid times
of legislation, be obtained, furnished a warning to all who
are inclined in weak moments to subject themselves to th~
possible tyranny of others.
Mr. Stafford was not confronted by serious opposition ill
the Council; but (15th Aug.) the Representatives, by 47
votes against 14, resolved (on the motion of Mr. Moorhouse,
member for Westland) that his ministry did not posseslJ
their confidence. He was less sensitive than his predecessor,
and being again entrusted with the task of forming a
ministry, resorted to the device of securing Mr. Fitzherbert
as Treasurer (24th Aug., 1866). Nor was Mr. W~ld's
Treasurer the only one of Mr. Weld's colleagues who enlisted
under Stafford. Major J. L. C. Richardson and Mr. J. C.
Richmond accompanied him in his return to the mixed
ministry which Mr. Stafford thus created. A former
colleague of Mr. Weld was still discontented with the
guidance of Mr. Stafford. Mr. Fitzgerald moved resolutions
(24th Sept.) which, while reaffirming the resolutions of
Dec., 1864, on the duty of the colony as to internal defence,
declared that the whole of the military should be under the
control of the civil government, and that its duties ought
not to be measured by the amount of military force which
the Home government might choose to maintain in the
colony. Mr. Stafford having added words to the effect that
the House was prepared " to provide sufficient means for
defence" (suggesting at the same time that it "would be
better to shelve the resolutions altogether") ,the resolutions
were shelved by SO votes against 21, the government voting
in the minority, while Mr. Whitaker, Dr. Featherston, and
Mr. Crosbie Ward were in the majority.
It was no Pharaoh who had bound the colonists to their
work; but it was not easier because self-imposed. They
VoLU.
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, ........ lIuudd to make bricks without straw. and were
..I I.h,tir task.
Thos it 11'88 that they coold not BpBk
...... :l~•• ~\\\ ,'I' ~r. ~'itzgerald's_ resolution. Similar\!. when
" htNtl..'l, ","'htlf 1D the ses&lOn. proposed resolutions for
l'i.tt",,,lt,II,,,*, tbtl government of Auekland, the BepresentflliwlII ""lit iuto committee upon them. and went out
."~I\in ,,~,·tltliu~ upon nothing. After. a week of futile
~liJlt'lI"'JII"11I thtl Speaker J'88lIIIl6Cl the chair.
1'\\,,\ n""l1ciILl statements were made within one month.
Mr. J,\l\itl. who had become Treasurer in lune. made a
",t"",,''''lIt on the 8th August. Mr. Fitzherbert, baTing
''{' '~JIIJII""Itl(l the control of the Treasury, made (5th Sept.)
.,jJII IlII...ncial statement. Some reduction of expendimre
"."" 11I'1I1'()MOO, and the maintenance of armed constabo1ary
,."•. 1,,11' thllon a rudimentary army was deelared to be the
l"\lh.y (It the reconstructed government. Mr. Fitzherbert
.1hllillt propose to deal in 1866 with his former stumblingtlhlllk -the Surplus Revenue Act-but hinted that in a
t\ltllt'tI Hellsion the partnership in revenue between the
MIIU..,I, ...l and provincial governments woold require to be
(lt1I~lt with. The provincial share (three-eighths) of the
(llilitmuH revenue was estimated at £318,750. A Stamp
! hliieH Bill was passed; and was expected to produce £50,000
... ~tllU'.
'file con1iscated lands were made a subject of inquiry on
th" motion of Colonel Haultain, the Minister for Colonial
U"Cence. A Select Committee reported that in Taranaki,
1,144,800 acres; in Wellington, 200,000 acres; in Auck.}IIond, 1,911,487 acres, had been confiscated. At Opotiki,
though 480,000 acres had been seized, about half was to be
restored to the Maoris, of whom about half had remained
loyal; and, deducting 25,000 acres for military settlers,
and a.ssuming much to be unavailable for settlement, there
'Would remain a.bout 25,000 acres of choice land to be disposed Of.86
•.

~.

"..

. .. In 1867 a return showed that 87,000 acres at Opotiki were given to the
Arawa who had fought for the government. The Crown Agent reportetl
of 58,000 acres-" Act not enforced." Of 96,000 acres "given })Bck to
rebels," he aaid: "The giving back is but nominal, for the natives would
.not have given it up. But I was required to make the best arrangement I
could." The balance in the bands of the Government in June, 1867, was
151,000 acres.-N.Z. P. P. 1867; A. No. 18. In the B&IIle return Mr.
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The Ulysses of the Maoris kept faith with the Governor. The promise made at Hamilton by Waharoa was
redeemed. Sir G. Grey' enabled him to appear without
ignominy, for he arrived at Wellington as a guest on board
of H.M.S. "Esk," prepared to give information on Maori
affairs. On the lOth Aug., Mr. Fitzgerald presented to the
Representatives a :petition from him.. They referred it to a
committee, consistmg of Colonel Haultain, Mr. Whitaker"
Mr. McLean, Mr. J. C. Richmond, D~. Featherston, Mr.
Dillon Bell, Mr. G. Graham, and Mr. Fitzgerald. The
petition was long. The writer had been dwelling·" at his
place-great darkness and sorrow of heart,"-brooding over
the woes of his country. The Governor had made soul and
body rejoice by advising recourse to the Parliament, which
had power to lift an exceeding great weight. Two wants
caused anxiety:"1. Tha.t some measure be devised to straighten those curvatures, by
reason of which we all fell into error. 2. For Waikato to be given back to
me. " He dilated on the first, recounting the evils which brought about
and continued the wars. He had throughout sought peace, and condemned
savage practices. But," 0 friends, because of this did I fully consent to
the fighting; because of my women and children having been burnt alive
in the fire," which was suffered, rather than the edge of the sword, to
consume their flesh. I would not have regarded it had it been only the
men." For himself, since first" we embraced Christianity, when my tribe
sought (utu) payment for our dead who had fallen, I did not give my
consent. Then I said, • Stop; strive to repay in a Christian manner. Let
peaceful living be the payment for my dead.' They consented. I then
drew all my enemies to me : they all came, not one continued a stranger
to me, but all became related to me in the bonds of Christian fellowship .
. ~hen I said, "What a 'food payment (utu) this is for those that are dead,
this living peacefully.' , The king, movement had fostered peace among
Maoris, and therefore he had supported it. "Follow, 0 Assembly, after
me, and measure my steps from the beginning up to the present day.
Weigh also my words from the first until now, for everything is weighed ;
articles of food are weighed, and clothing is sold by measure. Land is also
meted out, and should the mind of man not be weighed! Will it not
be measured to discover its weight and dimensions!"

He gave evidence, and the committee recommended that
his petition should be referred to the Superintendent of the
Parris reported that to Te Rangitake 25 acres had been restored in the
Waitara township. In the Taranaki district loyal natives had received
134,000 acres; military settlers, 106,000; rebel natives, 33,000. Returns
showed that in 1864 more than 130,000 acres were sold in Wellington,
nearly 60,000 in Hawke's Bay, a like number in Auckland, and at
Taranaki none.
.. See above, pp. 283, 438.
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Auckla.nd province. On other Maori petitions also they
reported with some kindliIies8. Wi Tako, to whom the
colonists owed so much, was a petitioner on the subject of a
Compensation Court decision.
The vain striving of an aboriginal race against the vices
which accompany European civilization found a faint echo
in a petition from six. members of the Arawa tribe, who
prayed "that a house for the sale of spirituous liquors
might not be suffered to be established within the Arawa
territories." The effort to confer electoral privileges and
representation on the Maoris found no record in the
Statute-book of 1866, although some earnest-minded
persons laboured to bring about. a consummation 80
devoutly to be desired as the acceptance by the natives of
the rights of British subjects after they had been deprived
at the point of the bayonet of their own. But the
Assembly was not idle. In three months no less than
92 Acts were passed. The Settlements Act was again
amended. The Native Lands Act of 1865 was supplemented. Waste Lands Acts for Otago, Canterbury, and
Auckland gave powers to the provinces in dealing with
lands. Various enactments dealt with Treasury bills, and
with provincial debts. The Wellington Land Purchase
Loan Sanction Act sanctioned a loan to the Wellington
province to enable it to purchase from Maoris, at a cost of
£25,000, blocks of land, including the Manawatu block,
the titles to which had long been disputed. Goldfields,
civil service, distillation, carriers, innkeepers, oyster
fisheries, registrp,tion of electors, and various other persons
and subjects furnished titles of Acts, some of which, as
usual in self-governing colonies, were almost verba.l transcripts of Imperial statutes.
Te Waharoa, after his long estrangement, must have
pondered long over the restless activity of the members of
that which his countrymen had called "the English
Committee." No subject seemed too large for its power,
nothing too small for its notice. With English blood and
treasure, and the help of native allies, the hostile Maoris
had been put down. The thoughtful chieftain must have
speculated whether the repugnance to tradition and rude
want of reverence, which characterized the Representatives,
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might not in the end lead them to trample on the authority
of the Queen. Already some of the early servants of the
voracious New Zealand Company had been in power. One
of them, Fox, had been chief minister in 1861, and in
1868, with a fellow-lawyer, Whitaker, had made demands
of confiscation which the exile of whole tribes would not
have satiated. ~hen the Governor and Mr. Cardwell had
compelled Mr. Fox to yield; but in 1866 a new order of
things had arisen. Stafford, the head of the ministry
which brought about the great injustice at Waitara, was
again in power. The enemies of the Maori seemed ever
able to crawl into office. In published despatches and
speeches in Engla.p.d it had been confessed that Her
Majesty's ministers disapproved of much of the confiscation
policy which they shrunk from restraining. Te Waharoa
was familiar with Scripture, and was now brought face to
face with a rod which was thus swallowing up its opponents.
Old Maoria was passing away. The" korero" of tribes
had ceased to be a power in the land. The Parliament of
the Pakeha had become, if not an object of respect, an
irresistible engine for good or evil. Te Waharoa went
back to his own place, whither most of his tribe had been
permitted to return, and died in a few months. His
friends said he was broken-hearted. His detractors looked
upon his death only as the fall of a leaf from the tree
which civilization was with propriety destroying. Honour'able, kind, peaceful, and Christian, he had yearned for the
happiness of his people. He had striven with equal
honesty against the inexorable Rewi and the machinationl5
and injustice of colonial ministers. He had been maligned
on both sides. After Rangiriri he had laboured for peace.
In Maori manner, he sent the General a token of submission-his mere. But for the v~nity of Mr. Fox,
perhaps peace might then have been secured. When
General Cameron's overwhelming forces marched up the
valley of the Waikato, the ba.ffied king-maker retreated
from stronghold to stronghold, finding no refuge, and
bitterly complaining that professing Christians burned
,women and children in Maori whares at Rangiaohia..
"Leave it to be for England," he said, "to adopt the
putrefactions of my ancestors, viz., killing women and
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l)tlople alive in their sleeping-houses.
said to them."
l \,,:,)lU btl could see a way of reconciliation.
- ,, ~ ,)i thtl Hall Hau fanatics to the wild orgies
• ' wiblbli:-uu was both a cruelty and a rite was
, b\' bill Huhmission.
~ v,\ 'Jid what he could to smooth the way for
:.! ,hH~lI of his death caused one of those kindly
• td\ htwtl touched many hearts :

"r:t' ,'Sliuuttld to me and what I

.l~...ul'\lOI

th"t his tribe may be made aware that she laments
She hopes that the example of his
• t th" wl.tl advice which he has bequeathed to them, will
I',\\'s"t tho contest which is past, and to unite with their
,,,"hjllotll ill those peaceful pursuits which will best ensure
improvement, and promote the prosperity of their
I

. ~ t\".' 11"\'\1 ¥lIstained.

.' I""'""".1
;\~1 \~' , u

• Ill, . t\go was worthy to
, 1\ t t' mankind will part

be the chieftain's epitaph.
with the noble career of Te
\
\\'i th admiration and regret. Amongst the many
III ~til'1'ing times, on him no reproach could be cast.
n IIIlI ti.me when, as Tarapipipi, in 1844, he enforced
ilnt;ol\ t~t Remnera, until he died, he is seen as the
t.... lI\i tlHll lt of Christian virtue in a Maori nobleman. He
i In \. dress his country's wrongs; but it may be that
·s Wf1..S impossible. After the Duke of Newcastle
I tiun d the robbery at Waitara, it could hardly be
pect d. Te Waharoa's example, nevertheless, justified
e grant of representation of the Maori race, which Sir
., Grey lived to see accomplished, albeit scantily, in 1867.
Tbe nemies of Te Waharoa strove to assail his character
r citing the letter in which he announced that the
invasion of Waikato compelled him to arm in self-defence,
And by f~sserting that he subsequently joined the Hau Hau
II ti islU. His letter seemed to imply that he would not
• l' the unarmed; hut no deed of his conformed to the
tor. On the contrary, wherever his influence was great,
• Ilvltlrou courtesy to the wounded, as at the Gate Pall,
fLil d.
Mr. Sewell wrote (1864) that he had been
, Ill' cl by Archdeacon Brown that the expression in the
It l' wa, ' idiomatic, and that the meaning intended to be
was this: "I haTe determined to join the war
- run going to fight. The native practice in war is

I
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to spare neither unarmed people nor property. You therefore are in danger. and I warn you to go.''' During
Waharoa's last illness no Pai Ma.rire ceremony was
tolerated near him. He ever carried with him his Bible.;
and while he had strength he read it. When moved from
place to place. his tribe as they raised him prayed thus:
" Almighty God, we beseech Thee to give strength to Te
Waharoa while we remove him from this place. If it
please Thee, restore him again to perfect strength. If that
is not Thy will, take him, we beseech Thee, to Heaven.'·
In fine, when Te Oriori asked, "What sha.ll I do, and the
Maoris, your children, when you are dead?" the dying
chief. with the Bible in his hand. replied: "You must
stand by the government and the law; if there be any evil
in the land, the law will make it. right." It could not b~
said that his peaceful professions were born of weakness.
He had ever shown the same tendency. His father, though
he invited missionaries to his territory, abandoned none of .
the ferocity of the national cult. But it was otherwise with
the future king-maker. He had no love for the ways of his
ancestors, and grieved his father by shrinking from them.
When a missionary was robbed, he followed the robbers,
stripped them of their booty, and gave it back to the owner.
When he was baptized he declared that he would no more
join in war, and he resisted the entreaties of the wilder
spirits, who pressed him to lead them in battle. At a great
meeting he ha.ra.ngued them with the New Testament in his
hand, and his counsels then prevailed. But he did not
convert them all. and established for his Christian brethren
a separate pah, where 400 assembled. On one of the posts
of the chapel was a code of regulations in his handwriting
for the government of his Christian community. His
determination not to go to war was pursued, through evil
report and good report, until Genera] Cameron crossed the
Maungatawhiri. "I am now absolved from my promise," he
said, "for this is a war of defence." It is vain to wish that
all English Secretaries of State, Governors, and Colonial
Ministers had had the ea.rnest piety and sense of justice
which fina.lly enabled Te Waharoa to stand before his Maker
80S a good man who had run his course faithfully in th~
troublous career forced upon him by the crimes of others. }

..
The New Zealand PenIIIII!Ilmt in: ~T 1rinU ~
_ting the attitude M 1M Inlo~. 6pA!llletll • h:igh .... f.Ji
the \'altt., of the JJaYal fone-. In ~ob«, • I!I!Mn';""" . . . .
or thanb to the retiri:ng Commodore- ,.. ..... 'by . .
H 0111'4' , echoed by tbe ministry. and ap!>faade4 'by . .
T

(Jo\"pmor.

Th" rflpnrilfo( the~..(~ in tDe-eDicJllflt)j)
f,,"nPOi tlw flamflfl 01 ~tent with the-Gmenl's ~
mpnh.. JJ~ ('. ondfflDned th~ 1'lSe' 1)( troops in de-teming 0ilItfiQ~Rh>ct lanrlH, and fll'ged tht:- withdrawal of Imperial aid.
Wf!f~ vo[crmt:s f)f desp6tehe& and eoonterHeer~ o( State wen!' DeTer tired of
~t in" that the trf)()p.;! shoald k withdra~ and SiaJh-d
\l~th ~(I\y, lHfl7) lkelarM that the ministry ~triesud in

A.. tlQ11al, tlwrfl

it'·"I)f\tt'h"lf.

thp witlHIrn.wal, becanse the military had been penened
into i"'~trl1ln"ntK (or deCam.ing the charaeter of the eolooy.
ftnit tlu~ r.otllrnanrling officer bad heen made independent of
thp f'OtlRtitutional control of the Governor. EYen the with-

OI'AW".\. IIOWOVf~, had heen effe(:ted "in a mannereaJeulated
"till fm't!",r to fmgenrler animosity, to inspire the disloyal
}1Ath~R

wit" rf:vind hopes, and the loyal with d.is&rns&:>
II [lll!!K bad the land of the Maoris been brought by
il\",'1111H thf1Dl to the caprice of the heirs of the Xew
, , il'lu III I Company.
I 11111,,'0'14 were rife about the tn"bes in Oct., 1866. In
I ,11, " llltUlr to the Queen, purporting to emanate from
i,' \1 """ king, bad heen transmitted through the hands
, \ loIlllph.i n to the forces. It asked that "a great judge
,,\1\ "!'/I-dl.nd" might be sent to put an end to strife. Lord
1I1111' VO,,'H intimation that petitioners must send their
\ 1'1 IlrrM gh the Governor would have fallen on dis~'IIH I I'MK if it had reached New Zealand before the Hau
II IIIlU".(Jaks of the spring of 1866.
At Napier, armed
II fl ILIIt; were encamped (Oct. 1866) at Omaranui, a few
\h\~ fflll rl the settlement.
They had made no hostile
HIII/Hil n.Ul)n, but Donald McLean, Superintendent of
"hit Hay, called upon them to surrender their arms
III j.('11 tl) their homes. Having laid his plans with Colonel
hd.lIl1/ift, he told them that if they should refuse to
I" !/lcle/' within an hour, they would be attacked. As the
1/1 in.l fo rces outnumbered fourfold the number of the
II

H,·II

OMABA.NUI.

POKAIKAI.

preswned rebels, it might have been supposed that they
would yield. They were surrounded by about 200 militia
and volunteers, and a like number of Maoris. They were
in an unfortified village. They said they thought the
time, one hour, rather short. Colonel Whitmore, after two
hours, told them he would wait no longer. They said
"there was no reason to do so, as they meant to fight."
They fought for nearly an hour and a-half. Their lossel>
were considerable. When the majority surrendered, Nikora
appeared to be the leader who induced them to do so.
Seventy-six prisoners were taken, and the conqueror
reported, "Nearly all the turbulent spn'its are now killed or
taken. " The chiefs Tareha and Renata were conspicuous.
"Tareha, with a sword alone in his hand, rushed among
the enemy to stimulate his men." Nine only of the enemy
were unaccounted for, and it was not known whether they
were "dead in the swamp, where they had been heavily
fired upon," or whether they had escaped. The peace of
death had been enforced. Napier breathed freely. A
newspaper declared the action "the most brilliant affair of
this guerilla war." Lord Carnarvon u~braided Sir G. Grey
.for not informing him that a new guerilla war had broken
·out, and when told that the newspaper included the action
as part of all New Zealand warfare, gracefully apologized in
the House of Lords to .the colonial ministry for his charges
against Sir G. Grey. When an apology seems unavoidable
there is exquisite ineptitude in making it to the wrong
person. Major T. McDonnell on the west coast distinguished
himself in a manner which at a later date demanded
inquiry. He spoke Maori fluently. He was ordered in
June to be vigorous in inducing (at Patea and Waingongoro)
the surrender of the Hau Haus-the waifs and strays left
by the army of General Chute.. Mr. Parris was, through
the agency of Te Ua (the repentant Hau Hau), labouring
to procure their submission, but McDonnell repudiated
diplomatic triumphs. He ordered that certain chiefs
should wait upon him. They did not attend. In the depth
·of night (1st Aug., 1866) with a large force he surprised
.an undefended village at Pokaikai, scattering its inmates,
some of whom, though women, were bayoneted. A Maori
woman deposed that one of the attacking party seized

Ill' \I"\I~.~~nt in Mr ear, and that when he- ~ DOt ~ it
l~"'V·.· .• .., om: tM ear with his knife and ~ his 1Iooty_
;.htt :b"'f~ ~nd mother were shot. She W'U taken prismer•
... itM ,·$·m-;.laiMd that it W'U wrong to attaek the nIIage
",'tUM :~...t' r.nlWmd, yatanah~ had goue to uegotiate I r
1M*'.. 'V~::.t:. Xl'. Pa.rris. ){ajar lleDonneD said: "Who is
"\~.'. ii t.i."":i.~ ~
I am the penon with whom peaee &boo1d

.,..

It wu maintained by some, aad denied by
>i:at: ;v..me of the aUaeking foree were drunk. Hori

!IWIIo~;.

.11:;1~.

Lntri m"lte tt) 5ir G. Grf11. lIr. Panis W'U at Welliogton;
~ \(P. (;reyasked if he woold go at onee to the dislrid
:r.e t)lltrage had oeeurred. The mjnjtden had an
with Parris. He went to tbe dist:riet, and W'U
Ul'U .-l!:..:Uy ODl'IncceMful, though some Maoris woold not be
1J1fJ!51b.i.::d. The words of the woman whORe father and
1IW~ were shot explained the eatI88 of Maori distrusi.
1Jlllt ~aek was made at .. night; at mjdnight when, the
1Jtf'1~~ were asleep. The sleep wu the sleep of fools, for
~ w;~llls ofthe Governor, sent through Te Ua, had lolled
'l1f-. lly children were lying around me in fancied security."
~t!set'!llent treatment of the woman was not calculated to~'~I}(Lh the way to peace. McDonnell wrote to the Defence
JE-;~er: "This morning I released Natanahira's wife, and
~:; her to Olapawa with a letter to the rebels, telling them
~~, if they did not immediately submit, I will carry fire
:tnd sword through the country, and give no rest by day or
':Li:!ht. I have detained his child as a hostage." Such an
:Jr.:...~nt was condemned by his own words, and a commi8sio~
\~i inquiry was afterwards appointed.l" McDonnell requested

\Vll~

~~

... Some ,ean afterwarda Major McDonnell (who served

&II

Colonel in

t~) publillhed hilt own defence in pamphlet form.
He stated that on the
~l Aug. he .. ICOUrecl the bush inland of Matutahi; found out and burnt
tWO villa.ges just located. • • • This brought the natives to their senses,.
;and on the 4th Aug. they sent me a mesaage BUing for peace. . • ." On
~he 7th" I went into the bush with the native contingent, and met them at
the Bite of a village named Ohangae, which had been burnt during General
Chute's campaign. There we niade peace. • • . That peace I could
have firmly maintained even with the small force then under my command
(he hall previously applied for 500 more men), were it not for the suicidal
coune purllued }jy Mr. Commissioner Parril, to whoae conduct mUBt be
a.ttributed the subsequent hOBtility of the natives, a.nd the frustration of·
1.11 my planll, • . . All went on well, until in an evil hour, Mr. Parrii,
who haa been to Wellington to earwig the government, appeared amongst
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(Slst July) that Parris might be "instructed to cease to
communicate with the rebel natillles," but the fumes of
Poka.ikai and other villages, and the treatment of Natanahira.'s wife, offended even Stafford's nostrils, and McDonnell
was desired (8th Aug.) to conform to the instructions of
Parris.
.
About the. time when, in the east, the Hau Haus at
Omaranui were crushed by Donald McLean and Col. Whitmore, McDonnell, on the west coast, inflicted loss upon the
Nga.tiruanui at Pungarehu. One of his reconnoitring parties
had a skirmish at Ketema.rae (sand Sept.), and he resolved
to build a redoubt at Waihi. On one occasion, within sight
of the redoubt a.n ambuscade surprised a provision-cart, a
trooper was killed, and the provisions were carried off before
aid could be sent from the redoubt. McDonnell retaliated
(6th Oct.) by surprising the village of Pungarehu, not far
from the Waingongoro river. His force was about ISO in
number, of whom one-third belonged to the na.tive con~
tingent. McDonnell reported:
.. As we leapt the fences I called upon the inmates to surrender.;
they replied by heavy volleys from the doors and windows of
the house. We returned the fire, and rushed to the fortified whares,
scraped the earth off the roofs, a.nd pulled down the slabs to fire at the
inmates. In several instances they ran out of the doors, and firing their
pieces into UI, tried to e8C&pe into the bush, but were shot down. In half·
an·hour we were masters of the position, and the firing ceased.
The Ices of the enemy I estimate at thirty killed; twenty-one were
counted, and others could not be counted, as they were buried in the
burning ruins of the houses."

It is a relief to read that nine prisoners were taken.
Three killed and four wounded formed McDonnell's loss. The
escaped Maoris or some of their friends rallied in the forest
and fired upon their enemies. McDonnell thought that
superior reinforcements had arrived, and were striving to
cut off his retreat. Rangihiwinui by flank-skirmishes foiled
the attempt, and the destroying troopers left the scene of
their exploit. In justifying it, Mr. Stafford said that such
a mode of" warfare may not accord with war regulations,
but it is one necessary and suited to local circumstances."
The Ngatiruanui hapu surprised at Pungarehu was that
of Titokowaru and Toi. About a week afterwards a reinforcement of Maoris from Wanganui arrived in McDonnell'.,
camp, and some of the enemy surrendered, saying that thQ

whole of their people would do so as soon as the subsidence
. of a freshet might enable them to cross the Waingongoro _
river. Toi himself, with 12 men, in a few days tendered his submission. McDonnell refused to receive the
submission of less than the whole tribe, and told Toi to go
away. Toi complied, but six of his people remained. One
of them was Katene. He had done his best for his people,
he. said, and was weary of the war which was destroying
them. By degrees his own hapu, to the number of 70,
including women and children, joined him. A.vailing himself of Maori manners, McDonnell employed Katene as a
guide and soldier. The Te Umu pa.h was destroyed, but
scouts had given warning, and only two men were killed.
A village named Popoia was to be attacked on the 18th
Oct. Katene guided McDonnell's force to it during the
night, and having reached the edge of the forest unseen,
advised a halt till daylight, as it was unwise to penetrate
the forest in the darkness. For a time his counsel was respected, but Captain W. McDonnell became impatient, and
induced his brother officers to discard Katene's counsel.
In single file the force advanced on the narrow track, and
.suddenly, flashing through the gloom, sheets of flame on
front and right showed that the foe was on the watch.
Captain McDonnell fell, severely wounded. The invaders
knelt to avoid the bullets which flew over their heads.
None sould see friend or foe. A retreat ensued. At dawn
the force emerged from the forest and the enemy fired
volleys from their shelter. The midnight attack upon
Pungarehu had put the Maoris upon their guard.
Sir G. Grey visited the scene of action, and Major
Rocke with some of his regiment (18th) on the 25th Oct.
accompanied McDonnell's force. Again the enemy fired
from an ambuscade, but the troops rushed forward, and
Popoia. was captured and burnt. One life was lost in the
colonial force. Two Hau Haus were shot. McDonnell
made a vain attempt (5th Nov.) to surprise a pah, Tirotiromoana. On the march it was noticed that Winiata, usually
.the foremost man, remained in the rear of his column.
An officer asked the reason. He answered :-" I dreamed
last night that I was leading the advance as usual, and was
killed from an ambush. I felt the bullet; it went in at one
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hip and out at the other." The march was continued. A
deep ravine was crossed. As the advance-guard mounted
the opposite hill a volley was fired from an ambuscade, and
a private (Economedes, a Greek) fell dead. Winiata rushed
forward to examine the wound. It was as he had dreamed.
" Look," he shouted, "this man is killed by the bullet I
dreamed of. This is the first time he has led. On all
other occasions I have done so. My dream has saved my
life."811
Other expeditions proved that Titokowaru's people had
retired to various fastnesses. Some were at Te Ngaere, a"
settlement in the forest, surrounded by" marshes which
tradition said had once engulfed hundreds of invaderR.
McDonnell could do no more in the field. But the survey
of the confiscated land was completed from Patea to Waingongoro, and "military settlers commenced to select their"
land. I also (McDonnell explained) selected my land in the"
district." The red hand of such a settler having prospered
in the west, he was ordered by Mr. J. C. Richmond, then
acting as Defence Minister, to proceed to Tauranga, and
lead the Arawa against hostile Ngatiraukawa, not far frOlU
Rotorua. He was made Lieut.-Col. in the Auckland militia,
and being again required at the west, where the surveying
of land had been checked by resilient Hau Haus, he met a.
hapu of the Pakakohi tribe, amongst whom was Titokowarll.
A display of bayonets glittering in the moonlight, and a
warning that even McDonnell's "patience had a limit,"
secured a triumph, and the surveying was pushed on.
Meanwhile reproaches caused in England by tidings of
the slaughter at Pokaikai and Pungarehu had "revel'berated
to the colony. The Earl of Carnarvon69 required official
reports concerning events spoken of in newspapers. Stafford's explanation retorted that the" Imperial government
has ignored the constitutional position of the Governor,
and has in successive despatches displayed a sense of
irritation and a proneness to take and give offence which
are much to be deplored." . • . Had the" Imperial
government been properly jealous of the honour of the
persons against whom Colonel Weare's charges were made,
• "Reminiscences of the War in New Zealand," p. 139. Lieut. Gudgt"on.
• Despatch, 28th Dec., 1866.

it woald have insisted on a publie investigation." This
relllOl1Sba.nee reached the Duke of Boekingham's hands in
Kay. 1867. In lIareh. the Eal'l had quiUied office rather
than follow the inconsistencies of llr. DisraeIi. He did
more. He protested against them in the face of the :Bad
of Derby. As it is agreeable to do jnstice to those who
refuse to do it to others. this allusion to English polliiea is
not unseemly. Among the Earl's latest despatches to Xew
Zealand were some which reprehended the employment of
regolar troops in defending disputed or confiscated land.
"The large confiscations which have taken place have
been viewed with the greatest apprehension by Her
Yajesty's government," and, if to be held by force, should
not be held by Her Yajesty's troops.
His inquiry about PokatKai. produeed some results. The
Governor appointed (1868) a commission to inquire into
.. certain alleged acts of cruelty stated to have been committed" there. The conduct of the inquiry seemed to
McDonnell "incredible/' The charges had not been speei-"
ned, and he had to find out from the "evidence what
atrocities were being trumped up." The attempt to " drag
the ornament out of the ear of a natil"e woman," was
proved, but McDonnell's witnesses denied that it succeeded,
and it was sworn that the culprit, a volunteer, was plaeed
nnder arrest by }lcDonnell. Two members of the com·
mifJsion, Mr" Cracroft Wilson and Mr" J. Cargill, drew up a
report (Aug., 1868) highly favourable to McDonnell, and
declaring .. that no wanton outrage was committed by any
member of the enrolled force." One member, Mr. George
Graham, wrote: "I protest against this report." He
(Ieelared that the attack on Pokaikai was unnecessary, and
that by unjustly lulling the natives into security while
intending to attack them, McDonnell had acted in a manner
which might seriously complicate the relations of the
government with the tribe. McDonnell averred that the
Bitting of the commission lowered his prestige in the eyes
of .the natives, and raised that of Titokowaru, who" commenced disturbances almost immediately after the close of
this inquiry." Sir G. Grey, in his explanation, avoided any
allusion to the attack upon Pokaikai. He justified that
upon Pungarehu on the ground that its inmates were
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amongst "the worst and most desperate characters in New
ZeaJand," and sa,id that the" escape" (of McDonnell's force)
"was a very narrow one. "70
When the Earl of Carnarvon resigned office (March,
1867), only one regiment, the 18th, had not been ordered
to leave New Zealand. It was to be under direction and
control, but not under command of the Queen's representative. In Oct., 1867, the ministry wrote that they did not
ask for its retention, and would not be responsible for any
payments on account of it, but they recommended, and the
Governor ordered, that 'the head-quarters and six companies
should be stationed at Auckland, two companies at Taranaki, and two at Napier. The Earl, h0ping that Sir G.
Grey would withdraw his defence against Colonel Weare's
charges, had refrained from considering what the government ought to do if Sir G. Grey should decline to
cancel his despatch. It has been seen that he declined.
The Duke of Buckingham, in May, curtly acknowledged
the despatch in which the refusal was couched. In June,
replying to a despatch in which Sir G. Grey represented
that General Chute" allowed him to have no knowledge of
the times at which or the routes by which troops were to be
marched," or temporarily massed, and that the government
was unable therefore to warn or act in concert with friendly
or doubtful tribes, the Duke regretted the controversies
which had so long existed between the Governor and
officers in command, and wound up a short despatch with
the words: "I shall also then be able to inform you of the
appointment of your successor, and o·f the time at which he
may be expected to arrive in the colony."
The Governor's despatch had enclosed a protest from his
advisers against the powers assumed by GeneraJ Chute as
to the location of troops. Of this the Duke took no notice.
The significance of communicating a Governor·'s recall in
a despatch on military matters was too plain to be overlooked.
The General A~sembly was in session when Sir G. Grey
received it. The Houses had previously conveyed to him
.. Lord Carnarvon had not alluded to Pokaikai in direct terms, and Sir
G. Grey wrote: "I can only guess, and I think rightly, that it is an a.ft'a.ir
which took place at Punga.rehu." Blue Book, 1869, No. 307, p. 18.
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their thanks for the ma.nner in which he had incurred the
displeasure of the Earl of Carnarvon by defending the
honour and character of the colony, and they were not
slow to vindicate the man whom they deemed a sacrifice to
the offended War Office. The despatch was no sooner read
in the Council, than on a motion by Colonel Whitmore,
unanimously adopted, the members adjourned as a mark of
.respect for Sir G. Grey, and regret at his recall. With
equal unanimity (6th Sept.), an address was adopted.
Regret at the Governor's recall, a4miration of his public
and private character, testimony to his ability, selfsacrifice, and activity, and recognition of the perils,
privations, and fatigues he had undergone, formed the
groundwork of the address.
" We consider that the Imperial authorities have listened too credulously
to accusations of the gravest kind, and by acting upon such information

before ascertaining its truth or falsehood, they have been led to reiterate
against the colonists most unfounded calumnies. . • . In asserting the
honour of the Crown, ,and maintaining the position of the Governor as
representative of the Crown, and the constitutional rights of the colony, aa
well as in vindicating its character against unjust aspersion, your Excellency has put aside all personal considerations, and has not been dismayed
by menace or misrepresentation."

The Council trusted ~hat the great services rendered by
the Governor to the Crown and to the colony would be
rewarded by some signal mark of Her Majesty's favour.
Idle hope! Between the fount of honour and those on
whom it ought to flow there lies a region of slime which
disfigures the claims of the just, but gives false lustre to
the base, like the iridescence which mantles on the surface
of a stagnant pool. To have earned the honours of Drake
direct from the hand of his Queen was a prouder distinction
than to be the chosen knight of ancient tourney. To fawn
and cringe, to obtain the favour of a Secretary of State,
and thus obtain undeserved sprinklings of Royal grace, is a
process which may well bring that grace to dishonour.
The system under which a Vogel, a Duffy, and their
congeners were decorated in the name of their sovereign
proved the truth of Herman Merivale's lamentations.71 The
way in which the Crown could hope to distribute favour
71 "Fortnightly Review," Feb., 1870.
Mr. Merivale had been Und6l"
Secretary for the Colonies, and was therefore an expert. See p. 476.
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duly was by an avoidance of honouring the base, and at
least, if it could not discover heroes, to confer distinction
on those who would command respect. The Colonial Office
at this period seemed bent upon furnishing materials for
the censure of Mr. Merivale.
The Representatives were as energetic as the Council.
They were about to record their thanks to the Governor for
his conduct respecting Colonel Weare's reports when the
despatch recalling hini was laid on the table. On the
motion of Stafford, they echoed the public regret at the
loss of the Governor, and joined in the encomium of the
Council on his character and services. His reply to the
addresses spoke of the heroic work done by the colonists in
laying the foundation of an Anglo-Saxon nation. Associated
as he had been with them,so long in their great work, and
regretting with them that the public ties which had bound
them were to be rent asunder, it was much to remember
that they had presented addresses of which any Governor
or ruler might be proud, and to know that while he lived
he should have the pleasure of seeing them labour as or
yore, to do their duty to their Queen and country.
Earl Granville was Colonial Secretary when the despatches on the subject were laid before Parliament in July.
1869. It then appeared that of the address of the Council
no notice was taken by the Duke of Buckingham, and that
the despatch (23rd Nov., 1867), entered as a reply to the
address of the Representatives, made no allusion to them
or to their prayers, but curtly repeated to Sir"G. Grey an
intimation already made (22nd Aug.), that Sir G. F.
Bowen, the Governor of Queensland, had been appointed
Governor of New Zealand. But the studied discourtesy
which had "been practised was to be partially, though
disingenuously, disavowed by the Duke. On the 16th
Sept. the New Zealand ministers formally protestedagainst the subjection of a Governor to a subordinate
military officer, as directed by the Earl of Carnarvon;
against the rash disposition of troops made by General
Chute without concert with the government; against the
conduct of the Imperial government with respect to Colonel
Weare's and other secret charges; and against the silencing
of truth in the matter of the illegal killing of a prisoner
Vol.U.
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without trial. They recognized the absolute right of Her
Majesty to recall and appoint governors at pleasure; but
they regretted that the despatch summarily recalling a
governor who ha.d for twenty-six yea;rs rendered great
services to the empire, contained not one word of explanation.
Forced to say something, the Duke of Buckingham (28th
Dec., 1867) made it as like to nothing as possible, but
rounded off with a palpable equivocation. He had carefully
examined the ministelial memorandum, but thought it
neither necessary nor desirable to add to what he had
written five months before in a despatch which contained
no word about the sla.ughter of a Maori prisoner of war. As
if the intelligence of colonists might be slighted with as
much contempt as the life of a ;Maori, he added: "I may
observe, however, tha.t the intimation given for your convenience at the end of your term of office, that your successor would very shortly be appointed, seems to be mistaken
for a premature recall." Such an equivocation could not
even deceive himself, but it asserted the hereditary right of
a Grenville to blunder and to create disaffection amongst
distant subjects of the Queen. Fortunately the Grenville
of 1867 was less potent for evil than his namesake of 1776.
In acknowledging the formal despatch in which the Duke
of Buckingham announced the appointment of Sir G. Bowen,
Sir G. Grey wrote : " I request :your Grace to be pleased to state to the Queen that I present
my duty to Her Majesty, and in receiving this notification of my Sovereign's
pleasure, I beg to be permitted humbly to represent to Her Majesty that
in the year 1845, a rebellion prevailing in New Zealand, I was by Her
Majesty's commands especially sent to this country, and that when I
relinquished the government in the year 1854 it was my happiness to leave
it in a state of tranquillity and prosperity; that in the year 1861, l<
rebellion having again broken out in New Zealand, I was once more
.specially sent here; and that it is aga.in my happiness upon being removed
by your Grace's advice from this government, to leave New Zealand in a
state of tranquillity and returning ~rosperity, and that I humbly represent
to Her Majesty that I desire to CIa.llll no merit for these circumstances, but
rather to attribute them to the blessing of Divine Providence, and to the
abilities and exertions of Her Majesty's subjects who have advised me and
aided me in my duties; and further, that I humbly trust that the almost
unanimous voice of Her Majesty's subjects in New Zealand, amongst whom
I have laboured in Her Ma.jesty's service, will satisfy Her Majesty that 1
have done my utmost to promote the welfare and happiness of the inhabi·
tants of this part of Her Majesty's possessions."
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The Duke replied that this statement was evidently
made under the misa.pprehension that Sir George was
prematurely recalled, but he would "nevertheless lay the
despatch before Her Majesty."
The session of 1867 was marked by the introduction of a
Bill to confer partial representation on the Maori race.
The Governor congratulated the Assembly on the re-estabment of peace generally throughout the North Island, in no
part of which was "systematic hostility" to be expected
again. During the recess he had made a journey, partly
on foot, and traversed native districts previously deemed
unsafe, and "everywhere found the embers of disaffection
dying out, and I wa.s received qy the Maori population, even
in districts recently in rebellion, in such a manner as to
inspire confidence in the future peace of the country." The
Assembly met in July, and in August the Maori Representation Bill was brought in by Mr. McLean. He proposed
four members, and an attempt to reduce the number to two
was ·defeated in committee. On the 30th Aug., just after
the despatch recalling Sir G. Grey was laid before the
Assembly, Mr. Reynolds moved that the third reading
of the bill be postponed for six months, but only one
"teller" was found on his side when a division was called
for. In the Council the . bill was passed without amendment, and became law in Oct., 1867. It was fitting that
Sir G. Grey, so familiar with Maori lore, should have the
honour of signing on behalf of the Queen a measure which
admitted the Maoris to one of those rights of Her Majesty's
subjects which were imparted to them by the Treaty of
Waitangi. An Act was also passed for the endowment of
Maori education. The Native Lands Act was again
amended, and one of its clauses enabled the Governor to
refer the Manawatu land dispute to a court. A Confiscated
Lands Bill elllal'ged the po e1" f tl Governor. Among
•
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conference was terminated by concession, and the amendments made by the Council were agreed to. By this
measure various provincial loans were adopted as charges
on the colony. Mr. Fitzherbert the Treasurer (who also
had been Treasurer to Mr. Weld), with candour'which must
have amused the House, reminded it that he had in four
consecutive sessions made financial statements" not uninterruptedly, for the wisdom or fickleness of the New Zealand
Parliament forebade such indulgence in the sweets of office."
Content with driving out Mr. Stafford's first Treasurer, the
House could afford to see him financially controlled by the
man who, under Mr. Weld, had been driven from office on a
financial question. After m.any years, the overdraft at the
Bank of New Zealand had been swept away. Income and
expenditure were nearly balanced. The ordinary receipts
exceeded the ordinary outgoings, and the extraordinary
barely weighed down the contrary scale.
Among the causes which had swollen the Exchequer were
the presence of an Imperial force, the consequent activity
of trade, and the rifling of the soil, which in seven years had
yielded £13,000,000 sterling of its gold. Mr. Weld's efforts
had reduced the colonial defence expenditure. It had been
nearly £900,000 a-year when he took office. It was l·educed
in 1867 to £327,000. Comy.-Gen. Jones had laboured with
Major Richardson, a member (without portfolio) of Mr.
Stafford's government, to adjust the claims of the Imperial
government. The claims, as stated by Mr. Fitzherbert,
were-for capitation charge for troops, £353,817 lOs.;
compound interest capitalized annually, £167,278 7s. 1d.;
advances for colonial troops, £582,156 17s. 7d.; miscellaneous, £201,710 14s. 7d.; -total, £1,304,963 9s. 3d.
Richardson considered that more than half-a-million of the
claim was inadmissible. After much correspondence, Mr.
Jones quitted New Zealand abruptly, leaving his task
unfinished, and assigning his failure to the fact that
Richardson's commission pointed to inquiry into subjects
beyond mere accounts, into which Jones had no authority
to enter. The counterclaims put forward by Richardson
were-for colonial debentures sold at par, .£500,000;
military roads, £102,875 9s. 10d.; proportion of river transport charges, £97,329 Os. lld.; miscellaneous, .£206,652
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4s. lld.;-total, £906,856 15s. 8d. Major Richa.rdson
pleaded that further claims might justly be preferred,
arising out of the peculiar relations of the colony to the
Home government when liability wa.s incurred in repressing
rebellion. The arguments recurred to the time when the
colonial ministry under stress. of their own misdoings at
Waitara gave a pledge in 1860 to reimburse the Imperial
government for advances to militia and volunteers. Mr.
Stafford's sins had come home to him. To coerce the Maoris
he h~ made pledges of which, when again in power, he felt
the pressure. But the axiom which declares that anything
may be proved by figures implies that anything may in like
manner be disproved. Richardson dealt not only with them,
but with the provocation to war, which was represented in
general terms, not as the act of its arch-promoters, but as
that of Governor Browne. Indirect .losses could thus be
put forward much as (under shelter of Mr. Gladstone's
concessions at Washington in 1871) they were urged by
the United State~ as assets created by new retrospective
arrangements. Speaking of Waitara, Richardson thought
it " sufficient to state that the Governor (Browne) reported
that the title of' Teira and others having been minutely
examined for several months, proved and extinguished by
the Crown, a survey had been ordered in the usual
manner." On the subsequent proofs tha.t the alleged
minute examination of title was untrustworthy-that Te
Rangitake and his adherents had indisputable rights-and
that in over-riding them the government violated the treaty
of Waitangi-private and tribal rights, as well as their
own repeated promises-Major Richardson's report was
almost silent, though it recorded the forma.! abandonment
of the Waitara block. As to the Waikato war, Richardson
admitted that, to avoid risk of murderous invasions, "the
initiative was taken by General Cameron;" but inconsequentially concluded that the whole war "has unmistakably arjsen from the necessity of vinclicating Her
.
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the war and the cause of much expenditure, bound to give
substantial aid in lightening the burdens of a colony which
" had passed not willingly but by force from the position of
a co-operator to that of a principal in the suppression of
the rebellion." The irony of facts was never more severe.
Major Richardson as a colleague of Stafford sent these
words to the Governor in July, 1867, and Stafford thanked
him for them with effusion. Nevertheless, in the previous
year, facts had been proved at Taranaki which induced the
Stafford government to arrest inquiry, and by private compositions to withdraw from a court of law the further consideration of a case which threatened to show conclusively
that the reiterated assertions made on behalf of the government-viz., that Teira's claim had been" minutely examined
for several months," found good, and fairly extinguishedwere glaringly false. Although the government eluded
judgment in 1866, documents had been laid on the table of
the Assembly in that year which refuted beyond all doubt
the reiterated untruth which the Stafford ministry of 1866
derived from its predecessor of 1860, and which Major
Richardson indorsed. 711
The financial policy of Mr. Stafford, though brought forward by him who had been Treasurer for Mr. Weld, was
not unchallenged. Mr. Vogel impugned it in a motion
which was only rejected after repeated adjournments. Mr.
Vogel's criticisms were listened to; and it was evident that
he was about to be a power in the House.
Provincial liabilities still irritated New Zealand. In
June, 1867, the Otago Council adopted a petition to the
Queen, praying that a bill might be brought into the
Imperial Parliament to carve the North and Middle Islands
into "separate and independent colonies with such provisions for a federal union" as might seem advisable.
Stafford and his colleagues deprecated compliance with the
petition. Mr. Vogel (24th July) moved for a committee
"to inquire into the financial condition of the colony, and
to recommend an equitable apportionment of colonial and
provincial liabilities with a view to end the indefinite

7.

See Chapter xiv., pp. 484, 485, 488-4 0; the sitting of the Lanll and
Compensation Court at Taranaki And see" also tile chief judge's evidence
at the close of Chapter ix.
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liability of the southern provinces for northern expenditure,
and to give the northern provinces the control of northern
affairs within their respective limits." On Mr. Fitzherbert's
suggestion, the House amended the proposition, resolving to
appoint the committee to ascertain "whether the indefinite
liability of the southern provinces for northern expenditure
can be limited, and, if so, whether any recommendation can
be made for an equitable apportionment of colonial and
provincial liabilities. Whether, and if so in what manner,
the control of native aftairs can be conferred on the
northern provmces within their respective limits." Mr.
McLean demanded a ballot, and three of the names
proposed by Vogel were rejected. Before the report was
presented (30th Sept.) the Surplus Revenues Bill had been
passed. The distribution of surplus revenue might well
stir men's minds in provinces distracted by debt, war, and
massacre. From 1st July, 1858, to 30th June, 1867, the
amount distributed was £1,780,000 (omitting fractions).
The amount which ought to have been distributed was less
by £183,000 than the sum distributed. Auckland had
received £25,000 less; and Otago had received £25,000
more than was due, and other inequalities were to be
redressed. High above such local differences rose the
financial question. In November, Mr. Fitzherbert was
accredited to England to deal with: 1. The consolidation
of the various loans of New Zealand, and the investment of
the sinking fund of the guaranteed loan of 1856 in New
Zealand securities. 2. The settlement of all claims between
the Imperial and Colonial governments. 3. The establishment of a mint in New Zealand. 4. The defence of harbours
and of the colony, and the disposal of sites hitherto granted
for barracks within the colony.
.
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accord, and attacked my people, the Ngaitahu. Therefore
we killed some of them by way of utu (reprisal). . • .
The last battle fought was won by us, and so I think the
land still belonged to us." He wanted to know why the
disposal of land was not left to the owners. The committee.
did not think it politic to re-open such claims. Two
hundred and fifty-six na.tives petitioned : k'These a.re our troubles: our land that the government is constantly
trying to take away from us. After the cessation of hostilities some
people were transported to the Chatham Islands, but the land was left
untouched, neither was there anything saia about taking our pieces of land
• . . we inferrell the only punishment this people were to suffer was in
the dead who had fallen and the prisoners sent to the Chatham Islands.
The bloo!l has since dried, during two years, yet the word of the govern·
ment that we are to be deprived of our lands has only now come forth. It
has been heard only during this year: had it been uttered during the
fighting it would not have pained us so much, though we did not join iu
the offence of the Hau Haus. Give heed, assembly of gentlemen! 'Ve
are in great trouble by reason of what the government has done in
deceiving us, so that we might lose the whole of the level land of this
district. It has been owing to the influence of us, the chiefs, that the
greater portion of the country has been kept quiet, and our reward is that
we a.re to be washed away by the tide." The judge of the Lan!ls Court
had promised to hold a court; twice they were deceived. . . • " We
.all assembled, but there was no court. We wondered why we were
annoyed everlastingly, and after considerin~ for some time, we heard 110
word about the land being taken. The lIfe.giving words came first;
namely, the Native Lands Court was to be holden here. These were
followed by the death·causing words, namely, the land was taken. We
have waited for relief by law,but in vain." Capt. Biggs had negotiated
with them. "What he wanted was to get all the level country, and we
might perch on the mountains. Thereupon we told him it must be left for
the Land Court to give us relief. He replied, he would bring the land·
taking court. This was the first time we had hea.rd such a name for the
court, and we were surprised. " They appealed to the "gentlemen eleeted
to devise such measures as will promote the peace of the country."

Their allegations were fonnd by the committee to be
correct. Neither the Native Lands Court nor the court
appointed under "The East Coast 'ritles Investigation Act
1866," had kept the times appointed and notified. The
assembled natives retired disappointed. Mr. McLean's
negotiations at the close of hostilities had unfortnna.tllly
not been acted upon by the government. When the two
courts failed, Captain Biggs and Mr. J. C. Richmond had
failed also to solve disputes. Captain Biggs then recommended the government to work under the New Zealand
Settlements Act (the land-taking court), but the government shrunk from doing so, pending the session of 1867.
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The committee recommended that there should be no
farther delay in allowing the established courts to go into
operation in the district. After making all possible allowance, it is hard to excuse the dilatoriness displayed by the
government at Turanga. A matter small in itself, but like
a. spark in a magazine capable of much mischief, reflects
little credit on the government. Eight Turanga natives
petitioned for the return of their "very valuable carved
house, taken away without pretext by the government."
Mr. J. C. Richmond, a member of the Executive Council,
had asked for it, and was told he could not have it. He
replied, "That is all. I will cease' to urge you." But
a.fter he departed a steamer arrived, and Captain Biggs
carried away the house without sanction from the tribe.
The name of Rahurui was first in order of the petitioners.
'the committee reported that the house (Whare Waikaro)
was a very fine specimen of native workmanship, and would
be properly taken care of in the Wellington museum; that
some money had been paid for it by Biggs to some Maoris;
~d that the house and land having belonged to rebel
natives were, "strictly speaking, forfeited to the government." It was admitted that the house stood on the land
in which the petitioner Rahurui had interests. Th~re was
little attempt to gloze the transaction, which could not fail
to embitter the feelings of the disaffected at Turanga, as
well as of prisoners at the Chatham Islands expectant of
release. On the west coast Titokowaru called a meeting at
Te Ngutu·o-te Manu, a village built after the destruction
-of Pungarehu. Mr. Booth, resident magistrate at Patea,
was present by invitation, and reported that Titokowaru
had shown untiring energy in hringing other tribes to
make peace from the date of the "first overtures for
friendly relations." The Manawatu-block disputes still
furnished petitioners, praying that the Native Lands Court
might be brought into operation. That court early
obtained praise, and in 1868, the Pakeha Maori, Mr.
Maning, officially reported that the Native La.nds A.ct 1865
would "prove the most beneficial action we have ever
-attempted in native affairs, and the good effects we may
-expect from it can scarcely be overrated." The removal
by that Act of restrictions upon sales by Maoris to Euro-
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peans had been so freely adopted in some places that the
resident magistrate at Hawke's Bay appealed to the government to protect the Maori from. himself. Prima peregrinoB
obscena Pecunia more8 intulit. Suddenly freed from control,
prone to exchange land recklessly, the Maori in many
mstances so parted with his heritage that a future of
pauperism was in store for him, unless the government
would refuse to assent to the alienation of reserves.
The Pakeha Maori (Maning) was called upon to exercise.
a strange judicial function during the Parliamentary session
of 1867. Quarrels arose about land, the title to which was
to be brought before him. Two Ngapuhi warriors tottering
with age, stirred up the young, prone as themselves to,
fight. Ancient tribal feuds were ransacked to envenom
differences. The judge in olden time,had known the combatants, but kept himself aloof to do official justice. The
surveyor asked whether he should carry 'on the survey,
backed by force.
The judge replied that he believed the,
man must be mad to ask such a question. The case had
not come into court, when two grantees and a claimant
had been shot. In June, the resident magistrate, Edward
Williams (a son of Archdeacon Henry Williams), found the·
two parties on the brink of battle at Pakaruka. They were,
within a few yards of each other, when he rode between
them, and out of respect for him they retired, and agreed
that he should be their arbitrator. He had not received
the thanks of the government for his intervention when
the disputants met again, and, though he endeavoured to'
interpose, commenced firing. before his eyes. On the 10th
of July, he saw five killed and two wounded as he stood by
the Ngarehauata. Fighting was more acceptable than law,.
and the magistrate's entreaties were disregarded, until, on
the 16th July, the death of Archdeacon Williams drew off'
the sorrowing Maoris to attend his funeral. The scene.
which followed has been told in relation to his death.
Judge Maning's proceedings deserve special mention.
Before peace was finally made the hostile parties offered
to make a truce, to attend the court unarmed, and keep
the peace while the court was sitting. He declined toauthorize in such a manner, indirectly, a return to violence
after his departure, adjourned his court sine die, or until
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hostilities should cease; and intimated that probably all the
courts in the district would be closed. Meanwhile he joined
his peaceful persuasions to those of others. The Hokianga
chief, Abraham Taonui, aided the sons of the deceased
'
archdeacon, peace was made, and the land had rest.
Such was the aspect of New Zealand life, while the
General Assembly in 1867 was busy with many thingspassing an "Old Metal and Marine Storedealers' Bill,"
regulating Friendly Societies, empowering a racecourse
board at Wairarapa to exchange certain lands, and dealing
with the thousand objects which, in all communities of
Englishmen engross their time, but which, as common to
all, require no special notice. The session was the last tQ
be convened by Sir G. Grey. The laudatory addresses he
received from the Houses have been quoted. In Dec., 1867,'
he was requested to forward the final testimony of his
Executive Council :"When immediately OB the receipt of the first intimation that your
Excellency would shortly he informed of the name of your Auccessor, both
Houses of the Legislature, by simultaneous addresses, marked their high
regard for your Excellency personally, and their appreciation of your distin·
guished public services; and while uumerous bodles of colonists hastened to
re-echo those sentiments of respect which everywhere greeted you in your
late visit throughout the provinces, we abstained from approaching your
Excellency witli anv expression of sympathy, because we could not but
believe that, at the close of your career in New Zealand, Her Majesty would
have been advised to mark her appreciation of your services; but the tone of
the late despatches addreBBed to your Excellency, impels us no longer to
withhold the expreBBion of the seutiments entertained towards you by
those who have witnesBBd, near at hand, the devotion to the empire and to
public duty which has distinguished your long career. Seldom has a
governor beeu placed in circumstances more trying, aud amidst duties
more con1licting and emba.rra.ssin~. In so difficult a position we cannot
but think that your Excellency mtght reasonably have expected that you
would not han beeu left unprotected to bear the unjust aspersious to
which you have been exposed. Agaiu and agaiu during the last tweutysix years, where there has been danger and difficulty in the administration
of colonial affairs, your Excellency's aid has beeu invoked by the most
eminent statesmen of the day. Sacrifices you have disregarded, and trials
ha.ve served as opportunities of evincing devotion to public duty, and we
cannot but regard it as indicative of the indifference, if not positive disfavour, with which the colonies of the empire are regarded when loyalty,
zeal, and high intelligence displayed in the administration of their il.ffa.ira
are passed by without even the courtesy of a cold acknowledgment.
Nevertheless, it will be no mean gratification to your 'Excellency to feel
a.ssured that upon your retirement from the government of New Zealand,
it is universally recognized that in defence of constitutional government,
the honour of the colony entrusted to your guardianship, and the best
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interests of the empire, you have added to your other II80CrifiCes that of the
a8IIured prospect of some Btill more honourable position in Her Majesty's
service, or a distinguished retirement from the careB of office. We tnlSt
th~t the day may not be far distant when the high services you have BO
freely and ably rendered will' meet with a fitting recognition. We pray
your Excellency to a.ooept these words 8.B expressing the sentiment of
ministers who have had the honour of be~ 8.BBOciated with you in the
administration of the a.1fa.irs of New Zealand. '

The names of E. W. Stafford, William Fitzherbert. John
Hall, T. M. Haultain, J. C. Richmond, J. H. Harris a.nd
Major Richardson were attached to the address.
Sir George Grey replied :"It is fitting that I should briefly acknowledge the far more than
friendly words which )Tou have addresSed to me on my removal from my
office of Governor of New Zealand. These words coming from those who
not only have seen and known the trials and difficulties I have had to
encounter, but who alBO amidst those difficulties have been my advisers
and fellow-labourers, are very valuable to me, and I shall often think of
them in my retirement. I will only further say to those who by their
advice, by their Bympathr" and by their own toils and devotion to public
duty, have BO often guided my path in difficulties, and lightened the
labours imposed upon me, that I thank them for the services they have
rendered their Queen and country; that I also t!hank them for their affectionate fa.rewetl, and that whatever may be the future trials and chang611
of my life, I shall alwaYB think myself fortunate that they were BO long
given me 8.B companions and 8.BBooiates in the trying duties I had to
:Perform in New Zealand."

The framers of the address could not complain of any terms
applied to it by the Duke of Buckingham. It was acknowledged without comment. Well might Rajah (Sir James)
Brooke groan, in bitterness of spirit, that the fiction that
honours were conferred by the Queen could barely make
them respectable. Well might one who had been UnderSecretary for the colonies78 declare that the manner in
which distinctions were conferred by the Colonial Office was
fitted to degrade them. When the Duke of Buckingham
thus superciliously set aside the testimony of the Executive
Council of New Zealand with regard to the public services
of a man in whose favour several of them could in no
maD:ner be supposed to be prejudiced, there was in a
neighbouring colony another man in 'full career on the path
to titular honour obtained in the manner denounced by
Mr. Merivale. Convicted of sedition in IS••, but· set a.t
large on technical grounds-reverting to seditious practices,.
71
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but evading the personal risks to which he incited others,
for his desertion of whom one of the most resolute among
them branded him as "a pitiable blaspheming traitor"intriguing against his Sovereign, against his reputed leader
Daniel O'Connell, against his country and his oaths in the
House of Commons and in a colony-fawning upon his
countryman O'Shanassy in Victoria, until he had obtained
a title and a pension, and then spurning the patron whom
he no longer needed-Mr. Charles G, Duffy purHued the
primrose way to the favours of Downing-street, They
could not convert him from that to which he was in a
manner born, but the method of their distribution might
sour the minds of others more loyal than he. HiRtory has
different garlands to dispense, and strikeR a juster balance
between the ignoble and the worthy, One gathers honour
with time, while the distinctions of the other excito diHgtlHt.
Sir G. ]', Bowen assumed office as Governor of New
Zealand on the 5th Feb., 1868. His predecesHor rmnldned
in the colony until, at the close of the year, )w }lItHtenect
to England to fight his battles in perRon, and to )))'OHH 1\\)011
the Colonial Office the propriety of doing right ill )'''!-tlt.,( to
the slaughtered Maori prisoner of war. Hir (l. J~()W(!II
thought it becoming to show respect to tJHl Hllflll/'HOI)O(!
Governor. He informed the Colonial Office tlmt HiI' H.
Grey was to be entertained at a banquet (at whi(~ " Hi!' D.
Monro was to preside), and that, having been illvito(), he
would have much pleasure in evincing hiH HOIIHO of tho
courtesy he had received from his" able Itnd IWC011I1'ii1!iu1I1
predecessor, whose name will he inseparahly cOlllwdo(1 with
the history of this colony."
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CHAPTER XlV.
1865-1869.
NATIVE LANDS COURT.

his proper to examine the working of the Native Lands Court
constituted under the Native Lands Act of 1865. Two or
three cases brought before the Land Court and before the
Compensation Court will throw light upon many previous
occurrences dealt with in these pages. One enabled justice
to reveal the wrong done to the loyal Te Rangitake, at the
Waitara. It would be easy to state the result, and dismiss
the subject. But by such a course the true history of New
Zealand would be untold; and by such a course misrepresentations in other works would not be disproved. The act
done at Waitara by Governor Browne was the plague-spot
which corrupted the subsequent life of the colony. He and
his advisers wrote despatches and minutes, 80S bulky 80S
volumes, in which they contended that the prayer of Bishop
Selwyn, Sir William Martin, and others, for judicial inquiry
was ridiculous, and that the title of Teira, so rashly accepted
by Governor Browne, had been "duly investigated" and
found good. Two or three statements of Governor Browne
and Mr. Richmond must be cited here. To the Secretary
of State the Governor wrote (March, 1860): "I have
insisted on this comparatively valueless purchase, because
if I had admitted the right of a chief to interfere between me
and the lawful proprietors of the soil, I should soon have
found further acquisition of territory impossible in any part
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- ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - of New Zealand." A published manifesto prepared for the
Governor by his ministry declared: "Te Teira's title has
been carefully investigated and found to be good.! It is
not disputed by anyone. The Governor cannot therefore
allow Te Rangitake to interfere with Te Teira in the sale of
his own land." To his shame it must be said that Donald
McLean abetted this manifesto. With the despatch
which transmitted that manifesto to England was sent a
memorandum by Mr. Richmond, imploring for troops. Mr.
Richmond wrote: "An occasion has now arisen on which
it has become necessary to enforce obedience to the Governor's decision by a military force. The issue has been
carefully chosen-the particular question being as favoura.ble a one of its class as could have heen selected." The
reader can decide as to the class, after scrutinizing the
favourable case thus gravely averred to have been carefully
chosen. It is only necessary to refer generally to the
prayers of Sir W. Martin, Bishop Selwyn, and Archdeacon
Hadfield, for a judicial inquiry, and the contempt with
which they were thrust aside.
The land at the Waitara was comprised in the blocks
conditionally confiscated in the Taranaki province in Sept.,
1865. Within confiscated tracts, the government undertook to reserve and award lands to loyal natives who had
tribal rights in the district. Rebels were also invited to
declare their allegiance, and thus entitle themselves to
restoration of such lands as might be allotted to them. To
ascertain the proper quantities to be awarded in the Taranaki province a Government Gazette intimated (March
1866), that a Compensation Court would be "holden at
Plymouth (Taranaki), for the purpose of hearing and New
determining the claims of persons to compensation on
account of the taking under the authority of the New
Zealand Settlements Act of the blocks of land in the
pl'Ovince of TamIl ki hereund l' II cribed." The blocks
were d scribed, h ~taUl1 b uutl'
the Waitara South,
and the akur
til' t·
llcluded the land
which Goveruo
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in 1868. The Oakura case was first undertaken. The
judges of the Compensa.tion Court were Mr. Fenton
sitting as senior judge, and Messrs. J. Rogan and H. A.
M. Monro sitting 80S judges. Mr. Fenton was also chief
judge of the Native Lands Court. Mr. W. S. Atkinson appeared as Crown Agent to oppose the claims of the
natives. His contention was peculiar. By the Settlements Act the Crown could elect whether to give compensation in land or in money. He elected "to give land in
lieu of money." But the Oakura block was supposed to
contain from 25,000 to 26,000 acres, and the Crown or its
agents, without regard to possible or probable claims of
loyal natives, had authorized occupation by European
settlers to such an extent that only 2500 acres remained to
satisfy any awards which might be made by the Compensa.tion Court. Mr. Atkinson pleaded generally, as Mr. Fox
and his friends had often urged, that the natives did not
really exercise ownership, and only used about 1000 acres
properly. On this point a chief replied:-" As to the
extent of our cultivatiolls, I call attention of the court to
our live stock on the land. I demand that our compensation be within the block; the blood of my relatives is on
the land. Remember my services during the war. My
cattle, my sheep, and my pigs, all my property went in the
war; my wheat and my cultivations; and I never received
any compensation for them, though the Pakehas have all
been compensa.ted. What I did was not rewarded. Let
the government now fulfil its promises."s Mr. Atkinson
was unable or unwilling to produce any evidence as to the
lawful settlement of military settlers on, or of sales in, the
block, to such an extent as to leave an insufficient quantity
of land to meet the claims of natives, which claims were
contemplated in the Act, and had been solemnly guaranteed
by the Government. In a proclamation (17th Dec., 1864)
there was the unshakeable sentence: "The land of those
natives who have adhered to the Queen shall be secured to
them." There had been other notifications of like purport.
The court considered and admitted 76 claims in 80 manner
which may be told in their own words.
IN. Z. P.P., 1866; A. No. J3.
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"Having thus arrived at the, to us, unavoidable conclusion that the
cla.imants before us were entitled to 7400 acres of good land in this block.
and having accepted Mr. Atkinson's a.8sertions that the whole of the
a.vailable land, except 2500 acres, had been appropria.t.ed to military
settlers, the question then arose, Wha.t are we to do! We thought that
po88ibly the government were not aware of the large majority of owners of .
this land, who had remained loya.l, and reflecting on the great public
calamity which would be caused, and the serious embarra.ssment which
would occur to the government if we i88ued orders of the court extending,
1\8 they would have done, over the lands of considerable numbers of these
military settlers, we determined to despa.tch one of our number to
Wellington to place the state of affairs before the government, and give
them an opportunity of availing themselves of the power given to the
Colonial Secretary by the ninth clause of the Act of 1865.· W e accordin~ly
postponed our decision, and Mr. Rogan went to Wellington, cha.rged with
earnest appeals to the government, whilst MI'. Monro ana. I proceeded with
the case of Waitara SOuth. Mr. Rogan returned with the Hon. CoL A. H.
Russell, the Minister for Native Affairs, who effected an arrangement with
the cla.imants, and ultimately all the claims except one, that of Rawiri
Motuere, were withdrawn to our satisfaction. What the terms of Col.
Russell's arrangement were, the court did not think it their duty to
in~nire. In consequence of this agreement having been come to, no
adJndica.tiou was made by the court, as onr jurisdiction was gone. . . .
In the ca.se of Rawiri Motuere, who ha.d returned home to Wa.ikana.e, the
court accepted the undertaking of the resident owners to a.dmit him as
one of themselves."

Such was the measured language of the judicial report.
But more might have been told. The section of the Taranald community which had 110 largely promoted discord
in former days, was indignant at the thought that even
loyal natives should maintain a footing on the land through
the action of a court of law. It mattered not that the
claimants in 1866 had in 1863 gone out, when many
settlers declined, to rescue and escort to the town the
scattered settlers whose lives were in danger after the
Oakura massacre. It mattered not that by striving to
t:!trangle the claims of their allies in war, the settlers were
doing their utmost to prove the truth of the prophecy, that,
when alleged rebellion had been dealt with, loyal Maoris
would be robbed. The passionll of some dwellers in
" By hat Bect.ion the Colonial Secl'etary cuulJ, on lehalf of t he govern.
w:ith a.uy clo.~lant to give him mOD~y. or la.nd, or
t,(j ~Ith(l
"11.
By eeil()!l 10 t.he 81\11)8 functIonary might
lUll II
I r w. rt!, elect to b';'\"c the laimant land in
vinCI:, subject to the provisions
('mll't, 01' the Rl'bitrators or
,.1 \lUld so to be given as
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Ta.ranaki darkened their judgment. The nature of ·the
'Bettlement arrived at by the Native Minister may be told in
.few words. Mr. Parris was acting as native agent. Mr.
Atkinson "applied for and obtained a suspension of judgment for two days," and offered to the natives "the whole
of the remaining land in the Oakura block." Parris, on
behalf of the Maoris, accepted the offer if "intended to
include all the government reserves and the whole of the
land not allotted to military settlers." Atkinson consented.
The land thus restored to the original joint-owners (according to Pa.rris' statement) exceeded 10,000 acres.' That
held by military settlers contained 18,930 acres. Every
one familia.r with the conversation of the settlers is aware
that the restoration of lands to the Maoris was a constant
theme of ridicule. The use made by the military settlers
of their lands may be illustrated by the result at Ta.ranaki.
The three prescribed years of service terminated in 1866,
and nearly all of the settlers sold their lands and left the
province.6 The historian of the province ascribes their
departure to the unfitness of many of them for rural life,
and to the inability of the local government to employ
them, or to make roads for them. As a proof of the
• In July, 1867, the Native Minister explained his conduct to the Legislative Council thus:-"It has been found impossible to carry out the
provisions of th08e Acts and Orders in Council consistently with the
action which has been taken by government, without causing an amount of
complication which would have caused a m08t serious difficult:r to the
colony. It was on this account I was summoned to Taranaki, and I
believe but for the presence of a minister and the cordial &B8istance of the
court, of that very able officer Mr. Parris, and of the Crown agent, Mr. W.
Atkinson, the result would have been not only the renewed disturbance and
further complication of the Waitara question, but the absolute payment of
oompensation by the colony to the military settlers of from one to two hundred thousand pounds. This, I am happy to say, has been averted, and the
whole of the very complicated questions adjustQd without the payment of
one fa.rthing b'y the colony." In the sense of "patching up," Col. Russell
was perhaps nght in using the word adjusted, but the nobler meaning of
the word it was perhaps impo88ible for him to attain. The original
injustice of 1860 was indelible. In 1882 there appeared in an English IDue·book (C. 3382) a copy of an ~ement signed by fifty-eight Maoris asking
the court "not to proceed to JudJ(ment for the Oakum block," as they had
accepted "terms offered by W. Atkinson."
• The evacuation of allotments by military settlers was general. MI'.
Saunders said in the N.Z. House, 7th August, 1894,-"a number of
military settlers were brought here, and th.Jy were put down on the land.
I believe there was not a single instance of one of th08e settlers staying. "
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tenacity of some minds to the course pursued with regard
to the natives, it is right to mention that although that
historian6 devoted some space to the departure of the
military settlers and the absorption of their lands by other
Europeans in 1866 and 1867, he was silent as to the sitting
of the Compensation Court and the emergency in which one
of its judges was despatched to Wellington to induce the
government to find" a way of escape from the exposure
which was drSltded. A further proof of the pertinacity
displayed is to be found in the fact that whtln a Maori
prophet, Te Whiti, stirred up his disciples, and a West
Coast Commission was appointed in 1880, it was proved
that the government had not at that date taken steps to
comply with the contract made by the Native Minister with
the Maoris in 1866. To promise and not to perform was
the accepted method of dealing with Maori claims by
numerous ministries from 1866 to 1880. Within that
period there was occasion for many claimants to die. The
urn of fate combined with weapons of war in removing
suppliants or appellants from the scene in which they
troubled the heirs of Colonel Wakefield's devices.
Startling revelations were made at Waitara, where the
native ownership of the ill-famed Waitara block was incidentally brought under the eye of the law. Teira and his
friends appeared before the court to establish their claims
on the 4th July, 1866. The judges were Fenton, Rogan,
and Munro. The exiled rebels were, of course, unrepresented, but in order to check exorbitant claims of Teira and
others, the government were constrained to put forward
some portion of that which would have been the case of the
absentees if they had not been barred. Their hereditary
rights, concluded by their imputed rebellion, were used to
rebut the claims of others. The government agent in the
court was Mr. Atkinson. Tamati Tiraurau, of the Ngatiuenuku hapu (of the Ngatiawa tribe), of which Te
Rangitake was tIl
rincipal chief, was first examined.
'11 suffice for the purposes of t his
The i en of Tru
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ing to the ancient customs of the Maori people so far 80&
they could be ascertained. It was the practice of the
Land Court to receive evidence, and frequently to frame
geneaJogical tables, which, when established by concurring
testimony, often decided cases satisfactorily. Many Maoris
were present when Teira was examined (about 400 of them
attended the court). Teira said he was of the Ngatiuenuku
tribe. The hapus, or sub-tribes, which were part-owners
of U Taylor's piece" (as the block bought by G-'vernor Browne
was termed), were Ngatirangiora, of which a woman,
Mauirangi, was chief; Ngatiuenuku, of which the witness
and Te Rangitake were chiefs; Ngatihinga, whose chief was
Hemi Pataka; Ngatihineuru, of which Rewiri Kaiuri was
chief; Ngatihua, whose chief was Parani Tukoko; and
Ngatituao, whose chiefs were the witness, and Ropoama Te
One. The tribes enumerated were all hapus of the
Ngatiawa. In the solemn atmosphere of a court of justice,
a.nd surrounded by Maoris who could refute misstatements,
the ma.n who, to wreak his spite aga.inst Te Rangitake, had
been put forward to mislead Governor Browne, admitted
that several hapus had interests in the block which he had
been accepted as competent to sell, in 1859, without tribal
concurrence. He essayed, even in 1866, to maintain his
worthless pretensions. When a table of descent was framed
from the evidence it was found that Teira was far removed
in descent from Tarikura; while, from her sister Pal'ekaita,
Te Rangita.ke was nearer in descent. When reminded of this,
Taira had the effrontery to say that proximity of descent made
no difference in heritage; but the Maoris in the court significantly showed their dissent. A further catastrophe awaited
the claim which Colonel Browne's advisers had pronounced
to be good. Ascending higher towards the family founder,
.. it was found that the two sisters above-named derived their
descent from a female ancestress, Nenuku, whose brQther
was Te Wheturerea.o. From Te Wheturereao in the male
line, Te Rangitake traced direct incontrovertible descent.
Thus, in addition to representing a wider circle within the
tribe, Te Rangitake boasted direct descent from the housefather, so dear to Maori hearts.
(Judge Mauinlfs verdict on his rights as Ariki is recorded in a note at
p. 17, voL i. of:tliia work.) .
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It would perhaps be too much to say tha.t by Maori as by
Roman. law, agnatic was invariably preferred to cognatic
inheritance, although the reverence for the ancestor, or
·eponymous hero of a tribe, would give much sanction to
such a theory. One learned writer; Colenso,7 declares the
"order of succession of inheritance as clearly shown iIi
Maori genealogical recitals was from father to son." The
transfer of tribal leadership, from the unworthy to the
worthy, of which there were well-known instances, perhaps
forbids the laying down of an irreversible canon on the
-subject. But the carved images of their forefathers in the
Maori tribal houses were perpetual memorials of Maori
-custom and tradition, if not of positive law. But this the
brazen Teil'a was ready to challenge. Asked whether the
proven descent from Te Wheturereao did not establish Te
Rangitake's claim as superior to his own, he desperately
.denied the fact. His own followers were so arilUsed or
shocked at this affirmation that they made demonstrations
-of dissent.
The court tested Teira on another principle.
"You say that an individual Maori can sell land ?-Yes.
And that a single Maori could sell land before the government came here?-Yes. Could he have sold to anyone?Yes. Could he have sold to another Maori?-Yes. Now
-could you have sold this piece (the Waitara block) to
Kukutai,8 or to Te Awaitaia ?-Yes. And would the tribe
have let them take possession ?-Yes. And build a pah
upon it?-Yes."
At this daring denial of well-known Maori,usage, Teira's
.own friends burst into laughter so loud and derisive that the
baffied liar, looking round and seeing that further imposture
was hopeless, rushed out of the court.9
One touch from the wand of justice ha.d destroyed the
baseless fabric on which Colonel Browne and his advisers
.endeavoured to justify the robbery of Te Rangitake. The
visions which Sir W. Martin had denounced were dissolved;
.~~!}~~~ 1868," vol. i .• p. 363.
men who joined in the invasion of the
Lkerqiora was sacked and Nga Motu was
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but not without leaving a. rack behind. The majesty or
England pawned to do a great wrong: the home, the
church of a loyal chief wantonly sacked by the Queen's.
troops, although that chief was believed to have saved
Wellington from destruction after the Wairau massacre in
1848-a solemn treaty shamefully violated in defiance of
the warnings of that just man who had been chief judge or
the colony; the blood of thousands of loyal Maoris (resenting
injustice) spilt upon their land in futile strife; the desperate·
hearts of many driven to fulfil the prophecy of Sir W.
Martin, and to spurn the creed tendered to them by those
whom they believed to be a nation of liars; the Bishop
(who had lived in their affections, and welcome in every
Maori village, could wander through mountains and forests
at will), turned into an object of aversion because, in.
endeavouring to temper the horrors of war, be had accompanied the conquering army of the Queen! These were the·
fruits of the policy which Governor Browne abetted in 1859,
when he was tempted to abandon his opposition to the
schemes which in 1858 he had denounced as framed to rob
the Maoris of their land-" Recte si possint, si non quoCltnque modo." And this was the policy which after such a·
warning from the Governor, the Duke of Newcastle had
forma.lly approved, though he admitted subsequently that
he deemed it reprehensible. By retributive justice, Stafford,
the head of the ministry by which the wrong was done, was
Chief Minister when it was exposed; and the Crown agent,.
80 member of that section of the Taranaki community which
had urged the crime, was in 1866 the unwitting tool by
which the truth was brought to light. In resisting the·
claims, in order to diminish the unholy wages of Teira, the
government established the title of Te Rangitake. But
although Teira's evidence, and that of Kirikimero, Tamati
Tiraurau, and others, proved Te Rangitake's title, Te
Rangitake could reap no benefit from the proof. He, as 80
rebel, had no standing in the court. The" carefully chosen
issue" of Mr. C. W. Richmond sufficed for the purposes of
Taranaki avarice. The confiscation of the land under the
Settlements Act of Whitaker and Fox professed to bar all
claims of those directly or indirectly concerned in the war •.
Violence in seizing the land was resorted to in order to.
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convert Te Rangitake into a rebel, and the device satisfied
not only Mr. Richmond and his Taranaki friends but a
majority in the New Zealand Assembly. There might have
been an argument raised that as the Maori title was tribal,
the abrogation of the rights of the rebels left their loyal
tribesmen with rights co-extensive with the area of the
tribal domain, but no New Zealand government would
tolerate the raising of such an issue in the courts. In
reporting their proceedinjZs at Taranaki in 1866, the views
of the judges on Maori tenure were succinctly stated :"Each individual has a right as against the rest of his tribe, to a pretty
well defined piece of land, part of the tribal estate, wh1ch he could hold
and cultivate as aga.inst any member of his tribe; but his ~wer extended
no further. He could not alienate it out of the tribe; a.nd 1f he abandoned
it, another member could take possession. The tribal estate belonged to
the tribe, and no man could weaken the tribe by alienating any part of it
to another tribe, or pel'son out of the tribe, or to any outsider." .

By the treaty of Waitangi the Queen had guaranteed" to
the chiefs and tribes of New Zealand and to the respective.
families and individuals thereof, the full, exclusive, and
undisturbed possession of their lands and estates, forests,
and fisheries, and other properties which they may collectivelyor individually possess, so long as it is their wish a.nd
desire to retain the same in their possession." It would
have been difficult to maintain in a court of justice that the
forcible extinction of the rights of Te Rangitake could abrogate those paramount tribal rights which ran over the
whole domain, and by which each member was invested
with concurrent tribal rights. The joint-tenancy known to
English law recognized the}us accrescendi of each remaining owner at the time of the removal of any of his cotenants. The hereditary tribal right could not be weaker
tha.n the technical ownership created by joint-tenancy. It
added to all the favourable incidents of joint-tenancy the
crowning quality that each man born into the tribe became
invested in his turn with the tribal right. So long as
111
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tie bribed at any time to destroy his people by some aet to
be put forward by the government as an excuse for confiscation of tribal lands. But reason and justice had been
irllenced in New Zealand. When the New Zealand Settlements Act was passed by Whitaker and Fox in 1868 a point of
tyranny was reached from which Henry VTII. had abstained.
He, when he desired to bring within his grasp the possessions of his victims, procUred a repeal of the law which
protected estates-tail from forfeiture for treason. He
resorted to the only tribunal needful in that matter. In
New Zealand no law could be honourably proposed or
passed in violation of the treaty of Waitangi. Only by the
formalities by which that treaty had been made could it be
undone, or its sanctions be changed. But the dry light of
justice was obscured when Whitaker and Fox darkened the
political hemisphere, and the Assembly passed the Settlements Act of 1868. During the administration of Mr.
Weld in 1865 the influence of himself, Mr. Mantell, and
Mr. Fitzgerald, and the labours of Sir William Martin and
Mr. Fenton, purified the air, and by the working of the
Native Rights Act and the Native Lands Act some gleams
.of light were admitted to the gloom in which wrongdoing had
been shrouded.
The wrongs of Te Rangitake need no further comment in
these pages, though in dismissing them it is not out of
place to record that in July, 1867, Major Richardson, one
.of Mr. Stafford's colleagues, in an elaborate report hazarded
the statement that the whole war had "unmistakeably
.arisen from the necessity of vindicating Her Majesty's
supremacy and the rights of British native subjects guar.a.nteed by treaty with the ·Crown." Before tpat report was
received and lauded by Mr. Stafford, the Compensation
.(Jourt had wrung the truth out of the mouths of Teira and
.others, and to prevent exposure or avoid inconvenience, the
:government had eluded the delivery of judgments, in the
Oakura and Wai'tara cases, by compositions out of court
which ousted the court from jurisdiction. Richardson's
assertion requires no other comment than the remark that
if he believed what he wrote, the self-deception possible
with man is immeasurable. The papers relating to the
.sitting of the court were laid on the table by command,
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:and were ordered to be printed on the 4th Oct., 1866. The
genealogies of the tribes, as compiled by the senior judge,
Fenton, were laid on the table (24th Sept., 1866), but were
not ordered to be printed until, in the session of 1867,
Mr. Carleton, on whose motion the other papers were
printed in 1866, succeeded (though not without 80 division
in which 18 members opposed him) in causing the genealogies of Teira and Te Rangitake to be preserved in the
blue-books.10 It may be well to glance at the result of the
Waitara negotiations. The Crown agent, Atkinson, procured adjournments from time to time. He also impugned
the vitlidityof Donald McLean's proceedings. He denied
that McLean's appointment had been proved, and urged
that McLean's recognition of, and promises to, absentee
.owners ought to form no precedent for the court, inasmuch
80S McLean was then striving to please the Maoris. He
maintained that one government was not bound by the
acts of its predecessors. The court overruled him in each
case. On the last point they said: "We doubt very much
whether the doctrine expressed is 80 good doctrine even in
politics; certainly in courts of law, in matters of right
affecting the Crown, it must be held to be bad doctrine."
Forty-two claimants had been admitted when the government deemed it advisable to settle the Waitara investigation,
like that of Oakura, by'arrangement out of court. There
was an adjournment to afford "time and opportunity" for
negotiation. On the 10th July, Atkinson proposed to
Parris to give to "the friendly residents and absentee
natives and half-castes . . . the whole of the block to
seaward of the military settlements in the Waitara south
block with the exception of the Waitara township . • .
the whole of the reserves in the military settlements with
the exception of the town belts . . . a fourth part of
the land comprised in the township of Waitara outside of
10 They.are printed (1867.
N. Z. P. P.; A. No. 23) as "Genealogies of
certain Maori Families," without a word to connect them with the dis·
puted Waitara. block, or with the sitting of the compensation court. Even
10, they are useful to those who follow the threads of New Zealand story.
Te Rangitake and Teira belonged to the Ngatiuenuku hapu or section of
the Ngatiawa tribe. [1894. See at the end- of Chapter iL, pp. 104, 105,
the statement made by Judge Fenton in 1885, concemingthe compensation
Court of 1866.]
,
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that intended for the town, present and future, comprising
about 500 acres . . . 125 sections in the Waitara.
township . . . and also sections on the site of the
Hurirapa pah." To these terms Parris, on behalf of the·
natives, agreed. The land thus stipulated for exceeded
11,000 acres, but its quality was, according to Mr. Parris,
very inferior to the 14,000 acres comprised in the military
settlers' allotments in the block. The restitution was·
viewed with anguish by petulant advocates of confiscation
of Maori lands. The claims being withdrawn from the
court, the defence of the Crown on their merits was not
entered upon.
So much has been written about what Colonel Browne·
called the" comparatively valueless purchase" from Teira.
that its disappearance from the field of strife deserved
special notice. Many volumes have been written to defend'
that fatal wrong which in 1859 and 1860 plunged the races·
into war. Others have been written to denounce it. Now
for the first time are arrayed together the facts which
enable the curious to compare the contention of its cham-·
pions and of its opponents. The impartial must admit
that the rape of the Waitara was an act which can never be
sufficiently mourned by those who hold dear the honour of'
England. Would that it could be blotted out! It may not
be; its deadly poison has envenomed every relation between'
Pakeha and Maori.
Another case brought before the Compensation Court
must be recorded. The Rev. Heta Tarawhiti was left in
charge of the mission station at Taupiri, on the Waikato·
river, when the war of 1868 drove all Europeans from the
district. Bishop Selwyn testified that no threats deterred
Tarawhiti from his duties. Tarawhiti applied (under the
Settlements Act and the government proclamations) for'
a block of land within his native territory, Central
Waikato. At a Compensation Court (held Jan., 1867) at
Ngaruawahia, Mr. Mackay (for the Crown) admitted
Tarawhiti's interest in the lands taken from his tribe by
confiscation, but a.lleged that the claimant had barred
himself from compensation by aiding or comforting rebels,
or conspiring against the Queen, or joining with conspirators; &c. Such acts under certain provisions of the
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Settlements Act of Fox and Whitaker deprived a Maori of
compensation.
Mr. Mackay alleged generalJy that the Rev. H. Tarawhiti had infringed the Act, but when asked by the
claimant's counsel to define the charges-" declined to
bind himself to anything, or even to state decisively the
times and places where the acts to be proved were committed." Such a plea did not find favour in the court, and
Mr. Mackay applied for an adjournment of two months,
which was granted. He still declined to put his" accusations into form." On the 12th March the case was resumed
at Auckland. Evidence was taken generally, the Crown
agent still abstaining from formulating his accusations.
Again (12th April) evidence was taken. On the 18th
Fenton, the senior judge, with Mr. Monro, judge, delivered
judgment. They commented on the course which, "in the
absenee of any specific charge against the claimant," left
the court "to abstract from the closing address of the
counsel for the Crown the points on which he relied."
They might have added that such a course was in direct
violation of cherished statutes which guard in England the
liberty of the subject. The charges so abstracted werethat the claimant, "though left in charge of the Taupiri
station, wandered about ministering amongst rebels; that
in his ministrations he omitted the prayer for the Queen
and inserted a prayer for the Maori king (so-called); and
that he supplied sheep and other food" to rebels. Bishop
Selwynll had given evidence, and distinctly stated that he
had instructed Tarawhiti to minister to all sick and
wounded without fear or favour. As to the prayer for
hlatutaera, the Bi hop also declared that the practice of
praying for the principal chief of a place was usual, and
was conformed to by the i hop himself. The claimant
e h
for the Queen
averred that he ne"er
when using the Book 0
nrt believed hiro,
u's Dame in an
and did not think the
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extempore prayer could be construed as "comforting, or
adhering to, or aiding rebels." As to the supply of sheep,
the claimant stated that he had none in 1868 when the
offence was charged. Mr. Ashwell testified that he had
given Tarawhiti some sheep in 1860, and had put others in
his charge for Matuta.era, for the king-maker, and two other
natives. Tarawhiti declared that on the marriage of a son,
in 1861, he gave him a.ll his own sheep. At the end of
1868, when General Cameron's army devastated the Lower
Waikato, the king-maker sent to demand ten sheep as the
property of himself and of his king. Tarawhiti disputed
the number, alleging that six only belonged to them. The
messenger seized and killed ten. In passing, the court
remarked upon the singular fact that there were many
sheep at the station deemed to be the property of the
mission or of a missionary, and that the Maoris respected
them during the war. The Bishop declared that he afterwards found 140 sheep" more than he expected." The
charge of supplying sheep was set aside. That of giving
food was more colourable. The so-called king had taken
food at the station. Tarawhiti declared that he had no
.quantity of food to give. He received but £20 a year
from the Bishop. If his store had been large he would
have given it. "Let the food perish, so that I remain
alive." The court pronounced that" alone as the claimant
was among rebels in arms" it could not reasonably be supposed that they would have abstained from supplying
themselves, and that submission in such a case was, according to Sir Michael Foster, not criminal. There was one
charge made by Mr. Mackay which was withdrawn by
counsel. Tarawhiti was arraigned for attending the deathbed of Te Whareupu. Commenting on the graceful withdrawal of the charge by counsel, the court said that Mr.
Brookfield "doubtless recognized, with the court, in the
conduct of Tarawhiti the same Christian sentiment which
induced the Commodore to send thither his medical advisers." The judgment concluded thus:. " In the judgment of this court the Crown has failed to prove that the
'claimant has done any of the things mentioned. . . . It was the hope
'of the court when the case was closed that the Crown agents, having dIS·
covered that the circumstances which appeared to them suspicious had
bee~ disproved or explained away, would have gracefully withdrawn the
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whole of the charges, and admitted the ri~ht of this claimant to the
compensation which thc Legislature has proVIded for loyal citizens whose
property has been taken under power of the New Zealand Settlements
Act 1863. This course was not taken. The court therefore feels itself
caJled upon to conclude by adding that the Rev. Heta Tarawhiti leayes
this court with his name untainted as a loyal subject of Her Majesty, amI
with his character high in our es.timation as a good and courageous clcrgyman. W c are unable to see m the matter before us any grounds of
reasonable suspicion even; and tho court is entirely at a lOBS to discover
any grounds for the remarkable pertinacity with which Mr. Mackay has
pushed this case, nor can it f-efrain from expressing its surprise, that that
officer, on thc occasion of the second adjournment, refused the very reasonable request of Mr. MacCormick, the counsel for the cla.imant, for a
statement of the charges against his client. "

It was added that the case was the only instance of its kind
which had come under the experience of the judges present.
The judgment of the court must have given unalloyed
pleasure to many, but to none more than to Bishop
Selwyn and Sir William Martin, the personal friends of
Tarawhiti.
A case tried before the Native Lands Court in 1869 may
be selected to illustrate its working. The anachronism of
inserting it here will be outweighed by the convenience of
placing it in juxtaposition with the Oakum and South
Waitara investigations. In 1869 a cloud loomed a·t Wanganui. The Rangitikei tribal dispute about land, which
had so often been before the government, seemed about to
burst into tribal war. The General Assembly, fearing to
take a wrong step, had taken none at all. The Ngatiraukawa were the stumbling-block. Warlike, but friendly to the
English, they were now brought almost into collision with
active allies of the English, Hori Kingi, Rangihiwinui, and
others. In July, 1867, Parakaia te P9uepa, a Ngatiraukawa
chief, petitioned the Queen. He asked that some competent person might be Rent from England" to give life to
the tribe," a.nd raise ltp tho trea y 0
aitangi, which the
New Zealand governmellt wa~ "
lUluer foot."
The tribe a keel that their cl itn
tigated; but th ~o,errnnent re
title under th flP rn.ti,;:ul~l~"'IIII'"..:;J
Other chiefs s nt l-lin i
ca.se was complicat d
and yet, in 1 6·, tJII
a.t no decision, 8.1H1 "
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In 1866, the Native Minister drew up for Sir G. Grey a statement as to the facts, which a subsequent decision of the
Native Lands Court controverted. He assumed that the
Ngatiraukawa tribe had rights which, on examination by
a court, were found wa.nting. Whatever the titles to the
land might be, it was found that search would have to be
made so far back as Rauparaha's invasion of the southern
regions of the North Isla.nd. The court had to glance
at the history of half a century. Colonel Wakefield, in
1839, for guns, tobacco, beads, fish-hooks, apparel, and
gunpowder, had procured signatures to a deed which
purported to make him lord over islands, bays, streams,
forests, a.nd mountains, in the Manawatu district; but
it was palpable that many potential signatures were absent, and in the description of the land, territories were
included which the signers had no intention to convey. The
compa.ny's claim was condemned by Mr. Spain in 1843.
In process of time the Crown acquired land in the territory,
and Maoris ga.ve to Europeans irregular leases, from which
the Ngatiapa and Rangita.ne tribes derived the principa.1
profit, though the Ngatiraukawa and Muaupoko received a
share. The death of Taratoa, a Ngatiraukawa chief, who
counselled moderation, threatened to embroil the three
tribes. The Ngatiapa relied upon the friendship of the
Wanganui tribe, without whose support they could not wa.r
against the Ngatiraukawa. To avert a fray, Dr. Featherston, in 1863, was commissioned to mediate between the
tribes. Arbitration failing, a suggestion was made by the
Ngatiawa a.nd Rangitane that the Crown should buy the
disputed land, and distribute the purchase-money equitably
between the tribes. The Ngatiraukawa held back for some
time, but at length a majority, led by Ihakara, consenteda section of the tribe still refusing to accede to the terms.
There were protracted meetings in April, 1866. A deputation of ten chiefs of the other tribes prevailed on the
Ngatiapa to agree to terms. The purchase-money wa.s
fixed at £25,000, each of the two large tribes receiving twofifths, the petty Rangita.ne receiving one-fifth. But many
delays intervened before (Dec., 1866) the money was paid.
Petitions a.nd meetings were numerous. The government
intended to reserve a percentage of the proceeds of la.nd
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sales to content, if possible, the recusant section of the
Ngatiraukawa. Parakaia still advocated an appeal to the
Native Lands Court. An English traveller, Sir C. Dilke,
saw a meeting at the Parewanui pah in Dec., 1866. A
thousand Maoris were there armed. The heralds summoned them as the Greeks were summoned on the plains of
Troy. The traveller wondered at the resemblance of the
runanga to the Homeric council. Though the disciple of
an unheroic school, he saw, in Hunia te Hakeke, the
Achilles; in others, the Nestors of the Maoris. "The
Argive and Maori leaders are one in fire, figure, port, and
mien," he said. At one time Hunia seemed about to strike
a Ngatiraukawa chief, but the genius of wisdom at the last
moment stayed the hand of the dusky Achilles. The
meeting ceased when the bell began to toll for evening
prayer. Sir C. Dilke had been told that there would be no
blows, but was full of doubts when Hunia and Karanama
poured upon one another a torrent of Homeric abuse. A
day intervened, and the chiefs, at the close of it, passed the
night in solemn conclave. On the following morning the
runanga was resumed. Hunia, having prevailed in private,
was gracious in public. The sale must be completed, lest
the world be "set on fire by intertribal war. What is the
good of mountain land? There is nothing to eat but
stones. Granite is a hard, but not a strengthening food;
and women and land are the ruin of men." Again there
was oratory mingled with bardic strains interwoven with
the words of the speakers. The deed of sale was borne to
the flagstaff by Hunia and Ihakara; friendship was sworn,
and the deed was signed by hundreds of men and women.
Rangihiwinui rode with Dr. Featherston to Wanganui for
the purchase-money; and gl'ief came over the quiescent at
the camp. A chiefs wife chanted a lament, whose burden
was that nature was still gay, the sun would shine, the
t1'6 B would bloom, the fruit of the earth would be found,
ut th
oris would melt away from the homes of their
al.11
I
nt of the money wa postponed till the
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chief, assuming that every Englishman was loyal to his
Queen, charged the visitor to tell her that the Maoris would
fight for her. "My cousin Wiremu died fighting for her.
As he died, we will die if need be-I and all my chiefs.
This do you tell our Queen." The Englishman admired
the "noble eloquence and singular rhetoric art" of Hunis.;
but it is probable that, if the chief could have foreknown
the unchivalrous terms in which his auditor was afterwards
to reflect upon the Queen, he would have poured another
kind of eloquence into his ears. But even the Parewanui
meeting did not allay doubts and strife. A section of the
Ngatiraukawa still demanded inquiry. "Let the Land Court
try their rights." But the Governor's advisers shrank from
the test. The Native Minister, Mr. J. C. Richmond,
reported in July, 1867, that the case was one of "compromising an insoluble quarrel between half-civilized men,"
whose titles all rested on recent violence, and who were
prone to fresh violence as a last resort. The policy of the
government was to allow delay in winding up the transaction, in order that as many as possible of the malcontents
might be brought to agree to it. Governor Grey had tried
his eloquence in Maori tongue upon Parakaia in 1866, but
in 1867 was requested to forward petitions to the Queen,
asking for justice to Parakaia and his tribe. He wrote, in
Aug., 1867, that he would himself have wished to submit
the claims to a court, whose decision might teach the
Maoris to submit all disputes, however complex, to a
judicial tribunal. On the other hand, the ministry urged
that any decision would be challenged by the losers, and
might provoke strife. As the local government had become
responsible for order, it was difficult to interfere with their
views, and as the case had atto.ined notoriety, Sir G. Grey
thought it improbable that injustice could be done. The
Maoris, by petitioning the Queen, had shown that they
understood constitutional methods.
By an amending Act (1867) the Governor was rnpo erea
to refer to the court the claims of the na.tives who oppo ed
the sale of the block, and in process of time the Rangitik' iManawatu claims were submitted for judgment. Sir .
Bowen, in reporting the result, declared that it seemed t(
be generally agreed that their preu1fU'o ... v"I •• n: ... ., 0: w
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jurisdiction had been unfortunate. The chief judge,
Fenton, presided. A few Maori policemen preserved order.
The Attorney-General represented the 'Crown, and counsel
spoke for the petitioners. Eighty-four Maori witnesses
were examined. The trial lasted 45 days. The wars and
conquests of Rauparaha; the rights lost and won; the
revival of the claims of restored warriors; the resistance of
those claims by others, for whom obscena, pecunia mingled
its charms with alleged Maori customs-all these matters
were before the court. Tamihana Te Rauparaha, son of
him into whose thoughts the proverb said it was hard to
dive, appeared as a witness. 'fhe Pakeha Maori, F . E.
Maning, delivered the final judgment of the court at
Wellington on the 25th Sept., 1869. It coursed over fifty
years. The Ngatiapa tribe were once possessors of the
land. About 1818, Rauparaha, with fighting men of his
own (Ngatitoa) tribe, suspicious of the growing power of the
Ngapuhi, whose acquisition of firearms threatened to gratify
Hongi's lust for empire, induced some Ngapuhi warriors
(of whom Waka Nene was one)12 to accompany him, with
their dreaded weapons, to the south on a tour of conquest.
From Kawhia, carving his unchecked way, he passed
through the forests (through which General Chute in later
years was to march) ravaging, as he reached it, the
territory of the Ngatiapa, who eluded the terrible firearms,
and sought fastnesses in the hills. Conquering at Ot3.ki
a.nd Cook's Strait with Maori ferocity, the wily chief looked
round for means of retaining what he had seized. The
Ngapuhi, with their firearms, might wrest from him the
territory he had gained by their aid, unless he could fortify
himself by new alliances, and place between Otaki and the
distant Ngapuhi a cord of allies. "It is pertinent to
remark," said the judge, "that Baupara.ha, famous for
wiles and stratagems, either conquered by force, or made
01 Is of b •
lie ., or de troyecl hy treachery, almost everyn I'lontact with."
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parted with his dangerous friends, he collected his tribe for
a migration to his southern conquests; and, to create an
additional barrier against invasion from the north, invited
the Ngatiraukawa tribe to settle on some of his new
territory, to which he himself proceeded after his conquest.
In separate bands, from time to time, the Ngatiraukawa,
under the leading of Whatanui, complied with the invitation.
As they passed they killed or captured straggling members
of the Ngatiapa tribe, whose sagacious war-chief withdrew
the main body of his people to the hills, anxious to avoid n.
feud with Rauparaha, with whom he had so recently made
friendly arrangements. Thejudge pronounced that no killing
or enslaving acts of the roving Ngatiraukawa gave them
any rights, according to Maori usage, over Ngatiapa lands.
The paramount chief, Rauparaha, would not object to such
atrocities so long as none of his own tribe, the Ngatitoa,
were involved. Neither would the Ngatiapa conceive that the
ravagers were exceeding the bounds of Maori usage. They
would reserve the right to retaliate if they should become
strong enough. They were neither conquered nor looked
upon as conquered. The small Rangitane tribe, whose own
lands were adjacent to those of the Ngatiapa, were interfused with the Ngatiapa tribe when the scourge of
Rauparaha's first raid swept the land. On his second
journey these Rangitane, weak in the field, conceived the
idea of destroying the terrible conqueror by stratagem.
They nearly succeeded. Almost all the companions of
Rauparaha, and four of his children, were slain, but he
eluded the fate prepared for him, and never forgave the
Rangitane. With others he made peace. He encouraged
the Ngatiapa in procuring firearms, and ensured their aid
as a barrier against possible invasion from the north. But
the Rangit~ne he followed with bloodhound tenacity. He
slew their fighting men, and made their name a memory in
the land of their fathers. For a time they disappeared
a separate people. But within the hounu. of gath.'
territory, near to their hereditary and ra.vaged homes. tl
reappeared as half-castes. or children of intermal'ri
between Ngatiapa and Rangitane, and became ntitled
Maori usage to the privileges of their hosts. About 1
Kal
the Ngatiraukawa immigration was complete.
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Waikanae, and the neighbourhood were the principal homes
of the Ngatiraukawa, while under Rauparaha's advice they
cultivated flax to exchange for firearms with European
traders. Subsequently he apportioned other lands to- them,
but no evidence was produced to show that he made grants
to them within the Ngatiapa boundary. To have done so
would, according to Mr. Maning, have been inconsistent
with Maori usage. The Ngatiapa were allies whom he was
strengthening. The land between the Manawatu and
Rangitikei rivers was theirs, by ancient tenure, and by his
own friendly recognition. But after 1835, three" hapus "
of the Ngatiraukawa tribe were proved to have been found
settled between the rivers, in friendship with the Ngatiapa,
owning lands, sometimes in homesteads under Maori usage,
sometimes jointly; aiding in war expeditions, and, as
witnesses averred, "eating out of the same basket" with
the Ngatiapa. The claims of the petitioning Ngatiraukawa,
were-1st, that the land conquered by Rauparaha was
given by him to the Ngatiraukawa tribe; 2nd, that failing
proof of right by conquest, they claimed by any right
accruing to them, whether by occupation or otherwise.
The counter-contention was, that the Ngatiapa were not
conquered, that as a tribe the Ngatiraukawa had no right
or interest in the land, and that the Crown had purchased
the land from the rightful owners. The judgment was
that Rauparaha had not made a grant of land north of the
Manawatu river to the Ngatiraukawa; that he had given
land on the south, and that the grantees, in the language
of one of the witnesses, "stretched the grant of Rauparaha,
and came over the river;" that the Ngatiapa, much as they
valued land, valued fighting-men more, and welcomed the
three" hapus" who were found settled north of the Manawatu; and that the guests, thus received, acquired, by
Maori custom, well-known and recognized rights in the
soil, constituting them ownerslS along with the Ngatiapa
After the publication of this History the author, observing in
_\fo.ine's brrea.t work on Village CODummities, that he ha.d
. r n -ad tha.t the procci!s thUB proved to have existed in ew
ve grown up by force of circumstn.nces in India., ca.lled ir
'm to the facts proved in New Zea.la.ncL He replied - " I
·, •• 1 to you for >,OUI" letter calling my attention to the
I
ient a.bsorpttve power which I lLSIIume to h&ve existed
GO 2
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tribe as to the disputed lands. The Ngatiraukawa, as a
tribe, were found to have no right or interest in them; but
ihe rights of sections of the tribe were recognized by the
issue of certificates of land as follows: "To thirty-seven
named members of the Ngatikauwhata 'hapu,' 4500
acres; to five of the Ngatikahoro and Ngatiparewahawaha
'hapus,' 1000; to twenty enumerated chiefs, 500; to one
named chief, 200-as marked in the survey plan before the
court."14
The Rangitikei-Manawatu case affords a good example of
cases brought before the Native Lands Court. The chief
judge thought that the court had "settled cases of much
greater intrinsic difficulty, and possessing far more powerful
extrinsic obstacles, and had never yet, even at Taupo, had
a decision disputed, or obedience delayed." Whether he
undervalued the difficulty of the case or not, his testimony
as to the acceptance of decisions by Maoris gives further
proof, if proof were needed, of the folly of the government
in refusing to allow the Waitara case to be tested by law.
It is important to notice that in recognizing the rights of
"hapu" settled by permission on Ngatiapa territory, the
court affirmed that Te Rangitake would have acquired
positive rights at the south Waitara block by his settlement
there, under tribal sanction, even if he had had none
before.
in the Indian village communities still 811r\;VCS ill ew Zealand, or at lea t
may be clearly traced. r have found your Hiatm) of N. Z. ill the club,
and though I have ollly han tim'" to examine it Buperficia.lIy. I see at once
that there is much i1l it, particularly ill the ~hl\pter rIoting tu the Kative
Lands Court, which lIl~ril my attentive enD i,lcratiou. . . H. 15. M.UNE."
Alas! the great a'ut hO!' Ilnd jurist has left the >lcene whicb he enricbe~l
with his labours.
.. The judgment set forth mainly the Ilfb'1llIleulB ho tile to tho Ngatiruukawa. It is right to mention tha.t not
the ~O{)u 1
that tribe, but othe . verserl in Ma0l1 lore,
NgMi 11
were hardly treated ;- th"t the Kgatiapa ,
tanui; and that it w aH through hiM infiu.- ,
prevented from utterly lIe troying the R II
'\Vhato.nui befriend d, hut who afterWllt')
tribe of their benefaclor. The qncstion hin
in which Rauparaba UI,,'Teerl with his 1l1lieh t
which his right of conquest extended. It
would work against the inter t of hia kit m
aid he had 80 long and rnll8tl)' besough t. 1'1
justify tho title " ",
_ to tbe dish'
T
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Shortly after the delivery of the judgment in the
Manawatu-Rangitikei ca.se, Donald McLean entered into
friendly relations on behalf of the government with the
:Maori king. There were still some members of the Ngatiraukawa tribe who strove to resist the survey of the land.
One Meritana16 was sentenced to imprisonment. The
l\Iaori king, Tawhiao, showed his good faith to the English,
and the reality of his office among the Maoris, by directing
the Ngatiraukawa tribe to abide by the decision of the
Lands Court. The surveys were peacefully resumed and a
free pardon was granted to Meritana.
The reader may here be reminded of two important cases
in which the judgments of the Lands Court have been
interwoven in these annals; viz., the Orakei case,16 which
explained the convulsions of the Auckland tribes before and
during the wars of Hongi, and the Te Aroha case17 which
resulted from the wars of Waharoa the father of the kingmaker.
II The
.. Wellington Independent" (7th Dec., 1869) reported tha.t
Meritu.n& was captured by Mr. Buller, two constables, and a score of
natives, "after nearly all hour's Bcume," and that the "Hon. Mr. Fox was
in the district and aBsented to the proceedings taken."
'0 Vol. I., pp. 31.2.
17 See Vol. 1., pp. 31, 133·135.

CHAPTER XV.
1868-1869.
CONDITION OF THE MAORIS IN

1868.

THE Native Minister procured for the new Governor copious
information from officers in "native districts." Maoris
were not slow in testifying their loyalty. Old Poihipi
Tukeraingi, from Taupo, was first in the field, having
written his address before Sir G. Bowen reached New
Zealand. Te Puni, the Ngatiawa chief, under whose protection it was found feasible to settle at Cook's Strait, and
without whose aid Colonel Wakefield could not have transferred the settlement from Petone to Te Aro, told the
Governor that old custom had passed away, and that most
of his kindred had in recent strife been led into Han
Hauism, or had become debauchees. Te Puni was isolated
ill Christianity within a quarter of a century of embracing
it with his tribe. The Maori king had recently inclined
to ancient custom by abandoning his name Matutaera
(Methuselah), and adopting a pure Maori name-Tawhiao.
A loyal chief, improving the illustration used by Sir G.
Grey, that he would dig around the Maori king till, like a
tree, he fell, said to Sir G. Bowen: "0 Governor, Matutaera
is now like a single tree left exposed in a clearing of our
native forests. If left alone it will soon wither and die .
.My word to you, 0 Governor, is to leave Matutaera alone."
Wiser than in 1860, or in 1863, the colonial ministry had
reached the same conclusion.
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Early in 1868, summoned by Tawhiao, many chiefs
assembled at Tokangamutu in the Ngatimaniapototerritory.
Rewi, in enigmatic language, whose intent could only be
surmised by Europeans, declared, "Fighting must cease.
The sale of land must cease. Leasing land must be
put a stop to. Such doings as selling and leasing
must cease; then only will peace be made." The
meeting was deemed ominous. It was feared that malcontents might combine against the new Governor. But
between the sullen retirement of Tawhiao and Rewi and the
savage incursions of the Hau Hau fanatics there was no
. coherence. Violent men found violent deaths. By war
and disease Maoris were decimated year by year. Sir G.
Bowen had hardly assumed office when the ministry
apprehended troubles about the Rangitikei-Manawatu block.
Mr. J. C. Richmond (Native Minister) wrote urgently to
Hori Kingi, to Paraka.ia of Ngatiraukawa, and to Rangihiwinui of Muaupoko. The ministry began to look with
favour on an appeal to the Native Lands Act, which had
hitherto been avoided. The court would settle the land
dispute: let no blood be shed. The Governor looked to
Rangihiwinui confidently, as one whose habit it was to
maintain law and order. Paraka.ia. answered that he had
already exerted his influence, and was pleased that the
court was about to sit. Quarrelling would not be allowed.
Rangihiwinui said that he had urged the tribes to remain
quiet.
The condition of the Maoris has been partly traced in
previous pages. Their numbers were diminishing, in some
places with frightful rapidity. The Waikato, who under Te
Whero Whero (in spite of their defeat by Hongi's fire-arms)
were regarded as the most powerful as well as most
numerous of Maori tribes, had fallen from their high
estate. Numbered at 18,400 in 1845, there were found
only 2279 on their old territory in 1867. On them the
waste of war fell with special severity. The starved appearance of captured women and children betokened that the
desolation of homes had been an effective weapon in General
Cameron's campaign. There were exiles of their rac&
wandering among friends, but the people whose gigantic
proportions caused the wonder of General Pratt as he saw
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them on the field at Mahoetahi had in seventeen years
dwindled to a dispersed remnant, who, if their hereditary
abodes told truth, had been eight times decimated under
the influence of civilization and war. The Ngatimaniapoto
known as a Waikato tribe had suffered less than their
northern brethern, and their lands in the Waipa had barely
been touched by confiscation, although Rewi's abode, Kihikihi, had been seized.
The tribe second in importance and numbers in 1845, the
Ngapuhi, had now become the first. Yet they had decreased
from 12,000 to 5804. Never at war against the English,
the chiefs had frequently offered military aid against their
countrymen. The same rate of decay marked the fortunes
of other tribes, but as divisions and subdivisions obtained
at different periods varied in the reports, it would be
difficult to make trustworthy deductions from them. The
general decline is told in the totals. In 1845 the estimate
was 109,550; in 1848 it was 100,000; in 1858 a census
gave a return of 56,049; in 1867 the same test showed
only 38,517; but there were many whom no census
collector found in the forests. Yet, amid the precipitous ruin
of their nation, old men stood forth to prove the hardiness
of the race. Waka Nene, in the north, with more than
eighty winters weight upon his head, still attended meetings,
and with firm figure and voice declared that, as at Waitangi,
so now, he pronounced that it was good for the Maori to
accept the sovereignty of the Queen and the law of thtl
Pakeha. Te Puni, hi Wellington contBlllporary, similarly
inclined towards the English, Lau also pas ed the ordinal·}
term of human life. The Arawa. had suffereu in the service
of the government, and were numbere(l at less than 2000.
The Ngatiporou, if former returns were trnstworthy, had
decreased less rapidly than other t.ribes. They were 4500
in 1867.
The friendly tribes were reported tl
Island: the Rarawa, 2671; Ngapuhi, 5
709; Wanganui, 1427 ; Nga.tiapa, 32:Muaupoko, 125; NgatikahllDgl1llu, 29 ~
.Ngatituwharetoa, 500. The" hostile·' w '
poto, 2000; the Uriwera, 500. One tril){'
as the Ngarl\.uru, "
returued reL 1
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"mostly friendly" were said to be Ngatiawa, 1952, many
Hau Haus; Ngatiruanui, 750, many Hau Haus. The
" partly friendly, partly hostile," were-Ngatimaru, 3670;
Ngatiterangi, 1198; Waikato, 2279; Taranaki, 400;
Wakatohea, 573; Ngatiraukawa, 1071; Rongowhakaata,
1000; Ngatiporou, 4500-many of each tribe being Hau
Haus. In the Middle Island the Ngaitahu and Ngatimamoe
were numbered at 1500, all friendly.
.
Amongst the reports furnished to the government was
one by the Pakeha Maori, F. E. Maning. He summed up
the state of affairs as" a doubtful armed truce," the result
of physical exhaustion on the part of the natives, and
pecuniary expenditure which the colonists found it impossible to continue.
Natives alleged that acts by
Europeans drove them to arms; but knowing the abounding pugnacity of his comrades of old days, Mr. Maning
thought that they rushed to war under the conviction that,
unless Pakeha progress could be checked, the tribes would
be trampled under foot and robbed of their country. The
preference of Rewi's counsels to those of Te Waharoa proved
how truly Mr. Maning gauged the warlike obstinacy of
the Maoris, but did not affect the provocation they received.
To the Native Lands Act of 1865 he looked as the only
possible curative for their national ills. Already they
valued its provisions, and in one district a tribe by no
means numerous was receiving rents amounting to £40,000.
Hau Hauism was not, in his opinion, worthy of notice.
Various officers reported on various localities. The Maori
king still maintained "the boundary line," " Te Aukati,"
over which no European was allowed to step, and which
even a Maori friendly to the government could not pass.
l'he Hau Haus at Tauranga imitated Tawhiao by establishing an " Aukati" in March, 1868, and it prevented the civil
commissioner from procuring information as to disaffected
districts. The resident magistrate at Napier thought the
N~w Zealand government had no more to fear frorri Hau
ism than had that of the United Kingdom from
, to which Han H auism bore" in many respects
~mblance."
The superstition was, he said,
'''1ol1ed when in March, 1866, Sir G. Grey
-1 by his personal influence induced Te

Hapuku" with all his followers to take the oath of allegiance
and surrender their flags. After the Waikato war, even
friendly natives became lax in religious observances; and
debauchery increased as the Maoris associated more and
more with the lower classes of Europeans. No enthusiasm
had been excited amongst the natives by the Maori Representation Act. Some said (at Kororarika) that they ought
to have been consulted as to the number of representatives.
One chief said that there would 00"A word to attend to if the }Iaori members were to be equal in number
to the European; but what were four amongst 80 maov! Where 1riIl their
voices be aa compared with the Pakeha voices! How are the lfaori
members to understand the Pakeha, -the Pakeha the lJaori! Is each man
to have an interpreter by his side! If not, art' they to listen and DOt
understand! to llpeak without being understood! Gh"e the Aye without
kuowing what they say Aye to; aud, by-and bye, when eome new Ad
1-"rIg upon the Maoris is put in force, be told, Oh! you aaeiated to pus
it! It will not do."

There was less apathy amongst the Ngatiporou. At
Taranaki, Mr. Parris reported that the development of
representation was rendered impossible by the condition
of the district during the war, and by the general confiscation of territorr. The Native Lands Court in that
unhappy district
a dead letter. There were no nati\""e
lands to deal with. The treaty of Waitangi was overthrown. All Maori rights were deemed extinct, and the
Settlements Act was the vehicle for redistributing the land
by sale, by gifts to friends, by dole to returning rebels. If
an inconvenient judgment of the Compensation Court wa~
apprehended, the ministry eluded it by secret composition.
and everything was deemed satisfactory.
Tawhiao and Rewi were supposed to be peacefnlly inelined if not interfered with in their pale, or Aukati. But
contributions still flowed in to Tawhiao's exchequer, and
the name of king was not without adherents. The
Provincial Council at Auckland in the end of 1867.
had resolved that to "secure t e pacification of .•
country and the welfare of both races a general . 11
should be proclaimed with as little ,lelay UR pOHsible."
government consulted McLean, wh o apprehelHl (1 J
from such a measure. Stafford Web., H:Hi8) said tl'
ministry could not advise the grant of an " indj (wi)

was
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amnesty of all political offences." There were 173 political
offenders at the Chatham Islands, whom 82 women and
children had been permitted to join. Eleven had been
allowed to return. The Under-Secretary of the Native
Department, Mr. Rolleston, had recently inspected the
Chatham Islands. The prisoners complained that they
were compelled to work when ill. An old chief, declared
by the doctor to be in good health, was thought by Mr.
Rolleston to be in bad health, and the magistrate for whom
the old man worked agreed with Mr. Rolleston. A sergeant, questioned by Mr. Rolleston, admitted that he
might" have occasionally used rough measures in cases
where the doctors said the prisoners were shirking their
work on the unfounded plea of sickness. On their refusing
to turn out I may have given them a kick." Mr. Rolleston
appealed to the resident magistrate against such " insult
and tyranny:' The majority of the prisoners laboured for
the government. A few worked under contract with residents on the island, and thus, it may be hoped, escaped the
sergeant's boot. Horomona Tutaki was recommended tomercy by Mr. McLean. His son Tamati Petera was not 80
fortunate. Tamati was ill, and Horomona begged that he
might take him also to his home. Mr. Rolleston found
Tamati too ill to be moved. "On asking Horomona
whether he would stay and take care of him, he said he
would. The sight of the two men with tears in their eyes
was one of the most touching I have seen:'
Such was the aspect of the Maori race when Sir G.
Bowen arrived. His predecessor had left the land at rest.
War there was none; but Hau Haus of the Uriwera tribe
had been lurking near Opotiki, and were supposed to be bent
on mischief. They had been encountered by military settlers
(8th Feb., 1868) and six of them were killed. On the west
coast, under Titokowaru, a large meeting held at Te Ngutuo-te-manu, served to show the difficulty under which an unskilled govemor ron t labour in obtaining information. Mr.
Parris, who bad in IS5!) lent himself to the conspiracy
. 'Te Rangitake, reported in April, 1868 :-" I look
III v m nt uf the tribes in this province in con118 the b st earnest of their desire for
onths murders had been com-
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mitted, property was stolen, Maoris were assailed, and
Titokowaru was denounced as a rebel.
Schools had ever been ardently sought for by the Maoris.
The Arawa made moving appeals. They held meetings,
and though poor, pledged their substance. Land was given
by the chiefs without stint. In wading through the records
of the time one finds official statements which tell their own
story in a few words ~-" Sir G. Grey (Feb., 1867) is supporting a school at his own expense, so that if the views of
the committee can be carried out, schools will be available
for children in the Maketu, Rotoiti, and Rotorua. districts.
• . . The movement originated altogether amongst the
natives, and they seem extremely anxious that their children should have the advantage of English teachers." At
a meeting of chiefs £100 a-year was guaranteed at Maketu,
for Arawa schools, and a like amount was asked from the
government. One chief undertook to call on each parent,
weekly, for the school fee of sixpence for each child. At
one place a resolution, carried unanimously, enumerated
the chiefs who were to contribute towards a schoolmaster's
salary.
But even in the adoption of European usages there was
Maori peculiarity. A E nropean tenant failed to pay his rent.
The Maori landlord offered to fight for the amount" double
or quits." The tenant, a powerful man, was willing. In the
struggle the settler was severely hurt and yielded. The
Maori forgave the debt, saying, "Keep it to pay the
doctor." A chief surrendered, and was asked why he did
so, when but a few days before he had been fighting. " The
fact is, inflammation has damaged my right eye, and I can
no longer shoot properly. In that last fight with you I
missed two men whom I ought easily to have killed. The
next day I went pigeon-shooting to get my hand and eye
into unison, but I missed several times. So, as I could not
shoot anybody, I came in and took the oath of allegiance."
. Such being the condition of the Maori race early in 1868,
it may be well to glance at the condition of the colonists.
From 172,158 in 1864 the white popUlation had increased
to 226,618 in 1868. Sixteen thousand homes had been
acquired in the same period, and there were more than
54,000 inhabited houses in 1867. Sheep had multiplied
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from 2,761,583 in 1861 to 8,418,579 in 1867; cattle from
193,285 to 312,835; and pigs from 43,270 to 115,104 in
the same period. The postal revenue had risen from
£39,000 to £55,000. The value of exported gold was
'£1,800,000 in 1864 ;£2,700,000 in 1867. Wool exported
was valued at rather more than £1,000,000 in 1864; more
than£1,500,000in 1867. The ordinary revenue had gradually
risen from £815,000 to .£1,225,000. The territorial, more
fluctuating under the operation of confiscation seizures and
the Settlements Act, was in 1864, £714,770; 1865, £500,045 ;
1866, £776,429; 1867, £561,730. An electric telegraph
was made in 1866, and thousands of messages forthwith
coursed along its veins. In one item there was diminution. The withdrawal of British regiments contracted the
shipping returns. The inward tonnage had fallen from
426,000 tons in 1864 to 309,000 in 1867. The increase of
popula.tion was mainly in the Middle Island. Auckland
and Taranaki were almost stationary, while Wellington, as
was natural for the metropolis, had increased. But Canterbury with its offshoot Westland, and Nelson, had grown;
while Otago, though not leaping forward as in the first
flush of the goldfields excitement, was the most populous
province. Immigration had declined after the richest goldfields were occupied or exhausted. The maximum nett
gain by immigration had been 35,000 in 1863. In 1867 it
was nearly 5000. Judged by the standard which measures
welfare by figures only New Zealand was rapidly rising.
In the catalogue, the men, the goods, the gains of the
colonists could go for much. But the "higher" gifts
which bounteolls nature hath inclosed in man, are sullied
by the absorbing chase of gold. All may not be demoralized, but the restless activity of its votaries introduces
a low morality in private circles, and, eventually, in the
government.
The immigration to Otago had cast upon New Zealand
its share of the doom which can" place thieves, and gi.4t
them title, knee, and adoration, with senators 01 ~.....--~
bench." Yet, as in the man corrupted by temptation
supported by conscience, so in the c mmunity
side of the base a good genius will strugNJ
whom love for their fellows had sent 1\8 mi

tHO
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Maoris laboured &lso among their European kin. Bishop
Selwyn was eminent. Not even his stand against the mean
desires of the Tarana.ki settlers alienated public respect.
He had found earnest fellow-workers in his Master's
vineyard. With some of them the reader is acquainted.
The names of Henry Williams, Archdeacon of Wa.imate;
his brother William, the Bishop of Waiapu; Octavius Hadfield and Robert Maunsell ought not to die while Christian
heroism is honoured among men. The devoted demeanour
of native congregations and the deep-toned unison of Maori
responses, once everywhere observed, had, in many places,
been overthrown; but a Church had risen up amongst the
Europeans. Bishop Selwyn attended a conference of
Bishops in Engla.nd in 1867. He was invitea to fill a
vacancy in the see of Lichfield. The Prime Minister and,
it was said, more august persuasions, represented consent
as a duty, and he· severed his connection with the land of
the Maoris. It may be doubted whether it was on the
whole the most desirable ending of his apostolic career in
the south. But his prayers for justice to the Maoris having
been spumed by the government, and the faith of Maori
disciples having been crushed under sense of wrong so that
some looked upon him as an enemy, he may have accepted
the belief that he could no longer serve his Master best in
New Zealand. He did not welcome the change. He said
at Oxford: "Twenty-six years ago I was told to go to New
Zealand, and I went. I am now told to go to Lichfield,
and I go." He paid a parting visit to the colony in 1868.
J. C. Patteson, who had been made Bishop of Melanesia in
1861, went from Norfolk Island to see his spiritual father
once more, and described Selwyn'S departure from Auckland. There were "crowded streets and wharf (for all
business was suspended, public offices and shops shut), no
power of moving about, horses taken from the carriage as
a mixed crowd of Ma.oris and English drew it to the wharf.
Then choking words and stifled efforts to sa.y, God bless
you, and so we parted." In this world they were to meet
no more. The General Synod of the Church in New Zealand presented to their retiring head an affectionate address.
and to him was entrusted the duty of selecting the future
Bishop of Auckland. The title of Bishop of New Zealand
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expired with his tenure of office. An address from a Maori
congregation deserves a place in these pages. It was presented by the Rev. Matiu Taupaki, who led his countrymen in their efforts to do honour to the memory of Henry
Williams:"Sire, the Bishop. Salutations to you and to our mother (Ml'l!.
Selwyn). We, the people of the places to which you first came, still
retain our love for you both. Not to sce you is a grief to us, and here we
shall not see you again. We heard gladly that Y9u were to return to us.
Great was our joy. And now, hearing that it cannot be so, we are again
sad. Sire, great is our affection for you both who are now being lost to us.
But how call it be helped, seeing that it is the word of our great Queen?
Our thought regarding you is that you are as the poor man's lamb taken
away by the rich man. Our parting wish for both is this-Go, and may
God preserve you both. May he also provide a man to take your place of
like powers with yours. We shall no more see each other ill the body,
but we shall see one another in our thoughts. But we are led, and
protected, and sanctified by the same Spirit. Such is the nature of this
brief life, to sunder our bodies; but in a little while, when we shall meet
in the assembly of the saints, we shall sec each other, face to face, one fold
under one shepherd. This is our lament for you in few words:Love to our friend who has vanished suddenly;
Is he a small person that he was 80 beloved?
He has not his equal amongst the many;
I long for the food which he dispensed. • . "

The special history of the Church of England in New
Zealand will properly be sought in works devoted to that
subject. The characters of Samuel Marsden, Bishop
Selwyn, Henry Williams, and a few others who belonged to
that church, have made it necessary to weave into this
narrative much which would under other circumstances
have been excluded. Without Marsden the Maoris might
not have welcomed the Gospel. Without Henry Williams,
Hobson could not have negotiated the treaty of Waitangi.
But for the manly protests of Selwyn, Sir W. Martin, and
Archdeacon Maunsell, the nefarious schemes of Earl Grey
might have found fruition in 1846. Without Selwyn John
Colerid
att n might not have visited Melanesia. But
the in
] organiz on of the various Christian denomineral history. When the State
public con cienee is ahs Ived
til
II highest truths
r ssing that
te ought to
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do nothing, it applies to the moral world a rule which it
dares not to apply to the physical. It will have its reward.
Indifference, though pleaded as a necessity, degenerates
into contempt. That which the State neglects or despises
becomes an object of aversion in the eyes of the ignorant,
the worthless, and the designing. The idle plea that the
State cannot support one form of religious teaching without persecuting others is refuted in modern times in many
lands. An honest attempt to provide secular education at
the cost or partial cost of the State, and to afford ample
facilities for the inculcation of religious truth by parents or
friends of children, has never been unsuccessful. But
neglect and contempt of the higher interests of man has
been followed in some cases by a crusade on the part of the
government against their promotion, and thus in the name
of liberty of conscience an almost unmatched violation of it
has been perpetrated.
Though no details are needed about ecclesiastical affairs
in New Zealand, it may be well to mention that during
Selwyn's primacy various bishoprics were created, over one
of which William Williams presided at Waiapu.
It need hardly be said that in· founding schools and
colleges the bishop was untiring. At Auckland, Sir W.
Martin aided in preparing Maori students for the ministry;
and thus without money and without price performed
services which in this world neither could nor would be
rewarded. Of the Maori clengymen thus trained, Bishop
Selwyn was able to say, when he bade farewell to New
Zealand: "Our native clergymen need not return, because
they have not swerved; it may be said of each of them, like
Milton's seraph Abdiel, 'Among the faithless, faithful only
he.' !rhough they be few in number, they have ever been
faithful to that faith which they have espoused, and still
the native church is full of vitality and hope." In New
Zealand no apostate priest abjured his faith. The Carmagnole of the Hau HallS was terrible, but it had not thA
ingredient which the miserable Gobel added to the horre
of 1798. In the other provinces the Church of Engla
had made progress, but was not specially endowed as
Canterbury, the scene which Gibbon Wakefield had choe
.for his experiment, when, reflectiTIa on thA hi~her aspe.
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. of national colonization, he deliberately accepted it as the
duty of colonizers to make adequate provision for religion.
In Otago, for the same reason, with an impartiality
which redeemed him from all suspicion of bigotry, if not of
serious preference in matters of faith, he promoted the
formation of a Scotch Presbyterian settlement. The
Wesleyan body sent early missions to the Maoris, and,
when European population increased, Wesleyan pastors, as
usual, laboured strenuously in their vocation. In every
province their functionaries multiplied with the expansion
of population. A Roman Catholic mission was sent to the
islands, when it was hoped that they might become not an
English but a French possession. When the French
scheme of annexation was frustrated in spite of the French
Bishop's opposition, which was adroitly veiled when made,
and was denied with the hardihood of the sinning St.
Peter when its acknowledgment seemed impolitic-a hardi·
hood which the French Peter did not repent-the Roman
Catholic mission laboured with earnestness. At Wellington
there were places of worship numerous and various enough
to meet the wants of a metropolitan population. Taranaki,
retarded in many ways by the sins of the people, was not
without places to preach in, ·but preachers were sometimes
wanting. Te Rangitake had a church at Waitara, which
did not decay, but was burnt. There was some sense of
the fitness of things in the destruction. When the congre·
gation were to be slaughtered or driven away, there would
have been an incongruity in sparing their church. The
work was to be thorough. Thus only Colonel Browne and
his ministers thought they could maintain the dignity of
their country and the honour of the Queen.
The mission in Melanesia was in a manner connected
with New Zealand, because its first founder, Selwyn, and
its martyr, Patteson, laboured there to instruct pupils
who ,at the risk of life, they gathered from the islands of
&be
' . The tale, however, is not so closely connected
1'y of ew Zealand as to demand full narraa.ges. J may be mentioned that in 1847
I . . ' . H Dido," to explore.
He
~ act as chaplain and in·ho.piain of the "Dido"
I
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remained at Auckland. Soon afterwards, in a petty .
schooner, the" Undine" (21 tons), he commenced a series.
of voyages in the Pacific. In process of time larger vessels
were procured. During Selwyn's visit to England in 1854,
lohn Coleridge Patteson dedicated himself to the work in
Melanesia until his martyrdom. In 1856, Patteson had
visited with him · twenty-seven islands, and was able to
prea.ch in their own tongues to Maoris, Solomon Islanders,
a.nd others. Pupils from the islands were collected and
t&ught at Kohimarama, near Auckland, until in 1867 the
establishment was transferred to Norfolk Island. 1 Patteson
conversed in more than twenty languages with his pupils.
In 1861, he was consecrated Bishop of Melanesia by Selwyn
and his brother bishops of Wellington and Nelson. In
1868, Patteson joined the New Zealand bishops in a fa.rewell address to Selwyn when he left New Zealand for
Lichfield; and, when his child in the spirit was slaughtered
in vengeance for the crimes of others at Nukapu, in 1871,
it was observed that Selwyn seemed suddenly older. But
his fa.ith was triumphant over grief; for though his voice
wa.s tremulous, he added to the words, "We thank Thee
for · all Thy servants departed this life in Thy faith and
fear,"-" especially for John Coleridge Patteson."
The provinces in New Zealand were not idle with regard
to public education. There were colleges, or high or
grammar schools, at Otago, Canterbury, Nelson, Auckland,
and Wellington. In 1867, the Rev. F. C. Simmons, rector
of the High School at Otago, apprehending that the time.
was not ripe for founding a local university, petitioned the
Assembly in favour of state-founded scholarships for New
Zealand youths a.t .English universities. Wentworth had
in 1851 induced his countrymen to found the Univer ity of
Sydney, and in 185S the colony of
. followed the
example of New South Wales.
sea in N
Zealand appointed select commit
witnes I
advocated the fonndation of a Hnh
Zeala
I The tlesccmlants of the lllutinec"s of the .,
island. On the ,th HopL., 1 '.36, Bishop. 'el ')
confirma.tion (n.t N rfolk lRlnnd) to uigllty-Jive I
Ada.ms ami his brother OUUII,W8, Adams h8.f1 mcu
;Bishop S~hi')'" '8 wife
lnonths on th .. illl(
young fol' continllation. '
foun(1 thelll
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but neither of the committees could recommend such a
step, although both advised that blocks of confiscated lands
should be set apart at once for a future university. Confiscated lands furnished to New Zealand statesmen in such
a ease the relief ,that the custom house provided for one
generation of Australians in financial difficulties, and which
spoliation (sometimes called graduated~ taxation) provides
for another. In each case the process was simple. The
Maori and the custom house could be bled freely. To the
one goods must come to be taxed, the other could not
remove his birthright-the land. The system contained
the germ of future woe, for when the last life-drop has been
drained in each case, an appetite suckled on inj ustice and
grown to full estate will look round for other prey, a.nd
fasten its teeth on the fattest of the herd around. But few
colonial statesmen troubled themselves with such speculations. Witnesses were not wanting to advocate the foundation of a New Zealand university on high social grounds,
and in a few years their arguments prevailed. Sir William
Martin was one of those who supported it. Mr. Justice
(C. W.) Richmond was so adverse as to write, " The time
even for an Australasian university is not yet, in my judgment, come, and may never come."
One of the early efforts of English colonies is to provide,
as soon as they can afford it, regular communication with
the mother country. Business relations demand it, and
men prompted by adventurous or ambitious spirits recognize the pressing claims of their daily avocations. Ignorance
of events may mean ruin to him who is dependent on
distant markets. But a holier motive permeates colonial
society. While a settlement is young its component parts
are chiefly exiles from homes,where reside mothers, sisters,
and the kindred whose memory is interwoven with the very
chords of life. The families of enterprising colonists may
ha.ve consented to their banishment, but still it is ba.nishr1 q, brave wife has often accompanied her husband
;on
I

ill a.Jl ill·ohOllen term. Arithmetic justly graduate.s
er f 10,UOO acre.s or £10,000 pays a. ta.x ten times
v the owner of 1000 acres or £1000. Discarding
": who a.rc bent on pUla.ge by legisla.tion ta.ke the
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willi consciousness at heart that she was too old to be
transplanted from her native land. Doing her duty in a
new sphere, cont.ending with new privations, embracing
new duties, teaching her children, and learning the while,
herself, in order to be able to teach what she had not been
taught, such a heroine made many homes in the colonies
yearn for closer communion with the fatherland. Added
to these motives, crude curiosity ravenous for new things,
sufficiently accounts fo,: the fact that postal communication
finds early prominence in colonial affairs. To a newspaper editor the world without his columns would be a
blank.
Amongst their efforts to beautify the land of their
adoption, the colonists bestirred themselves in importing
a.nime.ls. Prince Albert presented deer. Phee.sa.nts found
a congenial home in the land of fern. To the chaplain of
the Bishop of New Zealand the introduction of the common
bee was due. Acclimatization societies were established at
Auckland, Wanganui, Ahuriri, Wellington, Nelson, Canterbury, Otago, and Southland. The land, famous for its
natura.! scenery, bid fair by the acquisition of beautiful
forms from other climes to rival them all in its charms.
Within a few years of the liberation of skyla.rks, their carol
was poured as profusely upon Maori air as over the heathery
downs of England.
After a welcome at Auckland in March, Sir G. Bowen
visited the Bay of Islands, where the Ngapuhi tribe were
enraged at the cowardly attack in Sydney by a Fenian
assassin inspired by rebellion and drink against the Duke
of Edinburgh. The Governor met them where the treaty
of Waitangi was made in 1840. There Waka Nene met the
Queen's representative in 1868. Though weighed down by
more than four score years the old man rose, and in
presence of Maoris and Englishmen, who knew that his
control had mainly brought about the treaty of Waitangi,
struck the ground vigorously with his staff, and reminded
them that on that spot, more than a quarter of a century
before, he had counselled the fathers of the living generation
to place themselves under the shadow of the Queen and of
the law. He knew that he had then counselled well, and
now he urged the sons of his formp· I..: ...._.tn 4-", ~:'I1e in peace
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and brotherhood one with another, and with the Pakeha in
the time to come.
In May, 1868, Sir G. Bowen visited the Waikato district.
At Ngaruawahia he was received by military settlers and by
Maori allies. Near the tomb of Te Whero Whero, friendly
chiefs addressed him, and he volunteered to cause the tomb
of the Maori king to be repaired and preserved in honour of
that" famous chief of old time who had never made war
against the Queen." One of the chiefs had asked if the
treaty of Waitangi was still in force, and prompted by his
advisers, the Governor replied that it was. The son of the
king-maker was one of those who met him at Hamilton.
Mr. Firth and Mr. Buckland had lost cattle, seized by
Maoris who drove their booty to Tawhiao's territory. Mr.
Firth deprecated violence, and the government did not
make the outrage a cause of war. Mr. Firth wrote to
Tama.ti Ngapora, who sent back some ca.ttle, and informed
Mr. Firth that those which had been killed should be paid
for. Mr. Firth declared that there could be but one opinion
of the handsome manner in which the king and his counsellor "had behaved. Sir G. Bowen told the Secretary of
State that the case was a reproduction of the cattle-lifting,
described by Sir Walter Scott in" Waverley," where Fergus
McIvor anticipated the part of the Maori chief. He
expended his illustrations with a purpose. The New
Zealand ministry did not desire that the last regiment
should be withdrawn. Their fears found an echo in the
Governor's despatch. He was informed that loyal tribes
would be disheartened, and would view the "entire withdrawal of Imperial troops with feelings similar to those
with which the Hanoverian c1ans in Scotland 150 years ago,
while exposed to the vengeance of their Jacobite neighbours,
would have regarded the removal of the English garrisons
from Inverness, Fort William, and Stirling. " After their
u. serti
of self-reliance the ministry could with ill grace
d"
ror the retention of the troops, but it was hoped,
the florid lanj;tuage of the Governor would
try of State from his deter~
of the
uk f
O'ham had written that the
epteml>er he dismissed
"Iuest with thanks, and
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·a reference to previous instructions

for the removal' of
regiment, which there was no intention to replace.
· Sir G. Bowen visited other districts. At Tauranga, chiefs,
'recently hostile, assembled to greet him, and the settlers
'invited them to a dinner given in honour of the Governor.
The chairman, a military settler, proposed as a toast:
"Our guests, the Maori chiefs. lately our brave enemies
'in war, and now our friendly neighbours in peace."
Five chiefs responded with" the fluency, humour, and
eloquence of their race." At Maketu the Arawa per,formed their war-dance before the Governor. They, like
,the Ngapuhi, were indignant at the cowardly assault
·upon the Queen's son, and entreated that they might
," be led against the Fenians." At a school at Maketu the
'Governor observed a proficiency equal to that attained by
Europeans. The desire of the Arawa to be allowed to
chastise the Fenians was not so Quixotic as might be
supposed in England. Some of the disorderly elements
gathered at the goldfields of the Middle Island excited such
:uneasiness in 1868, by a display of Fenian sympathies,
that troops were made ready for landing at Hokitika,and a
few ringleaders were convicted, but leniently dealt with.
Sir G. Bowen did not visit the Wanganui' and Taranaki
districts in 1868. There were troubles there in April, May, '
'and June. Colonel McDonell himself was sent thence in
March to Hokitika to deal with Fenian plotters, and took
thither about 80 of the armed constabulary. He returned
'in May and found troubles at Patea. His own narrativeS
stated that natives had been stealing horses, and that
:" Mr. Booth had been arresting the wrong persons and then
releasing them again; this aggravated the natives and
complicated matters very considerably." From a Maori
point of view the situation was provoking. Under Governor
Browne, the government refused to recognize the Maori
'collective title to land. Under Governor Bowen it imputed
-collective responsibility for private theft.' If a low-born
Maori stole a horse, a chief who derived his honours from
'8t long line of ancestors was seized by armed men. It was
t~e

I "An Explanation," &co
Lieut.·CoL T. McDonell. Wanganui: 1869.
In the BlueBookB the name of this officer was spelt with two un"... and
·the practice was continued in 1870.
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as if for the act of a horse-stealer in Hertfordshire the lord
of Hatfield House had been cast into chains. McDonell"s
mode of management was certain, if not intended, ~
provoke. Katene, Titokowaru's tribesman, who had joined
:McDonell's force, declared that mischief was brewing, and
warned his commanderthat in future the Maoris would not
defend their pahs, but fight in guerilla fashion.' Some
arrests were made. The Pakahope hapu held a meeting,
and disturbance was allayed by an undertaking that the
authorities and the chiefs should combine to prevent disorder. But the chiefs could not restrain all evil-disposed
.Maoris. It had long been known that the ancient Maori
rule had waned under the influence. of European civilization. Mr. Booth, the magistrate, directed McDonell to
arrest three chiefs-Toi, Hahuwhenua, and Ihaka-suspected of stealing horses belonging to Mr. Booth and two
other persons. McDonell obtained a warrant from Booth.
With armed constabulary and settlers, McDonell marched
by night to Te Ngutu-o-te-manu. He was hospitably
.entertained at the pah by Titokowaru and others. In the
morning he expressed regret at the thefts committed by
ungrateful Maoris, seized a chief, Tauke, as a hostage, and
carried him off to Waihi. He declared in his printed narrative that he guaranteed the safe return of Tauke, even if he
.should be proved to have stolen the horses.
. Natanahira strongly urged Mr. Booth not to sally forth
to seize the missing horses. Natanahira went himself and
.recovered some, but not Mr. Booth's. That gentleman de·termined to seek his own, with an armed party furnished
by McDonell, who thought" bloodshed certain" to' ensue,
'a nd followed Booth with an armed force. Booth, arriving
at Te Ngutu-o-te-manu, ordered the arrest of a chief,
Kohiri. Roughly seized, Kohiri resisted and called on his
people to rescue him. They did so. Booth seized three
i . nd.
iving guns pointed at his men, yielded to
once, by the fireside, aaid to all
tellCl p8.uaed and put hill
"
ntl you are wrong. Right,
c you ahould Dot trust II.
'1,IOt-my ancestral land
J.
t t hat moment I
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Katene's &cIvice, relinquished Kohiri, retreated, and met
McDonell. Tanke, the hostage, had accompanied Booth oj
and, during the scume in the pah, had called out: "Be
careful: McDonell is at hand with a large force." The
Native Minister reported the result thus to Sir G. Bowen:
"Two of the prisoners were quickly released, as nothing
could be proved against them; the third, Ihaka., was detained, but subsequently made his escape." He significantly wrote: "A case of robbery of horses and other
effects was chosen to check the evils" on the west coast.
Tradition, hatred, injured dignity, prompted Ihaka to revenge. In June a settler was murdered in the bush in the
vicinity of Pungarehu. Mr. G. S. Cooper, Under-Secretary
for Native Affairs, in a report of later date, speaking of the
arrest and escape of Ihaka, said :-" A few days afterwards
the murders were committed, which, according to Maori
custom, commenced open war, and Ihaka was one of the
murderers." The case "chosen" to c):J.eck evil, in 1868~
was thus, like that of 1860, tainted by injustice and folly.
The provoker of war was without means to wage it.
McDonell went to Wellington for reinforcements. He
- complained afterwards that the ministers did not recognize
the danger, or accord him sufficient force. To his original
strength of 100 men, 800 militia and volunteers, with 50
Maori allies, were added. The Native Minister (J. 0Richmond) thought the outrages had been committed by a
few savages with whom the bulk of their countrymen had
no sympathy. The disturbance would, he thought, be
short, and would" hasten the peaceful settlement of the
district." Thus he wrote (5th July) a few days before the
General Assembly met; and the Governor transmitted the
report to England. Before the Native Minister and
Governor had thus written, Titokowaru (whom Mr. Parris
had described as a leading chief, and whose exertions in
promoting good feeling he had commended) had issued
(25th June) a peremptory order that travelling in the
district and intercourse ~ith Europeans should cease.
The confused Governor had recently written to the
Secretary of State: "I shall apply myself diligently to the
study of the native language and annals;" and when
Titokowaru's order reached him he must have sighed for
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more knowledge or more trusty advisers. He regretted
that "positive and reiterated orders" prevented the 18th
Regt. from assisting to subdue Titokowaru. A redoubt,
Turoturomokai, held by an officer and twenty-five of the
local forces, was surprised and before Major Von Tempsky
dashed up from Waihi in time to see the assailants retire,
Captain Ross and seven others were killed or wounded. Of
the attacking force, about twelve were wounded or killed.
One of them was a near relative of Katene.6 When this
cool and daring scout approached Turoturomokai with
McDonell, the first object he saw was his dead relative.
McDonell dreaded lest Maori revenge should actuate
Katene; but the latter betrayed no symptom of displeasure. He talked confidentially with McDonell until
two o'clock on the following morning, and left him lulled in
security. But he then waked his people, and bade them
muster at his tent. "You know where I have been?-Yes,
in McDonell's whare." "I have; and he is distrustful.
He means to murder you as spies and traitors. But for me
it would have been done to-night." Te Hira (a Wanganui
chief who resided with Katene's people) was seized, bound,
and gagged; and before day-dawn Katene with his followers joined Titokowaru.
McDonell's force having been raised to 700 Europeans
and 300 Maoris, he prepared to attack Titokowaru's pah.
The Governor feared that if the colonial forces should
receive a check there might be a general rising. The intentions of the Maori king were unknown. Mete Kingi, a
member of the House, wrote to Tokangamutu to sound the
king. His old comrade, Hori Kingi, described the success
of the mission. The herald was "passed on by Tahana
• During McDonell's absence from the district, charges had been made
against Katene, and the resident magistrate sent him to gaol for three
months, at Patea. McDonell, on his return, caused the gaoler to escort
Katene to oDonaH II quarters, ill order to discUB8 u.ffiJ.irs. The conversaIUDg. ud . ,fcD nell invited Katene to remu.ill in his house,
,_OIl",'Ill'19' th
. ·,rd for infol"lllllotion, Katene's sentence should be
K ten
Ierre<l to return to his own bed.
The aaol was locked, o.nrl t he gaoler was
iI,f" ... low, andsa.i.d to McDonell: It'!,
then, did you stay!" "Oh)
W"II.
If not, you would noli
o
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Turoa to Wiremu Paka.u and Ropata, by whom he was pa.saed
on to Pehi Turoa. and Topia. Turoa, and then paBSed on ~
Topine te Mamaku." Thus aided, he reached a station
whence a Maori, by name Marino, ca.rried Mete Kingi's
letter to Tokanga.mutu. There, oracularly, Rewi anll
Ta.ma.ti Ngapora. a.llowed it to be believed that they condemned Titokowaru. His evil-doing -was with bimMlf
.alone, even though through it he sink down to the world of
spirits--was Rewi's word. Tamati Ngapora said: "Hearken,
Rewi, there is nothing to say. Leave Titokowaru to be
.pecked by the sea-gulls. He BOught it himself." The
Native Minister took comfort from the result of the
·mission.
Such was the state of affairs when (9th July, 1868) Sir
G. Bowen met the General Assembly. Four members were
elected for the northern, eastern, western, and· BOuthern
.Maori districts: Frederick Nene Russell, a nephew of Waka.
.Nene; Tareha; Mete Kingi Pa.etahi; and John Patterson,
a Maori with an English name. At the western district
there had been irregularity. Every representative body
founded on the basis of the House of Commons takes pride
in following with nicety every detail which shows or implies
the independence of its members.8 Before the speech from
the throne is taken into consideration, a bill is read a first
-time to assert a right of deliberation independently of the
eause of summons by the Crown. Mr. Stafford introduced
-on this occasion a bill to declare valid the election of Mete
,Kingi Pa.eta.hl. The general provisions of the electora.llaw
disqualified him, inasmuch as he was the holder of an
'office of emolument under the government. On the follow,ing day the bill was passed through all its stages. The
Council passed it with celerity; on the 16th July, the
'Governor assented to it in the Queen's name, and Mete
Kingi took his seat. In the oriental imagination of the
-chief, who could count the generations of his family from
the time when his ancestors landed in Maori,:" what
- • They are not 110 careful in other respecta. The mace, the symbol o~
'&uthorlt1' is in England lIurrendered to the Lord Chamberlain at the clor
:of a &eIIIIlon, and is only restored to the House, by royal authorit:y, at tl
commencement of the next seaaion. This sign of the ·oonatitutiOD
'principle, on which the-llUmmons of a Parliament is founded, hall Dot bel
respected in the colonies.
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thoughts must his new position have aroused! After strife
with trading hucksters, with debauched wastrels of seafaring life, with settlers, with ministries, with Governors,
with an English army, there had yet been left such vital
force in the Maori noblemen that now ,though in disproportionate numbers, they sat in the halls of legislation. Bad
advisers, and consequent war,. had thwarted the honourable
intention of the English government when the treaty of
Waitangi was signed, but at last an instalment of justice
had been wrung from a conjunction of evil circumstances,
and the voice of a Maori could be raised in the halls of the
English runanga. The spectacle, which might minister to
the pride of the Maori, reflected credit upon the colonial
government.
Difference yet remained between the members. The
Maori, with a written language, was not compelled by daily
need to learn that of the colonists. It was ordered that an
interpreter should attend during the debates, and that
papers of interest to Maoris should be accompanied by a
translation. There were many contemporary statements
of which it would have been wise to prevent the translation. The "Wellington Independent" said (21st July,
1868) :"The operat.ion must. be short, sharp, and decisive. Wit.hin t.he rebel
dist.ricts no mercy should be shown. No prisoner should be taken. Let. a
price be put. upon t.he head of every rebel, and let. t.hem be slain wit.hout.
scruple, wherever t.he opportunit.y is afforded. We must smite, and spare
not. . . . They are determined to fight, and we, in self-protection,
must. treat them &8 a s:pecies of savage beasts which must be exterminat.ed
to render the colonizat.lon of New Zealand possible_" The Governor sent.
t.he following extract to the Secretary of State: -" Give a reward for every
rebel's head t.hat is brought to headquarters. Exeter Hall may lift up its
pious hands in holy horror, but what else is left to us? . . • Few will
hesitate long to recommend the doctrine and practice of head-money.
Fiat."

The hearts of those who wrote thus in 1868 must have
bounded with joy when, in 1869, it appeared from a printed
return 7 that at Makaretu and .J: gatapa there were 175
"hin, no wounded, and none captured. Another
1·£1 in 1 70, reveals the character of the force
writers would have delegated the task
of Commons P.P. 1870, C. 83,
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of rivalling Maori fanatil~s. The condition of the · armed
constabulary under Colonel McDonell, on the west coast,
will serve as an illustration. A compendious view is provided in the return8 of the number of the force " discharged
on the report of their own officers for drunkenness, uselessness, and insubordination respectively, since the 1st July,
1869." Drunkenness, 330; uselessness, 263; insubordination, 38 ;-tota.l, 631. Another return, laid on the table in
1870,9 showed that at the same date (15th June, 1870) the
total armed constabulary force in the field was 695. Such
was the force which a public writer would have deputed to
slay for head-money. That there were some honourable
men in it ma.y well be believed. The enormous proportion
dismissed in twelve months proves to some extent the
health of the body which could thus discard peccant
humours.
The Stafford ministry were fortunate in the choice of
their envoy to England. Mr. Fitzherbert was successful
as regarded the Imperial claims. Though the Duke of
Buckingham thought that complete scrutiny would prove
a debt from the colony, yet recognizing the pressure upon
its resources, and the fact that it had taken upon itself the
duty of internal self-defence, he considered that "simultaneously with the removal of troops, installation of a new
Governor, and the establishment of a complete system of
self-reliance," the Imperial Government might properly
consent to close the accounts by a mutual release. It was
agreed that the colonial claims should be abandoned with
the cancelling of the Imperial. The Colonial Office and
Mr. Fitzherbert were gracious to one another, and Mr.
Stafford applauded Mr. Fitzherbert.
Mr. Fox moved that " an impres ion had gained ground
throughout the colony that his Excellenoy's government
proposes to effect organic changes in the ine4.'t ion of th
colony," that there was anxiety about nat
a.nd
't hat the government ought to declare it:
repeated adjournments, the motion was
IN. Z. P. P. 18iO; D. No. 36. Co\. HlUlltnin, who
for Colonial Defence in 1869, bu t was out of office in 1
return in order to justify the character of the force.
D 1870; D. No.7.
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Aug.) by 84 votes against 25. In discussing one of Fox's
hostile motions, Mr. Dillon Bell was loudly cheered while he
denounced Mr. Stafford's policy towards the natives. One
Maori member, Mr. Patterson, demanded equal laws for
the Maori and the Pakeha. On another occasion, Mete
Kingi said: "I have listened to the talk here for two
months. The talk is all about money. Men's lives are
nothing." Out of fashion in Wellington he might be,
but he struck a higher chord than was touched by party
intriguers.
The question of retaining the 18th Regt. was not swept
out of the way as the Duke of Buckingham had imagined.
On the 18th Aug., the representatives resolved to fall back
upon the old arrangement, that while the colony expended
£50,000 a-year on native purposes, the Home government
should retain a regiment in the colony free of charge.
The elastic construction which could be put upon the
phrase" native purposes" qualified the obligation of expenditure. The Legis!ative Council had in July been asked to
resolve in plain terms, without reference to any past
arrangements, that it was expedient on grounds of Imperial
and colonial policy that one regiment should remain; but
the motion was lost. A few days afterwards, however, the
Council resolved without a division to entreat SirG. Bowen
to delay the departure of the 18th Regiment.
Again a war-cloud hung over the land. Again it rose
from violent acts or breach of faith under a ministry headed
by Stafford. The great tribes had been crushed by English
troops, the king-maker had submitted, Tawhiao and his
friends had retired, but the individual Maori would
neither submit in his fastnesses nor remain in banishment.
Prisoners on board of a hulk, at Wellington on a stormy
night, let themselves down through a porthole, and threescore-men, women, and childr n-reached the shore, and
,egl:Lwtm their old haunts.
On the 4th July, 1868, the
~"""'''''''·~~'r8 at the Chatham Islands, disappointed at being
>ntrary to their understanding that after
.
"ld be released, rose as one man,
~uards, of money and ammunition,
~ifieman, " of 82 tons burden, and
in the north. A return, obtained

-
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by Mr. Mantell in the Legislative Council, revealed the fact

that there had been no "writ, wa.rra.n.t, or other form of
a,utbority" for the exile or detention of the prisoners. The
ca.pture of the island was so 8udden that no explanation:
coald be fomished. Te Kooti Rikirangi, unju8tifiably seized
a.t Wa.erenga.-ahiblO in 1865, W8.8 the Maori leader. Under
pretence of holding religiou8 service8, he became a prophet
of a new Ka.ra.kia., or worship. He had arrived on the
island on the 15th June, 1866, and two years of probation having expired, became re8tle88 when no hope of
release was held out. The resident magi8trate separated
him from other pri8oner8, and forbade him to hold
religiou8 service8. These mea8ure8 were reported on
the lBt July. They failed. On the 4th, 168 men, 64
women, and 71 children esca.ped in the "Rifleman."
Three men and one woman only remained behind. One
constable was killed with a tomahawk, in the act of resist&Ilce. The re8t of the guard were bound. One of them
said :-" They laid me down very gently, and bound me
hand and foot. They tied my hands behind my back, and
left me on the ground with my face downward8." Mr. G.
S. Cooper was sent by the government to inquire, and reported :-" Upon looking back upon thi8 extraordinary
episode in the history of New Zealand, it i8 difficult to 8ay
whether one's wonder i8 excited more by the precision,
rapidity. and completeness with which the enterprise was
planned and executed, or by the moderation shown in the
hour of victory by a gang of barbarou8 fanatics, who in a
moment found their former master8 bound at their feet,
and their lives entirely at their mercy." Some persons hoped
that the runaways would eschew violence, and be content with
replacing their feet on the la.nd of their birth. But mi8management taught the colony how much it had owed to Sir
G. Grey when he resisted the importunitie8 of Fox on the
escape of the prisoner8 from Kawau. Though the ministry
could produce no warrant under which the prisoner8 had
been detained, they denied tha.t the refugee8 had been
absolutely promised their freedom after two years of good
behaviour. Yet a belief in the promise was wid- L
BiShop Selwyn said in the House af Lords: '
•
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told if ihey conducted themselves well, at the end of two
years they would be set at liberty. They behaved in the
most exemplary manner; but at the expiration of the two
years they were informed that they were not to be set at .
liberty, whereupon a look of despair at once came over
them, 8.S if every hope they had of tife were cut off." The
first official instructions 10 the resident magistrate at the.
Chatham. Ialuds pointed to release at the end of the war.
Be was told that it was not "desired to detain them longer
than may be necessary. They should be informed, therefore, that their return will depend upon their own good
conduct, and the termination of the rebellion. A few of the
best-behaved will be allowed to return periodically, and it
is to be hoped th8.t none of them need be kept prisoners for .
any lengthened period." The verbal promises made under
these instructions can be inferred. Stafford, under whose
government they were issued, was still in office in 1868.
There was no disturbance in New Zealand at the expiration
of the time which the prisoners had associated with their
release; but Stafford gave no sign, aJthough he received
'urgent letters informing him of the restlessness of the
prisoners under their disappointment. He was not ignorant
of their expectations. In May, 1867, the government sent
Major Edwards to the Chatham Islands with orders to
report upon all matters connected with the Maoris a.nd
their guard. The prisoners 8.ssembled to meet him. They
stated: "That they had been promised they should be sent
back to New Zealand, 8. few at a time, probably after they
had been one year at the Chathams, if they behaved well,
a.nd that the whole were to be sent back as soon as the war
was over." Major Edwards told them that he" felt sure
t hat the promise, if made, would be carried out, and t at
t heir good conduct would have its ue weight." If
Stafford's coli
did n
it that the promise had
beeu made,
I'C the report convic d
them of dupl"
" t. In Apt'iI, 186 ,
Mr. itchie. ~
that th r
'Ih...._wel·~ to lea'"
t
Rpecia.l
thor
ould
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not make inquiries about Maoris cooped up in an island
prison. He cared not to untie such a knot. Te Kooti
suddenly cut it by seizing the "Rifleman" the day
after she arrived at the Chatham Islands. The surprise
was complete. The chief officer vainly resisted Maoris who,
from two boats, scaled the vessel's sides, and stationed
sentries in the forecastle and cabin. Te Kooti was almost
the last to visit his prize, and on taking charge· declared
that unless the crew would navigate the vessel to Poverty
Bay they would be killed. All firearms at the islands
were seized by the Maoris. An attempt to sail on the
evening of the 4th was defeated by adverse wind; but on the
5th the" Rifleman" sailed. A head-wind was encountered,
and one morning a Maori was thrown overboard by his
companions "to bring 80 fair wind" from the Atua, or god
of winds. But while resorting to ancient superstitions, Te
Kooti kept his powder dry. An armed guard paced the deck
day and night. A Maori with carbine and sword stood by
the helm to watch the steersman's course. The crew were
not allowed to cook. On Friday evening (10th July), the
"Rifleman" was anchored at Whareongaonga, six miles
south of Poverty Bay. The crew were kept below, while the
women and children, and some others landed at night. On
Saturday morning the Maoris carried off the cargo (consisting chiefly of provisions), returned with two casks of
water for the crew, and said they might now go where they
liked with the ship, as the Maoris "had done with them."
Before the "Rifleman" reached Wellington, the electric
telegraph had warned the government of the catastrophe,
and no man knew whether before leaving the Chatham
Islands the prisoners had murdered the Europeans there.
A steamer was despatched thither.
Captain Biggs, commanding a force at Poverty Bay,
heard, on the 12th, that the prisoners had landed. He
mustered 50 Europeans with 53 Maoris, marched toward
the runaways, and demanded their arms. They refus ..............---.
surrender them. Finding that t hey outnumbered his
he determined to act on the defensive, and urg~
government to send "a fore at once to retak
prisoners." The government complied. Colonel Wh
was despatched .to the spot, and Commander PalmI
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H.M.S. "Rosario" went to help him. Captain Biggs was
eager to assist. Ridges with sheer steep rocks encompassed
the outlaws, who, confronted by the Maumaukai Ranges, and
impeded by their plunder, were many days in toiling to a.
spot where Captain Westrup, of the ·Poverty Bay Mounted
RUles, with 66 Europeans and 22 Maoris, endeavoured to
bar their way. He detached 44 men to a position commanding their path, near -Paparatu, and Te Kooti
promptly changed his front, dashed upon Captain
Westrup and captured his camp, provisions, and horses.
Some fled in disorder. Westrup, with about 40 men,
retreated across the country under guidance of a friendly
chief, and reported his defeat to Colonel Whitmore,
who did not conceal his dissatisfaction when he found that
the forlorn fliers were not prepared to turn back and pursue
Te Kooti without delay. Whitmore himself had some
Napier volunteers with him. Hearing that the nature of
the country would make it impossible for the encumbered
fugitives to reach Opoiti, on the Wairoa River, in less than
a month, he organised scouting parties to hem them in,
consoling himself with the reflection that the heavy floods
and stormy weather which harassed his own men would
prevent the enemy from moving. A force of friendly
Maoris and European volunteers was gathered together at
Wairoa in Hawke's Bay and marched under Major Richardson. Te Kooti resolving to transport the women and
children to shelter, cut his way for about ten miles through
the forest; and on the 24th, at Te Konaki, on the
Hangaroa River, encountered Major Richardson, whom he
fought for three hours before he could force his way.
Major Richardson complained that his allies fought badly;
but the only sufferers on the government side were Maoris,
though the Major said the rebels used their rifles with
precision . The government called out the militia,
strenl:1;tbeusd Whitmor with a detachment of armed con, and determined to show what would have been
t if Sir G. Grey had adopted Mr. Fox's advice at
-'on ra.l b t , Wl'iting at t his juncture from his
t
U , urged that the battalion of the
to he concentrated as much a.
th t the withdrawal of the
I
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detachments from Taranaki and Napiar would encourage
Titokowaru and Te Kooti in insurrection, Stafford deprecated, and Sir G. Bowen, in despatches to General Chute
and to the Secretary of State, vehemently remonstrated
against, such a disposition of the battalion as would concentrate it at Auckland where it was not needed. The Duke
of Buckingham yielded to the governor's entreaties.
Colonel Whitmore strained· every nerve to surround Te
Kooti. The adroit use which the latter had made of his
followers had deceived Westrup and Richardson. Colonel
Whitmore ascertained that the fighting men had been
fewer than had been thought, and that women must have
taken part in skirmishes. He rapidly marched from
Turanga to the Waihau Lakes, where Major Fraser joined
him with a force which had marched round by a regular
track. Te Kooti had passed on, cutting his way with
desperate energy so as to transport his impedimenta
through the broken country between the Waihau Lakes
andPuketapu. The road thus made facilitated the march
of Whitmore's force, which closed with Te Kooti at Puketapu on the 8th August. An indecisive engagement at
Ruakiture, in which Te Kooti was wounded in the foot and
lost about eight men, did not stop his retreat. Five were
killed and five were wounded in Colonel Whitmore's force.
Two officers fell in a charge made by the Maoris, while the
words of women urged them on. Colonel Whitmore found
that Te Kooti's tactics differed from the wont of Maoris.
"He held a desperate body of men in reserve to charge
whenever he sounded the bugle. His fire was deliberate
and never thrown away; every shot fell close to its mark if
it did not reach it, and there was no wild volley discharged
during the action. He began the fighting himself, and no
opportunity was afforded me to summon him to surrender."
In former wars the Maoris had only guns. At the
Chatham Islands Te Kooti had seized 32 rifles. For the
third time within a month of his landing he
brought to bay by his pur suer., and had w(
An officer who served against him has been
that in such warfare Te Kooti's tactics could
passed. Whitmore fell back to procure BItP]
Kooti after giving his followers rest at Puket:
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his march to the interior. In a month he was heard of a
hundred miles from the coast. The savage was aroused
within him, but he was calculating in his revenge.
Wounded, and dragging his wounded to the fastnesses of the
hills, he was scotched but not killed, and his rabid followers
were soon to horrify not only New Zealand but England by
the massacre at Poverty Ba.y.
It was just after Te Kooti's struggle on the 8th August
that Mr. Fox's motion hostile to the government was
rejected by the House. Both Houses seized the occasion of
a visit paid by Sir G. Grey to Wellington, and unanimously
accorded him a seat within their chambers. He was then
on his way to England, splenetic against the Colonial Office.
On the day of his embarkation the Council adjourned early
to enable its members to do honour to him. Before he left
he offered to go to the west coast to endeavour to pacify
Titokowaru's follows; but the ministry declined the offer.
As the mail-steamer was about to depart, rumours of
disaster sustained by Colonel McDonell at the hands of
Titokowaru reached Wellington. McDonell with about 350
Europeans had surprised Titokowatu's village, Ngutu-o-te.
manu, in August. It was undefended, although rifle-pits
were passed in approaching it. The houses of Titokowaru
and his people were burnt. On his return to Waihi,
McDonell was pursued by Titokowaru, and four of his
men were killed and eight wounded. McDonell loudly
praised his officers and men. He had set his heart upon
destruction of villages. Ptinga.rehu and its successor
Ngutu-o-te-manu were desolate, but there were other
inhabited places. On the 7th Sept., at four a.m., he
sallied forth with 250 Europeans and 110 Maoris, of whom
Rangihiwinui was one, to attack Te Rua-arua, a fortified
village, and return by Ngutu-o-te-manu. A track was found
and followed. No signs of an enemy were seen. A halt
was called. Rangihiwinui sent a man up a tall rata tree
to see whether smoke or village was near. Half-a-mile off
wa Been, and the man hea.rd sounds of a Maori
'hiwinui aid: "We now know where the
-r Pakeha men off the track. Let
- ~, silence in the forest. I with my
If an enemy come near, I will
I ..
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have him tomahawked without noise. But I expect no one.
for this track is evidently not much used. When it is dark
I will reconnoitre the enemy's position 80 that we may
know how to act in the morning." Lieut. Gudgeon aven
that the chief's advice would, "if followed, have undoubtedlyensured success," and that when Titokowaru's people
heard of it afterwards they said: "Had it been taken we
were lost." But McDonell rejected the advice. He ordered
an advance. He led one division of Europeans. Von
Tempsky led another. Rangihiwinui and his countrymen
preceded them. A tent was on the track. A woman, clO118
to it, screamed and fled. A man emerging, and two children were shot. McDonell and his men knew not where
they were. To surprise the enemy was impossible; but
the force advanced. Rangihiwinui extended his men on
the left. Von Tempsky went forward and descended into
a gully, where a shattering volley was poured upon his an.
a part of McDonell's advancing force. The pa.h was near,
but hidden by trees. Katene's warning ftashed upon the
leader.ll The Maoris would fight in the guarding forest
rather than in the entrapping pah. While McDonell was
disconcerted, Rangihiwinui sped to his side and told him
that he was before Te Ngutu-o-te-manu-the place he had
destroyed so recently. The puzzled McDonell could hardly
believe the truth. Marksmen in the trees singled out and
shot the Europeans. The loss was so great that McDonell
rl:lsolved to retire, although Rangihiwinui's men on the
left had driven the enemy from the forest to the pah. He.
sent his brother, Captain McDonell, to call back the bra'"e
Von Tempsky, who was loth to obey, but in the act of
encouraging his men and reviewing his position was shot
dt'ad. Captain Buck determined to recover Von Tempsky'.
body before retreating. As he raised it, he also was
shot. Captain Roberts, next in seniority, knew not of
the order to retire, and held his position in ignorance
that McDonell was in full retreat. By Rangihiwinui's
ad \ice McDonell retired by the edge of the clearing
with his wounded men, while Rangihiwinui held the
..nemy in check in rear. Through twining vines and
II
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underwood, the pursuers and pursued-someiimes almost
intermingled-wended their harassin.g and harassed way.
When the gorge was crossed at Te Maru it was found that
Von Tempsky's division was absent. When Von Tempsky
was shot,' Captain McDonell had told Captain Buck to
lo'etreat, but had returned to his brother without knowing
of Buck's immediate death. Colonel McDonell thought· of
fighting his way back, to relieve his comrades, Qut Rangihiwinui suggested that as the main body of the enemy had
pursued to Te Maru, Von Tempsky's men had an easier
Journey and more unmolested than McDonell's. The
retreat was continued, and Titokowaru pursued until
darkness set in. At nine o'clock in the evening McDonell's
division were in the Waihi redoubt, whither about 40 of
the rifle corps had preceded him, having fieq (when Von
Tempsky was shot) and reported the destruction of the force.
The European loss was reported at once as 22 killed, 25
wounded, and 2 missing. The enemy's loss was unknown.
It was thought that Rangihiwinui's men had killed 15, and
that the colonial forces had killed 18. The English dead
were left behind. McDonell said he could not speak too
highly of Rangihiwinui and his men, none of whom, strange
to say, were killed. Trained to bush warfare, they kept
apart from one another, while the armed constabulary
collected in groups, which afforded a mark for the enemy.
About 80 Europeans were left under Roberts, and were
pursued till night. Then, under the guidance of a chief,
Pehira Turei, after waiting for the rising of the moon, they
found their way, and gladdened McDonell's heart by
arriving safely in the morningU-meeting a band of
.. The text is compiled ma.inly from official reports. In Col McDonell's
pamphlet (1869) he says, that lia.ving directed the native contingent, who
were "heavily engaged" in the rear, to move in a ~llelline on his left
Sank, he gave the word to move oft". "The enemies fireincreaaed, and our
casualties increased also. • • • I presumed Von TemJlllky was following
in our rear (McDonell had informed Von Tempaky of tlie directions given
to the native contingent), when some of his men rushed up crying out that
he and the other officers were killed." Proceeding to the rear he learned
1Ihe truth. "I would have gone further back to _ if I could do any good,
but the enemy still attacked our rear. . • . I accordingly pushed on.
• • • Inspector Roberta, who fortunately did not follow our track,
escaped the enemy, camped in the bush for the night (with his party), and
reached Waihi the next morniJlg. • • • The men who had bolted into
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Rangihiwinui's men who had started in search of them. The
a.lacrity of the Maoris was the more highly esteemed at the
time because their chief, Hon Kingi te Anaua, had recently
died, and it wa.s not customary to devote to war the season
appropriated to grief. They economized their time by
robbing themselves of sleep, and kept up a tangi, or wailing
for the dead, throughout the night, and in the morning
sallied forth in search of Roberts.
Colonel McDonell's published defence pleaded that" the
drunkenness which demoralized"18 some of his force was
due in some measure to the action "of the Taranaki
government." The fact that by McDonell's wrong-doing at
Pokaikai, and in conjunction with Booth at Te Ngutu-o-temanu, the conflict with Titokowaru hp,d been brought
about, neither McDonell nor his employers thought it
convenient to admit. There was alarm and wrath at
Wellington, and McDonell's dismissal was demanded.
Colonel Whitmore deprecated indecent haste in expelling a
man against whom unexamined charges rested mainly on
loose sayings of subordinates of his corps. By Whitmore's
advice the Defence Minister, Colonel Haultain, removed to
the west coast a division of armed constabulary stationed at
Napier, and partially reassured the minds of dwellers at
Patea and Wanganui. Whitmore generously offered to
serve under McDonell (though his junior) until 1ina.l
arrangements could be made. Colonel Haultain accepted
camp were for the most part drunk when I arrived. . • • The drunkenneaa which demoralized some men of my force after the defeat, and for
which I was censured, arose out of the recklessness of the men who had
bolted, and the action of the Taranaki government. To raise a revenue
they had p&888d a Bottle Bill, under which every storekeeper in that
province on paying the license fee could sell liquor by the bottle. . . •
Ministers refused to grant me power (to close tliose grog·shops). . . One
government opened the flood'gates of intemperance, the ot.her refused me
the power to shut them. • . ." (The Wanganui native contingent)
"during the many years they served lmder me fought cheerfully and
bravely, and I never had cause to doubt either their courage or their
loyalty." McDonell attributed the di8&8ters to the Pokaikai Comm~
-false economy-and bad instructions from the Defence Ministel - .
Haultain, in "urging the second attack upon Te Ngutu·o·te.m&DU,"
II Mr. Fitzgerald, in a published letter (1870) on the self· reliant I
the colony, wrote: "Titokowaru had not, it is admitted, above ei
with him when he began. • . • The headquarters at Pate
scene of perpetual drunkenne88 and debauchery which WOI
destroyed the discipline of the best soldiers in the world."

-
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the offer, and (although a member of the Assembly then in
session) proceeded to the scene of disorder. After an
unsuccessful effort to tempt the enemy from a position at
Taiporohenui, he withdrew the advanced posts from Wa.ihi
and massed his force at Patea in the end of September.
Hangihiwinui and his men returned to their homes at
Wanganui. That which had made the government anxious
had made Titokowaru bold. He had acquired valuable
arms from the slain. His" mana" was exalted, and he
gained recruits. He devastated the homes of settlers, and
advanced to Patea. Terror reigned in Wanganui. Four
companies of militia were called out for active service, but
refused to go "to the front unless their houses and families
were placed in security by the presence of a detachment of
regular troops." There was consolation only in one
quarter. Rangihiwinui's men had gone home to attend to
their cultivations. When Colonel McDonell called for the
native contingent, 300 men responded promptly, and entrenched themselves at Weraroa.
The magistrates met at Wanganui (29th Sept.), Mete
Kingi Paetahi being present, and declared that there was
absolute necessity for the presence of Imperial troops. But
for the native contingent, Titokowaru might have sacked
the town and swept the coast. The colonel of the militia
urgently appealed (1st Oct.) to the government. Troops
were necessary, and during such a crisis the presence of a
minister would be desirable. Mr. Stafford moved, without
notice (2nd Oct.) that the removal of the troops would
foster rebellion and discourage the loyal; that the colony
was "virtually fulfilling" the conditionsl4 under which
Earl Carnarvon had (1st Dec., 1866) sanctioned the retenIt The condition proposed by F.arl Carnarvon in 1866 was that the regi·
ment might be detained "in case the grant of £50,000 per annum for
native purr,>ses shall be continued." . Mr. Stafford (15th March, 1867)
handed to Sir G. Grey 1\ ministerial memorandum "declining to accede to
lh. 1lI'IIpO c.l con lit ions. " ,orne of t h" reasons alleged were connected
with til rel"ti"e positions of LIo" ({O\'ernor and t he General, but the
IItIICIllInlmr'"' Ill" tel'ms wu.s ab oluLe. Iu what W&y the condition was "vir.
11\ 1. . it wouM l)"lulofIl to guess. 'Returns laid on the table
G. (B. n ,'1'.\bl R.) showed th llot in no one year after
.£
. " n de,'ot d to ulloti\re purposes. In the
';?4.:Hfi :ls. G(1. Yet the tenn "native
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tron of a. regiment, and tha.t the Governor be respectfully
asked "to take steps to dela.y the departure of the 18th
Begt. until the subject shaJl be referred to the Imperial
Government." Fox, the leader of the opposition, seconded
the motion, which was carried. Mete Kingi Paetahi voted
for it. He, a. Wa.nganui man, was for thorough measures.
In a former deba.te he had wa.rned the House that, wherever imprisoned, Maoris would break from their gua.rd.
; "Although -,"ou imprison them and wish to hold them till they repent,
uvertheleas I feN' they will not repent. You saw how thOle captured a.t
Weraroa acted. I Drought them here. They were imprisoned m a ship.
They BOOn swam &8hore and escaped. Then you, thinking that the prisonship had been too near the shore, were minded to send prisoners, afterwarde captured, to the Chatham Ielande, 300 miles distant from New
Zealand; but 1o! they seized a v_I and came back to this island. Judge
ye then the mind of the Maori people. If you send Maoris &8 prisoners to
England, I warn you that they will probably get p088eB8ion of a ship and
return to New Ze&land."
-

Sir G. Bowen urged the officer in command a.t Welling~
ton to treat the case as one of urgent necessity, and two
companies were detached to Wanganui. To Genera.l Chute
the Governor a.pologized for what he ha.d done under an
emergency which 'overrode all general rules." The
¥inister for Native Affairs (J. C. Richmond) assured the
Governor that no efforts would be spared which in the
depressed condition of the co~ony were within its means,
llut his minute showed that the public alarm was shared by
the ministry, for he said that a " general rising of the Hau
Hau tribes might take place any day." Tawhiao had not
lent his influence -to the fanatics, but was beset by turbulent
advisers. No further fighting took place while the Assembly
was in session. It was felt that Mete Kingi Pa.etahi and
Rangihiwinui had at Wanganui saved the State. To them
the natives looked up after the death of the old chief, Bori
Kingi te ADaua. But for them Titokowaru might have
glutted his ire at one of the oldest settlements in the
islands.
A petition from the Ngapuhi, vouched for by their Maori
tepresentative, was described by the Public Petitions Comjuittee as the dawn of a new era in the life of the nath'e
race. The tribe 9laimed equal law for Maori and European;
they resolved to assist the magistrate when called upon to
arrest an offender. They declared that nothing wa.s so
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beneficial as education in restraiDing crime; "therefore
schools for Maori children should be established, whereas
there is not a single Maori school from the town of Auckland
to the North Cape." But friendly communication with
the ever-friendly Ngapuhi did not smooth rough places at
Wanganui. Colonel McDonell was made a scapegoat and
obtained leave of absence. Colonel Whitmore assumed the
command.
Although forced by Titokowaru to combine with Stafford
in the attempt to retain Imperial soldiers, Fox relaxed no
effort to seize the helm of affairs. Beaten in the House in
August, he moved ,in committee that this" House has no
confidence in the policy of the government." In the arena.
where thrusts in argument neither kill nor disarm, inasmuch as a discomfited casuist can reiterate statements
already confuted, Mr. Fox battled for many days. Mr.
McLean, an important ally to him; moved (16th Sept.)
that the House viewed with alarm the condition in which
the government placed the colony "in relation to defence
and native affairs." The fate of the motion was not
decided until the 26th Sept. The numbers for and against
it were equal. Thirty-two gazed at a like number of
opponents, while the Speaker gave his casting vote with the
Noes. It was plain, however, that Fox and Vogel were
marshalling their forces, and that the confidence reposed in
McLean would lead to victory. Fox demanded (30th Sept.)
an appeal to the people, but was defeated by 33 votes
to 24. Public meetings in various places demanded a dissolution, and many of Stafford's constituents at Nelson
ealled upon him to resign. The general opinion as to
affairs at Wanganui was shown by the fact that while the
combatants were thus excited against one anoth l' th successes of Titokowaru made F ox meekly second 1Jl"LI1\J'~
position to retain the 18th. Regiment. Th "
being allowed to proceed with its estimate , th
closed in Oct. Eighty-one bill were pa~I._"""
among them was one to provide for
,
university to be afterwards
introduced by Dr. Pollen in the Counel
in both Houses without a division. A
end of the session Mr. Hall, who, ill
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Fitzherbert made financial statements, earnestly appealed

to the representatives for support against impending
dangers. He asked for .£88,000 more than had been previously provided for.
ce On the west cout we are in preaence of & formidable difficulty. • •
dark clouds hang over other parts of the colony • • • the difficulty baa
increaaed while Parliament has been in _ion. • • . H we do not
ahrink from whatever aacrificea may be n_ry. if we will for the time
stay the political and domestic Btrife by which we are now diBtracted, and
afford hearty support to whatever men for the time may have t.he government of the country • • _ but if we cannot B118p8Ild our political
wrangling . . • then I am bound to my I have the gloomiest forebodings for the future."

The members must have felt, as the student now sees, that
such an appeal would have been more fitly made on behalf
of Stafford if he had not, in 1865, unduly obstructed Mr.
Weld in order to obtain possession of the Treasury benches.
One thing sta.nds clear to sight. There was almost a panic
when a minister spoke thus, and his propositions were
accepted. On the 1st Oct., the newspa.pers contributed to
it by stating that the Maori king was about to declare
war, and that Kereopa. was mustering a band to join Titokowaru.
The Legislati\e Council had given indications of distrust
in the government. Moulded by a majority of the Lower
House, a ministry might induce a Governor to create an
equally plastic majority in the Upper House, of which the
members were nominated by him. A committee was appointed to report on the powers and privileges of the
Council, with a view "to extend its influence and preserve
its independence:' The committee analyzed the composition of second chambers in other colonies. In former y~
the number of the New Zealand Council had been limited.
In Governor BJ:owne's reign the limit was 15. In 1861
Governor Grey was instructed by the Duke of Newcastle
not to appoint more than 20. In 1862 the same nobleman withdrew the limitation. Thereupon the Council, in
an address to the Queen, prayed that some limit should be
imposed, ,lest their independence would be impaired.
Three-fourths of the number of members who sat in the
Lower House should be the maximum of the number in the
other. The Duke of Newcastle saw no reason for thA Axercise of a prerogative to limit the numbr
-..'-.
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the law of th~ colony did not limit. For his change of
opinion he alleged reasons which arraigned his former conduct. By taking away a limitation he virtually paraJyzed
one branch of the Legislature. He refused to undo the
wrong he had done, alleging that no law compelled him to
do right. The Council endeavoured to legislate in 1865.
In 1866 they passed a Bill to limit their numbers, but the
Lower House allowed if; to lapse. Correspondence was
asked for to show that, in 1867, Mr. Stafford, in order to
carry a Bill, brought pressure to bear on members of
Council who were holders of paid offices. Mr. Crawford,
who held other offices besides that of sheriff, had voted
against the government, not from political predilections,
but because he shrunk with the instinct of a sheriff from
accepting absolutely and at large all provincial liabilities as
a colonial burden. In a friendly letter he explained his
motives. The Houses adjusted their differences on the Bill
by conferences, and the session was closed before Stafford
replied to Mr. Crawford's letter. He had waited till the
matter was decided, and did not refer to the Bill. But as
an opinion had been generally expressed that there were
too many officers of government in the Council, he wished
to know whether Mr. Crawford would prefer to retain his
offices or his seat in the Council. The sheriff said that
when the two positions might be found incompatible he
would elect to retain his offices. Stafford told him that his
resignation of his seat would be accepted; and Mr. Crawford
resigned his seat.
The constitution of the Upper House and its ductility
were becoming serious questions to Mr. Stafford. The
ordinary revenue had waned. In customs receipts there
was a deficiency of £80,000. A member of the Council,
Colonel Russell, proposed, but could not carry, a motion to
consider the financial policy of the government.
Mantell, besides obtaining a return which proved
t'll'l1'i prisoners had been deported to and detained
1m I land without warrant or authority of any
other h rn, which revealed gross neglect.
r. eld being in office) that
,ris should be translated and
1'1 ation.
Mr. Stafford
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'became minister in Oct.; 1865. "The retu~ showed that
after July, 1865, the arrangement had been systematically
violated.
After the successes of Titokowa.ru the Council resolved
(8th Oct.) to address the Queen. They urged that eolonial
responsibility had only been accepted in reliance on the
future co-operation of the Imperia.! government, and that if
their equitable claims should not be recognized, a Commissioner ought to be sent from England to inquire into their
grievances. The Address was never adopted. Colonel
Russell, its framer, on the second day of debate withdrew
his motion on the subject. It had stated that the withdra.wal of troops had created in the minds of both loyal and
rebel natives a feeling that the colonists were condemned
and abandoned by the Queen, and that should such feeling
beeome general a. war of ra.ces might ensue, in which the
English would be exposed to easy aggression, and the
MlI.Ori would "be fierce and elated, with little to lose, and
secure of refuge in swamp and forest."
In October, a Civil Commissioner reported that in some
districts the Hau Haus were so jubilant as to boast that
Titokowaru would regain the whole country; while friendly
natives were abashed, and half inclined to believe in the
invincibility of the rebels. Englishmen living 'at home in
ease could scarcely picture to themselves the state of affairs.
Orders for the withdrawal of the last English soldier were
in the colony. Military settlers were compelled to be
always armed, but did not feel secure.
While the country in which he had laboured for more
than a qua.rter of a century was thus distra.cted, Bishop
Selwyn bid it farewell. Had he been listened to in 1860,
New Zealand might not have been rent by war and blotted
by maSRcre. He did not recriminate, but, in reply to an
address, trusted that he might soon hear of reconciliation,
and "that New Zea.land may again exhibit the blessed
sight of the Maori and the English growing up together as
one nation in the faith of our Lord Jesus Christ, and in
dutiful a.llegia.nce to the Queen." The experience of recant
1ears hardly warranted such a hope. Only inability to do
wrong a.tIorded prospect that a New Zea.la.nd ministry would
Go right.
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, At this period the government thought 'it advisable to
negotia.te with the Maori potentate, whose title had been
denounoed by the Stafford ministry in 1860 as intolerable.
The Native Minister, J. C. Richmond, hoped that an
interview between the Governor and Tawhia.o might be
brought about. Meanwhile (Oct., 1869), Colonel Whitmore
ID.8il'ched a.ga.inst Titokowaru, who was supposed to have
more than 500 men. With 450 friendly natives Colonel
Whitmore advanced to Patea, but could not bring TitokoW&l'U to action on the open ground.
Rangihiwinui
noitred, and found that the enemy was at Moturoa, an
inland settlement not far from Patea. Mete Kingi wrote
from Patea to Sir G. Bowen. He was devising plans with
Ra.ngihiwinui for the campaign. They would soon
extinguish (cover up as with a lid) Titokowaru's pah, if the
roads were not bad. He had heard from the Maori King.
Mete Kingi wished the Governor to visit Patea. Colonel
Whitmore marched (7th Nov.) from Wait'oa to attack
Titokowaru at Moturoa, a village situated on a cleared
space under a slope covered with forest. 'rhrough the
forest Rangihiwinui made a circuit, which brought him to
the rear of the village. Colonel Whitmore marched by the
road. Rangihiwinui, with 50 Maoris and a few oon~
stabula.ry, was to attack the rear as BOOn as Whitmore's
force reached the front. After continuous firing, the rear
attack seemed to Colonel Whitmore successful, and with a.
cheer Major Hunter led the storming party in front. But
by a shot from the bush he fell, and in spite of the commander's efforts the whole force was driven off, with a loss
of 9 killed, 19 wounded, and 8 missing. Whitmore had
relied on the support of Maoris behind him, and of 100
more upon his right, but complained that, either from
treachery or from oowardice, his "wretched a.llies" (with
the exception of those under Rangihiwinui) refused to aid
him. The enemy pressed hard on the retreat, but recoiled
from the ra.pidity of the breech-loading rifle fire. Rangihiwinui was the last to leave the scl'Ub. His European forces
were commended highly by Colonel Whitmore. Fresh from
the field, he wrote of" Kemp," as the colonists called
Bangihiwinui:-" His few natives behaved admirably,.
undismayed by the continual arrival of re-enforcements to

recon-
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the enemy, or the fact of our having lost an officer.
Fifty, with the chief Kemp, whose ga.llantry, whose coolness, and whose determina.tion to hold, if possible, the post
of honour, was evident througout the day-behaved like
If he had even 100 more natives the village
men.
must have been taken." When a chief was shot, "Hunia.
at the head of his companions fled precipitately," and left
the wounded man. "Kemp was .standing conspicuously
on the parapet, defying the Hau Haus, when this disgraceful scene occurred. Kemp called one of his
men, and they bore their countrYman from the field."
Some natives displeased Colonel Whitmore. "On the other
hand, Kemp, whose behaviour was beyond all praise, has
the . most to regret in the conduct of his followers.
Certainly, had he known that one European was missing,
he would have gone back at the last moment to fetch him,
or (as it seemed to me) to die. For his sake I will say no
more on the subject, and have foreborne to say one hard
word to the inferior chiefs."l6 Colonel Whitmore asked for
more Europeans. He applauded the gallant conduct of
Sub-Inspector Newland and others, but he could not lay
down his pen without paying a final tribute to Te Kepa
Rangihiwinui.
"Lastly, Captain Kemp, brave, modest, and generous in all his conduct
on this occasion; who never boasted before the fight; who has cast no
reproaches after it; who has shown every officer that he is endued with
great capacity for military operations; who has exhibited to every man of
the force that a Maori chief can manifest a calm, deliberate courage in no
way inferior to his own; who has laid up for himself in t.he hearts of many
of the force the gratitude of the men who received a comrade's help in the
moment of need, and who has tried hard to redeem the forfeited reputation
of his tribe-this officer and chief merits a full recognition on my part of
his deserts."
.
II Lieut. Gudgeon gives a different version.
"Seventy men followed
Rangihiwinui, and the remainder would have done so, had not CoL Whit·
more in his ignorance of Maori customs stopped a young chief, and ordered
him to hold a position on the right to prevent any flanking movement on
the part of the enemy. This irritated the main body, who said: 'll all of
us may not go into the fight, none' of us will.' Consequently 300 men
remained outside the bush and never fired a shot. Had they gone on, the
pah, strong as it was, might have been surrounded and the enemy starved
out." ("Reminiscences of the War in New Zea.1a.nd," p. 198.) Mr.
Gudgeon'S surmise may have been sanguine, but it is clear that the
Wa.nga.nui men were dissatisfied with Whitmore's management.
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Whitmore, being unable to speak Maori, was at a great
disadvantage in consulting with the chiefs. Investigation
by those acquainted with the natives imputed the want of
concert at Moturoa partly to misunderstandings between
Colonel Whitmore and certain chiefs, and partly to
jealousies amongst the latter springing from doubts
whether, after the death of Hori Kingi te Anaua,
control ought to devolve on Mete Kingi or on Rangihiwinui. But Mete Kingi spoke in the name of all the tribes
when he said they were willing to fight if properly
commanded, though they had no confidence in Colonel
Whitmore. The day after the battle the whole of the
native contingent broke up their camp, and returned to
their homes at Wanganui. Thus, twice had Titokowaru
triumphed, and Colonel Whitmore was almost a general
without an army. It was because the militia had refused
to go to the front that the force at Moturoa was chiefly
composed of Maoris; and now the chiefs were sulking in
their tents. If there had been alarm before, there was
now consternation in Wellington.
While the public mind was striving to master the
situation, and resolve what ought to be done to remedy
defeat in the west, a shudder of horror was sent to all
hearts by tidings that in the east, Te Kooti Rikirangi,
having placed women and children in safety in the hills,
had descended like a wolf upon Poverty Bay, and before
dawn on the 10th Nov. had massacred every man, woman,
and child whom he could seize. It was said that from
their lair in the hills the robbers had come down so
famished that some died on the road. There had been no
warning. There had been apprehension of an attack in
the Wairoa district, south of the track by which Te Kooti
had fought his way to the hills. Major Biggs had received
authority to place an officer with nine men to guard, and
nd TEl 1 einge.. The
act as scouts between P v r
officer (Gascoigne) ext oded j
•
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from Wa.iroa. They marched within 20 miles of Puketapu,
but returned without encountering Te Kooti. He was
on the track to Poverty Bay which Biggs thought
it needless to guard. In the watches of the night Te
Kooti and his myrmidons pounced on their victims_
Major Biggs challenged some sound which he heard, and
was instantly wounded. He retired for his gun, and while
·loading it was again shot, and fell. He implored his wife
to fly, but she determined to remain by his side. Her
heroism was equalled by that of a servant, who refused to
leave her mistress. A boy, one of the few who eSca.ped,
told the tale. Though the house was surrounded, by
crawling under a platform in the uncertain light he reached
the scrub, from which he saw a Maori beating out with the
butt-end of his musket the brains of Major Biggs. The
houses at Poverty Bay were scattered. From one the
inmates, warned by the boy, ran with the strength of
despair; weak women carrying children, and reaching
Turanga, six miles distant, by five o'clock. Fire followed
slaughter. A strange contrast was there. While murder
stalked from house to house, an old man slept soundly in a·
little hut, and rising after dawn" to help Hyperion to his
horse," was proceeding to milk his cows, when he found his
footsteps amongst the bodies of the dead. He ran in
horror to a house he knew, and found dead bodies there.
Unseen by the triumphant savages, he fled to Turanga, and
there overtook the other refugees. At the house of Captain
Wilson (late military settler) the murderers had found the
door barred, and fire was applied. The captured inmates
were led some distance before the work of slaughter began.
Mrs. Wilson fell wounded, and apparently dead, as her
husband was bayoneted. After long swoon she saw around
her the bodies of her husband and three children and a
man-servant. One boy, eight years old, was missing. She
lay there all day, during which an old Maori, Hori Warakihi,
passed and took away her shawl. On the following day
she crawled back to her old home, and ensconced herself in
an outhouse, with nothing to refresh her except water in
a small tea-kettle. On the third day her missing boy
gladdened her sight. When his father was killed, he
scrambled away, unseen or despised. He had sense f'-~ ..
'L
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to endeavour to bide. In the undisturbed hut of the old
man who had slept through the massacre, he found food .
which he thought" it would not exactly be stealing to eat."
He found a bed in the house from which the women had
.jled to Turanga, and though Maoris entered while he was
there they did not discover him. On Wednesday he was
hidden in a sweetbriar bush, "the best place he ever saw to
hide in." That day he saw the murderers set fire to the
houses as yet unburnt. He strayed towards his old home,
and saw the bodies of his father, brother, sisters, and the
man-servant. "He thought the Maoris must have taken
his mother to eat her, as she was not there." He wandered
to Toanga, where the Maori, Hori Warakihi, whom he
knew, gave him bread and meat. On Thursday he
mechanically recurred to the desolate home, and found his
wondering mother. The fowls had not fled. He found
some eggs. They had no fire. He went ba.ck to Hori
Warakihi, and the old man gave him potatoes. The suffering woman sent the child to obtain fire from the houses
recently in flames. Food being thus obtained, woman's
wit went to work. . The savages were still in full career.
On a card, after four hours' struggle with weakness, she
wrote: "Could some kind friend come to our help, for God's
sake. I am very much wounded, lying at a little house in
our place. My poor son James is with me. Come quick.
-ALICE WILSON.
We have little or no clothing, and are in
dreadful suffering." Several bayonet-wounds and blows
had been borne by the desolate creature, whose child was
to bear her message through murderers red with the blood
of her house, and busy in finding and murdering their
countrymen loyal to the Queen. Twice the poor boy failed
to find his way. A third time he saw a dog which he knew.
He followed it as it trotted before him towards Turanga.
Two miles from the fort he met some reconnoitring friends,
and h hid in h h h. faring they were Maoris. The
dog b r e
th .
!i disco ered.
The child and
moth I t , ion and torment.
The i
tl\ken to Napier,
but no 1
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retired but a short distance. Rumour multiplied his
followers. Thirty-two whites and a larger number of
Maoris had fallen before he retraced his steps. The few
surviving settlers were gathered in the redoubt at Turanga.
A small vessel carried some to Napier. Volunteers sailed
thence, and in a few days 30 Europeans and 220 Maoris,
.Ngatiporou and others, were assembled at Turanga. The
Ngatiporou, applied to for more help, declined to leave
their homes unguarded, but sent 37 additional men. On
learning that Te Kooti had been murdering the Maoris,
they sent 220 more. A mixed force, composed chiefly of
Ngatikahungunu, marched forward under Lieut. Gascoigne,
and skirmished at Patutahi and Makaretu. They received
supplies by means of pack-horses, and the wily Te Kooti,
while engaging his enemy in front, detached a band to cut
off a convoy. He seized eight kegs of ammunition and
more food than the robbers could carry. Gascoigne's men
anxiously awaited the arrival of Ropata, who was on the
march from Wairoa, and joined the force in the beginning
of December. A council of war was held, and it was
resolved by the chiefs to drive Te Kooti from the riflepitted hill on which he had held his pursuers at bay. Till
Ropata' and his dreaded warriors were close to their lines
the Hau Haus held their position at Makaretu, but then
turned and fled, leaving plunder to their foes. Thirtyseven Hau Haus were killed. Some of the wounded. were
despatched in cold blood. The Ngatikahungunu offended
the Ngatiporou by sparing the lives of two prisoners
related to themselves. In the morning Ropata scanned
the country in front, and descried on the forest-crowned
crest of Ngatapa, the mountain lair which his enemy
hoped to hold even from him. But Pakeha and Ma.ori
believed in Ropata as in Rangihiwinui.
The "Wellington Independent" at this time repeat
former demand. Rewards for extinction of the au
should be offered "to Maoris and Europeans alike. 1l10I0I0___- ,
should not be paid except on the production of the
These savages should be dealt with as wilel beasts 1
unless exterminated, render the colonization of the co
impossible." Sir G. Bowen's "re · _ t
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GOVERNOR AND STAFFORD APPEAL TO MAORIS FOR HELP.

English settlements in the disturbed districts are in imminent danger. • • • Many competent judges are of
opinion that the presence and exhortations of the Governor
would afford the best 'chance of inducing the Wanganui
tribe to take up arms for the Queen, and of securing the
neutrality of other tribes now wavering in their loyalty."
Stafford accompanied the Governor overland to Wanganui.
Not now, as in 1860, to cast the lustre of the Queen's
representative on unlawful rapine, but with soft words in
his mouth, and alarm in his heart, the minister who signed
the proclamation of martial law at Taranaki attended a
civilian governor to appeal to loyal sympathies which he
had done so much to quench. At Waikana.e Sir G. Bowen
conferred with Wi Tako Ngatata, who journeyed with him
to Otaki. Again the old man addressed words of peace to
his countrymen. Most of them seemed to be Hau Haus,
but not prepared to join Titokowaru. But Sir G. Bowen
observed in them a gloomy irresolution which might end in
taking the side likely to be successful. In the Rangitikei
district he saw Mr. Fox, who with others had determined
not to fly from his home. Redoubts and block-houses were
ready at each village to receive women and children in
time of need. All adult males were enrolled and armed.
Gathered at Wanganui were the families whom Titokowaru
had scared from their homes. One night there was a cry
that Titokowaru was at hand. Crowds fled to the blockhouses which even men strove to enter for refuge, and the
authorities were compelled to bar them out and reserve the
shelter for women and children. The critical moment had
come. The Maoris were to be appealed to. Sir G. Bowen
visited their camp at Putiki on the 17th Nov. Rangihiwinui escorted him across the river. Shouts of welcome,
the war-dance, and a feast, preceded conference. Some
Chie s ca. t lame on colonial officers, and there was
.
,l.ntongst the Maoris. The Governor extolled
1 W n anui warriors,
nd appealed to
( ',n and the law. Rangihiwinui
hiij readiness to lead a new
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of troops at such a crisis would be disastrous, and that
another battalion should be sent to New Zealand. Earl
Granville, with cynical self-consciousness, answered: "It
appears to me at this distance that you overrate the magnitude of the danger of the colony." More than 600
"wives, mothers, and daughters" of the Wanganui settlers
made piteous wail to the Queen, imploring that Imperial
troops might be left to guard them, and "avert their
extinction." The Earl informed the petitioners that the
Queen felt warm sympathy for them, but that he was
unable to advise compliance with their prayer.
There was a strange cry from Otago where no da.nger to
life was in question. Mr. Macandrew, the Superintendent,
demanded Imperial help. "Self-reliant policy has failed.
• . . The colonists regard the wars with the Maoris as
matters of Imperial concern; they did not come to New
Zealand to fight the Maoris: . • . they had no notion
but that the rebellious Maoris must be subdued by paid
soldiers, supplemented by the local militia." The Governor
ought to use the extreme powers submitted to him and
summon the Imperial troops, or to dissolve the Assembly
and" have a fresh election" to convince him that the great
majority of the "colonists disclaim being a party to the
insult which · is shown to the empire in refusing to use
Imperial troops to assert Her Majesty's sovereignty, and to
protect the lives and properties of British subjects fromth~
atrocities of fa.natic cannibals." Macandrew wished his
letter to be sent to England for "submission to H~
Majesty." The Queen, if she had known the facts, might
have sighed, with Shakspeare's heroine, at the fantastic
tricks which the angry creature at Otago was anxious tIP
play with the thunderbolts of war. Colonel
. ore
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Zealand for the Maori. Bethink you there has been fixed
between you and us a great gulf, even the ' ocean. Why
did you not take thought before you crossed over hither?
We did not cross from hence over to you. Away with you
from our country to your own country in the midst of the
ocean." "Arise, and be baptized, and let your sins be
washed away, calling upon the name of the Lord." Liellt.Col. Herrick,' unable to punish Titokowaru, seized his two
messengers who had' been received under a flag of truce. IS
They were imprisoned at Wanganui. But Whitmore was
not satisfied with his own countrymen there. They were
not making the sacrifices requisite to success. He advised
that the town should only be held defensively, and that an
expedition should be sent to the east coast to deal summan1y with Te Kooti red-handed from the Poverty Bay
murders, which the Ngatiporou chiefs were burning to'
avenge. Mr. Parris reported from Taranaki that Te
Rangitake and Hapurona had set their faces like flint
against proposals that they should side with Titokowaru.
Waitara was therefore safe. Te Whiti was reported by
Parris as peaceful and influential for good. As Sir G.
Bowen had informed the Secretary of State that "the
attempt to occupy the confiscated lands atPatea and
Opotiki has been probably the immediate cause of the
outbreak," it may be concluded that in the eyes of the
Maoris there was sufficient provocation for war, but that
many of them shrank from Titokowaru. Sir G. Bowen
, had perhaps been kept in ignorance of the illegal acts of
Booth and McDonell when he attributed no importanc.e to
the violence attempted against Kohiri and committed
against Ihaka.17
Many reasons induced the government to transfer active
operations to the east coast. Colonel Whitmore had failed
in ph-e confidence amongst the forces in the west.
ho were indignant at bis aspersions on' some of
d an expedition of their own. Colonel Hauli .
eta Kingi at a conference (23rd Nov.)
or their unwillingness to be led by
.. were ready to fight in their own
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way without pay, but not to be led to a foolish slaughter
like sheep. With a commander unacceptable to the Maoris,
and who condemned th backwardness of the colonists,
there was no prospect of immediate success at the west.
Recruiting officers had been sent to Australia, but as yet no
levies had been made. Whitmore went to the east. A
ship of war sailed to Tauranga, which could be protect d
by ships. Sir G. Bowen entreated the commodore to retain
at least two of his squadron, and implored General Chute
to visit the colony, to show that the fighting men of the
Queen were not careless about its fate.
Men who run no persoual risk are often ready to stir
others to deeds of danger. To them it seems as becoming
for others to shed blood .as for themselves to spill ink.
The crack-brained Smith O'Brien was goaded on by writers
who prophesied that Ireland was about to U rise as a
nation" and" kill and capture" the Saxon intruders. He
rose and became famous among the cabbages of Ballingarry. Punishment fell upon him, but was avoided by
conspirators who from secure garrets had spurred him on.
Newspapers in New Zealand were thorough in then:
demands. Rumours of the bloodthirsty expressions of some
colonists and of a portion of the press in New Zealand
reached England. The" Times" was startled. " AbstinenCe from excesses which would not be allowable in
European warfare is necessary for English honour, and
any different policy would he intolerable." The enemies of
the Maori were indignant with the" Times." The "Wellington Independent" (26th Nov., 1868) declared :-" If the
Imperial Government were willing to help us, and to crush
that rebellion which has been the result of its own bad
faith in the past, then English opinion might b entitled
to some weight here as to the manner in whir the rebel
natives might be dealt with. But when John F
,tt nfor
ing up his breeches-pocket, tells us, who are
our very existence against a merciless foe, th
be very temperate and m61'ciful, we naturally r
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mismanagement, and we venture to predict that in oUr
hands the New Zealand native rebellion will soon be
brought to an end." Nor was this fiery breath confined to
the press at Wellington. The" Hawke's Bay Times"
(Dec., 1868), speaking of rewards offered for prisoners,
declared:-" The fatal clause which requires the rebels to
be . brought in alive will completely nullify the effect intended. Death on the spot is what they deserve, and will
most likely receive if they fall into our hands."
An event happened in Nov., 1868, which, if known to
them at the time, must have gratified these writers. Titokowaru was in a pah, Taurangaika, near Nukumaru.
About a mile and a quarter from the pah was a woolshed,
belonging to a Mr. Handley. On the 27th Nov. a few
Maori boys went thither (as some of them deposed in 1885)
"to kill pigs and turkeys." One Captain Newland, with
" sixty-six of all ranks," was passing by, and the children
were by his order charged, having been seen from a distance. His official report to Colonel Whitmore stated that
he had succeeded in "killing eight, with sabre, revolver, or
carbine, besides wounding others." He commended the
"extreme gallantry of Sergeant G. Maxwell, who himself
sabred two and shot one of the enemy, and was conspicuous
throughout the affair. . . . The enemy turned out
immediately and kept up a sharp fire, following us about
three miles." Many years afterwards the circumstances
were investigated in a court. A chief, Uru te Angma, who
was at Taurangaika pah in 1868, and sallied out to pursue
the cavalry who had fleshed their swords upon the children,
deposed (before a commission) that one slain boy, Kingi,
was" the biggest of them;" that, in his" judgment, Kingi
was about ten years of age," was killed" by a sword and a
gnn," and " had two sword wounds on the head;" that
·uha.tu wa "shot with It gun on the back, and cut with
'ord ;'" that" he was not ten years of age;" that Ihaka.
r-----n..n, It r lative of the witness, was equally small, and
head with a. sword," besides being
Tith a gun ."
'le child thus mutilated appeared
l\ingt n , and showed his scars.
of t.he slain boys; that he saw
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Kingi's "head split completely open," while he was cc in a
ditch;" that the tallest of the children was "about four
feet;" and that he himself was carried wounded to the
pah. Cross-examination did not shake his evidence, and
his apparent age in 1885 confirmed his statement as to
his childhood in 1868.
Sergeant Handley testified in 1885 that he and others
stood by the side of a dead boy of about four feet or
four feet six inches in height. When the troopers charged
(Handley said) "it struck me that they were children,
smaJl and big boys." The judge before whom this
evidence was produced in England,. in 1886, said, in
summing up:-" Something occurs which ends, not in
fighting, but which ends in what I should Say would be a
"You have the fact
massacre at Handley's woolshed."
that two boys undoubtedly were killed."
Thus, by the machinery of the law, two children were
proved to have been killed and three wounded before
the cavalry fled from the grown Maoris who issued from
the pah. Captain Newland, asked in 1885, "From whom
did you get your information as to eight· men having been
killed ?" replied: "From Sergeant Maxwell and some of
the members of the Kai Iwi cavalry."
Newland complimented his officers on their gallantry;
Colonel Whitmore confidingly described the slaughter as
"a successful affair conducted With a cavalry column."
The Defence Minister sent the deceptive narrative to the
Governor, who, in writing to England, dignified what the
English judge called" a massacre" by classing it among
" sharp skirmishes." Sergeant Maxwell, a few weeks
afterwards, was himself shot in what Uru te Angina called
.. a foolish attempt to carry off a flag attached to the
double partitioned and entrenched" Taurangaika pah.
Rangihiwinui was disgusted at the killing of the children,
which was talked about, though not officially reported. He
testified in 1885 that in a dispute with an officer he
"remarked at the time, • If I knew you were going to kill
children I would have nothing more to do with the fighting.
Colonel Whitmore interfered and pacified us.' Do you
mean you would not fight any more on behalf of the
Queen? • Yes.' You threatened to resign? 'Yes; I said I
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would resign if such things were done.'" Colonel Whitmore
was also examined in 1885 about the report he received
from Newland in 1868. He swore that in 1868 Rangihiwinui "was our mainstay on that coast, and in everything
tha.t ()ccurred he was allowed to have very full say."
.
It was fortunate that when editors18 in Wellington and
Hawke's Bay were screaming for slaughter, a nobler'
example was shown by a Maori.
In addition to supplying the Secretary of State with
newspaper scraps, Sir G. Bowen sent a note from the Chief
Justice, declaring that" The colony must brace itself up
to hold its own until the time arrives when the native race
may feel constrained to respect us in our strength as they
now despise us iIi our weakness." The Speaker, Sir David
Monro, publicly advocated a suspension of the Constitution
in the North Island. Let the Queen be asked to resume
control of native affairs. The colony had failed to cope
with them. Let the North Island be subject to a.n Imperial
Commission. When murderers marched amid the glare of
burning homesteads, there was no time for a "discordant
Parliament to be wrangling and coming to no result."
Self-reliant policy was, in the Speaker's opinion, impossible
in a country where provincial interests prevented unity and

I.

In a New Zealand publication ("Labour," 17th April, 1884) it was
asserted that· "one of the most trustworthy of the old residents about
Wanganui" told the writer that after the maasa.cre of the children at
Taurangaika "one of the swashbucklers related in the Wanganui hotels
the trouble he and his comrades had to spit the children with their swords,
from their dodging about in the ditch that was covered with furze, and
how they prodded for them as they rode aloug the side of the fence."
Before a Corninission of the High Court of Justice, Queen's Bench
Division, Arthur Wicksteed at Wanganui (13th May, 1885) testified that
he "was acting as a trooper" at Taurangaikn. in 1868. • . . "I saw
George Maxwell stabbing at what I presumed to be a native in the ditch.
• • • After I had fired at the last native, and G. Maxwell was prodding
at the native in the ditch-a few seconds afterwards-Lt. Bryce came up
from the rear, and ordered us to retire."
It has been at some cost, and after a long lapse of time, that particulars
of the "extreme gallantry" displayed at Taurangaika have been obtained.
There is Bome soul of ltOodnesB in things evil,
Would men observingly distil it out;
and truth iB more precious than money. A historian cn.nnot often procure
the aid of a Commission of the High Court of Justice in eliciting truth,
but when it has been thrown in his way he would be ungrateful if he were
to neglect it.
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national spirit in the Parliament. Mr. Fitzgerald deprecated
the demand for troops, but urged that England should
furnish money and arms. But Mr. Fitzgerald had misgivings when he looked at the colonists of the day, worsened
as they were by a swarm of gold-seekers. "The men
around one no doubt talk glibly of their political privileges,
but I doubt whether they have the same deep love for
liberty as had the men of Massachusetts. . . . No one
who reads the history of the Pilgrim Fathers, and witnesses
the events passing around him in this colony, but must
painfully feel conscious that the colonist of the nineteenth
century is in some respects a lower type of man than his
forefathers of the sixteenth." In January the Governor
sent to England a petition adopted at Auckland, praying
for the suspension of the Constitution as the only remedy
for "the evident incapacity of the colonial government."
A petition from Southland joined in the prayer that the
Constitution might be suspended. From north and south
there was the same appeal ' for help. Sir G. Bowen
implored for delay in removing the troops. In case of
their withdrawal many competent judges thought a general
rising probable, accompanied by tragedies dreadful as those
of Delhi and Cawnpore. Peace might be hoped for on
three conditions: A garrison of two battalions of the line;
prohibition of fresh settlements in insecure positions; a
peaceful arrangement with Tawhiao not inconsistent with
the suzerainty of the Queen. Thus, after exhaustion of
blood and treasure, Sir W. Denison's advice (rejected in
1860 by Governor Browne and Stafford's ministry) ,was
forced upon Stafford in 1868, and with his consent was
recommended to the Crown. Earl Granville had but one
song to sing, and he hummed it at his leisure. Te Kooti
was far from his fireside. The troops must be withdrawn.
The other propositions appeared to him judicious, but were
for the local government to decide upon.
The desire of the representatives that the 18th R......._..."
should be retained because the colony was " virtl
fulfilling" the condition imposed by Earl Carnarvon
met with contradiction to the Honse and rebuke t(
Governor. The colonial government had not, a~
Governor supposed, signified their acceptance of

RAPIHANA

A..~D

THE GOVERNOR.

Carnar.on's offer, and, if they had, Earl Granville was not
prepared to repeat it. He was surprised at the Governor's
statements, "which might have greatly misled Her Majesty's
government:' Before receiving this reproof, Sir G. Bowen
endeavoured to establish friendly relations with the Maori
king. A Waikato chief, Rapihana Otaota, was persuaded
by Wi Tako Ngatata to see the Governor at Wellington.
Sir G. Bowen asked if Tawhiao was aware that by his
command Te Whero Whero't! tonib had been repaired.
Rapihana. said, Yes; but that Tawhiao grieved that 8.
green-stone "mere" buried at the foot of the Ngaruawahia
flagstaff had been removed, fI,nd was in the hands of the
government. Sir G. Bowen said the "mere" had never
been in possession of the government. If they could obtain
it they would at once restore it to Tawhiao.19 He asked if
Rapihana had any message, or what was the object of his
mission. Ra.pihana said he bore a message to Maoris.
1. The sword is to be sheathed. 2. The leasing of land is
to cease. 3. The selling of land is to cease. 4. The
digging for gold is to cease. He would like to know the
Governor's opinion of the messa.ge. Sir G. Bowen, in
startling incongruity with his despatches, said: "The
sword is sheathed." He bore words of goodwill from the
Queen. He must punish Te Kooti and Titokowaru, but
desired peace with the amiable Tawhiao. Rapihana said
the' first part of his message was its main object. The
other provisions related only to the king's territory.
Tawhiao had no sympathy with Te Kooti and Titokowaru.
It The fragility of promises was shown in this instance,
Burial-grounds
and sacred places were often rifled in search of treasures, or in revelry of
spoliation, Nga.ruawahia., occupied by General Cameron in 1864, had
become the site of a town named Newcastle, An innkeeper dug a.t the
foot of the flagstaff' of the Ma.ori king, and found there a mass of green·
IItone which the Ma.ori artificers ha.d begun to shape into a mere. He
intended to sell it. Mr. Searancke, a government official, demanded it.
The man rp.Cuse,l to yield it, and fearing that Mr. Searancke would overistllnce, hrokc th c~,'recJl-stone into three pieces. Sir G. Bowen
m h'
ClHflHl
j,; <I with effusion tblLt it shoulrl he r e tored, and his words
' . .,ortled. The reader migh t imagine t hat it was impossible
"ot o. In 18/H the author w it in the Auckland
ia I" I''';r' nstmH.' fuund at the base of the flagII • the 'lfll.oa· of the Waikato." Tile
If ~toJ\O hnd heeD about 14 inches long,
I
nil a-hull thick.
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The Governor wished to see Tawhiao at Auckland or
Wellington. Rapihana wanted to know if the Governor
would afterwards visit his king at Tokangamutu. In such
a case the Governor said he would gladly visit Tawhiao 80S
he had visited .. other great Maori chiefs." Bapihana
declined to merge the roya.lty of. his master, and dryly
remarked that perhaps Tawhiao would shrink from Seeing
the Governor inasmuch as the title of king had caused
great trouble. Sir G. Bowen sent aletter (8th Ian., 1869)
to. Tokangamutu, declaring that there was peace between
the government and Tawhiao, and told Lord Granville that
the letter was" drawn up with the aid of persons deeply
skilled in the native customs and feelings;"
When Ropata and Hotene, after chasing Te Kootifrom
l~akaretu (8rd Dec.), saw his eyrie at Ngatapa, the allied
Ngatikahungunu under Tareha desITed to attack the enemy
forthwith. Rotene, grieved at the' mercy extended to the
prisoners who had been spared, declared the omens bad~
and it was only after much persuasion that the. Nga.tiporou
agreed to attack Ngatapa on the following day in concert
with Tareha. The latter, however, when informed of the
a.rrangement, declared that he had been insulted and took
his men home. Ropata, nevertheless, with Mr. Preece,
proceeded (5th Dec.) to the attack. Wairoa natives .under
Ihaka Whanga accompanied Preece. An'adv8il1ce-guard,
of ~hich· Preece was one, reached the fortress,and Sl1Stained a' volley; w.hich, in spite of the remonstrances of
Ihaka Whanga and Preece, created a panic, and the men fled
half-a-mile, leaving Ropata close to the pah. Mr. Preece
returned to him, and gallantly the two with sixteen Maoris
sca.led the forest cliff until they found themselves exchanging shots with the enemy at a distance of less than 00
yards. Ropata, established in his dangerous positiol'l,
entreated Preece to go back and bring up more men.
Preece went, and found that most of the runaways had l1ed
to Makaretu, and that Ihaka Whanga. had failed to stir his
people. Nine men returned with Preece to Ropata, wh
was furious, and ha.stened back for more. He persua.df
80 to return with him. RolEls to serve as rifle-pits on ~
~ge of the cliff were scooped out with a bill-hook 8J
hands, and at 8.p.m. Ropata with his small band storm
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an outwork. A messenger reported the success to Ihaka.
Whanga, and 30 more men joined Ropata, ca.rrying
welcome ammunition. At dusk, Preece again went back for
more ammunition, and in Ropata's name vainly entreated
the main body to advance. With Ropata his own relations
were as daring as himself. But there was method in his
rashness. When he had fired his last shot he withdrew
before dawn and strode through the camp of the fugitives
who had deserted him. Ropata's men looked not upon the
deserters, but camped apart in silence. The shamed
offenders feared to approach the chief. Captain Porter,
who was with them, was deputed to intercede. Ropata
gave him no heed for some time. At last he said: "My
people have betrayed me. I will have nought to do with
them. I will go back to Waiapu for others; and when I
come back if I find the Ngatikahungunu here I will attack
them for deserting me." He marched towards Turanga,
and met Colonel Whitmore, who had just arrived by sea
from Wanganui with armed constabulary, and was proceed:ing to Ngatapa. Whitmore begged him to return. He
answered: "I never break my word. I have said I will go
to Waiapu, and I will. I will come back with other men
and attack the Hawke's Bay tribes who abandoned me." It
was long before he consented not to attack the Ngatikahungunu; but he yielded at last, and as his journey to
WaJapu could not be stayed, Whitmore facilitated it by
placing a steamer at his disposal. Fires were seen at
Ngatapa, and 80 confidently was it thought that Te Kooti
had fled, that Whitmore prepared to send back some of the
constabulary to Wanganui. The vessel in which they
embarked ran aground and they were relanded. Te Kooti,
meanwhile, sent a marauding 'party which killed two
Europea:ns and one Maori. The smoke at Ngatapa had
not risen from houses abandoned to the flames, but from
tll
struction of the scrub near the fortress in order to
depri
ila.nts of t1180t shelter under which Ropata had
captu
utwork.
o
Ion I Whitmore advanced, and on
ridge a mile from Te Kooti's
. '('ill Waiapu with 370 men,
I cting messages to hasten
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the sick man's movements. At last he said he would take
Ng8ot8op8o by himself if Rop8ota. shrunk ba.ck. "Be it so," said.
the chief-" I tried; it is his turn now." He immedia.tely
ha.lted his men. Whitmore w80s told th80t bluster would not
prosper a.ga.inst Ropata, and went in person to expla.in on
the following morning. " H80ve you taken Ngatapa?" said
Rop8ota. " No; I w80nt your help." " I will be with you
to-morrow." Mr. J. C. Richmond, the N80tive Minister, was
with the forces, and begged Ropata to retire on the ground
of illness. " My tribe," he answered, "would be of little
use without its chief." On the 30th Dec. he w80s at the
.front, and plans were laid for the capture of the stronghold.
It stood on a pea.k about 2000 feet high on a tortuous
forest range, girt on each side by precipitous gorges and
rugged intervening ridges. Triple lines of fortification,
with deep ditches, gua.rded the front, a.nd the crest of the
ra.nge was narrowed in wedge-like form in the rear of the
pa.h. The outer parapet, seven feet high, extended on e80ch
side to the edge of the range, but was formed with a.ngles
near its junction with the cliff in order to cover completely
an att80cking party. The inner parapet, more tha.n
twelve feet high, was guarded by sand-bag loop-holes to
enable the robbers to fire in safety. Covered w80ys
from par80pet to parapet, a.nd pit to pit, protected the
g8orrison in their movements. As usual there w80s
insufficient provision of water, and before Ng80tapa W80S
taken the ga.rrison were compelled to collect r80in on
blankets and clothing stretched out for the purpose.
The attacking force contained 242 a.rmed constabula.ry,
60 Ar8owa, and 370 Ngatiporou. The sides of the winding
range were 80 steep as to defy 8opproach, and the plan of
the assailants was to advance by sap in front, while M8ojor
Fraser with 200 men was sent to the rear to prevent
escape. The task was difficult, and when shots had been
exchanged (3lat Dec.), Whitmore, after consulting Rop8ota.,
a.ltered the route by which Major Fraser was to reach his
post. Ropata himself undertook, with sixty Araw80 and
sixty Ng8otiporou,. to g8oin, unseen, the wooded crest of the
ridge on the enemy's left front. In front, on his right, in
his rear, with no unguarded space except a precipice too
steep for foothold, Te Kooti w80s hemmed in. Known to
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·have been wounded, the tiger was thought to be now
caged securely. For several days there was firing upon
and from the trenches. Shells were thrown into the pah.
" Ropata was indefatigable in inspecting his line and keeping the men to their duty." Captain Brown was shot
dead. Captain Capel was wounded. Many sorties were
driven back. In one which was foiled by Major Fraser, on
the steep-sided ridge in the rear, three of his force were
hurled over the precipice, and four of the Hau Haus were
shot. Major Fraser was not aware that Te Kooti's force
was not more numerous than his own. The desperation of
the foe made him report that he could no longer hold his
position unless an attack could be made in front. That
attack Whitmore desired to make. But the wiser Ropata
would not lead his men to certain slaughter; and his
counsels prevailed. By a concealed movement the outer
ditch and fortification was to be surprised. A band of
Arawa and Ngatiporou undertook the task, while heavy
firing from the trenches occupied the attention of the
besieged. With a bound and a cheer, after scaling the
cliff, the assailants seized the left corner of the work, the
outnumbered foe falling back before them. The sap was
driven rapidly onwards to the next line of defence. The
right extremity of the front was similarly stormed by the
Ngatiporou under Wikiriwhi and Arapeta. The toils were
thus closed on the besieged at dusk on the 4th Jan. At
dawn Colonel Whitmore was preparing to annihilate them,
when he learned that they were escaping. In the night, by
lowering his men, and some of the women, down the precipice on his left, Te Kooti, wounded a second time at
Ngatapa, and one of the last to leave his fortress, ha.d
again escaped, with a half-starved and weary band.
Pursuit by the conquering Maoris was immediate and
relentless. Whitmore took credit in his report for the
mercy extended to women a d children found in tb }lab,
for " the women had fou h
" ci
men by theil'
cries." He did not rep"!
b
ud children
found in the pah were T I
dooed in it.
On t he 8th Jan., it wa.s 11
the pursuit, 13 Hau II
wounded,
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forests in rear of Ngatapa. The character of the chase
may be lea.med from a phrase in his official report: "The
pursuers were few, if any of them, acquainted with Te
Kooti, and it is possible he may be among the killed."
Whitmore was loud in praise of his officers and men. " To
none was I more indebted than to the chief, Ropata
Wahawaha. His courage in the fight was equa.lled by the
wisdom of his counsel and the command he possessed over
his men; whilst his knowledge of the position, derived
from a previous chivalrous attempt to take the pla.ce with a
handful of his tribe and three or four Europeans, was of
the greatest value. He was well supported by Hotene,
Wikiriwhi, and other chiefs. Captain Gundry and the
.Ara.wa were the admiration of the whole force. Always in
front, always cheerful and obedient, as brave as they were
well-behaved. Much of the credit belongs to their officer."
The loss of the attacking force was 11 killed and 8
wounded. Captain Brown, of the armed constabulary, and
Heteraka, a brave and high-born Arawa, were signallosse8.
The latter fell while reconnoitring the enemy with Major
Fraser. Amongst the slain were trusted leaders. They were
not all sla.in in battle or in fight, nor was the manner of
their death reported. But it could not be kept secret.
The Maori allies would not affect to conceal what in their
warfare was not shameful. Mr. J. C. Richmond, the
minister, and Colonel Whitmore, the commander, made no
resistance to the demand of Ropata and his friends that they
should deal with captives. A reward of £1000 was offered
for the body of Te Kooti dead or alive (as Mr. Stafford
a.fterwards declared to the bewildered Governor). Ropata's
dealings were thorough. Women were among the victims.
As captives were brought in, singly, or in small parties,
they were shot and precipitated over the natural rampart
which had failed to guard them. Some betrayed fear or
discontent as they faced their doom. One old chief, highly
tattooed, with scornful countenance seemed to welcome his
foes to do their worst, which could in no wise shake his
soul. Pride was in his eye 80S he met his fate. Europeans
looked on, while for several hours the slaughter was continued, as each prisoner was dragged to the presence of the
conquerors. Lieutenant Gudgeon, in his book on the war,
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remarks :-" Those who surrendered were brought before
Ropata, who, after a few questions, ordered them for
execution. The system was simple: they were led to the
edge of the cliff, stripped, . . • . then shot, and their
bodies hurled over the cliff, where their bones lie in a heap
to this day. Some of the pursuers were two days absent,
and even these brought in prisoners. o , The soul of the
editor of the" Wellington Independent" must have rejoiced;
for, although not officially reported, the facts became
known. The" Hawke's Bay Herald" (12th Jan.) threw a
lurid light upon them. It was said that besides a reward
for the head of Te Kooti, Mr. Richmond had offered £50
for the head of Nikora, and smaller rewards for the heads
of others.
"The good effect has been seen in the arrival of a great many prisoners,
who are shot as soon as they arrive. . . • We have taken from Te
Kooti in all 200 women and children prisoners. 20 Such objects! . . .
At Ngatapa I saw quite enough to convmce me that if Ropata's advice had
not been followed, and Ngatapa had been stormed when Col. Whitmore
p'roposed, most of our force must have been destroyed; and every man of
the force with whom I have conversed is of the same opinion."

1.

.y "

The head of Nikora was brought in and paid for.21
Colonel Whitmore, writing officially from Turanganui (8th
Jan.), coolly said: "Among the dead are many men of
note, Nikora of Ngatihineuri, the leader of the murdering
party . . . . . " Nikora was found severely wounded, but
the fact did not save him from slaughter. The result of
these proceedings is briefly shown in a Parliamentary
paper laid upon the table of the House of Commons on the
8th April, 1870 (C. 83, p. 78).
.
Date.

1868-23rcl Nov. to 3rd Dec.
5th Dec.
IS69-3rd to 5th Jan.

Place.

. .. Makaretu
. .. Ngatapa
., . Ngatapa

Killed.

... 2D
... 10
... 136

Captured. Total.

None
None
None

2D
10
136

.. The emaciated condition of Te Kooti's prisoners wa~ pI atled (t t
author) by one officer as all excuse, if not II. justification, for the slau .........___iiiiiiiOO_
of the Ngatapa captives. Yet that officer saw with 0. p&ng the l.."i.1
the resolute chief who in death seemed to breathe d fianoe.
,. In a memorandum sent to the Governor (22m!
Richmond said: "I purchased the head by a sum of £5(,
head should be buried. A thou8&nd pounds was on the j
Kooti . . . and would certainly have been paid for hi
Five poull<Is was also offered for everyone of the ChI
this reward has been claimed in two or three cases.
captured was afterwards killed, &e." Blue·book l Si
Vol. II.
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Nor was the sla.ughter of the wounded and the prisoners
at the steep of Ngatapa, the only process of unlawful killing, if a tale narrated by a member of the constabula.ry
force in 1879 be true. Lieutenant Gudgeon recorded that,
after the taking of Ngatapa, tbree Maoris appeared at
Poverty Bay, whom the settlers suspected of having been
accomplices with Te Kboti in the massacre in which Biggs fell.
" Justly indignant that men who had so la.tely murdered
women and children should be allowed to settle again
among them, the settlers formed themselves into a vigilance
committee, and some of the members bound themselves by
oath to shoot the next lot of ruffians who made their
appearance." Accordingly one Benson shot "the man
told off for him." To cloak the deed with nominal decorum
a coroner's inquest was held, and Benson was made a juryman. (Gudgeon says he was unwilling to act.) Benson
acted on the jury, to which he narrated his exploit. The
result the reader is entitled to see in the precise words of
Gudgeon, who styled himself "Lieut. and Qr.-master,
Colonial Forces, New Zealand'." "The intelligent jury,
having heard his statement, brought in the following
verdict :-' Shot by some person unknown, and serve him
right: A piece of pure patriotism that deserves commendation in these degenerate days."9lI Mr. J. C. Richmond informed the Governor that there· was an inquest,
but the jury returned an open verdict, the neighbours
" sympathizing, not unpardonably," with the accused. Te
Kooti's force being shattered, and the forest encumbered
with their remains, Ropata was left to chase Te Kooti.
Captain Westrup was to assist, or nominally to guide him.
Having exhibited his own ruthlessness and the complicity
of Stafford's government, Ropata soon afterwards spared
80 persons, women and others, not known to have been
fighting against him. Gudgeon says that when asked the
reason of his clemency he replied: "I thought you Pakehas
might call me a butcher."
At this time Sir G. Bowen received a reply to his cry for
help in Sept., 1868. The Duke of Buckingham (1st Dec.,
1868) was sorry for the disaster at Ngutu-o-te-manu, but
22

"Reminiscences of the War in New Zealand," p. 255. London: 1879.
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could not suppose that 220,000 Europeans, with the loyal
Maoris, were unable to dispose of a few hundred rebels. He
found" no reason to vary the instru,ctions already given."
The troops would leave New Zealand on the arrival of the
transport ship, and it was difficult to imagine such a state
of affairs as would induce Sir G. Bowen to "adopt the
responsibility of detaining" any troops after receiving his
instructions.
General Chute visited New Zealand to make final arrangements. Stafford denied that abandonment by the Imperial
government of control over native policy was conditional on
being relieved from responsibility for defence of the settlers.
His Grace's statements, he said, "teemed with inaccuracies
and anachronisms." They were only fit to eke out foregone
conclusions, and, except in order to defend the character of
the colony, deserved no notice. The colony would have
learned with lively interest the views of the Imperial
government as to future relations. "The total silence of
his Grace on this subject (for it can surely not be intended
that the interchange of condolences and reproaches is to be
the only future nexus), and the absence of any indication of
a positive policy, deepen the peculiar impressions made by
the despatch of the 1st Dec. last." 28 Earl Granville commented (23rd April, 1869) on Mr. Stafford's protest. "As
I cannot doubt that Her Majesty's troops will have finally
left the colony before this despatch reaches you, I do not
think it advisable to pursue a discussion which is no longer
practical, and which is naturally viewed in a different
aspect by the government of this country and by that of
New Zealand." 24 It was perhaps impossible for Earl
Granville to treat the question satisfactorily in 1869. He
was now serving under Mr. Gladstone, who had in 1846
been a member of the Peel government which honourably
administered New Zealand affairs. The policy of Peel and
order of things waf;
Derby was now exploded. Th n
incapable of defence; but m
('fluId be
n by stiflinrr
inquiry or by evasions. Th
dr
"ejected 'i~
G. Grey's appeal for inquir
nero An
adroit sneer would serve in
ut II wn
;1

P. P. 1 Oil,
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pertinacious colonists; and the Earl did not reflect that
lmccessful and insinuating retorts which amuse the House,
where they can be explained away as gentle trifling, might,
when committed to a despatch winged to the uttermost
parts of the world, rankle in the minds of those whom it
was unwise to taunt, and whom no explanation could soothe
until after lapse of months. Colonists in' England protested against the removal of the troops. Sir G. Grey, Sir
Charles Clifford, Mr. Sewell, Major Atkinson, and Mr. J. L.
Campbell declared "with sorrow that the policy" of the
Colonial Office was "calculated to drive the colony out of
the Empire. '0 Major Atkinson also wrote an urgent letter
(17th March, 1869) to Sir G. Grey, which the latter forwarded to Earl Grey. The Earl replied that the 18th Regt.
would be left in New Zealand until May, by which time
he hoped the alarm of persons connected with New Zealand
would be diminished. Other colonists in England, Mr.
Waterhouse and Mr. G. Graham, separately addressed
Earl Granville. The former wrote (June, 1869): "If those
troops be withdrawn the blood of thousands of your fellowcountrymen may lie at your door, and England may witness
the destruction of a thriving colony." He urged a reference
to Sir G. Grey. Earl Granville retorted that the government
must "measure the importance of presence of troops not
by statements of private informants," but by the deliberate
acts of the government and legislature. Mr. Graham
deprecated removal of troops, not because he wished to
coerce the natives, but because he would not trust Mr.
Stafford . . . (who)" some years ago urged Governor
Browne to commence the unjust amI unnece sary Taranaki
war over the disputed sale of the WaiLal'a. AU parties in
Auckland that had anything to lose strongly prote ted
. Mr. Stafford and
against that act of injustice.
the relatives of some of his colleagues then in office are in
the present ministry, . . . and I do, as an old col. n'
protest against the Imperial gun.rantee being given t " , - - --,
future loan for war purposes. . . ." The Earl I
acknowledged the receipt of the letter.
A misconstrued telegram delayed the removal 4
troops. In March, Mr. Stafford sent qne!!tions to En
Could a regiment be retained OD F.Rd (1Ql'DI\r~'on's {'
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tions of 1866? If not, by what payment per head? Could
more than one regiment be kept if paid for? If retained,
could they repress insurrection if directed by the Governor?
If not employed in the field, might they support colonial
outposts? If the Governor might not use his discretion,
might" troops be stationed at such of the following posts
as he might indicate-viz., Auckland, Taranaki, Wanganui,
Wellington, Napier, Tauranga, Ngaruawahia, Taupo, Patea;
and what would be the minimum strength of a detachment
at any of the four last-named places?" If Mr. Stafford
expected that conscious ignorance of details would remit
their control to the Governor, lest the Earl should fail to
distinguish between some inland post and a seaport, Mr.
Stafford was disappointed. The Earl thought it unfortunate that such questions should be asked on the eve of
the removal of troops. Mr. Stafford's difficulty in understanding on what conditions troops might be retained was
not due to variations of policy in England, but to the 'fact
that no conditions existed, the only conditions proposed
from England having been rejected in the colony, and no
. others having been propounded. He found no basis for a
change of policy in Mr. Stafford's minute. He sympathized
much (21st May), and regretted the crimes of a portion of
the rebels, but could not changa his policy. The local
government must determine whether to continue the
war, or to aim at a peaceful solution by such negotiation with Tawhiao as had already been suggested and
a.pproved.
. The Stafford ministry felt that, whatevet they might wish,
they could procure no men from England, and it is notable
that in a memorandum which Stafford wrote to the Governor
concurrently with the one sent to Lord Granville, he said
that the ministry were considering the policy of extending
the liberality shown to natives who had been dispossessed
of
or acts of previous aggression. Confiscation was
t
high-handed wrongdoer at Waitara to have been
far.
verty of resource, not sympathy with
11 ge of tactics. There was general
king might do. Through the
'11',1 information, and to them
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his despatches were shown.516 He wrote (15th March)
that it was generally estimated that the so-called "Maori
king could bring from 10,000 to 15,000 practised guerilla..
soldiers from the central highlands against the European
settlements, and after diligent recruiting throughout New
Zealand and in Australia, the Colonial government has
been unable to raise its permanent force of armed constabulary to above 2000 men." (Tawhiao could bring into
the field no such force as was mentioned by Sir G. Bowen~
whose apprehensions outflew all facts.) A Maori meeting
was expected to take place. The debt of the colony was
enormous in proportion to its income. Earl Granville was
withdrawing troops in language which embittered the fact.
Mr. Stafford arrived at the conclusion that on loyal Maoris
and on justice to all Maoris the colony ought to rely for
safety. The Native Minister submitted a minute (11th
March, 1869) averring that" the government were making
renewed attempts to remove the suspicions of the moderate
(Maori) party, and would meet any pacific overtures that
might be made, in a liberal spirit."26 The official letter of
January, soliciting a peaceful arrangement with Tawhiao,
still indicated the direction in which Stafford felt constrained
to move•
.. Sir G. Bowen was admonished for irreticence by Lord Granville. "It
is convenient that the Governor should observe the rule of never in any
public despatch, using language which refers to or discloses the existence
of any confidential despatch unless that confidential despatch has first
been made public by the Secretary of ~tate." . . . The censure was
ineffective upon its subject, for in after years, while Governor of Victoria,
he committed a similar indiscretion by communicating to others the confidential despatches of his predecessor, Viscount Canterbury•
.. P . .P. House of Commons (307) 1869, p. 376.
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CHAPTER XVI.
1~70-1871.
THE WEST COAST.

WHILE Earl Granville put away serious considerations,
Colonel Whitmore was at work in New Zealand. After the
capture of Ngatapa he returned to the west coast. Colonel
McDonell and Rangihiwinui had not been idle during his
absence. Ngutu-o-te-manu was found unoccupied, and was
destroyed. Large stores of potatoes found there were
uncovered and left to rot. Colonel Whitmore (2nd Feb.)
shelled Tauranga.-ika, and prepared to invest it on the Srd.
Titokowaru, though sheltered behind double rows of
palisades backed by rifle-pits and by strong cover for
marksmen, disliked shell practice, and on the morning of
the Srd he was gone. His rear-guard escaped the pursuit
of scouts. There was no gateway through the palisades,
no egress except by underground passages. Palisaded roads
traversed the interior. Wondering at Titokowaru's flight
from such a stronghold, Whitmore pursued. Titokowaru
trusted apparently to ambuscades, for when ten men with
their commander's permission went to collect peaches,
!! v n were kill d and one was wounded before a relieving
nld go to th ir Ioascueo Rangihiwinui, with a band
nu an nlli men, scoured the country without
t hi.
that the Rev. J. Whiteley, a
, mineut in opposition to Te
°
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Rangitake, and defended the terms of the proclamation of
martial law in the Maori language which Sto,fford sent to
Taranaki in 1860. Though more than sixty ye!J.rs of age
he laboured earnestly in his sphere, l strong in opinion, and
vigorous in body. It was his custom to ride from Taranaki
to different outposts on Saturday. He was proceeding (18th
Feb., 1869) to Pukearuhe, at the White Cliffs, where Lieut.
Gascoigne with his family resided. On that day a small
band of Maoris had descended on the redoubt and had
slain Gascoigne, his wife, three children, and two men.
As the missionary, after crossing a stream, was ascending
the hill on which stood the redoubt, he was ordered by
Maori voices to go back. He rode on. A volley was fired,
and his horse fell. He was seen to kneel in attitude of
prayer. Another volley was fired and the brave man
passed away. When the tidings reached Taranaki the
bodies were taken thither for interment, and an obelisk
was erected in memory of the eight persons thus slaughtered
at the White Cliffs. When these massacres occurred, there
were rumours of intended outbreaks elsewhere. Taranald
was in terror. Though a detachment of the 18th Regt.
was there, it was under orders to leave in a few days. Sir
G. Bowen reported that among the miners at the Thames
river, Fenian conspirators were tampering with the Hau
Haus. A Fenian flag was sent to the Maori king by men
with the patronymics of O'Connor and O'Neil, the former
of whom, with the vanity which made Wolfe Tone admire
himself in French clothes in Paris, exhibited to the Maoris
a photograph of himself in Fenian uniform. Plaintively,
I On the 30th Sept., 1868, Mr. Whiteley had written a foreboding
letter. He had never felt so despondent during 35 years. The trooJll!
were gone or going. The rebels would "seek 'utu' (payment, revenge)
for all the past. " In Abyssinia the English had completed their work, and
the author of evil was slain, whereas the army was withdrawn from New
Zealand before it had done its work. • . • "It has been Baid the
natives are fighting for their lands. But the earth is the Lord's, and for
600 years he has been waiting for them to occupy. Six hundred years
more may find them with millions upon millions of unoccupied acres; and
Providence indicates that now shall this portion of his earth be occupied
by those who are able and willing to bring forth the fruitll thereof." If
lIuch was the measured lan~uage of a seriOUII letter, it requires little
imagination to suppose that, m casual speech, words might be said which
would excite ill·feeling amongst fanatir.al members of the tribes.
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the Governor thought it unfortunate that the entire withdrawal of English soldiers should take plaoo on the eve of
the arrival of the Duke of Edinburgh in the colony. With
this dark hint, Sir G. Bowen promised to inform Earl
Granville of the progress of events. He was mistaken if
he thought that any danger to the Duke of Edinburgh in
New Zealand would alarm Lord Granville in London .
.Meanwhile, no mercy was expected for or from Te Kooti or
Titokowaru. The former, with a band of unknown numbers, swooped down to the Bay of Plenty from the Uriwera
mountains early in March, scaring settlers and their
families to redoubts at Tauranga and Opotiki, capturing a
pah, destroying a settlement at Whakatane, and killing all
who resisted. Kereopa was said to be with him. An old
French settler sold his life dearly, defending his house.
From the deck of a steamer Te Kooti himself was seen
galloping about on a grey horse, conspicuous with a sword
by his side, and four revolvers in his belt. Mounted
orderlies approached him with a military salute and went
to do his bidding. He was then reconnoitring a position
held by Major Mair near the mouth of the Whakatane
river, with a mixed force of 200 Europeans and Maoris. In
a short time his army dwindled away, and he retreated to his
mountain fastnesses, followed by Major Mair, who was
strengthened by an accession of 200 Arawas. At Tauaroa,
Te Kooti seemed brought to bay one night, but in the
morning only his departing rear-guard was in sight.
Meanwhile, Colonel Whitmore and Rangihiwinui pursued
Titokowaru on the west coast. In March, with about 600
men, an advance was made up the Patea river, and Titokowaru's camp was taken. Rangihiwinui commanded the
right column, and dashed into the camp so promptly that
baggage and movaLlea \ r a.l)<l.uuoneu. Titokowaru
escaped y swimming , , '
lLIl ihiwinui's rapidity
. ~ by tL main
having prevented the fu;..{l
lRorch) that
ford. Colonel Wbitm r
though the enemy's actll
1'~nODliniotu,
flight must ruin biB l''''lntllt.t
Great efi'or
his men to
lowers, and
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the west without McLean's concurrence. McLean disapproved of the expedition. Ropata declined to go, alleging
that his absence from his district invited attack. The
recruiting officer persuaded 19 men to go with him. The
rest were guided by Ropata. Angrily declaring that
McLean had set cc a vicious example" by dissuading Ropata,
Stafford removed McLean from his agency for the government. English residents in the district passed resolutions
favourable to McLean and prayed that the General Assembly
might be convened.
Stafford became less petulant.
It was plain that by insulting McLean he had done much
to convert his scanty majority of 1868 into a minority in
1869. Friendly Maories also were offended. Karaitiana
Takamoana declared that he had besought Ropata not to go
away-that McLean was not the dissuader, and that" if
he falls, the whole of the Maoris of this coast will fall
with him." As without Rangihiwinui on the west, and
Ropata on the east, the constabulary appeared to disadvantage in the field, and as the east coast Maoris were
unwilling to serve under Whitmore without the chiefs in
whom they trusted, it might be affirmed that from the date
of their insulting McLean the doom of the Stafford
ministry was certain. Failing to obtain the aid of Ropata,
Colonel Whitmore devised other plans. cc If (he wrote) the
Ngatiporou are unavailable, and hounds to carry the t~ail
considered to be improper agents for the purpose, I would
suggest thll.t some Australian blacks should be engaged to
supply what only very great practice can give to Europeans,
and what I have not got in this force-the faculty of tracking fugitives in the bush." Scorned in his own country,
except when his unsurpassed hunting a.nd tracking powers
were required by Europeans in pursuit of game or of his
brethren, in an hour of need the Australian became the
hope of the leader of the forces of New Zealand.
At the head of 850 men, Rangihiwinui, having ascertained that the enemy were in full retreat to Whakamaru,
pushed forward, discovered their camp, sent back for the
armed constabulary, and placing them in concealment in
front, made a circuit to enclose Titokowaru in rear.
Colonel Whitmore arrived at the front. The harangues of
Titokowaru and others were distinctly heard. All hearts
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were exultant at the thought that in a short time Rangihiwinui would bar the retreat, when a mounted rebel, said
to have been Katene (McDonell's quondam guide), rode
almost into Colonel Whitmore's hands, scented danger,
fired his revolver, and galloped back to his friends.
Colonel Whitmore advanced, but Titokowaru was gone.
Ra.ngihiwinui,
" After his men had cooked, continued the pursuit, and at sunset fell in
with their rear. They attemped to lay an ambuscade for Rangihiwinui's
advance, but were attacked so quickly and with such determination, that
they could not hold their ~und; but they spra.ng off rapidly and dis·
persed 80 quickly, after delivering their fire, that only one could be killed.
Rangihiwinui, however, pressed on, clambering up a precipice, forcing him
to abandon an already prepared sleeping-place, and inflicting some 1088 in
this and similar skirmishes during the following day."

Titokowaru was in full retreat towards Te Ngaere. To it
Colonel Whitmore said, " no guide could be found to show
the way, but Rangihiwinui, with his usual intelligence, .
made it out correctly." Across the treacherous marsh
three large kaingas or VIllages were seen. No fires were lit
in Whitmore's camp, screened as it was by tangled growth
on the forest margin. The hapu of Abitana, not hostile to
the colonists, was known to be peaceably residing at Te
Ngaere, but Whitmore was sure that Titokowaru was there
also. At night a woman' s voice was heard summoning the
Maoris: "Come hither, ye brave, come hither to the food."
By means of long hurdles the attacking forces were transported across the swamp at daylight on the 25th March.
They saw some Maoris apparently escaping, and others
approaching the new-comers with the welcome, "Haere
mai." In this manner the son of Ahitana met Colonel
Whitmore, who came to the conclusion that about 70 of
Titokowaru's people escaped while the son of Ahitana
stepped forward in friendly manner. Rangihiwinui having
traversed the country and ascertain d th(~ 'l'i ulwwll,ru had
nganui m n returned to th iI' hOl06S, and
tied, the
Colon 1 ,
rf' marcbacl io Taranaki_
A flJW sLragglers
dead, or I
inani '(
een hy t u.ngihiwinui, but
'fitokown
hi
U
VI it rl., north of
Taranaki
loCt t
f lid tl e settlements, n
I ·hmunt of
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Waitotara river, settlements, cultivations, eel-weirs, and, in
itK commander's phrase, "any stock we could not eat."
Scattered families fled in terror. At one pah a decrepit old
woman was left to fly a small white flag, but she did not
sa.ve the dwellings.
Amidst these events and the wild rumours to which they
gave birth, Te Rangitake and his followers loyally kept the
peace at Waitara, and refused to. Titokowaru a passage
through their territory. Mr. Parris reported that the chief
had only to speak, and he would command the support of
!loll Maoris unfriendly to the English. But Rangitake kept
his pledge of peace. Under these circumstances Te Kooti
was deemed more dangerous than ·the routed Titokowaru,
and it was resolved to discontinue the campaign in the
west, with reference to which the Minister of Defence, in
April, added his tribute to the general praise of Rangihiwinui's "courage and resource as remarkable as his
modesty and devotion."
When Major Mair abandoned his pursuit at Taua.roa, Te
Kooti remained at Ahikereru, whence he could make raids
either upon the Bay of Plenty, on Napier, or Wairoa,ol' .
could reach Rotorua, or the Waikato, as he might choose.
The Civil Commissioner at Tauranga urged an immediate
expedition to crush him, while in want of ammunition. On
Saturday, the 10th April, he appeared, where least expected,
to f,4Upply his wants. Treacherously capturing a pah
(Huke) , on the coast at Mohaka (about 40 miles from
Napier), he murdered the inmates, 7 colonists and 57
Maoris, destroyed all habitations, and made off with casks
of ammunition and a few rifles. There was a small pa.h
(Hil'Uharama) at Mohaka, in which Ihaka Whanga and
others defended themselves successfully for two days, and
Te Kooti retreated. before 400 of the Napier militia. arrived
to· learn that he had escaped with his booty. Colonel
Whitmore hastened to the scene, and with armed constabulary and allied Maoris carried war into the Uriwera territory.
ColQnel Herrick with one force, Colonel St. John with
another, and Whitmore with a third, traversed the land,
but failed to make Te Kooti fight a battle or sustain 8r
siege. They captured pahs after desultory skirmishing
from rifle-pits, and found them empty. On one occasion
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they saw the enemy, of whose proximity they had been
unconscious, march quietly into the camp quitted by the
constabulary and the Arawa. Te Kooti himself, after his
raid at Mohaka, returned through his mountain fastnesses
only to hear at Waikaremoana that Ruatahuna had fallen
into the hands of his enemies. He despatched some
followers to dog the retiring forces, and took up a central
position from which he might guide his adherents and
march suddenly to the interior or to the coast. Want of
ammunition distressed him ; and the winter cold WitS
severe on those who had scant store of food.
The season had its terrors for the allies. The Arawa
declined to march beyond Ruatahuna. Great efforts were
made to convince Ropata Wahawaha of what was called his
" sulkiness," but it was found that his counsel could not be
dispensed with, and that without him his countrymen
distrusted the capacity of the Pakeha leaders to cope with
the wily Te Kooti. How that hunted robber could retain
an army seemed mysterious. Outnumbered always, he was
not deserted. To a cnnning which availed itself of every
art of vantage, he joined the show of pious belief. A
native gave an account of a meeting at which for five
hours he addressed assembled chiefs, and persuaded several
to flock to his standard. The ministry specially dreaded
his escape into the territory of the Maori king, where
his influence might stir fanaticism amongst Tawhiao's
adherents.
From his post of espial Te Kooti watched the colonial
forces, some of whom were stationed at Fort Galatea on the
Rangitaike river. He waylaid troopers with despatches.
Colonel St. John was about to go from Fort Galatea to
Lake Taupo, to arrange for such an occupation of posts as
might foil Te Kooti if he should endeavour to pass towards
Waikato. Te Kooti stealthily followed an escort party. At
Opepe his advance-.guard saw smoke arising where they had
thought there was no inhabitant. A body of troopers was
there. Te Kooti sent scouts into various ravin 8 to prevent
escape, and ordered picked men to saunter up as if th V
were Arawas, friendly to the English-to go bet we'"
troopers and their arms, and to massacre them. ThE'
succeeded. The men were deceived. Ten troop
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reported 80S killed. A sergeant with two men escaped to
Fort Galatea. Te Kooti fa.iled to kill Colonel St. John, who,
fortunately, had with four others ridden forward before
Te Kooti arrived at Opepe. But all the ammunition with
the escort party was seized. The marauder passed on and
murdered twenty-one Maoris at 80 village before he took up
his abode at Lake Taupo. There he persuaded Te Heu Heu
to join him, and thence he went to Tokangamutu to confer
with the Maori king. What the ministry feared had come
to pass. When in June they hea.rd that Te Kooti ha.d sla.in the
troopers at Opepe, they knew that there was nothing to bar
his way to Wa.ika.to. To add to their troubles, some of the
armed constabulary at Fort Galatea mutinied, demanding
more food; and their Colonel was powerless. The ministry,
which could complacently approve the sla.ughter ofpri80ners,
lost temper at remonstrance. They were irritated beyond
measure at the thought that men, wantonly driven to
resistance, were able with 80 few fanatics to foil the colonial
forces. In the North Isla.nd more than 2000 Europeans
and 1000 Maoris were maintained in the field to crush two
outlaws who defied the government. The armed constabulary received five shillings 80 day. The militia. and the
Maoris were paid alike, receiving four shillings a day, with
an additional shilling when serving outside of their own
districts. Scouts received eight shillings a day for carrying
their lives in their hands.
While ba.ttling with the discord which he had, in 1860,
done so much to create, Stafford was further provoked by
Earl Granville. The Earl (26th Feb., 1869) observed in the
newspapers that a reward of £1000 had been offered for
Titokowaru-he inferred alive or dead-and £5 for every
Maori rebel brought in alive. He pronounced no opinion,
but thought such steps at variance with the usual laws of
war. The Governor's despatches did not" convey a distinct
idea" on this and on other questions; such as breach of
faith with the exiles at the Chatham Islands, and arbitrary
seizure of Maoris on the west coast, which was thought to
have produced Titokowaru's outbreak. The Earl wished
for explanations. It was difficult for the Governor to
explain either his complicity or silence. He sent a memorandum from Stafford. As to Titokowaru,
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" The report which has reached the Colonial Office is exa.ctly true, and
also the inference drawn by his Lordship that it was implied in the offer
that the rewa.rd would be given for the body of Titokowaru, alive or dead.
Ministers regret if this offer ha.s not been reported in the copious minutes
of events furnished to hiB Excellency by every mail. It is right now to
add that a similar reward on the BIIome terms ha.s been offered for the body
of Te Kooti."

The offers were exceptional, as were the atrocities which
produced them, but were not without precedent in the
history of India, or of "Fenian outrages in the heart of the
United Kingdom." Mr. Stafford condescended to no further
explanation. The colony must, he said, be content to bear
the "censures of unreflecting critics." A more careful and
a long defence was made by an Under-Secretary. It was
admitted that, in the matter of supposed horse-stealing, the
carrying away of hc;>stages by Col. McDonell was improper,
but not that it had direct bearing on the subsequent acts
of Titokowaru. It was admitted that hostages were seized
in an irregular manner; that three of them were released;
that a fourth, Ihaka, was remanded for a week; that he
escaped from durance, and was present at the murders
which a few days afterwards, "according to Maori custom.
commenced open war." At a later date Earl Granville
returned to the subject, when his attention was drawn to a
statement (in the" Hawke's Bay Herald") that Mr. J. C.
Richmond, at Ngatapa, offered £50 for the head of Nikora,
£500 for that of Te Kooti, and £1 per head for others, who
were shot as soon as brought in. He could make every
allowance for indignation at Te Kooti's atrocities, and
would not deny the necessity of extraordinary measures,
but" a general offer to savages of £1 for every head brought
in" was calculated to intensify the worst characteristics of
the Maori nature, and to breed a thirst for revenge.
Strange are the contradictions of the human mind! The
same functionary who would make no fforl. to wipe off thu
stain cast upon England's scnteh JD hy the killing of l~
prisoner of war, now called ul)on
Ii to do ,h
h ho,tI
set them the example of shunni
ho,t
prisoners are shot as soon as th
,I
by any information as to wha
that the persons so pu t to dOH,
any of the more criminal acts
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Mr. Richmond wrote to the Governor in the manner
already quoted.1I If suggestions of censure on the colonial
government were to be founded on newspaper statements,
it could retort by urging that an English paper had said
that the Maoris would perish; but it was not England's
business to save them from the "consequences of their
own acts." This, Mr. Richmond said, was "no doubt cool
philosophy," but he seemed to have no misgivings as to
its seemliness. He asked the Governor to accept of .. a
private note;" and the note appeared in a Blue Book.8
Sir G. Bowen was more diplomatic than Mr. Richmond.
He urged that the colonial government was endeavouring
to mitigate the horrors. He wrote as if he expected to be
believed. He claimed no credit for having warned the
Secretary of State that horrors would not be averted by the
removal of British troops. On a recent occasion the thirst
for Maori "utu" was so strong that it was "with extreme
difficulty that Maori allies were induced to refrain from
indulging in their turn in a cannibal feast" upon the bodies
of Hau Hans who had slain some of their relations. He
did not explain why he had made no representations on the
subject at an earlier date; but he told Lord Granville that
Maori utu was "like the vendetta of Corsica."
• Supra, p. 561 n. 21. This statement is an instance of the apparent
incongruities amonf't which a historian has to search for facts.
In 1869, M.r. J. C. Richmond furnished the Governor of the colony with
the statement in the text.
On the 1st Aug., 1888, he said in the New Zealand Pal·liament : "There
was issued by the government a proclamation offering £1000 for Te Kooti
and £5 per head for every rebel brought to justice. Whoever may have
signe!l this proclamation, I never knew of it till it was made the subject of
dellate in the following session." In the same speech Mr. Richmond sai!l
that though ~tted as Commissioner of Customs his "chief business was
as Native M.mister." He was with the troops at Ngatapa in January,
when he bought the head of Nikora, and there was nothing in the e~tion
he furnished to the Governor in June, 1869, to show that the proc
tion
was issued without Richmond's knowledge. He was a member of the
government which he says issued the proclamation, his chief busineu was
as Native Minister, and yet the government left him in ignorance of the
proclamation.
It is satisfactory to learn from his letter to the Governor that he
eventually discovered the precise day on which the proclamation was
iMued, namely, the day en which Nikora's head was "purchased."
• P.P. House of Commons, 1870 (C. 83), P. 39.
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Earl Granville was charmed with the "cool philosophy"
which Mr. Richmond echoed back to England. "The
subject is one on which I am myself glad to be satisfied, and
the present despatch will show that yom ministry repudiated
and held in check those feelings of ungoverned animosity
which must necessarily prevail in certain portions of a community situated like that of New Zealand." He hinted,
however, that there was a lurking repugnance in Englishmen to condone atrocities, and that when excesses, to some
extent "excusable in proportion to outrages on the other
side," occurred, the Imperial government could" not escape
the duty of sifting, by way of reference to the Governor, the
truth of the reports" which reached England. "Indeed"·
(he added), " it is often impossible to prevent the expression
of public opinion against cruelties committed even in foreign
countries with which England has no constitutional connection whatever.' Not crime under his cognizance, but consequences of exposure before a blunt English public, had
terrors for the Earl. Had he been prescient of a few short
years, he would have known that he and his party would
be found striving to do what he almost complained
of &s impossible to prevent. Politicians out of office often
find sweet morsels in that which they reject &s poison when
ill power.
In a later despatch (7th July), Sir G. Bowen expatiated
on the "strong comments" made in New Zealand upon
Earl Granville's interference. The Attorney - General
(Prendergast) supplied a paper to prove that the natives
had no rights under the treaty of Waitangi; that they
were included under the Queen's sovereignty; that the
rebels had no belligerent rights; and that their conduct
had " forfeited all title to the observance towards them of
the usages of war, if they ever had such title." II Unwilling
• Blue Book, 1870, C. 83, p. 189.
• This opinion was forwarded by Sir G. Bowen to Lord Granville (HoW18
of Commons Paper, 1870, C. 83, p. 57). Lord Granville (ib., p. 199), after
commenting on misstatements in Sir G. Bowen's despatch, 8.dded, .. My
despatch nowhere hints that the Maoris are foreignel'll---a doctrine which I
had' never heard of before I perused the Attorney.General's opinion. • • •
The offering of a reward for the person of a hostile leader "whether alive
or dead" is 80 much at variance with the usual course of civil or military
proceedings, that without pronouncing it to be wrong on account of that
Vol.n.
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to put forward ministerial a.rguments as his own, Sir G.
Bowen introduced some of them as current in New Zealand.
Why blame a ministry for measures less stringent than
those in Canada, India, Ireland, Ceylon, Cephalonia.? Earl
Granville replied: "As to the supposed questioner (whose
arguments you appear to adopt), I am not prepared to
inquire whether the most severe acts of Lord Seaton, Sir
H. Ward, and Lord Torrington, were those for which they
were held entitled to public approval."
Before confronting the General Assembly OJi the 1st
June, the Government, well aware that their discourtesy
to Mr. McLean was a danger in their path, strove to ma.ke
terms with the Ma~ri king. Mr. Firth, who had followed
various callings in Auckland, and had in the Assembly
supported the Taranaki war and confiscation of Ma.ori
lands, had, after the close of the Waikato war, devoted his
attention to the acquisition of a landed estate by peaceful
negotiations, which the Land Court Act of 1865 might
protect. He had recourse especially to Waharoa the kingmaker, through whose patronage he acquired leasehold
property convertible (and converted) into freehold. On
Earl Granville's accession to office, Mr. Firth wrote a letter
on the critical position of the colony, caused by what he
called" the policy of abandonment," which was calcula.ted
"to deprive the Crown of a valuable colony, and might
lead to the destruction of Her Majesty's colonial empire."
He had used the influence which attached to a friend of the
king-maker, and had besought the advisers of the Maori
king to discountenance the atrocities of Titokowaru and Te
variance, I considered it the duty of the Governor, in giving Her Majesty's
government a.n authentic account of the facts of the insurrection, to record
this fact and its justification. • . . On the explanation now offered I
observe as follows :-1 do not clearly understand how you justify this
notice as a matter of law. I understand you to disclaim the application of
martiaIlaw; and, viewing Titokowaru merely as a notorious, but untried
and unconvicted rebel and milrderer, I am not aware of a.ny Colonial
enactment which would make it lawful for a.ny chance person to shoot him
down."
Mr. Prendergast was asked for an opinion on Lord Granville's despatch.
It will be found in a N.Z. P.P. A. No. 23, 1870. It asserted that "the
justification of the proceedings was based on the universal and supreme
law of necessitl a.nd preservation of the State." It also feebly criticized
Lord Granville s despatch.
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Kooti, chiefs not of high birth. Divisions in the king's
council had prevented Tawhiao from taking strong
measures to coerce Te Kooti; but to "the singularly
peaceful attitude maintained by the Maori king" was due
the absence of a "general rising among the tribes." Yet
bands of armed murderers traversed the country. The
Queen's laws were the scorn of rebels, and were deemed a
mockery by the loyal. The laws of the Maori king were
becoming weaker. Anarchy was near. At Poverty Bay
three Hau Haus were captured by loyal Maoris. A settler,
whose son had been murdered, called on Major Westrup to
avenge his son. Major Westrup declined. The settler,
with a friend, went to the Maori allies and demanded the
death of the captives. A firing-party levelled their arms,
and one of the Hau Haus fell dead. The others escaped in
the darkness. To such a condition was the Imperial policy
reducing the colony. Nay, on the judicial bench at Nelson
had just occurred a scene of like significance. Mr. Justice
Richmond, the former colleague of Mr. Stafford, had
declared, "it had now become impossible to carry out the
ordinary law in the ordinary way in the North Island.
. . . If we were to be burdened with the responsibilities
of independence we should also be permitted to enjoy its
powers." Mr. Firth thought that when a judge could utter
such words "judicially, a very vital and radical change
must shortly take place in the relations between England
and her colony of New Zealand." Yet the colonists contemplated a rupture with the mother country only "as a
bitter and cruel necessity" imposed by the Imperial policy
of abandonment. If Her Majesty's new advisers should
adhere to it as irrevocable, "then ancient Rome would not
have been the only empire to teach the world that the
decay of national spirit is but the precursor of the decay of
national power." Sir G. Bowen, in sending Mr. Firth's
letter, said: "I am informed that Mr. Firth's opinions are
r
d I
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ministry have hardly been so successful as their predecessors. • • • The Maori king does not, for the
moment, take part in the wa.r. Everything will depend on
his views and conduct. If he should rise, all will rise."
• . • These and other expressions of opinion Sir G.
Bowen forwarded to Earl Granville, who merelyacknowledged their receipt.
The arrival (April, 1869) of the Duke of Edinburgh produced no change. The Maori king was not prevailed upon
to meet him. Mr. Stafford postponed the meeting of the
General Assembly, partly because it would have interfered
with the reception of the Prince; and partly because, in the
absence of the Treasurer (Mr. Fitzherbert) in England, he
was unable properly to deal with financial measures.
Wherever the Duke arrive~ he was received with the profuse loyalty which cha.racterized his tour in Australia.
Maori chiefs presented to him green-stone heirlooms prized
for centuries. Tamihana te Rauparaha, the son of the
chief who laid waste the country around Cook's Straits,
presented one which had been renowned in song and
tradition. He was childless, and said: "As my house
is gone like the moo., I bequeath the talisman of my
fathers to the son of the Queen of England and of New
Zealand."
A meeting, called by the Maori king at Hangatiki, on
which the minds of all in the North Island were intent,
took place in the end of April. Three thousand five
hundred persons attended, of whom 1700 were men in
a.rms. To the relief of the government the speeches, though
couched in ambiguous terms, were deemed peaceful, and
complicity with the atrocities of Titokowaru and Te Kooti
was disclaimed. Tamati Ngapora permitted Mr. Sea.rancke,
a magistrate in the Waikato and Raglan districts, to be
present at the meeting. Only one other European, Mr.
Louis Hettit (a Frenchman married to a chiefs daughter)
was present; and Hettit had always been permitted to live
on the confines of the king's territory. His wife was II
relative of Rewi. Natives loyal to the Queen had been
invited, and many were there. The first greetings between
them and their hosts, Mr. Searancke was not permitted to
lee; but a wa.r-dance, in which 160 guests and 400 of the
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·king's men (with double-barrelled guns) took part, he saw;
Speeches followed the dance. One thing seemed remarkable. The king's people had changed their names. All
baptismal names had been cast away and old Maori names
took their places; just as before the Greeks threw off the
.Turkish yoke they christened their children by names
enshrined in ancient story. Ngapora's name, Manuhiri,
.described the condition in which his exile placed him. It
signified that he was a "guest." Rewi had become
Manga. Nevertheless, his speech was peaceable and
straightforward. He declared that he had formerly encouraged war, but had now put it away from him. The
.Aukati, or pale, was strictly enforced against all who were
not invited to the meeting, Europeans who strove to
accompany invited Maoris were stayed at the boundary.
Te Wheoro, the constant ally of the English, was listenei
to with profound attention. When he said-" I will
·return to my place and my treasures (ancestral home), and
never will I leave Waikato-the land of my forefathers and
my treasures-no, never, never, never,"-the hearts of his
hearers throbbed at the thought that they were exiled,
·their lands were confiscated, the tombs of their fathers
profaned by the stranger. For several minutes after Te
Wheoro's speech there was silence as among the dead.
Not only his words but his character gave him weight.
The king-maker had always averred that Te Wheoro was
the noblest of the Waikatos on the side of the Queen. The
frank manliness of his appearance would have made friends
.in any part of the world. Though duskier than many of
his countrymen his features were of a. cast common in
Europe. So much importance was now attached by Mr.
Stafford to a friendly arrangement with the Maori king
that the Queen's BOn was induced to delay his departure
:from New Zealand in the hope that he might meet
Tawhiao at Ngaruawahia.. Mr. Firth negotiated with
Tawhiao, with the cognizance, but not as envoy of tb.e
government. The Assembly was to meet on the 1st June
and Mr. Firth started on his mission on the 27th May. l.t
was thought that favourable terms concluded with the
Maori king would foil the onslaught of Fox. Mr. C.
O. Davis and Mr. Preece accompanied Mr. Firth. The
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took place at Orahiri on the 1st June. A prayer
was offered by Te Aroha. A hymn was sung. A special
reporter of the Southern CroBB newspaper was astonished
by the beautiful thoughts of the prayer and the deep
reverential tones of the voices joining in unison with the
chant :-" Matua, pai marire, rire rire; Tamaiti, pai mwe.
rire rire;" "Wairua, pai mwe, rire rire I" -" Father, good
and gracious, grace, grace; Son, good and gracious, grace,
grace; Spirit, good and gracious, grace, grace." Long
conferences ensued. Whitiora te Kumete, who in battle
at Bangiriri won admiration from friends and foes, now
obtained the same tribute for his oratory. In Ngapora, or
Manuhiri, the reporter found grace, ease, and dignity.
Long colloquy took place between the chief and the in,.
terpreter Davis. When the former said: "While we talk
of peace there is fighting," Davis replied: "Why don't you
stop the fighting?" Ngapora answered: "Why don't you
stop it?" "Has all 'mana' (power, authority) been taken
away from you?" asked the interpreter. "Has all 'mana'
been taken away from you that you do not put a stop to
this fighting?" retorted the chief. The first day's conference was resultless. Sorrow, mingled with proud resolution, prevaded the speech of the chiefs on the second day.
Paengahuru sa.id" The land iB like a stricken bird whose wings are quivering on account
of the pain••••• To what (said Te Aroha) do you allude when you wiBh
UB to speak out! Is it in relation to the streams of thought that day
by day and from Be&Bon to SeaBon we each derive separately from the
Almighty? You have one stream and I have another, and we each ought
to work out the thoughts that present themselvea to our minds. . . •
The times have not yet come for terma of peace. The times are in God'.
hands. If this be the abomination of desolation spoken of by Daniel the
prophet which is to come to pa.BII in the last days, what can be done to prevent it?"
.

• . . " Turn round and work among your own people.
I will work on this side, and as the days go on, the Almighty
will be a Judge between us." Questioned as to terms, Te
Aroha said that restoration of the Waikato, as far as the
post erected before the war at Maungatawhiri, was demanded.
" Our word has gone forth that the striking of man by man
should cease. Turn you round to your Pakehas and tell
them to do their part." Mr. Firth did not represent the
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government, but believed that the "king would be assented
to iri a certain district." Ngapora replied: "It is a matter
of indifference to us whether you consent or not. We shall
have him." Mr. Firth had spoken of murders. "What
you call murders are not murders according to our custom,
because, when war begins, the rule is to kill wherever you
see." Whitiora said :"U I were to kill you now that you are here on a friendly visit, that
would be a murder. U I inveigle you under friendly guise, and then kill
you, that is foul murder. And here are your foul murders. General
Cameron told us to send our women and children to RangiaQhia where
they should rema.in unmolested; but he went away from Paterangi, with
his soldiers, after them, and the women and children were killed and some
of them burnt in the houses. You did not go to fight the men; you left
them and went away to fight with the women and little children. These
things you conceal because they are faults on your side, but anything on
our side you set down against us, and open your mouths wide to proclaim
it. That deed of yours W&8 a foul murder, and yet there is nobody to
proclaim it."

Mr. Firth asked for a letter ste.ting the wishes of the
chiefs. Ngapora replied: "You are our letter. We Maoris
consider it sufficient to speak face to face." There wa.s
more discussion, in the course of which Mr. Firth blamed
Rewi for sending men to fight at Taranaki. " Hold there,"
interrupted Nga.pora; "did not the Europeans go from
Auckland?" Mr. Firth replied evasively. "Answer my
question direct. Did not the Europeans go from Auckland
to Waitara?" retorted the chief. He was told that soldiers
did. " How about your Governor-did not he go?" Mr.
Preece said a Governor was not a colonist. Governors were
movable, like soldiers. The colonists had not gone to
Waitara. "Te Aroha: By whose authority did the soldiers
go to Taranaki? Preece: By that of the Governor, the
servant of the Queen, not by the Pakehas of the soil.
Ngapora: Cease this; you are holding a court. It would
take days to come to a conclusion. Preece: It would take
months. A hirf: Yr."
Te Wbeoro strov' --"--'-.,.]
about at garuaw I
Duke of EdinbW'gh
gathered th r. 'I
Tawhint\utt\nln not t
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threw blame on the officiousnEiss of Mr. Firth. Towards
Te Whooro there was sympathy even among the king's
friends. It was allowed that he had not been justly dealt
with, and the final reconciliation of the king was attributed
by some to the working of this feeling on the minds of the
king's counsellors. Whatever expectations Stafford had
founded on the "mana" of the Queen's son were disappointed.
The General Assembly met on the 1st June. The Prince
departed. The field was open for attack upon the government. 'Mr. Creighton vainly demanded returns concerning
the rewards offered for capture, dead or alive, of Titokowaru,
Te Kooti, and others. A proposition for a loan was accepted,
and the Governor's hope that in asking for an Imperial
guarantee "the last prayer" of the colony to the mothercountry might not be rejected was echoed by the representatives, while the Council qualified the application by
calling it ali "appeal." .A motion for Supply was postponed
for a week, and, before the week had elapsed, Fox had
moved and McLean had seconded, a brief motion: "That
this House has no confidence in the present government."
Mr. Stafford fought hard for the post he had wrested from
Mr. Weld. Adjournment succeeded adjournment. On the
23rd June, Mr. Carleton vainly strove to ward off the blow
by moving that "proposals for meeting existing difficulties
ought to have preceded any question of personal confidence."
On the 24th June, by 40 votes against 29, Fox's motion was
carried. Mete Kingi Paetahi and Tareha voted with Mr.
McLean for the expulsion of the man who had brought so
much misery on their country. Fox became Colonial
Secretary; Vogel combined the office of Treasurer with
.sundry others; Donald McLean became Native Minister
and Minister for Colonial Defence; Mr. Dillon Bell and Dr.
Featherston, a colleague of Mr. Fox in 1861, cast in their
fortunes (with Mr. Fox, as they doubtless supposed, but)
with Mr. Vogel in fact. Great hopes were founded on
McLean's accession to power. He addressed the chiefs all
he would address the heads of Highland claus whom, he
said, they resembled. He relied ou personal influ
rather than on law. This, which was a trouble to
colleagues, commended him to the Maoris. It also fost
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his own vanity, prone to disparage arrangements not made
by himself. Nevertheless, such was his reputation, tha.t
from the time of his joining the ministry in 1869 until his
death at the end of 1876 he was in office a.s Native Minister
with the exception of one brief month in 1872. Ministries
were formed and transformed, but amongst them ever WILS
Donald McLean. He had funds at his disposal; and,·
squatted on the ground in a Maori whare, smoking the pipe
of peace with his host and conversing in his language, he
dispensed sums at which the lords of the clan of his
ancestors would have gazed in astonishment, and of which
he did not keep the accurate records usuaJIy required, by
the Treasury.
Sir G. Bowen forwarded a memorandum, in which Mr.
Fox (22nd July) reasoned in a tone very different from that
of his book on the wa.r published in 1866. The arrival of
Te Kooti at the Maori king,'s headquarters vibrated terribly
in his breast. "It may truly be said that a. general rising
of the natives, and a special attack on the settled, distriets
of Auckland, is trembling in the balance." The ministry
thought the removal of the troops would precipitate a
conflict. They were grateful to Sir G. Bowen for his
previous efforts, but asked for more. They could not
believe that orders, given months previously at the other
side of the globe, would be carried into effect when sacrifice
of human life was imminent. They could not but believe
that General Chute had some discretion in the matter.
The Governor was entreated to forward to the General a
copy of the piteous memorandum. Sir G. Bowen
decided " that it would be improper on his part to obstruct
the action of Parliamentary government by declining to
.forward" the appeal of the Assemhly. General Chute
could not but pity, and pitying, could not but use what
power he had to allay Mr. Fox's alarm. He informed the
Governor that he had "taken the responsibility of detaining
the 18th Regt. in New Zealand pending further instructions
from the Imperial government." Both Houses (11th Aug.)
passed votes of thanks to the General "for
with which he had acted in a
lQIu:'l"V~~t1 them. The Maori king
did not receive.
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After much debate and repeated adjournments the
following resolutions were submitted to the House:"I. That in the very threatening aspect of native aJrairs, the maintenance of a highly-disciplined and well· organized force has become a
matter of imperative necessity. 2. That the presence in the North Island
of a small body of Imperial troops would greatly &88ist the colony in its
efforts to form and discipline such a force, and would tend to check the
·spread of disaffection amongst the native race. 3. That, in conformity
with the above, this House is of opinion that Commissioners should be
sent to England to treat with the Imperial government for securing the
services for the colony of an Imperial force not exceeding 1000 men, for a
period not exceeding five years; and this House engages to make provision,
iu respect of the coat of such force, upon such terms as may be agreed to
by the Commissioners on behalf of the colony. 4. That the Commis·
sioners be instructed to lay before the Imperial government the grounds
upon which the colony feels justified in asking for &88istance, and to ascer·
tain to what extent aid, either in men or otherwise, will be afforded.. 5.
That the Commissioners be also instructed to confer with the Imperial
~vernment and military authorities as to the description of force, whether
hhoorka regiments or other body of disciplined men, in addition to the
1000 Imperial troops a1resdy authorized, it will be most advantageous for
the colony to employ for its defence, it being clearly understood that such
force will be subject to the control of the colonial government: and that
the Commissioners be empowered to conclude arrangements for the
organization and employment of such force for a period not exceeding three
years, provided that the whole cost of it to the colony does not exceed the
sum of £70,000 per annum...•

To such prostration had the" self-reliant doctrine" been
reduced, that all the resolutions except the last were
accepted without a division. Mr. Stafford moved the
rejection of the fifth, and the majority against him was
only 32 against 29. Mete JUngi and' Tareha, who had
supported the other propositions, did not vote upon the
fifth. The Council, when asked to concur with the resolutions, struck out the words, "whether Ghoorka regiments
or other body of disciplined men." One Act was passed
"to make provision by law for the payment of Imperial
troops;" another authorized the appointment of commissioners to England to enter into the necessary arrangements, and Dr. Featherston and Mr. Dillon Bell were
at once appointed.
• Sir G. Bowen despatched a pleading telegram to the Secretary of State
on the 7th August :-" Ministers request me to state that resolutions have
been passed Iilinost unanimouslf by both Houses • . . praying for
detention of 18th Regt. as a garr180n and moral support. An Act has been
pa88ed and transmitted, binding the colony to pay whatever contribution
the Imperial government may demand."
~.
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While the Parliament was thus engaged, Tawhiao wa.s
refusing to admit Te Kooti to his presence. The marauder
affected to assume authority. At Lake Taupo, chiefs
surrendered to him their greenstone heirlooms. He failed
to induce Tawhiao's adherents to humour him in like
manner. It was said that Te Paea, Tawhiao's sister,
threatened that if the king's friends should countenance
Te Kooti she would shake the dust off her feet, and seek a.
husband among the Pakehas. The outlaw persuaded
Rewi to accompany him in excursions, but Ngapora would
not lisien to him. In August he was so unwelcome that
his supplies were stopped. Tawhiao would not permit him
to go to the west coast. The roads thitherwards 'were
guarded against him, and he was compelled to turn back.
Before he left the district he' went to the house of Mr.
Hettit at Otorohanga, where his followers took what they
chose. He did not insult the "mana" of the king by
violence to Mr. Hettit's person. He took occasion to say
that when he returned from the Chatham Islands he
intended to interfere with no one, and that Major Biggs
was the cause of what he called" the war."
The discouragement sustained by Te Kooti was not
widely known. Tawhiao's court was secluded. The pale
(aukati) made it difficult to procure trustworthy information. Rurnour was busy. Evil report flitted over events
like the will 0' the wisp over a marsh. A motion by Mr.
Tancred on internal defence proposed that settlers should
be withdrawn from isolated situations, and allowed to
select homesteads nearer to protecting force, a movable
corps being held available at every moment. Though
withdrawn (27th July) after repeated discussion, the motion
showed the condition of the public mind. It was moved
(22nd July) that a Commission, consisting of two Judges
of the Native Lands Court, and two other persons not
House of Repres ntatives, should be
m hers of t
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meet the general charges of the government, and that
provincial government should cea.se to exist. In committee,
a. member who had assisted to place Fox in office carried an
amendment that it was inopportune to decide constitutional
questions at such a time; that a new Parliament must
meet them; and that the necessities of the colony permitted
no reduction of taxation. Sir G. Grey had commenced the
old Roman policy of making roads as the surest method of
subduing a country.7 The Maoris understood its significance. The ministry accepted it as essential, and proposed
a. loan to the North Island, guarding against its incidence
upon the general revenue by a proviso that the liability
of the North Island should be irreversible except by a vote
of three-fourths of the House of Representatives. Mr.
.vogel thought this precaution necessary "against the
reversal, by a North Island majority, of the condition of the
loan." The proposition bore no fruit in 1869. Vogel
extolled the provincial system. "Can we doubt," he said,
"that the colony owes to the provinces that they have
saved for useful purposes some portion of the enormous
revenues raised within them ?-how powerful for colonizing
purposes the provincial organizations have proved! • • .
It is well to think over this history before deciding to do
anything to destroy institutions, the past usefulness of
which it is impossible to question. . • . We will not
submit to the House proposals which would orga.nically
change the relations between the colony and the provinces!'
Voluminous financial tables accompanied the Treasurer's
speech. Mr. Fitzherbert had succeeded in converting under
the Consolidated Loan Act of 1867 about £2,750,000 of
colonial and provincial bonds, and Vogel stepped into the
vantage-ground thus obtained. He declared, however, tha.t
as to reciprocal waiving of claims by the Home and ColoniaJ
governments he was still dissatisfied. " Circumstances
give us a wide pecuniary claim on the Imperial govern. • Earl Grey in his "Colonial Policy". (London, 1853) wrote: "There
were no measures of improvement which, both on civil and military
grounds, the Governor considered so important as the construotion of roadS.
It is a remarkable circnmstanoe that at the very time when Sir G. Grey
was writing from New Zealand to represent the absolute nece88ityof roadS,
with a view to military seourity, the great Duke of Wellington waa in tbis
country expressing precisely the same opinion. "
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As to the war, he took the view of him "who
carried the bag." Righteousness was not in his estimates.
u It is the purse which fights upon the Maori side, and well
he knows it. What is the result of the last eight years'
prolonged rebellion? A certain loss of life on both sides;
some loss of land on one side; an enormous loss of money
and property on the other. The land remains to be
disposed of, . . • but the money is gone. . • •
You cannot get money from the Maori, for he has none;
you cannot commit him to an enormous debt, for there is
no one from whom he could borrow were he even disposed
to do so. Every fresh £100,000 he adds to our debt is a
fresh triumph gained by him which it is impossible to win
back." The same truth was forced upon Mr. Vogel and the
Maori. The former groaned: "Thou stick'st a dagger in
me; I shall never see my money again." The latter had
long before sighed in a petition to England: '.' The blood
of the Pakeha is shed in his money, but as to the blood of
the Maori it is shed on his own land." Vogel was responsible for no former war, but he could not speak truly of a
prolonged rebellion. Sir G. Grey left and Sir G. Bowen
found New Zealand in peace. The deeds of Titokowaru
and Te Kooti were not approved by Maoris generally, and
were the result of acts of the government. If Vogel's
speech was reported to Te Kooti, he must have smiled
grimly at the way in which the iron was entering into the
BOul of the Pakeha Treasurer.
Among returns compiled for the financial statement was
a summary showing that in eleven years revenues of
£6,877,000 had been collected, of which nearly £3,400,000
had been disbursed for colonial purposes, about £1,400,000
for services within and for the provinces, and nearly
£2,200,000 had been handed to the provinces for appropriation. Such had been the provincial leaning in governments that more than £100,000 in exce S o(
'r dues
swelled the last item.
The labours of the session found expre 1
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obtained the a.ssent of the Governor-in-Council to a.n order
instituting the "decorative distinction of a silver cross."
It had been conferred on four Europeans and one Maori
when Sir G. Bowen applied for sanction of his Order-inCouncil. Earl Granville answered in October, 1869, tha.t
" under the very exceptional circumstances of the colony"
he had recommended, and her Majesty had been pleased to
sanction the Order, from its original date, by her direct
authority. To avoid creating a precedent, the despatch
emphatically pronounced that to no Governor, was delegated
the authority inherent in the Queen as the fountain of
honour.
A languid consciousness of the valour of Rangihiwinui
pervaded Earl Granville's mind. He informed the Lords
of the Treasury that "strong representations had. been
made by the present and late Governors of New Zealand of
the services rendered by a friendly chief of high rank
known as Te Kepa or Major Kemp." A pension and a
sword, or a sword and badge, the gift of Her Majesty, had
been suggested. The pension was a matter for tq.e colonial
government to consider, but the noble lord approved of the
sword and the badge. The Treasury concurred. The Earl
announced (14th July) that a sword would be sent, and
would "probably be followed by a silver badge." The
secret was not to be mentioned to Rangihiwinui "until the
sword arrives." Other chiefs would be similarly honoUred,
Sir G. Bowen recommended Ropata Wahawaha, the hero of
Ngatapa, and four others. The task which the Earl had
now undertaken suited so well his noble mind that he
ruminated much upon it. He revised his first impressions
and after several months wrote as follows: "In my
despatch of the 14th July I informed you that the swords
would be followed by badges. On consideration, however,
it has been determined that the gift of a sword will be a.
sufficient mark of Her Majesty's favour." Rangihiwinui's
sword, sent in September, was kept back till other swords
arrived. On the 20th June, 1870, he, Ropata, and Mokena.
Kahere, received their swords in presence of ministers,
members of Parliament, and other notables. The Governor
descanted on the exploits of the chiefs, Rangihiwinui
having recently marched across the island from Wanganui
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to Opotiki. The inscription was-" Given by the Queen
Victoria to ·
for his unfailing loyalty and valour. May ·
you long wear it in health and honour." Rangihiwinui's
speech was thus translated:
"Victoria, by the grace of God, long may you live. May your children,
Prince Albert, the Duke of Edinburgh, and the princesses live long. I
thank Victoria, Queen of the world, for casting her eyes hitherwards upon
me, upon this dark·complexioned, this foolish, unhouselled race. I thank
the Queen heartily for sending me this proof of her love across the billows
of the great sea. Here it lies ;-the sickle with which evil is to be cut
down. Your ancestors, the kings, and yourself have been protected by
God. You stand on the most sacred pla.ce of your ancestors-the kings of
great fame of old. And now you have caused the sun to shine over this
obscure island. It is very good that the elder and younger brother should
live together as they did in the ark. After that, the elder and the younger
brother were divided. Now, in this year, for the first time they are again
united. I and my tribes are under the authority of the Queen. This was
Hori IGngi's last word, to me, to Mete Kingi, and to all his tribe; • When
I am gone, remain quiet under the authority of the Queen; be loyal to
her.' And to me especially he said ; • Be strong in putting down evil that
peace may be secure. ' Well! now that your pledge of affection lies before
me, I trust that peace will always be with you, 0 Queen Victoria, and
with your children. May peace be with the government of New Zealand.
Let love be in your hearts. Do not keep all the good word to yourselveslet us share it." Mokena Kohere said; .. The first proof of the Queen's
affection for us was in sending missionaries; the second was the law; and
the third is this. I thank you, Queen Victoria,-I greet lOu." Ropata.
Wahawaha said; "I have nothing to add to the words 0 Rangihiwinui
and Kohere. I thank you heartily, 0 Queen Victoria; and you, 0
Governor Bowen."

Recorded on the genealogical tree, twenty generations
testified to the rank of Rangihiwinui's ancestors. All who
had seen him in the field admired his strategy and courage.
Sir G. Bowen extolled him. To him, he declared, was due more
than to any man or men the obtaining of peace for New
Zealand. When Rangihiwinui received the sword from the
Queen, he, with Ropata Wahawaha, Mokena Rohere, and
eleven other chiefs, was entertained at the Governor's
house. The last of the Englis}J. troops had then been
removed from New Zealand and men's minds were dark
a.t utigh happen if the Uaori
with apprehension of
should combine against tl I
'fhere ,... 1'e intriguers
., u States of
ready to transfer their a 1
America. Ran~ribiwinl\ l
and the oth r hiels W I
advantage of
removal of t
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Kahore, Kahore (No, no, no)." He waved his hand as he
spoke, and appealed to his brother chiefs, who responded,
in deep-toned choms, .. Ka.hore," to the powerful voice of
the speaker.
Reverting to the session of 1869, it must be mentioned
that not only in the press, but in Parliament, there were
whispers about backsliding from the Queen and seeking
suzerainty in the United States. Sir G. Bowen wrote to
the late Chief Justice, Sir W. Martin: .. If what has been
called the last prayer of New Zealand is rejected (the
ayer for retention of troops at the cost of the colony),
fear the colonists will transfer their allegiance to the
United States."
In the Acts of the Assembly in 1869, there was little
which demands notice. The Military Contribution Act was
brief. In the event of detention of the 18th Reg., it
appropriated such sum as any of Her Majesty·s Secretaries
of State might certify to be required towards the support of
the regiment. It was rapidly passed through both HOUBes
while the attitude of the Maori king wa.s an object of
anxiety. A few days afterwards a Disturbed Districts Bill
was passed by the representatives. It was worthy of introduction by Fox. It provided for summary trial by courtsmartial, and superseded ordinary tribunals. In the
Council, on the motion of Mr. Mantell, it was referred to a
committee, which took evidence from Judge Johnston, of
the ,Supreme Court. In the midst of general panic the
dispenser of justice was unshaken. He thought it unwise
to abandon the time-honoured principles of trial by
established courts. He suggested alterations. He quoted,
a.gainst the introduction of " the so-called drum-head courtmartial," the weighty words of Chief Justice Cockburn (in
Regina. v. Nelson and BrlJrnd)-

r

.. It is so.id that as the necessity of repressing rebellion is what justifies
the exercise of martial law, and as to this end the example of immedia~e
punishment is essential, the exhibition of martial law in its most summary
and terrible form is indispensable. If by this it is meant that examples are
to be made without taking the necessary means to discriminate between
guilt and innocence; and that, in order to inspire terror, men are to be
sacrificed whose guilt remains uncertain, I can only say I hope that no
court of justice will ever entertain so fearful and odious a doctrine. There
Me consiuerations more important even than the shortening the temporary
!Illration of an inBllrrection. Among ~hem are the eternal and immutable

JUDGE JOHNSTON.
principles of justice; principles which can never be viola.ted without
laating detriment to the true interests and well-being of a civilized
community."
.

The Council amended the bill. The Lower House agreed
to the amendments, and the Governor gave the royal
assent. The Act was to be in force to' the end of the next
ensuing session of the Assembly and no longer. Earl
Granville did not recommend its disallowance, but pointed
out· clauses which were too stringent,-" in case it should
be proposed to re-enact the law."
In a luminous charge to the grand jury at Wellington,
Judge Johnston (1st Sept., 1869) explained the purport of
the law, the crimes it was intended to restrain, and the
uuties of the grand jury. The wild demands of the marketplace, echoed in the printing-shop, and reverberated by the
Representative House, were abashed by the voice of justice.
To the grand jury the judge expounded the general law of
high treason, the New Zealand treason felony law of 1868,
the recent enactment, and the duty of the jury to be
reasonably satisfied that the persons brought before them
aImed by force to coerce the government, to change the
law, or to subvert the sovereignty of the Queen, before they
could find indictments for treason felony. As it stood, the
Disturbed Districts Act might content the most exacting
enemy of the Maori. Any officer of the forces might arrest
on suspicion, and a person arrested might, on failing to
satisfy a resident magistrate, or any two justices of the peace
that he had been of good behaviour for twelve months, be
imprisoned with or without hard labour for eighteen months.
How difficult it might be for a Maori to prove his past good
behaviour to those who arrested him on suspicion can be
imagined. Yet this was the law after the Council had
pruned the bill. Amongst the Acts of the session was one
which made it ca.pital felony to sell arms to, or for the use
of rebels. 8
A question of privilege arose early in the session. On an
amendment about war expenditure, lost (15th July) by 81
votes against 8.7, Major Brown, of the Taranaki militia,
voted in the minority against Mr. Fox. Fox resented
• 32 & 3.'i Viet., No. 57, section 33. ". . . sha.ll be guilty of a capital
felony, amI being convicted thereof sha.llsufl'er death as a felon."
Vol.U.
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Brown's conduct. A Select Committee inquired whether
Fox's letter was a breach of privilege, and in the House a
bare majority (29 to 27) resolved that it was not. Ma.jor
Brown was in the minority, as was Mr. Stafford, whose
conduct towards Mr. Crawford was like that which he condemned in Fox.
The condition of the Thames goldfield was seriously
considered. In 1852 the government first made agreements
under which gold was searched for on Maori land, and in
subsequent years McLean and others made bargains which
averted trouble. Proclamations defined the area within
which mining might be carried on. Fox and Vogel introduced a Bill "to.remove doubts as to the validity of certain
proclamations relating to a certain district known as the
Thames goldfields, and for other purposes." It was pointed
out that the bill would injure the Maori owners, a.nd
authorize regulations contrary to "agreements" entered
into with the chiefs. The bill was read a second time on
the 13th July; committed, and recommitted on the 14th,
and (on Vogel's assurance that it was of an urgent nature)
was passed through all its stages on the same day. But
the Council declined to pass it with equal rapidity. Seventeen chiefs petitioned that their interests might be protected
in accordance with agreements entered into with the
Governor. Counsel for and against the bill were heard.
Amendments were made. It became a bill to remove
doubts as to the validity of certain proclamations and
agreements,9 &c., and the House accepted the amendments.
It was a time when the Colonial govermnent could ill afford
to furnish fresh cause of quarrel. One of the points of the
Maori king's message to the northern chiefs by Rapihana,
communicated by that chief to Sir G. Bowen, related to
"digging for gold." Among ihe new memb 1'S called to
Mr. F. D.
the Council in the beginning of the so
i H Land
Fenton. He introduced a Bill to amen<1
Act, and the Council passed it "it
dwenr..
Referred to a select committee in the L
closely examined. Mr. Fenton was heard ~
descanted on the nature of his office. 0'.
the court I have not only to decide prim"
o The agreements Wel__IM-II~1

MR. FENTON.
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equitable grounds; if you can understand the expression, I ·
am greatly concerned with the political state of the eountry, •
and I cannot separate the two functions. Although deciding .
legal questions, I am in many cases deciding peace and
war. The first thing necessary is to keep faith with the
natives, and to do justice towards them; and also to
prevent them from breaking faith." After conference
between the Houses, the bill became law. Mr. Fenton was
not so fortunate with regard to a Native Reserves Bill
adopted by the Council, but lost in the Lower House. The.
episode of these bills is useful in bringing before the eye of
the student the condition of the country at the time.
Terror in the street and farm; a savage fury in the press,
only exceeded by the atrocities of the Hau Haus; piteous
cries from ministers to the General, and to England;
diplomatic suggestions from the Governor about the forces
of the Maori king-all these things tell their tale signifi -.
cantly. But the spirit of the judicial bench, as witnessed
by Judge Johnston and Mr. Fenton, proved that there was
still in the community a sea-mark high above the turbid
foam, a beacon to the eyes of all who clung to the eternal
principles of justice.
The daily needs of a colony found expression in those
'numerous Acts which come and go like colours on leaves in
autumn, and which need not here be dwelt upon. The
spectacle of a noble but savage family battling for its na.tive
soil gives absorbing interest to the fifty years which followed the preaching of the Gospel by Marsden on the shore
of the Bay of Islands. To rescue the deeds of the Maori
from oblivion, and present them in their true light, is the
duty of the .historian. War, which has been called the
staple of the story of most countries, was specially so in
New Zealand. Nevertheless, the political condition of the
colony must be scanned. The Council was still careful
t its standing. On the motion of Mr. Menzies, who
- -'''''' Olllb r since the year 1858, a committee was
''Lquire into certain privileges" of the
·;ttee examined : 1st. The powers held
~I)uncil.
2nd. The powers held by
"1 Houses of Lords a.nd Commons.
British colonies, and in the
2
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United States of America. They recommended that a.
sjmilar committee should be appointed in the following
session. Their quotations from Story's" Commentaries on
the United States Constitution" implied that the committee
were not friendly to the extreme claims put forward by
some writers.1o They remarked that the assumption of
power to tack measures to a money bill was" an unconstitutional encroachment," and that, to stay it, the Lords,
to give permanent effect to their own rights, made it a.
Standing Order to reject upon sight all bills that are tacked
to money bills, and thus guarded against the abuse of
power by the Commons. It may seem strange that up to
this date no step had been taken to give the Maoris that
voice in the Council which the Maori Representation Act
had given in the House of Representatives.
Before the prorogation of the Assembly, a protest made
in London against a despatch from Earl Granville (21st
March, 1869) was published in the colony. Forgetful tha.t
he, as a minister in 1859 and 1860, was partly responsible
with the Duke of Newcastle for the Waitara war, the Earl
threw the-whole brunt of responsibility upon colonists. To
gratify their desires, to satisfy the assembly and his
advisers, Governor Browne had taken a step "blamed by
some as inconsistent with those duties to the natives which
were in some sense Imperial," although the Queen was
bound by treaty to respect the territorial rights of the
natives. The result was war in the interests of the
colonists (but principally carried on at Imperial cost), and
confiscation of lands which could not otherwise be obtained
unless by friendly arrangement. The Earl denied that the
Imperial government had transferred any "obligation to
the colony whatever, except that imposed on all of us by
natural justice, not to appropriate the property of others,"
and asserted that the mother-country had paid a high price
for the territories recently and unwisely appropriated. The
publication of the despatch in England induced Sir G Gr~v

J~-"

If any black·letter student should collect cases to prove th
Houso of Lords ha.s exercised larger pow rd tlmn is gCllol-u.ll.v 8U,'PO
could produce a work showing an amusing contrll.st with thosil wh
been compiled to exhibit the powers of tb" HUllS" of Comm u
j!ldi9iaJ Hallam amongst Whig writers fonn,l fOIl' followers.
I.
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(the late Governor), Sir C. Clifford and others to protest in
the manner described at the close of the preceding chapter.
At the close of the session Sir G. Bowen informed Earl
Granville of comments made in the colony.' He sent "one
of the most moderate"-a leading article, which called the
Earl's despatch "studied misrepresentations" • . . a
fitting climax "to a long course of mal-administration,"
and only intelligible if the policy of the Imperial government was to reduce the empire and drive away the colonies.
The tone was declared to be even more offensive than the
matter, and suggested the idea that the writer was not
unwilling to irritate the colonists. If revolutionary rancour
should be excited against England, "the historian would
have no difficulty in tracing its rise and progress," More
measured comments appeared in Australian newspapers;
but if those which were sent to the Earl from New Zealand
were "the most moderate," he might flatter himself on
success, if he desired to irritate. Sir G. Bowen deplored
the protest and its consequences, but confessed that it
reflected the general feeling which would· probably be
universal, if "the last prayer of the colony" for garrisons of
the line should be refused, after legislative guarantee had
been given for their cost. With" pain and sorrow" he
added that a portion of the New Zealand press had already
advocated annexation of the islands to the United States of
America, in the hope that the coercion of the Indians of the
west of the Mississippi would be imitated by the Washington
cabinet in New Zealand. Earl Granville replied that the
views of the government were arrived at after the most
serious consideration, "under a grave sense of responsibility
of what were the true interests of the colony as well as of
this country." He was at the time solving the congenial
question-whether a badge as well as a sword should be
given to loyal chiefs-and a few days afterwards wrote a
separate despatch about it.
fter the cll) e of the session the Governor visited Tarai ,11. - Donald McLean. The careful examina'. Ianawatu land di pute by the court
. il', conciling Maoris to the
1\ prisoner, proved to
returned from the
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Chatham Islands, was said to be a warning to those who
might be disposed to join that robber. One prisoner
strangled himself in gaol, and three of Te Kooti's companions were sentenced to penal servitude for life. One of
them, Matene te Karo, averred that he had fought for the
government as well as for Te Kooti, and the AttorneyGeneral admitted the truth of the averment. Seventythree of Titokowaru's followers were sentenced to terms of
penal servitude ranging downwards from seven years. After
his flight Titokowaru was quiet.
When Te Kooti reached Lake Taupo he entered upon a
career of defeat, escape, march and countermarch, sudden
attacks upon overwhelming numbers, and retreats so rapid
that men were aghast at his movements. It is a tale which
none but a Hau Hau chronicler could tell, except as to his
conflicts with the local forces. His first repulse was at the
hands of a. Maori chief, Henare Tomoana, who was persuaded
by Mr. J. D. Ormond, superintendent at Hawke's Bay, to
lead an expedition from Napier. Henare Tomoana was
about to start when one Sutton served him with a writ for
a debt of £900. Ormond (government agent as well as
superintendent) sent a message to Sutton : "I explained
(he said, 1873) that it was for the public benefit that
Henare was going out, and asked him to wait till his return.
Sutton said, 'He is going into action, he may be shot
to-morrow, and what is to become of my money?'" But
Mr. Ormond prevailed. He swore (1873) Henare gave" the
writ as a reason why he could not go. I obtained its
suspension in some way, and he did go." Sutton swore
(1873): "The action proceeded, judgment being entered in
default of plea. . . . I did not at once enter up judgment, but waited till about a month after Henare's return
from Taupo." Henare Tomoana, unconscious of Sutton's
campaign in his rear, marched (Aug., 1869) to Taupo, and
at Tauranga, bordering on the east shore of the lake, Te
Kooti made a sudden onslaught with numbers superio
those of Tomoana. Nevertheless, sustaining aud Jll1
ing a fire, heard far off by friemls unable to aSI
brave Tomoana twice beat off his assailants. He
men, but Te Kooti seized more than a hnndxe(
which it had cost Tomoana much to provide.
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Rangihiwinui had been sent for. Armed constabulary
were despatched to Runanga, commanding an entrance from
the Uriwera territory eastward of Lake Taupo. In July,
1869, Mr. Fox had informed Colonel Whitmore that his
services in command of troops would be discontinued, and
offered him a commissariat appointment which would entail
resignation of his seat in Parliament. Whitmore declined
the offer, and the ministry sent Col. McDonell to Lake
Taupo. Mr. Ormond, as government agent at Hawke's
Bay, had under nominal control 220 Ngatikahungunu, 50
Arawa, and a few militia and constabulary. Of a total of
550 men, 440 were Maoris. The rapidity of Te Kooti's
movements made it doubtful whether the settlements could
be protected. Ormond reported his conviction that if
Tomoana had not worsted Te Kooti, the rebel standard
would have been flocked to; and the centre of the island,
with direct connection with the Uriwera mountains, would
have armed against the Queen. In the signal service he
had rendered, Tomoana had thought himself insufficiently
supported by the colonial forces near him. 'He expressed
surprise, but accepted with good grace the reasons offered
by Colonel Herrick for not relieving him. He showed
Herrick a sketch of his own position, and that of Te Kooti,
which proved how hardly he had been pressed. It was
surmised by others, as well as by Mr. Ormond, that success
wo~ld have brought large accessions to Te Kooti's ranks,
and that his failure did much to destroy the "mana" of
his" atua," the" authority" of the" god" whose priest and
warrior he claimed to be. Colonel Herrick thought the
government should notice Tomoana's gallantry. Te Kooti
at Tokano, at the head of Lake Taupo, took up a position
which severed Colonel McDonell and Henare Tomoana, but
he abandoned it on learning that his enemies were arriving
in force. Carrying off towards Moerangi all the cattle he
could seize, he left Tokano, where Col. McDonell effected a
j unction with R enare Tomoana. Te Kooti, having rehis camp and baggage, returned to deal with his
Again he was beaten, but Col. McDonell reported
. well and contested every inch of ground with
~, skilfully disposed in rifle-pits and
'.~ loss was thought to be thirty men.
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Lieut. Gudgeon's narrative informs us that n most of the
killed and wounded were left behind. The latter were soon
despatched, for Col. McDonell was not a man to spare
scoundrels who openly boasted of having participated in the
Poverty Bay massacre; in fact there never was an officer
in New Zealand with ,less of the maudlin sentimentality
known as Exeter Hallism than he."ll Te Kooti saw that his
position was critical. Moreover, the dreaded Rangihiwinui
was approa.ching. Te Kooti's enemies held the passes
towards his ha.unts in the Uriwera mountains. To deter
Rangihiwinui, he warned him to leave the quarrel alone,
under threat of a raid down the Wanganui river amongst
Rangihiwinui's friends. On the 1st Oct., Rangihiwinui
reached the camp, and his Wanganui men wer~ greeted by
the Ngatikahungunu with a war-dance. McDonell with
more than 400 men (3rd Oct.) assailed Te Kooti's fortified
position at Pourere, near Lake Rotoaira. The force was
composed of Wanganui, Ngatikahungunu, Arawa, and
Europeans. The commander was McDonell, but like Vendome under the Duke of Burgundy the workman was Rangi·hiwinui. McDonell reported:"Ra.ngihiwinui's party came into contact with the enemy's skirmishers
about half-a-mile in front of the redoubt, and quickly di8lodged them.
following them up wildly and driving them back in confusion and with
some loss. . . . The Wanganuis set the example by charging up the
face of the hill on which stood the redoubt, closely followed by the
Ngatikahungunu and Arawa. Though exposed to the galling fire of the
enemy, who fought well, they bad in a short time taken the trenches in
the front and right of the redoubt, undermining the parapet, jumping up
and firing into it."

Colonel McDonell said: "Rangihiwinui has been my
right hand man all through, and a great proportion of the
late success has been owing to his conduct, and the bravery
of myoId friends, the Wanganuis." Winiata, of whose
prowess his tribe were proud, was shot as he stood exposed
on the pal·o.pet of Te Kooti's pah, firing rifle af l' Landed to him by comrades below. A despatch C:
llangihiwinui to llIete Kingi was published:
"",,'bnn"anui and Ngatiteapokoiri malle a flank movement.
advance got close up, tho flank party attaekell; the enemy se
II To an English reauer iL may appeal' sLmnge tllat
writer can condemn brlltaliLy anu advocate it.

ill

one

McLEAN TmNKS CONFISCATION" AN EXPENSIVE MISTAKE."
were advancing to attack fired a volley at us. Whanganui and Te Paneiri
Jl&id no heed to it, but went right on. When close up we fired a volley
and the enemy retreated. Winiata Pakero made a rush and killed the
first man, Te Mano"-(a notable point in Maori war) • . . "the
enemy retreated to their pah . . . the enemy fired and killed Winiata
Pakero; they fired again . and killed Pape . . . then the pah WOoS
rushed; Te Wild jumped up and shot a Hau Hau dead. In about a
minute they were lying as thick as a heap of sharks. Thirty of the enemy
fell; including :prisoners saved alive-seventy. The chief whose life was
spared was Wirlpo Tohiraukura. The last man killed was Tarei, a son of
Te Papo; he was killed by Kingi te Patuotu. Of the Europeans, Captain
George was killed. Three of us, the Maoris, were killed; and the
European makes four."

Te Heu Heu, whom Te Kooti had captured, offered to
surrender to the chiefs. He told Rangihiwinui: "All you
have done is fair. I have nothing to say against you, but I
do blame Hohepa Tamamutu, and had he led the charge
on my pah, I should have aimed at him and shot him."
Again Te Kooti had been wounded. The pursuit had
followed a track, but the fugitives threaded their way
through the jungle. Where they re-assembled McDonell
could not ascertain. He marched and countermarched in
vain until. it was ascertained that Te Kooti had taken
sanctuary in the territory of the Maori king, which McLean
had no disposition to violate. It was fortunate that McLean
was in the ministry. The same instinct which drove Fox
to quarrel with Sir G. Grey about confiscation of land 'now
burst from him in a telegram to Ormond, abont terms with
Te Heu Heu. " I think he ought to give land at Taupo for
a small settlement and redoubt, and pledge himself to
assist in road-making." McLean gave wiser counsel. He
told Ormond:
\ " I do not think it would be judicions or politic to confiscate any of Te
Heu Heu'sland, nor do I consider, as far as I know of the case, that such
a course would be attended with good results. In the first place, his
possessions are very small, and so much mixed up with the land of fl'iendly
natives that the trouble of getting a clear title would be greater than the
cost of acquiring such land &8 may be nece88&ry for settlement. I believe
t.Illl.t the members of the Cabinet are agreed t·h at the confiscation policy,
.-hole, has been an expensive mistake. I am clearly of opinion that
ill uU casC8 where ID.ncl is rcqu ired , is the most politic and satis·
of Q{"lllirin territory for the purposes of ~overnment, &8 it
t
' . nny to maintain po eSllion.'

been spoken by a minister in
might have had rest. It was
I eu as having been forcibly
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misled by Te Kooti; and Te Heu Heu was grateful. He said
that Te Kooti was probably at Tuhua, near the sources of
the Wanganui river in the king's territory, within which
McLean would not allow him to be pursued. From Auckland
McLean corresponded incessantly with chiefs and officers
by letter and by telegram.
Topia Turoa may be remembered as the chief who was
allowed (by Sir G. Grey) twenty-four hours to put himself
out of the reach of the government at Wanganui. He was
a relative of the Maori king. He sent word (28th Oct.) to
Rangihiwinui and Mete Kingi that he had something to
tell them from the king, at Ohinemutu, on the Upper
Wanganui. Rangihiwinui recommended Col. McDonell to
keep the armed Maoris on the alert at Tokano, while he
went to Wanganui to hear the word of Topia's king .. He
impressed upon McDonell the urgency of making roads converging at Lake Taupo, so that, if other tribes should join
Te Kooti, troops might speedily be moved to confront
them. 'fhis was in the beginning of November. On the
22nd, Colonel McDonell reported that he had been reluctantly compelled to send home the Wanganui men
because he could not supply food. Fearing an attack, he
had asked them to remain without supplies. "They cheerfully consented to stay, and since then have searched for
and scraped up food as best they could; the last potatoes
they had to go thirty miles for." The Maoris were, he
said, " all that could be desired. I cannot say too much in
their praise. Much of their good spirit was no doubt
infused by their leaders-Rangihiwinui and Captains
McDonell and Wirihana." Old Poihipi Tukeraingi was on
the alert. No one knew in what direction Te Kooti would
be heard of, but there were rumours tbat Kereopa had
joined him. Rangihiwinni in his lotters spoke of the 1 tt .
conteruptouslyail "the eye-eater." McLean thought
time pl'opitiol1H for making terms with the faori king
Ngapora and Rewi were willing to meet their old MIl;
a,nce. McLean arriyed (6th ov.) at Otorohanga n - - - " ----.
horder of the king's pale, and Ngapora in.ited 1
Pahiko. McLean with companions and a few
friends went thither. AmongRt 9.00 "h'Af present
"eceived
were many of importance.
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respect. Prayers were offered up with fervour, in front of
.the house of the chiefs, before Ngapora stepped forward to
shake hands with his visitor. Food was placed before the
guests. No chief stepped forward to speak when the repa.st
was finished. McLean moved towards them, and said tha.t
as he understood they wished to depart from custom and to
hear him first he would address them. He reminded them
of his friendship with their old chiefs-the great trees of
the forest-passed away. He recognised their good spirit
in discountenancing Te Kooti. Why should they not all
act together in suppressing evil? To Ngapora he said:
U You and I are no strangers.
We have talked together
frequently in times gone by. Why are you now silent?
Let their speech be free as to their intentions. If evil, let
it be understood; if peace, let it be proclaimed. My thought
is, let the evil be cast away and let us hold to the good. It
is now for you to express your thoughts." After long
silence, Rewi rose. " Friends," he said, "this is the man.
This is Makarini. He has come to speak to Potatau." He
chanted an invocation to the spirits of the departed; then,
turning to the visitor, he said: "There is nothing to be
said except Welcome, welcome, come and see us," -shook
hands with him, and sat down. There was another pause,
broken only by muttered speech among the chiefs. Then
Rewi rose and spoke for all. "This is my word. Cease,
cease, cease. Let fighting end. Here is another word.
Let my land at Taupo be restored; you have got the men,
but leave the land with me. Te Heu Heu is in your hand;
he has been foolish, but deal mercifully, and let him be
liberated. I have yet another word; Te Hura, has he not
been punished enough for his evil? Let Te Hura be given
to me. That is all. Now-do you answer me." McLean
said: "As to your first word, Rewi, Cease, cease, cease-I
say yes." Let all work together to 1'e t re order. As to
h troop haa not gone there to take land.
\lId be tIone without consent of the chiefs who
u would be relea ed. Would Rewi be
II W 1'e set free ? Rewi answered,
n Heu; be belongs to anotber
11"'11. bere." Then, turning to
wy bad nothing to say to
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" Ma.karini," the repository of the thoughts, "who is a.ble to
settle troublesome questions." . McLean had a word to say
a.bout Te Kooti. It was right to expel him from the district, but Rewi was wrong to accompany him. Bewi
replied: U I will speak to you in future about him. He
is in the mountains somewhere now. Should he not be
caught by your soldiers, and should he come to me and
be peaceful, I shall not molest him; but should he be
troublesome in my district I will deliver him to you. . . .
You blame me for accompanying him. I did so to
see him out of my district. I did not wish to shield
him from you when beyond my boundaries." McLean
suggested that they should select a chief whom they could
trust to assist the government in allaying misunderstandings. Rewi said that enough had been done for that
day, and it was much. There were other days in store. Let
the sun shine and the rain fallon the words spoken. It
was no small matter that they had spoken with Makarini.
If only a fragment of light was yet visible, like the dawn
it would soon spread. There were indications that the
chiefs were satisfied with the result. Several shook
hands with their visitor. Tamati Ngapora told him that
he was labouring to deter the Maoris from joining
Te Kooti, and promised to warn Poihipi Tukeraingi in case
a war party should be sent out. Te Hura, for whose
release Rewi applied, had been imprisoned for joining an
outbreak on the east coast in 1865. He was related to
. Rewi and Ngapora. On Mr. McLean's advice he, with
others, was released. Mr. McLean sent a circular letter to
chiefs throughout the island to acquaint them with the
good relations he had established. Thus, face to face,
according to Maori custom, were terms of peace arranged
with the man whom the Maoris trusted. No contract was
signed. No protocols were interchanged. The word of the
Maori was enough. Tawhiao's word had indeed gone forth,
through Topia Turoa, before McLean visited the chiefs;
and Mete Kingi and Rangihiwinui had been invited to hear
it. McLean sent to Mr. Ormond the names of the localities
in which Te Kooti might be pursued without infringement
of Tawhiao's rule. "Preliminaries of peace had been concluded," he said, "with the Ngatimania.poto and Wa.ika.to
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tribes." The care with which McLean guarded against
untoward events in dangerous districts was shown by the
appointment (15th Nov.) of a board to ad"ise on native
affairs at Taranaki. It contained the names of the
members for the district, of Mr. Parris, and of the superintendent of the pr<Wince. McLean added five chiefs to the
board soon after it was constituted. But it was important
that the resolve of Tawhiao and his counsellors should be
made known amongst the Maoris, and Topia Turoa was the
mouthpiece of his king. Rangihiwinui marched towards
Ohinemutu, on the Wanganui River, where Mete Kingi and
Topia had met in a new house called Aomarama, or the
dawning of clear light, after the long estrangement between
the Wanganui tribes. On each side were about 200 chiefs.
Salutations and speeches preceded the following announcement by Topia"Friends, fathers, brothers. You are welcome. Come with the talkthe talk of former days. You are not the chiefs of the daylight. I am
the chief of the daylight. If you go to the house of a Pakeha friend you
are asked what you will eat. I am expecte(l to talk to·day, and I ask
what you will take, whether-1st, You wish me to take Te Kooti
prisoner; 2nd, Whether he shall be tried; or 3rd, Whether you wish that
we may be at peace; or 4th, Whether there shall be fighting between us!"
Mete Kingi responded. His love for the men of the Wanganui was not
exhausted. Why would they persist in living in darkness ~ Let the good
of the people of "\Vanganui be the first thought,.and not quarrels abroad.
"Salutations to you, TOfia.! You who have come from Tawhiao, the man
who is the foundation 0 the whole matter. . . . Welcome, welcome
to your canoe. Come back to your canoe. Although you have a different
master it is right for me to ask you to come back to the feelings and
thoughts of bygone days. Your words are large. In the morning it rains,
at noon it clears up. Your words are like this. . . . "

The meeting separated for a repast; but the end was
plain. On reassembling, Topia read a letter from Tawhiao
to himself, declaring that all men were to turn against Te
Kooti, whose name was to be made a by-word among the
people. Topia volunteer d to assist. But" see," he said,
"this (a
) iR my 1 we pon. Do you think it can
kill men
u"
llicient against a rifle I will
take it .
lit' !L h. tor w apon for my
h
'()1'(ls! Words!
purpo t.
- I am In
Tll Kooti. . . •
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11)<1 work go
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t
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before taking further steps. Topia said he would only
strive to capture Te Kooti and about thirty of his immediate
followers; and another chief, Pehi, said: "There is a
great difference between the guilt of Titokowaru and Te
Kooti. The former was fighting for his land." On the
27th, the chiefs assembled agairi a.t Banana, a place lower
Rangihiwinui had arrived.
down the Wanganui river.
Rangihiwinui welcomed Topia as a relative who made all
hearts whole by his words. Once he had declared: "I will
not see Topia; he has allowed the window to be broken,
namely, the word of peace between him and Hori Kingi.
Now that you have come it is well." A chief suspected of
intriguing with Te Kooti was told by another that he ought
to exchange his spear for a "taiaha" (flat-headed wooden
weapon), because it had two faces. Rangihiwinui denounced
the intriguer with warmth, and Topia as master of the
ceremonies interposed, with words of goodwill, inviting
Rangihiwinui to join in putting down Te Kooti. The
meeting concluded with a short speech from Rangihiwinui,
who was not deaf to the cautions of wisdom. "Welcome,
Topia, the man of influence and the man of words. • .
I am not a man of words. Fighting is my work. I am a
fighting man. With you is the work at this time."
The government qaving been informed of Topia's pro-.
posals, and his demand for firearms, Fox went to the
scene. A canoe carried 40 guns and 2000 rounds of
cartridges. Seven Maoris poled the canoe against the
rushing Wanganui. But Mr. Fox was not sure that Topia
could be trusted. At Ranana he met the chiefs (29th
Nov.) There Bangihiwinui was spokesman, although Topia.
was present. He told Mr. Fox that unless he wished them
to speak first it was for him to addxess them as visitol's
come from the war. Fox greeted them warmly, and paid
tribute to the valom of the Wanganui war-party returned
from Taupo. "Let us, Rangihiwinui and Topia, comhin
and then we shall have peace. Why should there
fighting and trouble? There is no cause of quarrel .:.....>"'---....
do not fight about the king, or about land; there
cause why there should not be peace. . . . The co
is large enough for all." It may be questioned w
Fox's new opinions about ~ ..
- "he righ
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Maoris would have been accepted as sincere if McLean had
not been the Native Minister. The man of whose enmity
Te Waharoa, the king-maker, had complained, was not the
man after their hearts. They put forward Rangihiwinui,
who had declared that he was no orator, to make categorical
demands"I ha.ve three burdens on my shoulders. They are very oppreaaive,
and it iB in your power to remove them. My first burden iB Tongarirothe land about Taupo. Let that land be given to the original owners, to
Hare Tauteka, to Topia, to the children of Hori Kingi, to the chiefs of
Wanganui, who ha.ve claims there. Do not take the land as the land of
the Ngatiruanui tribes was taken. That land, Taupo, belonged to me in
common with others. After Te Kooti came, I went there and took that
land again. I took it as a servant of the government. Therefore I 8&y to
you, at the head of the government which I serve, do not confiscate tha.t
land, the land of the men who have been fighting your ba.ttlea. Let the
owners of the land reoccupy. That iB one burden which it iB for you to
remove."

The other burdens were about imprisoned Ngarauru and
Pakakohi Maoris. Let them be given to him. Let them
live on the Wanganui river. He would be responsible for
their good conduct. Others, including Mete Kingi, took
up the burdens of the chieftain's speech. Mr. Fox was
now face to face with Maoris, as he had desired to be a few
years before. But no English army was at his beck in
1869. He also felt his burden. As to the Taupo land:
" Why should the government claim it ?-the land of Hare
Tauteka, of Topia, of Wirihana, and the rest? Is it not
the land of those chiefs, and of the children of Hori Kingi?
The government will not touch any of that land. It will
remain with the owners who have always possessed it."
McLean was the man to arrange such matters. The chiefs
applauded, and Rangihiwinui said, "that burden is now
taken off." When Fox said that the Ngarauru men would
be allowed to live on the Wanganui river under Rangihiwinui's care, there was loud applause, but the third burden
.he could not at once remove. When peace might be firmly
established, p rhaps the offending Pakakohi imprisoned at
mi!..'ht be released.llI
O~ QQJlwrlltld with Rangihiwinui a.bout-hiB propositions

tit m, with regard to la.nd at Taupo, and th~
I /Iud said: .. I made better use of the
'v hied to keep them at the Chathan:
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The subject of putting anns in the hands of Topia. was
reserved for an interview between Mr. Fox and that chief,
with Mete Kingi and Rangihiwinui. Fox was profuse in
compliments. The members of the government were now
friends with "chiefs and tribes of honourable men."
McLean had their best interests at heart. Topia w80s
pleased to hear that Mr. Fox had brought firearms to
enable him to pursue Te Kooti. "My words were not
spoken lightly, therefore I willingly take the responsibility
of receiving the arms you have brought." Let the arms
remain with Mete Kingi and Rangihiwinui till required.
"There are two tribes or peoples here. First, the Europeans, amongst
whom I include all government natives; and, s8c0ndly, the nativeB living
inland. I represent the latter class. We struck oot a path for ourselves;
but the good in that work has been destroyed by wicked meu (Te Kooti
and others) who made Bide-paths for themselves, which have led to trouble
and diBaater, and brought disgrace upon the whole party of which they
were offshoots. We, the chiefs and men of thought of this party, now
w:ish for what you also wish-a renewal of the good feeling which once
existed between the Pakeha and the Maori. We are now trying to
establish 0. road to it."

Mete Kingi suggested that he would leave to Topia and
Ra.ngihiwinui the charge of the arms. Mr. Fox perhaps
distrusted Topia, for he waited till the following day for &
general recommendation from the friendly chiefs, who
reported that it was right to trust Topia. fully, and hand
him the arms. Fox proceeded up the river to Ohinemutu,
and on the following day (1st Dec.) met the chiefs publicly
in the new house, Aomarama. How deeply the land
question had pierced the native mind was shown by t~
importance given to the fact that McLean's policy-not to
confiscate land at Taupo-was made the public test of the
words of the government. Topia declared: "We have
heard your words about Taupo; they are the same as those
of Makarini (McLean) in reply to Bewi." Mr. Fox protested that he had great confidence in Topia. "Had I
thought him a deceitful man I would not have brought
those guns. I knew Topia. was a great chief, and I felt sure
the word of such a chief would not be broken." Tahana
Is1o.ndB. Te Kooti escaped and caused trouble. I induced Mr. FOll: to
yield those ~risoners to me. I made soldiers of them, and they fought
well for the Queen under me. Was not that betted"
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Turoa rose and repeated the words of Topia Turoa; then,
turning to his brother chiefs, he said : "Let this 1st of
December, 1869, be the first day in our new life; let all the
old thoughts and grievances be washed away. . . . When
we separate, let not the separation be long. Let the
Pakeha and the Maori come to the Aomarama; and let us
hope for better times in the future."
McLean had indeed done a good work, and Fox deserved
gratitude for not impeding it. Topia Turoa, in the name of
the king, was ready to war against Te Kooti, who lurked in
the mountains whence flowed the waters of the Wanganui
and the Waikato. While schemes for his capture were
concocted, it was reported in Wanganui that he had made
a raid on a native settlement on the river. Mr. Fox
telegraphed to Mr. Ormond that "3.11 Wanganui was
furious," and that Rangihiwinui wished to take 500 men to
punish the outlaw. That chief with Topia Turoa and 600
men, of whom each commanded a moiety, proceeded (13th
Dec.) up the river from Ohinemutu. Te Kooti spumed
warnings from Tawhiao, and retorted with threats. A
chief, Topini, barred the progress of Topia and Rangihiwinui, but on Topia's persistence withdrew his opposition.
Amongst the 300 whom Rangihiwinui led were some of the
Ngarauru, who (made prisoners for aiding Titokowaru, and
yielded to Rangihiwinui by Fox) now shouldered arms for
the Queen.
Everything seemed prosperous in Fox's estimation if only
Earl Granville would leave the 18th Regt. a little longer.
But at this time terms which would" preclude continuance
of doubts and surmises," ordered removal of the troops. It
was urged that the "distasteful remedies of abandonment
of land, the recognition of Maori authority, and the maintenance of an expensive force" would not be resorted to
while the colony expected assistance from England. True
fdends of the colonists would tell them that they must
ILdjust their policy to their resources. The ministers at
- -- '..lliugtOD drew up a memorandum which reached Sir G.
lV '
he was on a tour with McLean at the Thames
" deprecated change while negotiations
progre. . They pointed out that the
7th, was published in London in
N~
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the" Times" on the 12th October, and that the substance
of it, publicly telegraphed to Ceylon, was known in New
Zealand before the despatch reached the Governor. The
colonists asked neither money nor compassion, but appealed
to eternal principles of justice, which were as much the
duty of the strong as the heritage of the weak, and which
even the most powerful nation should not withhold from
the meanest suppliant. The colony should not practically
be "thrust out beyond the pale of the empire as of infinitely
less consideration than a British subject in foreign lands."
Sir G. Bowen reported that McLean entirely concurred with
his colleagues. At a later date (2nd April) the Governor
sent a separate memorandum, in which McLean said that a
meeting was about to be held at Raglan, on the west coast,
by natives, to consider Earl Granville's despatch, and that
"it would be well that Lord Granville's attention should be
called to the fact, and should be informed that the despatch,
which was supposed to convey his ultimatum, is understood
by the natives to mean encouragement to them to make
extravagant demands on the colony." Fox also denounced
the invitation to leave the empire, which Earl Granville, by
implication, offered to the colony. The" Ministerial
Memoranda" were published in pamphlet form in New
Zealand, with a preface which declared that the policy
pursued towards New Zealand "evidently contemplated a
disruption of the empire." The pamphlet was transmitted
for general distribution in England.
It happened that at this time the tone of Earl Granville
and the speculations of Professor Goldwin Smith and
others jarred upon the hearts of many Englishmen. Earl
Granville had casually said that there would be no desire
to retain a colony willing to separate itself from English
sway. It was rumoured that Gladstone, the Prime Minister,
sympathized with the Earl. A Colonial Society (afterwards
the Royal Colonial Institute) was formed in London in 1868,
to bind closer the union of the mother-country with all her
colonies. The effect was almost instantaneous on the mind
of Mr. Gladstone if not on Earl Granville's. Viscount
Bury was president of the society. In March, 1869, 200
noblemen and others expounded their thoughts after a feast.
Conservatives and Whigs were there. Mr. Gladstone pro-
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posed the toast of" Prosperity to the Colonial Society," and
with practised tongue played upon the sympathies of his
audience. The Marquis of Normanby, in proposing" the
Colonial Empire," roundly declared that no severance of
colonies such as some persons desired would be tolerated by
those whom he addressed. He repudiated such a doctrine.
Earl Granville responded, and descanted amiably upon the
reorganization of the order of St. Michael and St. George,
recommended by his predecessor, and promoted by himself.
Four Cabinet Ministers graced the board, and the spectre
of the disintegration of the empire was not presented to
view. Yet, like the effigy of Brutus hidden in Rome, it
was in all men's minds. Sir' Charles Nicholson, who had
been Speaker in New South Wales and President of the
Legislative Council in Queensland, deprecated the mischievous apeculators who wou~d sever the colonies from
England. Sir Charles Clifford, recently Speaker in New
Zealand, touched the same chord when he said that to keep
the colonists in good humour it was needful "that their
feelings should not be maligned." Under the varnish of
Earl Granville's polished manners he detected the spirit of
detraction; and shortly afterwards signed with Sir G. Grey
and others the protest which declared that the policy of the
Colonial Office tended to drive New Zealand out of the
empire.
The new society was not a power, but it expressed a conviction. The typical Englishman, though not a creature
of sentiment, displays feeling when it is least expected by
those who do not understand him. When, in 1857, John
Bright and Richard Cobden were rejected at Manchester
and Huddersfield, when, in 1874, Mr. Gladstone was sent
back from a general election shorn of his strength, the
surprise of their friends was measureless. They called the
people ungrateful. They ought to have confessed that they
had misundel's ) th . At h inaugural meeting of
th Colonial S
(loth. ra
lA69),18 Viscount Bury
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Professor Gold win Smith called for such a bond of union
as the society furnished. "Earl Granville" (wrote J. A.
Froude) " took pains to exhibit his indifference whether the
colonies went or stayed; and it is this indifference, so
ostentatiously displayed, which is the active cause of alienation." After Froude's death, in 1894, a letter written by
him in 1870 was published, in which he said: "G- alld Co.
deliberately intend to shake off the colonies. They are
privately using :their command of the situation to make the
separation inevitable." By faint denials and polite evasions, and by his translation to the Foreign Office on the.
death of the Earl of Clarendon in 1870, Earl Granville's
influence disappeared. His successor, Earl Kimberley, was
inoffensive, and Mr. Knatchbull-Hugessen, who became
Under-Secretary for the Colonies, disclaimed all sympathy
with those who would treat colonies with coldness, and
meanly regard the links which bound them to the land of
their forefathers. He, for his part, would do his best
to strengthen them. In 1872, he asserted that such
was the policy of the government of Mr. Gladstone.
"Once more I tell you that unless I am utterly and
entirely deceived, the policy of the government is to
cement the union between the colonies and the mothercountry." Iteration would have been needless if Earl
Granville had not created the impression which the speaker
strove to destroy.
On the 27th July, 1869, Earl Carnarvon suggested that
the government should send some one in whom they had
confidence to report on the colony. He cited analogous
cases: Lord Durham in Canada; Sir H. Storks in Jamaica.;
Mr. Gladstone in the Ionian Islands; furnished instances.
Lord Granville did not accept the suggestion, but used no
hTitating phrases. The Bishop of Lichfield (Selwyn) entreated the government not to commit themselves rigidly to
the principle that they would under no circumstances interfere in the affairs of the colony. He declared that though
a few colonists might at times rush into violence, the great
majority were inclined to live in peace with the natives. In
mercy, both to colonists and natives, let power be retained
to interfere in urgent need. It is almost needless to say
tha~ his eloquence was less potent with Earl Granville than
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it had been in former years with Maoris. · The planished
erust of civilization can be harder than the heart of a
savage.
About the time that Sir G. Bowen forwarded remonstrances against Earl Granville's despatch (of 7th Oct., 1869)
the New Zealand Commissioners arrived in England, and
the negotiations of McLean with Tawhiao's adherents
became known. Earl Granville tendered to the negotiator
the Companionship of the Order of St. Michael and St.
George. Unconscious of the offer McLean was intent on
the pursuit of Te Kooti. Mr. Vogel was busy in Australia
negotiating a mail contract between Sydney, AucklaJ1.d, and
San Francisco. Maori affairs were by common consen t
relegated to McLean. Topia Turoa and Rangihiwinui,
impeded by stormy weather and want of supplies, reached
Taumarunui, near Tuhua, to find that Te Kooti had deserted
his cultivations, which were so extensive as to imply that
he had intended to dwell there. Rangihiwinui sent back
100 of his men to guard the Wanganui country, and pursued
with Topia. Suddenly Te Kooti appeared close to the
English settlement, Cambridge, on the Waikato river (far
from his recent lurking-place) and seemed to threaten
settlements at the Waikato on one side and Tauranga on
the other. He was received in friendly manner by Hakaraia,
of Tapapa. He sounded the son of the king-maker. He
sent a message to Mr. Firth. He told Firth his lands were
safe because he had been the friend of Te Waharoa. He
would not fight on them. Mr. Firth thought this a Maori
overture and telegraphed to McLean. If the government
would spare the lives of Te Kooti and his companions he
might surrender. Te Kooti asked for a conference with
Firth, who agreed to meet him at the monument of Te
Waharoa at Matamata. McLean hastened to Tauranga
to order affairs there in case of attack. Dr. Pollen, agent
for the government at Auc'] 1 u
Cu ' d to pari y with
ra1 amnesty
Te Kooti in spite of Firth's &VI'I I
might ensure lao. ting peace.
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returning to Cambridge, Firth found a message from Dr.
Pollen, guaranteeing safe-conduct for Te Rooti as a prisoner
to Auckland. Te Rooti wrote to Dr. Pollen: "Friend, I
have seen your reply. My word to you is that I have
promised Firth to cease fighting. But as for me I will not
go to Auckland. Let me remain in peace. Slaying shall
cease; but if you pursue me let it be so. Friend, let your
trying to kill me cease. That is all." If McLean could
have foreseen the future he inight have accepted these
terms. But Te Rooti's capture was deemed certain.
Topia and Rangihiwinui were on the march. Col. McDonell
effected a junction with them. Between Te Rooti and his
haunts among the Uriwera was the lake country of the
loyal Arawa. The Ngaiterangi at Tauranga had pledged
themselves to assist McLean. McLean's chief obstacle
was Earl Granville's despatch (7th Oct.) He wrote to the
Governor (14th Feb.) that some advisers of the king" read
in the despatch an incentive to combined national movement. The furiously disaffected are of course delighted
with it. It has even worked mischief with that section of
the colonists who have habitually felt themselves at liberty
to interfere without authority, and lend their countenance
to rebellion. Thus Mr. Firth, the lessee of a large quantity
of native land, made an attempt to procure for Te Rooti,
who had promised not to interfere with his land, something
like a free pardon. Ministers have lately had to exercise a
great deal of firmness." With such feelings in McLean's
mind the overtures of Firth were disregarded. Fox also
was indignant. He rated Dr. Pollen for suspending operaThe
tions during Firth's interview with Te Rooti.
government would not accept any position thus forced
upon them by a man who, like Mr. Firth, "officiously interfered" by visiting Tawhiao in 1869. Dr. Pollen at once
tendered his resignation of office, but, apprehensive of
going too far, Fox, in the name of the ministry, begged him
to withdraw it, and Dr. Pollen remained in office. When
the papers were produced Mr. Firth took umbrage at the
allusions to him and printed a defence. Confident in himself and in his reputation, and attributing Mr. Firth's zeal
partly to fear of losing land held under lease, McLean paid
no heed to him, and the government forces were pushed
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forward to hem in Te Kooti, who knew their movements,
and told Dr. Pollen to keep back the troops if he wished for
peace. Col. McDonell, Rangihiwinui, and Topia, with a
force of 370 Wanganui, 150 Arawa, and 100 Europeans,
advanced rapidly from Lake Taupo, and (24th Jan.) came
in contact with Te Kooti's picquets at Tapapa. Rangihiwinui's usual office of activity fell to his lot. With 200
men he dived into the forest at night to take a position on
the enemy's rear. The remainder of the force was to
move at daylight. Col. McDonell thought it fortunate
that he was prevented "by circumstances" from moving so
early as had been agreed upon, for" just as he was preparing to start," from the bush close to the camp Te Kooti attacked him in a dense fog. The enemy was driven back with
trifling casualties. Topia Turoa and his men pursued and
lost several men, though not so many as they killed. In
the afternoon Rangihiwinui returned. He had heard the
firing at Tapapa and promptly dashed on Te Kooti's camp,
which he destroyed, capturing more than 100 horses.
The loss of his horses was deemed a deadly blow to the
fugitive, but for several days no man could learn whither
he had gone, although more than 800 men were in arms
against him in the district. On the 29th he was found at
Kurunui. Thinking it too late to attack him on that day,
McDonell returned to Tapapa, leaving Rangihiwinui to
watch him on a rifle-pitted hill. In the morning Te
Kooti was gone. Rangihiwinui pursued through the bush,
and on a track leading towards Tauranga shot one of the
fugitives; but having no supply of food returned to his
camp. The robber's career seemed to be run. Contemned
by Tawhiao, beaten by Maoris attached to the Queen, he
could raise no tribes to assist him. The Uriwera, fearing
confiscation of land for their previous hostility, might, like
himself, live amI dic snapping like wolves at their fo , but
the AI'
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may be surmised when it is remembered that it was visible
from the hills in which Te Kooti lurked. Fortunately
H.M.S. "Blanche" and "Rosario" were in the harbour.
Through the tangled wood and the fern, marauding parties,
far outnumbering his own, in zigzag courses strove to find
and crush the outlaw.
Topia and Rangihiwinui advanced on his trail towards
Paengaroa. Colonel Fraser was traversing the forest
between Tauranga and Rotorua, when (Srd Feb.), from an
ambuscade, shots laid low two Arawa and one European.
The outlaw retreated safely, and it was remarked that he
-had accepted the new conditions of his warfare. There
was no war-cry of defiance, no shout of exultation. His
path was silent as death. Topia and Rangihiwinui reached
Paengaroa on the 4th, and lamented that the skirmish
with Colonel Fraser had disturbed their prey. Colonel
Fraser, " glad to see them," " sent them for food~ and to
occupy Oropi," about twelve miles from 'rauranga, thus
unwisely checking the pursuit. The Civil Commissioner
at Tauranga, about seventeen miles from Paengaroa, wrote:
"I am unable to explain why Te Kooti's trail was not
followed up." Rangihiwinui advocated immediate pursuit,
but was overruled. Colonel Fraser's reason was thus
stated: "On the 6th, it rained torrents." Te Kooti disregarded such impediments. On the 7th, he was far away
to the south, at Lake Rotorua, where Lieut. Mail strove to
stay him with the loyal Arawa. A Maori woman had seen
some of Te Kooti's band emerging from the forest of
Ngongotaha, on the west of La~e Rotorua. She fled to
escape capture. As Mair was gathering in his patrols, the
robber sent an envoy to propose terms of peace between the
Uriwera tribe and their neighbours. He knew himself to
be outnumbered. His men were distressed by toil through
mud and jungle. He wished to gain time. Before it was
discovered that his proposals were a trick he had sped two
miles on his way. Availing himself of every favourable
position to shield with picked men· the retreat of the main
body-through broken ferny ground and swamp and fellhe pursued a track till the sun had set, and then suddenly
turned into the Tumunui bush, into which it was thought
useless to follow him. The pursuers were fatigued. So
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hot and close was the pursuit for 16 miles, that, with a
glass, Lieut. Mail' could distinguish Te Kooti and his wife.
Through the night the flight continued. A brief halt was
made to cook food at Ohau, and at daylight the path to a
grim lodgment in Uriwera territory was assured. Col.
Fraser, who had checked Topia and Rangihiwinui in their
pursuit, was urged by Mr. Clarke, Civil Commissioner at
Tauranga, to hasten to Rotorua through the Mangorewha
forest to help Lieut. Mair. He marched (8th Feb.) to
Tauranga to obtain passages by sea to the south, in order
to land troops and march inland to Kaingaroa, in the
Uriwera territory. Mr. Clarke complained that Col. Fraser
had not perceived that men could not be landed on the
coast in the heavy sea then running, and that the only
available vessel was incapable of carrying his men except by
repeated voyages.
On the same evening in which Te Kooti shook off his
pursuers and dashed into the Tumunui bush, the wondering Colonel McDonell arrived at Tauranga to gain intelligence-" having not the least idea of what was going on."
While pursuing Te Kooti, Rangihiwinui bad sometimes
been without any food but fern-root for his men. It was
thought that but for Colonel Fraser's interference Topia
and t:angihiwinui might have prevented Te Kooti's escape
from Paengaroa. Ropata Wahawaha, with the Arawa
chiefs, consulted with Mr. McLean. Confusion ensued
from divided command (Ropata said), and Maoris were
impatient of European orders "while engaged in field
operations." The government informed Col. McDonell
that after full consideration they had determined that
no European should interfere with the new expedition,
but that the chiefs of each tribe should command
their followers. I4 In after years ~IcLean informed the
enel'al ASSOlUbl thlLt Ropata declared that his zeal
was stinlUlatcl
cL n's r lution that life should b
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spared. Ropata.'s good faith was proved by his capturing
hundreds of his countrymen on these terms. Ropa.ta.
was to lead a force from the Poverty Bay coast to the
Waikaremoana and Ruatahuna districts. Another column
was to move from Hawke's Bay to Waikare Lake, and
Col. McDonell with the help, and giving due weight to
the opinions of the native chiefs, was to dispose the
native forces for protection of the Bay of Plenty. Settlers
were withdrawn to Maketu. To Topia and Rangihiwinui
McLean wrote that the chase after Te Kooti was handed
to the Maoris, "because, according to what the chiefs
say, the reason for failure was the complication caused by
European officers."
For catching or killing Te Kooti the government offered
£5000. Ropata Wahawaha would lead the Ngatiporou.
Their own chiefs would command the Ngatikahungunu.
Topia and Rangihiwinui would lead the Wanganui. On
the 4th March, after "making arrangements with the
people (the tribes) of this east coast," Rangihiwinui wrote
that, with 428 men, he was marching. The Arawa chiefs
remonstrated against their work being paid for only on
their capture of Te Kooti. Someone else might capture
him. One of them said of his tribe: "These children do
not approve of this mode of service." Another wrote:
" The heart has become sad because of your letter stopping
the daily pay. Here is another affiiction of ours-having
no food. This is the word of the chiefs, that the four
shillings a day be again given." McLean answered that
other tribes had agreed, and that his love for the Araw8r
would not cease. If they could catch Te Kooti the government would settle with them without trouble. He consented that food should be supplied. True to his word,
Ropata started with nearly 400 men from Poverty Bay.
The Governor wrote (19th Feb.) :
" The march of the loyal chiefs Rangihiwinui and Topia in pursuit of Te
Kooti is certainly a remarkable event. In three months they have forced
their way, at the hea(lof their clansmen, through the forests and moun·
tains of the central interior, across the ent,ire breadth of this island from
Wanganui on the west coast to the Bay of Plenty on the east. Neither
the constant guerilla warfare in which they have been engaged, nOl" the
severe trials and hardships which thev have encountered, seem to have
imp aired their zeal and spirit." •

OPAPE AND PRISONERS CAPTURED BY TE KOOTI.
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Early in March, Rangihiwinui had a skirmish near
Opotiki, and made peace with a Uriwera. chief, Tamaikowha., who was thought not to have joined Te Kooti.
The terms were to be open to all the Uriwera tribes.
Ropata, who had expected to meet Rangihiwinui at Maingopowhatu (a celebrated pab in former times, situate on a.
rock 500 feet high, on a high range in the mountain
country), was disconcerted by the peace, though he consented to it. He himself captured all whom he could find
~about 50 men, women, and children-with a view to
keep them, not as slaves, but as a. means of making a.
durable peace. The captives suffered from cold. He
asked for clothing for them, and spades with which to
cultivate for food. A raid by Te Kooti, near Opotiki, being
reported, Ropata marched thither, meeting Rangihiwinui
at Ohiwa. The blow struck by the outlaw was at Opape,
eight miles from Opotiki. He had swooped upon it and •
captured all the Whakatohea natives there, about 200 in
number. Most of the young men were away with Rangihiwinui. Mr. McLean wrote that the fate of the prisoners
was unknown, but their massacre was apprehended. Col.
McDonell and some Maori chiefs threw blame upon
Rangihiwinui. He did not discuss the question in
official despatches, but, with Topia and a strong force,
marched (20th March), before midnight, up the valley
of the Opotiki river, crossing over to the Waioeka river, so
as to take Te Kooti in flank. On the 24th, he captured
several villages and pabs before assailing with 300 men
a large pah, Maraetahi, in which (he wrote to McLean)
were Hakaraia and Kereopa the eye-eater.
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Scouts were sent out to discover Te Kooti's' position.
Ropata, meanwhile, ascending by the rugged Wa.ioeka river
to the Maraetahi pah, had surprised a post as he
approached Maraetahi, but the inmates fled when one man
was shot, and a man and woman were captured. Rangihiwinui and Topia were approaching silently from the rear of
the pah, and heard the firing. They intercepted many of
the fliers, killing and capturing.
Among the wiles of a Maori leader was a knowledge of
human nature. In passing through the Uriwera country
Ropata's people captured a woman and child. The woman
said her husband was hunting and would soon return.
The captors waited. As the huntsmari returned, the
woman warned him by a loud salutation. He threw away
his load, bounded up a precipice, and escaped. Ropata.
told the Englishman who accompanied his force that the
• man would follow, "seeking the body or blood of his wife
and children." His prophecy was true. At another place
five were captured. Two escaped. Ropata was at hand.
He quietly moved forward, and having encamped two miles
away, sent a picked force to surround the place where the
five had been captured. The two refugees would, he said,
return to ascerta.in the fate of their companions. He was
right, and the men wel'e captured., Sometimes when the
warriors were resting, Ropata incited them to bravery by
singing" waiatas," which stirred them as the Spartans were
stirred by Tyrtmus, and in which the imagery and lyric
force of the Maori tongue went to their hearts like fire.
These and other facts were embodied in official reports by
Lieut. Porter and a 'Civil Commissioner (H. T. Clarke) to
the Native Department. The latter declared that family
jealousies among the Arawa had made him believe previously that a Maori contingent needed European leaders.
But with the Ngatiporou and Wanganui the case Wjl.S
entirely different. "Majors Rangihiwinui and Ropata have
perfect control over their men, and their orders are strictly
carried out. A chief of the Ngaitai, who has been serving
under Rangihiwinui ever since the Wanganui ClLme to the
Bay of Plenty, told me that he had served under Pakeha
colonels and majors, but none of them would compare with
Rangihiwinui, adding: 'That is a man of judgment, and one

McLEAN DOES NOT SANCTION RA...'lfGmIWINUI'S PEACE. (i21 .

I would follow to the death."'l5 Mr. Fox thanked Rangihiwinui and Topia .lor "quenching the power" of Te Kooti.
As old Waka Nene had mainly built up English influence
in 1840, so now in 1869 it may be said that the security of
many settlements depended upon Rangihiwinui and Ropata,
and the countenance of the Maori king reflected in the
conduct of Topia. It was fortunate for the colonists that
the chiefs trusted McLean.
The ignominious flight of Te Kooti from the pah at
Maraetahi was fatal to him. There he had thought himself
safe behind the almost inaccessible gorge of the Waioeka.
There he had taken refuge after his rout at Ngatapa.
There he had caused a tvhare h£rakia, a temple for prayer,
to be built, and furnished with mats manufactured with
great care. There now his atua, or god, was dishonoured
and degraded. Ropata discovered that the outlaw had
secreted gunpowder in the forest. With prisoners as
guides, the chief rooted out 20 quarter-casks of p~wder and
a bag of bullets. Captain Gilbert Mair was with the
Arawa contingent, scouring the Kaingaroa plains and
Rangitaiki river amid frost and snow. McLean went to
Opotiki to consult the chiefs of the .victorious expedition.
They showed their men sufferin~ from bruises and sores,
a.nd wished to return home. vampaigning in winter in
mountain snows was hardly to be expected, and McLean
consented. . He told Rangihiwinui that the peace with the
Uriwera was not sanctioned by the government. Some of
the Whakatohea chiefs had been suspected of intrigues
with Te Kooti. To ward off raids from such a foe they
might almost be excused for overtures, and it was a portion
only of the tribe which was accused. Many of them had
joined the campaign against Te Kooti. Mr. McLean
prudently a.ccepted their deffi\nce, holding Ropata and' other
neighbours responsible for them in future.
I.
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Frequently in New Zealand some European, after a.
notable success, wantonly provoked strife. Col. St. John
at Opotiki was now the sinner. McLean was not faultless,
perhaps, for he took no steps to acquaint Tamaikowha with
the views of the government on the terms of peace made
with that chief by Rangihiwinui. Tamaikowha informed
Rangihiwinui, Topia, and others, including Captain Mair,
that the Uriwera tribe accepted the peace, and that there
would be no trouble if the land were not invaded. Col.
St. John started (24th April) with 50 Whakatohea, to surround Tamaikowha in his sleep, at Wakarae, where he was
visiting, and communicating with the Arawa. A dog
barked as the circle was contracting, and Tamaikowha,
dashing down a precipice, escaped in the darkness. Two
of his sons were captured. His uncle, Tepine, was" tomahawked." Such was the narrative sent by Col. St. John
to McLean. He wrote boastfully of what he had done.
Clarke, the Civil Commissioner, submitted that the action
was not judicious. Tamaikowha had not been told that
the terms of peace were disapproved by the government.
The stealthy attack upon him would be "considered a
'kohuru' (murder), and nothi~g' will convince the natives
to the contrary. I think means should have been taken
to inform Tamaikowha that Rangihiwinui's truce could not
be acknowledged." McLean told the Colonel that he had.
not adhered to his instructions, which were "to capture
Te Kooti if possible." . . . "The course you have taken
is not only likely to endanger the safety of the settlements
at the Bay of Plenty, but Mso to impress the natives with
the conviction that ali act of treachery has been committed
by an English officer. I cannot deprecate your action too
strongly in this instance, which leaves me no alternative
but to Temove you from the command at Opotiki." Letters
were received fromUriwera chiefs, saying, that the" recent
murder" by Col. St. John deterred them from friendliness.
The resident magistrate at Tauranga induced friendly
chiefs to write letters denouncing the act as unauthorized
by the government. He said, however: "From a man of
Tamaikowha's well-known ferocity, I fear that the least
that can be expected in way of retaliation will be a murder
or two on the beach." McLean, meeting some chiefs ·at
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Whakatane, declared that after what had passed, if Tamailtowha would surrender he should not be punished; and
eventually, through Ropata's means, Tamaikowha was
reconciled.
.
An expedition marched in May to Lake Waikaremoana,
at the head of the Wairoa river, capturing a few prisoners;
and Captain Mair from another direction went to Fort
Galatea on the Rangitaiki river, where a friendly native
induced several chiefs to tender allegiance. One of them
had been with Te Kooti for several months, but had left
him in disgust, having lost faith in his atua (god). He
told the names of the few who clung to the outlaw. A
noted hostile chief, Te Waru, had separated from Te Kooti,
and was thought to be at Waikaremoana. Te Kooti,
meanwhile, was skulking at Te Wera among the fastnesses
of the Upper Waioeka. His lair was unknown to his
enemies. Even in the hunted savage there lurked some
kindly feeling. He returned after his flight, and buried
his dead at Maraetahi after the conquerors had disappeared.
He was now frowned upon even by the Uriwera. Ropata
headed an expedition to the mountains, and returned with
28 prisoners. Amongst them was the husband of a
woman captured by Ropata on his previous journey to
Opotiki. As Ropata had prophesied, the poor wretch had
then followed the captors of his family, and finding at one
of Ropata's camps some rags which had belonged to his
children, was found wearing them round his neck. Ropata
was kind to prisoners, as he had stipulated that he should
be permitted to be, and several surrendered in consequence of
letters sent to them by him. Forty-two of the Uriwera gave
themselves up on the 7th June, and on the same day Mr.
Hamlin, at Waikaremoana with friendly natives, crossed
the lake and occupied Matuahu, the principal settlement of
the enemy. Large stores of potatoes were found there,
and Mr. Hamlin destroyed potatoes enough to feed "a
bOll!:ill.ll
n for fifteen months."
'h.
t red robbers meanwhile lurked in frost and
r scanty 1'11 tl\l1 nee-living, it was said, on
farn-r
\'"eral Uriwera chiefs surl! (Hapurona) Mr. Clarke
, Kooti, Kereopa, and
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one or two other murderers, all lives would be spared.
Hapurona's ma.nner proved that fear of confiscation of land
was intense among the Uriwera. Mr. Clarke wiote: "With
respect to your lands, the government will not hold them.
The confiscated block will not now be extended. Respecting Tamaikowha, the peace of Rangihiwinui will be acknowledged if he will come out, and there will be no thought
towards him on account of .his alleged crime. Do not
think about Tepine (the chief tomahawked under Colonel
St. John), the government disapprove of the death of that
~an." It is the strong man who is bold enough to confess
to a wrong, and thus disarm complaint or diminish
distrust. Mr. McLean's candour was not unrewarded.
More of the Uriwera surrendered. Six of them, as the
winter hardened, were found dead in the snow. It was
resolved to withdraw the force from Waikaremoana to
Wairoa, carrying back the captives, and making the lake
so desolate and foodless that none could dwell on its
borders. As the Uriwera held aloof from Te Kooti, operations could be continued against him without endangering
Hapurona's efforts to induce his countrymen to surrender.
In June, occasion was taken to present to Ropata,
Rangihiwinui, and Mokena Kohere, then in Wellington, the
swords sent to them by the Queen. Rangihiwinui returned
to his own place. He and Topia received payment for
their followers at the rate of four shillings a day. For less
than £15,000 they had done successfully what an enormous
expenditure under others had failed to do. It would be
difficult to exaggerate the merits of their companion,
Ropata Wahawaha. He took the field again. in the end of
July. At Opotiki he negotiated agaili for the peaceful
surrender of the Uriwera. He urged that the Uriwera
prisoners in Wellington .should be liberated, in which case
the wanderers might surrender. Mr. McLean replied that
they should not be hung. Ropata sent a chief, Kawakura,
to prevail on Tamaikowha to surrender. He consented, but
haughtily said that it would have been better if he who had
done him wrong by midnight murder had apologized.
. Te Kooti, deser.ted, weak, and starving, was yet venomous. Wit;h about twenty miserable followers he appeared
in midwinter (26th July) at Tolago Bay, on the east coast.

ROPATA WAHAWAHA'S DIARY.

As on a previous occasion, he hoped to deceive the Maoris,
mp,ster them by · trelLChery, and obtain amI!1unition. A
Maori addressed him as Te Kooti. He said, "I am Major
Ropata, do not fear." While blandishment was tried in
one direction, surprise was attempted in another. Some
of the band assaulted a pah in which the coveted gunpowder was supposed to lie, but were beaten off, and the
discomfited marauders retreated to the mountains. In an
attempt made to surprise Te Kooti (B1st July), a woman was
caught. She said that there were only twenty-one mell
and five women left with Te Kooti. Ropata, with seventy
men, meanwhile arrived at Tolago Bay, and started (Brd
Aug.) on the outlaw's track. Of the prisoners captured at
Maraetahi, thirty-four had at this time been tried at
Wellington. Thirty were sentenced to death for" levying war
against the Queen," two were acquitted for want of proof, and
two the Attorney-General declined to prosecute. The sentences of death were commuted to penal servitude. It will
not be necessary to trace Ropata's succeeding campaigns,
but his diary of a winter journey in 1871 may be quoted:
"9th June. Too slippery to travel. . . . lOth June. The wet
might be travelled through if it were not for the biscuit, &II both hot and
cold water destroy it; however, it is no uee t&lkin~ about the wet, &II it is
man that hM defied the winter. 11th June. Sunday. Started again
without taking into coneideration that it is Sunday. AllthatW&l! thought
of was the fine weather, eo that some portion of the way might be got over,
and that, if possible, succelll! might crown our efforts in finding the place
where this wretch (Te Kooti) has taken up his abode. . • . 12th June.
. • . In speaking about Te Ahimanu, the narration makes it appear a
short distance, but when travelled it is a very long road-nothlDg but
climbing hills and ~oing down into valleys; by the time the top of one hill
has been gained it IS night, and by tho time the bottom hM been arrived
at it is night again. This country is very rough; there is nothing equal to
it; and the days are eo short that no distance cau be travelled before dark.
If it were a beach or plain it could be travelled by night, but there is
nothing here but cliffs, creeks, hills, bush, fern, and everythiug that is
bad. 13th June. • . • Oh! theeetroubies. But! and the Ngatiporou
will yet seek revenge for these difficulties if we can only come face to face.
Perhaps we shall all die from the cold and snow, and the biting wind.
No; we will no~ di fr III the (loi(!. If we were the oflBpring of Ruaimoko
mit;ht! .But
... Ire the off: prillg of Tongl&, who thou~ht of
1i,1 III t..
' I ,I, g 1'llIelit. t.he Pake. . . . ThinklDg of
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(Sir G. Bowen wrote), "he maintained, in the presence of
H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh and myself, the usual
dignified bearing of Maori warriors." He surrendered
under the terms of procla.mationa which guaranteed
freedom and land to him. He was never accused of murder.
Significant returns 17 were laid before the Assembly. Within
the year ending in June, 1869, it appeared that 279 rebels
had been killed and 242 wounded. In the succeeding year
116 were killed, 458 were captured, and 861 surrendered.
The loss on the side of the government was mainly under
Colonels McDonell and Whitmore on the west coast. The
Europeans killed in the year ending June, 1869, were 148;
the wounded were 101. In the following year there were
12 killed and 26 wounded. Amongst the Maoris slain by
the rebels, 57 were killed by Te Kooti at Mohaka, in April,
1869. His ferocity can be explained, but not excused, by
the fa.ct that the government had offered a price for his
body, dead or alive, had paid £50 for the head of Nikora,
and had sanctioned the slaughter in cold blood of every
rebel captured at Ngatapa, where no prisoner, wounded or
unwounded, was spared.
Before adverting to the meeting of the General Assembly
in June, 1870, it may be well to glance at the condition of
affairs among the Maoris in the western and northern districts. In Waikato, lands were allotted to "returned
rebels" on a scale by which a "man of rank" received 50
a.cres, his wife 88 acres, and a further portion was' allowed for
children. When mother and father had both fallen in the
war, land was granted to orphans, "in proportion to the
rank of their parents." There was peace between the
Ngapuhi and Rarawa in the far north. A great assembly
(hahunga) to celebrate the removal of the bones of a chief,
Arama Karaka, was held at Waima. Three thousand
Maoris were present, and 1000 fighting men took part in
the customary war-dance. The hosts (Ngapuhi) excluded
wines and spirits, but there was munificent provision of
food. The Rarawa guests brought presents of food to the
Ngapuhi. The ceremony lasted for three days. More than
sixty Europeans were hospitably entertained. The crier, in
17
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to the Waikato district, but it was not close enough tel keep
out Te Kooti. From the date of his disaster at Maraetahi,
for nearly two years he clung to the mountain fastnesses at
the south and west of Opotiki. Neither he nor Kereopa,
after the campaigning of Ropata, became a terror in the
land. Te Kooti could but crawl unnoticed into the territory
of the king. Kereopa dragged out a half-starved existence,
spurned even by those in whose mountain-home he was
hidden. At last, when Ropata had threatened to build a
pah in Uriwera territory unless the tribe would assist in
the capture of Kereopa, a band of Ngatiporou laid hands
upon the outcast (Nov., 1871) and carried him to Napier.
In gaol he attempted to cut his own throat with a knife,
but the prison warders averted such a horror in or.der that
he might be lawfully strangled. Tried and convicted, he
admitted to the Bishop of Waiapu the justice of his sentence,
and was hanged.
From the ghastly sight of the ·murderer on the gallows,
the mind turns with relief.
Rangihiwinui, with other chiefs, pleaded at Wanganui
with Sir G. Bowen for the release of prisoners captured by
their swords, offering to be responsible for those who might
be released. Fifty-eight still remained in Dunedin,.and the
punishment of Kereopa was allowed to be the signal for their
release. McLean counselled it, and went himself to bring
them back with distinction. Early in 1872 there was no
political prisoner in New Zealand. Though it is needless
to narrate in detail the toils of Ropata in the .Uriwera
mountains, it may be well to mention one of the results.
When (Dec., 1870) the Duke of Edinburgh, with Sir G.
Bowen, visited Turanga and Maketu, and was escorted by
the A.rawa to their lakes, Te Waru availed himself of the
presence of the Queen's son, and with forty-six followers
tendered his submission at Ml£ketu. "Though dejected"
cro'Uin OlU' enemies. Let them uc destroyed and turned to flight .by Thee.
thci
nll,d8 be utterly confounded. and their faces be covered with
, 1 inll. AmI when 1'hol1 sendest for th Thy:' Angel to
t" th .. lIarth through Thee also shall all·their oones
Holy Name. Amc.'U.
r fter M.r. Colenso had translated
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Topia. It was significant of Mr. Fox's state of niind, tha.t
in the Governor's speech the opening of steam communica.tion with the principal port of the United States on the
Pacific was dwelt upon as a substantial benefit, while the
fact that it "also afforded speedy communication with
Great Britain" was mentioned as a minor matter. No
allusion was made to the removal of the last body of
English troops-the disappearance of the English 1lagthe silencing of the sounds which reminded Englishmen
that the symbol of their country's power was with them.
It had been taken from them when they had almost abjectly
entreated Earl Granville to delay its departure, and when
the Assembly had resolved to provide funds. Colonel
Elliot, in February, had sent off the last detachment.
After a thankless service, in which they were compelled to
fight in wars unjustly provoked by some of their countrymen, the severance had come, and the kindly feelings of
man toward man made the parting bitter. At Auckland,
Napier, Wanganui, and Taranaki, they were accompanied
to the shore with demonstrations of regret at their
departure. In March, Mr. Fox summed up his feelings in
a lengthy memorandum sent by himself to the New
Zealand Commissioners in England, and by the Governor
to Earl Granville. The Earl's policy, he said, tended to
the disintegration of the empire. "The action of the
Imperial government was not only unfriendly, but scarcely
l·econcilable with any other motive than a desire to drive
New Zealand from the empire." If the new policy should
be persisted in, ministers were convinced it must
create in the minds of colonists "a rankling feeling of
alienation from the mother-country," which would be
"handed down to the future inhabits,nts of New Zealand."
Before the summoning of the Assembly, Mr. Fox had asked
the Governor to send a memorandum (from Fox) .to open
up direct negotiations with the government of the United
States; but Sit" G. Bowen proffered no more than to send
it to the Secretary of State, through whose good offices it
might find its way to its destination. These dilatory pleas
(approved by Lord Kimberley) suited ill with Fox's temperament, and his letter found its way into the newspapers.
Several public men were said to be inclined to a declaration
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of independence. Independence or annexation to the
United States were openly spoken of. The London
Spectator insinuated that but for a sudden change of style
at the Colonial Office, and the guarantee accorded to the
New Zea.land Commissioners for a new loan, separation
had become probable. The disappearance of Lord Gran·
ville produced a change. Mr. Fox was not anxious during
Lord Granville's rule to give prominence in the Governor's
speech to the advantage of "speedy communication with
Great Britain;" nor were his colleagues in good humour.
Vogel and McLean, in telegraphing the" brilliant successes"
of Rangihiwinui and Ropata to the Commissioners in
England, added: "But for England's desertion we believe
we could establish permanent peace." In March, 1870,
Fox formally desired that the Panama mail line might be
" the commencement of friendly rela.tions" with the United
Sta.tes, and that the American government would "in
future be willing to allow the New Zealand government to
communicate with them direct in matters affecting the
relations between the two ·countries." The theories of
Professor Goldwin Smith and the acts of Earl Granville
w.ere apparantly on the high road to success. But
McLean's adroit native policy assured the position of the
ministry, a.nd reassured the grumblers in the colony.
With the session of 1870 the existing House of Representatives was to close its labours. The Treasurer, Mr.
Vogel, determined to avail himself of the majority at the
disposal of the government by initiating a new policy. He
produced vast piles of financial tables, and proposed to
borrow six millions sterling for defence, immigration, public
works, and other purposes. By 48 votes against 7 the
second reading of the " Defence and Other Purposes Loan
Bill" was carried on the 2nd Aug., and by 45 votes against
7 the Immigration and Public Works Loan Bill was carried
on the 3nl. J. over W!\s til
th to debt followed with more
unanimity.
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tions (sueh' as were never wanting to a projeCtor), w~ch
allowed that in ten l.ears rapidly-increasing receipts would
overbaJance expendIture. The Commissioners in England
had reported that the Imperial government was willing to
guarantee a loan of one million sterling for public works
and immigration, which would save £20,000 a year by
tDeans of the superiority of a guaranteed to an unguaranteed loan. He proposed to propitiate the provinces by
giving to each of them a grant. of £2 per head of population.
The whole grant would be half-a-million sterling. Otago
and Southland would thus obtain £140,000: Auckland,
£124,000. The grant was to be diminished gra.duaUy till
it feU to 80s. per hea.d. Caught with the glitter of the
thirty pieces of silver, a. ma.jority accepted the ba.it.
The decline in the cha.ra.cter of the representa.tion where
a crowd of gold-seekers overwhelm at the polling-booths
those who hold a more wholesome and perma.nent interest
in the land was as marked in New Zea.land a.s in Australia.
Thousa.nds of men who ha.d taken pa.rt in degrading the
Legislature of Victoria, now exercised simila.r influence in
the land of the Ma.oris; and the genera.l tolera.tion extended
to the new Trea.surer proved tha.t the deca.y in mora.l worth
had infected la.rge sections of the community. It placed
its future a.t the mercy of a. pa.wnbroker. In him it could
find only a. prophet whose god wa.s money; but for the time
it ha.d disca.rded from its ca.re the weightier ma.tteJ!s which
contribute to the welfa.re of a. people. Like a. young spendthrift in the ha.nds of a Jew, and bent on a. wild ca.reer, it
trampled on ma.xims of prudence a.nd ungra.teful .compunctions of conscience. Mr. Vogel's financia.l propositions
were suhsta.ntia.lly a.cce~ted. Four millions sterling were
a.uthorized for immigra.tlOn a.nd public works, a.nd one ~il
lion wa.s devoted to defence and other purposes. The provinces secured their portion by a. Pa.yments to Provinces
Act.
Mr. Fox deserves credit for pa.ssing a. bill to found the
University of New Zea.la.nd. On the 20th July, 110 joint
committee of both Houses reported tha.t it wa.s desira.ble to
necessa.ry bill. There were peculia.r fa.cilities for appropriesta.blish the university, a.nd there wa.s no opposition to the
ating reserves of land in New Zea.la.nd. Gra.nts of 10,000
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acres in· various places were allotted. Mr. Tancred wuos
elected Chancellor of the University as soon as it wa.s
formally constituted, and Mr. Hugh Carleton, Vice-Chancellor. For such posts the new blood of the colony furnished no competitors. Mr. Fitzherbert, Mr. Sta.fford, and
other members of the General Assembly appeared on the
list of the governing body. Thus at the very time when it
adopted a policy which pointed to money as the .,./1 1(,"6"., the
be-all and the end-all of national prosperity, the foundation
was laid of a counteracting principle which might recall
men's minds to higher purposes. To give their due to
those who worship at the shrine of Plutus, they commonly
sanction expenditure on that intellectual culture for which
they care so little. With vulgar indifference they patronize
the knowledge whose behests they disobey. Mr. J. C.
Richmond from the Opposition benches carried a series of
resolutions declaring the propriety of legislation to provide
for the education of the people in all parts· of the country.
He contemplated school-rates, inspection of schools, and
secular instruction by the State combined with facilities for
imparting religious instruction out ·of school-hours and at
the charge of parents or friends. A conscience clause was
to be maintained in denominational schools subsidized by
the State. A resolution to secure the independence of
Parliament by excluding place-men and by barring ex'
members from ·offices of emolument for a stated time after
vacating their seats was thrown out by a narrow majority.
the ministry contending against the curb thus sought to be
imposed. Professing purity, they refused to give security
against corruption. An attempt to abolish existing pro;vincial boundaries, and divide the colony into two provinces,
of which the North Island was to be one, was got rid of by
the previous question. The convocatioll of the assembly at
Wellington was not universally consented to. There weJ:e
some (amongst whom were two of the Fox ministry) who
desired that the next session should be held at Auckland.
A Representation Bill engrossed serious attention. Fox
proposed to confer more members on the Middle Island
than on the Northern Island, but after obtaining the
assent of the House to general resolutions, referred. them
to a committee of 20 members for revision. All resistance
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on the part of Mr. Stafford was overwhelmed by govern ..
ment majorities, and the Bill was passed. The Maori
representation, by four members, w&s untouched. The
other members were fixed at 74. Vote by ballot was
enacted in a .separate measure. A minority opposed the
Immigration and Public Works Bill in the Council, but the
second reading was passed by .25 votes against 8. Mr.
Mantell, Colonel Whitmore, Colonel Kenny, and Mr.
Pharazyn recorded a protest against the measure, because--:it would bind the future colonists unfairly, gave too great
latitude to the government, and provided no sufficient
check upon its acts-afforded no security that the works
would be prudently undertaken, be remunerative, or pro~
portioned to the growth of population and revenue~
contemplated alienation of extensive tracts of land without
conditions as to settlement and occupation, and would
therefore restrict the growth of population and of the
revenues on which the loan was to be secured-and because,
being dangerously vague and speCUlative, it was calculated
to inflict "much misery in the early future, and perhaps
shame and disaster in the sequel."
Many such predictions are falsified in colonies, not
because the evils they denounced are baseless, but because
the spread of popUlation in virgin territories carries with it
so many unforeseen advantages that, not by reason, but
in spite of legislative blunders the growing community
advances. Maugre all ill-treatment colonies often thrive;
but, to bOlTOW an illustration from Sydney Smith, their
growth no more arises from their treatment than the ruddy
cheeks of an urchin in the street are due to his ragged
clothes. The protest in the Council did not retard Mr.
Vogel. The victories of Ropata, Rangihiwinui, and Topia,
and McLean's truce with the Maori king, had lulled
apprehensions about native affairs; and mounted on his
new battle-horse, the propounder of the borrowing scheme
determined to ride off in the flush of success to negotiate
in London the loans which had been authorized, and pave
the way for a career amongst London brokers.
A bill to provide for the construction of railways
authorized under the Immigration and Public Works Act,
and the concomitant Loan Act, underwent serious discuB-
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sion. The Council made alterations, some of which were
opposed by the government. The Representaiives disagreed
with the amendments, and obtained a free conference.
Agreement was not arrived at. The Council returned the
Bill with a message inquiring whether the Representatives
" still insisted upon their objections to the amendments."
Mr. Vogel moved that the vote to disagree with the amendments in the bill be rescinded, and by 24 votes against 15
his motion was carried.
Both Houses took up the subject of the Imperial policy
towards the colony. A committee of the Council prepared
an address to the Queen, "relative to the line of conduct
lately pursued by Her Majesty's government towards the
colony of New Zealand." It regretted" that a feeling of
estrangement and even antagonism towards the colony has
been lately manifested by your Majesty's advisers." Earl
Granville had rashly and prematurely published unfriendly
despatches before the colony could guard against their iII
effects. The policy pursued " had raised a belief that there
is a desire to drive the colony into separation from the
mother-country, which belief has already caused grea.t
bitterness of feeling, and is likely to result, if the policy be
continued, in lasting enmity." Her Majesty was besought
to command ministers to "preserve the integrity of the
empire until it shall appear to your Majesty, to the British
Parliament, and to the colonists themselves, that it is no
longer desirable that New Zealand should continue to be a
dependency of the Crown." In the last resort they prayed
that a Commission might be sent from England to inquire
into their grievances. The Speaker, the Chairman of Committees, and some of those who from early days had been
respected by their fellows and honoured by the Crown, were
members of the committee, nel if there had been no prospect of change the addres' mi~ht hav U
rried. But
J
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the case of New ZeaJalid in the miniBteria.1 memoranda
which had been sent to England for distribution. Eventually
it was resolved, "that in the opinion of this Council the
best interests of New Zealand will be consulted by remaining· an integral part of the British Empire. That this
Council regrets the course adopted by the Home government
towards the colony, but as the causes of dispute have been
satisfactorily discussed by the Colonial government, and as
an indication of a desire to preserve a friendly feeling towards to colony has been made by the Home government,
it is undesirable to make any further reference to past misunderstandings." A shorter aIid less affectionate motion
was made in the House of Representatives. Mr. -McGillivray
moved (80th June): "That this House is of opinion that
the Imperial government has failed in its duty to the colony"
-and it was not until·the 28th July that, after adjourned
debates, the motion was withdrawn. At that date the intention of the government to raise loans to pay fixed sums
to provinces was known to be a-cceptable to members and
their constituents. The Treasurer wished to go to England
with the credit of the colony in his haild, and it would haTe
been irksome if he had been encumbered with Mr. McGillivray's resolution. In debate, Mr. Miller declared that the
colonists should addres~ the mother-country in the language
of Horace to Mmcenas, and was loudly cheered when he
uttered the words: Non ego perfidum dixi BacramentUtn.
Amongst the papers laid before the Assembly in the session of 1870 were letters and despatches which passed
between Sir G. Grey and Earl Granville early in the year,
respecting the prisoner of war put to, death without trial,
and other matters. Lord Granville sometimes briefty
acknowledged the receipt of Sir G. Grey's letters, and did
not notice their contents.
The commissioners saw Lord Granville in January,1870.
They reported that their reception was friendly and
courteous. They consulted Lord Napier of Magdala about
the employment of .Sikhs or Ghoorkas, from which he dissuaded them. They were unable to shake 'Earl Granville's
resolution to recall the 18th Regt., but they induced him to
~';absolutely disavow any wish on the ·part of the government
to abandon New Zealand, or to bring about separation
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between this country and the colony;"-a disavowal which
be communicated in a despatch in which he condescended to
say that his views respecting the modified recognition
. of Maori authority; and the extent and consequences of the
confiscation policy, might be right or wrong, and that he
fully admitted that the decision on such questions rested
entirely with the New Zealand government;-an admission
to which Mr. Fox retorted that it was much to be regretted
that the Earl had so positively published statements which
he confessed might be right or wrong, knowing that the
pUblication would seriously embarrass those who, on his
own showing, were responsible in the matter. As to the
Earl's disavowal of a separate policy, Mr. Fox's colleagues
accepted it "as meant to convey the feelings of the time
Earl Granville was writing. They cannot suppose that it
in the least affects the accumulated evidence from different
parts of the world that Her Majesty's ministers previously
favoured a policy having for its end a more or less speedy
disintegration of the empire. It is gratifying to think that
the representations made on behalf of New Zealand may
have had some share in leading to this change."
Though sometimes vaguely stared at as if the gazer
expected to see them tattooed, the commissioners were
welcomed in England, not as foreigners but as fellowBubjects, by distinguished persons. They accepted the proffered guarantee of a loan of one million sterling for
immigration and public works as a measure of conciliation
which would be deemed in New Zealand" a proof of goodwill," and their telegram to that effect (received in those
days by ship-carriage from Ceylon) had a soothing effect.
Earl Granville trusted that the waiving by the government
of certain objections to guarantees of loans would "be
received by the colonists of New Z
a proof of the
deep interest which Her Majest.··
in the
of the
welfare and prosperity of thi
Crown."
A more acceptable proof
Granville from the Colonial
A bill was bronght i
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GOvernor congratulated the Assembly "on the miendly
feeling towards New Zealand which the commissioners sent
to Great Britain to communicate with the Imperial government have succeeded in establishing.,' Mr. Sewell also •
consented to these amicable phrases. He had returned to
New Zealand, and in June, 1870, joined the Fox ministry
as Minister of J ulitice.
.
The labours of the New Zealand Assembly terminated on
the 18th Sept. Amongst other enactments was one which,
first brought forward by Mr. R. R. Torrens in Adelaide, commended itself to all Australasian colonies. It simplified the
transfer of real property. It swept away the cobwebs clinging
to titles and prevented them from again accumulating. The
registrar or commissioner of titles having once given a
certificate, the title was disburdened of doubt, and conveyances from hand to hand became as easy, to use a favourite
simile of the author of the measure, as the transfer of
shares in a ship. The principle was greedily accepted by
the public. In one or two colonies, where the persona.!
advocacy of Mr. Torrens was wanting, lawyers succeeded in
encumbering the enactment with technicalities which he
excluded in South Australia, but neither legal nor administrative opposition, however obstinate, could.stay the march
of the reform. The session produced about a .hundred
Acts. In all these the influence of the new order of things
was reflected. The electoral rolls of 1869 showed that
miners' rights or other special qualifications gave more than
20,000, while a.ll other interests in the colony gave less than
87,000 votes for the House of Representatives. The folly
and the fate of the colony is to be read in these figures.
Wherever the spirit of gambling and recklessness cared to
meddle, it was dominant.
In 1870, a question about tariffs distracted, not the
colonists, but their rulers. Protective duties in Victoria
Had caused discussion about tariffs, and about the provision
which deban'ed any Australia.n colony from imposing differential duties. Intercolonial conferences dealt with the
subject in Sydney and Melbourne; and Mr. Vogel, soon
after he became Treasurer, represented New Zeala.nd at one
of them. When it was found that prohibitive .duties
cramped commerce their advocates sought a remedy, not by
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freedom Of intercourse with the world, but by special relaxations favourable to immediate neighbours with whom it
seemed absurd to wage restrictive war. The general obliga..
tions of the empire in foreign relations were pleaded politely
bY.Earl Kimberley, and were not denied, but it was averred
that they ought not to bar the colonies from admitting
produce inter 8e free from duty or otherwise.
Stafford's ministry had no sooner resigned than the
Governor made a special request that Mr. Stafford, Mr.
Fitzherbert, Mr. Hall, Mr. J. C. Richmond, and Colonel
Haultam, might receive Her Majesty's permission to retain
the title of Honourable. The blazonry of his post was ever
congenial to the earl, and he lost no time in conveying Her
Majesty's gracious approval of the retention of the title in
New Zealand. But unexpected obstacles arose. Some
persons thought that New Zealand would be annexed to a
great. nation whose constitution places titles of nobility
WIder a ban. And, moreover, about the Order, of . St.
Michael and St. George there was a tawdry glitter contrasting strangely with orders honoured among Englishmen.
A greater than Lord Granville, Herman Merivale, a sch9lal'
and a ripe one, a professor of political economy, had written
an article 18 on the re-furbishing of the new colonial order
of knighthood. The order, and the manner in which its
distinctions were conferred, were calculated to degrade it.
"If I were to affirm broadly," he said, "that the estalilished usage
under which the Crown distributes honours on the advice of party leaders
at home as well as in the colonies, deadens the public appreciation of ~hese
chivalrous rewards, gives them an ineffaceable stain of vulgarity, demora·
lizes patriotic impulse, tends to lower even the standard of popular respect
for the Crown itself, I should doubtl888 be charged with gross exaggera.
tion. But I should appeal to the judgment of such as will throw aside
inveterate prepoBBesBions, and consider the question with impartial philo.
sophy."

If Lord Granville were to succeed in detaching New Zealand
from the British Empire, colonists might pause before
covering their coats with the last patches of mud sprinkled
from the departing wheels of the chariots in which men sat
with the liveries of the Queen. Mr. Merivale's censure
would have more life than·Earl GranvilM's grace. Stafford
and Richmond, noticing that their titles were limited to
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New Zealand, declined the proffered honour. The Governor
plied them with persuasions,· and they withdrew their
refusals rather (they said) than aJIow him to be placed in &
false position. They explained that it wa.s not the local
limitation which was objectionable, but the invidious distinction implied, if a permanent honour conferred by the
Sovereign on subjects domiciled in England were recognized
throughout the empire while a permanent honour conferred
on a subject in New Zealand was locally restricted. Lord
Kimberley acknowledged Sir G. Bowen's despatch, but did
not discuss the question. When, for a few weeks in 1872,
Fox and his colleagues lost office, the same request was
made on their behalf "in conformity with (what Sir G.
Bowen termed) the established practice." It would be
difficult to establish a worse practice. In a community
gathered together from all lands, adventurers may for a
time, by popular professions, obtain popular honours. To
make their brief success an established passport to perma·
nent honour may sully the favours of Downing-street, but
cannot ennoble the receivers.
At the end of 1870, a different debt of honour was paid
in New Zealand. Te Puni, the Ngatiawa patriarch, thn
protector of the New Zealand Company at Wellington in
the days of its weakness, died nearly 90 years old at his
residence, Petoni. His last public appearance had been at
a levee held by the Duke of Edinburgh at Wellington in
1869. The government ordered a funeral at public cost.
Members of the ministry were pall· bearers with Maori
friends. The Bishop of Wellington read the service.
Donald McLean addressed the Maoris in their own tongue,
acknowledging the gratitude due by the colonists to Te
Puni. The pioneers of English civilization stood, .with
Maoris, round the grave as the old chief was laid to rest
according to the rites of the Church of England, to which
he belonged. The volunteer rifles and artillery attended to
pay military honours. In due time a special message of
sympathy from the Queen was sent to the family and tribe
of Te Puni. At the end· of 1871, another chief, Taringa
Kuri, a Ngatjawa, supposed to be the only remaining Maori
who had seen Captain Cook, died at an age computed to
ex~eed 100 years; ,and. Walqt.. Nene,. the Ngapuhi chief,
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passed away about the same time. Old Maoria, with its
representatives, was fading visibly away. The honours
paid to Te Puni were rendered before the colonists were
again called upon to welcome the Duke of Edinburgh. At
Tauranga he was welcomed, with the Governor, by 700 of
the Arawa and Ngaiterangi tribes. A chief, who had fought
against the English at the Gate Pah, was loud in loyal and
figurative congratulations. Thence to Maketu the Prince
proceeded, and saw the spot where Maori tradition declares
that the Arawa canoe landed the tribe, who, like the
Argonauts, took .the name of their vessel, but gave a more
enduring title to their descendants. They took pride in
giving a guard of honour to the son of the Queen; they
admired his activity in the journey to the Hot Lakes, and to
the matchless terraces of Rotomahana. At Ohinemutu, on
their return, they paused on Sunday by the waters of Lake
Rotorua. A missionary read the service of the Church of
England. A little knot of Englishmen were with the
Prince; a large congregation of Maoris repeated the
responses and joined in the hymns in their own sonorous
language, amidst that lake and mountain scenery, under
which irrepressible fires are raging ;19 on a spot renowned
in Maori legend, and where, within living memory, human
victims had been sacrificed, and cannibal feasts had been
held. On the following day, at Maketu, the chief, Te
Waru, with forty-six followers, surrendered on the terms
offered to him by McLean through the mouth of Ropata.
Wahawaha. The Duke of Edinburgh was popular with all
with whom he came into contact, and his influence may
have created a kindly feeling in other minds as well as
amongst the Maoris. In a memorandum (30th Dec., 1870),
on the subject of colonial defence, in case of war "between
Great Britain and any foreign nation," Mr. Fox "reiterated
the expression of the loyalty of the colony to the Crown,
and of anxiety that it should always be preserved as an
integral portion of the empire."
Armed with letters of introduction from the Governor,
Mr. Vogel, as Treasurer and Postmaster-General, sailed for
America and England to negotiate postal arrangements
I. [1894. These words, published in 1883, were sadly confirmed by the
Tara.wera eruption, described in the note at the end of Chapter L]
Vol.D.
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with the United States, and arrange in London the financial
affairs of New Zealand. The office of Agent-General for
New Zealand in London, created by the Public Works and
Immigration Act of 1870, was conferred upon Dr. Featherston, who had acted. with Mr. Dillon Bell as one of the
commissioners in England.
The General Assembly was dissolved by proclamation at
the end of 1870. It had been elected for five years in 1866,
and was therefore on the eve of e:fB.unon. It remained to
be seen whether the electors would disapprove the new
scheme of borrowing, or whether the policy of discounting
the present by drafts on the future-the bane of many an
heir-was to be indorsed. The ballot was for the first time
used in New Zeal1md at the election in 1871. Though no
ground of expediency in practice can· justify the conversion
of a public trust to a private act, the oppone~ts of the
ba.llot in New Zealand, as in other countries, were constrained to admit that'it tended to peace and order. The
conjuror who had bewitched the colonists thought it wise to
be absent; his presence might mar success. The colony,
committed to his policy, could hardly repudiate it, while,
with common consent, he promoted it abroad. The
butcher-cla.imant of the Tichborne estates, when the mother
of the dead heir visited him in Paris, turned his face to the
wall and would not speak. The woman was more likely to
believe in him in proportion as she saw him less. Recognition being accorded, the rest would follow.
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